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ABSTRACT
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main sections. In the first section, Research in Social Studies and
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INTRODUCTION

In the first six decades of this century, no fewer than 1200 investigations have been made in the field of
social studies education. Most of these studies are reviewed in the following chapters. They overview the
development of social studies research up to 1970.

It seems appropriate to pull together, into this one reference, 12 reviews of research which have
appeared through the years in publications of the American Educational Research Association and of the
National Council for the Social Studies. These organi-ations have graciously permitted the reprinting of
original articles as they originally appeared. Thereby, tney have continued their longstanding encouragement
of social studies researchers.

There are five sections in this book. The first section is an introduction to resources available to social
studies researchers. Secondly, an analysis of the field of social studies research is provided. This is followed by
the largest section, a series of 12 review articles which have appeared between 1941 and 1970. The fourth
section is a composite bibliography. In most cases, the original source of the original research report is cited so
that contemporary researchers can obtain facsimile copies. The first section, "Research in Social Studies and
Social Science Education," describes procedures for obtaining facsimile documents from major repositories.
The fifth and final section provides a subject and author index.

Major credit must be given to the original reviewers whose articles have been reprinted. Appreciation is
expressed to each of them: Murra, Wesley and Zink (1941); Carr, Wesley and Murra (1950); Gross and Badger
(1960); Metcalf (1963); Harrison and Solomon (1964, 1965); Girault and Cox (1966); Cox, Johnson and
Payette (1967, 1968); Johnson, Payette and Cox (1969); Sundeen and Skretting (1969); and Payette, Cox and
Johnson (1970).

Without the assistance of Philip Devaux, Kyung Soo Cha, and Phyliss Miller, the production of this
reference would not have been possible. They have been invaluable and selfless.

This is a handbook. Hopefully, it will be a useful guide, not read from cover to cover, but used as a
general introduction and set of reference materials. It will have served an important purpose if readers who
would not otherwise undertake research projects are motivated to design studies and adopt the mode of the
systematic inquirer. It will be of value if it lightens the workload of any researcher, especially the young
researchers in social studies education. Perhaps they can stand with at least one foot out of the swamp on
islands built by social studies researchers in the past.

James M. Oswald
Syracuse University



RESEARCH IN SOCIAL STUDIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
James M. Oswald

If anything can be agreed upon by those who have inquired in the field of social studies and social
science education, it's surely that there has been a lengthy debate over what is appropriately social studies and
what relationships the social sciences have to this field. Rather than add another debatable definition of the
social studies, this paper will focus on resources which those interested in research in social studies and social
science education may find useful. For convenience, the term "social studies" will be used throughout.

Models and Theories

Though the stereotypical social studies curriculum model is a list of topics, considerable theoretical work
has been done in the field. As Metcalf (1963) pointed out, a legacy is provided by the reflective thinking
model developed by Dewey (1910, 1933); Griffin (1942); Bayles (1950, 1956); and Hullfish and Smith
(1961). It is appropriate alSo to add Metcalf (1948) and Hunt and Metcalf (1956, 1968); Oliver (1956); and
Myer and Shaver (1962). There have been and will be other contributors to the methodological theory of
reflective thinking as nucleus of the social studies.

Inasmuch as logic, reason, and conceptual analysis can be subsumed by the reflective thinking model, it
seems to be a leading position in the field. It subsumes the previously cited work in addition to that of Bruner
(1956); Taba (1960); Price et al. (1963); and Price, Hickman and Smith (1965).

There is another legacy, the eclectic model of the social studies. It lacks the refinement of the reflective
thinking model, but is probably more popular among social studies educators. Evidence of this model's
acceptance is the wide array of topics and themes reported in the reviews of social studies research. The range,
just among dissertations, is from "Tohching Time and Place Relationships in Elementary School History" to
"The Effect of the Economic Education of Teachers on the Number of Economic Concepts Reported Taught"
to "A Study of Bias in the Treatment of Nullification and Secession in the Secondary School History
Textbooks of the United States." Eclecticism is a mainstream in the social studies.

A third model seems appropriate for attention by social studies researchers. It is environmentalistic and
has art eloquent expression in the work of Krech (1969). As a descriptive label, Krech has selected
"Psychoneurobiochemeducation" for this investigation of physical environmental effects upon behavior. In
contrast to reflective thinking, this model is non-verbal. It is based on the evidence that brain size is a function
of-environmental enrichment. Other researchers have also focused on environmental effects. For example, Hess
and Torney (1967); He and Baer (1968); and Patrick (1967) have investigated socialization and have
reported that non-school environments seem to he more powerful than in-school environments in affecting
political behavior. Further research is needed to determine effects of social studies environments upon
students. Krech has provided a research based theory of considerable interest and of possible relevance to
social studies.

Theories of learning are central to any educational-instructional field. There is no totally acceptable
single theory at present. The more refined theories are described by Hilgard (1964) and Hilgard and Bower
(1966). In the several editions of Theories of Learning, different theories have received attention. Some have
been dropped, others have been added. Therefore, the researcher seeking an appropriate theory of learning
may find it useful to review several editions of this reference. Similar in intent, but more consistent in
presenting the parallel elements in different theories, is Theories of Motivation by Madsen (n.d.).

Numerous theories and models are available for the social studies researcher, bet relatively few studies
are done at the theoretical level. Of these, the reflective thinking model seems to have received the most
consistent attention from social studies theoreticians. Provincial and eclectic research themes, however, have
been more common in the field.

James Oswald is assistant professor of social studies education in the School of Education at Syrrcuse
University.
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Methodologies

As with theories, no methodologies are exclusively the domain of social studies. Some major
methodological references are cited, however, for they can be invaluable to the social studies researcher.

Kaplan (1964), The Conduct of Inquiry, provides a detailed overview of inquiring processes through
sections dealing with methodology, concepts, laws, experiments, measurements, tatistics, models, theories,
explanation, and values.

Cage (1963), Handbook of Research on Teaching, provides a chapter on "Paradigms for Research on
Teaching." This reference also provides "Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research on
Teaching" by Campbell and Stanley (1963). This chapter has also been reprinted as a book under the same
title. "Rating Methods in Research on Teaching" by Remmers (1963), "Testing Cognitive Ability and
Achievement" by Bloom (1963), and "Measuring Non-Cognitive Variables in Research on Teaching" by Stern
(1963) are also useful. "Research on Teaching the Social Studies" by Metcalf (1963) originally appeared in the
Handbook and is reprinted in section three of this reference.

Unobstru sive Measures, Non-reactive Research in the Social Sciences by Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and
Sechrest (1966), provides measures which do not require the controlled situations of experimental designs. To
exemplify the differences of these two methodologies, an analogy seems appropriate. In an experimental
design, publication x (stimulus), could be introduced to the students. Tests (observations) could determine
some effects of the stimulus both on groups exposed to publication x and upon others c,ho were not exposed
to the stimulus. More elaborate designs of this sort are provided by Campbell and Stanley (1963). In a
non-reactive study also using publication x, school storerooms might be observed to determine whether the
item is in circulation or shelved. Or individual copies of publication x might be checked to determine if they
are wearing out through use. Both reactive and non-reactive research can appropriately be used in the social
studies.

The American Educational Research Association (AERA) published the Handbook of Research on
Teaching. In addition, they have published an edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research at ten year
intervals since 1940. And though the "social studies" articles from each of four Encyclopedia editions are
reprinted in this reference, each edition contains many other articles of methodological importance and of use
to the researcher. AERA publications are invaluable in the area of research methodology. Unfortunately, they
are too numerous to list here. A bibliography of these publications can be obtained through the AERA office.

Human Behavior, An Inventory of Scientific Findings, by Berelson and Steiner (1964), is a single volume
presentation of hundreds of studies of human behavior. Used as a handbook, it provides a variety of
methodological approaches to behavior research. Projects and their findings are reported for the categories of:
methods of inquiry, behavioral development, perceiving, learning and thinking, motivation, family, small
groups, organizations, institutions, social stratification, ethnic relations, mas; communication, opinions,
attitudes, beliefs, society, and culture.

Simulation and Society by Raser (1969) is an introduction to scientific gaming. It refers to the major
references in the simulation field, traces its background, and elaborates on uses of simulation in research and
with teaching. Simulation is a methodology which social studies researchers may increasingly find useful.

Future studies methodologies deserve the consideration of social studies researchers. The futurist field is
growing and offers an extensive literature and a variety of methodologies that have been described by Sanduw
(1970) in "The Pedagogical Structure of Methods for Thinking About the Future." He provides introductions
to the following methodologies: Delphi, future histories, scenarios, value shift assessment, future history
analysis and review, cross impact matrix, and cross purpose matrix. Research in social studies education has
been "past" oriented. Treating the future as an eventual "past" shows promise as an inquiry strategy.

Also at the "cutting edge" of contemporary research are the computer based methodologies. Though
they have been little used in the social studies, acquaintance with them seems important for they often offer
economies in cost and time compared to traditional methods. One K-12 social studies curriculum that is
computer- supported is Project PLAN. a methodology in itself, which provides individualization.

Of the traditional methods, historiography is well known and has been popular among social studies
researchers. Bloch (1953, 1964), The Historian's Craft, and Gottschalk (1950), Understanding History, 4
Primer of Historical Method, provide basic introductions to historiographic technioues for ascertaining
knowledge. Arid each social science also has a methodological literature containing pre.sentetions such as The
Tools of Social Science by Madge (1953) and Handbook of Political Science Methods by Garson (1971).

It is apparent that there is a body of literature dealing with research methodologies and it follows that a
variety of methodologies are available for use in social studies research.
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Previous Research

Dissertations:

An extensive literature has been developed specifically by researchers who have found social studies a
useful medium inwhich to test their hypothesis. A major portion of this work is in the form of research
reports completed ns requirements for doctoral degrees. These doctoral disser,ations are systematically
catalogued in Dissertation Abstracts, new volumes of which are published annually. The terse abstracts in these
volumes can be traced to their original source, invariably a university library. Or, as is usually more convenient,
facsimile copies of dissertations can be obtained through University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

McPhie (1964) prepared Dissertations in Social Studies Education: A Comprehensive Guide. It provides
brief abstracts of 566 studies, an author index, and a subject index. McPhie brought together the social studies
dissertations cited in Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American Universities (1933-1955), Microfilm
Abstracts (1938-1951), and Dissertation Abstracts (1951-1959). Tentative plans have been made to revise
the dissertation abstract compilation to bring it up to date through 1970.

Gross and De La Cruz (1971), Social Studies Dissertations (1963-1969), is an ERIC/ChESS publication,
which updates the McPhie bibliography. In addition to annotations, subject and author indexes are provided.

Gephart (1970), Research Studies in Lducation, A Subject and Author Index of Doctoral Dissertations,
Reports and Field Studies, is a Phi Delta Kappa publication which lists but does not annotate. It can p-ovide a
reference against which one can quickly double check titles and it may occasionally cite a study that other
references have missed.

Not all universities submit their dissertations to be abstracted and microfilmed. Thus, there is always a
possibility that some significant research is unavailable because no reporting system has considered it.
Simitarly, it is possible that some very fine work is essentially unevailable because it is contained in a master's
thesis, or, for that matter, in a brilliant term paper. Some work may be unavailable because it is in private
collections. Regardless, dissertations provide a large portion of social studies research reports.

Research Reports:

Studies funded by agencies of the government are conducted according to time schedules and final
reports are required. These reports are technically in the public domain, unless classified for security reasons,
and are available to those who can locate them.

Project directors usually keep copies of final reports. Other copies may be placed in nearby libraries,
especially in the case of university based research. In addition, sponsoring agencies, such as the United States
Office of Education and the National Science Foundation, maintain libraries containing reports of research
that have been completed. Private foundations likewise file copies of research reports they have funded.

To alleviate the problem of "buried research," Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) was
funded by the federal government to provide a clearinghouse for educational research. ERIC publishes a
monthly catalog of current research reports, Research in Education, which is available on most university
campuses and in educational research centers.

Other sources of research reports are the private non-profit research organizations, such as the Rand
Corporation, Stanford Research Institute, Educational Development Center, American Institutes for Research,
and others located near major cities and universities. Researchers are generally welcomed when they visit these
research centers and permission to use documents is probable if one works in a center's private library.

Journals:

Other major sources of research reports are the professional journals. Almost every specialization has one
or more. Depending on the journal, articles vary from meticulous to superficial. Each journal has its own
criteria for publishing an article. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature and Education Index are major,
cross-referenced indexes to journal literature.

Social Education is published ten times per year by the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS).
It periodically contains a research section and provides an annual review of research in social studies education.
The first review was by Harrison and Solomon (1964). It covered the period 1960 through 1963. Harrison and
Solomon (1965) also reviewed research done in 1964. Cox, Girault and Metcalf' (1966); Girault and Cox
(1967); Cox, Johnson and Payette (1968); and Johnson, Payette and Cox (1969) have each covered one year
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of reward, in the field. These six reviews of research covering 1960 through 1969 are reprinted elsewhere in
this reference. The seventh review appears in an issue of Social Education printed in the fall of 1971. It covers
1970.

Journal of Geography and Social Studies are other nationally distributed journals likely to obtain articles
of interest to the social studies researcher. And eventually, each social science may have a journal devoted
specifically to the social science edt :ator working in that area. The American Anthropologist publishes some
reports of use to educational researchers, and there is already a journal titled Sociology of Education.

Though they have not traditionally focused on research, journals published by state and regional social
studies organizations publish some research reports. Among these are: The Bulletin of the Minnesota council
for the Social Studies, Pennsylvania Social Studies News and Views, Indiana Social Studies News and Notes,
the Ohio Council for the Social Studies Review, the Social Science Record of the New York State Council for
the Social Studies, and the California Social Studies Review. There are others and, as a group, they may be
Increasingly useful sources of research.

In addition to journals related specifically to social studies education, numerous others publish research
reports in which social studies elements and programs are used as variables. The Journal of Educational
Research and the American Educational Research Journal, for example, often contain reports o!: social studies
research reports. Other useful journals include the Harvard Educational Review, Journal of Psychology,
Journal of Teacher Education, Perceptual i..:ogni'ive Development, and Psychological Abstracts.

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE ) is a cooperative effort of ERIC and a private publisher. It
provides monthly reports citing articles from educational literature.

Outside the United States, researchers also write reports, but few of these are catalogued in the
previously cited references and journals. There are journals for the social studies educators in Japan, the Soviet
Union, and Canada, to name a few. National, international, and transnational publications abound. A
reasonable starting place for those interested in this literature is the UNESCO publications division ikhe
United Nations building in New York City. National embassies will be helpful on request for specific --
Information.

Books:

A basic reference, already cited, is the Encyclopedia of Educational Research. Each contains a review of
social studies research over the previous decade. Murra, Wesley and Zink (1941); Carr, Wesley and Murra
(1950); Gross arid Badger (1960); and Sundeen and Skretting (1969) have provided Encyclopedia articles on
"social studies." Each of these four reviews is reprinted elsewhere in this reference. The Handbook of Research
on Teaching has already been cited, as has its article on social studies by Metcalf (1963).

An encyclopedia of social studies efforts in the 1960's is Lowe (1969), Structure and.the Social Studies.
This book is an overview of the curriculum reform movement of an active period. It describes major
curriculum development projects in considerable detail.

Elementary School Social Studies: A Current Guide to Research by Dunfee (1970) cites 351 studies in a
series of essays concerned with goals, social studies curriculum, children, learning, inquiry, media, evaluation,
and teacher education. McLendon and Penix (1960, I968) also reviewed research related to social studies
teaching.

Buros (1938, 1965), Mental Measurements Yearbook, is an encyclopedia of standard tests. Tests are
reviewed by experts in the area being tested and :hese reports are printed in each edition along with test titles
and their sources. In addition, Buros (1961) has prepared a shorter publication, Tests in Print.

Information Systems:

It is apparent that there is more to read than any one researcher would ever care to survey. Finding out
specifically what has already been done has never been easy. There has been a long standing need to develop an
effective communications system to cope with the expansiveness of modern research literature.

ERIC was federally funded to link researchers together and provide them with a systematized forum and
document distribution system. ERIC links the efforts of several Educational Resources Information Centers.
Through ERIC one can purchase reports cited in Research in Education by writing the publications contractor
specified in each issue. These documents are available in two formats: microfiche and hard copy.
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ERIC/ChESS is the Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education. Funded by the United
States Office of Education, ERIC/ChESS is located in Boulder, Colorado. It is responsible for the input of
social studies and social science education information into the ERIC system. It publishes a newsletter, which
refers to social studies materials available through ERIC. And, it prepares and publishes limited quantities of
bibliographies and interpretive reports. Social studies researchers are encouraged to submit copies of th it
reports to ERIC/ChESS, which evaluates, indexes, and submits abstracts for publication in the ERIC journal,
Research in Education.

University Microfilms, another information dissemination system, provides microfilm, microfiche, or
xerographic reproductions of any dissertation in its files. It can also provide xerographic copies of almost any
out of print books.

A literature review service is provided by DATRIX, another Xerox company. DA i'RIX is a computerized
key word system that permits computer printed retrieval of studies in which a specified set of key words
appeared. Given, for example, the key words "reflective- thinking - social- studies - education," the system would
print out the authors and titles of dissertations in which such a combination of words appeared. Costs are
determined by the number of references printed out. ERIC also plans to have a key word retrieval system.

Perhaps someday all document collections will be inter-connected and anyone will be able to achieve
Instant retrieval of information by merely saying what is of interest into a microphone. Until such a day
arrives, researchers are limited by the several independent, non-synchronized communication systems that have
developed. Still, it may never have been so easy to gather information as today. A larger problem than
Information retrieval is the rationalization of what is being done in social studies research and programs.

Conclusions

It seemed appropriate to provide a single reference focusing on research in the social studies. This is not
to say that every study reported on previous or following pages is of equal or immediate value. Nor is it
implied that the reviews are adequate for any and all research purposes. On reading them, it will be obvious
that the reporting is uneven. Some studies are thoroughly described whereas others are almost casually
mentioned as if readers knew precisely what they were about. Nevertheless, the reviews represent major
efforts, and it cannot be denied that they summarize the heritage of social studies educationhigh-lighting
some of its strengths, making visible some of its weaknesses.

Altogether, there has not been much significant research in social studies education. It has not been a
"basic" research field in the same sense that psychology or biochemistry have been. Too few studies have
generalizability or transferability. That is, few of them lead to significant generalizations about the nature ID;
learning, few are capable of replication in another place and another time. There is a lack of universality in
them. Few, for example, could be replicated in another country. They point out how strong has been the
Interest in the past and how strong provincial, state, and regional interests are. This seems regrettable in a field
so universal as social studies education has bees. presumed to be.

A simple comparison of the type of research done in the 1930's with that of the prolific 1960's makes
obvious the point that the field has grown in quality as well as quantity, though some students have pointed
out that the same themes keep cropping up again and again. When the best of social studies research is sifted
out and looked at, it deserves high ratings and provides a position of strength for future social studies
researchers.
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II

ANALYSES OF RESEARCH IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION
James M. Oswald and Kyung Soo Cha

Analyses are difficult undertakings. At best they are efforts to clarify. Al worst they can be petulant
diatribes, unworthy and uninteresting. Through analysis major points can be extracted and inspected with
different frames of reference. Equalities and inequalities in research studies can be brought to light and studied
intensively. Assumptions can be ferreted out. The scalpel of logic can serve analyses, whether they are
autopsies or efforts to reveal inner brilliance as in diamond cutting.

Whatever their difficulties, analyses are worthwhile. After a research study is completed, its reports can
be described, classified, and analyzed. The latter is the more difficult and hence the less frequently done.
Perhaps this is a result of the difficulty of analysis, or, as is the assumption of this paper, a consequence of-a
field's immaturity. Social studies education research is a relatively new field. It has progressed, as the reviews
of research indicate, through the description and classification stages and on several occasions in the 1960's has
shown promise of becoming analytical.

What is painful about analysis is the cutting away of what once seemed important. The process, however,
often reveals what is most important. Sitrely playwrights do not actually enjoy critical analysis of their plays,
but analytical reviews are a part of the enterprise. They sometimes lead to better performances. Likewise,
authors are rare who enjoy editors' and reviewers' analyses of their manuscripts. Rarer still are the scientists
who enjoy having their findings repudiated or criticized. Despite these feelings, critical analysis remains an
important human enterprise, and in a field so significant as social studies education, analyses of research seem
essential. This paper is an introduction to analyses that readers are urged to perform on their own. It assumes
that critical analyses are desirable, and it attempts to justify them as needs of the social studies field.

That research studies and their reviews are voluminous is obvious. What is less obvious is which of the
studies have been the most worthy? This paper is an attempt to point out techniques and examples of
appropriate .questions readers themselves may ask in conducting analyses of research reviews and of research
reports. What are the characteristics of the investigations is also an important question.

To assist in answering these questions, reviews of research are reprinted in section three. They cover the
period between 1930 and 1969. in order to direct attention to the major emphases of the different reviews,
the following section reprints 12 reviews of research. In this paper general analyses are provided under four
headings: The Reviews of Research, An Hypothetical Case, Quality Controls in Social Studies Research, and
Summary and Conclusions.

The Reviews of Research

The reviews themselves are a form of research, which is of interest. They are arranged in the following
section from the most recent (1970) to the earliest (1939). Their styles differ. Their organizational
frameworks and their emphases differ. Each of the reviewers approached the task ,slightly differently, which
led to the following observations about the differences in the various reviews.

Metcalf (1963; p. 145) is the most analytical of the review articles. He chose the theme that theory is
developing, cited evidence in support of the position, and disparaged frequent attention by social studies
researchers to investigate the trivial, incidental, and peripheral. Logically sequenced, the article is persuasive
for it cuts through hundreds of studies to focus upon what is perceived to be the most significant aspects of
the studies, and is consequently a value-based analysis. It originally appeared in the Handbook of Research on
Teaching (1963).

More typical of social studies research review articles is Gross (1960; p. 203). The article was written in
1958. As one of four encyclopedia articles, it provides the largest single cataloging of studies: 274, including a
minimum number of value judgements. Gross provides a history of the field of social studies and classifies the
research studies: The framework of categories includes five major areas: objectives; curriculum-elementary
school curriculum patterns, secondary school curriculum patterns, history, government and civics, geography,
sociology, psychology, twelfth-grade problems course, current events, current events, college curriculum
patterns, and selecting curriculm content; problems of instruction methods of instruction, lecture and
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discussion, teacher-pupil planning, activities and projects, group processes, development of skills, teaching of
controversial issues, other teaching materials, and ret, ling in relation to the social studies; evaluation; and the
social studies teacher.

Histories of the field are also provided by Carr, Wesley and Murra (1950; p. 229), who were
deeply concerned about defining the "social studies." Their study contributes to establishing the domain of
social studies. Determining the boundaries or parameters of social studies has been a traditional problem of the
subject. Carr, Wesley, and Murra report developments associated with the following categories: definition;
periods in social studies research; evolution of the social studies subjects - history, civics and government,
geography, economics, sociology, problems of democracy, current events, and other courses; present status -

central techniques and new emphases; objectives: selecting curricula control and activities; organizing the
social studies curriculum; grade placement; learning in the social studies - character of social learning,
effectiveness of instruction, social learning through direct experience, !yarning through language, place
concepts, quantitative thinking, and critical thinking; methods in the social studies - current practices,
evaluation of patterns of method, elements of method, telling or lecturing, questioning, directing study,
directing pupil activity, and equipment; evaluation and measurement, the social studies teacher; and needed
research. Their 1950 article cites 88 studies from the 1930's and 1940's, denoting an increase over the 46
studies that were reported in an earlier but similarly organized encyclopedia article, which concentrated on
social studies research and developments during the 1930's, by Murra, Wesley, and Zink (1941),
pp.

Payette, Cox and Johnson (1970, p. 21), in an annual review of social studies research published
by Social Education, cite 101 studies reported during 1969. It indicates that, quantitatively, the field has
exploded since the 1930's when reviewers had to dip into the 1920's to find as many as 46 studies. A
qualitative shift also occurred between 1939, when few empirical studies were reported, and 1969, when many
empirical studies were reported. From broad descriptive studies the field has shifted toward precise and
carefully controlled experimental studies. The reporting categories have also changed, reducing the number of
categories, though the number of studies has increased. The 1970 review of research classifies studies according
to the three major categories, which are italicized: antecedent conditions-subject matter cluster and the social
milieu cluster; transacrionscognitive contingency, affective contingency, direct purpose, and descriptive
analytic; and outcomes-higher cognitive processes, instructional procedures, and teacher education. These
three basic categories have been used in the Social Education series since Johnson, Payette and Cox (1969; p.
59). It contrasts with earlier annual reviews, published in 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968, which utilized
the topical framework introduced by Gross.( 1960). They are reprinted On pages 59-85 (1968), 87-103 (1967),
105.116 (1966), 117-130 (1965), and 131.143 (1964). The first article in this series (1964) reviews the first
three years of the decade, 1960 - 1963.

Of the four encyclopedia articles on social studies derived from The Encyclopedia of Educational
Research (1941, 1950, 1960, and 1969), the most recent is Sundeen and Skretting (1969,
p. 45). It cites 97 references and, since it covers a period that produced annual research reviews,
does not attempt to cite every study. Covering the 1960's, this article can be used in conjunction with the
annual reviews to provide a comprehensive overview of an expansionistic decade in social studies research. The
article is unique in title, for it introduces the term "social studies education." It is briefer than preceding
encyclopedia articles titled "social studies." Organizationally, however, this article is .similar to those earlier
encyclopedia articles (1960, 1950, and 1941) in providing categories such as: history of the field; objectives;
sources of content - history, geography, economics, and area studies; organizing the curriculum - secondary
school curriculum; instruction, learning problems, teaching strategies, reading, and time and chronology;
materials - textbooks, programmed and simulated materials, and audiovisual aids; evaluation; and teacher
education.

The 12 social studies research reviews, excellent as they may be, cannot substitute for analyses of
original research reports themselves. Reviews describe and categorize research studies, but reviews cannot
provide complete data regarding any specific research project. In this sense reviPws are not critical and should
not be expected to be. With few exceptions, they are descriptive in nature. An exception is the Metcalf article,
which is both a critical analysis and a review of research. It and the other reviews are useful. They do as
reviews should, i.e., provide systematic overviews of research reported during certain periods of time. Without
research reviews, the vast body of original research reports would be even less well known.

A word about- provinciality seems appropriate. Social studies is a field that developed in the United
States in the twentieth century. The first usage of the term "social studies" occurred in professional literature
between 1900 and 1917. Social studies has become an international curriculum reform movement centered in
the United States and in "American culture." Almost all research in the field has been by investigators trained
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in the United States. Most of the studies have sampled United States populations. Cross-cultural research in
social studies has been minimal. Few studies are conducted simultaneow:v in several cultures or even with
different sub-cultures in the United States. The typical study is mono-c :.ural. Many of the studies could,
however, be replicated in other cultures. Until trans-nationalcross-cultural studies are initiated in larger
number, the nucleus of social studies research must be considered nationalistic, provincial in the sense that it
consists mostly of local, state, and national studies.

Longitudinal studies, investigations of subjects' behavior over extended periods of time, are rare but not
absent in the social studies. Social studies research projects tend to be brief in duration, a reflection of the
inadequate financial resources of the field and also of the field's dependency upon doctoral studies.

From a study of research reviews, it seems apparent that social studies has not been a critically analytic
field. For the most part, reviewers have been gentle and kind, generous with praise and spat ;ng with criticism.
A social studies research report is not likely to generate critical analysis within the field though a researcher
may present findings and be criticized within the broader field of educational research, as, for example, in a
publication or meeting of the American Educational Research Association. Within the professional field of
social studies education, a new study is likely to be described rather than analyzed in social studies
publications and meetings. The situation is different from the fields of philosophy and science. In meetings of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science and in its journal, Science, findings and reports are
openly analyzed, often criticized. Research reports attract disputants and critics and provoke replications in
many fields. In critically analytical fields, researchers report the fndings with caution, often pointing out
alternative interpretations of the phenomena being studied.

A social studies researcher can usually expect neither replication or analysis, but descriptions of the
findings can be expected as can an occasional valuing such as "good," "useful," or "important."

Social studies research seems, on the basis of a comparison of early and more recent research reviews, to
be increasing in critical analytic capacity. But this capability is rooted in attitude and philosophy arid is not
yet firmly established.

An excellent effort to establish a beachhead for critical analysis is that comparative analysis of research
presented at an annual meeting of The National Council for the Social Studies by Barak Rosenshine (1970).
Titled "Experimental Classroom Studies of Teacher Training, Teaching Behavior, and Student Achievement,"
University of Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, the paper is a classic example of the "diamond cutting"
qualities of critical analysis (see Appendix B).

It seems important to keep in mind that there are many kinds of research, each of which has unique
advantages. Empirical research requires precision and controls, and provides reliable results that may be useful,
but are not innately so. Conceptual analysis, value analysis, and theoretical and historical research are al's
important though seldom used strategies in social studies research.

While it is essential that social studies research be of high quality, it is also important to remember that
there are many kinds of quality. An immediately rewarding study based on a popular model is not necessarily
the best.

A purpose of this reference is to stimulate analysis of the reprinted reviews of research and also to
stimulate analyses of original research reports themselves. Research reports cannot be provided in their original
formats because of lack of space. Nevertheless, one report will he cited. It represents an effort at practical
research having direct impact upon social studies curricula. It is well written and organized; is in the public
domain in several formats; and it contains surprises, those unpredicted events which researchers love and never
quite seem to understand or control. The report is: Edwin Fenton, John M. Good, Mitchell P. Lichtenberg, A
High School Social Studies Curriculum Jr o Able Students: An Audio Visual Component to A High School
Social Studies Curriculum for Able Students, Final Report, Pittsburgh: Carnegie Mellon University Social
Studies Curriculum Center, April 1969 (United States Office of Education, Bureau of Research Report No.
ED0306

An Hypothetical Case

I. Suppose researcher X publishes "study Y," an investigation of the pre- and post- "history course"
performance of 50 secondary school studies on a critical thinking test ...

II. Appropriate questions for researcher X and analysts are:
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What were the independent variables?
What were the dependent variables?
What were the intervening variables?
What were the reliability levels of the tests?
What were the validities of the tests?
What populations were sampled?
Were selection procedures appropriate?
What were the time intervals between pre- and post- testing?
Upon what theories were the hypotheses based?
Were the results of the two tests significantly different?
Were the tests appropriate for the hypotheses?
How do the results relate to the research hypotheses?
What conclusions does the researcher state?
What other conclusions are implicit in the experimental results?
How are the researcher's conclusions warranted?
What previous research is refuted or supported by the reported findings?
Can the research be replicated?
Has the reselech be en replicated?
What future research is implied by the reported findings?
What, of worth, is derived from the study?
What is the rationale for the worthwhileness judgement?

0.1. Alternative Reviews of "Study Y"

A. "Researcher X reported significant gains in critical thinking skills among 50 secondary school
students as a result of a history course. It is not clear whether X taught the course, whether
control groups were used, or the level of significance of the results."

B. "Researcher X found that secondary history students score higher on critical thinking tests."

C. 'though inconclusive. 'study Y' is a basic contribution to social studies research because of its
design simplicity and its potential replicability."

D. "Researcher shows that critical thinking is a very important outcome of history courses."

Quality Controls in Social Studies Research

When there are few checks on performance, errors are likely to occur. Social studies research, as a field,
lacks the systematic quality checks which would exist if analyses of research were conducted in an open
forum.

Inappropriate uses of statistics, erroneous applications of randomization, comparisons of groups which
are not equivalent, inadequate sampling procedures, projections based upon inconclusive evidence, and
unwarranted conclusions are research defects that ought to be and usually have been avoided by social studies
researchers. If studies have implemented quality controls, then open forum critical analysis would merely
reinforce the positive attributes of the research being evaluated. To have the entire body of social studies
research analyzed would seem to be an asset for the field. Having numerous analyses would be even better.

It is entirely possible that the field of social studies has a sound basis, which can be demonstrated
through research. Its eclecticism may be of great strength. Intuitively, social studies education may have been
founded upon warranted assumptions that can be supported by the severest tests researchers can design. There
are other possibilities as well, and these too deserve consideration.

Researchers in any field sometimes make errors, the correction of which wouldleither strengthen or
invalidate their findings. Unfortunately, if a social studies researcher wanted to report an error, one's own or
one's reinterpretation of another's studies, there is no adequate forum to which such information could be
submitted. The most widely circulated journal reaches only 10 to 15 percent of the field's practitioners. This
creates a predicament and increases the possibility of error being accepted as truth.

The field is highly personalized and may need an impersonal technique for making critical analyses, for
criticizing studies without criticizing the researcher who performed the study. Objectivity seems eventually to
require a depersonalization.
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It is to the advantage of all if a study is critique for the assets it may provide and for the errors it may
contain. Objectivity does not require defaming of character. Somehow, maybe objectivity will just evolve out
of increased emphasis upon research in social studies. The field may need to focus research objectives on ideas,
values and procedures, and to de-emphasize personalities. Maybe the way to generate such objectivity is to
encourage many researchers to study the same phenomena. This would provide the maximum data, provide
built-in checks to reduce researcher bias, cancel out minor errors, and de-personalize analysis and
implementation of the findings. The dilemma is how to do this without the leverage, available in several fields,
of generous financial rewards. Perhaps professional rewards could be a substitute.

Objectivity requires the acceptance of negative results. It is as important to know what will not work as
what will despite the strong desire to make research results appear positive.

It seems desirable to popularize critical analysis of present and future research in social studies. After all,
there are several hundred thousand social studies teachers in the United States alone and several thousand
social studies professors in colleges and universities. For the millions of social studies students and their
teachers, it is important that social studies curricula have sound bases, and that social studies research have
meaningful implications for social studies students.

Much of what has been done in the way of research may have been trivial, though, at the same time, a
nucleus of concepts and techniques has definitely been developed. These are at the heart of social studies and
though they are theoretically, empirically, and practically sound, they are not adequately clear or popularly
known. Social studies education does have a body of knowledge and technique. Future researchers might well
be directed toward building upon this nucleus. It seems to be associated with reflective thinking, concept
development, critical thinking, and value analysis.

Fortunately, a strategy for increasing research quality can reasonably be expected to succeed among
social studies researchers. They are few in number and are accessible since they are concentrated near
universities and urban centers. They are aspirant, both within the field and in the broader context of
educational research. They are young, compared to the average age of personnel in the social studies career
field. They are already committed to systematic inquiry and are already interested in being precise by virtue of
having volunteered or having been selected for participation in a research project of some sort.

A strategy for improving social studies research quality through wider circulation of reports and careful
analysis of results seems timely and deserves thoughtful consideration among leaders in the social studies
education field. Each author of a research review has had the goal in mind of laying groundwork for
improvement o' research quality in the field. The reviewers have received too little attention, generated too
little response. This reference is another attempt to stimulate analyses of social studies education research, its
usefulness and quality.

Summary and Conclusions

A general analysis of the field of social studies research has included descriptive, critical, and suggestive
comments. The major reporting patterns of research reviewers have been presented as introductions to the
reviews in the section which follows. Undoubtedly, a list of major research faults could be drafted and social
studies research projects could be classified according to the predominant finding and/or type of error. To do
this has not seemed worthwhile in this reference. It seems more desirable to direct effort toward minimizing
errors in the future as a result of reflecting on past research. The quality and usefulness of social studies
investigations deserve analysis. Replication of error seems less likely if researchers are familiar with previous
investigations in the field.

Encouraging readers to study research reviews and reports and to make their own analyses seems
preferable to providing a neat table of errors and a pre-digested set of conclusions.

An hypothetical research project was sketched in rough form. Analytical questions were asked of it and
four possible reviews were provided. The intent of An Hypothetical Case was to focus attention on major
research analysis questions and research reporting alternatives. To have presented an actual research report and
actual reviews of it wculd have required more space than was available or necessary. And dealing with an
hypothetical case provided an example of the de-personalization which has been suggested as desirable.

Original social studies research reports were recommended as appropriate for analysis. Reasons were
given for the selection and citation of one particular research report over several hundreds of others.

Through descriptive analyses, 12 research reviews were introduced. They are reprinted in the following
section in order to stimulate discussion and conceptualization of the field. As has been explained, the review
articles have been arbitrarily arranged in inverse order to the sequence in which they originally appeared, i.e.
1970 - 1940 instead of 1940 - 1970.
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Several quality control needs have beer. discussed. They include a need for wider review of findings, and
a system for reporting errors.

What remains is for readers to analyze this paper, the reviews, and the original research reports. Readers
must then reach their own conclusions about where the social studies have been and where the social studies
are going and determine what role they will play in the field's development.

Quality controls in research are desirable, but they cannot be assumed to lead to changes in social studies
curricula or teaching practice. Nevertheless. they are of value in and of themselves, and therefore deserve
careful attention. Readers should ask themselves, now and as they read the following research reviews, to what
degree and in what ways are these analyses of social studies research supported by your personal experience in
the field and by the research reviews in the following section?

The strategy of unifying the social studies research field into a more concentrated effort with a more
limited range seems a logical conclusion following an investigation of the field's research since the 1930's and
its history since 1916. There is no assurance, however, that any results of such a concentrated effort would
ever be implemented. Tens of hundreds of researchers have daringly tried to make an impact on social studies
through meticulous research projects. They have often found neither recognition or implementation of their
findings. Intentional replications of research projects have been rare in social studies. Research has not often
caused curricular change in social studies.

Research has not been a. major route to success in social studies, compared, for example, with textbook
authorship or work in professional organizations. It has not been determined whether this has led researchers
into other roles, generated an outmigrancy from the field, or both.

Studies of social studies educators have provided explanations for the lack of critical analysis in the field.
For example, Charlotte Englebourg, "The Social Studies Educator," The Journal of Teacher Education, XXI,
4, Winter 1970, pp. 509-514. analyzed the preparation and career patterns of professionals in the social
studies. The study supports the view that there is a wide range of academic talent in the social studies field (see
Appendix A).

Future analysts of social studies research might begin their work by creating a scenario in their minds.
The scenario might be introduced with a question: "Suppose no research had been done in the social studies
field, how then would educational practices differ from the present?" Or, on a more positive note, one could
ask, "If a social studies curriculum were to be based upon research findings, how would it differ from present
curricula?"
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III
REVIEWS OF RESEARCH IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

Twelve review articles are reprinted on the following pages. They are arranged sequentially from most recent

(1970) to least recent (1939).
A cover page precedes each article and cites its original publication source. These cover pages are

numbered: 21, 45, 59, 87, 105, 117, 131, 145, 185, 203, 229, and 257. Page numbers are located throughout
this section at the bottom of each page. Other numbers are pagination reproduced in the publication in which

these articles originally appeared.
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RESEARCH REVIEW ONE

The following article, pages 23 through 44, was originally published as Roland F. Payette, C.
Benjamin Cox, and William D. Johnson, Review of Research in Social Studies: 1969, Social Education,
December, 1970, 933-954. It is reproduced with permission of National Council for the Social Studies,
publishers of Social Education, and the authors.
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REVIEW OF RESEARCH
IN SOCIAL STUDIES: 1969

by ROLAND F. PAYETTE, C BENJAMIN COX, and WILLIAM D. JOHNSON

RECENT EDITIONS of SOCIAL EDUCATION'S an-
nual review of research (3g) have been under-

going change. The change is to be found not in the
nature and focus of the research reported, but rather
in the organization of the review and the attempt by
the reviewers to communicate perceived relationships
among the findings of independent researchers in so-_
cial studies education.

Two years ago the review contained such familiar
categories as curriculum, instruction, measurement
and evaluation, and the social studies teacher. Last
year's review employed a combination of familiar
and functionally-oriented classifications. The sub-
headings under the familiar categories were derived
from Stake's evaluation model (84). The organization
of the present review differs from its predecessors in
that it utilizes Stake's conceptualizations of anteced-
ents, transactions, and outcomes as its primary cate,
gories. In attempting to describe the full counte-
nance of evaluation, Stake stipulated that "an ante-
cedent is any condition existing prior to teaching and
learning which may relate to outcomes. Transactions
are the countless encounters of students with teacher,
student with student, author with reader, parent
with counselorthe succession of engagements which
comprise the process of education. Outcomes are the
consequences of educatingimmediate and long-

C. BENJAMIN Cox is a professor of social studies educa-
tion, and Wirauwm D. Joi-msoN and Roux') F. PAYETrE
are associate professors of social studies education at the
University of Illinois.
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range, cognitive and conative, personal and commu-
nity- wide."

It is anticipated that the use of Stake's formula-
tions will assist the reviewers to identify points of
convergence not only in research findings but also in
topics investigated and research methods employed.
One reason for this expectation is that the trichot-
omy of antecedents, transactions, and outcomes fa-
cilitates the classification of studies under more than
one heading. Over half of the studies were classified
under two or more primary categories. Additionally,
sub-categories were selected to emphasize similarities
among studies. That is. most sub-categories subsumed
several studies. For example, the sub-category of sub-
ject matter under the primary category of anteced-
ents includes so studies, nearly a third of the studies
noted in the review.

As is typical in social studies research, Dissertation
Abstracts is the predominant single source of re-
search in the field. In this year's review, three-fourths
of the investigations were reported in the 12 months
of Abstracts surveyed. Two important consequences
follow from this preponderance of dissertation re-
search. The first is that most of the research lacks
continuity since the dissertation is usually the first
publishable work performed by the investigator. The
second consequence is that most of the research ne-
glects the study of broad and fundamental problems
since the dissertation is predominantly the work of
an individual with limited time and financial re-
sources. Ten of the remaining studies Were reported
in SocIAL EDUCATION and three other journals. Also,
is studies were presented as papers to the American
Educational Research Association,
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ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS

It will be recalled that antecedents re err to condi-
tions existing prior to instruction which may relate
to outcomes. Since antecedent conditions generally
comprise the considerations in planning for instruc-
tion, it should not be too surprising that a significant
comber of research studies are identified as con-
cerned with antecedent conditions. In this review 5o
of the 97 studies were, viewed as relative to anteced-
ent conditions. To deal with this large number of
studies systematically, Schwab's (76) categories of
forces that influence educational policy were used.
Separate forces that operate to determine educational
policy are represented by Schwab as a social milieu
duster, a teacher cluster, a learner duster, and a sub-
ject matter cluster. The assumption herein is that
these factors may be used to identify varying em-
phases in research concerned with anteardent condi-
tions in the social studies.

Stri:JECT MATTER CLUSTER

The largest single group of studies dealing with
antecedent conditions was listed under the subject
matter cluster. Of the studies categorized as anteced-
ent conditions, so related primarily to the subject
matter cluster. Of these 3o studies, 13 were amenable
to classification under other headings as well. Thus,
many of the studies reported in this section labelled
antecedent conditions are discussed under two or
more of the sub-categories in this section.

One study dealt with subject matter factors related
to the geographic education of college students. Rob-
ertson (68) utilized an extended questionnaire to de-
termine tb: status of geographic education among
the two-year colleges of the United States. He con-
cluded that sun,ey courses dominate the geography
course offerings of two year colleges and that the exis-
tence of a department of geography is not related to
the proportion of students enrolled in geography.

A series of 16 studies was concerned either directly
with the status of various subject matter fields or in-
directly with factors leading to or resulting from the
status of various subject matter areas. Three studies
were concerned directly with the status of various
subject matter areas or combinations of these areas.

Moore (54) employed a questionnaire survey of
State Departments of Education and of superintend-
ents of the most populous school districts in each
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state to identify the prevalence of state history courses
in junior and senior higl. school. He found that at
least 35 states require instruction in state history
within grades 7 through 12, while all 5o states offer
state history at some level. His examination of 3o
representative textbooks for as many states provided
the basis for the following generalizations: 1. most
textbooks in state history emphasize the uniqueness
of the state; 2. they neglect interstate relationships; 3.
they indicate the influence of national trends, if at
all, only in the context of the single state's reaction;
4. they have little correspondence to national history;
and 5. they may distort the common history of all cit-
izens of the United States.

Wi's (97) summarized the secondary social studies
curriculum recommendations made from 1893-1967.
These recommendations were made by 55 committees
representing it national organizations associated
with education, history, the social sciences, and law.
From 1893 to 1916, committee recommendations fa-
vored college preparation. From 1916 to 193o, experi-
mentation and expansion of the social studies were
recommended with the emphasis on unified courses
and to a degree on citizenship education. Since igso
the major emphasis has been on the core curriculum
and the development of competent citizens.

Saunders (74) surveyed 216 elementary teachers to
determine the extent to which their perceptions of
the social studies parallel those recommended by au-
that ides in the field. Half of the teachers defined so-
cial studies and identified its purpose in the same
terms as the authorities, but district courses of study
and basic textbooks were used by half of the teachers
as the basis for organizing the social studies experi-
ences in the schools. Scope and sequence in these
schools also matched the traditional programs re-
ported in the literature.

A set of seven studies emphasized either the de-
scription or analysis of factors influencing the status
of subject matter areas. Cotters (19) surveyed Mary-
land geography teachers for the 1964-65 school year to
study "all aspects" of high school geography educa-
tion. In addition to suggesting increased offerings in
geography and the preparation of course guides, he
recommended that teaching be performed only by
certified geography teachers.

Prehn (65) described economic education in the
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New York Public Schools between 1946 and 1966. He
tried to identify the influence of the Joint Council
on Economic Education on the curriculum. He re-
ported that the New York City Council on Economic
Education revised the curriculum through a program
of publications. He stated that many questions re-
mained unanswered concerning the contributions of
other instructional areas to economic education. His-
torical inquiry, questionnaires, and interview tech-
niques were used by Broyles (14) to assess the in-
fluence of a variety of factors on Delaware social
studies. Course guidelines were found not to have
been influenced by nationally-oriented curriculum
projects.

Tucker (92) analyzed and classified dimensions
identified in the literature about the "new" social
studies. The dimensions related to questions about
the content and the inquiry orientation of the "new"
social studies. Content questions referred to both the
social science disciplines and the practical problems
of man and society. Inquiry-oriented questions re-
ferred to descriptive and normative roblems. He
concluded that the new social studies contain multi-
ple dimensions which imply different potentialities.

Bechtel (g) analyced selected American history, ge-
ography, and civics textbooks written by American
authors for grades 7 through 12 and published be-
tween 1885 and 1914. The investigator's purpose was
to determine the extent of civic attitudes in the state-
ments of the authors. He found that superiority of
the American culture was emphasized only in history
textbooks published after 19oo, that very little evi-
dence of Americanism, as defined in his study, could
be found in the government and civics textbooks,
and that international understanding was promoted
in all of the geography textbooks.

Kane (4o) compared the reactions of California
high school social science teachers with those of se-
lected specialists in social science education on the
teaching of contemporary affairs. He found agree-
ment between the two groups concerning the value
of contemporary affairs, the importance of a written
district policy regarding controversial issues, and the
need to integrate contemporary affairs into daily les-
sons.

Shields (80) surveyed the effectiveness of an in-ser-
vice training program for the social studies teachers
and principals in the schools of one West Virginia
county. The training included formal presentation
by social scientists and methodologists, discussions,
and a workshop session wherein new objectives were
formulated by the social studies teachers. Question-
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naires administered before and after the sessions il-
lustrated gains in teachers' r.1d principals' percep-
tions of the importance of the social studies and in-
creasing understanding of the relationship between
the social sciences and the social studies.

Of the 16 studies treating the status of subject
areas within the social studies, six were directly con-
cerned with consequences resulting from present
practices. Thematic analysis was employed by Banks
(6, 7) to determine the treatment of Negroes and race
relations in 36 intermediate and upper elementary
American history texts. Results were reported in
terms of it discrimination themes and the interrela-
tionships among them. The investigator concluded
that more needs to be known about the inconsistency
between American ideals and behavior and more
about deprivations experienced by Blacks.

Leeper and Moyer (45) surveyed university stu-
dents, experienced teachers, supervisors, and princi-
pals on their civic literacy. Six questiOns were in-
cluded in his questionnaire. Up to 8o percent of all
tudents' answers and up to 75 percent of teachers'

answers were judged inadequate. Seventy-five percent
of the students who had completed at least 18 hours
in the social studies arid an equal proportion of the
teachers who had taught social studies from one to
over twenty-one years could not give acceptable defi-
nitions of the social studies.

Economic understandings of high school seniors in
Alabama were investigated by Alexander (2). He
used the Test of Economic Understanding and found
that topics related to consumer behavior were more
often understood than was economic theory.

Larkins and Shaver (44) summarized a series of
well-conducted studies designed to determine the fea-
sibility of Senesh's Our Working World for first
grade pupils. The Primary Economics Test was de-
veloped and refined to test for economic concepts.
PET scores were obtained from instructed and unin-
structed groups. The researchers concluded that in-
structed pupils knew significantly more economic
concepts than did the uninstructed.

Patrick (61) presented a striking summary of the
effects of formal instruction on political learning. He
reported that many research findings challenge the
view that formal instructional programs have impor-
tant effects on political learning. Patrick recom-
mended that a revision of current civics and govern-
ment courses should bring the content of these
courses in line with current scholarship in the social
sciences and that course content should be reorga-
nized around key concepts.
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Lindemer (47) surveyed New Jersey public and pri-
vate historical museums to determine services used by
elementary schools. He found that printed material
and class visits were the most frequently used ser-
vices.

A summary of the 16 studies reviewed thus far
would indicate a sharp decline in the research con-
cern for the parent social science disciplines and his-
tory. The immediate research concern in 1969 was
for the conditions surrounding the use of the disci-
plines and history.

Six studies, although classifiable under the rubric
"subject matter cluster," represent attempts by re-
searchers to utilize subject matter formulations to
serve their particular research interest or purposes.
Sullivan (88) designed an investigative tool from an-
thropology for use in the social studies curriculum.
Based on four major anthropologically centered the-
ories of culture .change, the investigative tool permits
the student to study eras of change from the point of
view of experience flow, emLrgence, cultural unity
experiences, and reflective experiences.

In conjunction with the development of the High
School Geography Project, Kurfman (43) elaborated
a model for evaluating curriculum material. The
model provided explicit descriptions for revising
parts of units poorly rated by student and teacher
users.

Nesmith (56) prepared a student guide to Texas
history from 1870 to 19oo for the purpose of teaching
the historical method and its use to high school stu-
dents.

Young (too) developed a resource unit for teaching
about the religions of the world in conjunction with a
world cultures course in secondary school social stud-
ies. He applied social scientific analysis to religious
phenomena. His basic approach to the study of reli-
gion presumed some study of the cultural areas
treated and viewed the study of religions as supple-
mentary to other materials.

Lovetere (5o) tested whether a specially developed
set of readings could be used for the study of govern-
ment in the eighth grade. He established that there
was a relationship between the special set of readings
and learning about government.

Struve (86) administered questionnaires to high
school students and parents to assess their awareness
of political leaders and issues, their feelings of politi-
cal efficacy, their concepts of citizenship, and their
sense of citizen duty. He concluded that existing so-
cial studies and school programs tend to re-enforce
the generally apathetic interest patterns learned at
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home rather than stimulating changes in political be-
havior.

While still classifiable unaer the "subject matter
cluster," six additional studies are reviewed which
represent movement further away from a central con
cern with parent social science disciplines and his-
tory. From the theories of Langer, Dewey, and Hofs-
tadter, and the views of some literary critics, Heil
(g7) extracted nine aesthetic categories for valuing
children's literature in social studies. The attempt
was to advance an aesthetic framework as a means of
utilizing literature in social studies as an alternative
to traditional frames of social science content and
processes. Heil argued that prose fiction, e.g., chil-
dren's wonder tales, can emphasize man's feelings
and undergoings as well as his doing.

Gray (31) identified a set of value-related educa-
tional tasks for the social studies. To counter the fact
that social studies educators have avoided the realm
of values and issues in the past, Gray proposed a set
of fifteen educational outcomes primarily concerned
with learning about values and value processes and
how to inquire into value issues.

By using a social systems approach, Ellis (23)
sought to identify linkages between the school and
the teaching of critical thinking as related to citizen-
ship, dogmatism, and self-concept. Data were ob-
tained by measures of the criterion behaviors and by
questionnaires given to a sample of eleventh grade stu-
dents. His treatment of the data revealed relation-
ships between curriculum aspects and critical think-
ing. O'Neill (59) trained four teaching candidates to
teach for critical thinking. In his study he produced
a variety of materials relating to teaching for critical
thinking.

Steel (85) described the guidance program in Proj-
ect PLAN. Information about a variety of occupa-
tions is presented to PLAN students beginning at the
elementary level and continuing through the inter-
mediate and secondary levels. PLAN students learn
about some of the major tasks performed, working
conditions, educational requirements, variety of
training paths, pay, and personal and social benefits
for a specific occupation. The occupational educa-
tion program described by Steel is an integral part of
the PLAN Social Studies Curriculum.

Atkins (5) designed a questionnaire based on 32
operational and substantive criteria fo: judging in-
service programs for social studies teachers to survey
23 school systems in Tennessee. He found that pro-
gram planning criteria frequently included curricu-
lum development as well as other factors.

1
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In summary, it may be noted that independence
and discreteness are the dominant characteristics of
research in the subject matter cluster. Contrary to
the trend observed in last year's review, i.e., "the re-
surgence of interest in the separate disciplines via
several of the curriculum projects," the research in
social studies content conducted in 1969 would ap-
pear to be limited largely to the particular perspec-
tives of individual researchers.

THE TEACHER. CLUSTER

According to Schwab, a second clu-ter of educa-
tional policy factors consists of fundamental charac-
teristics of tea,-hers or the teaching vocess. Included
in this category are 22 studies concerned with
teacher-related factors that exist prior to instruction.

Three studies investigated factors considered influ-
ential in curriculum planning and development. Se-
sow (79) described the manner in which an individ-
ual school system considered influential factors while
in the process of curriculum planning in the social
stue,m. He reported that in-service programs for
teachers and the involvement of people had a signifi-
cant influence on planning the elementary social
studies program. He also reported that professional
educational organizations seemed to have little influ-
ence on the planning of social studies programs.

Cotters (19) surveyed Maryland geography teachers
for the 1964-65 school year to study aspects of high
school geography education. A variety of recommen-
dations was made including the appointment of a
State Supervisor of Geography, county geography su-
pervisors, and geography teachers for small schools.
In-service experiences for teachers, the preparation of
course guides, increases in geography programs, and
the standard that only certified geography teachers
be permitted to teach geography were also recom-
mended.

Histcrical inquiry, questionnaires, and interview
techniques were used by Broyles (14) to assess the in-
fluence of a variety of factors on Delaware social
studies course guidelines. Course guidelines were
found to have been influenced especially by national
and state committees. The researcher recommended
in-service programs for teachers and guideline revi-
sion under state department leadership.

From the three studies concerned with influences
on curriculum planning and development, it can be
observed that, although national and state groups are
judged to be influential in curriculum decision mak-
ing, teachers are consistently viewed as an integral
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part of the development process, e.g., in-service pro-
grams for teachers are usually recommended.

A separate but related study investigated in-service
experiences for teachers. Atkins (5) designed a ques-
tionnaire based on 3s operational and substantive
criteria for judging in-service programs for social
studies 'teachers, and utilized this questionnaire to
survey 73 school systems in Tennessee. Program plans
most often satisfied the criteria of teacher participa-
tion and emphasis on inductive teaching. Most
school systems employed fewer than half of the 32
criteria in designing their experiences and, in gen-
eral, the programs were viewed as not affecting
teacher behavior.

Four studies raised questions about either teacher
preparation or teacher influence. Two of these four
studies indicated that teacher influence could be in-
creased b7 changing the student's role in the class-
room.

In describing and analyzing changes in the eco-
nomic component of the social studies curriculum in
the New York Public Schools, Prehn (65) stated that
one of the many questions remaining unanswered re-
garding the new approaches to economic education
concerned the effect of teacher preparation on the
effectiveness of new programs. Also, in summarizing
a series of studies designed to determine the feasibil-
ity of Senesh's Our Working World for first grade pu-
pils, Larkins and Shaver indicated that teacher expe-
rience with the materials was not related to pupils'
success.

Struve's (86) study of the political awareness of
high school students and their parents confirmed
prior studies of political socialization. However, the
investigator suggested that discussion, observation,
and participation can affect the political awareness
and efficacy of students.

Although Patrick (61) saw little evidence to indi-
cate that the formal instructional programs had an
important effect on political behavior, he recom-
mended that newer instructional strategies should be
based on actively engaging students in the quest for
knowledge. Such strategies, he felt, would increase
the effect of classroom learning on political action.

One study was more concerned with the nature of
the teacher's role as a political socialization agent
than with the effects of the role. Long (49) investi-
gated the role perception and performance at social
studies teachers as political socialization agents. On
the basis of sex, race, and teaching levels and experi-
ence, Long collected questionnaire data on role
agreement, authority orientation, sanction awareness,
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and perception of political socialization role from 64
secondary social studies teachers in Indianapolis. Uti-
lizing a strict statistical design, Long found female
teachers more independent than male teachers; but
the men were more permissive and expressive in con-
troversial situations. Experienced teachers had
higher role agreement perceptions than inexperi-
enced teachers and were also more sensitive to poten-
tial outside sanctions; but inexperienced teachers
tended more to see their role as unique in the society.
Negro teachers were more independent than white
teachers, while white teachers had both a higher au-
thority orientation and sanction sensitivity. Long
constructed a model representing determinants of
civic education orientationincluding the teacher's
methods and objectives, his own and student evalua-
tion criteria, and his motivation to change or rate the
orientationwithin which his findings could be dis-
cussed.

Four studies noted positive potentialities in
teacher preparation or participation. In his elabo-
ration of a model for evaluating curriculum material,
Kurfman (43) concluded that the geographic prepa-
ration of teachers was significantly related to student
learning with some materials.

Limbacher (46) found that the micro-teaching
training received by students in the Teaching Tech-
niques Laboratory of the University of Illinois prior
to student teaching resulted in significantly higher
ratings of the student teachers by their pupils in the
field. The 25 social studies student teachers who re-
ceived the experimental treatment obtained signifi-
cantly higher pupil evaluations on a ten-item single
teaching rating instrument and on the more compre-
hensive Illinois Teacher Evaluation Questionnaire
than did the 15 student teachers who received no
training. Cooperating teacher evaluation of student
teachers was not affected by the training. Analysis of
Flanders' data of video taped beginning and end les-
sons indicated the control group obtained higher in-
direct-direct ratios. Significant differences on field
measures support Limbacher's assumption that on-
campus training programs do affect student teaching
behavior in a measurable way.

Rice and Findley (66), in a statement intended to
encourage research on curriculum outcomes and pro-
cesses, stated that teacher variables are of more inter-
est in curriculum research than methodological con-
siderations, provided that the evidence is collected in
such a manner as to be reliable.

Grahlfs and Hering (3o), in describing population
selection methods in the field testing of a national
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curriculum project, indicated that attempting to se-
cure a representative sample is less efficient than an
evaluation relying on a test population of teachers
which is selected on the basis of likelihood to com-
plete the evaluation with careful supervision and vis-
itation by staff members.

Two researchers dealt with the teacher's role as art
evaluator and specific procedures employed by evalu-
ation. Baum (8) developed attitude scales which dealt
with the teacher's role as an evaluator. He found that
students prefer a flexible type of evaluation on the
part of the teacher when each pupil's needs and abil-
ities are taken into account rather than rigid evalua-
tion reflecting set standards.

Tufte (93) studied five groups of teacher trainees at
different levels of preparation in order to assess their
predisposition to use open-ended questions for dis-
cussion and evaluation in social studies classrooms.
All groups rated objectives dealing with attitudes
and appreciations as most important in social studies
aNcl selected the open-ended questions from those of-
fered in the questionnaire as preferable for class dis-
cussion. In evaluation situations, however, only those
at the lowest levels of teacher preparation main-
tained this same high preference for open-ended
questions. All groups were equally reluctant and un-
able to compose open-ended questions to fit specific
evaluation situations. Pre- and post-course adminis-
tration of the criterion measure established that the
methods course taken by the criterion group had no
effect on trainees' preference or skill in writing open-
ended questions.

One study investigated the effects on teacher be-
havior of video-tape supervision. Harder (33) secured
teacher behavior data on video-tape. ,Teacher behav-
ior was analyzed by utilizing Flanders' interaction
categories. All teachers became more indirect as a re-
sult of the video-tape supervision.

Two studies compared the responses of teachers to
instructional topics with the responses of specialists
and laymen to the same topics. Kane (40) compared
the reaction of high school social science teachers
with those of selected specialists in social science edu-
cation. He found agreement between the two groups
on the availability of classroom materials for contem-
porary affairs instruction. Little agreement was
found regarding the importance of classroom materi-
als and television.

O'Leary (58) constructed a list of forty statements
about communism and submitted it to twelve hun-
dred persons in Massachusetts including school board
members, superintendents, social studies teachers,
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lawyers, members of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, and American Le-
gion post commanders. From the return question-
naires, O'Leary found that schoolmen and laymen
were in general agreement on the suitability of the
given items for discussion in secondary se'ial studies
classrooms, although teaching about communism was
of more concern to the schoolmen. More differences
of opinion between schoolmen and laymen were re-
flected in items dealing with philosophical, political,
and economic aspects than with historical aspects of
o-nununism. The teachers and post commanders
showed the greatest differences from the total group.
The investigator concluded that more objective ma-
terials and better teacher preparation are needed to
support teaching about communism.

Saunders (74) surveyed ash elementary teachers to
determine the extent to which their practices in
teaching social studies parallel those recommended
by authorities in the field. Less than half of the
teachers had completed a social studies methods
course since 196o and only one-fourth had partici-
pated in some form of in-service training during that
time. Over half the teachers used various audio-visual
and other materials, but few used educational televi-
sion pertaining to social studies. Fewer than half
used grouping procedures and evaluation techniques
were limited in number.

Two researchers developed tasks and behaviors for
teacher: entailed in the teaching of critical thinking.
O'Neill (59) trained four teaching candidates to
teach critical thinking. In his study he devised a be-
havioral model of critical thinking and designed an
instrument for quantifying these observed behaviors.
Gray (31) identified a set of valuerelated educational
tasks for the social studies and delineated the func-
tion of the methods course in preparing teachers to
implement these tasks in classrooms. The researcher
prepared a series of instructional units for the meth-
ods course which clarify and implement his recom-
mended procedures.

One study attempted to identify outstanding teach-
ers. Chapman (16) used intensive classroom visita-
tions to prepare vignettes of nine outstanding social
studies teachers in the tri-state area of Kentucky, In-
diana, and Ohio. Multiple judgments of school ad-
ministrators, peer teachers, and records of accrediting
agencies were used to identify the outstanding teach-
ers. The investigator related her findings to those of
other investigators as determined by an extensive
search of the literature. The value of this study was
seriously impaired by the lack of specific informa-
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tion indicating the precise nature of the findings.
One trend that emerges from the as studies con-

cerned with teacher-related factors is the attempt to
become more specific and descriptive about the be-
haviors teachers can actually employ in classrooms.
To the extent that more becomes known about
teacher behaviors in relation to learning in the social
studies, the reliability of knowledge and the capabil-
ity for theory construction will be increased.

THE LEARNER CLUSTER
Again utilizing Schwab's conceptions, a third clus-

ter .)f educationally significant factors relates to the
learner, his experiences, his capabilities, and his
needs. Of the 17 studies surveyed in relation to the
learner cluster, eight were primarily concerned that
information about the learner be considered in educa-
tional decision making.

One investigator described the manner in which
an individual school system dealt with influencing
factors while in the process of curriculum planning
in the social studies. Sesow (79) reported that evalua-
tion probably had the greatest influence on the plan-
ning activities. Another iactor that appeared to have
a significant influence on planning the elementary so-
cial studies program was the pupil population.

Bierbaum (so) constructed a World Affairs Test
and a Personal Experience Questionnaire to investi-
gate hypothesized relationship among children's
knowledge of world affairs and certain personal char-
acteristics, such as grade in school and background
experiences. Among the 365 Florida school children
sampled in grades one through six, grade level was
found to be. related to knowledge of world affairs. A
supportive trend was found for experiential factors.
The investigator concluded that teachers must be
aware of their pupils' understanding of world affairs
and of personal and experimental factors when plan-
ning curricula related to world affairs.

Ellis (as) tested 496 Oregon pupils in grades four
and six for their understanding of 47 common physi-
cal geography terms used in elementary texts. A mul-
tiple choice verbal test and a multiple choice picture
test were used. The investigator found that a number
of common terms, including cape, sandbar, plateau,
cove, and channel, were not always understood. Pu-
pils in grade,six knew more than those in grade four,
indicating some growth. Fourth grade boys knew
more terms than fourth grade girls. No significant
sex differences were found for sixth grade pupils. El-
lis concluded that elementary teachers of geography
should not assume that their pupils understand phys-
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ical terms even though they are commonly used in
the text.

Boardman (t s) compared the attitudes of a sample
population of 13o viewers of a 59 lesson telecourse
designed to combat economic illiteracy in Arkansas.
A questionnaire was used to determine the viewers'
attitudes toward instructional television, the econom-
ics telecourse, the tele-instructor, and supplementary
application-type lessons. An information form re-
vealed that the viewers of the economics sequence
were similar to the adult enrollees in other open
broadcast telecourses. The typical viewer was adult,
female, and had some college background.

Economic understanding and attitudes were found
to be related to the personal data of Alabama high
school seniors in a study conducted by Alexander (a).
The investigator used the Test of Economic Under-
standing to determine the economic understanding
of a sample of rural, suburban, and urban Alabama
youths. An opinionaire and a personal information
instrument were also used.. From the many compari-
sons made, it was found that boys scored slightly
higher than girls in economic understanding.

Hatfield (35) studied the relationships between cer-
tain learner characteristics and the learning of inter-
national-trade content. The learner characteristics
studied were creativity. cognitive style, and self-con-
cept. Learning was assessed by pre- and post-tests of
content. The investigator concluded that the learner
characteristics studied are related to learning and
therefore should be considered as valid goals for edu-
cation. He also found extensive differences between
specific relationships by quartiles, suggesting the im-
portance of individualizing instruction.

Mehlinger and Patrick (52) claimed that formative
evaluation occurs when the developer seeks to dis-
cover whether the students learn what he wished
them to learn. This requires clear statements of per-
formance objectives coupled with instruments that
are valid measures of the objectives. One of many
problems a developer encounters is his inability to
anticipate fully learner entry competence. Regardless
of how careful the developer may be in his own se-
quencing of materials, he cannot overcome the lack
of requisite preparation.

Rice and Findley (66) analyzed the role of evalua-
tion in curriculum projects. They contend that meth-
odological controls of randomization are of educa-
tionally less significance than the use of natural
school populations. That is, pupil variables are of
much more interest in curriculum research than
methodological considerations, provided that the evi
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dente is collected in such a manner as to be reliable.
The eight studies reported above clearly indicate

the fundamental significance of the learner both in
the planning of instruction and evaluation. The fol-
lowing set of six studies is concerned with the intel-
lectual ability of the learner and the relationship of
this ability to learning in the social studies.

Lovetere (50) found that above average and aver-
age ability treatment groups showed significant posi-
tive changes in attitude on both a post-test and a re-
test. His study was designed to test whether a specifi-
cally developed set of readings could be used for the
study of government in the eighth grade.

Vakos (94) studied the effects on learning of part-
time grouping of eleventh-grade Minneapolis district
students. Each week, students were assigned to heter-
ogeneous classes for two days, one large lecture sec-
tion for one day, a high, average, or low ability group
for two days. He found that ability levels were unre-
lated to test performance.

Kilman (41) sought to determine some correlates of
pupil learning of map reading. Specifically prepared
material dealing with the use of direction, map
guides, legends, map scales, and drawing inferences
from maps was taught to 93 male and 93 female
fourth grade pupils by their regular teachers. A test
of map reading skills was administered before and af-
ter the seven week instructional period. Intelligence
and reading tests were also administered. The inves-
tigator found that verbal intelligence and reasoning
were helpful in predicting achievement in map read-
ing for the entire population.

Larkins and Shaver (44) summarized a series of
well-conducted studies designed to determine the fea-
sibility of Senesh's Our Working World for first
grade pupils. The researchers found that both slow
and bright children learned from the materials.

Kurfman (43) elaborated a model for evaluating
curriculum materials. He found that the verbal apti-
tude of students is related to different student atti-
tudes toward materials prepared by the High School
Geography Project.

Baum (8) investigated the preferences of high and
low achievers with respect to a teacher's method of
evaluating students. He found that high achievers
preferred open response evaluation with broad po-
tential for student response, while low achievers pre-
ferred closed response evaluation with narrow poten-
tial for student response.

Three studies were concerned with conditions re-
lating to political learning. Although Patrick (61)
challenged the traditional view that formal instruc-
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don has important effects on political attitudes,
knowledge, and participation, he indicated that ac-
dye engagement in the quest for political knowledge
would contribute importantly to students' political
!earnings.

Sanders (73) investigated the socio-political in-
volvement of adolescents and factors related to this
involvement. He employed a questionnaire to secure
data concerning involvement and background infor-
mation.

Struve (86) studied the relationship of social stud-
ies programs to political socialization. His study con-
firmed prior studies wherein non-school factors
seemed to exert a much greater influence than school
factors on the political behavior of students. How-
ever, the investigator suggested that discussion, obser-
vation, and participation can affect students' political
awareness and sense of efficacy.

The three studies classified as dealing with the po-
litical socialization of students tend to confirm what
prior research has supported. Nevertheless, the inves-
tigators in this area generally believe that a more ac-
tive intellectual role by students could lead to in-
creased political participation or involvement. Addi-
tionally, there is some evidence to suggest that politi-
cal socialization studies are emerging as an area of
important interest in social studies research.

TIE SOCIAL MILIEU CLUSTER
The social milieu cluster refers to the needs, de-

mands, and conditions which social structures impose
on their members. Viewed educationally, the social
milieu duster is represented by the demands social
groups make on the schools. For the purpose of this
review the social milieu cluster will refer to responses
typically made, or likely to be made, by the schools,
the teachers, and the students to non-school social
groups which they contact. Of the 14 studies dealt
with in the social milieu cluster, five will treat state
or school district responses, two will discuss teacher
responses, and seven will analyze student responses.

The five studies treating state and school district
responses to external groups' demands differ greatly
in the size of the educational units surveyed. Broyles
(14) attempted to assess the influence of a variety of
factors on Delaware social studies course guidelines.
He noted that course guidelines were found to have
been influenced by national committees, state curric-
ulum publications, and state social studies supervi-
sors-

Cotters (19) surveyed Maryland geography teachers
for the 1 -fi9_4 _5 school year in order to study many
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aspects of geography education in the high schools.
He made a variety of recommendations beginning
with the appointment of a state supervisor of geogra-
phy and including county geography supervisors.

Young (99) used in-depth case study techniques to
assess the influence of NDEA Title III-B Projects on
the social studies in six central California school dis-
tricts. She concluded that the projects initiated cur-
riculum change and resulted in the investment of ad-
ditional local monies. Change was facilitated when
knowledgeable and interested administrators assisted.
The existence of centralized or de-centralized orga-
nizational patterns was not related to change.

Prehn (65) tried to assess the influence of the Joint
Council on Economic Education on changes in the
social studies curriculum in the New York City
Schools. He reported that participation in the Joint
Council's Developmental Economic Education Pro-
gram helped to reorganize economics in the public
schools of the city. Additionally, he stated that the
New York City Council on Economic Education as-
sisted in the reorganization of the economics pro-
gram of the city's schools.

One investigator, Sesow (79), reported that govern-
mental agencies appeared to have significant influ-
ence on planning the elementary social studies pro-
gram in one school system. The local community,
however, exerted little influence on the planning.

From the results of the five studies reported above,
it can be concluded that external social units, partic-
ularly those linked with power or prestige, frequently
influence the planning responses of school units.

Two studies related teacher response to external
pressures or demands. Long (49) investigated soda!
studies teachers as political socialization agents. He
found a tendency for teachers to have authority ori-
entations and to be sensitive to potential outside
sanctions. Additionally, some teachers perceive the
church as an important socialization agent. Long de-
veloped a conceptualization of political socialization
determinants in the schools.

O'Leary (58) found that school personnel were
more concerned about the teaching about commu-
nism than were non-school personnel. He also found
differences of opinion between school personnel and
non-school personnel on specific items about commu-
nism.

Seven studies related directly to varying kinds of
student responses associated with external social
groups. The scope of These groups ranged from per-
ceptions of minority groups to perceptions of student
peer groups.
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Carmichael (13) attempted to develop and validate
an instrument which would identify negative atti-
tudes and opinions of individuals and groups in cer-
tain human relations areas, e.g., Negro, Indian, other
minority groups, religious, socio-economic, educa-
tion, judicial, and governmental. The Q-sort tech-
nique, selected as the basis for constructing the in-
strument, was tested and found not to discriminate
between groups. It was concluded by the investigator
that the validity of the instrument had not been es-
tablished.

Sanders (73) employed a questionnaire to secure
data on relevant background information and the so-
cio-political involvement of adoles'. -ts. He found
that the occupational level of fan..., aeads was re-
lated to the socio-political involvement of the young.
Also, Struve (86) found that political activity by par-
ents engenders increased political awareness and effi-
cacy in students as do exposure to the mass media
and involvement of students in the affairs of the com-
munity.

Ellis (23) administered questionnaires to a sample
of eleventh grade students from two high schools in
different socio-economic areas. The questionnaire
items referred to school, peer, home, and religious in-

fluences. The study yielded no conclusive evidence
that the investigated aspects of the peer culture af-
fected the achievement of critical thinking. However,
additional treatment of the data revealed that phe-
nomena in the peer culture and the school situation
were related to the teaching of critical thinking.

Bierbaum (to) investigated hypothesized relation-
ships between children's knowledge of world affairs
and socio-economic factors. In all, 362 Florida school
children in grades one through six were sampled. So-
do-economic factors were found to be related to
world affairs.

Alexander (2) secured opinions and personal infor-
mation from a sample of rural, suburban, and urban
Alabama youth. It was found that urban and subur-
ban students scored higher on a test of economic un-
derstanding than did rural students. Higher scores
were also made by students from higher socio-eco-
nomic groups. Also, Ellis (24) administered the Test
of Economic Understanding to 1,coo seniors in 44
randomly selected schools. He concluded that stu-
dents who enrolled in large schools knew more eco-
nomics than students enrolled in small schools. He
also judged the economic understanding of students
to be inadequate for effective citizenship.

TRANSACTIONS
As previously described, this year's review utilizes a

framework of three basic parts to encompass the total
educational experience. The prior and following sec-
tions of this review deal primarily with antecedents
and outcomes. The present section attempts to ana-
lyze and interpret the transactional part of that total
experience. The emphasis is on the nature of the
learning experience or the change-producing mecha-
nisms of the studies. Typically, these mechanisms de-
scribe relationships among students, their teachers,
and assemblages of educational materials and equip-
ment. The way in which students are intended to in-
teract with each other and their teacher, the pre-
scribed implementation of a given technique, or the
particular application of special materials or equip-
ment are transactional aspects of research designs.

Forty-three studies have been classified as having
significant transactional considerations. As Payette
and Cox (62) have discussed elsewhere, antecedents,
transactions, and outcomes are continuous and inter-
related. For that reason, it has been neither wholly
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possible nor desirable to isolate the three elements.
Rather, the attempt was to classify, analyze, and, in
some respects, assess the transactional data of these
studies in light of their purposes and effects.

Several sub-classifications have been utilized in this
section. Among these are such categories as level of
the target population; the type of transaction; and
the basic purpose of the study. Associated with each
level, type, or purpose are other characteristics of
studies, e.g., means of observation and effects. Wher-
ever feasible in this review of transactions, these basic
classifications and related characteristics will be uti-
lized as a framework for description.

All of these studies were classified as claiming one
or two major purposes. Over half of the studies were
characterized as having a cognitive-contingency pur-
pose. That is, the purpose for the research seemed to
be to change some cognitive factor in the population.
Eleven studies were classified as affective-contingency.
Their major purpose appeared to be to change an at-
titude, usually, by means of some indirectly related
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transactions. Another group of ten studies was classi-
fied as possessing a more direct purpose. They aimed
to effect some learning by teaching it directly. Fi-
nally, seven studies were classified as'clescriptive-ana-
lytic. In such studies, the major purpose was taken to
be the clear description of the transactional experi-
ences themselves.

The studies were also classifiable according to
means by which transactional data were observed or
the effects of the transaction were assessed. Twenty-
five of these studies were evaluated by criterion tests.
Four researches utilized standardized instruments
and at used tests developed specifically for the study
or for materials used in the study. Eight studies em-
ployed analyses of live or recorded interaction proto-
cols and two others used product analysis system to
judge students' products. Three investigators distrib-
uted questionnaires to their populations and one em-
ployed an interview technique. The reports of nine
studies left the means of collecting and assessing data
unknown or in doubt.

COGNITIVE CONTINGENCY

The 23 studies reviewed below have as a common
element the expected increment of some cognitive
factor, such as achievement, comprehension, or think-
ing process by the application of a particular teaching
strategy or methodology, the implementation of a
curriculum or use of special materials, the reorganiza-
tion of the classroom, or the teaching of a related
skill.

Methods, The first grouping of ten studies empha-
sized a particular strategy, technique, or methodology
of instruction. At the elementary level these strategies
included individualized instruction, reading er lien-
ing, programmed instruction, and two varieties of
concept development.

Breiter (13) compared the effects of listening to
tape recordings and reading the same social studies
material. Twenty-eight sixth grade classes were ran-
domly assigned to either the reading or the 'isten'ng
groups and each class used the materials for ten one-
hour periods. Neither reading nor listening as a tech
nique of instruction facilitated a significant differ-
ence in the comprehension of sixth grade children.
However, children of above average intelligence com-
prehended significantly more by reading than by lis-
tening, while average and below average children did
not.

Noonan (57) utilized nine teachers in nine class-
rooms of sixth grade pupils to teach the commercial
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program Latitude and Climate by one of three ran-
domly assigned treatments. A third of the 192 pupils
used programmatic materials without teacher assis-
tance, a third used the materials with teacher assis-
tance, and a thin. was taught traditionally. The cri-
terion achievement test revealed no significant differ-
ences among the groups attributable to the method
of instruction and no treatment proved to be more
efficient in the time required to complete the unit of
work. Differences by levels of ability were significant
in all three treatment groups.

Schwab and Stern (77) varied the number of con-
cept examples and the number of concepts taught to
Head Start children. They found superior learning
to be associated with the presentation of a few exam-
ples of small numbers of concepts.

At the junior high school level, Hasselriis (34) ex-
amined the effects of various combinations of reading
and listening on students' ability to learn social stud-
ies material. Seventy-seven students in three classes
used Abramowitz's Study Lessons in Our Nation's
History for so days. In preparing for each lesson stu-
dents read silently, read while listening to a tape re-
cording of the reading, or listened to the tape record-
ing only. Simultaneous reading and listening im-
proved oral reading and comprehension. The stu-
dents who only listened significantly improved their
listening ability; however, those students also de-
creased in both oral reading and comprehension.

Rogus (71) compared interrogative and expository
methods. The interrogative approach provided stu-
dents with numerous opportunities for thinking.
The expository method emphasized achievement. Af-
ter ten weeks of study, Rogus found that there was
no significant difference in the achievement of the
two groups.

One cognitive contingency study was performed at
the high school level. Linhardt (48) compared lecture
and discussion methods of teaching psychology to
high school seniors to determine their relative effec-
tiveness in achievement. For the one semester course,
approximately the same amount of psychological
knowledge was achieved by both the lecture and the
discussion groups.

Four studies in this classification dealt mainly with
college students; three involved student teachers.
Both Wayne (g6) and Knight (12) assessed a coopera-
tive elementary school-university program designed
to prepare student teachers to foster critical thinking
in pupils through questioning strategies. Critical
thinking was defined as thinking which involved all
thought processes beyond the recall category. Several
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methods were used to observe questioning and criti-
cal behavior. Wayne and Knight concluded that
the program did not increase the student teachers'
critical thinking skills. They did find that student
teachers could utilize questions designed to elicit
critical thinking in actual teaching situations, that
pupils could respond to such questions with critical
thinking behaviors, and that cooperating teachers
could observe such questions in a classroom discus-
sion.

Elementary student teachers taught to use ques-
dons of varying cognitive levels were found to ask
more higher cognitive questions in class and on ex-
aminations by Rodgers (69) and Rodgers and Davis
(70). Student teachers participating in the experimen-
tal group were compared to student teachers receiv-
ing no special training. A special observation scale
was used by live observers to assess student teachers'
use of questions. No relationship between the cogni-
tive level of teacher questions and pupil learning was
found for the four-day unit observed.

Harder (33) subjected six student teachers in social
studies to a series of supervisory sessions based on
seven video-tape recordings of their teaching of
American history lessons. Teacher behavior data uti-
lized for supervision were collected from the tapes
and subjective analysis of teacher effectiveness was
made by video-tapes and classroom observation. An-
ecdotal records were kept by the supervisor and stu-
dent teachers and pupil achievement and pupil atti-
tudes toward the student teachers were assessed. All
teachers became more indirect as a result of the
video-tape supervision. increases in Flanders' regular
and revised I/D ratios were related to increased pupil
achievement and improved attitude; but increased
use of selected skills and interaction sequences was
not related to increased pupil achievement, to atti-
tude ratings, or to a better subjective rating of
teacher effectiveness. The video-taped recordings
were seen as too incomplete to be used for subjective
analysis of teacher effectiveness. Harder questioned
the ability of the video recorder to record completely
and authentically teacher behavior and classroom en-
vironment.

Trotter (90 compared the effectiveness of two
methods of teaching American government to sopho-
more students in junior college. The methods, text-
book-lecture and problem-media-dialogue, produced
no significant differences in achievement, but stu-
dents receiving the problem-media-dialogue treat-
ment had significantly more positive attitudes to-
ward the course.
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Special Materials. Seven of the cognitive contin-
gency studies emphasized the implementation of an
entire curriculum or course of study or the invest-
ment of certain materials as the independent variable
in the research. Three studies were conducted at the
elementary and junior high school levels. The one
high school study investigated the social studies cur-
riculum produced by the Carnegie-Mellon University
Social Studies Curriculum Center.

In grades four, five, and six, Rich (67) utilized self-
directing, self-correcting study guides in different
sized groups in working with three sound films, three
filmstrips, and three dramatic historical recordings.
Differences in the effectiveness of the media favored
films over filmstrips and filmstrips over recordings.

Alleman (3) incorporated primary source materials
into a fifth grade social studies program to determine
whether the use of primary source material affected
learning. Alleman studied s6 fifth grade classes
equally divided into experimental and control groups.
Teacher responses indicated that the primary source
materials had value for students, primarily as supple-
mentary materials. Student responses indicated a fa-
vorable reaction toward the use of primary source
materials. However, tests showed no significant differ-
ences in achievement between the experimental and
control groups.

Hunkins (38) investigated whether a dominant use
of analysis and evaluation questions in social studies
text-like materials would improve sixth graders' so-
cial studies achievement. He found that the use of
analysis and evaluation questions produced better
student performance in the area of evaluation than
did the use of knowledge questions.

Perryman (64) enlisted a number of volunteer ju-
nior high social studies teachers in two schools to use
specially collected materials in teaching so controver-
sial issues over a three-year period. Modest and vol-
unteer in-service training was provided for some of
the teachers. A majority of the teachers stayed
through the experiment. Samples of student thinking
collected over three years failed to reveal meaningful
changes in pupil ability to weigh arguments. Evalua-
tive measures used in the study failed to produce sig-
nificant differences between experimental and con-
trol groups. Perryman concluded that significant
change in classroom experiences is unobtainable
without inducements to enlist teachers in in-service
training, funds to produce readable materials, and
tests to provide immediate feedback to teachers and
pupils.

Lovetere (50) tested whether a specially developed
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set of readings could be used for the study of govern-
ment in the eighth grade. He established that the use
of the special set of readings was related to significant
gains on achievement tests. The above average and
average ability treatment groups also showed signifi-
cant positive changes in attitude.

Wise (g8) wrote materials concerning Pennsylvania
history and government suitable for slow, ninth
grade learners. She found significant advantages for
the slow-learning groups using the materials when
compared with slow-learning groups which used the
materials for a shorter period of time or which did
not use the materials.

Good. Farley, and Fenton (29) compared an exper-
imental group of 112 academically able high school
juniors who had taken three years of the experimen-
tal social studies curriculum designed by the Social
Studies Curriculum Center of Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity with 78 like students who had taken the nor-
mal social studies course. With I.Q. held constant,
students who had taken the experimental work
which emphasized inquiry operations showed greater
mastery of certain social studies inquiry skills than
students in the normal curriculum.

Classroom Organization. Four studies of the cogni-
tive contingency groups used changes in classroom
organization as a major transaction factor of the re-
search. These studies emphasized individual and
group work at the elementary and junior high levels.

Rich (67) measured the effect of study group size
on retention of social studies material by 457 pupils
of similar cultural and economic backgrounds in
grades four, five, and six. During a three week pe-
riod, all students received mass presentations of so-
cial studies information and worked in their class-
rooms on self-directing, self-correcting study guides
in groups of one, three, and five. Group size had no
significant effect on retention, though slight differ-
ences favoring children working alone were found
for each grade and the total group. Differences in
learning between grades favored the higher grade.

Monroe (53) created an individualized social stud-
ies program to effect a change in achievement and in
certain social behaviors of 33 pupils in a fifth grade,
self-contained classroom. After four and one-half
months of the program, Monroe found significant
changes in the specified behaviors and in achieve-
ment. No significant relationships were found be-
tween the behaviors and achievement, intelligence,
or class structure.

Hallquist (32) examined the relationship of back-
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ground music appropriate to topics under study and
the teaching of geography at the sixth grade level by
a discussion method and y a committee method. His
findings indicated mixed effects.

Sinks (83) changed the educational environment of
eighth grade pupils engaged in individualized in-
struction in four subject areas including social stud-
ies. The to8 subject pupils were matched on the Aca-
demic Promise Test. They were assigned to four
homerooms. The individualized curricula in the four
subjects produced desirable changes in behavior, in-
creased gains in achievement, attitude, and learning
strategies as observed through questionnaires, sur-
veys, and critiques given to students, parents, teach-
ers, and observers.

Learning a Related Skill. The last of the cognitive
contingency studies attempted to relate the learning
of a skill to increased achievement of a broader na-
ture or in another area. In the two studies that fol-
lOw, skill in reading is related to achievement in so-
cial studies content.

Zappo (lot) hypothesized that teaching of reading
skills along with content would improve social stud-
ies achievement. Statistically matched groups of sev-
enth grade students were compared in achievement
after instruction in reading. He found that instruc
tion in reading was related to greater gains in
achievement of social studies content material.

Frederick (27) designed and taught to it t ninth
grade students in six classes a four-week unit on scar-
city. Three experimental classes were given vocabu-
lary training prior to each lesson and three control
classes received a similar treatment following each
lesson in an effort to determine the effectiveness of
readiness activities on the learning and retention of
concepts. The experimental group did not demon-
strate more change than the control group. The read-
iness activities had no more effect on learning or re-
tention of concepts than the same treatment after the
lesson.

AFFECTIVE CONTINGENCY

The second major grouping of studies was judged
to possess as a common element the expectation of
changing an attitude be special methodology, materi-
als, or classroom organization. Other types of transac-
tions could conceivably be employed to function af-
fectively, but only the three types are represented in
the i t studies included in this section. Considerable
overlap is present between this contingency group
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and the cognitive contingency group inasmuch as ed-
ucational research often claims both cognitive and.af-
fective dimensions.

Special Methodology. Seven of these studies, rang-
ing from elementary through c..,;lege, purport to
demonstrate a relationship between an instructional
technique and some affective outcome. Monroe (53),
for example, used an individualized social studies
program over a period of four and one-half months
to change certain social behaviors of 33 pupils in a
self-contained fifth grade.

Nepi (55) conducted a study involving approxi-
mately 600 fifth and sixth grade students to deter-
mine the attitudinal effects of alternative ways of
teaching a unit on the Bill of Rights. She found that
the students exposed to the case study unit showed a
greater number of changes in attitudes towards rights
and responsibilities of American citizens than the
students exposed to the traditional unit. Addition-
ally, a majority of the teachers and students partici-
pating in the case study unit indicated that students
were more tolerant of differences and were more will-
ing to listen to others during the conduct of the unit.
She also reported that teachers and students of the
experHental group reacted favorably toward the
case study method as an effective teaching technique.

Peri (63) studied the effects of a selected film on
the attitudes of junior high school students toward
due process of law. He also evaluated the relative
effectiveness of several instructional procedures to en-
hance the influence of motion pictures designed to
change attitudes. The procedures employed were a
single showing of a film, two consecutive showings, a
programmed booklet of related instruction following
the film, and no instruction. An analysis of concepts
showed that procedure differences were significant
for negative but not positive concepts. An attitu-
dinal inventory also revealed significant differences
among the five procedures employed.

Linhardt (48) compared lecture and discussion
methods. of teaching psychology to high school se-
niors to determine their relative effectiveness in per-
sonal and social attitudes. The psychology course was
taught for one semester and several instruments were
utilized to assess attitudes. He found the discussion
method no more effective in modifying attitudes
than the lecture method.

Bouchard (12) assessed the effect of teachers' use of
a value model on the attitudes of pupils. He identi-
fied shifts in attitude toward problems of pollution
on the part of students exposed to the value model.
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Harder (33) employed Flanders' interaction analy-
sis system in a series of supervisory sessions with six
student teachers. As they became more indirect in
their teaching, the student teachers were viewed
more positively by their pupils.

Sims (82) compared attitudinal differences between
one group of students taught introductory college ge-
ography by closed-circuit television and a second
group of students taught by a classroom-discussion
method. His results showed no significant difference
in attitudes between the two groups: He concluded
that the closed-circuit television method of teaching
was as effective as the classroom-discussion method
for developing favorable student attitudes in intro-
ductory college geography.

Special Materials. The effect of special materials
on attitudes was an element in three studies. One
such study conducted by Cook (i8) so years ago but
reported this year found that the addition of film to
teachers' usual motivational procedures did not posi-
tively affect motivation to learn. Nonfilm control
pupils proposed more outside activities that teachers
considered educationally valuable.

De Kock (21) utilized Krathwohl's levels of affec-
tive learning as an approach to changing the atti-
tudes of students. He reduced the amount of sheer
attending behavior typically imposed on students
and subsequently increased their responding, valu-
ing, organizing, and characterizing behaviors. This
change was achieved by using "Sunshine," an educa-
tional simulation of current racial problems in a typ-
ical American city. The use of the game also pro-
duced increases in racial tolerance and corresponding
decreases in social intolerance.

Lovetere (50) found that a specially developed set
of readings used for the study of government in the
eighth grade produced positive changes in attitude in
the above average and average ability groups in his
research population.

Classroom Organization. In a study emphasizing
the restructuring of the classroom as the independent
variable, Sinks (83) found that individualized in-
struction in social studies and three other subjects
produced desirable changes in behavior and attitude.

DIRECT PURPOSE
A group of it studies is classified as possessing di-

rect purpose. That is, the transaction embodies or re-
flects closely the intended outcome of the study. The
following direct purpose transactions are further clas-
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sifted by type. i.e., emphasizing a teaching strategy,
special materials, a skill, a specified substantive con-
tent, or a general experience.

Teaching Methodology. The first group of four
studies emphasizes some teaching methodology in
the transactional experience at the elementary, se-
nior high school, college, and professional levels.

The belief that primary children learn symbolic
map skills best through manipulative procedures was
questioned by Savage and Bacon (m). One group of
randomly assigned first grade pupils was taught sym-
bolic map skills through Sabaroff's six step procedure
which stresses manipulative activities in the first
three steps. A second and comparable group was
taught through more abstract procedures. No signifi-
cant differences between treatment groups were
found, though the trend favored the manipulative
treatment. The investigators concluded that "first
grade children do have the skill and sophistication to
begin on a more abstract level than had been previ-
ously assumed."

Scovel (e8) divided into two homogeneous groups
ea American history classes of as teachers in eight
Iowa high schools to examine the possibility of im-
proving student question-asking behavior. The ex-
perimental group received instruction on construct-
ing and classifying questions according to Bloom's
cognitive taxonomy. Following treatment, all stu-
dents wrote questions concerning the historical mate-
rial studied during the treatment period. A panel of
five teachers classified the 44,512 questions according
to the investigator's schema. After treatment, the ex-
perimental group increased the number of higher
category questions and decreased the number of sum-
mary questions asked.

Limbacher (46) found that microteaching training
received by social studies methods students prior to
student teaching resulted in significantly higher rat-
ings by their pupils in the field. The 25 social studies
student teachers who received the experimental treat-
ment received significantly higher pupil evaluations
than did the 25 student teachers who received no mi-
croteaching training. Cooperating teacher evalua-
tions of student teachers were not affected by the
training. Analysis of Flanders' data of videotaped les-
sons taken at the beginning and near the end of stu-
dent teaching indicated the control group obtained
higher indirect-direct ratios.

Short (81) separated ge junior high school teachers
into direct and indirect categories. Various feedback
treatments utilizing Flanders' data derived from
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observations over a year'. time were given to the
groups. Type of feedback given the teachers was un-
related to differences in verbal behavior across
groups, but the use of feedback in the form of receiv-
ing copies of matrices and having them interpreted
orally produced a difference between direct and indi-
rect teachers.

Special Materials. Two studies classified as direct
purpose transactions emphasized the use of special
materials. Larkins and Shaver (44) summarized a
series of well-conducted studies designed to deter-
mine feasibility of Senesh's Our Working World
for first grade pupils. An equal number of unin-
structed and instructed intact classes of first grade
pupils were randomly selected. The data were classi-
fied by teacher? experience and training with the
materials and by intellectual ability of pupils. The
investigators concluded that instructed, pupils knew
more economic concepts, that no concept was sys-
tematically unlearned, and that both slow and bright
children learned from the materials. Teacher ex-
perience with the materials was not significantly
related to pupil success.

Kilrnan (41) used specially prepared material deal-
ing with use of direction, map guides, legends, map
scales, and drawing inferences from maps to teach
map reading to fourth grade pupils. The materials
were taught to gg male and 92 female pupils by their
regular teachers for a seven-week period with results
that correlated with vocabulary, reasoning ability,
and pretest data.

Other Direct Purpose Studies. Another direct pur-
pose study also emphasized map reading with the
main transactional content being identified as the
specific skills themselves. Fischer (25) devised a spe-
cial test to deters, :ne achievement in the higher
level map skills of seeing relationships and draw-
ing inferences. The study included 168 sixth grade
students who received slightly more than 25 hours
of instruction in map reading. He found that chrono-
logical age was negatively related to the ability to
read and interpret maps. He also found that the
best single predictor of achievement in map skills
was a map pretest.

Sociological content was the specified transactional
element in a study by Frasier (26). He instructed the
teachers of two classes of fourth, fifth, and sixth
grade pupils in Talcott Parson's construct of func-
tional imperatives which they, in turn, taught to
their 42 pupils in eight lessons. Prior to the lessons,
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the pupils were interviewed to ascertain their experi-
ences in and their understanding of organizations.
The pupils were asked how they would inquire into
four social situations each structured by one of Par-
son's four functions in the preinterview and in a
post-interview following the lessons. The interviews
were tape recorded. Student answers were analyzed
according to Henderson's taxonomy of logical-lin-
guistic form and Piaget's "styles of categorization."
As a result of the treatment, significant increases
were noted in the number of students making gen-
eral rather than singular responses, in the number of
correct inferences made, and in the ability to suggest
explanations. Frasier concluded that a sociological
construct offers students a basis for inquiry, though
background experience predicts the conceptual level
of the response.

A final study in the category of direct purpose re-
fers to general experiences as the formative transac-
tion, It warrants classification here under the as-
sumption that social concepts are both the content
and the result of college interaction. Venable (95) at-
tempted to determine the accretion of learning in the
understanding of social concepts resulting from at-
tendance in certain junior colleges. His results, de-
rived from standardized test data, indicated accretion
of learning during the two years of junior college in-
struction. It was concluded, however, that the perfor-
mance of the college population was not superior.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTIC

Seven studies were classified transactionally as be-
ing partially or wholly descriptive or analytic. The
purpose of such a study is not to produce a particular
predicted outcome, but to define more clearly or op-
erationally the nature of the transaction itself. Some
kind of analysis is usually entailed inasmuch as fac-
tors, correlates, categories, patterns, and the like are
ordinarily identified in such studies. The first four of
these studies deal with teaching or classroom verbal
interaction.

Ahlbrand (1) examined the subject matter ques-
tion-answer cycle in fourth, fifth, and sixth grade so-
cial studies classes by tape recording nine classes for
five days each. Typescripts of the sessions were ana-
lyzed to ascertain whether teachers' questions called
for fact recall only or for more involved thinking. An
observer ..41so noted the volunteer status of the stu-
dents who answered. Each pupil's participation was
calculated by total response and the number of fac-
tual and more involved questions to which he volun-
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tarily responded. Boys were the more active partici-
pants in the classroom. Also, pupil perception of
teacher consideration of responses was significantly
related to participation.

Godbold (s8) investigated the frequency and cogni-
tive level of teacher classroom questions of experi'
enced and inexperienced elementary and secondary
teachers. Sanders' system was used to determine the
cognitive level of questions. Elementary teachers
asked more questions than secondary teachers; and
experienced secondary teachers asked more questions
than inexperienced secondary teachers. At least half
of all questions by all groups involved memory. He
concluded a need to teach questioning to pre-service
teachers.

Anderson (4) investigated the relationship between
teaching strategies and two logically different con-
cepts. Ten secondary sociology teachers were selected
to teach material culture trait and acculturation, two
concepts differing in denotative and connotative as-
pects and the degree of "point-at-ability." Anderson
found that teaching strategies differed for the two
concepts. A series of three exemplification moves was
the dominant strategy for material culture trait and
a series of three moves alternating between exemplifi-
cation and characterization was the most employed
strategy for acculturation. Few other verbal moves
were used in either task.

Rosenshine (vs) investigated teaching behaviors
which discriminated between successful and unsuc-
cessful explanation of social studies material. Effec-
tiveness of explanation was determined by a student
group's adjusted mean score on a common ten-item
test of comprehension of ideas dealt with in the ex-
planation. He found three categories of variables,
which differentiated between high-scoring and low-
scoring lectures. The teachers whose lectures were re-
lated to higher test scores utilized explaining links,
connectives indicating causes, results, means, or pur-
poses of events, more frequently. These teackers also
employed a rule-example-rule pattern of discourse
more frequently than other teachers and were more
likely to move about the classroom and use gestures
in their teaching.

Both Kilman's (41) and Fischer's (25) studies at-
tempted to analyze factors related to map reading.
Both researchers found pretest scores to be good pre-
dictors of achievement in map reading skills. Fischer
found age within one grade span negatively related
and Kilman found verbal intelligence and reasoning
positively related to map reading ability.

The final study in this section purports to de-
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scribe the general practice of a population of elemen-
tary teachers in relation to criteria. Saunders (74) sur-
veyed 216 elementary teachers to determine the ex-
tent to which their practices in teaching social stud-
ies parallel those recommended by the authorities in
the field. Less than half the teachers had completed a
social studies methods course since 1960 and only
about one-fourth had in-service training in that time.

December 1970

Half of the teachers defined social studies in the same
terms as the authorities; but half also used district
courses of study and basic textbooks as the basis for
organizing scope and sequence. Over half used vari-
ous audio-visual and other materials, but few used
educational television, Evaluation techniques were
limited in number and fewer than half used group-
ing procedures.

OUTCOMES

Of necessity outcomes from specific studies were in-
dicated 'n the two preceding sections. An attempt
will be made in this last section of the review to clus-
ter outcomes from specific studies as they related to
issues of interest. A number of such issues were raised
by Patrick whose work will serve as a vehicle for re-
considering the outcomes of studies treated elsewhere
in this article.

Patrick (61) reviewed a number of research reports
for the purpose of determining the effect of school
instruction on political socialization. He concluded
that after grade-school additional instruction re-
sulted in almost imperceptible changes in knowledge,
attitudes, or skills associated with slitical sophistica-
tion. Relationships between socioeconomic status
and the goals of political instruction were apparent.
Negroes benefitted from additional instruction, but
not enough to overcome advantages of generally bet-
ter-instructed Caucasians. Homogeneous populations
of working class children apparently receive signifi-
candy more instruction in conforming behaviors
than in inquiry behaviors. The more cosmopolitan
students were found to be more tolerant of non-con-
formists, more politically sophisticated. to be better
informed, and to have a higher sense of politic-I effi-
cacy. He notes that little or no notice is taken of the
adolescents' increased ability to deal with concepts.

Patrick admits that he "raises many questions and
provides few firm answers" (p. so), but he does make
some tentative proposals. He proposed sweeping cur-
riculum revisions in favor of courses that stress con-
cepts and intellectual tools derived from the social
sciences. He particularly stressed the importance of
concepts which he saw as determining the perceptual
field of the individual. After noting the effect of
widespread knowledge of natural science on supersti-
tions, he pleads for an equally scientific approach to
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social knowledge and social problems; in short, an in-
quiry approach.

Patrick's findings and recommendations are so
sweeping that it was decided to structure the Out.
comes section of this review to consider the issues
he raises to the extent allowed by the studies col-
lected.

Supportive of Patrick's conclusion regarding the
ineffectiveness of political instruction were the find.
ings of Struve (86) and Alexander M. Struve found
that political activity of parents, use of magazines
and television, and especially involvement of stu-
dents in extracurricular activities and community af-
fairs increased high school students' political aware.
ness and efficacy. Existing social studies programs
were seen as reinforcing generally apathetic interest
patterns learned at home rather than as stimulating
changes in polia:al behavior. Economic understand.
ing of Alabama high school seniors was found by Alex-
ander to be related to socioeconomic class, residential
classification, and sex. Pupils from high socioeco-
nomic groups and urban or suburban areas pro.
duced higher scores on the Test of Economic Under.
standing; boys tended to outperform girls. Taken to-
gether these studies suggest that life style of the home
and other factors related to social status are at least
as important as formal instructions in political and
economic subjects. Further support for this conclu-
sion came from Venable (95) who compared youth in
and out of junior colleges and found no significant
differences in understanding of social concepts using
standardized test data.

One cannot refute Patrick's basic criticism of social
studies instructions with these data. By way of rem-
edy, Patrick suggested increased stress on higher cog-'
nitive processes, especially concept formation and in-
quiry processes.
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HIGHER COGNITIVE PROCESSES

A number of studies were judged to deal with
higher cognitive processes as suggested by Paa:A.
The outcomes of these studies can be divided into
three subgroups: critical thinking, questioning, and
concc2t formation.

Critical Thinking. One cannot conclude that
critical thinking can be taught by reviewing the
outcomes of the studies included in this year's re-
view. Good, Farley, and Fenton (29) using the Car-
negie-Mellon materials for three years reported in-
creases in critical thinking. Frazier (s6) also suc-
ceeded in fostering inquiry. He used Parson's con-
struct of "functional imperatives." Wayne (g6) and
Knight (42) reported studies that did not succeed
as did Fischer (as) and Perryman (64).

Subject age did not appear to be a factor. While
Frasier worked with intermediate grade children,
Good, Farley, and Fenton worked with eleventh
graders. Wayne and Knight reported no success in
teaching elementary student teachers, but did report
that elementary pupils responded with critical think-
ing behavior when asked higher cognitive questions.
Perryman's attempt to foster critical thinking in jun-
ior high school pupils through the use of special
readings failed and Fischer reported a negative cor-
relation between seeing map relationships and draw-
ing inferences and age of sixth grade pupils. From
these data one must condude that age is not the sole
determinant of critical thinking.

Ability did appear to be related, however. Good,
Farley, and Fenton reported that their criterion in-
strument was highly sensitive to I.Q. and Fischer
found that the best predictor of success in learning
high order map skills was pretest performance.

Questioning. By way of contrast with the above
studies, a number of investigators were successful
in teaching the use of higher order questions. Scovel
(78) reported that students taught Bloom's Taxon-
omy wrote more higher order questions concerning
a given body of historical material than an unin-
structed group. Hunkins (38) found that the use of
evaluative and analytical questions in text-like ma-
terials produced better test performance than knowl-
edge questions embedded in similar material. Rod-
gers (69) and Rodgers and Davis (70) did not find a
relationship between the cognitive level of student
teacher questions and pupil learning, but they did
report success in teaching student teachers to ask
more higher order questions. Ahlbrand (i) reported
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a relationship between pupils' perceptions of teach-
ers' considerations of their responses and the number
of questions responded to by pupils.

Again, age does not appear to be a factor. Ahlbrand
and Hunkins worked with sixth grade pupils, Rod-
gers with elementary pupils, and Scovel with high
school pupils. Alhbrand's finding does suggest the
power of teacher attention as a pupil's reward.

Con "ept Learning. Some successful attempts were
reported in teaching concepts. Larkins and Shaver
(44) reported significant contrasts in concept knowl-
edge between first graders instructed with Senesh's
Our Working World materials and an uninstructed
group. Savage and Bacon (75) compared manipula-
tive and abstract approaches in the teaching of map
symbols and found them equally successful. Schwab
and Stern (77) manipulated the number of concepts
taught with a few illustrations used. They found a
small number of concepts taught with a few illus-
trations best for a population of Head Start chil-
dren, Peri (63) found more success in teaching nega-
tive instances of concepts related to due process of
law than to positive instances. He used various com-
binations of film presentations and programmed
learning. Frederick (27) did not find a relationship
between a vocabulary readiness program and con-
cept learning of ninth graders.

Higher cognitive processes have long been a cen-
tral goal of the social studies. Patrick's call for
greater stress on critical thinking and concept learn-
ing is only a recent restatement of a long cherished
goal. Despite its persistence as a goal of the social
studies, the findings of these studies suggest a need
for a great deal of additional research concerning
teaching for higher cognitive processes. One observa-
tion does seem warranted. Those investigators who
sought a broad goal of critical thinking found very
mixed results. The investigators who focused on
more specific topics, such as questioning or concept
development, were generally more successful. Appar-
ently a great deal of systematic work with the de-
ments of critical thinking is in order.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES
A number of studies were not directly related to

the issues raised by Patrick. These deal with method-
ological and procedural questions. Such specifics as
use of media or specific procedures, and procedures
for improving achievement or attitudes are consid-
ered. Collectively, these studies can be thought of as
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attempts to improve procedures f.lund generally
wanting by Patrick. For convenience, a number of
subclassifications have been used. These are not nec-
essarily discrete.

MethodsAchievement. A number of studies
sought to determine the efficacy of specific methods
in terms of learner achievement. For example, Lin-
hardt (48) compared the effectiveness of lecture and
discussion procedures for improving twelfth grade
achievement. He found neither method superior.
Similar results were found by Trotter (90 who com-
pared a problem-media-dialogue procedure to a text-
lecture procedure.

Others were more successful, however. Zappo (tot)
found improved achievement associated with special
instruction in reading; Lovetere (50) succeeded with
a special set of readings; and Sinks (83) managed to
improve learner achievement with individualized in-
struction by homeroom location. Monroe (53) could
not link achievement with fifth grade behavior
changes resulting from individualized instruction.
Neither intelligence nor social class was related to
the behavior changes observed.

MethodsAttitudes. Attitude shifts were sought
in a variety of ways and experienced mixed results.
Nepi (55) reported success in changing fifth and
sixth graders' attitudes towards rights and responsi-
bilities of American citizens through the use of case
materials. Using pupil "tolerance" scores as an in-
dex, De Kock (21) reported success in shifting pupil
attitudes with regard to race through a simulasio.,
known as "Sunshine." Bouchard (is) obtained posi-
tive shifts in attitudes toward a value object througt,
the use of a value analysis model. Lovetere (50 also
reported attitudinal changes through the use of a
set of special readings concerning government.

Less successful were Sims (82) and Linhardt (48).
Sims compared groups taught traditionally and be
television and found no differences in attitudes to-
ward the course. Linhardt compared groups taught
by lecture and discussion methods with the same re-
sults.

Materials and Media. A number of studies in-
volved media or materials in some fashion. Special
materials were employed by Wise (g8) to teach Penn-
sylvania history to slow ninth graders, by Lovetere
00 to teach eighth grade government, by Alleman
(3) to teach fifth grade social studies, and by Nepi
05) to teach fifth and sixth graders. As reported by
the investigators, the materials were well received.
In addition, Lovetere and Wise reported gains. Ap-
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parently the use of tailor-made materials is well re-
ceived by learners, appreciated by teachers, and often
results in goal acquisition.

Three studies illustrate the hazards of comparing
two broad approaches to instruction. Sims (82) com-
pared traditional and television teaching, Breiter
(15) compared reading and listening to an audio tape
recording, and Trotter (91) compared a problem-me-
dia-dialogue approach to a text-lecture approach. All
found no significant differences in main effects be-
tween groups. Taken with Linhardt's (48) findings,
these results suggested the importance of establishing
refined goals for research.

Hasselriis (34) was more successful with media. He
found improvements in comprehension and oral
reading with secondary pupils who simultaneously
read and listened to a tape recording. These effects
were more apparent for slow learners. Results favor-
ing films over filmstrips and filmstrips over record-
ings were found by Rich (67). Hallquist (32) ob-
tained mixed results on post- and delayed post-tests for
groups working in the presence of background music.

TEACHER EDUCATION

Four studies were judged to deal primarily with
teacher education. Three of them, Harder (33), Lim-
bacher (45), and Short (81), involved Flanders' inter-
action analysis. Harder found a relationship between
high indirect-direct ratios and pupil learning while
Short found no relationship between the same gen-
eral factors. Limbacher found that students trained
in interaction analysis had higher I/D ratios than a
similar group of teachers who received microteaching
training.

Interestingly, student teachers prepared by micro-
teaching were more favorably viewed by their pupils
than the Flanders' group. The object of microteach-
ing is the development of professional skill which
suggests another contradiction. Harder found no re-
lationship between the increased use of selected skills
and the attitude ratings of pupil or pupil achieve-
ment. Harder questioned the ability of video record-
ings to obtain completely authentic records of
teacher and classroom behavior, a technique that
Limbacher found satisfactory.

The fourth study was conducted by O'Neill (59)
who trained four Master of Arts in Teaching candi-
dates to teach for critical thinking. In the study he
contrived a behavioral model of critical thinking, de-
signed an instrument for quantifying these observed
behaviors, and produced a variety of materials relat-
ing to teaching for critical thinking.
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This article seeks to report significant and ex-
emplary research done Within the past ten years on
the teaching of social studies at the elementary
(K-6) and secondary (7-19) levels of American
education. Concerned with a study of man and his
relationship to his social and physical world, social
studies adapts the content and methods of the
various social sciences, either in terms of a particular
discipline or through a cross-disciplinary approach,
often enriched by ideas from the humanities and the
natural sciences.

Because of space limitations, research from gen-
eral areas such as evaluation and individual differ-
ences is not reported here unless it has been
specifically conducted in a social studies setting. At-
tention to citizenship is restricted, since there is a
separate entry for it elsewhere. The authors believe
that this article should report research in the total
field, even though some of the studies may not be in
the most crucially needed areas.

HISTORY OF TILE FIELD. The history of
social studies education in the United States can be
divided chronologically into five periods. The first
periodthe period up to 1893covers the emergence
of history as the social studies curriculum, with
some inclusion of geography and civil government.
The second period, from 1693 to 1916, involves the
maturation of history as the social studies curriculum
under the leadership of important national corrunit-
tees, with peripheral concern for civil government
and some physical geography, economics, and so-
ciology. It was during the third period, roughly from
1916 to 1936, that genuine "social studies" came into
being, challenging the stranglehold of history and
witnessing the inclusion of content from the disci-
plines of political science, economics, human geog-
raphy, and sociology as separate or cross-disciplinary
subjects. The scientific approach to education, more
attention to individual differences, new developments
in educational psychology, and concern for the needs
of the student encouraged a new and experimental
social studies.

The fourth period, encompassing approximately
1936 to 19.35, was a period of reaction domestically
and internationally to economic and political up-
heavals, resulting in critical attacks on national com-
mittee leadership and .social studies programs that
had not met the challenge. The call arose for locally
determined (and nationally chaotic) curricula, stress-
ing societal needs, citizenship education, and indi-
vidual adjustment.

The fifth period, from 1955 to 1967. provided a
return to many of the advances of the third period,
coupled with greater attention to the structure of
the social science disciplines. The transition year
between complacency and action in social studies
education would seem to be 1963. Essentially, the
current period takes advantage of technological
growth and is attempting to unite concerns of the

student, society, and the social sciences in order to
produce individuals who, knowing the working
methods of the social scientists, will apply inquiry
to new problems, make decisions in the light of
internalized value complexes, and effectively carry
on a changing society of free men.

By 1907 the social studies field has arrived at a
point where analytical, scientific methods of inquiry
are in vogue on both the elementary and the
secondary levels, but whether the content is to be
organized along the lines of separate disciplines nr
with a cross-disciplinary approach seems a moot ques-
tion. Sound research is needed in this area; perhaps
major breakthroughs will result from the some 90
social studies projects cited by Hill and others
(1967). Fraser (1965), in appraising current trends
in these projects, heavily concerned with material,
points out that although the major efforts are beamed
toward the able student and are concerned primarily
with the cognitive at opposed to the affective do-
main. discernible and challenging foci arc emerging
in conceptual frameworks, sequencing of topics,
readiness, the behavioral sciences, depth studies, a
comprehensive world view, societal problems, and
inquiry amid a climate of experimentation and
ittnovation.

OBJECTIVES. There has been little research
done concerning social studies education objectives,
Although many stewpoints have been expressed. ne-
se:itch by Engle (19641) presents the best descrip-
tion of the dichotomy that exists between (hoar
concerned with designing measurable objectives teased
on the social sciences and those concerned with
designing objectives related to the moral purposes
and problems in effective citizenship. A similat
dichotomy was !earthd by those concerned with the
National Assessment of American Education program
through the expedient of forming two groans of
objectives: one for social studies education and one
for citizenship. Indeed, in this volume separate entries,
exist in the two fields. This 'nay be the sound way to
resolve the question of whether social studies ednea-
tion should be discipline- or citizenship-oriented. The
answer emerging may well he that it has both con-
tent objectives and .citizenship goals, as do the
community, the school as a whole, and virtually all
the separate subject areas.

The results of investigations by Bloom and
Krathwohl (1956i into the cognitive domain and by
Krathwohl and °titers 0964) into the affectiac do-
main have provided basic general taxonomies of
educational objectives which leaders in social studies
education base used in developing objectives that
can be implemented and evaluated. Among others.
jarolintek (1902) on the elementary level has turned
tc the cognitive domain, and Fenton (1968) on the
secondary level has studied both the cognitive and
affective domains. Research still has not provided
clean guidelines into which type of content is best
used in the cognitive domain: (I) concepts, general-
izations, and methodology related to the structure
of the social science disciplines or (2) the more
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vital, but perhaps transient, public-issues approach.
Koffman (1967) presents one set of overall ob-

jectives derived from the National Assessment pro-
gram's Eve categories: (1) using analytical, scientific
procedures; (2) possessing knowledge relative to
major ideas and concerns of social scientists; (3) corn-
mitnsent to the values that sustain a free society;
(4) curiosity about human affairs; and (5) sensitivity
to creative-intuitive methods of explaining the human
condition. The third category tends more toward
Indoctrination than is suggested by the affective-
domain taxonomy, but the above categories might
serve as the basis for a possible set of objectives that
integrates current concerns without opening the
floodgates to broad citizenship generalities, including
adjustment to the stains quo.

SOURCES OF CONTENT. Alternatives for se-
lection of content range from the use of individual
disciplines through utilization of concepts from all
the social sciences as espoused by Price and others
(1965), who identified 18 substantive concepts, 5
value concepts, and 11 aspects of method. A new
source or determinant of content is inquiry methodol-
ogy than content itself; certainly, with tbe
expansion of knowledge and with change rapidly
becoming the basic constant, this may be one answer.

History. History once held almost complete sway
over the social science curriculum. The two major
challenges to this tradition are (1) the encroach-
ment upon its time allotment by other social sciences
and (2) the tut of "postholing" techniques in the
remaining time. These would change the "tapestry"
approach to either a sampling approach or an area-
atudics or cultural-concept presentation, which may
be more social-science- than history-oriented.

Course, in United States history, perhaps be-
cause they are valuable in instilling patriotism and
an appreciation of our way of life and because the
subject encompasses a shorter and more manageable
time span, have not fallen prey to the above chal-
lenges in the same degree. Weaver (1962) attempted
to identify key generalizations to be stressed in the
elementary grades and validated 104 out of an
original 1400 which placed stress on a broad under-
standing of American history, emphasizing social
history and the period through the eighteenth cen-
tury, except for the emergence of the United States
as a world power. Devitt (1958) applied the same
technique on the secondary level and validated 61
of the original 938 concepts covering the full gamut
of UnAed States history. Only about 5 of the 90
current social studies projects listed by Hill and
others (1967) center on United States history, with
a definite stress on materials.

The teaching of world history has been the object
of more creative research in new efforts to upset the
status quo and to attack head-on the problems result-
ing from time-allotment cuts in traditional ancient,
medieval, and modern history. Massialas (1961)
compared a reflectively oriented approach and the
traditional narrative-factual approach. He found no
significant difference between the two approaches in

standardized-content test results and concluded that
such tests are not designed to measure adequately the
skills of critical thinking, since results from more
sophisticated evaluation techniques indicated that the
former method produced a F"Inificantly higher sensi-
tivity to skills of critical thinking and reflective in-
quiry, growth in independent thought, and ability
to discuss controversial issues in a more systematic
fashion. Some 19 projects related to the teaching of
world history are currently being conducted, the
majority of which are concerned with cultural his-
tory and non-Western areas. Engle (1964a) re-
ported significant attention to content, including the
teaching of intellectual history and consideration of
cultural regions beyond the scope of Western civiliza-
tion.

Geography. Another traditional bulwark of the
social studies curriculum has, one would judge from
an examination of recent research, been undergoing
critical review similar to that of world history. Cen-
tered on the West and long taught factually by
public school teachers, the subject of geography is
caught between a rising realization of its importance
by leaders and the poor preparation of those who
are teaching it.

Anderson (1963), after reviewing the histr ry of
secondary school geography teaching in the twentieth
century, surveyed cities over 10,000 in the North
Central region to ascertain current status and trends.
He reported that as geography evolved from a
descriptive to a physical to a social study it did not
attain its rightful place because it did not possess an
organizing or unifying concept or a unique body of
social content. As an interpretive subject, geography
has served too frequently as a basis for the study of
other subjects. Mayo (1964) found-that, when geog-
raphy is taught as a separate subject in the secondary
school, it is usually global geography; when it is
taught with an integrated approach, the stress is
usually economic.

At present there are some five social studies proj-
ects underway (Ilill & others, 1967) concerned with
specific aspects of the significant general problem. plus
two research efforts centering on conservation. Only
the High School Ceography Project and the Crabtree
Project seem to be looking at the problem with the
fresh thought necessary. Helburn (1066) has reported
on the former project's experimentation svith a topical
program involving conceptual objectives, the dis-
covery-learning approach, and a stress on problem
solving. Crabtree (19615), identifying area association
as the core concept of geographic theory, indicates how
sequential learning can be developed in grades 1, 2,
and 3, through use of inquiry strategies and appro-
priate instructional materials. Hanna and others
(1966) have provided some additional specific guide
lines in their organized presentation of significant
concepts and skills relating geography to the newer
instructional approaches in elementary and junior
high schools. However, unless a great deal more
research is activated in this field, geography may
continue to flounder.
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Economics. Probably no social science discipline
has ructived more attention, financial aid, or organ-
ized effort toward furthering its development in the
last twenty years than has economies. That such
attention continues is attester' in nine social studies
projects currently devoted to this concern. Perhaps
no other subject in social studies education, save
United States history, has within the past decade
come so close to arriving at a nationally agreed upon
body of content. This accord Is due in the main to
the efforts of the Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion and the Council for the Advancement of
Secondary Education, as well as to the publication
by the Committee for Economic Development (1961)
of the volume Economic Education in the Schools:
A Report of the National Task Force on Economic
Education. In this report the American Economic
Association spelled out in seven major areas the basic
economic concepts essential for a high school gradu-
ate to know something about. This does not imply
national consensus on method, grade placement, or
even whether the content be placed in separate
courses or integrated with other content in basic
social studies offerings.

Surveys on the status of economic instruction in
the schools are abundant. Perhaps the most compre-
hensive is that described by C. Jones (1965),
wherein all secondary schools, public and private,
enrolling over 300 students were surveyed. The
69.8 percent that responded enrolled 20 percent of
their seniors in separate economics courses or, includ-
ing courses below the senior level, 8.1 percent of all
students in grades 9 through 12. This shows an
increase over the 4.7 percent USOE figure of 1948
49. It is interesting to note that 82.4 percent of the
teachers of separate economics courses had taken
two or more college courses in economics.

One area receiving greater attention in the litera-
ture is instruction related to economic concepts in
the elementary school. Robinson (1963) revealed
what can be done in kindergarten, and in describing
the Elkart Project (grades 1-12), Senesh (1960)
indicated the need for an organic curriculum be-
ginning in the first grade.

Lovenstein and others (1966) have researched
a course for grade 9, and Seeding and Wiggins
(1968) developed ECON 12 for a principles course.
It would seem that the concern has been to de-
emphasize personal finance and to develop content
competency in institutional economics; but as Wagner
and Metcalf (1963) indicate, content too often is
descriptive, and rarely are students required to do
disciplined, analytical thinking. Additional research
is needed on the impact of the instruction being
given to students, involving content that is more
centrally and better planned.

The Behavioral Sciences and Government. Sources
that hold great promise for a "new" content basis
are the behavioral sciences and government. These
are evolving in similar directions toward an inte-
grated study of human behavior, with individuals
and groups seen in interaction with the secioeco-

mimic-political-cultural environment. The disciplines
involved most centrally here are cultural anthropol-
ogy, psychology, social psychology, and sociology.
To these has been added government. Economics
may be included, but current research efforts do not
point in that direction as yet. Each of these disci-
plines has its more traditional aspect as one of the
social sciences, but as social studies education gravi-
tates toward (1) inquiry-centered study and (2) a
smaller number of significant concepts, those aspects
of the disciplines concerned with the study of
modern man and his behavior show signs of being
brought together through the above two components.
The role of the central behavioral sciences of cultural
anthropology, psychology, social psychology, and
sociology has received little research attention as a
major contributor to social studies education. Kenyon
(1985) did make a significant contribution when he
found that high school seniors held very positive
attitudes toward studying the sciences of human
behavior but were deficient in their knowledge of
them.

In sociology Nash (1962) listed concepts and
generalizations from abstract sociology which would
focus content less on social pathology and more on
the insights needed to further broad positive goals of
social studies education. Feldmesser (1966) points
out experimentation that is being conducted by
Sociological Resources for Secondary Schools in test-
ing episodes wherein students will gather. classify,
manipulate, and interpret important data through
instructioual models insuling laboratory work in
various secondary courses. Joyce and NVeinberg
(1984) found that the use of "guiding" questions
in conversations was very. helpful In enabling ele-
mentary school pupils to observe examples of such
sociological concepts as "norms" and "values" in
meaningful ways.

In a national survey by Thornton (1965).
psychology on the secondary school level was found
to be a separate, usually one-semester course in
14.5 percent of the high schools in 49 states. In
those schools offering the course, 1.4 percent of the
students in grades 9 through 12 were taking it,
or 5.4 percent of the total student enrollment iu the
grade in which the course was given. In analyzing
six texts specifically designed for the course, be
noted that in accordance with recommendations by
authorities major emphases were on personality,
interpersonal relationships, mental hygiene, and the
biological foundations of behavior. Nebergall (1965)
researched the need for presenting, materials appro-
priate to an integrated, problem-solving, and non-
text-oriented study of normal people reacting in and
adapting to their physical and social environments.

To date, no significant research results are avail-
able concerning the content selection froin cultural
anthropology as a strong component in social studies
education (grades K-12), but very soon perhaps
some of the materials from the Georgia Project on
the elementary school level and the Anthropology
Curriculum Study Project on the secondary school
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level will have been sufficiently tested to provide
needed direction for establishing the role of this
Important discipline in developing a behavioral
science approach to the study of man in his cultural
setting. These projects bear watching,

In Government, although some research was done
In the traditional areas of teacher concern about
instruction In governmental structure, it is note-
worthy that during the past ten years the stress has
been on political socialization and political behavior.
Students are being encouraged to generalize about
observed phenomena of political behavior on the
local, state, national, and international levels and to
test these generalizations by using appropriate tools
of analysis and empirical investigation. Biddle and
Cleary (1966) point up significant areas of the "new
content" with suggestions for implementation in
social studies education.

A good deal of attention has been given to the
degree of political socialization the elementary child
possesses, with implications for more sophisticated
content and methodology from kindergarten through
grade O. Easton and Hess (1962). Greenstein (1964),
and Estvan (1962) are among those leading in this
research. Easton and others, who devoted over five
years to studying some 12,000 elementary school
pupils nationally, found that a child's political world
begins to take shape before he enters school and
undergoes rapid change from kindergarten through
grade 6. By the time the child has completed
elementary school many of his basic political attach-
ments, attitudes, and values are firmly established
and are nut subject to significant change during the
secondary school years. The importance of providing
more content related to government and political
behavior is dear, and the need becomes more evident
when related to Estvan 'e findings on what is being
taught by elementary teachers in Wisconsin. Indi-
vidual responsibility rather than government per se
was stressed in the lower grades, and in the
intermediate grades governmental organization was
emphasized. Analytical skills and critical thinking
were neglected. Greenstein found that in children
9 to 13 most significant learning about political
behavior occurs outside the formal instructional pro-
gram of the classroom. Individuals were found to be
easier for children to understand than were complex
institutions such as the legislature --all of which
suggests that political behavior approaches might be
substituted at this level for process or legal-institu-
tional approaches.

Shaver (1965) found, much as Estvan had for
the elementary school level, that reflective thinking
usually Is not encouraged on the secondary level;
his conclusion was based on a study of 93 texts
mostly dealing with American government and
civics. Such texts did not provide springboards for
(I) evaluating societal issues, (2) systematically
conceptualizing a pluralistic society, (3) handling
clashes of values, or (4) preparing youth to deal
with issues realistically. In reviewing current social
studies projects, it is interesting to note that, including
Interregional understanding and world affairs, more

are concerned with government (some 15) than with
any one of the other social sciences.

Values. As the social sciences become more
"realistic," with cells fur inquire, analssis of disci-
pline structure, and insights Into basic concepts, an
emerging source of content is the area of vahke3 and
value complexes the effective domain. This includes
a study of contemporary values in flux and the estab-
lishing of values and value complexes by students
in grades K-14, us their total social studies education
program combines value content with insights from
the social sciences in an effort to meet life's problems.
This approach differs from, but does not totally
exclude, the purely humanistic and historical study
of values which others have held. It does not, how-
ever, imply character education or the legalistic-
moralistic approach. Brady (1966) advocates a new
"discipline of social studies" using value studies as
content, organized about a conceptual model involv-
ing (1) value systems, (2) socioculhural drifts,
(3) historical and geographic factors influencing
values and drifts, and (4) social problems as value -
drift conflicts.

In defining the content of values for use in
schools in the United States, there seems to be two
approaches, namely, the direct and the indieret.
As a direct approach, Perchlik (1964) identified
nine major freedoms, each with subdivisions - -o
speech, press, petition and demonstration, political
action, assembly, education, association, investigation
and research, and travelwhich he established as
contributors to diversity.

The concern for establishing an indirect approach
to value study is generated by three considerations:
(1) a desire not to engage in moralistic Indoctrina-
tion, (2) awareness of results from anthropological
research that show how one gains in comprehension
of his own culture through the study of others, and
(3) empirical evidence such as furnished by Horton
(1955) that instruction in civics and American
government does not correlate positively with
attitudinal results on democracy and freedom
versus totalitarianism. 13. Allen (1905) attempted to
meet this problem by establishing an instrument to
measure gain in attitudes related to American values
and beliefs through instruction in adverse referents.
This whole area of content from values, including
instruction in and evaluation thereof, presents a

genuine research challenge for more effective social
studies education.

Area Studies. This "new" area of content sug-
gests possibilities for providing the basis for many
of the preceding subtopics; it involves the social
science with values, including adverse referents.
Walsh (19621 incorporated the above goals in an
excellent teaching model for culture studies on the
elementary school level, which would also be useful
on the secondary level, where such an approach is
usually found in the "world block" in grades 9 and
10. Some five social studies projects are concerned
with developing content guides and materials in
area studies, particularly as related to Sub-Saharan
Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
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ORGANIZING THE CURRICULUM. The organ-
ization of the social studies curriculum (grades K-I.1)
for the past half century has resisted needed change,
with that of grades K through 6 based on the
expsmding-community concept from the individual
through the world; grades 7-12, the double three-
year cycles of world history and United States history
end civics; and the 13-14 level, an 'introduction"
to world and United States history and the various
traditional social science disciplines- No unifying
theory seems to exist. However, four areas of agree-
malt are emerging: (1) content drawn from all
the social sciences, (2) content introduced earlier
and required longer, (3) an inquiry-centered ap-
proach, and (4) in-depth study of selected areas,
eras, or Issues.

Fraser and McCutchen (1065) suggest 15
organizing themes and propose patterns of organiza-
tion with the above areas of agreement incorporated
into two- or three-year articulated blocks. Four social
studies projects (Hill Er others, 1987) hold some
promise for a needed articulation, in grades K through
12. Muessig (1965) provides excellent guide lines
for both newer content and curriculum procedures,
Adair (1962) establishes a theoretical model to
aid curriculum leaders In recognizing readiness for
curriculum change in a given school situation.

Elementary School Curriculum (Grades K-6),
Significant trench In elementary school curriculum
patterns include more emphasis on inquiry, human
relationships, contemporary aflairs, and cross-dis-
ciplinara social science. A comprehensive overview
of recent trends, issues, and problems has been
presented by Micharlis (1962).

The three-phased Stanford Project, as discussed
by Hanna and Lee (1962), is built upon the expand-
ing-community concept. Ten dissertations, each
centering on a basic human activity, identified 3.272
basic social science generalizations, The second
phase-involves selecting and modifying those gen-
exalizeations deemed highly significant to the study of
each of the expanding communities, and the third
phase will test the content resulting froin the earlier
phases.

A growing body of literature indicates a need for
revision of the elementary school social studies
curriculum, since children's interests, abilities, and
needs extend beyond those reflected in current
practice. From examination of children's art, writing,
oral expression, and selection of reading materials in
grades 2, 4, and 6, Lague (1962) found that pupil
interests exceeded the geographic areas of their own
environment and included current problems domi-
nating the international scene. Clements (1964)
examined how anthropologists, sociologists, and
historians engage In inquiry and identified three.
task stages: (I) clarification of inquiry purposes,
(2)conduct of inquiry and (3) report of findings.
He concluded that if elementary school students are
to use the methods of the social scientists, they must
be given the opportunity to do so.

Secondary School Curriculum (Grades 7-10.
The secondary curriculum organization still remains
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sharply divided between junior and senior high
schcol, though some experts advocate a world
civilization block for grades 9 and 10 which would
bridge the gap between the two levels. Curriculum
changes on the secondary level since 1955 have been
reported in detail for North Central schools by
Sjostrom (1964).

On the junior high school level Hansen (1964)
found the prevalent sequence in Wisconsin to be
similar to the unchanged national picture, with the
leading required course in grade 7 being geography;
in grade 8, United States history; and in grade 9,
citizenship. Teachers basically were not prepared in
the subjects they were teaching. In appraising the
use of core material, Phillips (1961) reports no
significant differences between students in corrlike
and noncore situations in their achievement, interest
development, or social-adjustment improvement.
Students under the noncore approach developed more
liberal attitudes Aldrich and others (1967/ appraise
the social stitches curriculum of the junior high school
and present five sample programs in detail.

On the senior high school level Moreland (1002)
found in a national survey that the most common
offerings are world history in grade 10, United States
history in grade 11, and problems in grade 12. More-
land concluded that the general practice In curriculum
revision Is change of subject matter within courses
and addition of electives rather than reorganization
involving _;Ic course titles. Olio (1968) found
that college entrance respairements influenet tho
senior high school curriculum heavily and that pro-
fessional leading receives little attention by teachers.

Virtually no significant research has appeared
Fi the past decade on curriculum developments in
the junior college or the first two years of general
education (13-14). Cross and Maynard (1965), in
surveying history and foreign relations offerings,
verify the dominance of traditional Western civiliza-
tion and introductory social science courses needed
by students to meet their major requirements. Much
will need to be clone at this level if newer develop-
ments (grades K-12) are to be built upon in
meaningful ways.

Instruction. Research in social studies methodology
Is moving into a new era, with emphasis on investi-
gating the potential in a reflective theory of method.
In actual classroom practice, far too Litt! innovation
in instructional approach can be four J, with the
traditional teacher-led discussion based ur textbook
assignments being the dominant mode. The aornplex
problem of unifying theory arid practice must be
solved in conjunction with an examination of the
nature of the teaching-learning situationby far the
most significant aspect of the social studies classroom.
One must agree with Oliver that, considering that
this field Is at least as complex as problems dealing
with the atom, research into social studies
methodology is by comparison neither very rich nor
very extensive.

Learning Problems. The most common charac-
teristic of the culturally disadvantaged, as is generally
agreed by those actually working with them, is a
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lack of direct or firsthand experience. Student feelings
of insecurity, coupled with unsuitable materials and
inflexible curricula, contribute to the problem of
teaching the disadvantaged. Curry (1962) found,
in a study of children In grade 6, chat socioeconomic
status seems to have no effect upon scholastic achieve-
ment when the students have high intellectual ability.
However, as intellectual ability decreases, the effect
of Socioeconomic conditions on scholastic achieve.
merit greatly increases. Edgar (1965), Its a study
involving Negro and Puerto Rican children In de-
prived areas of New York City, developed fictional
and biographical materials which integrated a
limited number of social studies concepts with other
subjects. Clear goals and a simple teaching
methodology were established to help ensure re-
peated success experiences. The experimental group
using the above approach gained more points on the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale over a three-year period
than did the control group. Those students who fall
behind their peers in the application of skills,
particularly in reading skills, experience difficulty
with the highly verbal and abstract social studies
curriculum which is still the major educational fare.

Several studies Indicate work is being done to
provide for the needs of the fast learner. Bidna
(1961). surveying 201 social studies programs for
academically talented high school students, found
the most frequently reported administrative programs
were ability grouping, specialized classes, enrichment
within regular classes, and advanced placement.
Although only 33 percent of the schools developed a
written statement of program objectives and less
than 50 percent formally evaluated their specialized
programs, they claimed that their programs created
a stimulating atmosphere that resulted in high
accomplishment.

Teaching Strategies. Lux (1959) found that a
wide variety of teaching methods and strategies were
employed by social studies teachers rated superior
by administrators. The unit method was preferred:
teacher -led discussions, as well as emphasis on indi-
vidual activities, were common. Junior high school
teachers used dramatizations, chart and map con-
struction, bulletin board displays, other visual aids,
and supplementary texts more than did senior high
school teachers. Casteel (1963) investigated whether
methods of political science could be translated
into activities which would equip students with
techniques and skills necessary for making wise
decisions. These methods included the generic,
descriptive, analytical, case - study, survey, experi-
mental, and mathematical approaches. Casteel found
that students of varying abilities in grades 9 through
12 successfully used political science techniques.

R. Jones ( 1964) compared the problems ap-
proach with the main-ideas approach to determine
which was more successful in producing conceptual
learning among pupils in grade 5. Results showed
that children following the main-ideas approach
scored higher on concrete concepts, whereas children
using the problems approach scared higher on
abstract concepts. Oliver and Baker (1959), working

with slow students in grades 7 and It concluded
that the cane method challenges the sterlent to make
personal decisiora about important soeiel problems.
Other conclusions were as ;elitism (1) the listening
span was good at both levels, but discussion was more
conceptual and wholistic in grade II; (2) the con-
ceptual experience necessary to understand cases was
much lower in grade 7; and (3) both groups made
gains in knowledge of facts and in ability to dis-
tinguish fact from opinion.

Inquiry Approaches. Although current social
studies programs give only minimal attention to
conceptual teaching. Metcalf (1963) does present a
comprehensive review of the research concerning
its theory. Possien (1965) compared the effectiveness
of three teaching methodologies: (1) inductive (self.
discovery). (2) deductive (telling of facts and
generalizations by the teacher and rote learning by
the students ), and (3) deductive (including detailed
explanations of causal relationships underlying con-
cepts). Those students trained in the use of inductive
procedures exhibited more characteristics of effective
problem-solving behavior than did pupils taught by
either of the two deductive methods. Numerous
writers in the field of social studies education have
indicated that using the reflective theory of method
holds the most promise for uniting theory with
practice. Although most studies in this area assume
reflective thinking can hest be improved through the
problems approach, McGarr!, (1961) found that
even greater gain, were achieved through the process
of determining meaning. Much research, not spe-
cifically in social studio education, is available in
the area of Inquiry approaches.

Skills Development. Since skills play such a
significant role in social studies achievement no
matter which method or strategies are used or regard-
less of the nature of the student involved, this area
warrants separate atteu.ion. Research on time develop-
ment of those skills necessary to acquire, analyze.
evaluate, and apply social learning will be presented
in this section. Carpenter (1963) has provided a
comprehensive source of information on skills
development.

Reading. Haffner (1959) analyzed 42 social
studies textbook used in grades 5 and 8 in order to
determine and compare vocabulary load, social-
concept burden, and reading grade level. Findings
indicated that textbooks for grade 6 presented less
vocabulary difficulty than did those for grade 5 and
that the social-concept burden was greater in texts
for grade 6; also, textbooks an both grade levels
contained excessive vocabulary loads and concept
burdens. Tankersley (1965) compared the direct
approach to developing skills in locating information,
which utilizes a systematic presentation of lessons, with
an indirect approach involving teaching such skills only
when needed. Results favored the direct approach.
Even with its use, involving social studies class timo,
content achievement was not affected adversely.

Maps and Globes. The question of at what mental-
age levels the various skills in map and globe Inter-
pretation can be mastered was Investigated by
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Sorohan (1982). Eleven interpretive skills were
Lasted, Including legends and sy-mhols, scale, grid
location, projections, and regional concept. Mastery
of each skill was set at 80 percent correct responses,
and mental-age placement -vas set at the point where
75 percent of the group attained mastery. Sorohan
concluded that the skills he Investigated, although
often introduced at earlier grade levels, do not begin
to be mastered by the group as a whole until the
mental age of 131 months, or approximately in grade
5. Since results indicate the mental age at which
each skill Is mastered, implications exist for teaching
based on individual differences, which are more
in line with mental than chronological age or grade
placement. Various methods have been employed
in developing map and globe skills, including con-
ceptual teaching as reported by Carmichael (19(i5).
Conceptual teaching was defined as an inquiry-
discovery approach based upon concept attainment.
The problem was to determine the effectiveness of
(1) a conceptual method in teaching map reading
and geographic understanding and (2) regular class-
room teachers wing that method without prior train-
big. The experimental group, using a unit of study
stressing concepts rather than facts, made Ear greater
improvement in both geographic concepts ana, in map
reading. Reading sldlls played an important part in
understanding geographical concepts, but not in map
reading. Teachers had no difficulty In teaching the
course without extra training.

Time and Chronology. Numerous studies have
dealt with the development of time sense and
chronology. Arnsdorf (1939) investigated learning
experiences which emphasized activities related to
chronology in grade 6, including chronological terms,
time lines, and time charts. The major conclusions
of this worthwhile study were that planned instruc-
tion helped children in the following respects:
(1) to comprehend definite and indefinite time terms;
(2) to note similarity of time spans with reference
to given events; (3) to develop skill in ordering
events with dates; and (4) to develop competency In
recognizing time absurdities. Children in grade 2
were studied by McAulay (1961) to determine their
understanding of time as related to self, their
immediate environment, and historical events. The
children had more difficulty in associating past and
present when related to self or family than if
unrelated to self and immediate environment. They
seemed to have an appreciably better understanding
of time periods if the periods were concerned with
events, rather than with places or people. They were
capable of comprehending known events of the past
related to the present, of associating persons with
events, and of connecting historical persons with
their accomplishments. Gill (1962) investigated
whether significant difficulties and differences existed
among various grade levels in interpreting indefinite
expressions of time commonly found in textbooks and
class discussions. Cill constructed a test of indefinite
time expressions and administered it to randomly
selected groups of college juniors and seniors,
potential teachers, high school juniors and seniors,
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and students in grades 5 and 8. Terms included
"a long time ago," "in colonial times," and "the last
decade." Findings indicated that (1) indefinite time
expressions were loosely interpreted at all grade levels;
(2) the higher grade levels, particularly the college
group, demonstrated a superior grasp of indefinite
time expressions; and (3) when teachers use indefi-
nite time expressions, a variety of meanings is pet-
ceived by the pupils.

Critical Thinking. Critical thinking, a necessary
goal of social studies instruction. is perhaps the goal
least often satisfied. There is agreement as to the
skills netead to be "critical thinker"; bole research
exists, however, on how to develop tiles! skills. Fair
and Shaftel (1967) discus the nature of critical
thinking. its implementation, and its evaluation.

Cousins (1962), in a noteworthy study involving
a theoretical model of reflective thinking, csicribed
and analyzed its development in grade 8. Conclu-
sions were that pupils could be taught to think
reflectively without jeopardy to factual knowledge
and that teachers can develop valid instruments to
evaluate instruction designed to further critical
th inking.

MATERIALS. Although an increasing amount of
material is being published for use In social studies
education, much of it fails to take Into account
research relative to the learning process. In textbooks,
changing objectives generally are not reflected, im-
portant social issues either are avoided or are treated
superficially, and inadequate scholarship is all too
prevalent. Supplementary materials, however, seem
to be meeting many important needs that textbooks
fail to meet.

Textbooks. The treatment of social change in high
school history texts was examined by Palmer (1960,
who found that 82 percent of the textbooks faded
to contribute significantly to building an understand-
ing of the social change process. Kennedy (1960)
concluded that in social studies textbooks the treat-
ment of the Moslem nations and of India and Israel
was dated and that supplementary materials were
needed. Lemmond (1964) Investigated the degree
to which social studies textbooks provided human
Value orientation. Wealth and power received most
attention, and least was given to affection and
rectitude; in general, human values were often
ignored or treated lightly.

Programmed and Simulated Materials.. During
recent years there has been a remarkable growth
in self-instruction materials. A challenge to the tra-
ditional textbook, programmed materials are Socratic
in nature, since they lead the learner to higher levels
of understanding through small steps of graduated
difficulty. A problem arises in developing such
materials for many aspects of social studies; for
instance, intuitive and reflective thinking are not
easily programmed. Na'ood (1962) investigated the
learning of factual information in grade 9 by a
comparison of a programmed-materials and teacher-
led instructienal combination with a traditional ap-
proach. Students using programmed materials learned
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factual material better. Cherryholmes (1965) adapted
a game involving simulation In international relations
for use with high school students. Student interest
Was high, and realistic attitudes resulted. Many
Problems, both theoretical and practical, are evident;
nevertheless, the potential gams from using this type
of material merit continued experimentation.

Audiovisual Aids. Research dealing with audio-
visual materials Ira social studies education is limited.
While the aids themselves are plentiful, research is
needed to determine which type is best for a given
situation. Pictures, projected through various means,
have been shown to promote vocabulary growth
and motivation in social studies (GeorgiadV, 1959).
A comparative study of the effectiveness of a
geography course taught via television and one
taught In a regular classroom setting was made by
Johnson (1960). Material was covered in 33 percent
less time on television. Although the mean score on
the final examination for students taking the tele-
vision course was lower, their content retention after
three months was greater.

EVALUATION. Substantive research on evalua-
tion done specifically in social studies education over
the past decade is limited. This might derive from
the fact that social studies educators and teachers
of social studies, not being "at home" in this area,
are not aware of Its potential and, therefore, of the
need to utilize that potential effectively. Perhaps the
need is acknowledged, but the responsibility is left
to professionals in evaluation.

D. Alien (1959) found the lack of sophistication
In evaluation among social studies teachers to be
disturbing. They did not like evaluation and wished
that need for it would disappear. If placing concern
for evaluation before objectives is "putting the cart
before the horse," some of the research developments
discussed in the section on objectives may in essence
be basic research in the area of evaluation. That the
need to use more sophisticated evaluation procedures
is great Iris been pointed out by Massialas (1961).
whose work has been referred to in the previous
discussion of sources of content in world history.
Some techniques, such as programming and simu-
latter), build in their own unique procedures. Con-
crete suggestions are to be found in the article of
Berg (1965), who spells out the role of evaluation
in social studies education and provides specific
recommendations for its achievement,

Many instruments have been specially designed
by researchers to conduct investigations into other
areas of social studies education, and these have
been described above under the appropriate headings.
Three tests developed to meet particular needs are
those by 13. Allen (1965), in the area of belief in
American values; Figert (1968), on dogmatism or
open-and closenoriodedness of children in grades 4
through 8; and Call (1966), for determining progress
of elementary school children in decision making
ability. Oliver and Shaver (1962) have reported on
means for more effective evaluation of student state-
ments made in oral discussion. Goolsby (1963)

sounds a warning note on utilieation of subtest scores
In elementary school social studies evaluation when
objectives have not been discretely stated or suffi-
ciently sophisticated instrrunents have not been
einple-oed.

TEACHER EDUCATION. Several studies, such
as that of Hansen (1964) en secondary school cur-
riculum (grades 7-11), have indicated that social
studies teachers are not well prepare '. Hart (MO).
in analyzing factors related to high end low achieve.
mcnt among high school seniors in understanding
basic social concepts, found that teachers in high.
ranking schools had had major undergraduate prep-
aration in social studies, whereas teachers in low.
ranking schools had their major undergraduate
prepardton in fields other than social studies. Further,
among teachers in high-ranking schools, qualities of
teaching effectiveness and methodology were con-
sistently rated more important by students than were
personality characteristics.

Black (1963) did research among 400 secondary
social studies teachers in grades 7 through 12 in
Florida, Ceorgia, and South Carolina to determine
the relationship between undergraduate content
preparation and teaching assignments during the
first and fifth years. Black found that most had an
undergraduate content specialty of 19 or more
semester hours in one subject, usually history, with
some collateral work in one to three of the other
social sciences. This was the pattern preferred by
college advisors, When teaching assignments were
analyzed, it was found that neither initial nor later
responsibilities related to the area of concentration
selected during undergraduate work. Most frequently
taught social studies courses were history, geography,
and civics, in that order, initially at the junior high
level and later miming "up" to the senior high.
Although teachers had only one or two social studies
subjects to teach each year, over a five-year period
they had taught in two to five social science content
areas. Principals preferred social studies teachers
with content preparation in all five of the basic social
sciences, pies a 15- 18- semester -hour depth in one.
Indications were that their desires for content
preparation corresponded more with what teachers
actually taught. These findings are interesting in
light of how closely they correlate with the "Guide-
lines for the Prepa-ation of Social Studies Teachers.'
issued by the National Council for the Social Studies
(1967). which advocates an undergraduate content
major in secondary social studies education involving
broad preparation in anthropology, economics,
geography, history. political science, psychology, and
sociology, with depth study in one of those disciplines.
The NCSS also endorsed a graduate program com-
bining further content and professional education
study. Elementary teachers should have completed a
program consistent with the same philosophy, and
social studies educators sIdalci be proficient in both
the subject matter and teaching methods of social
studies. In a study concurring with the later recom-
mendation, Searles (1965), pointed out that, in
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comparison with 1952` In 1985 42 percent rather
than 27 pc:cent of the social studies educators were
teaching social science content courses in combination
with education classes.

The above research points up needs related to
content preparation. Little significant research is
available on programs for pre- and in-service educa-
tion designed for and actually producing more
effective social studies teachers. Kirk (1969),
experimenting with the use of the Minnesota System
of Interaction Analysis, found that employing this
system significantly modified the amount of discourse
by ttudelit teachers and resulted in increased pupil
discussion participation in intermediate-grades social
studies classes. Various systems of classifying and
analyzing classroom behavior that are continually
being tested in subjects on nil levels hold promise for
social studies education. In the area of new media in
teacher education, Chabe (1902) found that osberva-
Hon by closed-circuit television in elementary school
social studies methods courses proved almost as effec-
tive as guided observation in actual classrooms. Fur-
ther experimentation with recorded experiences of
student and in-service social studies teachers may
reveal the potential of using more sophisti, aced and
objective analysis, reexamination, reflection, and criti-
cism based on a conceptual framework of teaching.
Some progress in this research area has been reported,
but not specifically in social studies education.

One overarching conclusion is warranted: if im-
provements are to be made in social studies education
which relate more effective teaching to developments
emerging on both the content and methods fronts,
broad research-based and field-tested programs of
teacher education need to be conducted and reported
nationally. Research will continue to improve if writ-
ings such as that of Price (1904), proposing in de-
tail needed research in social studies education, are
heeded. Then the results of research as indicated in
this article and in Metcalf (1963), McPhic 1964 ).
Massialas and Smith (1965), and others must be
thoroughly studied, applied in teacher education pro-
grams, and implemented in grades K through 14.

J. R. Skrcuing
E. Sunders

Florida State University
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REVIEW OF RESEARCH
IN SOCIAL STUDIES: 1968

by WILLIAM D. JOHNSON, ROLAND F. PAYETTE, and C. BENJAMIN COX

l.AST EDITIONS of SOCIAL EDUCATION'S annual re-
view of research have been organized according to

a format established by Cross and Badger (37) in the
1960 edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Re-
search. Education rubrics, such as "curriculum, in-
struction, measurement, and evaluation," were used
by Gross and Badger.

The organization of this year's review differs in
that it employs rubrics from the cognate fields as well
as the familiar education headings. As in the past an
abstract of the study is placed under the rubric
judged most appropriate. About 35 percent of the
studies have their primary listing under a subject dis-
cipline. Since many studies deal with an education
question within a discipline, many studies were given
secondary listings. Thus, readers with subject orien-
tations can as reai.5ily determine what is relevant to
their interests as can. those with specialized interests
in education.

The organization of this review also differs in the
sub-categories it employs. Not only have the 318 stud-
ies dealt with been categorized on the basis of four
major headings, but they have also been sub-catego-
rized, Whenever possible, according to rubrics called
antecedents, transactions, and outcomes. Stake (99),
among the earliest to conceptualize the elements of
instruction and evaluation as antecedents, transac-
tions, and outcomes, described the nature of these
conceptions. According to Stake, "an antecedent is
any condition existing prior to teaching and learning
which may relate to outcomes. Transactions are the
countless encounters of students with teacher, stu-
dent with student, author with reader, parent with
counselorthe succession of engagements Avhich com-
prise the process of education. Outcomes are the
consequences of educatingimmediate and long-

WILLIAM D. JoHNsoN and C. BENJAMIN Cox are Associate
Prof essors and ROLAND F. PAYE.= is an Assistant Profes-
sor of Social Studies Education at the University of Illinois.

range, cognitive and conative, personal and commu-
nity-wide."

More recently, Payette and Cox (81) have applied
Stake's conceptions to evaluation in the social stud-
ies. They conclude that Stake's formulations assist in
the identification of numerous new variables for re-
search in social studies education and that perceptions
of and sensitivities to relationships among variables
are enhanced. It is hoped that the use of ante-
cedents, transactions, and outcomes in the internal
organization of this review has assisted the reviewers
to see additional relationships among the work of in-
dependent investigators in the social studies.

As noted in past reviews, Dissertation Abstracts re-
mains the greatest single source of social studies re-
search. In the present review 74 percent of the
studies were found in the 14 months of Abstracts sur-
veyed. The balance of the studies were found in ten
different journals, e.g., Soetat. EDUCATION and Journal
of Educational Research, which published from one
to five studies. A number of recent mimeographed
papers are also included in this review.

In all, 121 studies are listed. Of the in, three are
references dealing with past reviews or organizational
considerations leaving 118 studies of primary inter-
est. These studies were authored or coauthored by
124 separate investigators. Of the total number of in-
vestigators, fourHicks (43, 44), Rosenshine (88, 89).
Ryan (9o, 9s), and Sheridan (94, 31)are represented
by two works, and one group of three investigators
Maasialas, Sweeney, and Freitag (67, 68) also have
two studies.

Six of the investigators represented in this year's
review were also included in last year's edition. They
are C. B. Cox, 0. L. Davis, Jr., B. G. Massialas, J. E.
Potterfield, R. H. Ratcliffe, and F. L. Ryan. In view
of the large number of studies and dissertations deal-
ing with social studies or employing social studies pu-
pils as subjects, it seems surprising that so few inves-
tigators maintain sustained efforts in the field.
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SUBJECT AREA STUDIES
The content of a significant number of research

studies is best identified with a single subject area in
the field of social studies. Most often this content
parallels conc....rns of the parent social science disci-
plines and history. This parallelism would appear to
cell _:t the resurgence of interest in the separate disci-
plines via several of the curriculum projects, the pop-
ularity of the idea of structure, and the apparent in-
crease of discipline related courses in the high school
curriculum.

For the purpose of review, we have imposed an ad-
ditional framework in our treatment of these subject
area studies. As described above, we have attempted
to judge whether the nature and conclusions of the
studies refer most precisely to antecedents, transac-
tions, or outcomes of the educational process. That
these categories are not exclusive is recognized as one
of their characteristics. In part, the classification of
an educational element as an antecedent, transaction,
or outcome depends on the frame of reference that
the judger chooses to use. An outcome from one
point of view could be an antecedent from another.
Also some studies resist exclusive classification be-
cause they treat more than one of these categories, re-
ferring, for example, to a method of instruction
(transaction) and to students' scores on a posttest
(outcome). In such cases we have tried to judge what
is the most important aspect of the study as the basis
for our categorization.

ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Transactions. Two studies are classified as transac-
tional in nature since the main intent in each was to
test the effectiveness of instructional methodology.
Hardy (s9) found that participation in an archaeo-
logical dig as a final experience of a three unit sixth-
grade instructional sequence significantly improved
final test scores. A teacher-made test designed to mea-
sure knowledge of concepts, generalizations, and
principles was used as the criterion. All students re-
ceived similar instruction, except for the dig. Non-ex-
perimental students were conventionally taught the
same information discovered by the experimental
students during the dig. The results were interpreted
to lend general support to the effectiveness of discov-
ery methods, with the qualification that the discovery
method be employed within the framework of a dis-
cipline.
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Thomas (um) tested a nurt:ler of hypotheses sur-
rounding the comparison of programed and tradi-
tional instruction in anthropology at the fifth-grade
level. The study made use of content and materials
produced by the Anthropology Curriculum Project
at the University of Georgia. Equivalent experimen-
tal and control groups were formed from a popula-
tion of szo pupils from 14 fifth-grades. The groups
were given parallel instruction for nine days on ar-
chaeological methods. The experimental treatment
used programed materials for four days. The posttest
results revealed only an expected difference for race.
since the reading level of Negro and white subjects
was significantly different. The programed instruc-
tion required only half the time of the traditional in-
struction, however, and produced a less homogeneous
scoring pattern.

Outcomes. One study in anthropology treated
most thoroughly the results of an instructional pro-
gram. While contrasted transactions are referred to.
the major analysis was of outcome data. Potterfiekl
(86) administered a unit developed by the Anthropol-
ogy Curriculum Project at the University of Georgia
to three classes each of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade
pupils. One class at each level served as a control
group and received no instruction in anthropology.
One experimental class at each level was taught the
unit by a teacher with anthropological preparation,
the other experimental class was taught the unit by a
teacher without anthropological training. From an
elaborate analysis of the data, the investigator con-
cluded that there were no significant differences in
pupil ability to learn the anthropological unit over
sex, socioeconomic class, or grade level, although
higher grades tended to out-perform lower grades.
Also, teacher preparation in anthropology was not
significantly reflected in pupil achievement scores.

ECONOMICS

Antecedents. Three studies examined antecedent
conditions in the educational setting that would af-
fect instruction in economics. Two of these surveyed
curriculum situations and one viewed teacher input.
Moore (75) concluded from a survey of Texas teach-
ers of high school economics that greater stress
should be placed on the "basic principles and institu-
tions of the American free enterprise system." He
based his conclusions on the findings that the "vast
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maiority" of teachers were ill -prepared to teach eco-
nomics, that separate economics courses were offered
by only half of the high schools of Texas, and that
fewer than ten percent of the pupils in these schools
were enrolled in economics. Moore applauded the in-
clusion of economic concepts in fused social studies
courses and recommended the continuation and sys-
r..nnatic upgrading of the practice. Ile also pleaded
for a separate required economics course and a senior
elective course in economics.

Brown (t t) identified basic economic concepts and
determined by questionnaire the extent to which
these concepts were taught in the public elementary.
schools of Louisiana. She concluded that economic
education was to some extent approved and taught
by elementary teachers in Louisiana and that schools
participating in the Developmental Economic Educa-
tion Program of the Joint Council on Economic Edu-
cation provided a more extensive teaching of eco-
nomic concepts.

Selected Economic Education Workshop partici-
pants at West Virginia University did not become
more aware of economic understandings as a result
of the workshop experience,' according to a study by
Pankey (Bo). Pankey matched ot elementary teacher
participants with 9.1 non-participants on the bases of
sex, teaching. grade level, experience, and college de-
grees. Both groups weie given the Inventory of Eco-
nomic Understanding. The participant group did
not score significantly higher than the non-partici-
pant group on any area of the inventory.

Transactions. Three studies examined transac-
tional experiences designed to teach economic con-
tent. Tiemann (to:,) compared the effectiveness of
two sets of video-recorded university economics lec-
tures under two conditions of specificity of an-
nounced instructional goals. Effectiveness was as-
sessed in terms of student achievement on content ex-
aminations. The taped lectures differed in that one
set was refined through conventional, intuitive
means, while the other was refined through progra-
matic procedures, i.e., repeated trials were made with
a reference population until specific behavioral ob-
jectives were manifested. The two conditions of ob-
jectives were genes al and behavioral. Immediate
posttest student performance favored the materials
developed programmatically. while delayed posttest
results favored specific ity 1)1 instruc tional objectives.
Apparently, experience with the -eat lier test cued the
learners to the utility of specific objectives. The re-
sults ayere into Feted to suggest that the expenditure
of time and money on programmatic revision is pies-
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tionable when behavioral objectives are provided
and their use taught.

Hunt (50) compared the effectiveness of teaching
selected economic concepts through formal course
work with informal exposure to these concepts in ev-
eryday living. Employing the Test of Economic Un-
derstanding; he found that high school seniors ex-
posed to the economic concepts in a formal classroom
situation acquire a significantly greater understand-
ing of economics than do similar students who do
not formally study the concepts. He also found that
both school achievement and intelligence seem to be
reflected in the learning of economics.

Clark (14) taught economic information concurrent-
ly with typewriting skill to 467 ninth-grade students.
The experimental treatment substituted economics
passages for the regular textual typing material used
by the control classes. At the end of the nine-week
experiment there were no differences between the
groups as to typing speed or accuracy; but significant
differences in economic information favoring the ex-
perimental group were found.

Outcomes. The emphasis of two studies in eco-
nomics was on the analysis of outcome data. In the
first of these the ability of first-grade pupils to learn
sophisticated economic concepts and the effectiveness
of differential economics instruction were examined
by Spears (0). Four intact first-grade classes were
identified as recipients for 17 weeks of either the reg-
ular social studies program, a modification of the
program incorporating objectives and resources in
economics, a pilot program produced by the Joint
Council on Economic Education entitled "Develop-
mental Economic Education Program," or a program
developed by Senesh, entitled Our Working World.

IQ scores and pretest scores on an economics
achievement test designed for this study were used as
the covariants. ll'ilcoxon's Matched-Pairs Signed-
Ranks Test was used to determine the significance of
differences in performance on items identified at the
knowledge and application levels of cognition. Spears
concluded that first-grade pupils can learn sophisti-
cated economic concepts, since all three experimental
sections performed significantly better than at the
chance improvement level on Posttest knowledge
items prepared for his study. Control students did
not improve their knowledge performance and none
of the four groups showed significant gains on the
posttest application items. Spears also concluded on
the basis of significant)y poorer improvement scores
by subjects from low socioeconomic levels that the
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learning style of these pupils places them at a disad-
vantage in the school curriculum.

Larkins (58) also investigated whether first-grade
children can learn the basic concepts in Our Work-
ing World. Four Primary Economics Tests for Grade
One were developed to assess student learning. Lar-
kins found that both high and low ability first-grade
children can learn sonic of the content of Our Work.
ing World and that there were no major concepts
which were not learned by some first-grade children.
He also found that special training or experience
does not seem to be necessary for teachers to ade-
quately instruct first-grade children in these eco-
nomic materials.

By applying analysis of variance to test data of
1,369 high school seniors, Smith (96) determined that
sex, grade-point average, IQ, socioeconomic back.
ground, age, curriculum major, and courses taken are
all significantly related to economic understanding.
Data on economic understanding were derived from
the Test of Economic Understanding; a personal
data sheet provided information on personal factors;
and curricular data were obtained from the schools.
In Smith's findings bo.s were superior to girls; and
high achievers. were significantly superior to low
achievers. Also, higher IQ scores were significantly re-
lated to higher test scores. Students from families
classified as professional and managerial were supe-
rior to students whose families were classified as
skilled and semi-skilled; and younger students were
significantly superior to older colleagues. College pre-
paratory seniors were significantly superior to seniors
completing business, vocational, and general educa-
tion curriculums, though no significant differences
obtained among the last three groups. Finally, a
course in economics made a significant difference in
economic understanding. Smith concluded, however,
on the basis of criteria associated with the test, that
these seniors were not qualified for effective eco-
nomic citizenship. As a total group they knew less
than 50 percent of the economics held essential for
that behavior.

GEOGRAPHY
Antecedents. Fourteen studies were devoted to ge.

ography topics. These studies divided fairly evenly
among topics related to antecedent conditions, trans-
actions, and outcomes. The first group emphasizes
antecedents. These antecedents refer to teacher prep-
aration in geography, conceptual development of pu-
pils, and students' prior knowledge of geographic in-
formation.

Groenhoff (36) surveyed education and geography
departments in institutions in the United States
which prepare social studies teachers for high school
certification. His purpose was to determine how pres-
ent teacher education programs are providing for the
increased number of separate courses in geography
being taught at the senior high school level. One-fifth
of the responding institutions provide for certifica-
tion in geography, and two-thirds of the institutions
which offer a social studies major require at least one
course in geography as part of that major. Groenhoff
hypothesized that in order to meet new demands for
high school courses in geography, more institutions
will begin to provide for certification in geography,
and more institutions will require some geography as
part of a social studies major.

Geography education in the intermediate grades
in the tri-state region of Iowa, Minnesota, and South
Dakota was investigated by Veltkamp (log). He ques-
tioned 137 teachers and 31 administrators on various
aspects of elementary geography education. In gen-
eral, he found the teachers ill-prepared to teach what
they felt was an important subject. Little evidence
was found that teachers understood geography objec-
tives. Although textbooks are relied on heavily, pro-
jection media and current events papers are widely
used. Few field trips are associated with geography.
Veltkamp concluded that federal funds have made a
significant contribution to geography teaching.

Tow ler and Nelson (107) studied the development
of spatial concepts in elementary school children.
Contrary to the belief held by many educators that
first-hand experiences with maps should be provided
for students as early as possible, they concluded that
most children do not develop a concept of scale be-
fore the ages of ten or eleven.

Sheridan (91) also investigated conceptual ability
in young children by assessing what beginning first-
grade children can tell about certain concepts of
physical geography. He utilized oral and picture tests
for measuring each child's awareness of these con-

_ cepts. On the basis of these test data, he concluded
that the children in his sample had a partial aware-
ness of most of the concepts, but that for a number
of concepts the children had a tendency to focus at-
tention upon the striking features and to ignore
other features which differentiate concepts from one
another. Finally, he concluded that the sources of
awareness for the concepts varied among children, al-
though the most frequently stated source of aware-
ness was direct contact.

Under the aegis of Project Africa, a project corn-
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missioned to design instructional materials and tech-
niques for use in improving instruction about sub-
Sahara Africa, Hicks and Beyer (44) identified
knowledge and impressions of Africa held by Ameri-
can secondary school students prior to formal study
of Africa. The results of a sixty-item nutItiple-choice
:nstrument, -Africa South of the Sahara," suggests that
beginning seventh-grade students have a Very limited
and superficial knowledge of sub-Sahara Africa. They
know most about economic development, physical ge-
ography, and the history of the region pertaining to
European penetration. Students beginning the
twelfth-grade know more than students in the sev-
enth-gradeebut even their knowledge is limited.

High (45) classified those political concepts in-
duded in world geography textbooks designed for
use at the sixth-grade level and analyzed the avail-
able books to determine the extent to which the con-
cepts were presented. She reported that all the texts
included political concepts concerning freedoms,
sights, and international cooperation and that the
majority of the books showed the system of democ-
racy to be desirable and the system of communism to
be basically undesirable.

Transactions. A second group of geographic stud-
ies refers particularly to transactional experiences in
classrooms as the important independent variable.
While in each case antecedent conditions, e.g., IQ.
are taken to be factors in the study and certain out-
comes, e.g., test results, serve as criteria of effect, the
emphasis appears to be on the identification and de-
scription of a treatment given to students as a special
transactional experience.

Ryan (go) investigated the effect of test anxiety
and advanced organizers on the achievement of in-
termediate pupils studying the geography of Japan.
In this case knowledge of California's geography was
used as a source of advanced organizers. An achieve-
ment criterion was used along with Sarason's Test
Anxiety Scale for Children. Instruction consisted of
five programed texts administered with the appropri-
ate advanced organizer. Advanced organizers were
found to positively and significantly affect achieve-
ment scores. Reported anxiety levels were not asso-
ciated with achievement, but were positively asso-
ciated with time required to complete the lessons.

Belgum (8) concluded that lower to middle socio-
economic sixth-grade pupils could be taught "skills
of identifying and interpreting physical and cultural
landscape features" represented by geographic photo-
graphs. Two treatments were used: instruction,
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which consisted of ten 45-minute lessons, and non-in-
uruction. Intelligence, but not sex, was found to be
significantly related to success in photo-interpreta-
tions.

Davis (to) found no support for the hypothesis
that illustrative maps facilitate learning of geo-
graphie text material. In the first of two studies, the
presence of an illustrative map did benefit the high-
est third of the subject population by IQ. In the sec-
ond study intelligence was held constant through co-
variance techniques and no significant differences
were found. Davis compared his findings with those
of other investigators and found general agreement
except for bar graphs.

In a beginning university geography class Fluitt
(eel) sought to determine the effects of wall maps,
desk atlases, and slide projected maps on student
achievement. A rotation group experimental design
was used to allow each class section to experience
each of the techniques. Tests were administered at
the conclusion of each of two units of work included
in the study to determine achievement under each
approach. Fluitt found no statistical difference in stu-
dent achievement related to the techniques. Mechan-
ical and visual difficulties made the slide projections
of marginal value. Student questionnaire responses
indicated that students preferred desk atlases to wall
maps as instructional aids.

Outcomes. The focus of four studies was on the
outcomes of instruction. The outcome measures in
these cases were test scores.

With the rationale that modern kindergarten pro-
grams requite greater cognitive emphasis, Portugaly
(85) developed an instructional program to teach the
topic, The Earth as a Globe, to It disadvantaged
kindergarten pupils. The program featured certain
key concepts such as earth-sun relationships and sea-
sonal characteristics. Contrasts of pre- post-scores on
an instrument prepared by the investigator were used
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the program. The
investigator concluded that the pupils were develop-
ing a basic understanding of the topic and that in-
creased stress on conceptual goals was possible for
kindergarten pupils.

Feldman (25) conducted a sophisticated pilot study
to test the hypothesis that a "fixed sequence of con-
cept and skill acquisition is requisite to representa-
tion of space in the drawing of a proper geographic
map." Forty-six intermediate middle-class summer
school pupils were asked to draw a map of the school
grounds. A sequential test of map-reading skills was
administered. Pupil performance on the two instru-
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ments was highly correlated, but not highly con-e-
lated with IQ. Art analysis of pupil errors in the se-
quenced test revealed that pupils who failed early
items failed on later items. Pupils who passed early
items could pass, or not pass, later items. The rela-
tionship was regular leading the investigator to ac-
cept the basic hypothesis of the study, i.e., an ordered
set of skills is requisite to map drawing.

Zimmer (320) constructed a diagnostic test com-
p: ised of hypothetical maps and iso multiple.choice
items covering such specific map skills as using sym-
bols, reading directions, measuring distance, and
using latitude. In this study in which the instrument
was used with th67 fifth-, sixth, and seventhgrade
pupils, Zimmer found that major errors are contin-
uous through the three grades. though significant im.
provement does occur across the grades, especially be-
tween grades five and six.

Gaskell and Sheridan (31) reported on the Multi..
grade Planning-Teaching Team Project at the labo-
ratory school of Central Washington State College. A
unit on map skills was taught to students by the in-
termediate grades team. Data derived from the ad-
ministration of diagnostic measures indicated that
most students developed greater understanding and
could use maps more effectively at the end of the
unit.

CIVICS

Two studies were reported in civics and govern-
ment. One of these dealt with teacher preparation.
an antecedent condition to instruction. The othetre-
(erred principally to programed instruction, a type of
transaction.

The academic preparation- of teachers of ninth-
grade civics in a group of selected schools in
Colorado was examined by Ilickenbottom (42), She
analyzed the content of the most commonly used text-
books in the course to determine the type of prepara-
tion that would be most reletant. Transcripts of the
civics teachers were examined for this preparation,
largely political science, economics, and other social
sciences. Hickenbottom found that 18 percent of the
assigned teachers had no preparation in political sci-
ence, and another 37 percent had less than the mini-
mum standard of 7.5 hours. Scant preparation in
other social sciences was found. The concentration of
preparation was in history. One-third of the civics
teachers were certified in areas other than social stud-
ies and .1.1 percent were also teaching in non-social
studies areas. In Hickenbottotn's sample, small
schools tended to have fewer criterion infractions
than larger schools.

Tali (los) used the linear constructed response
unit, How a Bill Becomes a Law, published by Ginn
and Company, to test the feasibility of using pro-
gramed instruction in social studies. In the study, 227
seventh grade students were pretested on the content
of the program and then instructed to pursue the
programed unit on their own. Posttest results indi-
cated acceptable achievement for all students, though
the more intelligent students recorded higher gains.
Time required for the unit was not a factor in the
amount of achievement, The programed material
was most successful with average or better students.

HISTORY

Antecedents. The major concern of four studies in
cedent conditions in the form of curriculum and con-
tent problems surrounding concepts, ideas, and
structures. In the first of these. in the area of world
history, Petersen (33) concluded that "explicit criteria,
rather than nadition" shohld govern the selection of
content of would history courses. Pursuant of these
criteria she prepared a Checklist of Key Concepts with
subdit isions including -historical and cultural, geo-
grsphicals social, economic, political, intellectual, re-
ligious, and esthetic concepts." Petersen concluded
that selected portions of the course should be studied
in greater depth and that the historical method
should receive greater emphasis. Revised teacher
preparation and in-service and institute programs
were called for to prepare teachers to teach the new
world history curricula. She found no agreement
among world history teachers where in the social
studies sequence the course should be taught and
concluded that it will probably remain a sophomore
offering.

Nleinhard (70) developed a structure for teaching
American history based on important synoptic ideas.
The objective of a course built on this framework
would be to gain an understanding of some 44 major
and 185 minor synoptic ideas. sleinhard's stnoptie
ideas are structured under one main course idea and
seven unit ideas. Reading, reflective thinking, and
teaching arc emphasized in his course and lesson out-.
line.

Wendel (Ile) theoretically devised a procedure for
structurally examining a discipline and translating
that structure into teaching strategies that directly
involve students in experiencing and "discovering"
the structure. In this study he applied the scheme to
the particular histtnical interpretation of Coiling-
wood. Students learn to replicate the syntactical
structure of history by imaginatively. reconstructing
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the thoughts of men that led them to purposive acts
in the past. They learn to inquire as Coiling -wood-
like historians. Wendel suggests the scheme can be
applied to other interpretations and ether social dis-
ciplines.

Civil-military conflius are the focus of a study by
Neely (79). in an effort to reorient the study of mili-
tary history in the United States, Neely developed
the history of conflicts over the development and re-
tirement of major weapons. Social studies lessons and
materials are suggested, surrounding the actual effec-
tiveness of weapons vis a vis opinions of civilians and
the military.

Smith (97) researched the socioeconomic, psycho-
logical, and educational status of the Negro Ameri-
can, surveyed American history books to determine
the extent of omission of Negro-related content, and
designed 12 depth studies of topics that significantly
included the role of the Negro. The depth studies
constitute a proposed program for the elementary.
school that includes content from each branch of the
social sciences.

Two studies focused on the preparation, knowl-
edge, and attitude of the teacher as important ante-
cedent conditions of instruction. Hicks (43) found
knowledge of English history, as measured by an
especially prepared instrument, unrelated to the total
number of credits in history for a population of 36
social studies teachers. The recency and number of
years spent in teaching world history were found to
be significantly related to criterion test performance.
The results were interpreted as casting doubt on the
assumption. .that teacher subject competence is a
function of formal course work and as supporting
the general value placed on teaching experience.

John (52) found significant differences in emphasis
placed on certain aspects of instruction among high
school teachers of history, college history teachers,
national social studies specialists, and college teach-
ers of education. Using survey and interview tech-
niques, the investigator found the differences greatest
in the areas of objectives, content organization, meth-
ods, materials, and evaluation. Of the four groups,
high school history teachers were found to be most
like college history teachers. The investigator con-
cluded that high school history teachers tend to em-
phasize traditional practices and are not greatly in-
fluenced by current research or innovation in social
studies education.

One study in the area of history examined ante-
cedent features, described some transactions, and
identified some outcomes in teaching history to slow
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learners. Wilson (115) attempted to determine the
major problems in introducing a special program for
slow learners in American history. Aspects of the
study included a comparison of motivational features
in the special materials with those in regular mate-
rials, the identification of special provisions for indi-
vidual differences, the determination of objectives
comparable to those in the regular program, the ob-
servation of the use of the new materials, and the
evaluation of the achievement of the users of the
materials. Wilson's findings suggest that special mate-
rials do not increase achievement, though slight read-
ing improvement resulted from the use of some
materials. Social studies skills, information, and vo-
cabulary were relatively unaffected and behavior
problems were not eliminated by the use of special
materials and procedures.

SOCIOLOGY

Antecedents. The major concern of four studies in
sociology was in identifying relevant antecedents to
teaching sociology in the schools. Antecedents identi-
fied include curriculum content, academic prepara-
tion of teachers, pupil and teacher interest. and
structuring frameworks.

Wood (7) had elementary school teachers, curric-
ulum specialists, and sociologists rate the importance
of 1S2 sociological understandings. He found that el-
ementary school teachers and curriculum specialists
demonstrated considerable agreement as to the socio-
logical understandings they believed should be in-
cluded in the social studies curriculum, Additionally,
he found considerable agreement among sociologists
as to which sociological understandings are basic to a
fundamental knowledge of sociology.

Hering (40 tested the popular hypothesis that th.e
content preparation of teachers is positively related
to pupil achievement. He analyzed evaluative data
produced by a national field test of curriculum mate-
rials produced by Sociological Resources for
Studies (SRSS). Categorical information regardingaC-
ademic preparation in sociology was compared with
pupils' criterion test scores. When pupil ability was
held constant, no differences attributable to diffei-
ences in teacher preparation in, sociologY were found.
These results were found to be consistent with the
findings of other investigators.

Grahlfs (34) studied the relationship between
pupil interest and test performance. for 12 instrue-
tional units produced by SRSS. The data were gath- '

ered as part of a nationwide pilot test of SRSS mate-
rials. In general. Grahlfs found a positive relation- r

',
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ship between pupil interest and learning, especially
for the high.ability pupils. Some evidence was found
to support a speculation that teacher interest in a
topic may critically affect pupil pc rformance.

Schlecitcy (92) investigated the nature of t :flee-
Lively oriented teaching when viewed within the
framework of modern sociology. Ile believes that
so,:te newer social studies theories reflect false socio-
logical assumptions. Schlechty suggests that the struc-
ture of society comprises a better organizational sys-
tem for social studies than the structure of the disci-
pline.

SPECIAL TOPICS IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Lundy (65) and Ratcliffe and Lee (87) performed
research toward the inclusion of legal information in
the social studies curriculum. Lundy formulated a ra-
tionale for the systematic study of law as a part of so-
cial studies from a "rational inspection of the litera-
ture of the law and the social studies." Ile points out
that the law is a prominent characteristic of our cul-
ture which affects our interpersonal anti group rela-
tions and orders our use of human and natural re-
sources.

Ratcliffe and Lee described a joint venture of the
Chicago Board of Education and the Chicago Bar As-
sociation in curriculum building and teacher educa-
tion. The venture was developed in recognition of
the importance of legal knowledge to general educa-
tion and the futility of assembly programs featuring

talks by lawyers. The federally financed project was
begun in the summer of inti6 and has produced
pupil and teacher' materials. An evaluation of the
program is in progress.

Two studies examined teaching about communism
in high schools. Hainsworth (38) questioned the state
departments of education, it sampling of textbook au-
thors, and a sampling of non-profit organization ex-
ecutives on their opinions on teaching about commu-
nism. He found that communism is most often a
topic in the twelfthgrade, the level also preferred by
these groups. Half of the teachers are not qualified to
deal with the topic, however; and the textbooks do
not meet educational objectives. Most of these re-
spondents felt that the topic should be considered as
a part of regular history and government instruction
rather than as a special unit. They also felt that

'countries posing the greatest threat to the United
States should receive the greatest emphasis in the
study of communism,

Front ideas found in the literature on teaching
communism. Lands (63) prepared a questionnaire by
which he hoped to determine similarities in pro-
grams for instruction about communism in Soo high
schools in Texas. Among 231 schools having such
programs, he found that in the larger schools the in-
structors had enrolled in graduate courses in social
studies: and except for large schools, few schools had
prepared resolute units about communism. Parents
and students in smaller schools were indifferent to
such programs.

PREPARING FOR INSTRUCTION
Approximately percent of the research in social

studies instruction is concerned with the analysis of
conditions that exist prior to instruction. Applying
Stake's categories, these conditions may be viewed as
antecedent conditions existing prior to educational
transactions which may, in turn, relate to outcomes.
In this section of the resins., preparing for instruc-
tion will refer uch seemingly-diparate aspects as
the value orientation of social studies textbooks, pro-
visions for low achievers in secondary schools social
studies courses, and relationships between reflective
teaching methods and selected aspects of the teacher's
personality. However, these seemingly dissimilar as-
pects of the educational situation will be grouped ac-
cording to the features they have in common, and
consequently similarities rather than dissimilarities
will be stressed.
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In this section aspects of preparing for instruction
will be grouped as instructional mate, ial, organiza-
tion of staff and students for instruction, or organiza-
tion of content for instruction, Of the 43 studies con-
cerned with preparing for instruction, over one -half
deal t%ith the organization of content for instruction,
and less than one-third deal with instructional mate-
rial or organization of statt and students for in:true-
tion.

.INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL
During tg68 four studies utilized textbooks as a

source of data for drawing conclusions about facets
of instructional materials. Johnson (53) analyzed the
content of the five leading American history texts at
the fifth- and eighth-grades in comparison with the
list of 89 social science concepts identified in an ear-
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her study as important to the understanding of the
social science disciplines. The appearance of_ each
term was coded according to the extent of treatment
given' it. Of 42,458 usages of the terms in the ten
books, only 1,000 usages were at the level of defini-
tion, illustration, or explanation. Sixty of the 89
terms were omitted or virtually ignored in the fifth-
grade books; 4.1 terms were so avoided in the eighth-
gt...de texts. Johnson concluded that the ideas social
scientists hold as important are not treated ade-
quately in the ten American history textbooks.

Zimmerman (12a) polled a sample of 200 school
districts in Nlinnesoet to determine the six mIst used
series of fourth-, filth-, and sixth-grade social studies
text books. These i8 books were then analyzed for
their content about famous persons of the present
and past. Zimmerman's analysis revealed consider-
able bias in the content accot (led to famous persons.
NVomen merited only two percent of all sentences re-
ferring to people: Ninety -live percent of the goo per-
sons identified were white. Persons most mcntoned
were explorers and men in politics and government.
Educational and religious personality traits and
values were generally not stressed. Persons living in
the latter half of either the eighteenth or nineteenth
centuries lecci%ed the most attention: little attention
was given to twentieth- century persons.

Yielding (i 19) examined various editions of seven
American history texts utilized daring the period
1938.1966 to determine the treatment given "govern-
ment involvement in the economy.' A number of
specifics such as changing attitudes toward Herbe:
Hoover and the Tennessee Valley Authority were
noted. In recent texts, the New Deal is treated as an
extension of earlier history. The investigator con-
cluded that the majority of the textbooks examined
failed to include recent historical insights regarding
government involvement in the economy.

Dhand (24) employed quantitative content analysis
techniques to determine the value orientation of
eight representative seventh- and eighth-grade social
studies textbooks prescribed for public schools of Sas-
katchewan front 1905 to 1965. Utilizing Lasswell's
value framework and a percentage method to deter-
mine relative attention to particular value categories,
Dhand determined that the sallies of wealth_ and
power have consistently enjoyed the prcoominant at-
tention in these texts over the 6o-year period, while
the values of affection, skill, rectitude, and well-being
have been largely neglected. None of the texts
showed .a balanced. orientation of textual material
with regard to all eight of Lasswell's social elues.
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The author concluded that a balanced orientation to
these values is, therefore, a responsibility of the
teacher.

In summary, each of th four studies concerned
with particular aspects of social studies textbooks re-
sulted in conclusions critical or textbooks for the way
they performed certain tasks. i.e., treatment of social
science concepts judged as important, reading con-
tent devoted to famous persons, treatment given to
government involvement in the economy, and a bal-
anced treatment of personal-social as well as achieve-
ment-oriented values.

Three studies were concerned with the selection of
textbooks or reading materials for different purposes.

Willett (t 14) reported a five-phase method of se-
lecting textual materials for schooi adoption. The
method included the screening of available materials
on the basis of ciariculum alignment and other crite-
ria. Experimental use of VT: dieting materials in class-
rooms yielded statistical data on pupil improvement.
The teacher-users provided an additional input and
a textbook committee provided a final evaluation.
The four types of evaluative data were analyzed by a
central office staff committee in order to reach an
adoption decision.

As a major product of his teview of 23 required 01
recommended state history textbooks in the eleven
ex-confederate states, Bailey (6) devised an evaluation
grid by means of which the biases of any textbook
rap be ginstrated. In his examination of the teat-
ment of the Reconstruction Era in state history text-
books, Bailey identified four distinct interpretations
and matched theor with various topics drawn from
the text under examination. A completed grid does
not yield a judgment of "good or ."bad" for a text,
but it is a .useful recording device that facilitates in-
terpretations and judgments about a ;ext.

Allbaugh (2) investigated relationsh;ps among the
Dale-Chall .-1 Formula for Predicting Readability,
fact burden, and reading comprehension in selected
social studies materiels. The author concluded that
the use of a reading formula to de emine the ease of,
comprehension of social stud.'es materials seems to be
valid. However, she concluded that the use of fact
burden, as conceived by Dolch, seems to have limita-
tions for determiniog the ease of comprehension of
social studies material.

Although the three studies concerned with the se-
lection of instructional materials in the social studies
seem to yield no unifying concheion, they do suggest
a growing concern that objective procedures provide
the basis for decisions in social studies education.
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Lowe (64) and Carp (13) were concerned with
other factors that influence the tone and substance of
in:tructional materials in the social studies. Lowe
compared five current events periodicals prepared for
secondary students with five adult news periodicals.
Comparisons were math regarding objectivity, lack
of dogmatism, and conservative- liberal Judg-
ments were made by a panel of high school and col-
lege teachers using a scheme prepared by the investi-
gator. The classroom materials were not found to be
different with respect to objectivity, conservatism, or
dogmatism.

Carp surveyed 360 social studies teachers in Iowa
concerning their perception of censorship pressures
affecting their teaching. Political censorship, usually
from well organized conservative and patriotic
groups, was perceived primarily by teachers in large,
urban schools. Teachers in rural settings perceived
only sporadic and negligible pressures, usually from
unorganized and low- financed religious groups.
Rural teachers, however, practiced self-censorship re-
flecting a sensitive reading of the limits set by their
communities.

Lowe and Carp found what similar studies have al-
ready established, that bias enters into the instruc-
tional process through the persons involved or
through the materials produced or selected.

Six studies dealt with instructional materials orga
nized as programed instructional units. French (28)
compared instructional outcomes using programed
units and a lecture method. In each of the two meth-
ods the materials consisted of Chinese and Japanese
culture concepts. The writer found that knowledge
gain was significantly higher using the tirogramed
self-instruction n..-:thod. He also found -that attitude
change was significantly higher when both pro-
gramed self-instruction and a lecture method were
employed. Finally, efficiency, in terms of instruction
time, was determined to be much higher for the pro-
gramed self-instruction groups . than the lecture
groups.

Stitt (1o1) demonstrated that sixth-grade pupils
can learn to recognize warranted inductive and de-
ductive inferences. A self-instructional program of
ten 50-minute lessons was designed to provide in-
struction in warranted inferences. Utilizing pre- post-
test data, Stitt found highly significant differences fa-
voring the experimental group. He concluded that
sixth-grade pupils can engage in inferential thinking
at different cognitive levels and at various levels of
task-difficulty.

. Ryan (91) compared the effectiveness of involving
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a teacher or teacher aide in a programed instruc-
tional sequence in terms of fourth-grade pupil
achievement scores.. The programed material dealt
with the geography of Japat.. When working with
pupils, the teacher or teacher aide was instructed to
read the question as printed, not to explain answers,
and not to give cues. Significant post-treatment re-
sults were found for both treatments involving teach-
ers when compared to the control, no instruction
group. The teacher, but not the teacher aide,
achieved significant results over the program alone
treatment. The experimental treatments involving
teachers were especially beneficial for below-the me-
dian readers.

Tiemann (105) employed programatic techniques
to refine a set of video tape recordings of a freshman
economics course. When he -compared student
achievement, immediate posttest student perfor-
mance favored the materials developed programmati-
cally, while delayed posttest results favored specificity
of instructional objectives. The results were inter-
preted to suggest that the expenditure of time and
money on programmatic materials revision is ques-
tionable when behavioral objectives are provided
and their use taught.

Tali (102) tested the feasibility of using programed
instruction in social studies. Posttest results indicated'
acceptable achievement for all students, although the
programed material.was most successful with average
or better students.

Pierleoni_(St) reported that there were no differ-
ences found in high school students' political atti-
tudes, general critical thinking ability, or degree of
open or closed mindedness, as a result of the presen-
tation of a programed unit on American political
philosophy. Item analyses of the three scales em-
ployed indicated that clusters of items in each of the
three scales discriminated positively. Pierleoni con-
cluded that the positively discriminating items
tended to be closely related to the content of the pro-
gramed unit.

The six studies dealing with programed instruc-
tional units each indicated that students can learn so-
cial studies content by programed instruction. The
studies also reveal important interactions among pro-
gramed instruction aspects and other educational
variables.

ORGANIZING STAFF AND STUDENTS .

FOR INSTRUCTION
Seven studies in the realm of preparation for in-

struction are primarily concern.ed, with factors that
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are predominantly personal-social or human. These
factors range from ',1e outcomes of socioeconomic
factors to the effects of particular teacher and student
groupings for instruction.

Two studies investigated procedures and conse-
quences related to team teaching in the -social stud-
ies. Cottrell (17) examined team teaching in social
studies in 118 selected North Central Association
high schools. He found that most social studies team
teaching plans were instigated by the teachers them-
selves to take better advantage of teacher skills, im-
prove cooperation and instruction, and provide more
preparation time. Most schedules included two large
groups, two small groups, and one independent study
period per week. Cottrell concluded that the main
emphasis was most often on teacher and administra-
tive benefits. Students too often were given inactive
roles in large groups, were denied real discussion op-
portunities in small groups, and were allowed lim-
ited chance to develop independent projects. In a
study that involved comparisons of pupils taught by
team teaching and in self-contained classrooms.
Brandt (to) found significant differences favoring the
self-contained format.

Two studies investigated the effects of class size on
learning in the social studies. Kelly (55) devised a
split class and combined class arrangement under the
leadership of a master teacher responsible for instruc-
tion in social studies and science. Feur fifth-grade
rooms containing 129 pupils svcie divided into eight
split classes of i6 pupils each. Two combined classes
of four split classes each we) e taught social studies
and science by the master teacher who was also re-
sponsible for coordinating the work in all sections.
The achievement of these pupils was compared to
229 pupils who comprised the regular program con-
trol group. No significant differences obtained on a
variety of comparisons between the two groups. Most
of the students and all the staff liked the coordinated
program. Classroom instructors appreciated the coop-
erative planning and teaching activities and believed
they were able to give more individual help to stu-
dents.

Levin (fit) attempted to ascertain the effects of
class size in college classes of history and economics
on retention, grades, absence, dropout, and attitude.
Subjects were regular enrollees in evening courses of-
fered by the University College of Rutgers. Large
classes enrolled 80-120 students; small classes con-
tained 25-35 students. Using gain scores Levin found
,no differences in retention. test scores, grades, ab-
sences, or dropouts attributable to class size. He
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found that small classes promoted significantly better
self-concept and better attitudes toward the courses
and instructors.

The two studies indicated that changes in class size
seem to have little or no effect on academic learning.
However, changes in class size seem to affect the atti-
tudes of persons toward factors in the instructional
situation.

One investigator studied the effects of independent
study-on students and found them to be little differ-
ent from the effects of conventional instructional
methods in the social studies.

Alexander (1) found no significant differences in
final achievement, study skills. and personality test
scores for two groups of 20 eighth -grace students who
were instructed by conventional or independent
study techniques. The criteria were several common
published tests. The results were interpreted as sup-
porting independent study techniques on the basis
that they were as effective as conventional methods.

One investigator studied educational provisions
for loss' achievers in the social studies. Uphoff (1o8)
questioned principals and teachers of selected high
schools to determine the provisions being made for
low achievers in senior high school social studies.
Most of the schools practiced three- "...el grouping in
required social studies courses, with one level being
adapted to low achievers. Few schools had special
classes in their elective offerings, however. Low-
achiever sections were characterized by reduced s ocab-
ulary, pace, content, class size, and achievement ex-
pectations. Reading des elopment and student inter-
ests were usually emphasized.

A related investigation assessed the social studies
achievement of students from low income families.
Davies (19) found that ninth-grade students in Kan-
sas City Public Schools from low income families
scored L:gnificantly lower on a standardized social
studies achievement test than stodents from high in-
come families. Low income students who-went both
to low income area elementary and junior high
schools scored considerably lower on the test than
those low income students who were able to continue
their schooling at an economically diversified junior
high school. Formal course work in specific test re-
lated subject matter did not necessarily result in
higher scores for economically low or diversified
groups.

In brief, it can be seen from the preceding studies
concerned with the organization of staff and students
for instruction that socioeconomic variables exert
more profound influences on student achievement
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than do the manipulation of classroom variables.
Stated differently, it seems to be more difficult to in-
fluence school learning significantly than it is to or-
ganize persons for instruction in new ways.

ORGANIZING CONTENT FOR
INSTRUCTION

Twenty-six studies were concerned with different
ways of organizing content for instruction. The great
majority of these studies were primarily interested in
conceptual or analytic approaches to learning in the
social studies. Two studies dealt with students' social
science interest&

Green (35) investigated the social science interests
of children in grades one through six. The determi-
nation of interests was structured by collecting ques-
tions elementary school children asked in infoimal
situations. A professional committee categorized the
questions under six areas. The areas were political
science, anthropology, geography, economics, history,
and sociology. Significant differences were found be-
tween the expressed interests of primary and in-
termediate students. Primary students preferred po-
litical science, while intermediate students preferred
sociology questions. There were also significant
differences between the expressed interests of boys
and girls. Girls preferred sociology; boys preferred
geography.

Grahlfs (3.0 found a positive relationship between
pupil interest and learning and some evidence that
teacher interest in a topic may critically affect pupil
criterion test performance.

Although it is difficult to draw conclusions about
students' social science interests on the basis of the
two studies, there is some suggestion of a relationship
between student interest and learning in the social
studies. Further, one researcher states that there may
be a relationship between teacher interest in a topic
and student learning about that topic.

A number of studies were concerned with either
the learning of specific social studies concepts or the
use of concepts to structure learning segments or ac-
tivities. In ;ler identification of significant concepts
for the understanding of Alaska, De Boer (a I) sug-
gests that she has developed a useful method of deter-
mining what should be taught about a country or
state. From authoritative sources in the social sci-
ences, health, education, welfare, and the arts, De-
Boer gleaned t65 important concepts basic to an un-
derstanding of Alaska. Through panel validation
and numerical rating by an expert jury, she was able
to rank individual concepts and groups of concepts
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according to their contribution to that understand-
ing. In this study concepts from ar.thropology, geog-
raphy, and economics were judged most important
and those from the arts least important.

Mugge (76) assessed firstgraders' concepts in the
disciplines of geography, political science, and eco-
nomics as well as their concepts about time in rela-
tion to understanding history. The results reported
provided evidence that firstgrade children had con-
siderable difficulty with many of the concepts they
were asked aboutconcepts on time as well as con-
cepts from the disciplines of geography, political sci-
ence, and economics. These problems seemed to stem
from the children's inability to do the kinds of think-
ing demanded in typical questions from the social
sciences.

Sheridan (9.1) concluded that the children in his
sample had a partial awareness of many geographic
concepts. For a number of concepts, the children had
a tendency to focus attention upon the striking fea-
tures and to ignore other features which differentiate
concepts from one another. Towler and Nelson (to7)
concluded that most children do not develop a con-
cept of scale before the ages of ten or eleven.

It should be noted that the three studies con-
cerned with either the geographical or cultural con-
cepts presented to elementary school children indi-
cate that these students experienced some difficulty
in understanding the concepts.

Hunt (5o) found that high school seniors who are
exposed to economic concepts in a formal classroom
situation acquire a significantly greater understand-
ing of economics than do similar students who do
not formally study the concepts.

David (IS) investigated characteristics of teaching-
learning situations that generate and develop chil-
dren's ability to generalize. He reported that the
teachinglearning situation which provided for the
improvement of skills in problem solving also fos-
tered significant growth in children's ability to gener-
alize. lie found also that active participation in the
teachinglearning situation by students appeared to
contribute to growth in generalizing ability but that
textbook-centered situations did not.

Hunkins (.0) studied literature advocating educa-
tion for international understanding that had been
produced in the United States sinre 1916. He uncov-
ered three main referents for the term "international
understanding." These are: attitudes of friendliness
toward other peoplos, knowledge of other cultures,
and strategical wisdom. He concluded that a recon-
structed position is needed so that the educational
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activities prescribed are more directly related to the
goal of peace. The new view would e..iphasize under-
standing the processes by which human associations
evolve into Kaman communities with common inter-
ests.

The three studies dealing with conditions under
which students learn concepts. the ability to general-
ize, and social goals suggest that an active participant
role which stresses processes seems to be more pro-
ductive for student learning.

.i.hree studies were concerned with the selection
and in3plication of social science generalizations to an
expanding conception of communities. In each case
the generalizations were utilized as a structure for
studying basic human activities.

As one of the 21 researchers developing Phases I
and II of the Stanford University curriculum project,
LaMarche (56) selected 84 generalizations from the
ten categories of basic activities developed in Phase 1
of the project. He then applied these to the under-
standing of the National Community, one of t t ex-

panding communities serving as the loci of Phase II
studies. The 84 generalizations, judged to be crucial
to the understanding of the United States as a na-
tional community. are structuredin this study as ele-
mentary school social studies content. In a similar
manner, Miller (73) selected and applied to the At-
lantic community and Del Rosso (22) to the State
community significant generalisations generated in
Phase I. As in each of the other Phase II studies,
these generalizations were structured as social studies
content (or elementary schools.

The next studies described, although concerned
with conceptual approaches to learning in the social
studies, seem to yield results that are so specific as to
make correlation with other findings forced.

Biles (9) trained four teachers to analyze and code
a sample of 1,200 activities that had been prepared
by teachers to develop cognitive processes and skills
in elementary pupils. The 1.200 activities were an in-
tegral part of a new social studies program built on a
modified list of the 18 generalizations of the Califor-
nia State Central Committee lot the Social Studies.
Biles' analysis was coded for such cognitive processes
as memory, deriving meaning, convergence, diver-
ence, and evaluation. The analysis showed that the
activities did not clearly reveal related processes or
skills, did not provide for development at each grade
level, and did not provide for increased higher cogni-
tive processes at higher grade levels.

Taylor (103) was motivated to investigate student
responses to social myths and fallacies about court-
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ship, marriage, family, crime, delinquency, politics,
and economics. Taylor gave his Myth and Fallacy
Test to high school sophomores and seniors. He
found that grade placement significantly affected stu-
dent responses to sokiat itt)ths and tatlaktes. Alto.
comparison of mean test scores of these sophomores
and seniors with a group of behavioral scientists pro-
duced significant differences between means.

Pierleoni (84) found that exposure to a unit on
American political philosophy had little effect on
high school students' political attitudes, general criti-
cal thinking ability, or degree of open or closed
mindedness.

A number of investigators worked with conceptual
approaches to the social studies. Neely (79) reori-
ented the study of military history around the devel-
opment and retirement of major weapons; Petersen
(83) developed a structure of cultural, geographic,
and other concepts; and Isfeinhard (70) developed a
structure for teaching American, history based on im-
portant synoptic ideas. Johnson (53) endorsed an ap-
proach for structuring ideas around social science
concepts and Buckley (t2) tested two approaches to
teach 20 generalizationsset diagrams'and list tabula-
tions. lie concluded that the two approaches did not
produce significantly different results in learning fac-
tual relationships by sixth-grade pupils.

Three writers investigated aspects of structured ap-
proaches to social studies curricula.

Gormick (33) found experimental support in a so-
cial studies context for Bruner's contention that
structured curriculum approaches facilitate transfer
of learning. The curriculum for an experimental
group was built on five concepts drawn from each of
six social science disciplines. A control group re-
ceived conventional instruction. Two criteria were
used, the Stanford Achievement TestSocial Studies
and a specially prepared transfer test. Final evalua-

.tions revealed no significant differences for achieve-
ment, bin very significant differences favoring the ex-
perimental group with the transfer task.

Wendel (132) theoretically devised a procedure for
structurally examining a discipline anti translating
that structure into teaching strategies that directly
involve students in experiencing and discovering the
structure. Schlechty (92) suggests that the structure of
society comprises a better organizational system for
social studies than the structure of the discipline.

Although only one of the three studies treating
structured approaches to social studies curricula ac-
tually produced data in support of structure, all
three authors spoke favorably of the approach. Two
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of the three researchers were more concerned with
the nature of a particular structure than with testing
the educational feasibility of that structure.

REFLECTIVE AND PROBLEM SOLVING
APPROICIIES

Three studies were interested in the effect of fac-
tors that teachers bring to the situation when teach-
ing problem solving.

McCollum (69) secured dogmatism scores, Educa-
tion Set Scale scores, and scores in various areas men-
shred by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
for prospective social studies teachers. He concluded
that the high means achieved by all three student
populations on the Dogmatism Scale indicated that
they would encounter many problems in the use of
the reflective method in teaching the social studies.
McCollum also concluded that the two groups with a
factual set would find it difficult to test hypotheses,
conceptualize, generalize, and develop hypotheses.
He believed that high education set scores achieved
by they" third group of students indicated some poten-
tial or success in using the reflective method. Fi-
n ly, he found no overall predictors of success with

the reflective method on the basis of scores derived
from the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule.

Kardatzke (51) examined the effect of cultural-in-
stitutional and teacher influences on existing prac-
tices in teaching the social studies. Ile concluded
that cultural-institutional and teacher characteristics
had relatively little effect on most teacher practices.
However, he found that teachers uho had been
teaching less than five years or. who scored below the
mean on Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale demonstrated a
tendency to take a more moderate position on con-
troversial issues than teachers with false or more years
experience or teachers who scored above the mean on
the Dogmatism Scale. Additionally, he found that
teachers who wok an extreme position on controver-
sial issues tended to he more willing to introduce
such issues into class discussions.
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From a survey of Michigan teachers, Massialas,
Sweeney, and Freitag (68) found grounds to question
the popular contention that teachers are afraid of
discussing controversial issues. They found that most
teachers express a willingness tc- discuss most contro-
versial issues. When topics are limited, pupil matur-
ity, pertinency of topic, or personal reasons are given
more often than administrative and community dis-
approval. Social studies teachers expressed more will-
ingness to deal with controversial issues than did
biology or English teachers. Male and older, experi-
enced teachers were also more willing to deal with
controversial issues. Of the teachers surveyed, social
studies teachers spent the most time with controver-
sial issues, but 87 percent of the teachers reported
spending less than 25 percent of class time dealing
with controversial issues.

Findings from two of the three studies indicate a
possible relationship between reflective teaching style
and dogmatism. High scores on dogmatism seem to
be related to strong or immoderate reactions to is-
sues. The findings also indicate that less than one-
fourth of available class time is typically devoted to
the treatment of controversial issues.

One study dealt with tendencies that high school
students bring to the instructional situation relative
to principles of democracy. Winn (u 16) hypothesized
that students would indicate agreement with impor-
tant general principles of democracy but would be
unable to apply these principles consistently to cases.
Winn constructed and administered an instrument
on which students could record agreement or dis-
agreement with general principles and could judge
their application in cases. Students showed wide
agreement with such freedoms as speech, religion,
and press, and such rights as unbiased trials, when
stated as generalities but dropped sharply in their
ability to apply the principles to cases. Winn sug-
gested that civic training in social studies fails to
teach the functional meaning of political ideas.

CONDUCT OF INSTRUCTION
Studies perceived to be primarily concerned with

the conduct of instruction were clustered under three
sub-classifications: teaching for comprehension,
teaching for higher cognitive outcomes, and teaching
for affective outcomes. Studies classified under other
rubrics are noted to the degree they relate to the con-
cerns of instruction.
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TEACHING FOR COMPREHENSION

Three groups of studies were found to relate to
teaching for comprehension. The first group seeks to
establish teacher behavior correlates of pupil success
in learning. The second group of studies deals with
concurrent education or attempts to achieve two sets
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of goals simultaneously. The last group contains two
unrelated studies. One deals with the utility of be-
haviorally stated objectives; the second with the rela-
tionship between verbal associations and pupil un-
derstanding of social science concepts.

The first group of studies deals with teacher corre-
lates of pupil achievement. These studies have in
common a learner performance criterion. In terms of
the performance criterion, successful and unsuccess-
ful teachers are identified and studied, usually from
video-taped recordings. Thus, specific behaviors are
identified that characterize the two categories of
teachers.

Hiller, Fisher, and Kaess (.16) taped a number of
experienced social studies teachers who taught one or
two prescribed lessons. Each lesson was video-taped
and pupils were given a stands dined content exami-
nation immediately following each lecture. Type-
scripts were prepared for each lesson and analyzed by
a computer in terms of five a priori factors: vet bah
fluency, optimal information amount, knowledge of
structure cues, interest, and vagueness. For the first
lesson, vagueness and verbal chimev accounted for 53
percent of the total satiance. Two additional factors
proved significant in the second lesson; infot ma tion
and interest accounted for Go percent of the variance.

Rosenshine (SS) compared presenting. or lecture
behavior, of five effective and five less effective social
studies teachers. Effectiveness was defined in terms of
pupil achievement. In all, four categories of behavior
were examined: linguistic, instructional set. presenta-
tion, and multivariant factors. Nine categories of lin-
guistic characteristics were examined, e.g., word
length, total number of word e and length and struc-
ture of independent clauses. Some support was found
for the conclusion that effective presenters used
words with fewer syllables. longer independent
clauses, and more prepositional phrases. Successful
teachers also used more words seen as relating to the
topic question. Two classes of instructional set were
studied: structuring set and focusing or arousing set.
No differences in pupil achievement were attribut-
able to instructional set. Nine presentation categories
were used including: number of examples. organiza-
tion of topic, use of enumeration, and breaks in
speech. Two categories proved to significantly differ-
entiate between the two teacher groups; thin were
rule and example pattern and leacher movement and
gestures. Five categories were studied under multivar-
iant (actors. Of these, one. frequency of explaining
links, was dead% significant.

Rosenshine (SO also anal)zed three studies and
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concluded that conventional methods for assessing
difficulty or readability were not adequate. Using
learner achievement as a criterion, passages found
comparable by conventional measures were found to
differ significantly. Detailed analysis produced five
promising variables: vagueness, explaining links, ex-
amples, rule and example patterns, and irrelevancy.

NVhitmill (t13) analyzed the statistical relationship
of student achievement on convergent and disergent
tepes of questions to a plethora of student and
teacher variables. The investigator found that stu-
dent IQ was the most important factor affecting,
achievement on both convergent and divergent ques-
tions. He also found that students have more success
on convergent questions if their teachers tend to de-
vote more time to lecturing and recitation. Students
have more success on divergent questions if their
teachers feel that the greatest impact on learning
conies from student interaction and interaction be-
tween students and teachers.

In a study already detailed, Mickley (12) found no
significant differences between sixth-grade pupils
taught factual material as lists or as sets. A trend fa-
voring the use of sets was found. Programed texts
were used to present the lessons.

In the second group of studies relating to teaching
for comprehension, two studies, already. discussed, in-
volved the idea of concurrent learning. Clark (t4)
demonstrated that economics understandings could
be learned from the copy used during typewriting
practice. Nfttrphy (77) demonstrated the feasibility of
teaching inquiry, or critical thinking. as a part of ad-
vanced audio-lingual foreign language instruction. In
each of these studies, the investigator sought to teach
an important. but secondary, cognitive goal as a
consequence of a prepayed practice program. Perhaps
other opportunities for concurrent education exist in
school programs.

In the third category of studies involving teaching
for comprehension, one study was found which dem-
onstrated the utility of behavioral objectives in en-
couraging content comprehension and one was found
dealing with verbal associations. Ticmann's hoe,)
work has already been presented in detail. The point
to be noted here is that once the university students
realized the relationship between the behaviorally
stated objectives and examination success, their test
performance exceeded that of students who vale sup-
posedly better taught. Gardner and Johnson (en)
studied seventh-grade students using materials pre-
pared by the Project Social Studies Curriculum De-
velopment Center at the University of Minnesota.
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The authors attempted to describe the way in which
language habits, as indexed by verbal associations,
are related to-the representation of social science sub-
ject matter. The data in this study suggest that an as-
sociative model may be useful in describing some of
the capabilities which students have with respect to
social science concepts. The language habits of chil-
dren studying social science concepts changed during
he cc irse of the study in a direction which was ap-

propriate to the subject-matter model employed.

TEACHING FOR HIGHER COGNITIVE
OUTCOMES

Not surprisingly, a number of studies dealt with
teaching for higher cognitive outcomes. These will
be presented in the familiar three partantecedents.
transactions, and outcoinesz-format. In this case,
however, no studies were judged to deal primarily
with outcomes.

Antecedents. Two studies were judged to deal pri-
marily with antecedent conditions for achieving
higher cognitive outcomes. The first is a conceptual
study that deals with teacher explaining behavior,
and the second with questions planned by teachers
for class discussions and examinations.

Wehlage (I it) hypothesized that the teacher of 1,;s-
torv's selection of objectives and subject matter is r .-
laced to his understanding of alternative views of ex-
planation. Two categories of explanation were dis-
cussedscientific and ordinarywith each category
having several identified 'subtypes. Scientific explana-
tions invoked a principle and considered specific
events in terms of the principle. Ordinary explana-
tions often depend on a recounting of antecedent
events or an examination of the motives of the prin-
cipals. A teacher should select a mode of explanation
consistent with his goals for a given segment of in-

' struction,
Tinsley (106) investigated the cognitive level of

questions planned for use in discussions and exami-
nations by a population of 67 .eighth- and eleventh-
grade social studies student teachers. The student
teachers were given a specific topic and asked to plan
a discussion or test for either an eighth- or eleventh-
grade class. He found that eleventh-grade teachers
planned more questions to guide discussion than for
examination, and that for both eighth- and eleventh-
grade teachers, memory and evaluative questions
were most popular.

Transactions. A number of ingenious techniques
were used by the following investigators to achieve
higher cognitive outcomes.
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Milieu (74) experimentally compared the effective.
ness of four teacher training procedures designed to
increase social studies pupils' translation behavior.
Translation behavior was defined as "pupil state-
ments about the meanings of written words." Teach-
ers were trained in one of four treatments: (a) un-
structured discussions (b) oral instruction (c) demon-
stration and (d) oral instruction plus demonstration.
In terms of observed pupil behavior, oral instruction
and demonstration were equally effective. Unstruc-
tured discussion was significantly less effective, and
the combined treatment was significantly more effec-
tive.

Ryan (go) investigated the effect of test anxiety
and advanced organizers on the achievement of .88
fourth-grade California pupils studying the geogra-
phy of Japan, Advanced organizers are constructs fa-
miliar to the pupils which have sonic utility in ac-
quiring new 'earnings. In this case, established
knowledge of California's geography was used as a
source of advanced organizers. Four experimental
treatments were used: initial and daily presentation
of advanced organizers, initial presentation of ad-
vanced organizers, daily presentation of advanced or-
ganizers, and no use of advanced organizers. Achieve-
ment was assessed through the use of a multiple-
choice examination covering specific (acts, generaliza-
tions, and application of !earnings regarding the ge-
ography of Japan. Sarason's Test Anxiety Scale for
Children was used to assess levels of anxiety. Instruc-
tion consisted of five programmed tests administered
on succeeding days along with the appropriate exper-
imental treatment. Covariance analysis with reading
and language skills as the covariants was used in the
analysis. The investigator found that the use of ad-
vanced organizers positively and significantly affected
achievement scores. Anxiety levels did not affect
achievement, but high anxiety pupils took longer to
complete the lessons. There were no significant inter-
actions between the use of advanced organizers and
anxiety levels.

Cooper (16) tried to determine if a series of eight
lessons over an equal number of days could establish
a student set to perform characteristically on a final
examination. Seven social studies classes were given
daily reading material on money and banking. Half
the students in each class were given daily quizzes
stressing lower order knowledge and half were given
quizzes judged to measure higher order knowledge
according to Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Ob-
jectives. On the ninth day students were given their
quiz papers to review for the final examination. On
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the tenth day the final examination, consisting of 24
new lower order questions and 2.1 new higher order
questions, was administered. Neither of Cooper's hy-
potheses were accepted. Lower and higher order sets
were not reflected in better performances on related
parts of the examination and studen having the
benefit of higher order quiz items did no better on
the total examination. Cooper suggested that the dif-
ficulty of the material, boredom with the replicative
tactics, unfamiliarity with higher order items, a tradi-
tional set for lower order learning, contamination of
treatment groups, and too short a treatment could
explain the failure of his hypotheses.

Be leff (7) investigated whether a student's poten-
tial ideational fluency ability could be fostered
th ough various ways of organizing materials and the
use of social studies content. He found that the use
of brainstorming and questioning methods, the use
of materials with greater structure, and the use of so-
cial studies subject matter seemed to be effective in
fostering the development of potential ideational
fluency. He concluded that a general instructional
model to foster ideational fluency scents to be practi-
cal.

Three studies discussed elsewhere included aspects
dealing with teaching for higher cognitive outcomes.
The first is Hardy (39) who found that sixth-grade
pupils participating in an actual archaeological dig
out-performed conventionally taught pupils on a
final examination designed to measure knowledge of
concepts, generalizations, and principles. Stitt (lot)
used a self-instruction prom am to teach sixth-graders
to recognize warranted inductive and deductive
inferences. NVhitmill (its) ihentified a relationship
between teachers' use of lecture and recitation or dis-
cussion techniques and convergent or divergent pupil
thinking.

Problem solving is a form of higher cognitive pro-
cess of particular interest to social studies specialists.
Four studies dealt with transactional aspeCts of prob-
lem solving in some fashion.

Merritt (71) found that sixth-grade pupils could
easily understand controversial social issues presented
in story form. He developed story versions involving
sixth-graders on each of five controversial issues. Care
was taken to present both sides of the issues. A multi-
ple-choice test was developed to measure pupil com-
prehension of concepts, opinions, reasons and mo-
tives, rights and duties of individuals and groups,
and finally, comprehension of analogous situations.
The materials Were tested on fifth-, sixth-, seventh-,
and ninth-grade pupils. The investigator concluded
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from an analysis of pupil test results that sixth-grade
pupils could deal with controversial social issues.

Parts of the studies of David (18) and 'Murphy (77)
dealt with transactional aspects of problem solving.
David found that students' ability to generalize was
associated with improvement in problem solving
skills. Murphy worked with the idea that critical
thinking could be taught concurrently with advanced
audio - lingual instruction.

Each of the three studies reported positive aspects
of reflectively oriented teaching. Sixthgracle pupils
can deal effectively with controversial issues; active
student participation increases the ability to general.
ize; and thought questions can stimulate inquiry.

Outcomes. Four studies were concerned with the
effects of a reflective or problem solving approach to
teaching. In two of the four cases both teacher and
student behavior was recorded and analyzed.

Lewis (62) collected observational data from a
number of fifth -grade social studies teachers. The ob-
servations were analyzed by criteria derived by the
investigator from Deey's theory of reflective think-
ing. She found the problems approach used in all
classrooms. Problems were initiated by pupils and by
teachers. Problems tended to arise from subject mat-
ter considerations and teacher questions tended to
guide class consideration. Texts and.maps were the
primary sources of information, and little effort was
spent in evaluating data. Solutions tended to be
judgments of teachers and were not tested. Children
and groups did not consider problems independently.
Reflective processes were not discussed with the pu-
pils by the teacher.

Lee (fio) taught an ungraded group of .45 pupils
representing grades seven, eight, and nine by a method
emphasizing an eight-step operational mode] of prob-
lem solving for one semester. A matched control
group-was taught by a method emphasizing factual
information. A number of published tests were used
to provide pre- and posttest data. Lee concluded that
students can be taught problem solving skills without
the loss of factual achievement, but that students
who have not had previous problem solving in-
struction will not show gains in these skills without
instruction. Students who have had prior problem
solving instruction will continue to use these skills
without continued instruction. Prior instruction in in-
quiry skills, continuous practice, and special mate-
rials are factors in the improvement rate of students
being taught by an inquiry method.

Massialas, Freitag, and Sweeney (67) developed a
system of categories for analyzing classroom discus-
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sion of social issues. From an earlier study a popula-
tion of 19 teachers who dealt with social controversy
was identified. These teachers were taped and type-
scripts were prepared. An analytical system was then
prepared that: (a) included all verbal transactions,
(b) had clear and mutually exclusive categories, (c)
focused on cognitive aspects of classroom interaction,
(d) used discrete intellectual operations as the unit
coded, and (e) proved for position taking.

On the assumption that beliefs of American stu-
dents are contradictory in many areas, Anthony and
Barnard (4) constructed and validated by expert
judgment the Contradiction Inventory, an instru-
ment consisting of 51 pairs of contradictory state-
ments. Each pair of statements was judged to fit into
one of Hunt and Metcalf's six closed areas. The In-
ventory was administered to 16o selected ninth- and
twelfth-grade students after a satisfactory level of re-
liability was established. Anthony and Barnard
found no significant differences in the responses of
the ninth- and twelfth-grade students, the average
student contradicting himself 20 times in 51 opportu-
nities. They concluded that no part of the high
school curriculum, including that designed to teach
critical thinking. lessens contradictions between
ninth- and twelfthgrade.

The four studies concerned with the outcomes of
reflectively oriented teaching indicate mixed results.
Although there is some evidence to support the view
that students can be taught problem solving skills,
there is also. evidence to support the conclusion that
the social studies curriculum has little effect on the
problem solving skills of students. As evidenced by
these several studies, researchers arc continuing their
interest in classroom problem solving behavior.

TEACHING FOR AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES
.A number of studies dealt with affective consider-

ations. These have been grouped under the sub-clas-
sifications of antecedents, transactions, and outcomes.

Antecedents. Four studies were judged to involve
antecedent considerations (or attaining affective out-
comes. The first two are primarily concerned with
the topic; the second pair received extended treat-
ment elsewhere.

Hills (47) presented a much needed attempt to
meld the taxonomies of the cognitive and affective
domains. He reasoned that cognitive goals can be
taught with little attention to affective consider-
ations, but that the reverse was not true. Affective
goals have cognitive referents. In general, he held
that consideration of cognitive material can be ex-
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panded into consideration of the values underlying
alternatives and decisions.

Nease (75) analyzed indoctrination and its relation
to democratic education within the historical and so-
cial context of American public education. The
writer concluded that most preminent educational
thinkers in the United States have not faced up to
what significance democracy has for educational prac-
tice. He also concluded that the real crux of the in-
doctrination issue rests upon what one means by de-
mocracy. if the nature of democracy denotes the pre-
scription of myths, dogmas, convictions, or absolutes,
then indoctrination in American schools would seem
compatible with a similarly closed governmental sys-
tem. If, on the other hand, democracy specifics a pro-
cess or method of making decisions, then it would
seemingly follow that prescriptions of commitments
should not be tolerated in the schools.

Dhand (2.1) concluded that popular Canadian
texts over the last 6o years stressed the values of
wealth and power to the detriment of the other cate-
gories of Lasswell's social values. Lowe (64) con-
cluded that weekly newspapers intended for use in
social studies current events programs were no more
or less objective, conservative, or dogmatic than an
equal number of adult news periodicals.

Transactions. One study, Fisher (26), dealt with
means of achieviog affective outcomes. He investi-
gated the effect of three experimental treatments on
fifth -grade pupil attitudes toward American Indians.
The treatments were: reading selections from chil-
dren's literature, reading plus class discussion, and
no treatment. Change scores on an attitude scale con-
structed by the investigator served as the criterion:
He found that reading plus discussion produced sig-
nificant positive differences when compared to the
reauing alone group. The reading alone group dem-
onstrated significant superiority over the control
group. The attitudes of Negro pupils changed more
than did the attitudes of Caucasians.

Outcomes. Four studies dealt with the effects
butschooling on values. The data are not clear, but a

general pattern of increased liberalism with increased
education seemed to emerge. There was some ques-
tion, however, concerning the role of schooling per se
as the source of the observed change.

Jennings and Niemi (Sr) re-examined original
data gathered by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan. The authors take issue with
the widely accepted developmental model which sug-
gests that almost all of political socialization occurs
in the elementary school years. They report that
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some changes in political orientation do occur in the
high school years. Additionally, the authors stated
that there is strong presumptive evidence that the
frequency of politically related activities rises during
the secondary school years.

Garrison (30) explored the relationship between
knowledge of United States history and cis is beliefs.
Tests were given to 392 sixtgrade pupils, 337
ninth-grade pupils, and 23o twelfth.gratle pupils to
measure their knowledge of history and their civic
beliefs on a liberalism-conservatisin scale. Garrison
found that students became more liberal as thev.pro-
gressed through school. Those scoring in the top
quarter on the history test were more liberal than
those in the lowest quarter. Garrison assumed that
the social studies program affected students' civic be-
liefs. Garrison also found that high scores on the his-
tory test correlated positively with high scores on
other achievement and intelligence measures used in
the study. He supposed this inter-correlation could
be related to sonic general factors such as maturity or
experience.

Lane (57) studied the effect of college on a stu-
dent's political outlook. He concluded that although
college students in general increase in liberalism and
decrease in ethnocentrism, their liberalism and toler-
ance wane as they grow older. lle also associates
these changes, not to an exploration of issues, but
rather to art exploration of social relationships and
social payoffs.

Sherman (95) administered an instrument to 37
seniors at Colorado State College to examine their
perception of value changes precipitated by their tin -
interrupted four year career at the school. The in-
strument described six value areas: theoretical, eco-
nomic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious. It
purported to measure the extent of their attachment
to these values both as seniors and as freshmen, In
general, these students did not perceive the college
experience as being a contributing factor in the de-
velopment of their values and they did not perceive
any significant changes in their values during their
college years.

THE PREPARATION OF SOCIAL
STUDIES TEACHERS

As in past scars, a number of investigators were in-
terested in the preparation of social studies teachers.
These studies have been grouped under the three
headings of antecedents, transactions, and outcomes.

Antecedents. A number of investigators were con-
cerned about the amount of subject course work that
was included in the academic preparation of social
studies teachers. Croenhoff (31i) concluded that teach-
ers of new geography curricula will require course
work in that subject. Veltkamp (lop) surveyed social
studies teachers in the three state area of Iowa,
Minnesota, and South Dakota and came up with a
similar conclusion. In a survey of ninth-grade Colo-
rado civics wathers, Ilickenbottom (la) found that
18 percent bad no credit in political science and that
the rest had very little formal preparation. Lomis
(63) found that only time larger Texas high schools
had teachers with graduate work in the social sci-
ences. Rains worth (38) concluded that half of the
teachers in his sample were not qualified to teach
about communism. Moore (75) came to a similar con-
clusion regarding the qualifications of Texas high
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school teachers to teach about the American free en-
terprise system. Anderson (3) surveyed Idaho teachers
with comparable results.

A lesser number of investigators examined the re-
lationship between teacher course preparation and
either teacher knowledge or pupil achievement. In
the first category are the studies of Hicks (43) and
Pankey (So). Hicks sought relationship- between a
number of factors, inchulinz course work and teacher
kno.,ledge of English history. He found that only re-
cency and number of years spent in teaching world
history correlated wirli a criterion test of knowledge.
Pankey tested the economics understanding cm,: two
groups of West Virginia teachers, one group having
attended an economic education workshop. He
found no significant differences between the groups.

Potterfield (86) compared the test scores of pupils
taught by a teacher with preparation in anthropol-
ogy with the scores of pupils taught by a regular
teacher. He found no significant differences. Hering
(41) made a similar comparison from data produced
during a nationwide trial of materials produced by

a
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Sociological Resources for the Social Studies. He also
found no pupil differences attributable to teacher
preparation in sociology.

One study, Lavender (59), attempted to determine
the degree to which superintendents could select suc-
cessful teachers through consideration of credentials.
He also sought to determine whether unclergrad-
U3IC gradepoint averages would have a significant
correlation with the success of classroom teachers.
The investigator found that experienced superin-
tendents could predict successful teacher activities
outside the classroom better than successful teacher
activities tvithin the classroom. He also found that
undergraduate gradepoint averages were negatively
related to evaluations of success as classroom teach-
ers.

Transactions. Three studies dealt with procedures
for teacher preparation. The first looked at New
York City Schools' teacher orientation practices, the
second considered an in-service program to prepare
teachers to work with Mexican-Americans, and the
last dealt with increasing teacher non-directedness.

Ma lament (66) evaluated common orientation
practices used with beginning social studies- teachers.
The evaluative instrument used was especially level-
oped for the project and was based on a survey of the
views of new social studies teachers. A number of se-
rious problems were identified by the survey includ-
ing the burden of clerical work. lesson planning, and
adjustment to slow and disadvantaged learners. Ori-
entation practices found most helpful were confer-
ences with department ch.sirmen, clerical assistance,
assistance with discipline. arid reduced teaching
loads.- Bulletins, guides, meetings with principals,
and social events were considered less valuable. Em-
phases of actual orientation programs generally fol-
lowed the teachers' hierarchy of 1)2-jennies.

111'illIdt (t n) experimentally compared the effective-
ness of an in-service teacher training program in
helping teachers use a' new language development
curriculum with first-grade Mexican-Americans. The
experimental group was compared to three control
groups. The first control group followed the district
curriculum with a team teaching organization. The
second control group used the experimental language
arts program in a self-contained classroom. The third
control group featured the curriculum tattght
in the self-contained format. The criterion was pupil
scores on published tests of readiness and achieve-
ment. Multiple linear regt ession techniques were
used to analyze the pre-post scores. Some significan,
differences were found favoring the experimental
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group when compared to the first and second control
groups. Significant differences favoring the third con-
trol group were also found. The adequacy of the
measures was questioned.

Cocknim (15) user!. the Flanders system to observe
two groups of student teachers. One group partici-
pated in the MITE program while the second was
associated with 1NSITE. but was not involved in all
phases. INSITE student teachers were found to be
less directive and teachers of social studies were
found less directive than science teachers. Significant
individual variation in chrectedness was found over
observations. Cooperating teachers were found to
place little stress on interaction patterns when mak-
ing their evaluations.

Outcomes. Three studies placed primary stress on
the outcomes of teacher preparation programs. One
compared certificated and non-certificated teachers. A
second looked at the development of a professional
outlook, and the third examined understanding of
teacher practices.

Sears (93) failed to find significant differences be-
tween professionally and provisionally certified be-
ginning social studies and English teachers on mea-
sures of role expectancies, self-concept, personal and
professional characteristics, attitudes toward educa-
tion, or on ratings by pupils and classroom observers.
He did find more satisfaction with teaching among
the professionally certified teachers and teaching was
more often their first career choice.

Pendergast (82) found that the beginning social
studies teachers in his study held a tenuous career
commitment and had an unclear definition of their
roles as teachers. Social studies student react -.rs. at
Ohio State University who later became full-time
teachers were the subjects of this study. Pendergast
prepared a questionnaire that forced subjects tc pro-
ject their perceptions of real and ideal relationships
among teachers, students, colleagues. administrators,
board members, and parents. Responses were ana-
lyzed in terms of four teacher roles: (a) director of
learning, (h) functionary itt art authority system. (c)
member of an occupational group, and (d) mediator
of values. The subjects filled out the questionnaire as
student teachers and later as first-year teachers.
Changes occurred in all toz relationships and in all
the categories teacher roles except some aspects of
mediator of values. The greatest role changes oc-
curred in the functionary and occupational member
categories.

Godwin (32) surveyed a sample of :go Nebraska el-
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ementary teachers regarding their preparation for,
understanding of, and practices in teaching social
studies materials. He found that less than half of his
sample had bachelor degrees, had instruction in
teaching social studies since 1960, or defined social
studies in the same terms as leaders in he field.
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Three-fourths of his sample taught social studies as a
separate subject. About half made some reference to
social studies objectives as reported in the literature.
The sampled teachers reporter:, heavy reliance on the
textbook, reporting few activities and the use of few
additional resources.

MISCELLANEOUS

A number of studies defy efforts at categorization.
That judgment does not imply any further judgment
of the worth of these pieces of research or of their
importance to the profession. It says simply that
within the framework composed, i.e., curriculum, in-
struction, and teacher preparation in social studies, it
was not possible to describe these studies as being an-
tecedents, transactions, or outcomes. In this review
these statements were grouped as miscellaneous stud-
ies, deserving of attention, but unclassifiable under
these rubrics.

Two studies examined problems related to social
studies education in foreign countries. Stinchcombe
(son) investigated differences among the traditional
middle classes in Chile, Argentina, and Venezuela.
lie concluded that the Chileans learn dernocraic
values from their political system, but the Argentines
and Venezuelans tlo not. Stinchcombe explains these
results with the view that the longer democracy lives,
the more adequately it teaches men to live in a dem-
ocracy. He claims that the principal factors in po-
litical socialization of the middle classes are the
schools, the nature of the economy, and the political
system itself.

Millat. (72) reviewed the literature of curriculum
theory and concluded that any program to revise the
social studies curriculum of Pakistan should include
specialists in the social sciences, curriculum, psychol-
ogy, and teaching.

Two studies dealt with aspects of citizenship edu-
cation. Armitage (5) found that estimates of pupil
citizenship by 28 suburban Colorado fifth-grade so-
cial studies teachers correlated moderately with
grades, but that pupil IQ proved to he a better pre-
dictor. The importance assigned to specific citizen-
ship behaviors by experts and teachers was deter-
mined through a Q sort. Ile found that single teach-
ers and childless married teachers placed less stress
on citizenship fay ton than did other categories of
teachers.

Versnick (t m) adapted criteria from French's Be-
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havioral Coals in General Education in fright School
to construct instruments specifically to evaluate De-
troit's traditional Boys' Day activities. On the basis
of responses from participants, sponsors, and high
school leaders, lie inferred that such activities could
be valuable in teaching the process of government.

Two historical studies traced specific influences on
the social studies curriculum. In the more general of
these, Iliner (.18) traced the role of history and the
social sciences in school curriculums from the late
1800's to the present. Part of the reciprocal interest
in expanding these subjects in schools depended on
the willingness of scholars to accept citizenship as the
primary objective of their discipline, and the accep-
tance by educators that history and social science
were necessary to citizenship. Historians were able to
maintain this accommodation, but social science
scholars became unwilling to continue to justify their
disciplines to both traditional and reform groups of
educators of the early 19oo's. By i92o, history and
the social sciences were being used as instruments of
refornt in the school curriculum, but largely on the
terms of the educators.

The American Federation of Labor has a long his-
tory of support for public education in the United
States dating from its beginning in 1881, according
to the research findings of DeRolf (23). In particular,
labor has viewed social studies as the core of the sec-
ondary program and has sought the inclusion of la-
bor-management relations in the social studies curric-
ulum. An extensive ,nvestigation in 1923 resulted in
requests for improved treatment of labor in social
studies textbooks. 1..r.bor supported the basic tenets
of the experimentalists as reflected in the tenets of
the Progressive Education Association, especially stu-
dent centrality, citizenship education, and rational
problem solving.

Ily questionnaire, \VI oblewski (118) investigated
curriculum content and trends, block -time programs,
special administrative arrangements and problems,
and principals' views of strengths and weaknesses of
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junior high schools. Out of an identified universe of
12,390 junior and junior-senior high schools in the
United States, he randomly polled 2,274 schools in
categories of size and structure.

Wroblewski found that enrollment percentages in
English, mathematics, science, and foreign language
have increased since 19.19 while they have decreased
in social studies and practical and fine arts. He at-
tributes these changes partially to the influences of
the National Defense Education Act of 1938 and the
National Science Foundation, More than a quarter
of the schools conducted block-time programs usually
comprised of language arts and social studies. About
12 percent of the schools used team teaching and
nearly three-fourths of the schools employed ability
grouping. Only 3.6 percent were trying a nongraded
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organizational structure, Junior high school princi-
pals expressed considerable concern with the struc-
ture and curriculum of the junior high school.
Wroblewski believes that some of this concern re-
flects public pressure for fined standards in the
school.

As the final research reported in this review, the
influential career of Edgar Bruce Wesley was the sub-
ject of a biographical study by Heiss (4o). Wesley's
position as a major link between social scientists and
historians and educators and social studies specialists
is emphasized. His long career as teacher, social stud-
ies curriculum and methods expert, and builder of
professional organizations, e.g., The National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies, is documented and apple-
L..,tively detailed.
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r-Tr-IHE research reviewed in this
article includes most of the
published and some un-

published works appearing since the
1966 review by Girauit and Cox (29,
With a few exceptions, the reported
research appeared in the calendar year
1967. To be included, the work either
had to involve a question of interest .zo
social studies teachers or employ a
sample of pupils enrolled in social
studies subjects. For the most part,
only works involving the collection of
data were included; consequently,
many fine conceptual pieces were nec-
essarily excluded.

There are several inherent problems
in preparing a general survey of re-
search. Most studies deal with a variety
of issues making it difficult for the re-
viewers to decide what should be in-
cluded and what should be emphasized
for an audience of such catholic inter-
ests as the readership of Social Educa-
tion. A related problem is that of for-
mat. The authors have continued the
organization format used in previous
reviews of this series. Borrowed from
Gross and Badger (33), the format has
four first order headings of "Curricu-
lum," "Instruction," "Measurement
and Evaluation," and "The Social
Studies Teacher." Many social studies
research "rojects, however, deal with
issues that cut across two or more of
these headings making any classifica-
tion difficult and sometimes arbitrary.

Another set of problems revolves
around a heavy reliance on Disserta-
tion Abstracts as the major source of
social studies research. Ideally, the seri-
ous reviewer would obtain copies of
the dissertations themselves and work
from original sources, but this proce-
dure is prohibitively costly in both
money and time. Since research re-
ported in the Abstracts is already be-
tween one and two years old when it
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reaches the shelves of the library, we
chose to follow the easier precedent of
earlier reviewers in using the Ab-
stracts.

Two specific problems attend this
dependency on Dissertation Abstracts.
The first relates to the probable accu-
racy of many of our reviews which are,
in fact, abstracts of abstracts. The sec-
ond relates to the increased difficulty
of judging the adequacy of research
design and methodology. Abstracts
deal primarily with the rationale, find-
ings, and conclusions of research and
give only slight attention to methodol-
ogy and design. As a result, we have
made no effort to evaluate the method
and design of the several studies. In-
stead we have attempted to present a
concise and coherent survey of the
major findings and conclusions of re-
ported social studies research. The sur-
vey was designed to meet the interests
and needs of a wide variety of readers.
Persons with more specialized interests
will still have need to refer to the orig-
inal works.

CURRICULUM

Of the 27 research studies judged to
be dealing with the social studies cur-
riculum, 25 were primarily descriptive
in nature and two were classified as
comparison studies. Moreover, of th-s
25 descriptive studies, 18 were con-
cerned with types of knowledge con-
t.lined in the social studies curriculum.
In consequence, the majority of studies
reported in this section on curriculum
will be descriptions of what the social
studies curriculum is at various grade
levels and in different locales.

Elementary curriculum. Leef (5o)
explored the effects at so-year intervals
that basic social forces have had on the
elementary social studies curriculum
and possible effects that this curricu-
lum might have had on society. She
found that the elementary social stud-
ies curriculum has reflected broad
changes in the social, political, and
economic patterns in the country. but
has not directly pmmoted a critical at-
titude toward society. However, the el-
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ementary curriculum in social studies
has progressively gained in applicabil-
ity to life situations.

Anderson (3) derived a list of 213
common topics from more than too el-
ementary social studies textbooks.
From a total of some 8,000 supplemen-
tary books recommended by textbook
authors as contributing to an under-
standing -if these common topics, An-
derson compiled a bibliography of
2,493 titles that met his criteria of lit-
erary quality and usefulness. Recom-
mendations in literary reviews and des-
ignations in Children's Catalog were
used as bases for his criteria) judg-
ments. Anderson suggests that his cate-
gorized and annotated bibliography
can aid schools in supplying high-qual-
ity enrichment sources in elementary
social studies for pupils at all reading
[eve Is.

Chew (9) analyzed 19 second-grade
social science textbooks to determine
the amount of content relevant to the
Social Studies Framework for the
Public Schools of California (State
Curriculum Commission, t962) and to
assess the cognitive levels of the mate -
riol with reference to
Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives. Both textual and nontex-
tual material was analyzed using the
sentence as the unit of measure. The
inclusion of a key concept was the pri-
mary means of judging a sentence rele-
vant to a generalization in the Califor-
nia Framework, Chew found five books
without a single sentence conceptually
relevant to any generalization in the
Framework. Some books, however,
demonstrated relevance in 74 percent
of the textual material and 93 percent
of the nontextual material. History re-
ceived the.most attention with some
conceptual Content in is books, but in
only one or two books did the textual
or nontextual material exceed 5o per-
cent. Most of the relevant content was
presented at the "knowledge" or low-
est level of the taxonomy. Chew con-
cluded that the primary social studies
teacher must seek sources other than
standard textbooks to present informa-
tion of higher cognitive levels,
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Ahmed (i) compared the intermedi-
ate grade social studies curriculum
materials prepared prior to '945 and
after 5955 for use in is representative
school systems in the United States on
the basis of their contribution to inter-
national understanding. The ccoo-
pared points of emphasis, relating to
objectives, content, activities, and re-
sources relevant to international un-
derstanding, were developed with
reference to other social studies curric-
ulum materials, UNESCO recommen-
dations, governmental and nongovern-
mental agency recommendations, and
points of view of authorities. Ahmed's
investigation indicated that after ig55
relatively more concern was placed on
current world problems, international
organizations, anif critical thinking in
these is school systems. The trend to-
ward influencing students in the direc-
tion of "world citizenship" in social
studies materials actually began grad-
ually after World War I. Ahmed rec-
ommended the development of an in-
ternational understanding attitude
scale for elementary students and a
further survey of actual school prac-
tices and existing materials on interna-
tional understanding available to ele-
mentary schools.

Schomburg (68) examined fourth-
and sixth-grade geography textbooks
adopted by the state of Texas for the
school year 1964-65 to determine the
extent to which each presented and
reinforced nine basic geographic con-
cepts identified by the National Coun-
cil for Geographic Education. The in-
vestigator made a paragraph-by-para-
graph analysis of each text, including
teachers manuals and recommended
student activities. introductory and
prefatory oatements were not found to
be indicative of the actual conceptual
structure of the texts. He found that
the basic concepts were little empha-
sized as judged by the space devoted to
them; nor were the basic concepts pre-
sented systematically, usually being in-
troduced as declarative or descriptive
statements. Principles of cartography
were the most neglected. Schomour,g
recommended an emphasis on concep-
tual development in instructional
materials and specific teacher educa-
tion for geography.

Leigh (51) concluded that the de-
velopmental task material analyzed in
a sample of textbooks was insufficient
for the mastery of developmental tasks,

His analris utilized an original evalu
alive scheme applied to seven authori-
tatively identified developmental tasks
appropriate for middle childhood. In
general, the task material was rated
"good" on a good, fair, poor scale, but
the distribution of material dealing
with developmental tasks was judged
to be uneven and unsystematic.

Four studies were concerned with ei-
ther the knowledge or the attitudes
that children bring to course content
prior to instruction. Goldstein (go)
examined the concept development of
87 entering first graders relative to 23
landforms and waterforms, such as
mountains, lakes, deserts, and peninsu-
las. A picture identification test was
developed to determine the extent of
concept development; the depth of
concepts was investigated through indi-
vidual interviews. Goldstein found
that first graders enter school with
some incorrect information, but more
information about landscape features
than is commonly expected. They
verbalize about them less easily than
they are able to identify them in pie-
ta,e form, however. These concepts,
which concern a much larger environ-
ment than the children's home and
school community, are affected by
"quality" travel exposure and televi-
sion. He recommended that the con-
tent of social studies programs for be-
ginning students should be extended
to accommodate the students' in-
creased information. Concept identifi-
cation and development processes are
needed for both young students and
their teachers.

The purpose of Penner's (61) study
was to determine the extent to which
fourth-grade children were familiar, at
the beginning of the school year, with
selected geographical concepts usually
taught in fourth-grade social studies.
Ten current editions of social studies
textbooks were examined and only
those concepts which appeared in at
least four of the textbooks were used
in preparing items for a survey test.
The test instrument consisted of 5o
multiple-choice items and was adminis-
tered to a representative sample of 495
fourth-grade children in the stares
of Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, and
Wyoming. There were no significant
differences in the average scores by
states. It was concluded that fourth-
grade children are likely to know al-
most half of the concepts in the typical
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social studies program before these
concepts are taught in the classroom.

Johnson (46) tested 176 sixth-grade
children on their knowledge of gener-
alizations concerning sub-Sahara Africa
taken from 22 recently published chil-
dren's books. The test instrument was
based on 32 generalizations that fit cat-
egories in A Guide to Content in the
Social Studies, published by the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies.
The generalizations paralleled the
opinions of a group of Peace Corps
Volunteers and African nationals on
the problems and needs of African
people. In addition, the selected gener-
alizations were judged by a panel of
scholars as essential to an understand-
ing of Africa. The public school popu-
lation was comprised of a selected
mixture of socioeconomic and racial
groups in Kalamazoo and Detroit.
Johnson found that middle- and up-
per-middle-class children did better on
the test than those in lower socioeco-
nomic groups. White children did bet-
ter than Negro children and girls did
better than boys within class strata.

Schnepf (67) investigated the atti-
tudes of Negro children from segre-
gated neighborhoods in grades a, 4, 6,
and 8 toward police, law, and freedom.
Positive and negative categories were
established for the various interview
questions and the police, identified as
the major authority figure in the
study, were evaluated on function, per-
formance, and children's identification
with the role. Attitudinal data were
analyzed relative to age-grade levels,
sex, and family stability. Schnepf
found a negative trend with age in at-
titudes toward police arm freedom up
through the sixth grade. All grades
were positive toward the law, and the
eighth grade showed a significant posi-
tive attitude toward freedom. Schnepf
suggested a need to reconsider citizen-
ship education in view of the generally
negative attitudes that Negro children
hold toward important authority
figures in political socialization.

Secondary rurricuhun. Several stud-
ies conducted in this country and
abroad describe current issues, em-
phases, contents, and modes of inquiry
in the social studies curriculum, and
identify specific problem areas related
to the secondary level, Caruthers (6)
assessed the treatment of American his-
tory by Social Education on the basis
of 32 articles appearing from ig55



through 1965. He found three basic is-
sues in curriculum and methodology
oti aning through the articles: (a) the
relationship F .men history and Lhe
social sciences; (b) the struggle be-
tween curricular goals emphasizing
needs, problems, and citizenship and
those emphasizing academic disci-
plines; and the arguments over
methodologies most appropriate to the
two alternative curricular goals. The
33 articles seemed to accept the pnarni-
neis..e of history in the social studies
ourr;rolum but supported changes that
would more nearly balance the presen-
tation of historical and social- science
materials.

Ducharme (18) surveyed the writ-
ings of Charles A. Beard and con-
cluded that Beard's thinking "began
with two strong commitments: the
need for citizenship training, and the
importance of the methods and nature
of the social studies disciplines." The
author traced Beard's commitment to
citizenship education to his under-
standing of the historic function of
American schools. Beard's commitment
to the disciplines of social studies was
traced to his belief in their inherent
unity. Beard's view of content was lik-
ened to contemporary curricular for-
mations emphasizing the cot, of
structure.

Dorow's (17) systematic review of
official Pennsylvania courses of study.
recommended textbooks, and the
courses of study of 14 selected local
school districts for the ninth grade led
him to the conclusion that there was
general agreement between the objec-
tives of state courses of study and in-
structional materials for the 40-year pe-
riod, 5925.5965. Ile noted sonic dis-
crepancy between official goals arid
materials used by school districts dur-
ing the too's, however. He observed
that curricular change is currently in
progress, but that the direction is hard
to ascertain because it is taking place
at the local level. Ninth-grade curricu-
lar change in social studies has increas-
ingly emphasized civics and govern-
ment, the introduction of world cul-
tures, and American history.

Wood (82) surveyed four aspects of
social studies education in Missouri in
rural, urban, and suburban demo-
graphic contexts. The aspects were
course offerings over the last 20 years,
curricular changes 19tio-1965, training
of social studies teachers, and instruc-

tional media. Data were gathered
through questionnaires, interviews, re-
view of official state records, and
screening of the college records of
teacher education students. He con-
cluded that the most popular required
and elective social studies courses were
similar in each of the three demo-
graphic contexts. Suburban pupils
took more social studies courses, how-
ever, and were taught by younger
teachers. Wood found that Missouri
schools rarely undertook intensive cur-
riculum development projects. Instead,
curricular revisions were generally
made by adding new non-history offer-
ings at the twelfth grade. Since 5945.
world history, psychology. American
history, citizenship, and economics
have enjoyed the greatest growth in
enrollment. The instructional method
most often employed in all schools was
teacher centered.

Zafar (83) asked 480 Pakistani cur-
riculum controllers, university social
science teachers, heads of secondary
schools, and social studies teachers to
rate 20 social problems of Pakistan on
the basis of the importance of their in-
clusion in secondary school social edu-
cation. By combining averages derived
from the educators' ratings of each
problem with the percentage of per-
sons rating each problem highly, Zafar
judged five social problems "very im-
portant" the remaining fifteen "impor-
tant" for study in Pakistani secondary
schools. He concluded from these rat-
ings that national problems are be-
lieved more important than interna-
tional problems and that little consid-
eration was given by the raters to the
necessary in terse/a t ions ps among
problems. Additionally, problem areas
traditionally closed were rated lower
than areas comparatively open to criti-
cal discussion in the society.

Mitchell (59) studied what the sec-
ondary program in economic educa-
tion should be and evaluated present
trends and offerings in economic edu-
cation in the secondary schools of the
North Central Region. On an "opin-
ionnaire" sent to economists and educa-
tors in 67 state-supported teacher
training institutions, respondents indi-
cated that economics should be in-
cluded in the secondary social studies
program as an independent, elective
course in applied economics. Econo-
mists and educators agreed that the
purposes of such a course should be an
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understanding of basic economic prin-
ciples and the development of good at-
titudes toward citizenship. A question-
liaise, based on dimensions derived
from the higher-education opinion-
[mire was sent to curriculum directors
of social studies programs in 511 secon-
dary schools in cities of to,000 or more
population. Of the 461 schools re-
sponding, 83 percent offered separate
courses, mainly in basic economics.
Since 1955, 38 percent of the schools
added separate, elective courses in
basic economics at the twelfth-grade
level. It was concluded. that present
trends and offerings in secondary eco-
notnics are essentially the same as
higher education respondents recom-
mended they should be.

In an effort to determine the extent
and kind of knowledge about certain
social science ideas that students might
learn from a study of American his-
tory, Ratcliffe (63) identified 8q repre-
sentative ideas believed essential by so-
dal scientists for the understanding of
their respective disciplines and inven-
toried the use of these ideas in six
leading eleventh-grade American his-
tory textbooks. Though Ratcliffe
found 30,603 usages of these 89 terms,
only 156 usages encompassed more
than mere mention. In Ratctiffe's anal-
ysis, term usages were classified as (a)
mention, (b) appositives, (c) dictio-
nary definition, (d) examples or com-
ponents, (e) characteristics or opera-
tions, and (f) charts and graphs. The
application of this system, which was
declared valid and found statistically
reliable by a panel, revealed that only
44 of the terms received any qualita-
tive treatment and only so of these
were treated qualitatively in all six
books. A disproportionate number of
the 28 terms that received adequate
quantitative representation in the
books were primarily political or eco-
nomic in nature. Ratcliffe found in his
first analytic, however, that 75 of the
89 ideas were shared by at least two
disciplines. Eleven terms were identi-
fied as representative in five social sci-
ences and five terms were claimed by
six of the disciplines. Ratcliffe con-
cluded that basic social science ideas
are inadequately represented in the six
leading eleventh-grade American his
tory textbooks.

Sistrunk (72) surveyed a random
sample of too Florida teachers of a re-
quired course entitled "Americanism
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versus Communism." The purpose of
the survey was to prepare a description
of the course as taught in the schools.
Most of the 70 respondents indicated
that they stress the basic principles of
United States government and make
contrasts with the government of the
Soviet Union at required by Law. On
the wl; ,le. the course was taught by
well prepared and established teachers.
File teachers generally favored contin-

uation of the course, and recom-
mended its placement at the twelfth
grade. Few felt undue pressure from
the community and many stressed the
need or better materials. The teachers
also felt that special preparation was
helpful in teaching the course, and
they identified a need for periodic re-
view of the curriculum.

From relevant literature, Wining
(8t) constructed a 452-item question-
naire concerning information about
communism. The questionnaire was
completed by 171 volunteers from a
list of goo recognized authorities and
the questionnaire topics were based on
the recommendations of knowledge-
able persons and scholarly societies.
Each respondent was asked to classify
each item of information as "essen-
tial," "important," or "nonessential."
The investigator concluded that com-
munism should be considered more
fully in the public schools than it is
currently. Her conclusion, based on ex-
pert testimony, was that all pupils, arid
not just the intellectual elite, should
receive comprehensive instruction on
communism. Further, teachers should
be adequately prepared to conduct
such instruction.

Cox and Massialas (it), in concert
with is other area specialists, assessed
the contribution of the most widely
used elementary and secondary social
studies textbooks to the process of in-
quiry in the teaching of social studies.
Included in their book, Social Studies
in the United S: ::es, are analytic es-
says covering the entire gamut of social
studies offerings in elementary and sec-
ondary schools. The research team con-

. eluded that social studies textbooks
represent considerable variability and
that some of the newer materials offer
more help to the teacher attempting
the conduct of inquiry in his class-
room. They also concluded that mo.
textbooks would be usable in the in-
quiry process under the guidance of a
skilled teacher; but no single text pre-

sented both the depth and analytic
framework. required in the inquiring
classroom.

Holman (37) traced the develop-
ment of the case study method from its
origination in tht Harvard Law School
in 187t through its adaptation in
many areas such as business, education,
medicine, social sciences, and human
relations. Several pilot projects have
successfully experimented with various
kinds of case studies in teaching Amer-
ican government. Since current litera-
ture revealed the efficacy of using court
cases but not the criteria for selecting
them for high school usage, Holman
produced a set of criteria for this pur-
pose. On this basis she selected four
Supreme Court cases for supplemen-
tary use in existing courses in Ameri-
can government. She recommended
that the process of American govern-
ment should be emphasized when
using court cases in instruction.

The purposes of Smith's (74) study
were to identify the modes of inquiry
and the key concepts used by the polit-
ical scientist; to survey the standard
secondary school textbooks used in
problems courses, civics, and govern-
ment for content relative to the identi-
fied modes and concepts; and to evalu-
ate these textbooks as vehicles for
teaching them to high school students.
The methods employed in this study
were a review of the literature of polit-
ical science and a content analysis of a
sample of 33 textbooks in civics. gov-
ernment, and problems. On the basis
of his content analysis, Smith con-
cluded that there is no evidence of
concerts for the modes of inquiry of
the political scientist in these sources.
However, he noted examples of five
modes of inquiry that could be utilized
by knowledgeable teachers. He con-
cluded that the more recent high school
textbooks show a growing awareness of
political science as a discipline.

Starting with a cluster of curriculum
concerns involving problems of frag-
mentation, logic, and lack of social sci-
ence content, Martorella (52) con-
structed a modd for the arrangement
of content within a secondary United
States history course. The model fea-
tures a progression of three 'concepts,
"social change," "world interdepen-
dence" and "power," operationally de-
lineated according to their critical at-
tributes. Each concept was used to
order and arrange content through the
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selection of four content episodes
which illustrate the critical attributes
of the concept.

Kavett (48) evaluated the "Colonial
Unit: The r nergence of the Ameri-
can," published by Educational Ser-
vices Incorporated in terms of read-

pupil interest, and pupil ques-
tions and activities. He found that
while the materials were "highly inter-
esting" to the pupils, the level of read-
ing difficulty and abstraction exceeded
the ability of a "large segment of ju-
nior high pupils." Parallel segments of
a small sample of conventional texts
were compared with the unit and
found to be more readable, and to
contain recommended activities conso-
nant with the goals identified by 1.51;
but the texts were found to be dis-
tinctly less interesting to students. The
investigator recommended that the ESI
materials be revised by lowering their
levels of abstraction to increase their
readability while retaining their de-
merits of high interest.

Walsh (78) evaluated the world his-
tory course in Canadian schools by an-
alyzing authorized textbooks and pro-
vincial Department of Education
bulletins to discover the historical in-
terpretation in each program. He
found the Catholic and "progress" his-
tories biased to the point of distortion
and concluded that only those pro-
grams of limited interpretation present
well-balanced accounts. The various
programs ranged in scope front those
almost exclusively European to quite
universal histories; but in all instances
the emphasis and perspeCtive was Eu-
ropean. This European focus has Te
suited front the practice of adding
non-western elements to a central
structure of European history which is
contrary to the view of modern uniser-
salsllistorians that a true World history
course should show the interconnec-
tion of events throughout the world.
Walsh suggested that attempts to form
it world history through the "aggrega-
tion of histories" must be distin-
guished from the more appropriate re-
placement of the present course by
history that provides a global perspec-

tire.Two studies were concerned with
the effects that differing curricular pro-
grants in social studies might lease on
the social understandings, calves, and
attitudes of students. In the first of
these. Alley (2) studied the effect of



varying programs in. high school social
studies on 'student achiewenh it and on
student attitudes teward cc:1,in social
concepts. The required program con-
sisted of a core program of one year in
American history and one semester
each in American government and ecr
nomics. Varying programs consisted of
the core program pith one or two years
in other social studies courses. In all,
five different social studies programs
acre comptred. The Iowa Test of Ed-

ucational Development, social studies
reading, arid hie Semantic Scale of So-
cial Vale were utilized as criterion
measures. Jana from the study indi-
cated that students who enrolled in
third- or fourth-year elective courses in
high school social studies achieved sig-
nificantly greater knowledge and un-
derstanding of social studies than those
who enrolled in a required two-year
program. Differing combinations of
courses completed in the third and
fourth years made no significant differ.
ence in achievement. Students who en-
rolled in more than the required two-
year high school social studies program
did not acquire attitudes toward social
objects which differed significa n tly
from those who enrolled in the re-
quired two-year program.

Cossman and Fitch (to) reported
that the social studies and science de-
f srtments at University High School
of the University of Iowa developed
and taught an interdisciplinary course
during the 106-67 academic year. His-
tory was used as a vehicle for describ-
ing sustained intellectual activity
within a society strongly influenced by
science and technology. The course,
"Science and Culture," was taught to
at juniors and seniors at the Univer-
sity High School for a full academic
year. Experimental and control groups
were matched on the basis of sex,
grade level, cumulative grade point av-
erage, and 'ntelligence. Both groups
were administered a series of pre- and
post-treatment tests which were em-
ployed as criterion measures. The stu-
dents in the "Science and Culture"
course evidenced significantly greater
increases in understanding' the sc
tific process, scientists as an occupa-
tional group, and science as an inter-
acting institution. They also showed
significantly greater gains in critical
thinking ability, in emphasis on theo-
retical values, and in understanding
the character of scitntific and non-

scientific segments within cultures.
There was no evidence that students
in the experimcotal course had a
greater increase in substantive scien-
tific knowledge.

Ins-rauerton
Methods. In the general area of so-

cial studies instruction, the largest
quantity of research continues to be in
the testing of various methods or tech-
niques of teaching. The bulk of ttese
purport to compare a "tradition.," or
"conventional" methodology with
some favored approach, such as simula-
tion, case study, or concept-generaliza-
tion development. Ot.1:-s compose two
or more variations of ; hunent and at-
tempt to determine the most efficacious
one for a partienlar result. A number
of other methodologically oriented
studies are classified in this review as
being more descriptive than compara-
tive in nature. That is, the researchers
have identified certain instructional
behaviors arid have set out to observe
their occurrence in the conduct of in-
struction.

In an experiment designed to test
the comparative valde of two methods
of instruction, Socratic and recitation,
in teaching critical thinking. Shaver
and Oliver (vs) found no significant
differences between them. The experi-
ment ireolved is seventh- and
eighth-grade Boston pupils. Common
background in the form of written
material and movies was provided, but
subjects were assigned to one of two
discussion groups. Adequate ch.,c1c.

were made to insure that the pre-
scribed methods were employed. With
intelligence nd pre-test scores as co-
variants the investigators found no sig-
nificant differences between experi-
mental groups as measured by the
Iowa Test of Educational Develop-
ment, social studies information and
social studies reading. the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,
and the Michigan State Test of Prob-
lem Solving. On tests developed espe-
cially for the project, significant differ-
ences favoring the Socratic method
were found.

Further analysis by Shaver and
Oliver involved, test scores and certain
personality measures. Having pre-
viously found correlational analysis
unproductive, the investigators turned
to covariance analysis. The distribu-
tions for each of !s personality mea-
sures were trisecten. Each third was
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then classified by treatment for two-
way analysis of covariance with intelli-
gence and pre-test scores as covariant,
These analyses provided a number of
significant, but not totally systematic
differences. In general, only the more
open, less authoritarian, more confi-
dent students did better with he So-
cratic method. The findings, though
not definitive, support a general con-
clusion "that all students do not react
similarly to the same teaching behav-
ior." even when intelligence and prior
knowledge are held constant.

A more definitive report of this im-
poi study was published in ig66
by Oliver and Shaver (6o) as a prog-
ress report of the first five years of the
Harvard University Social Studies Pro-
ject. Their book,. Teaching Public Is-
sues in the High School, focuses on the
development of jurisprudential stratt -
gies in dealing with values, issues, aid
policies in social studies classrooms.

The hypothesis tested in hfcArthur's
(54) study was that students who were
taught world history using television
retain information over an extended
period as well as. but not significantly
better than, students taught in conven-
tional classes. The experimental group
of 51 students received world history
instruction by television and the con-
trol group of 113 students received
world history instruction without the
use of television. Both groups were ad-
ministered alternate forms of the Cum-
mings World History Test for the pre-
and post-measures. The results indi-
cated that the students who were
taught world history "sing television
retained information observably, but
not significantly better than students
taught world history in conventional
classes. Also a student questionnaire
dealing with the world history course,
student out-of-school activities, and the
educational aspirations ef students in-
dicated no significant differences be
tween the two groups in the aspects
covered by the questionnaire.

Garvey and Seiler (25) failed to
find significant difference in the
achievement of high school students
taught by simulated and traditional
methods. They lispothesized that simu-
lation would produce significantly bet-
ter results than those obtained iri
classes taught by lecture-discussion
methods. The subjects were 405
tweifthzehrk American government
students in two high schools in Kansas.
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The experimental group which em-
ployed simulation consisted of :25 stu-
dents; the remaining students consti-
tuted the control group. The same two
teachers at each high school, both hav-
ing had previous experience in the use
of simulation, taught their respective
experimental and control classes. Test
data were acquired at the introduction
of oistruction ith international rela-
tions, at the conclusion of a six-week
unit c: instruction, and approximately
two months subsequent to termination
of instruction. Criterion measures con-
sisted of a content test designed to test
for factual and conceptual knowledge,
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal, the Cornell Critical Think-
ing Test, and an attitude survey of stu-
dents. Reading ability, grade-point-av-
erage, sex, 1.Q. and age data were col-
lected.

Estes (22) experimentally tested the
effectiveness of a case study method as
compared to a lecture-written assign-
ment approach for teaching the. Bill of
Rights. The investigator, employing
the case method, and two colleagues,
employing the traditional method.
taught 424 twelfth-grade California
high school youths alphabetically as-
signed to the treatments. Socioeco-
nomic, sociometric, and tolerance
scales were used in the evaluation. The
experimen. -r concluded that the case
method produced significantly higher
tolerance scores and higher agreement
with Bill of Rights principles than did
the traditional method, Highly reli-
gious, blue collar, and racial minority
youths and children of less educated
fathers were found to be less tolerant.

Dodge (15) found that 64 students
taught by a concept-generalization ap-
proach for an eight-week period in
American history made a significant
gain in learning an-! organizing histor-
ical knowledge when compared with
59 students taught by a traditional ap-
proach. Dodge concluded on the basis
of his study that concept ;generalization
development makes learning an active,
meaningful, interesting, transferable,
and unified process and can result in
significantly greater achievement than
a traditional approach emphasizing
memorization, simple questions and
answers, and adherence to the text-
book. Dodge discovered, however, that
pupils need guidance and practice in
developing conceptgeneralizaiion skills.
Developing concepts step by step ap-

peared to be a crucial factor in this
process.

Baker (4) experimentally compared
differences in learning, retention, and
attitudes of eighth-grade American his-
tory pupils taught by conventional and
simulated methods. A total of 131 pu-
pils were randomly assigned to one of
four classes. Each class was taught by
the investigator for three weeks. Func-
tionally, the simulation tnethods repro-
duced the major characteristics and
problems of the social, econotnic, and
political systems of our country be-
tween 184o and 186o. ft presented the
historical problems of our country in
the structure of international politics
in simplified form. The traditional
method was described as a "read and
discuss the textbook method." A spe-
cially prepared and analysed 55-item
pupil achievement test was used as the
criterion measure. Employing variance
analysis, Baker found significant post-
test results favoring pupils taught by
the simulation method. The test of re-
tention favored the experimental
group and a statistically positive attitu-
dinal change favoring "a more central-
ized and efficient policy-making proce-
dure' was found for the experimental
group. He concluded that the pupils
taught through simulated procedures
had a "greater appreciation for the
complexity of our country's pre-Civil
War problems."

NicCree (55) compared two methods
of teaching history by analyzing the
achievements of two groups of college
freshmen. The experimental group, di-
vided into three reading-level sub-
groups, approached the teaching of
history through thematic units struc-
tured by the Carnegie Curriculum Proj-
ect. The control group, also sub-
grouped arid paired with the experi-
mental sub-groups. studied history in
the "customary, chronological" order.
In two of the three pairs of sub-groups
compared, there was no significant
difference in the comprehension and
retention of history as measured by the
Cooperative American History Test.
The third pair of sub-groups compared
showed a significant difference. Other
factors related to achievement in his-
tory. as reported in the study, were
reading level and school abilities.

Williamson (70 compared an in-
depth approach to American history to
a conventional in-breadth approach.
He used pre- and post-scores on the
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Crary Americo- History Test, the
Iowa Test of Educational Develop-
ment, the Watson Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, and Principles of
Democracy, and measures of student
attitude toward any school subject as
criteria. Observations were made to as-
sure that participating teachers used
the prescribed approaches. The study
involved 116 suburban tenth-grade pu-
pils. No significant differences were
found between treatment groups for
content and problem- solving measures,
but the in-depth group was found to
have a significantly more positive atti-
tude toward the subject. It was con-
cluded that the approaches were
equally effective in teaching content
and problem solving.

Four studies examined the effects of
two or more alternative treatments in
elementary social studies classrooms. In
only one study of this group were com
parisons made with a no-tteatment or
conventional situation.

Crabtree (12) carefully designed an
experiment to test the effects of
teacher structuring on children's think-
ing. Two groups of second-grade pu-
pils were subjected to two experimen-
tal programs each involving a

15-minute antecedent discussion period
under the direct influence of the
teacher and a consequent 25-minute
dramatic play pet iod when the subjects
were free to engage in a non-directed
but related activity. The critical vari-
able of teacher structuring of the dis-
cussion differentiated the two pra
grants, but in both cases sufficient
structure was established to center the
pupils' interest and circumscribe !Tie.
want inquiry. In general, the goals,
concepts and procedures in the struc-
tured antecedent discussion period
were carefully predetermined by the
teacher. In contrast, the discussion pe-
riod of the other group was character.
ized by joint participation of students
arid teacher in establishing structure,
frames of reference, and criteria. The
free-play period, selected in this re-
search because of its rich opportunities
for observation of thinking. also repre-
sented high and minimal environmen-
tal structure. Crabtree anticipated that
her population of al second-grade pu-
pils, individually tested, paired. and
randomly assigned to two groups,
would exhibit different thinking pat.
terns when exposed to the two treat-
ments. Each group functioned as its
own control in that it had each treat-



ment for three weeks utilizing the sim-
ilar studies of harbors and airports. In
order to test her hypotheses that stu-
dents when exposed to the highly
structured discussions and the high
realism materials in the play-period en-
vironment would exhibit less divergent
and more convergent thinking, and
when exposed to the jointly deter-
mined structured discussions and low-
realism materals in the play environ-
ment would exhibit divergent re-
sponses, Crabtree devised two observa-
tion scales. Her study verified the hy-
po.:ieses in that structuring did pro-
duce more convergent thinking while
relative permissiveness elicited more
frequent examples of divergent think-
ing.

Ryan (65) tested the effect of alter-
native uses of linear programs on
fourth-grade pupils' learning of gen-
eral geographic features of Japan.
After making programs coinciding
with fiv, topics in a textbook, he se-
lected four groups of students for dif-
ferent program treatments. Three
groups used the programs supple-
mented by either before or after text-
book reading or map work over a
nine-day period. The fourth group
used the programs alone over a 'five-
day period. Ryan found that the sup-
plemented groups scored significantly
higher than the unsupplemented
group both on immediate post-tests
and the retention tests given two
weeks later; but the Reading-Program
and the Program-Activity groups ap-
peared to be favored treatments for
certain criterion measures. Also ,signifi-
cant correlations between success and
I.Q. were found for each treatment.

Slah (7) compared the effect of the
use of an adult, daily newspaper and a
children's, commercial classroom paper
in fourth,, fifth-, and sixth-grade social
studies. Two classes at each of these
levels, equated on reading achievement
and mental maturity, were subjected
to the two media about an hour a
week for ten weeks in their study of
current affairs. Criterion tests were
given to all six classes at the end of
the ten lessons measuring knowledge
of national and international organiza-
tions, world leaders, political geogra-
phy, current affairs, and the ability to
read and understand adult newspa-
pers. Analysis of the data seemed to
show that the formal study of current
affairs at the fourth-grade level, using

either adult or chi' lren's papers, is of
limited value. Fo ...alized study based
on written material was four I to he
both appropriate and desirable at the
fifth and sixth grades. The use of adult
newspapers was better for teaching
sixth graders about geography, leaden,
and organizations; but the children's
papers worked better for teaching cur-
rent affairs knowledge in specific con-
tent areas. Neither technique proved
advantageous in improving the reading
and understanding of adult newspa-
pers.

Thompson (77) studied the relative
effectiveness of varying degrees of spec-
ificity in organized economic curricu-
lum content materia..ls with three ex-
perimental groups of fifth-grade pu-
pils. The first group used specific ques-
tions keyed to specific concepts; the
second group stressed the same con-
cepts, but did not ose specific ques-
tions; and the third group was in-
structed to emphasize economics wher-
ever possible in the regular curricu-
lum. There was also a no-treatment
control group. One affective and two
cognitive tests were developed and an-
alyzed by the investigator for use as
criteria. Analysis of covariance with in-
telligence as the covariant produced.
results favoring the employment of the
materials in the least structured way.

Three methodological studies may
be classified as descriptive-observa-
tional. In each instance, behavioral
criteria were established or assumed
and the performance of teachers or pu-
pils was observed :Ind described with
reference to these criteria.

In a study by Herman (35), 14 fifth-
grade teachers were randomly assigned
to above-average, average, and below-
average classes. The teachers were vis-
ited by observers during five dlerent
social studies lessons of a common six-
weeks long topic. Observations of class-
room activities were coded using the
OSCAR system to determine the use of
listening, speaking, reading, and writ-
ing activities. Speaking and listening
activities accounted for 7q percent of
the lesson time, while reading and
writing were used t7 percent of the
time. An analysis of variance indicated
significant differences among the kinds
of activities used by teachers in the
various types of classes, and among the
kinds of activities used at specific
times. In another report of this study,
Herman (36) used t' 't Flanders system
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to observe verbal interaction at the
beginning and at the end of a unit of
instruction and at three equally spaced
intermediate times. Flanders I/D ratios
were computed. Teachers of more able
students were found to use more indi-
rect instruction, to be more demo-
cratic, and to allow more student-cen-
tered activities.

Davis (14) concluded that the intel-
lectual atmosphere of 44 social studies
classrooms taught by student teachers
could only be described as "meager."
He based his conclusion on an analysis
of the classroom questions asked by the
subject teachers using a specially pre-
pared "Teacher-Pupil Question Inven-
tory." 1 he TPQI classification sys-
tem was derived from Bloom's cogni-
tive taxonomy as interpreted by San-
ders in Cla.z.rroom Questions. The
questions asked by student teachers
were highly correlated and almost all
of them could be classified as either
"memory," "translation," or "interpre-
tation." The latter two combined can
be thought of as "comprehension."
Thus the questions asked in the social
studies classrooms were overwhelm-
ingly of the memory-comprehension
variety. The investigator recommended
that classroom questions be given in-
creased attention and that pre-service
experiences be utilized to improve the
questioning skill of student teachers.

After theoretically identifying the
structure-discovery approach as being
subsumed in the larger curricular
theory of Education for Reflection,
Ribble (64) more particularly de-
scribed the related behavioral charac-
teristics entailed in teaching the Eco-
nomic Project materials developed at
The Ohio State University. He created
a classroom observational device which
he and three trained observers used to
record these behaviors during five vis-
its to ten classrooms where the project
materials were in use. Each observer
also ranked the ten teachers according
to adherence to structure prescriptions
and adherence to discovery prescrip-
tions by means of an instrument pre-
pared by Ribble. Each teacher's
unique combination of these prescrip-
tions was also judged and predictions
of class achievement were made on the
basis of these judgments. The judg-
mental instrument itself proved reli-
able and objective; but the predictions
derived from it, after appropriate sta-
tistical treatment, were not signifi-
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curtly related with the Project's mea-
sures of achievement. From his study,
Rib`de concluded that "the use of nee
structuren.scoveri approac! is charac-
terized by a dialogue between the
te2c.leer and the students nthich pro-
m(' 's. reflective examination of the
-oneeptual t elationships purported to
e. st N.:Ain the structure of a disci-
pline."

Masealas and Zevin (53) investi-
gated in some 3o secondary classrooms
over a period of three years the several
Inn ..'.eses posed Ai the Woods Hole
C ,icrence of 1959 relative to instruc-
tion and learning. Their book, Cre-
ative Encounters in the Classroom, de-
scribes and interprets many episod-
emphasizing the procedures of analysis,
discovery, and value examination in
social studies. Their conduct and ob-
servation of these teaching and learn-
ing phenomena suggested to them that
some students experienced mild frustra-
tion when left without exact answers.
Most students, however, accepted the
tentativeness of knowledge implicit in
these processes of inquiry and operated
logically and rationally at a high level
of motivation. The teachers assumed
the major tasks of planning and ini-
tiating stimulating encounters and sus-
taining and rewarding students' effec-
tive participation in the lesson.

Materials. Six of the studies re-
viewed focused their attention on so-
cial studies materials. In some cases the
attempt was to test the effect of certain
kinds of materials on student perfor-
mance. In others, the more important
instructional implications related to
tl e level or type of content in stdn-
Jard social studies materials or the ap-
propriateness of certain kinds of mete-
rials for young children.

Dooley (16) investigated the com-
parative efficacy of economics materials
fulfilling the requirements for the
study when taught to 484 disadvan-
taged fourth-grade children. Disadvan-
taged was judged as eligibility of the
students' families for special funds.
Teacher efficiency ratings were used to
equalize differences due to variances in
teacher competencies. A general pre-
and post-design was used with a care-
fully prepared achievement test as the
criterion. Three variables were exam-
ined: program and sex and race of
student. A number of covariants were
used. Significant differences were
found for programs and race, but no

significant differences were found for
sex. Dooley cnnchAded that "some ef-
fect on learning may ac ic from the
method in which econo: .iu materials
are written ;es: culturally disadvan-
taged fourth -grade su')jects. Materials
utilizing r `le inductive method may
enable subject to achieve significanth,
higher gain scores."

Jefferds (4) found "no advantage
to children who received economics in-
struction from the 'packaged' instruc-
tional materials" developed by Se-
nesh's economics curriculum project at
Purdue University. Three. experimen-
tal groups were rompared. Group one
tatiIized the packaged materials enti-
tled, "Our Worki. :' World"; group
two used the packaged curriculum as
resource materials; and group three re-
ceived regular instructions in the same
concepts as discussed in four tit service
teacher meetings. Analysis of variance
and covariance using pupil scores from
the Elementary Economics Test, Form
A, and the Lee Clark Reading flee
ness Test produced insignificant dill r-
.ences among the experimental groups.

Gillespie (28) concluded that
"methodology in the teaching of read-
ing must be redesigned to provide ap-
propriate guidance in developing the
skills necessary for effective perfor-
mance in a varlet), of content." Her
conclusion was based on multidimen-
sional analyses of fifth -grade basal
readers and social studies texts. The
content analysis revealed significant
differences for the categories of plot vs.
exposition, character vs. personages,
and themes vs. key ideas. Other differ-
ences were found indicating that the
skills necessary for reading basal read-
ers differ significantly from the skills
required for reading fifth-grade social
studies .:ext material.

The purpose of Windley's (8o)
study was to learn at what levels of
cognition that information was pre-
sented and to ascertain the amount of
attention that was given to the social
science disciplines in two classroom
current affairs periodicals. An analysis
was made of the feature articles, ac-
companying discussion questions, and
non-textual materials in Current
Events and Junior Scholastic far
1964.1965 and 1965-t966. The unit of
iniure used in coding was the para-
graph. Descriptive categories similar to
those formulated by Bloom were em-
ployed. Windley found that the great-
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est atte.10)n was given to textual ques-
tions wnich required recall of specific
and relatively concrete types of knowl-
edge. Content emphasis was upon po-
litical science. followed by economics
and history; and the /east attention
:vas given to anthropology and sociol-
ogy.

Gengler (z5) tested 91 boys and 97
girls in dn. sixth-grade in 23 Oregon
schools on their ability to "apply the
terminology of geography to the sym-
bolism on atlas maps." The students
were asked to point to map representa-
tions when each geographical term was
announced. In rases of doubtful iden-
tification, the students were asked to
define the term or point to another
part of the map to locate the same
symbol. Eighty-five percent of the stu-
dents were unable to point to a cape,
the least identifiable symbol on the
map. Fifty-one percent of the students
were unable to identif; a valley,
though every child could verbally de-
scribe a valley. "Lake" proved to be
the most translatable term, being
pointed out properly by over n5 per-
cent of the. nupils. Boys did better on
the test than girls, but Gengler found
that verbal capability and symbolic
conceptualization are different skills
for both sexes.

In an effort to determine the acqui-
sition of perspective ability in elemen-
tary school children, Miller (58) ad-
ministered to 15o K-G children a per-
spective test involving their judging
from what direction each of a series of
pictures was taken of a three-dimen-
sional map. For most children the abil-
ity to deal with the concept of perspec-
tive was well developed by age i2. Yew
children were able to coordinate per-
spectives befo.c the first or second
grade.

Organizational patterns. A few stud-
ies examined organizational practices.
with instructional implications. Three
of these sought to determine the effect
of team teaching on the achievement
of social studies objectit es.

A study conducted by Chamberlain
(7) compared the academic perfor-
mance in United States history of an
experimental and control group and
analyzed the reactions and attitudes of
team-taught students toward the
method. The experimental classes, con-
sisting of go students in each class,
were taught by two teachers who uti-
lized the part-time services of an auxil-



Lary teacher and a teacher aid. The
control clz eses consisted of 35 students
who were taught by one Leather in the

di.ional manner. A form of the
Coopetasite: American History Test
wet 'utilized to study academic perfor-
mance. The results of the study indi-
cated that students taught in a conven-
tional class achieved significantly
higher s...,ees on the criterion test than

It. .t- taught students. Additionally,
the findings revealed that the advan-
tage achieved in United States history
by the control group was with students
of higher ability. Students taught by
the team teaching method reacted fa-
vorably to the course, as represented
by questionnaire responses.

Jester (44) was concerned with the
effects of team teaching organization
on the social studies achievement of
eighth-grade students. He compmed
team teaching organization with de-
partmental c,ganisation. Data were
collected which indicated that prior to
exposure to the .experimental condi-
tions, the experimental and control
groups did not differ significantly on
five educationally related variables. In
terms of the experimental conditions,
the only intentional and recognizable
difference between the two groups was
the use of team-teaching techniques.
At the end of the experimental term,
which lasted for one academic year,
the students of both groups were
tested with standard instruments of so-
cial studies achievement. There was no
significant difference between the two
groups in social studies achievement.

Fraenkel (23) tested the popular hy-
pothesis that newer scheduling and or-
ganizational devices promote student
learning. Specifically, he compared
subject achievement of students taught
under flexible scheduling and varied
sizes of team-taught classes. The sub-
jects were 137 eleventh-grade, first
semester, San Francisco Bay Area
United States history students. The cri-
terion was a specially prepared and
tested achievement rest directly related
to the common goals of the two
groups. Subjects were randomly as-
signed to treatment and the same
teachers taught both experimental
groups. Fraenkel found no significant
differences between groups on the re-
call and recognition part of the crite-
rion examination, but did find the ex-
perimental group favored significantly
on the part measuring higher cognitive

processes. Further examination of the
data by ability quartile (SCAT) re-
vealed no significant advantage for ei-
tent: treatment. In general, recall and
recognition were facilitated by tradi-
tional organization for less able pupils;
but for bright students flexible sched-
ules and team teaching were beneficial
with regard to higher cognitive pro-
cesses. He concluded that "teaching
teams may indeed be more effective ...
in producing :...,.yin types of learn-
ing."

In two parallel studies Splittgerber
(75) and Joekel (45) surveyed senior
and junior high schools with reference
to their grouping procedures in social
studies. From existing research Splits-
gerber designed a questionnaire to
gather data regarding the grouping
procedures used in high schools. The
instrument was sent to 337 selected
high schools. Of the 275 schools from
which responses were received, 137 in-
dicated some grouping- procedures for
social studies instruction. One hundred
fifty-one social studies teachers in these
high schools were then surveyed to de-
termine the procedures used for pro-
viJing variations in content, emphasis,
and methods for grouped levels, and
administrators of five responding high
schools were interviewed concerning
(Trouping procedures. Splittgerber
Lund that the most common approach
to grouping was to organize pupils
into three levels. He found wide sup-
port for grouping practices and signifi-
cant interest in the mechanics of
grouping, but very little provision for
the differentiation of instruction. Most
often, teachers attempted to individ-
ualize instruction by altering the
depth and comprehensiveness in treat-
ment of subject matter rather than
providing unique content fos each
group. He concluded that recognition
of grouping as only one aspect of indi-
vidualizing instruction is necessary be-
fore effective psogress can be made.

To ascertain any differences in the
materials and instructional approaches
used in grouped and non-grouped so-
cial studies classes Joekel surveyed 484
junior high school administrators of
schools organized on a 6-3-3 basis in
eight midwestern states using a ques-
tionnaire based on a review of the lit-
erature. The administrators of six se-
lected junior high schools were inter-
viewed and questionnaire reactions of
28o randomly selected social studies
teachers were also obtained. Jeekel
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found that few social studies teachers
differentiated significantly in the orga-
nization, method, material, evaluation
techniques, content, activities, or au-
dio-visual material for various ability
groups. In both grouped and non-
grouped classes individualization of in-
struction depended largely upon the
classroom teacher.

Critical thinking and controversial
issues. The processes of critical think-
ing and the :reatment of controversial
issuef received the major attention in
six research efforts. Four of these were
classroom experimental studies investi-
gating the effects of certain strategies
or materials on student achievement of
critical-thinking goals. One analyzed a
group of guidebooks according to a set
of criteria closely related to critical
thinking and another surveyed profes-
sional and lay attitudes toward the
treatment of controversy in social stud-
ies classrooms.

The purposes of Hunkins' (39)
study were to determine whether a
dominant use in social studies text
materials of analysis and evaluation
questions, as defined by Bloom would
effectively stimulate the development
of critical thinking in students of
sixth-grade social studies, and to learn
if the emphasis on these questions
would improve the social studies
achievement of these students. Two
hundred sixty students in sixth-grade
classes of a large suburban school sys-
tem were randomly assigned to Condi-
tion A, dominant emphasis on analysis
and evaluation questions, or to Condi-
tion B, dominant emphasis on knowl-
edge qnestions. Students used the spe-
cially prepared materials for both Con-
ditions and B as coordinated by the
teachers. Taba's Social Studies Infer-
ence Test served as the criterion mea-
sure of critical thinking and a social
studies achievement test developed by
the investigator served as the criterion
measure of achievement. Students
using the text materials with question
emphasis on analysis and evaluation
did not differ significantly in critical
thinking from students who used simi-
lar type materials with a major empha-
sis on knowledge questions. Howes-
students receiving the high level :.,ses-
tions demonstrated significantly higher
scores in social stunies achievement
than did 'students receiving low level
questions. Reading level exerted a sig-
nificant influence upon the level of
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achievement for sratfents in both con-
ditions.

1 tunkins and Shapiro (40) ins esti:.
Crated whether the case method .p-
pruach was superior to the lecture text-
book approach in teachins fifth-grade
social studies. Two classes of similar
size and distribution were given the
two treatments over 16 instructional
perk. s. The experimetitai class read,
wru e answers to questions, and dis-
ce'sed ten one-page case st..4dies deal-
ing with economics, equality ,1 d citi-
zenship, and freedom of speech, wor-
ship, and privacy. Discussions were de-
signed to force children to take and
defend positions and to analyse their
arguments from various points of view.
Only the case group made significant
gains between the pre- and post-crite-
rion tests, Forms A and B of Behavior
Preference Record. Hunkins and Sha-
piro concluded that elementary school
children can be taught to think criti-
cally and that the case method is art ef-
fective means for accomplishing this
purpose.

Gagnon (24) conducted an explor-
atory study to determine if the employ-
ment of a methodology consisting of
the clarifying process, thinking indica-
tors, and thinking operations by a
group of experimental teachers would
result in improved performances by
their pupils on a thinking test and if
training in this methodology would
change the teachers' behavior in the
classroom and increase their ability to
assess their pupils' thinking potential.
When compared with an untrained
group of fifth- and sixth-grade teachers
of the Grosse Pointe Public Schools,
Gagnon's experimental teachers asked
more than five times a many clari-
fying questions. Clarifying questions
were thought to be a principal strategy
of the clarifying process. The trained
experimental teachers used more of
ttic 15 models of clarifying questions
than the untrained teachers and the
experimentally taught students exhib-
ited a significantly larger number of
thinking indicators in their remarks
than did the students of the untrained
teachers. One out of every six ques-
tions asked by the experimental teach-
ers was a clarifying question; only one
clarifying question out of each 35
questions was asked by the untrained

. teachers. Significant differences in
scores o,i thinking tests did not occur
between the groups of students; and

trained and untrained teachers
air wed no differences in their abilities

ank their pupils for their es .imated
thinking potential as measurer by the
tests. From an analysis of tape record-
inks Gagnon concluded that instruc-
tion on questioning behavior can
change the classroom conduct of teach-
ers and students.

Eisele (21) tested the te/pothesis
that pupils of teachers who uss. "re-
source guides" would do better co a
test of critical thinking than pupils of
teachers who use resource units. A re-
source guide was defined as "a re-
trieval system of a resource unit from
an electronic corm uter related to the
objectives and characteristics of learn-
ers." A basic pre and post-treatment
tic-ign using the Watson-Glaser Criti-
cal 11:inking Appraisal was used to
test the babe hypthesis. The subjects
were 11 teacn:tes and their eleventh-
grade social studic: pupils. The three
different treatments employed the use
of resource guides with critical think-
i-.g objectives, resource guides without
critical thinking objectives, and re-
source units alone. Analysis of variance
produced results favoring the use of re-
source guides over the use of resource
units alone. The investigator con-
cluded that resource guides, as an aid
to unit teaching, can help to individ-
ualize instruction, help pupils de-
velop skill in critical thinking, and as-
sist teachers in decision making.

Sandberg (66) analyzed the guide-
books on teaching about communism
issued by state departments of educa-
tion during the years 1962-1964 for the
purpose of determining their concep-
tions of communism and to evaluate
the recommended methods of teaching.
He also attempted to determine the
guidebooks' recommended approaches
to attitude development and their use
fulness in fostering a reflective analysis
of values and :beliefs. Analysis of the
guidebooks was done in terms of a "re-
flective-analytic" theory of teaching
which aims to improve the understand-
ing of controversial issues and to in-
crease the consistency among one's
values. Sandberg found that the guides
favored democratic institutions and
values and generally placed commu-
nism in disrepute. The guides were
found riot '.o differentiate between atti-
tudes, values, propositions, and con-
cepts. The p. eferred method of in-
struction was described as indoctrina-
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tion. He con:I:hied that 'n terms of
reflective-analytical model teaching,
the guidebooks v:cre of 1;ttle value.

Schremser ('o) sought to identify
differences among four policy-
making group toward the teaching of
controversial issues. A questionnaire
dealing with political, economic, social,
religious, rac)al, and international is-

sues was distributed to too randomly
selected individuals in each of four
policy making categories, secondary so-
cial studies, teachers, secondary princi-
pal: school superintendents, and
schol board members. A total of 313
completed questionnaires were re-
turned. Item ratings were subjected to
Chi-square analysis. A variety of spe-
cific findings were reported leading the
investigator to conclude that "teaching
about controversial issues . . . should
present no grave problems" in New
Jersey's schools due to differences
among the four groups. He also con-
cluded that there were no safe issues
and that there was need for board pol-
icies and administrative guidelines for
teaching controversial issues. Teacher
training and in-service programs
should deal with the teaching of con-
troversial issues, and administrative
leadership and guidance would be
helpful.

Attitudes and values. A final group
of studies focused on the developmer t
of attitudes and values. Bottorff (51
investigated the reaction of lower class
white and Negro children and middle
class white third-grade children to "key
social studies words." Each word was
printed on a single page of a test
booklet. For some words, pupils were
asked to indicate tilt.' "like" of "dis-
like" for each word; for other words
pupils were asked to write the mean-
ing of the word in the booklet. These
reponses were then coded as "posi-
tive," "neutral," or "negative." Using
Chi-square procedures, the investiga-
tor concluded that middle-class pupils
reacted more positively to key social
studies words than either lower class
white or Negro pupils. Bottorff found
that most children reacted negatively
to "Indian" and positively to "white";
but neither lower class group liked the
word "; 'ack." Females showed more
positive reactions than males in each
grOup. Whites reacted more positively
to "church," "house" and "school"
than did Negroes.

Karns' (47) study dealt with the at-



'etudes of teachers and students toward
instructional television materials which
were in conflict with the material con-
tained in the adopted social studies
text. The study was conducted in a
large, suburban, public school system
in Ohio utilizing 44 sixth -grade classes.
Thirteen videotaped telelessons were
developed utilizing a regular sixth-
grade teacher. Indigenous Africans,
st'tdying in the United States, pre-'
senteci information about their indi-
vidal countries. Attitude measures
were administered prior to and follow-
ing the telecast series to determine
pupil and teacher authority prefer-
ences. Alternative auth lrity prefer-
ences included parent, teacher, text-
book, current periodical or encyclope-
dia, and a native person appearing on
instructional television. At the termi-
nation of the television series, a spe-
cially constructed instrument secured
pupils' and teachers' preferences for
conflicing statements from the wicks-
siert and textbook. Both teachers and
pupils selected television statements as
being more authoritative than text
materials. Teachers' attitudes toward
instructional television as ass authority
source improved significantly following
the telcleison scric,; but there was no
significant change in teachers' low
preference f n- textbooks. There was a
statistical difference in the expressed
authority source preference of high
and low achieving pupils. While both
groups favored textbooks, encyclope-
dias, and periodicals, high achievers
showed a greater preference for in-
structional television than did low
achievers. Neither high nor low achiev-
ing pupils gave much emphasis to par-
ents and teachers as authority sources
and there was a direct relationship be-
tween tetchors' authority source prefer-
ences and preferences of their classes.

Meux and his colleagues (57) were
concerned with problems that arise
when values are treated in social stud-
ies instruction. Four different strategies
were presented its writt s form to four
groups of students. The strategies dif-
fered in degree and kind of justifica-
tion for value ratings. The core strat-
egy, the weakest support, contained
only relevant information statements.
The second s.,rategy, viewed as stronger
in support, contained core plus citing
authority moves. The third strategy,
viewed as still stronger in support,
contained core plus analogy moves.

The fourth and strongest contained
core plus criterion and associated de-
scription moves. Test results indicated
consistent patterns of differences
among the core, authority, analogy,
and criterion groups. Th,, ,-riterion
strategy group reacted more ne Tatively
to fluoridation and the use of pesti-
cides than did the other three strategy
groups. Additionally, a higher propor-
tion of subject, in the criterion strat-
egy group gave better reasons for not
using pesticides. The core strategy
group reacted less negatively to fluori-
dation and the use of pesticides than
did the other three strategy groups.

In philosophical inquiry, Dwyer
(20) investigated the problems of
teacli.ng children how to deal ration-
ally with ethical questions. He recog-
nized that students are encouraged to
investigate ethical questions, but he as-
sumed that formal education does not
equip them to deal effectively with
such questions. Dwyer identified two
problems accounting for most of the
student difficulties with ethical- ques-
tions. First, students 'are told to ask,
"What is right?" instead of, "What is
reasonable for me to believe about
what I ought to do as right?" Second,
they are offered no agreed upon
method of rational inquiry into ethical
questions. Dwyer suggests scientific in-
quiry as a paradigm of rational in-
quiry in ethics.

MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION

The cognitive level of civics learning
experiences for tg fifth-grade classes of
a unified Los Angeles County school
district were studies by Kirsch (49).
Three-methods were used to assess lev-
els of cognition. The first method con-
sisted of two multiple-choice tests, one
designed to measure children's knowl-
edge and comprehension of the area
under study and the other designed to
measure children's ability to apply
knowledge and understanding of the
area. A second method used was indi-
vidual tape recorded interviews with
sample of the children designed to
probe more fully their understanding
of the area. The third evaluative de-
vice employed was observation of
teachers to determine whether teach-
ing behavior was related to pupil per-
formance. Analyses of the performance
of pupils by sex, socioeconomic status,
am- I.Q. yielded the following conclu-
sions: (a) Boys appeared to be supe-
rior to girls at the cognitive levels of
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knowledge andcornprehension but less
so at the level of application of knowl-
edge to specific events. (b) Socioeco-
nomic status seemed to be related to
knowledge, comprehension, and appli-
cation levels of cognition. (c) I.Q.
seemed to be the most significant fac-
t es. influencing pupil behavior on the
two multiple-choice tests and during
the interviews. (d) Observed teaching
practices did not seem to stress any
one level of cognition. (e) The influ-
r ce of teaching style on learning out-
, ones was unclear.

Stampfcr (76) studied the attain-
ment of map skills by 600 fourth-grade
pupils. "The Joyce Sequence of
Map and Globe Skills in Elementary
Schools" was used as the criterion.
Analysis of test results indicated signif-
icant increases in mastery for 16 of the
3o skills measured For four skills, sig-
nificant differences were found be-
tween fourth and fifth-, and fifth- and
sixth-grade pupils, but no significant
differences were found between grades
4 and 6. He concluded that the ob-
served patterns of map and globe skill
attainment differed significantly from
the pattern anticipated.

Daughtrey (13) compared the level
of economic understanding of 2,I50
graduating seniors from the Norfolk,
Virginia, public high schools with na-
tional norms using Form A of the Test
of Economic Uncle:standing, published
by Science Research Associates. Addi-
tionally, the study sought statistically
significant differences in test perfor-
mance between groups having had eco-
nomics, basic business subjects, a com-
bination of these, or neither of these.
In general, Norfolk graduates did not
compare favorably with national
norms for the criterion instrument;
nor did differing combinations of
courses in business and economics pro-
duce differences in achievement. Many
of the most dilficult test items for Nor-
folk students dealt with "Economic
Growth and Stability," while many of
the least difficult test Items dealt with
"What Does the Economy Produce and
How?"

The Test of Economic Understand-
ing was also used by Healey (3.1) in
her dual purpose study. Her first pur-
pose was to determine the degree of
economic understanding possessed by
senior high school students at the be-
ginning and at the end of a one-semes-
ter-required course in economics. Her
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second purpose was to determin! the
degree of economic comprehension
achieved by terminal high school grad.
uates on a test of practical application.
In the first phase of the study Forms A
and B of the Test of Economic Under-
standing were administered as pre. and
post-tests to both college-bound and
non.a:ollege.bound students enrolled in
an economics course. In the second
phase of the study a ten-problem
Economic Comprehension Test to de-
termine application of economic un-
derstanding was given to non-college-
bound graduates of the school as well
as to graduates of the preceding five
year period, 1960-1964. None of the
comparisons of the first phase pro-
duced statistical significance. However,
college-bound seniors made higher gain
scores on the Test of Economic Un-
derstanding than did non-college.
bound seniors and higher I.Q. students
made larger gains on the test than did
lower I.Q. students. In the second
phase of the study, the non-college-
bound graduates of the five-year pe-
riod, 1960-1964, made higher scores on
the ten-problem Economic Compre-
hension Test than did the class of
most recent non-college-bound gradu-
ates, Item analyses of responses on the
Economic Comprehension Test indi-
cated that items dealing with direct,
practical topics had a higher percent of
correct responses than did items dealing
with is direct, abstract topics.

THE SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER

A number of studies dealt particu-
larly with characteristics, preparation,
or effectiveness of social studies teach-
ers. While at least two ad the studies
included in this classification employed
experimental designs. using social stud-
ies students and special materials or
treatments, it was the judgment of the
reviewers that their most telling impli-
cations related to the teachers them-
selves.

To determine the social studies
competence of juniors and seniors en-
rolled in c'ementary education at the
University of Tennessee, Chandler (8)
gathered social studies grade point av-
erages and social studies scores on the
Sequential Test of Educational Prog-
ress and the American College Test for
457 juniors and seniors enrolled in any
one of three professional courses. Simi-
lar scores were obtained for a group of
social studies majors for comparative
purposes. In gene; al, die elementary

majors were competent in social stud-
ies.

Irvin (42) surveyed junior high
school social, studies teachers with five
or less years experience in three North
Central Region high schools. Her pur-
pose was to- determine the perceived
relevance of professional and academic
preparation in meeting the needs of
beginning teachers. From her data, she
concl.ided that the total number of re-
quirec social science hours should be
reduce, except in geography, which
should bt. ;,creased. Further, the num-
ber of hours n_:-:uired for dealing with
specific problems regarding prepara-
tion, discipline, and motivation should
be increased. She also concluded that
special certification requirements and
teacher preparation courses should be
developed that reflect the specific re-
quirements of the junior high school.

Using students' achievement as his
criterion, Greene (31) concluded .that
specialized training was not necessary
for teachers using the "Concept of Cul-
ture" curriculum materials developed
by the anthropology project at the
University of Georgia. He employed
two criterion measures. Sequential
Test of Educational Progress, fourth-
grade social studies, and duplicate
forms for first and fourth grades of a
specially prepared anthropology test.
Using variance. covariant, and corre-
lational analysis Greene found system-
atic, but non significant differences in
achievement favoring pupils taught by
teachers who had had some training
with the special materials.

Potterfield (62) designed an experi-
mental study to determine if teaching
treatment, grade level, sex, socioeco-
nomic level, and achievement level
had an effect on children's ability to
learn certain anthropological mate-
rials. Two classes each from the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades were taught the
"Concept of Culture" unit by two
teachers, one untrained and one'with
limited training in anthropology. One
other class from each level was not
taught the anthropology materials.
Pupil gains were measured using the
tests prepared by the antliropolog-y
project. Specialized training of the
teacher made little difference in pupil
success with the unit.

Gentry (27) compared thi: .tirveyed
responses of Tennessee social studies
methods faculty and. students with
cater-la found in a dozen social studies
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textbooks. He found that the social
studies methods course was offered by
about 6o percent of the state's schools
approved for teacher education and
that the remaining 4o percent pros hied
special attention to social studies in
their gent.al methods classes. Among
the 25 instructors identified in the
state, all met Tennessee requirements
for teaching social studies in sec-
ondary schools, most had undergradu-
ate or graduate majors or minors in
the social stir aces, anti a majority had
taught sn'al studies in secondary
school. These instructors and their
students agreed that most of the topics
in Gentry's questionnaire relating to
teaching social studies were included
in the various methods courses. Gentry
recomaiended that special methods
courses be added to the curricula of
approved institutions now preparing
secondary social studies teachers.

As a preface to a number of pre-
scriptions for the improvement of eval-
uation practices in social studies class-.
rooms. L;ross and Allen (sa) referred
to the results of two earlier studies in
this area. In general these studies
found that social studies teachers are
not skillful in evaluating their pupils.
Responding social studies teachers
were found to have a narrow and
imprecise conception of the uses of
evaluation, to have little sophistication
in evaluation theory or statistical
methods used in evaluation proce-
dures, and to have little concern for
relating their instructional aims and
their assessment practices.

DuVall (19) found that a sample of
52o intermete-grade teachers cor-
rectly assessed the relative reading dif-
ficulty of four pieces of free social
studies material, but disagreed with
the grade level estimates assigned to
the pieces by the Dale-Chan readabil-
ity formula. Years of experience was
found to be significantly but inconclu-
sively related to the ability to make
judgments of readability.

Inn (.11) explored ways of helping
elementary intern teachers use concep-
tual goals. During the intern semester
seminars were held in which the for-
mulation of instructional goals and the
teaching of concepts and generaliza-
tion were taught. The investigator
used classroom observation, intern
logs, lesson plans, and analysis of ini-
tial and final units to determine the
effectiveness of the instruction. Her



general conclusion was that intern
teachers find it difficult to analyze and
use conceptual gOals. Specifically,. she
concluded that: (a', interns hare
nificant difficulty in -translating gross
into learning experiences: (b) The
most successful training technique is to
involve teachers in planning experi-
ences des;gned to achieve stated objec-
tives. (c) Interns need guided experi-
ence ri think in terms of concepts.and
gener-iiration. (d) Intern's with
higIier academic achievement have less
difficulty in planning and using concep-
tual goals.

Schreiber's (69) study was designed
to gather evidence concerning the most
prevalent types of questions asked by
teachers in self-contained, fifth-grade
social studies classrooms; whether the
types of questions asked by such teach-
ers vary from one type of lesson to an-
other; and whether an instructional
program designed to improve the
teachers' question-asking techniques
will change their questicmiasking prac-
tices. Fourteen teachers' taught each of
three types of lessons (introductory,
developmental, and review) before
and after an instructional program.
The teacher instructional program
consisted of four one-hour meetings in
which the purposes of .asking questions
were discussed, different types of ques-
dons and their functions were identi-
fied, and questions were structured
over selected social studies materials.
Each lesson was observed for 3o min-
utes and audio tape recordings and type-
scripts were made of' the verbal be-
havior that occurred during the obser-
vation. Using the typescripts and ap-
plying a question-classification scale,
five jurors worked independently to
classify the questions. Schreiber found
that prior to the teacher instructional
program, the most prevalent type of
queStion asked was factual recall.
Other types were those that called for
a judgment basest on personal experi-
ence, speculation an outcomes, and un-
covering information and questions for
study. After the instructional program,
there was an increase in teacher ques-
tions calling for describing situations,
making comparisons, defining and clar-
ifying infr.unation. identifying impor-
tant 'parts of materials. identifying sup-
porting facts, drawing conclusions, and
evaluating the quality of source mate-
rial and the adequacy of data.

Mc-Naughton and his associates (56)

trained an experimental group of
'teachers to develop highlevelthought
.iru their classes. They utilite a se
cpaence of three activities involving
listing and then grouping items of ex-
perience. generalizing from date, and
applying ptinciples in new-situations.
Training consisted of an introductory
workshop followed by a number of ses-
sions over a year. The procedure em-
ployed an analysis of the coded tram-
scripts of lessons involving application
of principles taught by three trained
and three untrained teachers. Both ex-
periinental and control groups con-
tained one class (ruin each of the
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. The
data revealed certain recurring pat-
terns within the teaching strategies of
the experimental teachers, but not of
the control teachers. The results could
b^ interpreted to mean that although
the generation of high level thinking
is partly idiosyncratic, certain produc-
tive teaching patterns used by these ex-
perimental teachers may produce simi-
lar results with other trained teachers.

Hovenier (38) hypothesized that the
professional behavior of social studies
department heads could be changed
through feedback provided by their
teachers in the form of averaged evalua-
tions for each of ten scales describing
important chairman behaviors. Two
evaluative sets, perceived and ideal,
were used by the teachers. A basic pre-
and post-design with three groups was
used. One group of 7o department
chairmen received feedback between
the pre- and post - evaluations; a second
group of 79 received feedbacI-. only
after the post-measure; while no pre-
test was given for a third'group of 59
department chairmen. Analysis of co-
variance with the initial measure as the
covariant revealed some significant
shifts in teacher perceptions of their
department head toward their pre-
viously identified ideal. Non-significant
shifts in the hypothesized dire:tion
were found for six scales, no change
was found on one scale, and a nonsig-
nificant shift counter to the hypothe-
sized direction was found for one scale.
The experimenter concluded that the
feedback technique has profilist-, but
that the approach needs refinement.
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view.- of Research. in Social Studies. 196o
by EMILY S. GIRAULT AND C. BENJAMIN COX

HIS ARTICLE is the fourth annual review of
research in social studies education sponsored
by the Reseach Committee of the National

Council for the Social Studies. The first of these re-
views, appearing in the May 1964 issue of Social
Education, cited research conducted from 196o
through 1963. The second ard third articles, appear-
ing in the May issues of Social Education of 1965 and
1966, repcirted each preced. g year's compilation of
research as reported in Dissertation Abstracts and
most well-known educational journals.

This present compendium refle:ts the bulk of the
research studies in social studies reported in the liter-
ature in 1966. its a research Crort itself it represents
the scanning of every abstract in the education sec-
tions and the checking of titles in certain other sec-
tions of Dissertation Abstracts, the checking of ap-
propriate categories in Education Index, and the
perusal of each issue of some 5o journals which have
been known to print social studies research articles.

While we make no unreasonable claim as to the
definitiveness of our work in comparison to that of
other years, it is impossible to overlook an obvious
fact: fewer research articles have appeared in each
succeeding report. We have thought of several possi-
ble explanations for this phenomenon.

1. We simply have overlooked many studies.
2. Educational journals are not soliciting or accepting

as many research articles.
3. Our criteria for identifying research are becoming

more severe and exclusive.
4. Less research is actually being done.
5. Fewer researchers are bothering to report their

studies.
6. More long-term research is being done and cannot

be appropriately reported piecemeal in journal
articles.

7. Curriculum centers and projects have drained off
the research-pr-ime teachers to produce studies
that are being reported elsewhere than in the pro:
fessional literature.

8. There are decreasing numbers of doctoral candidates
in social studies. education.

EMILY S. CIRAULT is an Assistant Prjsfessor, and C. BENJA-
MIN Cox an 'Associate Professor, of Sucial Studies Education
at the University of Illinois. The authors are greatly in-
debted to Gene Anderson, Jerrold Shive, Jerry (Inks, and
Gary Wehlage, doctoral candidates and graduate assistants
in the College o,' Education at the University of Illinois,
for their research efforts in preparing this article.
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With some allowances for errors of placement, it is
our impression that this listing of explanations is in
an order of increasing probability. That is, numbers

through 5 may account for some of the diminution;
but the telling reasons are found in explanations 6,
7, and 8.

Two other observations are unavoidable. Each of
the bibliographies for the four review articles in-
dicates that most of the research in social studies is
being done by doctoral students. And though doctor.
al dissertations show great qualitative variance, it
seems also fairly evident that the best research, inso-
far as this is reflected in much of the journal litera-
ture, is being done by doctoral candidates. We do not
claim at this point that this situation is necessarily
bad or go.xl or that in comparison with other fields
of study it is either unusual or usual. It does, how-
ever, seem a sobering reality that so great a potential-
ity is being defaulted.

CURRICULUM

Elementary curriculum. A study of the status and
effectiveness of Texai public school kindergarten
programs by Gardner (22) indicated that social
science and science activities were limited. as com-
pared with preparation in language arts and num-
bers. Activities fostering creative expression, explora-
tion, and discovery were lacking.

Tape recorded interviews of 5o experienced ele-
mentary school social studies teachers in Alaiparra
were analyzed by Cannon (6) to determine teacher
rationale for a good elementary school social studies
program. The data were analyzed 41-. a descriptive
manner in relation to five goals of education (ration-
al power, self-realization, human relationships, eco-
nomic efficiency, and civic responsibility). Principal
findings were that most respondents felt that readi-
ness was a factor in motivation' in all five goals of-
education, that teacher-pupil planning was indicated
as an element of teacher guidance, and that teacher
appraisals were used more than other means of rein-
forcement.

The status and effectiveness of geography in the
elementary curriculum are described in two research
reports. Lee and Stampfer (35) working under the
auspices of Project Social Studies at Northwestern
University, indicate that erroneous and inadequate
knowledge of geography on the part of primary-
grade children is due to lack of continuity in the in-
struction from grade to grade. Primary-grade teachers
were polled as to the geography sk,Ils and knowledge



taught in their classes. The results of their
served as the basis for measte ing the skill and knowl-
edge actually attained by samples from these same
classes.- Significant percentages of pupils were unable
to do the following tasks despite having received in-
oruction in them: give the other cardinal directions
after being given one; distimeuish between "ur" a-rc
"north"; give sound reasons for the relationship bt-
u een urban location and commerce. The authors
conclude that teaching geographic skills should be
extended into the upper primary grades.

Bemis (3) attempted to determine the status of ge-
ography within the elementary school social studies
nwgrata. In analyzing questionnaire responses from
':I state departments of education, and a sampling of

city school districts, he discovered no one predomi-
nant approach to geography. Human, regional, eco-
nomic, and physical emphases, separately or in some
combination, are thought to be desirable forms of ge-
ography organization. Political, topical, social, and
global organization of geography content are
thought to be undesirable forms of geography orga-
nization. Characteristics of geographic content most
frequently emphasized in elementary geography pro-
grams are not the characteristics which professional
geographers urge to be emphasized.

The dissertations of Hebler (27) and Williams (55)
are two of it studies in the second stage of a three-
phase project being conducted at Stanford Univer-
sity. The project's over-all purpose is to glean from
social science literature significant generalizations
and to organize these in such a way that they may be
utilized as a major source of curricular content in el-
ementary school social studies. The over-all curricu-
lum model focuses on nine bask human activities
and follows the development of these through it ex-
panding communities of man. The second phase of
the project, now underway, is a pursuit of generaliza-
tions bearing on the expanding communities. He-
bier's work focuses on the school community. He de-
veloped a classification sy-stem applicable to the
school community, selected the most significant gen-
eralizations abstracted and organized in Phase One,
and presented thos, generalizations significant and
relevant to the school community in a form useful to
curriculum workers. One hundred fifty-five generali-
zations were chosen as significant to the school com-
munity.

Williams centered his attention on the concept re-
gion-of- stoles community. His work began with the
development of a system for studying the region-of-
states community, and the analysis and description of
the region-of-states community. His conceptual
framework established, he then selected those gener-
alizations which had particular applicability to the
region-of-states concept from among 3,227 generaliza-
tions which researchers at Stanford had established as
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basic to the social sciences. One hundred eleven gen-
eralizations were chosen as highly significant to a
study of the region-of-states community.

It was concluded that there is a growing re-cogni-
tion of the region-of-states in the literature of the so-
cial sciences and a growing sense of community feel-
ing and cooperative action at this level.

Three studies concerned themselves with various
aspects of the development of attitudes and values in
children.

Chambers (8). analyzed 29 children's fiction books
in a search for material which may influence the de=
velopment of social values in children ages five to
nine. The social values identified as important for
the developing child were presented in a uniformly
weak manner. The trend in modern children's fiction
seems to he toward less, social value content than has
been supposed of earlier children's fiction.

In a study by Schwartz (45) a textbook analysis and
survey of educators' attitudes were used as measures of
the possibility of implementing the theme "Recogni-
tion of the Dignity and Worth of the Individual" in
the social studies curriculum of grades t through 6.
There is little material related to the theme in
primary-grade textbooks, but the texts at the middle -
grade level include much more theme-related materi-
al. Educators' responses indicated the feasibility and
appropriateness of this theme as part of an elemen-
tary school social studies vertical curriculum. Ander-
son (t) polled 244 primary teachers on their reaction
to a set of carefully developed statements concerning
the teaching of international understanding. It was
found that primary teachers actually implement
fewer ideas relating to international understanding
than they feel might be suitable for their grade level;
and that practices and procedures advocated by au-
thorities as being particularly appropriate for the de-
velopment of international understanding are- not
widely used.

Secondary curriculum. A series of studies in this
country and abroad describe current modes in curric-
ulum design and identify several specific problems
;id inconsistencies.

Olmo (4o) used two questionnaires to study the sta-
tus of secondary social studies curriculum develop-.
ment in New Jersey schools. She found that the most
prevalent subject matter being taught included
American history, economics, world history, and
world geography. The curriculum was organized
around separate subjects rather than -intertliscipli-
nsry approaches. Psychology and anthropology *ere
neglected as were cultural studies of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. The data indicate that teachers, de-
partment chairmen, and principals agreed that ':ley
shared the responsibility for curriculum revision.
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The directi as of revision was toward adding more
courses, particularly for the college bound and for
slow learners. Courses in world cultures and the'be-
havioral sciences were reported as being added by
one-fourth of the participants. The chiei method of
revision was to enrich existing courses with topics or
supplementary materials, Evidence also ihowed an
increased problems approach.

Scott (46) in a survey of Texas high school social
studies programs, found that the existing curricula
afford the student limited experience in dealing
with current problems and place heavy emphasis on
the early history of the state and the nation. There
was little evidence that these programs are influenced
by the state guidelines, or affected by innovations
which have influenced other ..curricular areas.

A. survey by Dabbert (12) of state history require-
ments of secondary schools in the United States re-
vealed that 30 states require sonic instruction in state
history in grades 7 through '12; of these, 13 specifically
require state history instruction for graduation, but
there is no pattern as to grade level for this instruc-
tion. Furthermore/ there is little reciprocity between
states to avoid. forcing geographically mobile stu-
dents to duplicate the state history requirement. Stu-
dents who move in their last two' years of high school
are apt to find it difficult to meet the state history re-
quirement and the normal requirements for gradua-
tion. Dabbert believes the results of his survey of
state history requirements indicate a need for nation-
al agreement on the placement of the- state history
course in the social studies structure.

The Civic Education Project reported by Roselle
(43) surveyed public, private, and parochial secon-
dary schools throughout the nation to identify "the
most promising practices in the making of citizens."
The key question asked was, "What is a good citi-
zen?" The responses received in the survey .were
grouped into is citizenship goals, These goals sug-
gest that the development of good citizens involves

s the three Major needs of creating an informed citi-
zenry, developing an analytical citizenry, and pro-
moting a committed and involved. citizenry. The
project team felt the third need to be of particular
importance.

An investigation of ethic secondary social studies
program in France was conducted by Dimond, (14)
who found that it consisted of three parallel subjects:
history, geography, and civics, The progrirm was
found to be uniform throughout the country. Histo-
ry and geography followed the central ministry
Courses as planned, and mere- taught primarily
by lecture. The teachers were found to be well pre-
pared and the class load was about 12 to 15 hours per
week per teacher. Classes do not meet regularly. In
addition to poor teacher training in civics, a Weak-

.ness in the civics program was the time allotment of
one hour each two weeks. History and geography are
taught in back-to-back time periods and seem rele-
vant to the lives of the students as taught. Civics, on
the other hand, seemed remote from the students'
lives. Curriculum reformers in the United States
might note the need for adequate time and teacher
preparation in government and political institutions.
A senior high school course in the contemporary
world warrants attention, as does reduced teacher
loads for secondary school teachers.

Three reports explore the status of specific social
studies courses: psychology, economics, and geogra-
phy. In investigating the current status of the high
school psychology course Thornton (51) surveyed the
curricula irnall 5o states and analyzed textbooks. Ap-
proximately 14.5 percenrof the'cotal number of high
schools offered psychology as a separate course, In 49
states the number of students enrolled in psychology
was 5.4 percent of the total student enrollment ih the
grade ati which the' course was offered. Analysis of six
textbooks specifically designed for such a course re-
Yezded that their major emphases were on personality
and interpersonal relationships, mental hygiene, and
the biological foundations of behavior.

Through the employment of personal interviews
. and questionnaires, Moreland (8) investigated the
status' and trend of geography education in the ju-
nior high schools of Kansas. From his findings he rec-
ommehds strengthening of Kansas state teacher-prep-
aradon requirements for specific common areas of
junior high social studies. more college and univer-
sity programs geared to the junior high level; more
course work in geography, elimination of romhied-
junior high courses which are taught by teachers not
adequately prepared, and more' in-service training
prograMs.

McElroy (36) analyzed the existing programs of eco-
nomic education. within the social studies depart7
iments of 36 selected high schools in terms of content
of economic instruction, economics in. the curricu-
him, and the academic professional preparation of
social studies teachers. On the basis of his analysis, he
offers eight recommendations for improvement of
"economic education in the social studies departments
of the selected high schools..

A number of dissertations and articles described
new models of curriculum design, new courses, Or re-
vised approaches to traditional courses. While several
of these await actual trial and evaluation and may
not he described as "lTSC3r01,.. the studies are report-
ed here in the interest of indicating some directiOns
of curriculum revision. Bradshaw,' (4) together with
social studies teachers at Monmouth High School,
New jersey, designed a four-year sequence in high
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school social studies. The program consisted of two
two-year courses, the .first being world civilizations
and the second being United States }lister. Special
features of the last year of the United States history
course are its emphasis on a problems approach and
its two tuts oriented Co economic problems.

Jam:date (29) prepared a nuitiel resource unit in
world history for slow learners. The unit consists of a
variety of verbal and nonverbal activities.

. Sobosia y4.19) reports on an attempt to improve the
economic tunletstairding of eighth and ninth graders
its de Pittsburgh junior high schools. With the aid
of Carnegie institute of Technology professors of
C. omies, supplementary materials on -economics
seete :leveloped for use in eighth-grade United States
history and in ninth-grade civics. The program was
designed to extend over a three-year period and will
be evaluated ;it its conclusion.

Two disseitations report on efforts to revise the
high school American history 'course. Citing his be-
lief that the traditional American history survey
course is a relic, Rennin (32) presents his outline for
an "interpretative approach" to history on the high
school level. Nine topics are selected for in-depth
study, beginning with the American revolution and
ending with American foreign policy. The approach
to teaching is essentially the "postholing". technique.
Source materials, the mechanics Of the course, and
possible future implications of the "interpretations
approach" are presented.

Fink (t8) studied the effect of an American history
_program designed to meet the needs of high-ability
juniors and seniors. The standard survey text was
abandoned in favor of two two-volume collections of
primary source documents. Emphasis was placed on
the student's ability to analyze logically and to evalu-
ate critically. The amount of class discussion and the
use of written reactions and student interpretations
increased. Several conclusions and implications of
The study are worthy of note:

t. Variations from the usual drilling for Regents
and nationol examinations did not lower the grade
expectations for students in the program.

2. Teachers of high-ability classes should have a
reduced teacher load in order to have more time for

'Lplanti '' and preparation.
3- Libraries nutst acquire more materials, particu-

larly multiple copies of paperback books.
4. As students from special programs such as the

one described in this study enter college, the quality
and evet of -college history teaching may- need up-
grading,

"A course. of study dealing with the media ofcom-
munication was proposed by Corson (to) as an addi-
tion to the City of. l';ew Yorke high school social
studies program. Since -newspapers, motion pictures,
television, and radio are part of the daily backgrounds
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of students, there follows the' obligation of the public
sehOol to train students in the,,proper use of these
media. A survey of New York City supervisory per-
scone) indicated the feasibility and acceptability of
such a course.

An-ambitious and provocative attempt to bring
certain philosophic considerations to bear on the
problem of induction in social studies- curriculum
and instruction was carried out by Edgerton. (16) Ar-
guing from the statedpoinLoleKarl R. Popper's "logic
of the situation," -she concludes that the indite-
tivist-verificationist approach to knowledge and its
accumulation is based on a faulty logic. As a conse-
quence, the social studies profession is charged with.
assuming and, frequently, teaching students a -void
intellectual authorityan authority which is validat-
ed by the teacher's social authority. This false claim
to authority, it. is argued, may result in an authori-
tarian stance as well as in psychological damage to,
the student.

INsTP,ucertoist

. Methods. Four of the researches related to instruc-
tioried methodology were designed to compare one
treaUnent or experience with another in its ability to
produee a desired result. In four other instances the
effects of certain innovations were explored or '.,ob-
serve I. And in one case the literature related to two
stand rd classioom modes was reviewed for, .possible
genera ]liable conclusions.

Gay es (23) reviewed reseach of the past 25 years,
comparing the effectiveness of lecture and discussion
at the`'-t llege level. She found the research generally
poorly designed and controlled and was able to ex-
tract only the conclusions that the effectiveness of the
two methods` depends on the teacher,- the experiences
afforded the students, and the learning outcomes
sought.

-,_Foriune (2o) attempted to determine the interrela-
tions4s -"Of perceived instructional set, perceived
cognitive clOsure, and test anxiety in two, forms of
lesson presenCation, and to ascertain the cojnbined
'effects of t.hes, three variables on learning. Twenty
intern teachers \taught a spe'cified 15-minute lecture
with strong instructional kt and cognitive closure.
The effects of this treatment was compared with a
programed leaning text presenting the same con-
tent:. In both prop-anted learning :Intl lecture groups
positive correlations were found between perceived
set and perceived closure scores. Fortune also found
that closure and test anxiety are related to learning in
programed instruction and that set and clostire are
important to the

\
learning process in the lecture situ-

ation. , .

The effects of t4io instructional approaches to citi-
zenship education in the ninth grade-were studied .by
Brubaker. (5) A struaural study of local, state, and na
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tional government was compared with a comparative
eidtures approach in which students made cultural
analVses of particular societies. Results of the study
indicated that the two approaches were equally effeo
tive.

Ca tnichael (7) compared the effectiveness of n con-
ceptu I method and an expository method of teach-
ing map-reading skills and geographic, understand-

tatistical analysis of the two treatment groups
shower that pupils taught conceptually, even by
trache,s without- extensive conceptual training, made
teater improvement in map reading skills and

significantly greater improvement in geographic un-
cle;stanilings. The teachers proved effective in using
the conceptual Method.

Tankersley (50) exploreci'the relationship between
social studies learning and the learning study skills
students need in order to find and ati'Slyze informa-
tion on their own. The systematic presentation of
lessons on information retrieval and analysis was
compared with an indirect presentation of lessons to
classes or individuals only as the need was seen. The
results indicated no significant difference in social
studies learning as affected by direct and indirect ap-
proaches to learning study skills.

Nadis (39) investigated the prevailing homework
practices and attitudes of Detroit ninth-grade social
studies teachers and students. Tlirough the use of a
questionnaire he found that the amount of home-
work given and the value placed upon it tended to
vary directly with the median income of the area in
which the school was located. In an additional exper-

- imental aspect of his study he found no statistical
differences between using written and nonsyritten
homework assignments.

The State University College of New York at Fre-
donia developed a ten-week articulation 'program for
juniors and seniors from nearby high schools. Chaza-
rtof (9) reported that once a week for ten weeks the
students attended a two-hour class for which they
read an assigned document, drew up a single-sen-
tence thesis suggested by the material, and cited rea-
son-, in support of the thesis. Class time was divided
between lectures to provide background and discus-
sion to help the students probe more deeply into
fundamental issues. The students showed increasing
ability to identify principles and explore issues.

Herzog (28) attempted to- give' junior college stu-
dents a sense of functiotsal poi i tics by involving them
directly in political processes. During the 1964 elec-
tions in California students.were assigned.to work, at
the campaign headquarters of the candidate of their
choice. As a result of this experience, virtually all de-
clared that they learned about the American political
process. Only about so percent had previously
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planned to participate in politics: but, following the
assignment nearly 7o percent said they expected to
participate in the future.

Johnson (3o) reported on the successful use of-
official registration proo...lures, voting-machines, and
polling procedures in San Francisco junior high
school student elections. Interest in the elections was
exhibited by high registration and a 90 percent voter
turnout among the student body.

Conceptualization. FOur studies focused on the
ability of students to conceptualize or on the nature
of conceptual learning. Crabtree (11) assumed that
elementary social studies should provide continuing
conceptual learnings by engaging children in inquir-
ies into simple concepts and then extending those re-
lationships in subsequent studies. To implement this

-theory, a third-grade classroom was used to develop
physical and cultural concepts about the settlement
of the Los Angeles lowlands. To develop inquiry the
teacher posed the following question to the students:
If they had been among the early settlers offered land
by the crown, what land would they have chosen?
Through a process of checking possible influential
factors with what historically happened, a "theory of
rancho development" emerged. The theory was then
used to predict additional conditions which were ei-
ther confirmed or disconfirrned by further studi.'In
this manner, learning was a continuing process re-
quiring assimilation of new data and the accommo-
dation of new conditions. This inquiry method is
said to have the advantages of using the higher cog-
nitive operations from which idea relationships are
built. Furthermore, such inquiry provides for con-
tinuous restructuring of beliefs and theory systems as
the stUdent matures.

On the basis of other assumptions abciut concep-
tualization Grannis (25) studied the way 'in 'which
high-achieving sixth children learn abstract so-
cial, concepts from formally structured verbal materi-
al. The subjects were to learn either the concept of
"lobbying" or of "subsidizing" from four narrative
cases of each concept. The traditional literafaeo

which `emphasizes slow, development of abstract con-
cepts from prescribed concrete experience, would not
support the prediction of the success of even a lirn-
ited number of students in this task. Results of the
experiment offer some evidence that at least some
children were able to learn an abstract social. concept
from their materials.

Joyce and Joyce (31) attempted to determine some
of the effects of teaching children to analyze culture
groups using as a focus the concept "values.". Two
classes..of fourth- and fifth-grade children from an
urban Catholic parochial school were shown films
dealing with the Navajo, 'Eskimo, and Spanish cul-
ture groups. One class, the experimental group, was



asked to identify examples of values in the films.
Questions were also asked to encourage these stu-
dents to infer values. Using strident responses to films
in a pre-test-post-test arrangement, Joyce and Joyce
found that the number. of values questions 'asked by
the students in the comparison group increased froM
four to 27, while the nurnbcr of values questions
akl:ed by the experimental group increased from .27
t- 82...However, it was concluded that there was no
.,`crease in the ability of the experimental group to
cut! evidence on which inferences could be made
about values.

Rogers and Layton (42) compared die ability of
first-grade children to conceptualize within the con
text of the typical primary-grades social studies "pro.
gram with third-grade children who had been ex-
posed to two years of social studies instruction. A
test, created to measure Children's ability to catego-
the certain pictures which illustrated social studies
concepts in four areas, produced no significant
difference between the first- and third-grade children
in three of the four areas. While many of the chil-
dren showed the ability to conceptualire in social
studies, presumably little growth in this ability had
taken place in the third-grade children,.

-Evaluation. Two studies report efforts to evaluate
student growth. in critical thinking anil jukment,
Wallen and Shirts (54) attempted to eNalciate critical
thinking' through a structured interview with stu-
dents. This approach was believed to have the merits
of not being identified as a test in geh.cral or as a test
of critical thinking in particular. The interview in

. this study consisted of 12 items pet taining to the
topic of sleep learning, ten of which were S. ored on a
six-point rating-scale/by three raters as they listened
to the taped interviews: \\ink correlations with stan-
dardized tests of critical thinking were 110l exception-
al, and Shirts believe the interview technique
can result in a high degree of scoring agreement as to
a student's critical thinking ability.

Gall (at) reported thai the Norwalk, Connecticut,
schools have developed an instrument for deter-
mining the progress-of elementary schoolchildren itt
decision-making ;Milky. The instrument.

bythe notion that judgments are influent ed by facts, in-
tuition, and the character of the judger-, .is used in
conjunction with .anecdotal recordS refitting in`dg-
ments and instructional -activities,

Materials and octivities..ATotunber-oistudies reflect
the condnued interest of researchers on the impor-
tance Of materialS7iind activities in social studies in-
struction. Urick (52) amity/eel the content of ten se-
nior high school American history, texts within the
theoretical framework of the reflective approach in-
chiding its logical and empirical elements, the role of

Review of Research,
. .

the analysis of historical explanations. and the con.
cept of the closed areas of Anterit an culture.

All of the texts were found to contain Many eXpla-
tuitions; but, the text with the greatest number Con-
tained over three times as Many explanations as the
text with the least number. Further, the texts were
highly Similar with respect, to the percentage-of ex-
planations found to he relevant to each of the Aimed
areas. The bulk of the explatratinns were found to be
relevant to the categories of emmunics and forms
and functions of government. Relatively, lew dealt
with' the categories of race and minoriee-group rela
dons. religion and morality, so( lid hiss ra sex, court-
ship and marriage. Ntore than line-filth of the eepla-
nations were not judged to be relevant to any of the
six categories.

In another examination of American history texts.
Nfeeder (y7) asked the question: How well do Ameri-
can history textbooks clarify the social - cultural con-
serptenes of industrial devehipment in the United
States? A survey of tex:booka currently in use result-
ed in the conclusion that these texts provide Made,
twine treatment of topics considered significant in
understanding the relationship of inclustrialidation
in America to social cultural changes and to current
social problems.

Fitch (in) utilised a collection of source readings
correlated to an American history textbook to 'teach
seven experimental and control classes. for eight
weeks. heexperimntal classes also rend a manual
designed to develop t effective thinking skill. On the
basis of pre-test and posttest scores from the 'Test at
Critical Thinking in rn tivo of the seven
experimental classes demonstrated . statistically
significant dillerence \in reflective thinking when
compared with the control classes'eln ac Inclement, as
measured by the Cooperative Topical Test in Amer..-
inn-l-listiny, no significant ditlerem e was noted be-
tween the groups.

A "discussion manual, The Problems of neuci was
designed by 11'oock (.,ti) for use iit the college or
adult level. The collection of artii les represents saw-
Mils schools of 'thought comining win Id peace. Dis-
cussion questitins, suggested additional reading, and
follow -up activities ale included. Rept esentatites of

orgatiiiationseinterested in woilti peace' have en-
dorsed the manual.

11oulotts (.11)inststigated the attitticle of 'Negro
rinembers .parent-teac het organit.itions toward Its-
pothetical pictures ul Negro licr,ititalitics dill! events
for junior -high social teXtl)oks. Selected

members of metropolitan pet-nil. Nlichigatt.
were shown e pi( titrec iyortia'ying Negro histolieal
personalities and eitalts. The respondents, `scolding
their attitrides.011 al five-point scale, tti:re'less
of the pictures than w-eie critics concerned with-
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isting social studies content. They were more recep-
tive to the pictures depicting eminent individuals
who enliancal the Negro image than to those which
portrayed the hardships -and.privations endured by
the race during the past or present. Illustrations of
the twentieth-century period were generally most fa-
vorably received whereas those of the slavery era
were least favorably received. Poulous concluded that
ertain\factors in the background of the respondents

had a significant bearing on attitudes toward the
composite pictures and also toward those classified in
the historical categories.

Dufty (15) explored, the way folk songs could be
used in social studies classes. This research involved
gaining familiarity with the-field of ethnomusicolo-
gy, interviewing person's interested in popularizing
folk songs, and comparing folk songs of the United'
States and Australia. Dufty -believes that folk songs
could be quite valuable in the held of history be-.
cause they "fill in" written history, are a key to the
social history of the little man, and provide vicarious
experiences. Examples of classroom use of folk songs
together With some objectives based on Bloom's taxon-
omy are presented to assist the teacher in clarifying
purposes when using folk songs in social studies..

Goebel (24) identified social studies learning activ-
ities mast appealing to "rapid," , "normal," and
"slow" sixth graders..Reading for discussiOn, making
vocabulary lists, graphs, and charts appealed more
than other activities to "rapid" and "normal" pupils.
'Slow" pupils rated low the making of vocabulary
lists, graphs, and charts, but found reading for dis-
cussiOn and working. on maps appealing. Dramatiz-
ing and making murals were rated high in appeal by
all pupils.

Values and attitudes. Few studies were reported in
the area of values and attitudes. More research activi-
ty.,might be expected in an area toward which social
studies shows such sensitivity and expresses muelt
concern. One difficulty may be that few value Mea
suring instruments have been develdped that fit easi-
ly into social studies program-interests. In twdof the
studies a major task was to develop an appropriate
research instrument,

Anthony (2) conducted an exploratory study to in-
vestigate contradictions in beliefs among ninth- and
twelfth-grade students. An experimental instrument,
the Contradictory Inventory, was developed to mea-
sure contradictory beliefs in the areas of sex, court-
ship and marriage, economics, prejudice, nationalist-it
Old patriotism, social class, and religion and moral-
ity. Anthony administered her validated inventnry to
118 students in the ninth grade and go- students in
the twelfth grade. Comparison scores showed ITO
significant differences between ninth-grade and
twelfth-grade girls, between ninth-grade and twelfth-

grade boys, or between boys and girls in ninth or
twelfth grade.

Figert (17) developed a modified form of the adult
Dogmatism Sca/e(Rokeach 196o) for use in grades 4,
5, and 6. Field tests indicate that the instrument does
measure the same factors of open--and closed-mind-
edness among children that adult formS measured
'ainong adults.

Shalitta (47) compared certain value judgments of
rural and urban secondary school students of high
and low 'socioeconomic status. AMong the general
conclusions of the study, students from all groups
were less concerned about copying in itself than they
were about the degree of copying. With respect to
alcoholic beverages, the majority of students agreed
that total abstinence is the best behavior, though not
the average behavior: Concerning sexual behavior,
students of high socioeconomic status favored heavy
petting, while a smaller proportion of older students,
particularly the males and those of low socioeCo-
nainic status in the rural grouprecognized as aver-
age behavior and also. favored premarital intercourse
if love is present.

Dawson (13) investigated the attitude change of
students in his classes in current economic problems
at New York ,University's School of Education. On
the basis of a questionnaire given to each class from
196o to 1963, he fOund that 31 'percent of the stu-
dents reported a change in attitude toward organized
labor; ordinarily becoming more sympathetic. Those
originally neutral' most likely to change and
those originally sympathetic, were least likely to
change. The majority of social studies majors had
pro-union attitudes both before and after taking the
course; but they changed less than the group as a
whole. Ferriales changed inciFe radically than males
though both became more sympathetic toward unions.
Nearly all students who changed stated that lec-
tures had been instrumental. Fewer than a third of
those 'changing. their' .attitudes believed that text-
'books or reading were influential.

THE SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER

Problems of academic and professional prepara-
tion of teachers were dealt with in three studies. In
An effort to provide teachers With a minimum set of
analytical tools and a systematic way of applying
these tools, Saunders (44) reported that a new course
in economics was designed at Carnegie Institute of
Technology. The course centered on,,the teaching of
three economic models: (a) a model based on the cen-
tral economic problem of scarcity, .(b) a basic supply'
and demand Model of microeconomic price deter-
mination, and (c) a money-modified income and ex-
penditures model of microeconomic equilibrium.'
Application units followed each of the core units giv-
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-sing students an opportunity to apply their knowl-
edge to policy problems,'

Despite general student approval of the course. the
Test of- Economic Understanding, administered fol-
lowing th' course, revealed no significant. improve-
ment over the results of paSt.traditional courses. It
was concluded that students were generally unable to
apply economic analysis to current economic policy
issues..

O k the basis of questionnaire responses fro his -
torians of national prothinence, Harper (26) de-
vt.ioped a. criterion of adequate academic preparation
in A nerican history. The college transcripts of a
sample of Atherican history teachers certified since
196t in ,Colorado were then subjected to this crite-
rion. Harper found that teachers of American history
in Colorado were academically unprepared to teach
that discipline. There was no difference in prepara-
tiOn from large city schools to small rural schools.
The teacher who had majored in .history in college.
generally 'taught world rather than American. history.
The social science major was inadequately prepared.
academically to teach .Ameritan history. American
history teachers taught combinations of subjects out-
side of history. or the Social studies in all types of
schools studied. Acatlernic preparation seemed to.be
no criterion for placement of American history
teachers:

Today's critics of methods courses in teacher.edu-
catiOn may be denouncing course experiences .no
longer being practiced. This was the conclusion of
Smith's (48) survey of 78 elementary education se-
niors. The students pe.rc2ive Methods courses as
fulfilling a need,, and 87 percent revealed they would
have taken the courses even if not required. Only 6
percent believed certification shbuld be' allowed
without professional education courses.

Recognizing that a major obstacle to intercultural
understanding resides in the fact that people do not

0
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always view their own culture in the same light, as it
is viewed by others, Kranyik (33) investigated images
of Mexican culture from the view of 78 Mexican ele-
mentary teachers, 84 Connecticut elementary teach-
ers, and eight fifth. and sisch.grade level social
studies texts. Results from a questionnaire which in-
eluded i6 cultural aspects indicated that the Connec-
ticut teacher image of Mexicd differed significantly
from the textbook image in 14 of the t6 Cul oral as-
pects. The Mexican image significantly diffe ect from
the textbodk image in is of the 16 aspects. ,onnecti-
cut and Mexican teacher images differed E om each
other in nine of /6 cultural aspects. The three images
differed from each other in five of .16, aspects, with
close agreement in only one cultural aspect.

,Vorreyer (53) analyzed teacher classroom behavior.
Trained observers, using the Bales-Gerbrands
action recorder, simultaneously categorized the ob.--
served behavior of 14 teachers and 7sestudents duritig
2,3/ 2 twoininute time samples over a five-month pe-
riod, Of particular interest was the effect of teacher
behavior upon .high.aptitude. low- aEhieving and nor-
mal-aptitude, normal-achieving fifiihg-rade students.
Vorreyer found little variety in basic teacher behav-
ior patterns. No significant relationship existed be-
twe'M student academic achievement and variety of
teacher behavior patterns. .

The study of Lazaro (34) identified and classified
major ideas in the Yearbooks of the National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies. Findings were: (a) the num-
ber and frequency of articles on curricular content
and design has increased, (b) social studies in the
high school is given more attention than they are at
other grade. levels, (c) research reCeivesyery littleat-
tention in the yearbooks, (d) continuing ideas have
been found in the more recent periods and particu-
larly in the last period, and (e) history leads in the
number of articles dealing with subjecomatter.fields.
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Review of Research in Social Studies: 1965
by C. BEN JAAIIN c()X, F.Mli.V S. GIRA01.'1', AND LAWRENCE E. METCALF

HE. STUDIES wpm nal in this review repre-
sent the bulk of the professional and doctoral
research reported in the literature during

1965. A reasonthle attempt has been made to be se-
lective in lei los of design and relevance though olivi
ously these judgments are less than perfectly defensi-
ble in light-of the gross review defined by this task.
The reader is urged to examine the more selective
reviews in New Challenges in the Social Studies (47)
for critical appraisals of recent studies, None of the
articles included here is reviewed in that text, how-
ever. Also of significance to the social studies teacher
is the careful and scholarly development of substan-
tive and conceptual interpretations in New Perspec-
tives in World History (t7), a compendium of Aome
note that appeared too late for inclusion in the 3964
review article. The reader'who desires a more elabo-
rate evaluation of some of the newer frontiers in edu-
cational research potentially important to social
studies is referred to Phi Delta Kappa's Simulation
Models for Education (19).

As in previous articles in this annual series, the
studies have been categorized in a manner similar to
that in Gross and Badger's review in the Encyclo-
pedia of Education Research (28).

CURRICULUM

Research on general, social studies curriculum has
concerned itself. largely with the identification of his-
torical and current trends. Clarke (9 }, in tracing the
twentieth-century developments in the social studies
curriculum of Omaha, Nebraska, discovered a trend
toward centralized planning and control. Sources of
leadership in curriculum design have gone through'
three stages. From 190o-1918, the courses for each
school were designed by department heads and prin-
cipals. In the second era, 19t8-t9.15, curriculuin di-
rectors actively sought cooperation among schools.
Between 1945 and 1963, superintendents asserted
personal leadership, bypassing local leadership.
Other influences in curriculum included national
committees in the early period, educational theory in
the second period, and international ideological
struggles in the last period.

In order to determine how economic, social, and
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political changes had heen luought into the social
studies ourricuhtnr since trtr,fi, SiwNtrc,n1 (7o) surveyed
by questionnaire the sotinl studies teachers in high
schools of over one thousaml pupils in a 19-state
area. The NI ?INC). ieyeskiI rl program similar, to that
natimsuoided Icy the Commine on Social Studies in
1936. though sonic alterations arc appearing. World
history is becoming more . elective, while United'
States history as a requirement is being expanded.
The behavioral sciences are being introduced as sep-
arate courses. Curriculum changes are most often
made by groups of teachers under the leadership of
department chairmen. The nature of recent changes
in public school social studies was analyzed by Wade
(75) on the basis of questionnaire responses from the
50 -state departments of education and an analysis of
state and local curriculum guides. These analyses in-
dicated a general unrest among educators and social
scientists alike. Most state departments of education
have completed or arc in the midst of a major revi-
sion. All the' social science professional organizations
in the field have plans and projects for new curric -'
ula. The data further demonstrated high consensus
that new social studies programs should emphasize
content from the social sciences, be inquiry centered,
utilize social science methodology, and 'selectively
study in depth some eras, areas, or issues.

Social studies curricula have also been shaped by
state legislatures, as demonstrated by McHugh's (50)
thorough examination of this development in Cali-
fornia. Legislative prescriptions mandating the ele-
mentary social studies curriculum have been effective
since 1851, though not until 1961 did they deal with
the secondary curriculum. Prescriptions have in-
cluded uniform state textbooks, 'patriotic exercises,
and state examinations, and have specified forbidden
content such as partisan doctrine, propaganda, or ra-
cist material. \fcHugh identifies an. antecedent to
most legislation the effects of social forces, lay
groups. and some educators. In general, however,
educators and their organizations have had minimal
influence on social studies legislation.

In an effort to appraise current trends in social
studies developments, Fraser (21) reviewed most of
the on-going major reseal-eh projects in social studies,
Among the foci of these projects are the following:,
conceptual frameworks, sequencing,. readiness, the
behavioral sciences, depth studies, a comprehensive
world view, society's problems, inquiry, and a climate
of experimentation and innovation. She suggests that
most projects are beamed at able students, withlittle
attention being given to slow learners, Furthermore,
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most projects are concerned primarily the cog-
nitive as opposed to the affective domain of learning.

Elementary. curriculum. Concerti for the elemen-
tary curriculum has been shown in research empha-
sizing theory and historical development_ For exam-
ple, Harmon (33) devised an analytic scheme applica-
ble to social studies. His analysis produced the ele-
ments of scientific theory useful both for explanation
and prediction and normative theory which func-
tions to produce the justification of values and to
provide the basis for value judgments. Harmon and
Simon (32) illustrate a model for developing subject
matter on three levels of pertinency. In level I they
include facts, details, and specifies. Level 11 is subject
matter that is generalization oriented. Level III re-
fers to material that touches the personal life of the
student. Clements (io) determined to answer for the
elementary grades the basic curriculum question:
"What should students learn how to do when they
confront the various social studies topics?" He
studied accounts of what anthropologists, sciciolo-
gists, and historians do when they engage in inquiry.
Three task-stages appeared: (a) the clarification of
inquiry purposes, (b) the conduct of the inquire, and
(c) the report of findings. Elementary students should
be challenged with each of these tasks if they are to
approach history, sociology, and anthropology in a
professional way.

Grossman (3o) traced and compared a century of
development of the elementary social studies curricu-
lum in San Francisco and New York. He used syllabi,
texts, and superintendents' reports to establish rela-
tionships between outside factors and curriculum de-
cisions. Both ci;.es showed early preoccupation with
textbooks, the increasing influence of teachers in cur-
riculum decisions, and the civic education emphases
that followed the world wars.

Parker (57) produced one of a series of studies con-
cerned with social science geoeralizations significant
to each of it expanding communities of man. Selected
sub-types of communities are described with particu-
lar emphasis on the metropolitan community and
significant generalizations relevant to the study of
local communities.

The conceptual development of elementary school
children is treated in three well-designed studies re-
ported in current research literature. First graders'
awareness of selected geographic concepts was tested
by Sheridan (69). The subjects, 55 first-grade students
in Oregon, responded orally to a named concept and
also selected pictures denoting the concept. Boys did
better than girls, and former kindergartners did bet-
ter than those in their first school experience. Direct
contact, television, and parents were the nest effec-
tive sources of knowledge about concept:.

Weber (77) found that sixth-grade students were
unable to make predictions or draw inferences con-

cerning the influence of natural features upon man.
This conclusion derived from his asking members of
three sixth-grade classes to interpret a hypothetical
map. He attributes the students' failure to interpret
or predict to their inability to perceive and consider
features simultaneously or in sequence, to under-
stand the interplay of specific features, or to under-
stand the relationships of specific features to more
general factors or-conditions.

That children have low-level awareness of the
work of public officials was concluded by Greenstein
(27) in an investigation of children's political con-
«ptualization. Findings, based on this study of 659
students in grades 4 through 8, indicate that children
rate the roles of political officials as more important
than the roles of teacher, doctor, or religious leader,
and that children generally evaluate as highly posi-
tive the performance of public officials. This positive
evaluation decreases with the age of the student.
While children give the same party preference as
they report their parents having, they are unable to
describe party differences. Lower social class subjects
have less political knowledge and lower political as-
pirations than upper social class subjects.

Secondary corricu/urn. Curriculum at the secon-
dary level has been viewed with respect to a number
of variables in the following research reports. Fin-
chum (so) examines the status and trends of social
studies curriculum in Tennessee. Data for this study
were derived from historical resources together with
questionnaire responses from 141 supenisors of in-
struction. Significant findings include: (a) a trend to
ward an upper-grade unit on Tennessee, (b) the re-
quirement in 88 percent of the school systems is only
one unit of social studies for graduation, and (c) the
development of units and courses treating political
doctrines and systems other than democracy.

Curry and Hughes (13) questioned 904 Waco,
Texas, high school students on their subject prefer-
ences in school. The total group of students ranked
the five required subjects in the f011o-Wing order:
First, physical education; second, English; third,
science; fourth, social studies; and fifth, mathematics.
Among the variables tested for correlation with these
preferences, only two were found to have a
significant relationship. Both social studies and En-
glish were more popular with. Negro students than
white students. Neither I.Q. ranking nor socioeco-
nomic status scented to bear relevance to subject lik-
ing.

Saralian (6.1) identified the "essential functional
facts and generalisations" that should be known
about California Ly high school graduates. In corn-
paring 1,769 stud- ass with 416 adults, he found that
seniors, except those having an elective course in
California history. had an "inadequate" knowledge
when compared with the adult sample. Sarafian coo
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eluded that the elective state history course and re-
cently required state and local government courses
produce positive gains in knowledge about Califor-
nia.

Gross and Maynard (a) explored the history
course offerings of rot junior colleges sampled in
various regions in the United States, 'their findings
revealed a domination of general cotnos in Western
civilization and 3 minimum of offerings dealing with
other important and growing regions of the world
(e.g., Asia and the Orient).

life status of the economics course and considera-
tions bearing on the teaching of economics were
treated in three studies. lons'(35), asked 12,331 pub-
lic and private high schools in the United States to
respond to the National Association of Secondary-
School Principals' questionnaire. "Inquiry About the
Teaching of Economics." Among the half who re-
sponded, about 7o percent offered a separate course
in economics. Seventy percent of these economics
courses are elective, about 81 percent are one semes-
ter in length, and most are given in the twelfth
grade. Only 46 percent of the non-public schools
offer economics as a course. However, size of the
school had little effect on whether economics was
offered as a-separate course. The NASSP survey indi-
cated that 6.1 percent of all pupils in the last four
years of high school now take economics. In 1 n48-49.
the U.S. Office of Education found only 4.7 percent
of all high school pupils enrolled in an economics
Course.

In assessing the adequacy of the preparation of
economic teachers, it was discovered that over 82 per-
cent of teachers in the survey had at least two years
of college economics. In order to determine the pres-
ent status of economics teaching, Green (26) looked
at 125 available research reports and 73g related arti-
cles. He discovered that teachers approached eco-
nomics from either a -cultural" or o "'vocational"
philosophy. The consistent objectives of economics
teaching were ascertained to be: attitudes toward
thinking, economic understandings, value apprecia-
tion, -and economic skills and abilities. The lecture-
discussion is the most used means of presentation
though laboratory, problem solving, and project
plans are sometimes employed. In contrast to the
NASSP survey, Green found many secondary school
economics teachers inadequately prepared even at a
minimum level of six semester hours. On the basis of
data gathered from 72o students in six high schools,
Paul (58) found that grade level, higher grades in so-
cial studies, and more social studies courses are asso-
ciated with higher economic understanding. Higher
socio-economic level, living in the city, and being in
a college preparatory course of study also contribute

to high scores. Intelligence, a course in economics,
and being a boy were also effective variables.

The thesis that history and geography are becom-
ing "de-fused" was tested by Mayo (18) who traced
the history of teaching geography in the secondary
schools. He concludes that the historical separation
of the two fields, "recent professional :tt tivities and
attitudes, and European influences arc contributing
factors in this separation. Ilk survey of the presern
status of geography teaching in the United States and
Canada demonstrates that both nations are apparent-
ly moving toward geography as a separate course...
The Canadian curriculum is moving more rapidly
toward the separation of courses, while decentraliza-
tion of the United States school system seems to re-
tard this trend in the United States.

On surveying the teaching of psychology in the
public school, Nebergall (54) discovered a wide vari-
ety in the content of the course, quality of the teach-
ing, and requirements for certification, Though psy-
chology has been taught in public schools for over a
century, its teaching remains heavily textbook cen-
tered and nonproblem-solving oriented.

Trevaskis (72) has devised a classification of sub-
stantive concepts to guide a- college instructor in
teaching about climate and .suggests the same strategy
could he extended to other grades and topics. The
classification includes the dimensions of the concept
itself, levels of understanding, and-sets of knowledge
appropriate to each level and dimension.

Ghosh (24) developed three series of curricular ex-
periences affording' citizenship training for youth of
India. The conceptual framework for his model was
derivedfrom a comparative study of American citi-
zenship programs and an economic and social analy-
sis of Indian educational affairs.

. INSTRUCTION

, Methadr. The utility and flexibility of programed
instructional materials have been examined in six
studies. The hypothesis that geographic information
can be successfully programed and that slow pupils
may learn more its this way than by text reading was
tested by Shafer (66). She developed material on the
geography of Argentina and Brazil programed in a
linear fashion and based on operant conditioning. In
this experiment the control group, an average ninth-
grade class, read text material on each of the two
countries, participated in a discussion on economic,
development, and was tested on the text material.
The experimental group, a slow class, used the 'pro-
gramed materials as an alternative to reading the
text, participated in an identical discussion, and took
the same test as the average class. The experimental
results supported Shafer's contention that slow
learners might find the programed material more
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entire group. Though the experimental coups did
better than non-programed control on a follow-up
achievement test, the attempts to promote group
identity produced no difference in test scores:. All
subjects did better on tneir "own" material than on
that held by other group members.

Tuel and 'Metfessel (73) compared the learning
produced by programed material eliciting different
"response modes." The overt response mode, requir-
ing subjects to write out their responses, produced
higher immediate mastery of more difficult material.
In tests of delayed retention, however, overt re-
sponding was no more efficient than the covert re-
sponse mode where subjects had ''merely consciously
thought of or visualized their responses."

The use of a case-study approach and simulative
methods is reported in two studies. A case-study
method of teaching the Bill of Rights was tested by
Jones (37) who designed both the case unit and as-
sessment instruments. He found that teachers using
cases were more successful in motivating slower or
disinterested students.

effective in learning and that certain geographic in-
formation is adaptable to programing.

Two studies using programed materials over
differing time spans allow consideration of the effec-
tiveness of long -term programed instruction as
against short-terra unit:. A comparison of a pro-
gramed six-day unit with the conventional unit in
five Iowa junior high schools was carried out by
Moore (53), using 6o subjects divided randomly into
experimental and control groups. Programed instruc-
tion was demonstrated to be 27 percent more efficient
in learning time than conventional instruction. Stu-
dents with the highest reading scores experienced the
greatest saving of instructional time under programed
instruction, No significant differences appeared, how-

...tver, between the over-all mean scores for the control
and experimental groups; nor did mean scores for
conventional and programed instruction groups vary
significantly from one reading level to another. Ot-
ting (56) compared learning outcomes of classes using
programed materials for one semester with conven-
tionally taught classes. The procedure involved the
use of so programed chapters by four twelfth-grade
American government classes. Each of these classes
was paired with a class taught by the same teacher
using a conventional textbook treatment. The stud'
found the programed material to be more efficient in
total time involved. Enthusiasm for the programed
material was very high at first but was reduced
significantly over a full semester. Students' dissatis-
faction with the experimental treatment was related
to the limitation on group work and discussion.
More able students favored the program and its pos-
sible further use.

The use of programed material for home instruc-
tion was explored by Barcus and Pottle (s). These
investigators report on efforts in the Denver Public
Schools to change the method of teaching about the
Constitution. In the study, 3o ninth-grade control
classes were taught the Constitution in the usual way.
Thirty matched experimental classes did a short pro-
gramed homework assignment each night, then par-
ticipated in discussions the following day emphasiz-
ing interpretation and historical background. On the
7o-item post-test, the experimental group had a
median gain of so points, while the control group
gained only is points. Performance on the same
test three months later still favored the experimental
classes.

Programed instruction is ordinarily designed for
use with individual students. Farber (18) determined
to examine whether students working in small groups
could reinforce each other's learning. Using a pro-
gram on comparative government, he tested whether
one person's correct responses on material he com-
manded exclusively could further the progress of :he

Cherryholmes (7) made a successful classroom adap-
tation of Harold Guetzkow's simulations of interna-
tional relations developed at Northwestern Univer-
sity. Cherryholmes used and tested this adaptation in
a six-week unit in a college preparatory American
government course. The gaming situation places
hypothetical countries in a controlled interactive
context. Each state, represented by three students, is
granted certain basic capabilities in the form of
goods, skills, and services which may be invested in-
ternally in specified ways, exchanged in foreign
trade, given in aid, or used to purchase military
might. The direction and outcome of any specific
gain is determined by the interactions and decisions
of the players, Students, to a great degree, enjoyed
and felt they profited from the simulation experi-
ence. Student motivation remained at a high level
througitout the unit. Two-thirds of the students re-
posted that the experience was more meaniegtul
than a series of lectures could have been and helped
them understand the current scene. The evaluative
data supported the hypothesis that students would
learn to appreciate the complexities in international
relations and would come to favor more centralized
and efficient decision-making procedures. Further-
more, the students appeared to shift more toward
"realistic" attitudes in foreign affairs rather than
"idealistic" ones. Categorically "right" policies tended
to be decreasingly valued in the face of difficult prob-
lems (i.e., a priori generalizations about international
relations tended to be replaced by explicit and prag-
matic judgments)'

Television instruction has been examined by
Reese (fis), Kelley (39), and Edinger {15). Reese de.
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veloped a conceptual model for adapting an Ameri-
can history course to instructional television. The
plan stresses a reflective approach and includes
guidelines for creating an effective climate and for as-
sessing pupil progress. Roles of the studio and class-
room teacher are delineated. Kelley analyzeci soo
comparative studies of television vs. non-television
instruction in English, mathematics, science, and so-
cial studies. Television-taught students t'id signifi-
cantly better than their matched controls in one
out of four cases and in most other cases did just
as well. However, the lack of precision and the inad-
equate controls in most testing situations make judg-
ments of "success" or "failure" inappropriate. Nev-
ertheless, "open" periods for teachers are made avail-
able by the use of television, fewer additional teach-
ers are needed, and double shifts in certain schools
have been avoided. Edinger compared a sample of
classes that had television instruction with those that
did not, though taught by the same teacher in each
school. She found that television teaching can be a
significant factor in promoting listening com-
prehension, and that students develop critical think-
ing skills as well in television classes as in conven-
tional classrooms.

Uslan (74) made use of short-wave radio as a means
of transmitting certain geographic concepts to fifth-
grade pupils. After a 16-week experimental period,
the 34 pupils subjected to the radio technique mea-
sured significantly better on the teacher's written and
audio tests and the Sequential Tests of Educational
Progress social studies subtest than did the matched
control group taught in a less dramatic way.

Flexible and varied grouping of both teacher and
student personnel continues to be a source of experi-
mental data. MacCalla (45) applied some features of
team teaching to an interdisciplinary program fea-
turing United States history and American literature.
The effect of this instruction was compared with the
traditional approach of separate classes with non-
team teachers. In evaluating this approach, it was
found that the team effort produced better learning
results, provided a wider variety of experiences to
students,, and forced them into a more active role in
their own leatning. The coordinated interaction of a
team made for better use of staff time and provided
an increased opportunity for professional growth.

Christensen (8) treated an experimental arrange-
ment of a freshman geography course at Southern Illi-
nois University. .'he control subjects received large-
group lecture hall treatment. The experimental sub-
jects received the same instruction by means of
dosed circuit television but met in small groups with
graduate assistants. Final examination scores indi-
cated no differences between the experimental and
the control groups. ;tudents "felt," however, that
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they paid closer attention to the TV screen, imagined
an acquaintance with the "teleprof," and thought
graduate assistants attending the lectures with them
afforded more individual attention. TV teaching re-
quired more planning time of the professor.

Schools in Montgomery County, New York, offered
a summer school honors course for junior and senior
high school students on Latin American affairs. The
course design provided for a teaching team to employ
a combination of lectures and small group discus-
sions. The lectures were presented by a social studies
specialist in Latin America, while the discussion and
study periods were supervised by two English teach-
ers who worked with reading and note-taking skills.
The course plan also included a visit to a Foreign
Policy Conference on Latin America at Colgate Uni-
versity. The results reported by Ellison (t6) st.114:ested
to observers and teachers that both junior and senior
high school students respond positively and enthusi-
astically to the team arrangement, the flexibility of
group size, and to the augmented use of "outside"
resources.

Zweibelson, Bahnmuller, and Lyman (78) report
an aspect of a controlled project in a junior high
school where three hundred seventh-, eighth-, and
ninth-grade students, previously grouped in four
ability levels, were rescheduled into heterogeneous
team-taught groups allowing large and small group
instruction in social studies. r:ach team group was
matched with homogeneous classes. Though achieve-
ment after the year's instruction did not differ be-
tween the experimental and control groups, the
team-taught_group demonstrated better attitudes to-
ward social studies, teachers, and school. Team
teachers reported improvement in group discipline
and motivationespecially among lower ability stu-
dents. Brighter students appeared to become less
"snobbish" following the heterogeneous team expo-
sure, though they may not have received as much
subject-matter "depth."

The use of variable groupings in a large summer
session world history class was explored by Maish
and Peryon (46). The attempt was to offer students
an opportunity' to assist in the formation of small
groups. In part, groups were formed on the basis of
the students' interest in history and their self-assess-
ments of reading ability, leadership qualities, and in-
dependence. Varied instructional activities included
large group lectures and audio-visual presentations,
small group discussions, and discussion in two regu-
lar sized classes. Students liked the activity of dealing
with problems in small groups, but more believed
that they derived greater value from the discussions
in the regular sized classes. Large group lectures were
neither preferred by many nor judged to provide
much value.

Four studies compared different teaching methods
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or ascertained teacher preferences for different tech-
niques. Jones (36) investigated the effect of a prob-
lems approach and a "main ideas" approach on fifth-
grade children's expression of eight levels of hierar-
chical thinking embracing facts, concepts, and goner:
alizations. Children taught by the main-ideas ap-
proach scored higher on three of the four concept
I vels (concrete, qualified, and qualified abstract con-
cepts). Those in the upper quarter intelligence level
of this group scored higher on qualified facts, Girls
'scored higher than boys in most of the fact and con-
cept categories, but boys did better than girls with
respect to relevant .generalizations.

Watts (76) pretested a large group of sixth-grade
.pupils by an achievement test reflecting most of the
geographic concepts that appeared in stateaidopted
geography and social studies texts for fourth and
fifth grades. The researcher used a different presenta-
tion in each of five groups to reteach- the various con-
cepts. A post-test, using the same instrument, showed
significantly greater gains for those pupils having
studied three-dimensional models and transparencies.
Filmstrips also proved fairly effective; but verbal
definitions were least effective of all. The degree of
concreteness of the mode of presentation correlated
positively with gains. Barratt (3) compared the effect
of two teaching methods_on the growth of eleventh-
grade students with respect to critical thinking, use
of sources, and factual mastery. One class of Ameri-
can history was taught by recitation-lecture; another
class the following }'ear was taught by a classroom-
laboratory method. Little or no differences were ob-
served in any of the variables.

Gandy (22) surveyed 58 teachers- in t8 public
schools in California to ascertain their evaluation of
25 techniques and devices in teaching geography, the
extent that these were used, and the availability of
necessary facilities, materials, or equipment. He dis-
covered a high correlation between teacher opinion
of an instructional procedure and the extant to
which it was used. Map-exercises and textbook as-
signments ranked first and second, both according to
teacher opinion and use. Field trips, dramatizations,
independent work, and correspondence with foreign
students, ranked low by opinion and use. Room.
film, and equipment-scheduling problems associated
with the use of films and filmstrips apparently limited
the use of these media.

Another study devised a means olanalyzing class-
room behaviors. Block (6) recorded and analyzed 32
elementary social studies and language arts lessons in
seven suburban Communities. Under the assumption
that each unit of classroom behavior includes a goal,
a focus, and an operation, she produced- a model of
classroom discourse from which she was able to de-
termine four indexes of classroom interaction: cogni-

five interaction, creative interaction, pupil initiative,
and cognitive progressioti. Her analysis of lessons in
terms of sequences of "action units" directed by goal,
focus, and an operation, offers a positive means of
changing teacheptipil interactions and planning for
more continuity in learning experience.

Controversial issues. The" treatment of controver-
sial issues received little attention in the literature.
Kirby's (41) appraisal of teacher and principal atti-
tudes toward controversial issues was drawn from in-
terviews of to6 social studies teachers and 20 princi-
pals. Interviewees agreed that schools are obligateC,
to deal with controaersial issues. In the schoco year
ig61-62, communism, race relations, nation, state and
local politics, and religion were most frequently dis-
cussed in social studies classrooms. More attention
was given to adult problems than to problems of con-
cern to adolescents. A greater percentage of princi-
pals than teachers belieyed that the school .had an
obligation to deal with controversial issues'-''When
NicAulay (49) asked 648 elementary teachers if they
included controversial issues in social studies. 8o per-
cent said they did not. They revealed a confusion
about the nature of an issue, however, tending to in-
clude students' personal problems (e.g. "child wet-
ting himself") in their lists.

Critical thinking.% Several dimensions of critical
thinking were 'examined in a number of studies.

. These include the development of logical criteria,
comparative methods, and student characteristics.
Grandstaff's (25) study attempted to formulate an op-
erational definition of critical thinking. This was ac-
complished,by means of developing a set of criteria
for critical-mindedness. Grandstaff states that the se-
quential movement through the,stages of indication,
discrimination, symbolization, explanation, hypothe-
sis, and verification results in the bringing of prob-
lematic data into agreement with a settled coctoaa-
tual system.

Possien (61) used three teaching methods in deal-
ing with map problems in three sixth-grade classes.
Her findings indicate that students trained in the use
of inductive procedures exhibit some characteristics
of effective problem-solving behavior more frequent-
ly than pupils taught by the deductive and deduc-
tive-causal methods. These differences were especially
great with respect to the students' general approach
to a problem, the mechanics of attacking the problem.
and their understanding of the ideas contained in the
problems.

Gretna and Gezi (12) tested the teaching of cur-
rent events to ninth- and tenth-grade students de-
signed specifically to emphasize the critical-thinking
skills of "evalUation, interpretation, identification of
causal relationships, awareness of trends, and effec-
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tine use of informal resources." The matched experi-
mental and control groups showed no differences on
a critical-thinking pre-test; but by the end of the ex-
perimental period, the control group had lost
significantly in its ability to perform on the test
while the experimental group gained significantly in
its test performance. The researchers concluded that
purposeful instruction in critical thinking, using cur-
rent events content, can be successful in the class-
room.

Ways in which successful and unsuccessful prob-
Irrt solvers dealt with social studies problems were
examined by Peake (59). Twenty "besi'' and 20
"poorest" problem solvers were interviewed and
asked to "think aloud" the solutions to ten STEP
problems. The tape-recorded interviews were scored
by means of a checklist that identified basic aspects
of problem solving. Peake discovered that successful
problem solvers understood better what was required
of them, had more' useful knowledge, were better
able to relate their knowledge to the problem, and
attacked problems with more assurance and confi-
dence. Peake's checklist was foundtodiscriminate be-
tween successful and unsuccessful- problem solvers'at
the .05' level.

Shaver and Oliver (68) report their attempts to de-
velop a curriculum focusing on the citizen as a polit-
ical analyzer and participant in public policy deci-
sions. The course of study was designed to be taught
within the traditional geography and U.S. history se-
quence of the seventh and eighth grade. They asked.
in effect, if curriculum and method could promote
the developthent of critical thinking concepts in sec-
ondary school students. Scores on project-developed
tests demonstrated that junior high students can be
taught to think conceptually and use these concepts
as criteria in dialogue and evaluation. The project
students, furthermore, exhibited as great a mastery
over U.S history, information as did their matched
controls. The experimental teachers also attempted
to determine whether a "Socratic" style or "recita-
tion" style of teaching would affect the results on any
of the measures. The lack of significant differences
resulting from different styles appeari to indicate
that the. use of an explicit conceptual framework is
more important than the playing of one teaching
style or another.

Creative thinking is often associated with critical
thinking. One study re-examines some 'assumptions
about creativity and intelligence. Klausmeier and
Wiersma (42) tested conclusions of Getzels and Jack-
son that high I.Q. and high creativity are not neces-
sarily associated. These researchers f:lt that the pre-
vious sample was too limited to make the general
claim that -loW I.Q.'s may perform as well as high
I.Q.'s on divergent thinking Casks. Getzels and Jack-
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son's subjects had ranged in I.Q. scores from to8 to
179. Klausmeier and Wiersma divided their random-
ly selected seventh-grade students into low . 1.Q.
(71-95), average'l.Q. (96. 114), and high I.Q. (115-141).
The results of seven tests of divergent thinking and
four tests of convergent toipking showed the low I.Q.
group performing less well than the average group
and the average group performing less well that the
high I.Q. group. They suggest that such terminology
as "high I.Q.-low creativity" and "low I.Q.-high crea-
tivity" is misleading when generalized outside of
Getzels and Jackson's population.

The teaching map Skills was treated in two
studies. Joyce (38) aimed to develop a systematic
statement of map and globe skills, put them in grade
placement categories, and validate them using judg-
ments of a group of elementary teachers. As Joyce
had hypothesized, various skills clustered around cer-
tain grade levels. The elementary teachers tended to
place skills at a higher grade level than some experi-
mental programs. The teachers' appraisals were re-
lated to their experience, grade, and the amount of
time devoted to teaching map skills.

The map-reading abilities of college freshmen
were compared with those of, ninth-grade students by
Miller (52) as a means of determining the gains made
in map-reading skills during three high school years
when no geography is taught. College freshmen were
significantly better than the ninth-grade students in
map-reading ability, but not so much as the grade
difference might suggest. The inference is made that
most map-reading ability comes from formal instruc-
tion rather than experience. While travel experience
of the ninth-graders had no effect on map reading.
Miller found a high correlation between map read-
ing and I.Q., reading ability, and ability to visualize
space relations. .

Teaching materials and aids. The assessment of
textbooks along the lineS of several variables is re-
ported in six studies. Three of these treat texts used
at the elementary grade level. The reflection of,pol-
icies toward minority groups in primary social
studies books 'was investigated by Golden (23) who
qualitatively analyzed the content' of t3 "frequently
used -books" and 39 "infrequently used books." She
examined and analyzed the books for their treatment
of American Indians, Negroes, -Orientals, European
immigrants, and Jews in terms of Americanization.
inclusion.of differences, access to opportunities, and
Subordination. ExeMplary of the findings is the
expression of the subordination policy toward Ne-
groes: No Negro adult is named in the books, given a
speaking role, or pictured in any 'clothes but his oc-
cupational uniforrii. Textbook presentation of mi-
nority groups may not be meaningful for primary,
children.-:
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An analysis of value treatment in social studies
textbooks is reported by Lemmond (4.4) who com-
pared four fifth-grade social studies textbooks no
longer in use with five currently adopted ones. Lass-
well's eight social values were adapted as analysis cate-
gories. The intention was to determine value load-
ing in these texts. The older lxioks indicated an orien-
tation to the values of wealth and power with less
material devoted to affection than to any other value
category. The current books emphasized respect
above all other values, followed by power, wealth,
and skill. These texts do not alert students to the
values of affection, rectitude, enlightenment, and
well-being, other categories in Lasswell's framework.

Metzner (5t) classified all known historical enrich-
ment books for intermediate readers according to
"Fiction," "Biography'?" and "Other Nonfiction," at
three reading levels. In order to compare the rep-
resentation of historical periods in this literature, he
also arranged them in chronological topical order.
Among the more than two thousand books in juve-
nile literature pertaining to American history, some
periods are far better represented than others and no
consistent balance among fiction, biography, and
other nonfiction is apparent. Fewer books are avail-
able at the lowest reading level in all categories and
most periods. Only half the Presidents are represented
by individual biographies in this .literature.

On the premise that an unlimited diversity of
knowledge is ti-e basic foundation of democracy, Per-
chlik (fio) sun eyed curriculum studies and social
studies textbooks for their concern for the freedoms
that support this conception of democracy. He iden-
tified nine basic freedoms as directly related to the
expression and acquisition of knowledge, and found
these to be poorly represented in social studies texts.
Students arc infrequently directed to the concerns of
the freedoms of speech, press, demonstration, polit-
ical action, education, and travel; and when such
ideas are discussed, it is most often at a legalistic-
moralistic level.

Bender (.1) examined eight American history texts
currently or recently approved for use in Catholic
schools in Pittsburgh. In particular, he searched for
distortion of topics sensitive to the Catholic church.
He concluded that present texts are apparently not
selected for their affirmative Catholic information,
for they mention religion only in instances germane
to history and then often report both good and bad
facts.

Shaver (67) based his study on the conviction that
social studies textbooksas determinative features in
many social studies classinoin.;should present a con-
ceptual framework for reflective thinking about so-
cial issues. He reviewed fi,; textbooks. in American
government. American problems. and citizenship to
determine the treatment accorded reflective thinking

and its evaluative elements. Aside from a general ex-
hortive theme to "think critically," he found no sys-
tematic conceptualization of the pluralistic society
and no intellectual strategics for handling its value
conflicts. Shaver conclu "les that any, classroom con-
tribution to an increment in thes !,kills can come
about only through the teacher's efforts to go beyond
the textbook.

In addition ) the above described studies of text
materials, Rodine (53) examined the availability of
various news magazines in public schools. That the
liberal press is poorly represented in school libraries
in the state of Washington was demonstrated by this
study. Rodine sent questionnaires to 220 high schools
asking which of seven news, news-commentarv, and
general interest magazines were subscribed to by the
school library. Fewer than half of the larger schools
subscribe to the liberal magazines, New Republic and
Nation, while virtually all these schools subscribe to
U.S. News and World Report, Newsweek, Time,
Life, and Readers Digest. Among smaller schools, less
than 5 percent subscribe to either of the liberal mag-
azines while more than qo percent subscribe to the
five more conservative magazines. Progressive, an
even more liberal magazine. was taken; by only
percent of the big schools and none Of the small
schools.

Edgar (t.}) reported the project dei.elopment at
Queens College of materials for Negri) arid Puerto
Rican children in deprived areas in N;ew York City.
The materials emphasize fiction and biograptnes that
integrate a limited number of social studies concepts
with other subjects, express clear goals, and entail
simple teaching methodology to help insure repeated
success experiences. The project plan includes sup-
portive supervision for new teachers and a focus on
feelings, motivations, d values.
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Values and attitudes. It may be fallacious to as-
sume that the few studies reported in this section
comprise a valid quantitative index of the concern of
social studies researchers with attitudes and values.
On the contrary, many of the studies reviewed above
reveal a major interest in value questions. The re-
sults of the classification of studies for this article
may indicate, however, that investigators are present-
ly approaching the value question by means of tex-
tual and instructional treatment of values. That is,
for reasons of design clarity, data accessibility, or
other research convenience. investigators have ab-
sorbed theinselves with questions about the "official"
treatment of values in textbooks and in instruction,
rather than grappling with the actual attitudes and
values students themselves bring into and -take
away front the social studies classroom.

With a view toward improving civic education in
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high school. Trenfield (71) constructed and adminis-
tered a Likert-type scale of 3o civic activities to a
sample of three hundred tenth-, eleventh-, and
twelfthgrade students. The students were asked to
rate their expected participation in such adult activi-
ties as "serve on a jury," "work on a charity drive,"
"run for public office," and so forth. Correlations
were calculated between these expectations and a va-
riety of factors. The civic participation of parents
and the students' partieripatian in extra-class activi-
ties were found to produce the highest correlations.
Newmann (55) studied the criteria used by high
school students to justify their acceptance of authori-
ties Who make public 'decisions. He interviewed a
sample of 72 twelfth-grade boys in two Boston public
schools. Each subject was asked to justify his choice
Of the authority whom he felt should determine pol-
icy on certain public issues. The responses were
judged in terms of eight juitificatiorls: competence,
loyalty; impartiality, group will, efficiency, tradition.
autonomy, and favored policy. The most frequently
used criteria in justifying authority were competence
and loyalty. The least used criterion was tradition.
Of greater importance, the investigator feels, is the
demonstration, that the acceptance of authority rests
upon distinguishable criteria and that such potential
diagnosis may be highly useful in the analysis of
public controversy.

TEACHERS OF SOCIAL SruotEs

The preparation of social studies teachers was
treated in two studies. Hahn (ii) ascertained that
schools tend to discount the relevance of political
science preparation for, social studies teachers. Forty-
seven of the 5o states have statutory provisions re-
quiring some kind of inssruciion in citizenship,'and
41 states require courses in the Constitution of the
United States. However, many of these same states do
not require subjectspecific preparation for civics
teachers, and a considerable proportion of the social
studies teachers in many states are without any col-
lege-level training in political science.

That junior high school teachers had not planned
professionally to teach at that level, but now favor
separate junior high certification was determined by
Kirby (4o). 'A sampling of Colorado junior high
teachers responded to 'questionnaires concerning
professional and academic education, junior high
teaching, and junior high aicreditation. Despite the
favorable stance ;an separate credentials, the re-
sponies revealed that these teachers seldom continue
their graduate work in courses directly related to its-
nior high teaching. Few had student taught in junior
high schools.and most looked back on their academic
preparationas more valuable than their professional
work:

In a questionnaire study of the methods and mate-

riali used by social studies teachers, Lea (43) analyzed
teacher responses in terms of the amount and variety
of reading materials they used in the classroom. The
analysis revealed greater differences an the amount
rather than in the type of reading material, Little use
was made of magazines, newspapers, radio, or televi-
sion. The teachers who used more materials also
made more extensive use of unit planning, had had
longer sttulent teaching experiences, and received
,more in-service ,training. Students of these teachers
d monstrated greater gains in achievement -in read-
in and language arts and reported a more positive
attitt de toward social studies.

Col vas (r t) examined the participation of social
studies, teachers to community and professional orga.
nizationi. Degree of participation was scored on a
scalp ranging from "o points" for pew membership
to "5 points' for leadership. The teachers were found
to belong to an average' of is organizations with an
over-all participation intensity of 3.6. Teachers par-
ticipated with most intensity in organizations related
to their personal economic, professional, and social
needs.

Both' Hutcherson (34) and.Astin (,) explored vati:
ables of teacher-pupil interaction. Hutcherson inves-
tigated the correlates of teacher-pupil compatibility.
The interpersonal percepti&ts of teachers and stu-
dents were determined by using the Schutz FIRO
Measures. Sex; socio-economic level, grades in social
studies, and achievement and intelligence scores all
correlated significantly with some aspect of teacher-
pupil compatibility:

In a large-scale investigation of college environ-
ments, Astin found evidence,that instructor behaVior.
student behavior, and instructor-student interaction
differ systematically in -various curricular fields.- So-
cial scienee'dasses afforded students the least individ-
uation, and social science instructors showed a rel-
ative lack of involvement with their students. They
were comparatively' unlikely to know students'
names, to see students in,their offices, or to have stu-
dents is guests in their homes, Soda/ science instruc-
tors also ranked low in the degree of classroom inter-
action with their students. Further analysis suggested
that differences in classroom environment are some-
what independent of class size.

Bissmeyer (5) tested the effect of communication
and leadership patterns among social studies teachers
on their use of instructional films. Differences in film
usage. were not found to exist between identified
leaders and non-leaders.

In a descriptive study of social studies- methods
teachers, Searles (65) identified several_ generalized
factors. Their utsiversity training., at every level, in.
eluded both content and professional education,
Fifty percent of the doctorates were in education; 57
percent of the masters degrees were in history or 'the
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social sciences. Seventy-four percent had 01:C co t.erl
years of high school teaching exr;erience.
recency, 38 percent taught 11141t school within t:.:
ten years, and is percent ate currently teaching hi.,.
school. In comparing these findings tv:th a
study, Searles discovered that a greater percent
percent) are now teaching history . sd /or
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view of Research in the Teathing
of Soeial Studies: 1964

by SYLVIA E. HARRISON AND ROBERT J. SOLOMON

HE research reported here and cited in the ac-
companying bibliography includes published
and unpnblished 'research conducted on pub-

lished during .964.1 An attempt has been made to
limit this review to those studies whose standards of
deSignand mc thud were reasonably rigorous. Ongo-
ing research has been cited where it was deemed
worthwhile, but no attempt 'has been made to cover
this area comprehensively. The organization of this
review was adapted from that used by Cross and
Badger_ in their article on social studies research in
the Encyclopedia of Educational Research (3R).

The reader's attention is directed to the American
Educational Research Association series, What Re-.
Search Says to the Teacher (I). At present there are
thirty publications in this series, each of which is de-
voted to a given teaching area or problem and has
been prepared' by an outstanding researcher in the
area. Two of the publications relevant to social stud-
ies instruction are "Teaching the Social Studies" and
"Understanding Intergroup Relations."2

CuRRIct.l.uNt

In the past few years we have seen the initiation of
a number of projects concerned with social studies
curriculum development for grades Ni 2. 111 prepar-
ing a:summary of these projects. Harrison (43) cons,-
municated with the directotS of the major projects
requesting a brief description of their objectives, ac-
tivities- to date, and plans for the fume. Apparent

The Research Committee of the National Council for the
Social Studies has assumed the responsibility of publishing
annualsreviews of research in the leaching of the :social
studies.

For this review, we arc especially indebted to SyL.ViA E.
HARRISON, Research Assistant in the Test Development
Division of the Educational .Testing Ser,:ice, Princeton,
New Jersey, and RCIREAT J. SOLUMON, Associate Chairman
of the NCSS Rcsrarch Committee and ETS rice President
for General Frog, ant's:Test Development, and Statistical
Analysis. The other members of the 1961 Research Com-
mittee were: Robert Cooke, Chairman, ita/p/t It'. Cordier,
Howard H. Cum Mings, Jean Fair, Verna Pattern, William
J. Fisher, Richard E. Gross, Edith Louis, John D. Mc-
Aulay, Walter McPhie, Lawrence Metcalf, Ez.elvn Moore,
Franklin Patterson, Thonuss Powell, James 1'. Shaver, and
Edith [rest.
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in the responses were trends toward (a) the develop-
ment of sequential curriculums for grades K-12 such
that a year's course -would build on the skills and
concepts introduced in previous years; (b) elimina-
tion of much of the unnecessary repetition of con-
tent inherent in the traditional fifth-, eighth-, and
eleventh-grade American history sect'. once; (c) area
studies and stout-indepth of selected topics; (d)
communicating to students the methods of inquiry
of the sucial.scientist; (e) greater use of readings, case
studies, and primal,. sources; (1) greater emphasis on
developing skills of iadoictive thinking and critical
analysis; and (g) greater emphasis on the affective as
well as the cognitive outcomes of instruction.

Elementary level. There is ii growing body of liter-
ature on the interests and abilities of elementary
school children and the 'tray in which these interests
and. abilities arc reflected in current curriculum
practices. In an attempt to determine the extent to
which this age group has interests beyond'- -its im-
mediate environment, Smith and Cardinell.
studied the understanding that children in grades
one through eight had of words with which alt were
somewhat familiar (e. g.. ho.nest. India, riser, Wasfr-
ington, world,- etc.) and their reactions to these
words. This study indicated that children have
broad interests, that there- is a need for more effec-
tive instruction in geographic terms at an earlier age,
and that even children of kindergarten age have dis-
tinct, if erroneous, concepts of some social sntdies
terms.

Arnoff (4) found that not only are second, third,
and fourth graders acquainted with many terms in
government before instruction. but that with in-
struction they are able to achieve a greater under-
standing of many concepts in local, state, and na-
tional government. At the end of the instruction pe-
riod, more than 75 percent 6E the children in each
grade knew the meaning of such terms as city man-
ager, property tax, mint, congressman,' ballot, split
ticket, and campaign. Lowry (58) administered a test

Research countered horn ti1Co ihrough 1963 was cited in
the 1161 at TeN it'W of sixial .5itrilics research appearing in Social
Edricaiion, May 104. p. 277.292.

'A list of ;the titles an he obtained by writing to the
American Ecluptional RAW:11-0 Association, 120s sixteenth
Street, NAV., W.ohingion, 2°036.
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of Ito common social studies concepts to 28-
4

second-
grade children prior to their instruction in these
concepts. That the children knew an average of 8.1.6
percent of the concepts led Lowry to recommend
that administrators and teachers find means of assess-
ing what childten know before instruction and. that
children be given the opportunity to assist in setting
up units of study by stating their particular interests.

After identifying 35 principles of physical geogra-
phy deemed important in elementary school instruc-
don and after assessing the knowledge sixth graders
had of these principles, Brown (1) concluded that
current teaching practices fall short in producing
mastery of these principles. Greenblatt (37) similarly
felt that sixth graders can learn inore facts and form
broader understandings pertaining. in this instance.
to the geography of Mexico than is commonly ex-
pected. He recommends that social studies programs
be examined with a view to, Imoadening and extend-
ing the content,. Dobbs (25) (mind that sssternatic in-
struction in time sense and chronology yeas beneficial
to sixth graders and that there is an indication that
the vocabulary of time words possessed by girls is
more extensive than that of boys. but that boys arc
able to estimate time intervals move accurately than
girls.

On the basis of her investigation. (67) con-
chided that the Delaware Human Relationsconrse,
program of "systematic instruction in human rela-
tions" for sixth grade, is a valid program for use in
the classroom to "foster positive mental health."

Citing the results of various sorvcvs, Mc Aulay (Edo)
discussed several possible trends in elementary school
social studies. There appears to be a trend toward'
separating geography and history in grades 4

through 6. although there has been no research to
indicate that fourth. fifth, or sixth graders arc any
more capable of understanding the disciplines 'when
they are separated than when they are combined as
social studies. Similarly, there appears to be a trend
toward separating social stitches from other areas of
the curriculum and making it an entity unto itself
even though, says McAuiay, "the one crying need of
our culture is to synthesize knowledge."

-Kaltsounis (52) reported on an accidental but
noteworthy finding connected with his -attempt to
identify the basic principles that .are most current in
the social sciences which he planned to use as the
basis for evaluating the contents of major texts used
in the elementary social studies curriculum. Four-
teen professors representing all of the social
sciences were informed of the purpose of his project
and were asked to identify what they considered to
be five basic principles of social science. Only one
principle, the idea that human beings arc social
creatures, was listed by as many as three professorsa
sociologist, a historian, and a political scientist. Most

of the professors limited their lists of principles to
their own disciplines. Kaltsoonis concludes, ".Nfost of
them appear to be either afraid to step out of their
particular field and be more inclusive, or they ignore
the need and the reasons for which elementary
school social studies has to be inclusive of all social
sciences."

Secondary level, In attempting to secure informa-
tion that would lead to the identification of useful
guidelines for administrators and others interested in
the development, coordination, and improvement of
a junior high social studies program, Bailey (8) sent
questionnaires to principals and teachers in Nebras-
ka schools.- The responses indicated that recent
efforts directed at the revision of the social studies
program have not yet produced any clear-cut . pat-
terns for the schools to follow, that the lack of geo-
gaphic concepts and skills is one of the major
deficiencies in the backgrounds of students, and that
the major weakness in the social studies program is
the excessive scope of some coursei.

Masia (64) discusses a survey to identify the major
outlines of the secondary school social studies curric-
ulum in the accrediting area of the North Central
Association which covers to states. On sampling 368
public and private schools, it was found that the typ-
ical pattern of course offerings still reflects the recom
mendations of the 1916. Committee on the Social
Studies: i.e., civics in the ninth grade; world history
in the tenth; American history in the eleventh; and
probletns of democracy, or government, or a combi
nation of government and eConontics in the twelfth;
and that, generally, the number of semesters of social
studies requited for graduation and the number of
elective offerings is proportional to the sire of the
school. Ortethird of the schools had added a course,
usually an elective, to their social studies curriculum
dming the two yeats prior to the smey. Consider-
able time is being devoted to. new content within the
siandard courses. Two-thirds of the schools have
adopted special procedures for taking individual
differences into consideration in instruction; the
.smallest schools constitute the remaining one-third
of the schools surveyed. Based on his survey, Snyder
(85, 86) gives a regional profile of the social studies
curriculum in the Kansas secondary'.schools. He also
finds that the present curriculum reflects the 1916
Model and that, while many of the behavioral
sciences have manned during this period, they ap-
pear to have received little Consideration in the pres-
ent social studies offerings.

In investigating the status of the Advanced Place-
ment. AmesiCan history course and in comparing it
with both honors courses and regular courses in
American history, Campbell (.I6) found that the
three courses are similar in that the content Of each

J.
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combines topical and chronological approaches,
places major emphasis on the political aspects of
American history, and emphasizes the use of a basic
text, and that all three use similar instructional
methods. However, the Advanced Placement classes
are not only smaller with an as erage t6.7 students
per class as compared with 2.1 and 26, respectively,
for honors and regular classes, they also generally use
a college-level basic text and emphasize essay testing'
more than the other two courses.

Because geography is presented primarily as a basis
for studying and interpreting other subjects. it has
not contributed directly to social studies education.
According to Anderson (3), this in part explains why
geography has not attained a more important place
in the social studies curriculum at the secondary
school level. After examining the status of and
trends in secondary school geography as ratight itt
schools in cities having populations of 10.000 or
more in the Not Central states, Anderson doubts
that geography will emerge in the'neari 'future as a
dominant feature of the secondary school social
studies curriculum.

Joseph Schwartzberg (22). University of Pennsy Iva-
ma, tested IOU I.:M(1011th selected university studeuts
and reports that .17 percent (andel not locate Vietnam:
that over 50 percent could not locate Yemen- (one
student had never /lea"' and Allgt"
(which sonic confused with Outer ldoneolin): 50 per-
cent could not locate Hungary aod Bulk ia: 5:t per-
cent guessed the population of the Soviet Union
within :0 percent of the actual figure. although an-
swers ranged front ten thousand to- six billion. He
further reports that women and English majors, as
separate groups, did poorly on the test and that po-
litical science majors did well. On the basis of his
solves:, Schwartzberg recommensIs that in the Ratite
geography be required of those wit° are found to be
deficient on the basis of a proficiency test.

After administering the Surrey of Economic Un-
derstanding to 3.go8 high school seniors in Califor-
nia, Deitz (2.0 found that the group understood ap-
proximately 5' percent of the economic concepts,
the understanding, Of which is considered by the Na-
tional Task Forc'e on Economic. Education to be
minimal for effective citizenship. Scores were related
to sexeacaciemic achievement, future academic Plans,
and political identification: college-bound boss who
had high grade -point averages, who intended to
affiliate with the Republican party, and who advo-
cated less federal involvement in economic matters
Scored highest on the survey.

On the basis o( the results of his nationwide sur-
rey of state requitement,. recommendations, and
courses of study for the teaching of communism.
Gray (36) conclude that "While some state programs
or policy stat.ements are .expressed in language more
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temperate than others, none really permits a scholar-
ly or objective .stuck the subject of communism."
EversulPs study (29) deals with aspects of the unit on
Americanism Versus Communism used in the public
secondary schools of Louisiana and it is concerned
with the personal backgrounds of the teachers, the
materials and methods of instruction, and the con-
tent of the unit. The teachers feel that the State De-
partment of Education should take the initiative its
providing more definite guidelines and procedures to
insure that the objectives sought in tea-chirig- diis
unit are achieved. Only ao percent of the teachers to
whom the questionnahe was sent, responded.

Ott the basis of its surrey of the requirements fur
citizenship education in the' -50 states, the Robert A.
Taft Institute of Goeernment (so) reports that .I7
states Rase -made some statutory provision for in-
struction in citizenship and that .0 states requite com-
pletion of work in citizenship education for gradua-
tion. For the most part, the statutory references 'arc
broadly slated and 'amide little guidance: they ratelY
stipulate When and for hOw lung a course is to be
studied, or whether the pupil must satisfactorily pass
an examination in the course before graduation. The
report concludes that there is great diversity, bin
that all school people de,sire to "strengthen the
teaching of citizenship, particularly with respect to
government and politics.-

Prpich's investigStion (73) of prevailing instruc-
tion:' pi actices in current events in four Salt Lake
City high schools revealed that heassessing the effec-
tiveness of instruction. social studies teachers were
more concerned with evaluating the students' knowli-
edge than with Cif:WITS in studertts attitudes. Its as-
sessing the knowledge of current events possessed by
a sample of tenth and elesenth graders, Prpich also
found that scores on a current events test showed
positive correlations with the variety of instructional
methods used by theiteacher, the tiltle..students spent
reading newspapers and magazines and listening to
news broadcasts, and the number of different kinds
of articles students read in the newspaper.

INSTRUCTION.

MciliOds. Based on the proposition that each
scholarly discipline has a structure of ideas that di-
rects its investigations and organize its findine,s,
Joyce and Weinberg (51) selected the concepts of so-
doingy to illustrate the process through\which the
central ideas of a social science can be tranilated into

The process involved: -(a) identification ,f souse

a form \.1that young children can identify nd use.
m

structural ideas in sociology (i.e., norms. valtt6,

these

sanc-
tions. and roles); (b) a search fur forms that vould
enable children to observe. examples of
concepts: (c) development of .cousstions that w old
guide children itt their search for examples of t.1 ese
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concepts (e.g., "What arc sonic things that our teacher
and principal eepect us to do and would nut like if
we did not do: "What is a good sport:": ((I) a series
of conversations that would entiourage third ,tins fifth
graders to examine the groups in which this the in
terms of the ',',guiding" questions: and (e) analysis of
the topics now taught in the elementare school social
studies curriculum in to determine where the
structure of sociological ideas could be introduced to
chikhen and where these ideas would enhance the
almb.sts of problems. Although this seas an explura-
tory study. the data indicate that the "guiding" ques-
tions did lead the children to recognize concrete
examples of sociological concepts.

When asked by Wilkinson (it1) about their proce-
dures for teaching concepts of democracy, interde
pendencc, freedom, international relations, and in-
tergroup relations, 5o teachers of grades i through B
commented that much of what was taught about
these concepts was provided through "da-tolay liv-
ing in the classroom." )1oreforinal procedures in-
cluded riot only lesSons and unit otk but the study
of current events, holidays. and biographies as well.

Stephens found that a significant gain in those
concepts related to telling time was made by kinder-
garten. pupils who had leceived specific nut terror
in the concepts as compared with pupils who Te
ceived only incidental instruction in telling time.
Sher's project (821 demonstrates that children in the
elementary school can learn tacts and can acquire'
concepts in the social studies by doing certain folk
and square teinces when these activities arc related
to a given tabs of work. Taslor (91) 'found no dis-
cernible differences in attitude tots-ard smial studies
between those instructed by television :tint those in-
structed by conyenticetal classroom procedures.

On analyzing concepts of social studies instruc-
tional methodology- in American secondary educa-
tion, Aziz (7) makes recommendations with reference
to current concepts of social chilies met ,in
Pakistan. In particular, she recommends placing a
greater emphasis on student needs in the selection of
methods, giving lest attentions to formal examina
Lions as a desirable end for instruction. placing more
stress on socialized procedures. and increasing the
emphasis on the social studiesin teacher education
institutions.

Marks (63) utilized some of J. -Lloyd Trump's
ideas on team teaching. small grotto discussions':

study,-and made generous use of audio-visu-
al aids in teaching two snunner courses in American
history,, He tinted that 7o of the 72 students passed
the final examination.esen though percent of:the
group had previously failed this course at least once
in high school. On the basis of a. questionnaire, Iii
concluded that the greatest learning took place .in
the small group discussions. Hunt (.17) found that

with seventh graders academic achievement in social'
studies was not significantly affected by team teach-
ing. but that ii Ii t appeared to he More relat-
ed to ability than to staff patterns.

Anklet son re (71 :.:)colupored 'lie use of the sitnula-
tion method AVM the case-soniy method as a means
of teaching decision-mak itte in Once political science
courses at the college Joel. Although it had beets by-
.pothesited that students in the simulation group
would exhibit greater interest, receive more feed-
back, be more explicit, master mote facts, and grasp
principles better than thOse in the casesuidy
groups, results indicated that. there were virtually
no 'differences in the learning outcomes of the two
methods. However, there were apparent sex
differences in the effectiveness of the two methods to
stimulate interest and promote feedback.

Coleman and fetiethe (76) arc continuing their in-
vestigation of the effects 01 games with simulated en-
vironments at the level of secondary school educa-
tion. -I-he results of their first scar's experimentation
indicated that, although socioeconomic games ob-
viously, had a potential to motivate and teach, the
merhauics of implementing these potentials on the
computer was stn It den. rapid feedback was norpos-
sible. For this reason, the' turned their attention to
simonising the simulated ens ironments hoping to
device noncompoter games. Thus the second year
(196.36.1) was devoted in the extensive development
and testing of two tNIK's of games dkurced from the

`,computer: a career venue and democracy games. .The
Portlier is designed to give students experience in
making the complicated decisions abcirk education,
employment, andel:tin& life th'at they will have to
make, in elre-future. The democracy. games are de-
signed toshow the processes by which the differences
of interest among members of a society are. resolved,
both at. the 'community level and at the legislative
level. Tle'e family game, which centers around cer-
tain problem areas of the parent-child relationship,
and the school board game, which centers on collec-
tiSc decision-snaking on school Midget items, are still
in the eat-Is stages 'of development. Despite the me-
chanical difficulties. the computer games do provide
advantages and an attempt will be made in the
coming year to Cry a different approach in their de-
velopment.

Fwgge (.10) comPared the achievement of certain
\ citizenship objectives attained he two groups of high

school students, One group wit.; taught a modern
course in the problems of denicfcracy in a reflective
sitilation which emphasized the rational examina-
tion of issues, and the other pimp was taught in an
authoritarian. text- oriented situation. The results
indicated chat th;.;re was no significant difference be-
tween the ma methods in the achievement of the
citizenship objectives: although the students in the
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reflective situation were shown to have a more posi-
tive attitude toward the teacher at the conclusion of
the course.

Development of cl lila,' Thinking and Irorh.
Study Skills. Nlassial0s and Zevin (65) explored the
dimensions and implications of teaching a class of 35
in a one-sear course in world history through the
method of discovery, or what pruner calls the pro-
cess of "figuring out." The teacher's attitude wos
nondirectise, and primary use was .made of historical
documents. Results indicated that the students were
able to participate in the process of discosery and
inquiry, that is,. in identifying and defining .prob-
lems, devising alternative plans of attack, formulat-
ing working hypotheses from given data and from
previous learning experiences, testing the hypotheses
by drawing logical infeiences and by gathering rele-
vant information, and arriving at a theory or "grand
generalization'' which diaws together all data anal
supporting hypotheses. It was also found that be-
cause of its game-like qualities, the method of discov-
ery was highly motivating.

Davis (23) found that four th, fifth, and sixth grad-
ers generally are not capable of satisfactorily distin-
guishing between fact and opinion as measured In a
fact:opinion test. On the basis of this, lie recom-
mends more direct instruction in this skill. Using the
WatsOn-Glaser Critical Thinking Appiaisal and the
Dogmatic Scale of It okeash. Quinn (7;) compared
Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant secondary school
students in public schools and Catholic students in
parochial schools in terms of criticalthinking
and degree of openmindedness. Both Catholic sam-
ples, and particularly the pat ochial school sample.
made poor showings on the two measures when coin-
'pared with non-Catholics. Quinn relates,his findings
to the performance of Catholics in the fields of
scholarship and research.

McAulay (62) made extensive use of maps and
map projects in a fourth-grade unit on the COIll111011-
wealth of Pennsylvania.. He found that fourth grad-
ers can acquire map skills and undeistanslings that
are integrated in an ongoing social studies unit: that
is, it does not seem necessary to teach these skills and
understandings as separate entities. Schiller (79)
found that the systematic and functional use of
work-study skills among seventh graders does result
in the roasters' of the skills and does promote
sign iriCant i,ll crease in achievement in geography.
Root (77) found that giade-point average in history
showed- a significant increase when students partiCi-
pated in a speed-reading course.

Teaching Malerials and After examining the
historical personages included in it fifth-grade texts,
Cuzzetta (40) concludes that fifth-grade social studies
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courses seem to concentrate on the pc litical theory of
America and that little effort is made to introduce
students to the cultural and intellectual develop-
ments in American history, There is little general
agreement among the texts on the choice aml num-
ber of specific historical figures or on the emphasis
these figures receive. It was also found that before
receiving formal instruction in American history,
fourth graders already have a knowledge of individ
mils and events that ate historically' important and
that this knowledge increase's significantly with in-
struction in the fifth grade. Dusenbery (27) examined
fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade social studies and ge-
ography texts in order to determine what changes
have been made since 1915. She found that snaps and
illustrations are more colorful, that 'photographs
outnumber drawings, that there has been an increase
not only in the number of maps but also in the rep-
resentation of phssical features on the maps, and
that the length of sentences has been reduced.

In analyzing world history texts published be-

tween torso 'and try,o, Cr emer (18) Wind that be-
tween inoo and Igan idealistic purposes were emplia
sized and. that between inn) and 1050 concepts of in
ternalionalion and the need of the world Cili/C11 to
1111dersl;Illil 111c past were emphasized. lie found that
user the mite pet lid the space 'looted to ancient
and medieval periods of history and to European
history had desiased; that. 1.11C sp;ltit.: %AV% Ott.'d to
modern and. Far Eastei n Ingot s had inc-eased; and
that although the actual number., of students en-
rolled in voila history courses had increased, the per-
centage of students had declined. .After examining
primary and secondary school social studies text
books that have been published in Mexico and Ar-
gentina since 19-,6, Pelt me concludes that the
United States is not only sitiheil 'but that it is given
mole space than any othei iiireign country, even
though the treatment acaorded the United States is
somewhat dated and unbalanced: Argentine texts
emphasize American institntionl histor y, whereas
Mexican texts emphasize the. Mexican War and
Anunican imperialism. Perrone feels that the United
States is not lion eased in a manner that would effect
the understanding necessaiy to help an .Argentint'or.
a Mexican student to "interpret present-day America
realisticalls." The lestilts of \wl;wani's investigation
116) to detemnine the amount and kinds of concepts
from cult uralantliropology, sociologs, and psycholo-
p (build in firth- and sixth-grade social studies texts,
lead loin to conclude that these texts do not make
use of ideas from the behasiOr.1) sciences to any ap-
preciable extent.

Using teachers as judges, Mingle (68) appraised
reading materials approptiate for the third-grade so-
cial studies program in the schools of Dade County.
Florida. Of 84 books examined, only .18 were rated
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"fair" as teaching aids; no books were rated higher.
Onethird of the books were rated appropriate for
their level of difficulty; two-thirds were considered
appropriate for their level of ,interest to third
graders; no books were considered to be directly re-
lated to the objectives which refer to the local cool-
minty: that is, not C of the books de:ut directly with
Dade County. This lack of appropriate materials
dealing with the histoQ', geography, economy, and
social characteristics of a given community has
proMpted Harkness (.12) and Servetter (8o) to write
their own texts for use with upper- and-Middle-ele-
mentary school children in .Colorado and in Livonia,
Michigan, respectively. Johnson (88) is presently in-
vestigating the amount, scope, readability, quality,
educational suitability, acceptance and use in schools
of materials primed by governmental agencies and
private organizations for conservation education.

Curtis (21) found that students in a world history
course who participated in a "saturation enrich-
ment" program, that generously used various audio-
visual aids did no better on various achievement
measures than students whose instruction utilized
more conventional approaches.- Wood (95) found
that ninth graders using programed inaterials in ge-
ography learned factual material signifiCamiy better
than students taught by more traditional methods.
Even so, the results of a nationwide survey by the
Center for Programed Instruction indicate that of all
the schools using programed instruction. only 3 per-
cent arc using this type of instruction i i their. social
studies programs.

riclivities and Projects. Cuban (19) describes the
Cardozo Peace Corps Project in 1:ran Education,
the aim of which is to attract and train xachers who
can "connect-up" with inner -city youth through the
development of meaningful curriculum materials. It
is felt that certain characteristics associated with
many Peace Corps Volunteers would be effective
within the urban school setting. The rationale for
instruction in history is to teach a course that will be-
relevant for amt as intelesting as possible to urban
Youth. Primary and secondary sources, poetry, and
ficton arc used. One intern-teacher has used excerpts
from Genesis and the Babylonian msths to demon-
strate cultural diffusion; another has had the stu-
dents study the Boston Massacre from the viewpoint
of Crispus A t tncks, whom few realized was a Negro.

1 he Lexington Project on the study of mankind
was participated in by 2.1 college-bound seniors who
met several times a week for 12 t6 t5 weeks. As de-
scribed by Lyons (59), this pilot project "yavont at-
tempt to bring the crucial of man into the
high school curriculum; to provide conceptual tools
necessary for solution of such problems; to raise
philosophical questions especially concerning the
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values which underlie these problems and solutions;
to study specific cultures where many and even con-
trary values are often realized: and lastly, to focus
upon the question of what values, if realized, could
make for a community of mankind."

Atlitudes mut Dot le (26) surveed boo ju-
nior high school students in order to. ascertain their
feelings about the recitation of prayer. in school. Re-
sults indicated a high degree of acceptance, especial-
ly among girls. This accept:trice existed over all three.
grades, although it did decrease from the set en tic to
the ninth grade. Additional findings (e.g., whereas go
percent of the sample indicated that they favored a
religious exercise, only fin percent indicated that it
mattered whether or nun prayer was continued; 77
percent responded that prayer served a good purpose
in the school, but only 6- percent of these could
identify such a purpose) led Doyle to hypothesize
that the initial reaction of the junior high school
student to the recitation of prayer was one of
apathetic acceptance of.a routine.

.\ Scholastic Research Center poll (.-) of 7,000 ju-
nior and senior high school students showed that in
rite last election, 72.5 percent favored Johnson, 22.8
percent fasored Goldwater, but that 8.1.2 percent of
the total sample expected Johnson to win. Over 50
percent of the students preferred the Democratic
party and more than 25 percent preferred the Re-
publican patty. Almost !;:ii a percent who favored
the Republican party prefet ed the tgfii Democratic
ticket; but less than 6 percent of those who favored
the Democratic party preferred-the Republican tick-
et.

McAttlay (tit) requested 75 first- and second-grade
teachers to record their pupils' reactions_ and com-
ments on the Tuesday following President Kenne...-
dg's funeral. Their comments could be divided into
the following live generalTategorics: (a) Five percent
of the comments were somewhat negative; e.g.,- "I
missed all the programs because of the funeral." (b)
Fifteen percent indicated the children's empathy
with the Kennedy fandh: e.g., "Who will he Caro-
line and John John's father now'?" (c) Eighteen-per-
cent were concerned .with President Kennedy's role
and his platform; e.g.. "He wanted cereal (civil)
rights." (d) Twenty.four perccot revealed the chil
dren's interest in the shooting of Oswald; e.g., "I saw
111111 really do it." (e) Thirty-eight percent were con-
cerned with die personality of President Kennedy
himself: e.g., "Ile worked hard." "He liked to shake
hands.- On the basis of these reports, McAtilay feels
that these children appeared to have gained some
understanding of a "great, but tragic national
event," and he makes recommendations for directing
their interest in and understanding of this event in
course work.



Barnes (to) describes a study in which an interna-
tional group of educators formulated a series of
questions to he administered to too "tipper-form"
male students in the urban areas of 1F., countries.
The questions sought to identify Student perceptions
on various issues. Among the findings are the
following: political and social Injustices were cited
most frequently as the major causes of world tension;
inhibiting factors that might prevent one from
reaching some goal in life seemed to fall into four
classifications with personal weaknesses and econom
is conditions accounting for approximately 70 per-
cent of all responses; in all but two countries (Co-
lombia and the Sudan) a majority of students fa-
vored free expression for political opptnition groups;
the purposes of education were related most fre-
quently to the acquisition of cuhure and knowledge
and to the development of critical thinking. The
varying opinions expressed led Barnes to conclude
that "our penchant for grouping large blocks of peo-
pletOgetherthe Arab world. Far Eastern cultures,
the emerging nationsand representing them as rela-
tively homogeneous in character is in need of exami-
nation."-

Hoerger (46) surveyed the opinions on interna-
tional 'relations held by secnntlary school students in
England and .America and fecund no significant
differences between the two groups; differences in
the level of inrentatinnalism within each country ex-
ceeded the differences dietWeen the connuies.
Trenfield (92) found that the interest of studentsTht
eventually participating in civic activities in adult
life was positively related to civic participation of
parents, participation in high school activities, social
studies achievement, etc. There was no increase in
this interest during high school which he attributes,
to the existence of odic" factors that tend to connier-
act the positive influences during high school. Pren.
tine (72) found wide variance between the-actual be-
havior of elementary children as observed by their
leachers and the children's reports of how other chil-
dren would behave-in certain citizenship situations.
Teachers' predictions of the children's behaviors-
were found to be much closer to their actual behav-
iors than were the children's predictions of their
classmates' behaviors. In assessing the citizenship
education program in the secondary school of Davis
County, Utah, and in measuring student knowledge
of and reaction to democracy, White (93) reports
that the students showed an inadequate understand-
ing of their obligations as citizens of a democracy.

MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION

Bailey (9) describes his attempts to develop an in-
strument to measure she quality of thought a stu-
dent could be expected to exhibit in social studies
courses at the secondary level. He uses one- and two-
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word questions designed to elicit concrete, function
al, or abstract levels of thought in definition. In de-
signing the questionnaire used in his survey referred
to above, ;Merger was concerned with (a) using only
those statements that would be pertinent and fair for
the two nationalities, to) offering statements that
ranged from the easily accepted to the very demand-
ing,, and (c) eliminating the influences of specific
points of view by using an equal number of interna-
tinnalist and anti-internationalist statements. On the
basis of his results, Hoerger concluded that it is fea-
sible to develop a single, valid instrument that can
be used in more than one country'to test opinions
on international relations.

Henson (Al) describes the procedure she followed
in assuring curricular validity in her develnpment of
an instrument for the measurement of social studies
achievement in the primary grades.

To obtain evidence of the progress of junior high
school children when compared with that of chil-
dren of the sante age and grade level thirty years
ago, O'Connor (.7o) administered a 1932 form of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test-to 246 eighth grad-
ers of average ability. The results indicated, that the
children in the )962 sample scored as well as-their
counterparts in 1932 despite disadvantages of outdat-
ed test content.

While investigating the intercorrelations among
seven tests of competency in elementary school social
studies, Goolsby (34) found that the intercorrelations
were quite high, indicating little variance associated
with tests which were intended to measure different
aspects of achievemenns skills, critical thinking, fac-
tual knowledge, and vocabulary. On the basis of this,
he concluded that as the social studies are presently
taught, at least in his sample of schools, there is lit-
tle statistical justification for differentiating among
these particular forms of competency. Coro (20)
found no significant difference in achievement scores
in American history between secondary school classes
in which the teacher n6E/et! daily preclass tests and
those classes in which no use was made of such test-
ing.

THE SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER

Hansen Os) surveyed the social studies programs
in selected junior high schools in Wisconsin to de-
termine the relationship of the programs to the
professional .preparation of the social studies teach-
ers. He found that approximately 62 percent of the
social studies -teachers in the sample had neither a
major nor a minor in any area of the.social studies:
that 18 percent had not been certified by the state to
teach social studies; that none of the teachers in the
sample who had a major in history was assigned to
teach American history on, a full-time basis; and that
the most commonly taught units in the seventh and
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ninth grades are also those for which the teaches are
least prepared in terms of academic background.
Hansen's recommendations include a re-examination
of existing certification statutes.

Similarly, Black (13) found that the pattern of un-
dergraduate training in the social sciences had little
bearing on a teacher's initial assignment or later
specialty: that despite the popularity of geography at
the secondary schtiol level, few teachers have ade-
quate training in this area; that most teachers of
state history have had no undergraduate work in this
area: and that over a period of years, a social studies
teacher might well teach in from two to five different
areas. He also found that college advisers as well as
teachers would favor patterning the undergraduate
course so as to allow the teacher one area of concen-
tration of 18 to 2.1 hours.with collateral work in'two
or three other social sciences; principals, on the
other hand, favored a pattern that would cover five
social sciences and allow a concentration of from t5
to 18 hours in one. Bailey (8) also cites as one of the
major weaknesses in the social studies program, the
number of junior high school teachers assigned to
teach subjects for which they are not prepared.

On questioning American professors of education
in the field' of secondary school social studies on
their views of existing patterns and projected trends
in teacher education. Biodbelt (el) found that the
professors emphasized critical thinking subjectina-
ter competency, and the motivation of stodents.
They_ also indicated that they would like to see a
greater emphasis on the behavim al sciences its the
high schools. Noxon (69) questioned professors of
basic geography courses in stalesupported teat hers
colleges on the 'significance they act vibe to the goal
of "social conscience" (i.e., "an attitude of apprecia-
tion, concern, and responsibility toward peoples and,
environments"). lie found that although 86 -percent
regarded the cultivation of this goal to be significant.
only 69 percent actuailv implemented it in their in-
struction. Fie also found a great disparity between
the regard the professors expressed (or techniqOes
such as reflective thinking, field study, and indepen-
dent inquiry which would help students acquire a

"social conscience" and the actual utilization of
these techniques- in their classes.

Johnston (5o) investigated the factors that are re-
lated to elementarY school teachers' knowledge of
races, cultures, and nations. He ((mod that males
had. .n broader range of knowledge than females and
tloit scores were positively related to travel outside
rite United States and. to the number of years spent
ill preparing to teach.

In studying the role and role conflicts of 229 social
studies teachers in New York State, Godward (33)
found that as professionals, teachers recognize the
following role conflicts: they are expected to set bet-
ter examples than parents are willing to set and they
are expected to maintain the status quo. As private
citizens, teachers find that claims are made on their
free time hecauseohey are teachers, that they are ex-
pected to dress in a businesslike fashion, and that
other citizens are inclined to check their behavior.
Male teachers experience greater role conflict than
female teachers.
Through. questionnaires. Gordon and Shea (35)
.obtained a political profile of social studies teachers
in secondary schools in rural New York. The profile
indicated a positive correlation between the number
of government courses taken in college and partici-
pation in and attitudes toward politics. Those hay-
ing the greatest number of government courses in
college had been active in campus politics, were ac-
tive in community politics, were most willing to
hold office, and were most willing to deal with con-
troversial issues. to discus's the activities of pressure
grMim and to-use politicians as resource persons in
their classrooms.

Lawrence (56) found the teachers' ability to accept
themselves was positively related to their. ability to
accept children and the degree to which they held
liberal social beliefs. On the other hand,' Liu (5o)
found.no clear-cut support for the hypothesis that a
student teacher'sauthorharianism, his philosophy of
social 'education, and his instructional preferences
were positively related to teaching behavior, at least
as these were measured in her study.
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CHAPTER 1 7 Research on Teaching
the Social Studies

LAWRENCE E. METCALF
University of Illinois

This chapter will review and critically. ana-
lyze research on teaching the social studies.
No attempt has been made to treat the litera-
4re exhaustively, partly because of the avail-
ability of recent summaries, considered in the
lust section of this chapter, and partly because
of the sterility of much of that literature. In-
stead, the chapter has been focused on an ap-
proach to teaching the social studies, the re-
flective method, which serves as a point of
vantage for examining the major issues.
Empirical studies of reflective method find its
cognates are considered at some length.

the chapter turns to analytic history,
with an extensive discussion of the problem
of teaching historical explanationind to re-
cent formulations of concept analysis.

RECENT SUMMARIES

Within the past few fears duce sinnioaries
of research on teaching the social studies have
appeared. Only one of these, an encyclopedia
article by Gross and Fladger (1960), pur-
ported to be a complete summary. An un-
published bibliography by Isfcl'hie (1959)
listed doctoral dissertations for the past 25
years and annotated sonic of them. The pam-

Ole( by :McLendon (1960), one of a series
entitled What Research Sits to the Te:Icher,
was not offered as a complete summary hut,
in the author's words, "attempted to draw
front research material 'on the social studies
the items which proo-ise to be of most help td
classroom teachers" (p. 2). All three authors
reported great difliculty in ascertaining what
the res,mrch has been: The social studies field
is broadly and vaguely defined, and no sys-
tematic practice has been set up its collating
studies in this field.

McLendon's Pamphlet

NfuLendon was at his best when he sum-
marized the research on trends in objectives
as follows:

Research has revealed several clear but not
always favorable characteristics of objectives in
social studies: (a) an excessive number of ob-
jectives stated; (b) marked uniformity among
various localities, grades, and subjects; (e).
frequently nebulous statements; (d) a time lag
in reflecting social trends; (c) increasing em-
phasis on social (as distinguished from in-
di-vidual) values; (f) apparent lack of rating
according to importance; and (g) little evi-
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dente of application of research that has at-
tempted to formulate more specific statements
of objectives (for example, by answering the
question, "What is a good citizen?" through
detailed analysis of adult activities) (Mc-
Lendon, 1960, pp. 7-8).

He did not specify the research that has
revealed these characteristics of objectives,
and the reader, therefore, is in no position to
verify his claims by turning to the original
studies. He also omitted from his list the
tendency of teachers to list inconsistent ob-
jectives. His recommendation that one an-
swer the question, What is a good citizen?
through detailed analysis of adult activities
suggests the question of where objectives
originate. Such analysis could surely reveal
to some extent what adult citizens do but
fails to consider what adult citizens should
do.

McLendon's assertion about the excessive
number of nebulously stated objectives in the
social studies is well taken. Earlier; Horn
(1937) had described studies which revealed
that American history teachers claimed to
pursue 1,400 different objectives; one junior
high school course of study began with 47
mimeographed pages of objectives. After con-
sidering such studies, Horn suggested for the
social studies a single objective cast as a bibli-
cal injunction: "Finally, brethren, whatso-
ever things are true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are just, tvhatso-
ever things are lovely, tvhalsoever things are
of good report,if there be any virtue, and if
there be any. praise, think on these things"
(Horn, 1937, p. 4).

As a further example of the proliferation of
objectives, we may. consider Wesley as

quoted by Griffin (1942), To a list suggested
by Charles Beard which included nine skills,
seven habits, eleven attitudes, eight qualities.
and a separate category called "Informa-
tion," Wesley (1942) added 17 objectives of
his own for history, and another 36 to be
shared with economics, geography, civics,
and sociology. His objectives included such
familiar exprdsions as "to develop an ap-
preciation of our social heritage," "to acquire

a perspective for understanding contempo-
rary issues," "to develop a love of historical
reading," and "to promote international
understanding?' He then, said Griffin,
"warns teachers against the danger -of try-
ing to 'analyze every step in order to state
the specific purpose for taking it,' because to
do so might lead to `the obscuring of the
larger and more fundamental objectives' ..."
(Griffin, 1942, P. 20).

Wesley did not state the larger and more
fundamental objectives, unless his own list
is to be so taken. In any case, Griffin correctly
described the social studies as moving to-
ward the statement of larger, more numer-
ous, and more glittering objectives. Indeed,
the social studies have tended to appropriate
all the objectives of general education. Al-
most none- of the stated objectives could be
taken as peculiar to the social studies. At the
level of objectives, general education can
hardly he distinguished from the social
studies. In mathematics and science, it has
become customary to list objectives that
more or less state the potential uses of art
intellectual discipline. Workers in the social
studies, however, have tried to define the
good life, and then have assumed-that they
are its sole guardian. Equal time and
thought have not been given to how one
may achieve so many worthy objectives.
Consequently, the actual program has always
been inferior to the stated objectives. With
purposes much better than their means,
social studies educators, therefore, need re-
search to develop means adequate to their
purposes.

An example of high purpose and mean
program is the situation in the teaching of
critical thinking. Critical thinking is a fre-
quently stated objective in social studies, yet

-teachers are seldom satisfied with results in
this area. The social studies are not alone in
emphasizing critical thinking as a process to
be taught. But the teaching of this process in
the social studies is hindered by barriers not
usually present in mathematics or science.
Research in social studies might indicate
what the barriers arc and how a classroom
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teacher of social studies might overcome
them. McLendon (1960) devoted two full
pages to critical thinking without:however,
suggesting what it is, or how it might be
taught, or even, indeed, whether it can be
taught. His treatment leaves one with the
unhappy impression that social studies re-
search may have nothing to say on a matter
as crucial as the teaching of critical thinking..

Mc Phie's List of
Dissertations

McPhie's list (1959) purported to include
all doctoral dissertations in social studies edu-
cation for the preceding 25 years, and it is
doubtful that he overlooked a single major
study. This writer found listed and annotated
everything of significance that has ever come
to his attention, and much that had not. The
quality of the annotation wries with the dis-
sertation, and McPhie did not indicate
whether he or the original author was re-
sponsible for each annotation.

McPhic's list indicated indirectly the re-
search intetcsts and methods of professors of
social studies education, and therein is one of
its major values. Graduate students are not
always capable of identifyinc the problems of
their specialty, and even when they arc, it is
usually sensible for them to explore problems
in which their' advisers arc interested and
capable of advising.

The list reflects no sustained concern with
building and clarifying theory for teaching
the social studies. The empirical studies have
also not been the kind likely to contribute to
thccretical-knowledge. Dissertations have re-
sulted in teaching manuals, course outlines,
trend identification, status studies which are
soon out of date. surveys of Incai peculiarities,
controlled experiments of dubious design,
historical studies, and textbook analysis.
Many studies are local and dated in nature,
and no attempt has been made to relate them
to the larger, abiding questions in teaching
the social studies.

Analyses of textbooks to identify biases
have been abundant. McPhie listed 46 dis-

sertations, written in the period 1936-1956,
which studied textual materials. The con-
cern with bias is revealed in such titles as "A
Study of Bias in the Treatment of Nullifica-
tion and Secession in the Secondary School
History, Textbooks of the United States";
"The Treatment of the Negro in American
History School Textbooks"; and The Treat-
ment of the Immigrant in American History
School Textbooks."

Almost every possible kind of bias that
might appear in social studies instructional
material has been studied. The value of such
studies has not, however, been exactly speci-
fied or closely questioned. Some of the studies
belong properly to the history of education
rather than to the theory or practice of social
studies education. A typical study is one in
which the author examined 87 high school
American history textbooks used between
1805 and 1950 to sec whether the treatment
of Japan and people of Japanese descent had
moved toward a world point of view, such as
that expressed in certain UNESCO mate-
rials.

It is difficult to see how a knowledge of
bias in materials contributes to a theory of
teaching social studies. Even if it were known
how teachers' use such material, it would still
be necessary to develop a, t heory of method
which would suggest how a teacher could
use material for learning purposes regardless
of the biases or purposes of those who pro:_
duce materials of instruction. It makes no
difference to the building of such a theory
whether materials originate with responsi-
ble publishers, skillful propagandists, well-
meaning atlininistrators, conservative boards
of education. or misinformed scholars. Nei-
ther does it make any difference to such the-
ory-building whether the dominant biases are
pro or con an international point of view, be-
cause a sound theory will indicate how any
bias may he handled by teachers who favor
conceptual or any other kind of learning.

McPhic's valuable list of dissertations
would have been even more useful if it had
included an introduction clarifying how the
list was compiled and how the annotations
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were made. Only then could . reader judge
the completeness of the list and the authen-
ticity of the or:locations. The National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies, through its research
committee, should systematize the annual
compilation of such a list and the writing of
critical evaluations of current doctoral studies
in social studies education.

Gross and Badger's Encyclopedia Article

Gross and Badger (1960), in their encyclo-
pedia article, mentioned 274 studies in the
social studies. Thcy did not mention a dis-
sertation by Grithit (1942), listed without
annotation by N1cPhie, which in this writer's
judgment ranks among the most significant
studies of the past 20 years. Gross and Badg-
er's bibliography is nonetheless the most coin-
plete this writer has seen. Since these writers
mentioned most of these many studies, they
were unable to deal at length with any of
them. Gross and Badger treated a broad
range of topics, as is perhaps appropriate for
an encyclopedia aeticle. This writer would
have preferred an attempt to organize the
studies around different theories to show the
extent to which each theory had been exam-
ined in the research, and to reach some con-
clusion as to the status of various theories. In-
stead, they covered such headings as the cur-
riculum, objectives, problems of instruction,
evaluation, and the social studies teacher.
The history of the social studies, the curricu-
lum, the courses offered, enrollment in each,
and course trends are especially well treated.

Interpretations of results or critiques of re-
search designs, especially negative evalua-
tions, are largely absent. Their comment on
Devitt's study (1957) follows:

Devitt . . . attempted to help delimit the
content of the course [American history by
gathering a comprehensive list of basic con-
cepts to be taught-, he submitted 938 concepts
to three separate juries on a national lesel to
validate the generalizations. Such a list organ-
ized in order of importance can be an aid
to those attempting to build better courses
(Gross & Badger, 1960, p. 1302).

But Devitt's study listed facts more often
than concepts. The list consisted of state-
ments, most of which were of the order: "Co-
lumbus discovered America in 1492." It is

questionable whether Devitt sorted out the
basic concepts to be taught in American hii-
tory or even whether he distinguished con-
cepts from facts. Concepts are usually defined
as categories, or laws, as in Bruner, et al.
(1956), but seldom as facts, or singular state-
ments, even though facts are necessary to
teaching certain kinds of concepts, i.e., those
that have some empirical grounding.

Gross and Badger did criticize some find-
ings, but not the studies, i.e., the purposes,
conceptual framework, or design of the
studies. For example, they had this to say
about one study:

Anderson and Phelps' survey of discussion
techniques used by 110 sociastudies teachers
in 15 high schools showed that, although all
teachers used some discussion, they varied
greatly in the types of discussion situations
provided and thus in the number of students
involved.... The distressing finding here was
that in 55 percent of the classes students had
no preparatory-instructions or had little help
from the teachers in planning for their panels
or reports (Gross be Badger, 1960, p. 1306).

Gross and Badger's competent history of
the social studies and comparisons of such
figures as the percentage of high school stu-
dents taking economics today with the per-
centage 30 years ago nonetheless lacked a cur-
riculum theory for interpreting the figures.
They did take to rack those who label the
social studies "social slush," without making
it clear whether they oppose those who would
substitute courses in history, political science,
geography, economics. and sociology for vari-
ous fused or correlated offerings. They also
omitted any comment on a perhaps more sig-
nificant issuewhether there is too much
history and not enough behavioral science in
the social studies curriculum.

Gross and Badger, like McLendon, treated
technique without reference to a guiding
theoretical framework. Gross has indicated
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in some of his other writings a leaning to-
ward problem-solving as a method, but
although the encyclopedia article treats it
and controversial issues in consecutive sec-
tions, that discussion does not hint that one
is intrinsically a part of the other. Their con-
cept of problem-solving does not give a high-
er priority to the "hot" issues than to personal
problems. In economics, for example, they
might give attention to problems of personal
finance before they would concern them-
selves with analysis of unemployment, eco-
nomic growth, fiscal policy, 5nd other
so-called adult problems.

The three summaries suggest that research
on teaching the social studies has not been
guided by a framework or theory that would
make possible a distinction between basic
and trivial investigations, It is desirable to
avoid a dogmatic or closed system, but it
does not follow that objectivity means neu-
trality, or that one can prove his neutrality
by taking an antitheoretical position, or that
one should conduct empirical studies which
have no relationship to the clarification of
theories.

If there has been any bias in the research,
it has been a faint-hearted and confused pref-
erence for problem-solving as a method of
teaching. Some investigators have looked
upon problem solving as adequate for cer-
tain purposes, while favoring other methods
for other purposes, without apparent need to
have consistent- purposes. A common point
of view was expressed by Gross and Badger:
"A teacher may state six aims of equal
portance and find that socialized discussion
is better in reaching three of them, while
question-and-answer recitation brings better
attainment of the other three" (1960,
p. 1305). Yet, of course, the six aims of this
teacher may lack internal consistency and
hence may to some extent he self-defeating.

The same theme appears in the frequently
expressed preference for a variety of teaching
methods. Gross and Badger commented that
"the teacher should not Ilse one or two meth-
ods to the exclusion of all others; a variety of
techniques, each of which fits certain special

purposes or sit trat..-ms, probably will yield the
highest returns in learning" (pp. 1305-1306).
Here again technique is not related to any
particular theory of method.

REFLECTIVE THEORY
OF METHOD

In contrast to a position that seems to favOr
variety of technique for its own sake within a
general preference for problem-solving is the
solid theoretical work on method by Dewey
(1910, 1933), Bayles (1950), and Hullfish
and Smith (1961). These writers treat re-
flective thinking as a method by which to
foster conceptualization in learning skills,
attitudes, habits, information, and under-
standings at all grade levels and in all sub-
jects. Those who hold this concept of method
have been accused of stretching their concept
beyond recognition in a futile attempt to
encompass all educational purposes, and of
confusing episten'tological method with
pedagogical. In the latter instance, it is
argued that although reflective thought is
adequate for discovering new knowledge, it
is inappropriate for teaching that which is
al ready known and systematized. These quite
ftindamental criticisms have not been out_ta___.
any experimental test by any social studies
research known to the writer, -

Since Dcwev's influence on social studies
has been pervasive, research should have
hcen expected to emphasize the testing, clari-
fication, and refinement of his theory. Yet
only a few studies have attempted to (in so,
and the rest cast no light on his, (Jr any other,
theory of how a teac4ter might expect to per-
form his chief intellectual function. the direc-
tion of a process by which to assist students
in concept attainment. Becatve the 'Sum-
marks by McLendon (1960), NLIThie (1959),
and Gross and Badger (1960) have not had
this focus, this chapter will attempt to sum
up our present position in relation to the
practice and theory of conceptual teaching.
This attention to conceptual teaching follows
from an assumption that intellectual develop-
ment of the young is the chief function of all
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education; including social studie's education,
and that intellectual development consists in
the formation and attainment of concepts.

First, we shall outline the reflective theory
of teaching the social studies; then we shall
consider the few empirical studies which
purport to test and clarify this theory. The
general theory was stated by Dewey (1933).
Although the fact has not been generally rec-
ognized, Griffin (1942) stands almost alone
in his attempt to elaborate in practical and
theoretical terms what reflective theory
means for teaching history and for the sub-
ject-matter preparation of high school history
teachers. He has developed: his theoretical
position more completely and precitely than
has any other student of method. Studies of
the adequacy of problem-solving methods
must take his position into account.

It is significant that Griffin never used the
term problem-solving in his discussion of
method, He probably wished to divorce him-
self from a term that has often been inter-
preted in ways that stifle opportunities for
reflection in a classroom. It is also significant"
that his view of reflection was not limited to
questions of method but also included the
selection and organization of content and the
curriculum of teacher education. His main
contribution has been to pedagogical method,
however, and it would be proper to view his
theory as a psychological-logical model for
teaching conceptual learning. His disserta-
tion, rich in concrete illustrations of this
model at work in history classrooms, ranks
as a major intellectual achievement" in social
studies education within the past two dec-
ades, with a quality of Writing and thought
seldom found in a dissertation.

The following propositions and definitions,
stated or implied by Griffin, arc presented
here in summary form to set forth in broad
outline his proposals for achieving concep-
tual learning in the social studies:

1. Reflective thought is the active, careful,
and persistent examination of any belief, or
purported form of knowledge, in the light of
the grounds that support it and the further
conclusions toward which it tends.

2. Although reflective thought is widely
regarded as a method of ascertaining truth
even authoritarian societies make this ad-
missionthe survival of democracy ;n 'pres-
ent times depends upon our recognition of
reflection as the method of determining
truth.

3. Societies arc democratic in the degree to
which they refrain from setting limits upon
matters that may be thought about. It is a
corollary that such societies-place their faith
in knowledge and actively promote occasions
for doubt on the ground that doubt is the
beginning of all knowledge.

4. Authoritarian societies achieve social co-
hesion by (I) instilling preferred values and
beliefs, (2) holding such values and beliefs
above or beyond question, and (3) carefully
keeping out of people's experience any knowl-
edge which might cast doubt upon the
soundness of any preferred belief. Suppres
sion of occasions for doubt becomes a neces-
sary means to a stable, orderly. social unity
possessed of purpose and continuity, Doubt
can he fully eliminated only if all children
learn the same beliefs and if their beliefs are
consistent with the central values of the state.
It follows, therefore, that the specific content
of a child's early beliefs is crucially impor-
tant to the maintenance of art authoritarian
society.

5. Democracies also need order, stability,
unity, purpose, and continuity. For them the
solution cannot take the form of instilling
specific beliefs in all children. Democracies
cannot justify the suppression of knowledge,
and if they consider doubt to be the begin-
ning of all knowledge, they must positively
encourage occasions for doubt. A reliance
upon knowledge rather than hallowed belief
means that reflection, as the only means of
ascertaining belief, becomes the central, all-
embracing value.

6. All culture patterns, democratic or au-
thoritarian, have central and directing values.
Democracy it not so much concerned with
the specific character of the directing values
as withthe way in which central values arc
maintained and modified.
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7. The earliest belief. of children are not
and cannot be acquired reflectively, although
some writers have urged that they can be.
Early beliefs are taken on uncritically and
are often the consequence of conditioning or
animal preference. The uncritical acquisi-
tion of early beliefs takes place in all societies,
democratic or authoritarian, and a child need
be no more ashamed of those beliefs than he
is of his ancestry. Both arc beyond his ca-
pacity to choose.

8. The development of children into adults
who can steadily modify their beliefs in terms
of their adequacy for explaining. a widening
range of experience requires MO things: (1)
improving and relining the 'reflective capaci-
ties of children, and (2) breaking through
the hard shell of tradition which encases
many deeply rooted and emotionally charged
beliefs.

9. Many areas of belief in American cul-
ture are not subject to reflective examination.
Our beliefs about race and sex arc more open
to study than they once were. Religion and
economics remain particular's: dirricult to ex-
amine, even though conflicting traditions ex-
ist in both of these areas.

Two conceptions of learning are resi-
dent in the culture of teachers. It makes a
difference in the development of human in-
telligence whether children learn to say that
something is true, or whether they learn that
something is true. A parrot could learn to sat,'
that Columbus discovered America in 1492,
but only a human being could learn that such
was the case. The latter is what is meant by
conceptual learning.

11. Content may be viewed in two ways.
These two ways, if analyzed, clarify what is
sometimes meant by functional information.
One kind of content, the pattern-of-action
kind, is functional if we know what we want
to do, or arc set to act in a certain way. For
example, the person who wants to vote would
regard a knowledge of how to mark a bailot
as functional. Unfortunately, this is the only
concept of functional content known to slime
teachers. Such teachers, before teaching any
information, want to know whether children

are ready to make use of it. It is difficult, if
not impossible, to justify the teaching of
history if one's criterion is functional educa-
tion of the pattern-of.action kind.

Another kind of content is the kind that
may function as data in the testing of beliefs.
This kind is just as functional as the pattern-
of-action kind. and acceptance of it opens the
way to teaching history.

12. Information can be the result of reflec-
tion as well as data for reflection. When an
individual is in a situation that is unclear,
either because no appropriate way of acting
is readily suggested hy the situation, or be
cause mutually exclusive responses arc im-
plied, then he has a chance, a ml sonic reason,
to reflect. Reflection takes the form of trying
to fig lire out what is blocking action, to hy-
pothesize some ways out of the dniicultv, to
elaborate in imagination the probable conse-
quences of each, and. to accept that hypothe-
sis which is seen as solving the problem. Once
this clearly accepted hypothesis has been
learned, it can even be viewed as a habit that
will govern behavior when future situations
are seers to be of the same kind as the one
that gave rise to the hypothesis. This learning
of a new belief and a new habit includes
learning those facts relevant to testing the
hypotheses which the learner formulated for
solution of the problem.

13. The beliefs used to rationalize a par-
ticular attitude constitute a cognitive basis
that supplements whatever emotional basis
there may be. Reflective examination of these
rationalizing, beliefs may or may not result
in attitudinal change. It follows that reflec-
tion cannot guarantee that attitudes will
change it a particular direction. The attempt
to promote specific changes its attitude would,
of course, he undemocratic since it would
require a rejection of reflective thought as
the sole basis for conceptual learning.

H. A generalized change in attitudes. how-
ever, may occur. Students taught by the re-
flective method would become more con-
scious of their attitudes, what they mean,
and their interrelationships its a field of con-
sequences.
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Griffin's theory of teaching, addressed to
the service of a large social purpose, has as its
central zoncern the analysis of student be-
liefs. It assumes that historical data can func-
tion as evidence for testing such beliefs,
though not necessarily the historical data
found in standard schoolbociks, if indeed
these books include any data at all. His pro-
posal no doubt calls for sweeping revisions in
course content. The specific nature of the
revisions is not treated in his study, except by
implication. The many studi7s of textbooks
reported by McPhie (1959) d not hear upon
this problem. Griffin does indicate that the
beliefs of young people can be reliably in-
ferred from studies of American culture, and
there have been many of these studies: A sig-
nificant implementation of Griffin's theory
would entail the des elopment of new teach-
ing materials containing facts relevant to the
testing of commonly held American heliefo
The development of such materials woulA
render more explicit a practical side of his
theory, a step toward its eventual testing.

It should he said in passing that the ab-
sence of such instructional material; from
present-day schools does not constitute a basis
for, rejecting Griffin's theory. Rather, any
such lack in the schools becomes a deficiency
its practiceif the theory is soundand
means that the schools rather than the theory
are impractical. Likewise, the idea that Grif-
fin's proposal is impractical because the ah-
sence of academic freedom in public schools'
makes it unlikely that teachers will risk their
johs by exposing student prejudice, and, by
implication, community prejudice. is not rele-
vant to the soundness of his theory. If his-
tory teaches anything, it reaches that many
theories, sound and unsound, have been un-
acceptable to powerful undemocratic forces
in American culture.

Griffin was well aware of the opposition to
permitting students in public schools to re-
flect upon basic beliefs. I fence, he urged
teachers not to act in terms of his theory with-
out a full realization of the risks involved.
He would also have the teacher consider fully
the risks of not acting in terms of a reilective

theory of teaching. It is one of the dilemmas
imposed by his theory-that the kind of con-
tent most likely to stimulate reflection in stu-
dents is also the content likely to arouse the
opposition of authoritarian groups. Such
groups are more desirous of instilling par,
Ocular beliefs than of teaching students how
to modify any belief intelligently.There have
been no recent studies of intellectual freedom
in our public schools comparable to the study
by Lazarsfcld and Thielens (1953) of how
college teaching of social science was influ-
enced by the pressures of McCarthyism.

At no time in recent years has anyone been
sure in his judgment of the status of intel-
lectual freedom in the public schools. The
last study to investigate this question was
made by Beale (1936). In place of studies,
there have been expressions of opinion rang-
ing from one extreme to another. One ex-
treme says that there is no academic freedom
in the public schools. Another extreme is
represented by the statement that "teachers
who understand how to teach democratically
[reflectively] and do so in a competent way
are likely to have less trouble with a commu-
nity than other teachers and will probably be
able to stay in their jobs as long as they wish
to do so" ( Bayles, 1956, p. 32).

Because rriffin's theory is concerned with
concepts and how they are taught and
learned, it confronts one with a basic rather
than a trivial proposal. Experiments which
would establish the truth or falsity of his
theory would provide teachers with answers
to those difficulties that lie at the heart of any
program in citizenship education that has in-
tellectual development as its chief concern.
Bruner and his co-workers (1956) correctly,
pointed to concept formation and attainment
as the basis for all thinking and cognition.
It makes no difference whether the teacher
is reaching an understanding, appreciation,
skill, attitude, explanation, description, inter-
pretation, definition, or valtiationall of
which have been identified by Smith (1960)
as daily operations of many teachers. What-
ever his ohjec.tive, the teacher's task is largely
conceptual in nature. His endeavors will
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meet with success only if they arc rooted in
sound theory. Yet most research in the social
studies has been irrelevant to testing Griffin's
or any other theory of conceptual teaching. It
is therefore not surprising that there have
been no studies of academic freedom or other
institutional prerequisites to the practice of
reflective teaching. If there had been
spread interest in testing, clarifying, and
refinin7 a theory of teaching, the practice of
which reLiked a social-educational climate
favorable to reflection, it is likely that at-
tempts would have been made to measure the
extent to which such an atmosphere pre-.
vailcd in the public school system.

The Uncertain Status of Methods

A few attempts have been made u, test a
reflective theory of teaching. Feeble and awk-
ward though some attempts have been, the
literature of social studies abounds with ref-
erences to their significance. Studies by Bayles
treat reflection as an important variable, hut
most studies concentrate on the manipula-
tion of less basic factors. Searles (1952) re-
ported that college courses in methods of
teaching social studies stress group discus-
sion, group reports, use of current materials!
individual reports, and unit approaches over
other methods. This list suggests that college
teachers of method are confused in their con-
ception of method. It is difficrth to under-
stand, for instance, how one r ould label as
method such very different entities as discus-
sion, use of current materiais, and unit ap-
proaches. Only discussion seems to qualify
as a method, and then only if one locates it
within a theoretical framework.

The conception of method reported by
Jewett (195S) is evidently rare. In his meth-
ods class, jesvett confronts students with three
questions: (1) What is reflection? (2) What
is the role of social science data within a re-
flective process? and (3) By what techniques
can a teacher hope to induce the use of reflec-
tion by students of social studies ? If we com-
pare Jewett's conception of method with that
held by most college teachers in Searles'

study, we discover that they are not talking
about the same problem. Most teachers would
list discussion, lecture, and recitation as meth-
ods, while Jewett would be more likely to
list reflection as a characteristic element to be
found in any classroom technique that fosters
conceptual learning.

Hunt and Metcalf (1955, pp. 53-59) re-
ferred to intuition, revelation, reason, and
other nonreflective approaches to truth. It is
difficult to see how a teacher could use reve-
lation as a method of testing any proposition,
and therefore using it as a method of teach-
ing, although he can teach content that is
said to he revealed. If it is rusurried, however,
that reflection is the only way by which any
one knows anything, then such approaches as
revelation, reason, and intuition, although
treated by the culture as approaches to truth,
cannot be accepted as methods by which to
attain knowledge. This interpretation would
be consistent with Griffin's view that a tech-
nique such as discussion is no more effective
than the amount and quality of the reflection
it induces.

A reflective theory of method is never put
to test by experiments tha. compare lecture,
let us say, with discussion, unless the experi-
ment takes tinder control the extent to which
one of the techniques used is more reflective
than the other. Since this control ofreflec-
tion as a variable has almost never been pres-
ent in experiments with technique, the con-
flicting results obtained through use of any
technique. whether it he discussion or some
other, are easily explained. Adams (1954)
concluded from his survey that it is impos-
sible to state which technique is most ef-
fective. A similar conclusion was reached by
Jacob (1957, pp, SS-99) in his study of tech-
niques of college teaching. This conclusion
should be expected, according to Griffin's
theory of method. A class taught by lectures
that induce and improve reflection should
produce better results than one taught by un-
reflective discussion. Sin-ad:iris% reflective dis-
cussion should he more effective than con-
ventional lectures. Reflection, itS amount and
quality, is the one -variable that has seldoin
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been controlled, because few investigators
have recognized reflection as a significant
variable.Even if they (lid so recognize it, in-
vestigators might not know how to control
it. Hence, conflicting conclusions are bound
to appear. Teachers, whether they know it or
not, vary in their understanding and valuing
of reflection. Teachers with the bcst under-
standing of reflection do not necessarily pre-
fer discussion to any other technique of
teaching.

Because research on the outcomes of any
given technique has yielded conflicting re-
sults, many educators consider the teacher
and his personality to he more important
than his technique. It is assumed that differ-
ent teachers using the same technique get dif-
ferent results because some personalities are
more compatible with the given technique.
The position that a teacher should use a tech-
nique that fits his personality is fairly popular
even though research on the interactions he-
tweco personality and teaching techniques is
fairly rare.

A related assertion is the notion that
'teachers should use a variety of techniques.
.isfcLendon expresses the common view that
"in general, research confirms the judgment
of most authorities that no single method is
best for all teachers, classes, and subject mat-
ter. Each classroom teacher needs to utilize
a variety of techniques in order to develop
the varying abilities, interests, and back-
grounds of..his students" (Mcendon. 1Q60,
p. 16). He does not cite his "duthorities" or
their research, and he neglects, to develop in
even a summary fashion a theory of teach.°
ing method within which variety of tech-
nique would he an essential ingredient. Al-
though Griffin argued that students might
easily tire of the same technique, if used day
after day, and that therefore some variety is
tactically appropriate, the larger strategical
question is whether the techniques . used
contribute to students' conceptual learning
by promoting some phase of the reflective
prOcess.

Statements that assign more importance to
teacher perso'nality and variety of technique

than to any other factors will probably be
made until research on technique brings un-.
der control variables as basic as the -amount
and quality of reflection taking place in class-
rooms. A resort to teacher personality as an
explanation of learning is a tempting conclu-
sion when not much is known about the rela-
tionship between how a teacher teaches and
the learning that results.

The Bayles Sfudies

Bayles (1950) has indicated in his theoreti-
cal writings a grasp of reflective method.
He reported (1956) on six studies (r\very,
1941; Droll, 1940; Johnston, 1941; Reader,
1953; Sailer, 1942; Trefz, 1141) completed
during the period 1940-1953 which were in-
tended to test the effects of reflection. Of
these six studies, all master's theses written
under his direction, three dealt with Ameri-
can historyone with American government,
one with fifth grade, and one with sixth
grade. Bayles has never claimed that the
teachers in these studies were fully reflective
in their

were
In fact, all but two of the

wstudies ere made by teachers who were try-
ing out this method for the first time. Accord-
ing to Bayles (1956, p. 1), Trefz .(1941) and
Reader (1953), two teachers who were not
entirely unfamiliar with reflective method
by the time their studies were completed,
both felt that "a teacher can gain competence
in such teaching as she or he gains experience
in it" and that "the change-over is gradual
rather than abrupt."

In the six studies, both formal and informal
data were collected. The formal data resulted
(mm use of standardized achievement tests.
The informal data were supplied by teachers

. who offered testimony on 'their own teach-
ing. Since the teachers were recent converts
to reflective method, one should read their
testimony with considerable reservation.
Writers of toaster's theses of this kind may
sometimes want an experiment "to come out
right" and this frequently means that a hy-
pothesis is rationalized rather than tested.

The experimental groups were compared
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with much larger groups used in building
norms for the standardized tests. In com-
menting upon the absence of control groups,
Bayles said:

It may be well at this point to anticipate a
criticism which is likely to be raised with
reference to this and the following studies. It
may be objected that no control groups were
used which would furnish a basis for com-
parison and thereby for judging experimental
results. It is our considered opinion that such
a criticism is ill-founded and will not stand
careful scrutiny ....

The major control in each of these investiga-
tions was the group which furnished the

,standardizing base for each of the tests used.
If the standardizing base was reported as
representative of the nation as a whole, it was
assumed that normal expectation for a normal
class 'conventionally taught would be the
standard norm for the test; sometimes the
median, and sometimes the percentile ranks.
Class median scores on intelligence examina-
tions were compar I with national medians
for the grade levels in question, such as elev-
enth or ti-s.elfth, in order to reach a conclusion
as to whether a given class 'vas approxiina;ely
above, equal to, or below the standard group.
Tus, a group with IQ's approximately equal
to those of the standardizing group would
normally be expected to make scores approxi-
mately equal to standard on the achievement
tests, and variations above or below would he
interpreted accordingly (Bayles, 1956, pp.
6-7).

Bayles defended this design as against one
in which the same teacher would teach both
control and experimental groups. lie felt that
any teacher is likely to prefer one method to
another, and that this preference could influ-
ence results in favor of the preferred method.
He also opposed the use of-a control group
taught by a teacher other than theone who
taught the experimental group on the ground
that differences in teachers' capacities could
contaminate results. Ile preferred, to com-
pare his experimental teachers with a larger
group of teachers that, he was willing to as-
sume, used conventional teaching methods.

The teachers who made these studies did

not use the more advanced statistical' proce-
dures and concept_ which we would now
expect of such research. According:to Bayles,
these advanced techniques were not avail-
able at the time that all but one of the investi-
gations were made. Bayles did not regard
this deficiency as a serious criticism of the
experimental design because the obtained
differences were so large as to make refined
measures unnecessary, or as he put it: "A
butcher does not need an extremely accurate
chemical balance to weigh out a pound of
beef steak" (p. 7). In all the studies reported
by Bayles, the students in experimentally
taught classes scored higher on achievement
tests than the students around the nation who
were presumably taught less reflectively.
Most of the items of the tests required mere
recall of facts and therefore did not test the
adequacy of a reflective approach for teach-
ing concepts. Some of the tests, however, re-
quired more conceptual responses than did
others, and Barks considered it significant
that the reflectively taught classes always
scored higher on the average' than the stu-
dents in the "normal"

Two additional conclusions
by Bayles. Superior achievement was found
in conventional curriculums and courses,
demonstrating to his satisfaction that a re-
flective approach is adaptable to standard.
curriculums. Second, it was concluded that
teachers grew- considerably in heir mastery
of a reflective approach over a period of
years. AS' teachers acquired this method, it
apparent' produced increasingly strong ef-
fects on ;eirning.

Such a "multiplier effect" was exemplified
most dramatically in the Trefz study (1941),
in Which the teacher, described by Bayles as
mature and experienced, found that her stu-
dents' scores on a standardized achievement
test improved steadily over a six-year period.
That is, although the master's thesis chvered
only a scvenmonth period, Bayles continued
to receive follow-up reports, covering a 'six-
year period, on group intelligence and
achievement test scores collected by this
teacher.

were drawn-
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One interesting aspect of the study is that
Trefz conducted her seven-month experi-
ment with a group whom she had taught in
a conventionally factual manner during its
enrollment in the fifth gr de. When this
class completed the fifth grade, it was some-
what below the achievement norm for begin-
ning sixth grade. During thetummer Trefz
studied Bode, Dewey, Wheeler, and Kilpat-
rick, and then decided to make her first etTort
at reflective teaching. The gains in achieve-
ment by her pupils exceeded normal expecta-
tions.

During her second year of experience with
reflective teaching, Trefz had a group of 30
pupils with a median IQ of 105 and a range
from 63 to 127. In October, median achieve-
ment was exactly at grade level, namely 6.1.
In April, seven months later, median achieve-
ment was 12 months higher, i.e., five months
above the then expected grade level. The
largest gain for any pupil was 15 months.

Trefz continued to take measurements of
achievement and intelligence in her classes
for the next four years. Each year she used
one form of a test battery in the fall, and an-
other form in the spring, six or seven calen-
dar months later. Sometimes she used the
Stanford Achievement Test, and sometimes
the Metropolitan Achievement Test. Each
year she sent reports to Bayles. In her third
year, 1941-1942, the tests were given six
months apart. The median grade placement
in October was 5.8, three months below the
grade standard, 6.1. In March the median
achievement was 7.8, or 11 months above the
standard grade placement, 6.7. Bayles's com-
ment on this third year was: ,\

Thus we note that, in her third year of
reflective teaching, this teachera mature and
experienced teacher at the outsetmade a
large gain over her second year, an average
gain of three times normal expectation or
eighteen months' improvement in six ( Bayles,
1956, p. 22).

For the fourth and fifth years, Trefz con-
tinued to report results far beyond n,armal
expectations. In the sixth year, she made her

final report to Bayles. Teos were again ad-
ministered six months :Tart. The reported
average gains were as follows: Although the
class began the schoc.' year two months be-
low standatd grade placement, at the end of
six months the median grade placement was
II months above standard.

Because these test results were obtained
from standardized tests which measured re-
call rather than reflective understanding,
there is some doubt that the study put Grif-
fin's theory to a sufficiently relevant test.
Trefz was aware of this problem, for she
commented:

Because of the nature of the tests, being
of the multiple choice type of objective tests,
they required mostly recognition-level think-
ing (understanding) and not reflection-level
thinking. As a result, we believe that the out -
conies of sonic of our best work are not
reflected in our test results at all (Trefz, 1941,
pp. 61-63).

Bayles evidently encouraged Trefz and the
others who made studies of reflective teach-
ing to use standardiled achievement tests in
order to prove that students were not "hurt"
by reflection. To show that students were
helped, Bayles relied heavily upon the testi-
mony of the six teachers who made studies.
They reported that the students were more
interested, Made greater voluntary use of
library facilities, showed a greater interest in
current national affairs. and a greater tend.
cncy to question 'statements made by fellow
students and teachers. judgments of this kind
have subjective aspects, but Bayles has
expressed some confidence its the teachers' ob-
jectivity'. His confidence would be more con-
vincing to a neutral observer if these judg-
ments had not been made by teachers who
were recent converts to a new method of
teaching. Bayles himself admitted that the
teachers did not fully understand reflective
teaching. This lack of understanding often
meant that teachers were naive or given to
irrelevant observation, such as "Pupils and
teachers found it very interesting," or "We
found changed attitudes," or "Radio news of
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the day was sometimes discarded as propa-
ganda," or "The children enjoyed the privi-
lege of discussion." These reported conse-
quences cannot be taken as evidence of the
success of reflective teaching because it is
quite possible that children- in unretlective
groups would make similar impressions on
their teachers.

Before we dismiss entirely the strength of
the test results in the Trefz and other studies,
it should be freely granted that a response
that is unreflective for one person may he
quite reflective for another. It is conceivable
that the students in Trcfz's classes responded
more reflectively than students 'in the norm-
setting groups even though they made many
of the same responses. This is consistent with
Griffin's distinction between learning to my
that and learning that. .A response that is
merely mechanical for those students who
have been placed in a conventional learning
environment may reflect profound insight
when made by students in a more critical en-
vironment.

About all that can he concluded from the
test scores is that reflective teaching enhanced
conventional learning: that is. minds learned
to say what the teacher wanted them to say
and they learned to say it in greater amounts.
To establish that pupil responses arc con-
ceptual in quality, we need evidence more
conclusive than teacher testimony. Since the
Bayles studies, advances have been made in
the study of conceptual teaching. Bruner and
his co-workers (1956) studied the process of
concept attainment in a person trying to lo-
cate the defining attributes of nonvcrhal con
cepts. Their work may yield methods of se-
curing evidence on whether a student is

attaining verbal concepts, although the appli-
cation of Bruner's clinical findings to class-
room experiences with verbal concepts will
not he easy. Studies by Smith .1960) indi-
cated that tape. recordings of classroom
teaching can provide evidence not only on
teaching procedures but also on the concep-
tual processes of students. Bruiser's model for
concept attainment could conceivably be used
as one basis for interpreting transcriptions

of classroom discussions. Bayles and his
teachers cannot be criticized for failing to
use resources tint avall,'Isic its the 1940's, but
it would be appropriate now to investigate
reflective teaching its the light of recent ad-
vances in research method.

The Reflective Model in
Teaching History

It is clear that Bayles and Griffin worked
from much the same model. The following
excerpts, one from Bayles, and the other from
Griffin, indicate hose similar is their approach
to teaching history. Bayles described, a cut-
and-dried recitation in which the class moves
along in a conventional fashion. The teacher
pursues a line of questioning intended to
create in students enough doubt to provoke
investigation of what meaning can he given
to the typical social stitches response, "Colum-
bus discovered America in 1492":

When was America discovered and by
whom? The answer which is practically sure
to conic is that America was discovered by Co-
lumbus in I-192. The teacher rather thought-
fully gives assent and, without changing ex-
pression, responds, -Ye-ee-es. And what did
he rind when hegot here?" Numerous things
will perhaps he enumerated, such as a sandy
beach and trees. And then people will he
mentioned. The teacher inquires about the
people, asking what kind they were. The
name Indians will probably come into the dis-
cussion and the teacher may ask at once how
Columbus knew that they were Indians. How-
ever, that question can.well conic is link later.
The immediate next question can then be,
"Now, if Columbus found Indians here,- why
do you say that Columbus discovered Amer-
ica? Why not give the Indians credit for dis-
covering America? If we should give the In-
dians credit for discosering America. when
was America discovered anyway?..' In this
way information will be gathered regarding
the prehistoric human migration probably
from northeastern Asia, across the shallow
water and mostly land connections to Alaska,
thence downward across the. Americas:This
would put the discovery of America at perhaps
25,000 Lc.
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It might then be asked how Columbus
knew they were Indians, and the circum-
stances causing Columbus to give them that
name would be forthcoming. This, of course.
would bring out salient features of Columbus'
efforts to get his. expedition going. But it
finally has to be concluded that we do not give
the Indians credit for discovering America
because they were not Europeans and there-
fore did not count.

This conclusion, however, causes the teacher
with feigned innocence to ask why, if we are
gc'ng to give credit to Europeans, we leave
out Leif Ericson. Then comes the story of the
Vikings and their actual settlement within
what is now continental United States about
1000 A.D. 'Why not count Leif Ericson? Ap.
patently because he vs.:..s not a southern Euro-
pean. He was a Nordic. Since our ancestors
came from further south, we have not seen fit
to give credit to the Nordics. Obviously, at
this point the presentday attitude regarding
Nordic supremacynot confined to Hitler
alonemay conic in for a bit of discussion.

After a time, however, the teacher. says, "All
right, We give Columbus credit because he
was from southern Europe. Eut what did Co-
lumbus discover? Where did he land?" here
is where the facts of Columbus' actual dis-
coveries can enter, why he called the islands
the West Indies, ctc. Columbus' whole story
may well be introduced here, rather than
earlier: And the point might be made that,
although occasionally we retcr to our land as
Columbia, we do not normally use that name.

Tae teacher then asks, therefore, if Co-
lumbus did not discover America, who did?
Now comes the intriguing gory of Americus
Vespucius and how, althou,I.,11 he. was merely
a passenger on the ship, he his become im-
mortalized in the name Ameri_i; how it
became known as Americ's Land, perhaps be-
cause his letter home was the first to announce
the ,-lis,overy of a great continent. Aga ;o. how-
ever, the teacher asks what' continent Ameri-
cus saw. It comes out that it was South ,tither
than North America and that the time was
1498 rather than 1192.

In this way, the class is essentially forced to
the interesting conclusion that the original
and almost universally accepted answer to the
question is correct except that it was Ves-
pucius rather than Columbus, that it was
South America rather than North, and it was
1498 rather than 1492.

The study can then take various turns. The
one suggested by Roberts is why the discovery
that actually took hold of 'he attention of
Europe came in 1492 rather than WOO A.D.,
1200, 1300, or later than 1492. Thus, the con-
ditions in Europe at those various periods
come in for study, out of which arises an
understanding of how the period of American
discovery and colonization was brought about
by European developments during the fif-
teenth century. History, business, and politics
thereby become integrated in the minds of
students (Bayles, 1950, pp. 223-225).

We can quarrel, as we should, with some
of the historical inicrpretations in thc above
passage, but the tone is essentially reflective,
and also it compares with Grilftn's treatment
of the election of 1800 in the following pas-
sage:

Let us suppose that a class is reading what the
text-book has to say about the election of 1800;
There will surely be something an the bitter-
ness of the-campaign. and on the horrible con-
sequences predictrd for the country if Jeffer-
son, "a radical and an atheist," were elected.

A teacher may cut in here, in discussion, to
raise the question, "Do you suppose these
peopleDwight. (or exan plebelieved what
they said?.Or did they jus. make those things
up for the election?" Groups will divide
sharply on this question, some insisting that
the sheer extravagance of the Federalist
charges (the teacher may have to augment
these, since texts often go easy at this point)
reveals them as propaganda, while others in-
sist that men like Adams and Hamilton would
not deliberately be false to what they thought.

Now suppose that the teacher injects a new
question: "If men really believe that this elec-
tion of a given candidate will ruin the coun-
try, how far are they justified in going, out
of sheer patriotism, to prevent his election?"

Some ideas will emerge here toward which
the example of Hamilton's famous letter to
Jay may be addressed. "Suppose, for the sake
of argument, that Hamilton was perfectly sin-
cere in believing that Jefferson's election would
be disastrous. Now consider this: among the
papers of Johti Jay (time out for 'Who re-
members Jay? What did he do?' etc.) ivas a
letter from Hamilton, written just before this
election of 1800. It asks Jay, as Governor of
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New Y-srk, to juggle the election laws (time
out fo,, 'Have you eser heard of that bcfore?
Tell about it. What's a ge rytnander? What
happened recently to Comiressman Eliot of
Massachusetts ?' etc.) in such way as to in-
sure a Federalist victory no matter what the
people wanted (time out for 'How could he
do that?' discussion of electoral college, etc.).
Now, then, what do vou think of Hamilton's
proposal? If he was r. rung to save his country
from a horrible fate,. wasn't he justified (time
out for fairly heated forensics, largely un-
grounded)?"

After a while, the teacher interjects, "Jay
left a nose on the cm elope of that letter. It
said, 'A proposal for party purposes which
it would ill become me to consider.' How do
you react to that?"

The point must be made clear that Jay
agreed with I lamilton as to the character and
extent of the disaster Jefferson's election would
cause. It should also be made clear that the
Federalists, being in power rather generally,
could has e followed Hamilton's suggestion
with some success, and driven JetTcrson's tot-
lowers to submission or revolution as their
only alternatives. Secondary school students
probably cannot formulate the difference be-
tween Jay's outlook and Hamilton's. but they
sense it readily and show some insight into its
quality. They rarely coodemn Hamilt,n out
of hand, though; they seem to understand how
loyalty to a set of fixed standards may compel
that kind of behavior.

Other aspects of the same situati: t may be
used in the same direction. Dwight was try-
ing to save the country from the horrors of
in atheist president. Has an atheist a right to
run for president? Does the freedom of re-
ligion we are fighting for include the freedom
to have no religion? Did Americans of the
eighteenth century feel more friendly toward
atheism than people do today? Why wouldn't
Philadelphia permit a statue to Tom Paine?
What kind of president did Jefferson turn out
to Ise) What were the religious views of Ben-
jamin Franklin? Of George Washington?
(This last is perhaps too riskyif the young-
sters find out, they'll plohalsly bubble over in
the wrung places. However, only the very dili-
gent arc likely to find out anything on this
point until, many years later).

Some reference in this connection to the
in many states of barring certain po-

litical parties from the ballot may also he
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related to the Hamilton-Jay business. The eco-
nomic makeup of the Federalist party also
has utility here, and a quick look back over
Adams' administration, emphasizing the alien
and sedition laws and Adams' immigration
policy, will yield quantities of evidential ma-
terial.

One may treat the election of 1800 in
scholarly and thorough fashion without up-
setting anyone and 'without doing more than
skirt the edges of controversy. One may even
promote a fair amount of thinking that way.
But the intent to develop, through thinking, a
frame of reference that relics on thinking, will
make certain ideas and (-scuts scent almost to
pop out of the pages of the text or out of our
own remembered reading (Griffin, 1942, pp.
194-198).

The quotation from Bayles, which he took
from Roberts (1941), indicates the extent to
which the latter teacher started from the
same verbal model as Griffin. It is apparent
that not all the teachers who experimented
tinder Bayles were as dose to Grilfin in their
models, but probably they were more so than
the run-of-the-mine teacher. In the absen,..e
of transcribed classroom -discussion, nothing
more can be said at this point in our consid,
eration of these matters about the probability
that these experimental teachers could trans-
late their newly acquired theory into.class-
room teaching acts.

Attitude Education

It is not easy in the--area of attitudes to pro-
voke conceptual responses in pupils. We note
that Griffin, in his discussion of attitudes and
their relationship to beliefs, raised points
which suggest how difficult, if not impossible.
it would be to test his theory with conven-
tional measuring devices. His theory classifies
attitudes into three kindsthose held below
the level of consciousness, those held con-
sciously but involving only the emotions, and
those consciously held attitudes that possess
both cognitive and emotional content. The
first two kinds are closed, autonomous sys-
tems with which publicly accessible evidence
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cannot interact. The third kind consists not
only of emotional postures but of the beliefs
or propositions used in their rationalization.
This kind of attitude may or may not shift
as related beliefs undergo a reflective test.
Griffin put it as follows:

If we assume that the propositional state-
ment represents a genuine belief to which the
student is fully committed and about which he
cares deeply, it is safe to say that, as a result
of its reconstruction, further significant change
in the individual is likely to go forward. If, on
the other hand, the statement of belief is given
offhand and is regarded as trivial by the stu-
dent who otters it, the outcome may well be
of no consequence. A lot of superficial, spar-
ring, in which nobody cares much about any
of the points allegedly at "issue," goes On in
the name of promoting rIfIccthe thinking
(Griffin, 1942, p. 153).

In other words, a group of students who
discuss any issue may offer reasons for taking
a certain position, some of which arc genu-
ine, but many of which arc spurious. In a dis-
cussion of whether it is demo cruie to segre-
gate Negroes, one can expect :Inv group of
students to he split in its position. Those who
favor segregation can be e:ipected to make
certain statements about the attlibutes and
potentialities of Negroes. Those wh6 oppose
segregation will offer different beliefs about
Negroes as reasons for their position. The
fact that group members will differ in their
stereotyped opinions of Negroes is enough
to provoke some doubt in reasonable young-
sters, but the teacher in the kind of situation
we have described could produce a greater
basis for doubt by placing each youngster in
disagreement with himself as well as in con-
flict with other youngsters. The use of what
Hunt and Metcalf (1955, p. .16) have called
the subject-matter switch is a promising
technique for getting a maximu n number
of students to feel puzzled over what to be-
lieve.

Griffin maintained that if the expressed
beliefs about Negroes are seriously. held by
students who offer them, then any change in

those beliefs might be accompanied by
change in related attituols. A belief structure
constructed and offered as a rationalization
for a purely emotional preference does not
sonoe the irrational basis for the attitude,
and therefore feelings are not automatically
abolished by breaking down the beliefs used
in their sanction. For this reason, it is not
possible to predict or guarantee specific
changes in attitude as a consequence of cog-
nitive learning.

Although specific change cannot be e,
pected: it is probable that generalized change
in attitudes will take place as a consequence
of reflective resting of the consciously held
beliefs that function as the rational basis for
certain attitudes. The character of this change
cannot be measured he typical attitude scales.
In fact, the kind of change to he expected is
not easy to evaluate by any means. The mag-
nitude and complexity of this problem was
suggested by Griffin:

Reflection will not guarantee thr.t one ac-
quires "desirable" attitudes if we m.an by de-
sirable a set of values at which we want
voungstei s to arrive. or , . . a set of attitudes
toward specific matters which we want them
to adopt. Once ihinking starts, nobody knows
what will happen to values and to attitudes.
. . . f Rut attitudes will be better in the sense

the individual will be] more conscious of
the values he lulls and of their relationships
to one another in a widening range of experi-
ences (Griffin. 1942, pp. 15(-157).

He held a similar view respecting the very
beliefs which function as rationalization for
an attitude. He indicates this view when he
distinguishes between authoritarianism and
democracy in the manner indicated above
on page 934.

Griffin would accept a belief as "right" or
"correct" only if it represented knowledge.
If data conflict with it, or if it is expressed in
nonpropositiOnal form, thus rendering it
immune to evidential test, or if it amounted
to an expression of emotional preferenceall
these he would not take as "correct" no mat-
ter how fundamental or central their status
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might be within the cultural traditions of a
group. A shift in responses on an attitude
scale, for example, from "conservative" to
liberal," would not be evidence with \Vh{Ch
to test the adequacy of his teaching theory.
A growing consistency in attitudes is an ex-
pected consequence of reflective teaching.
S'ice such consistency can also be achieved
through brainwashing or indoctrination,
however, it cannot be concluded from growth
in consistency that reflection has taken place
and that the consistency expressed is con-
ceptual in vality.

The Stanford Social
Education Study

Another empirical investigation of a re-
flective method of teaching social studies was
the Stanford Social Education Study (Quil-
len & Hanna, 1918). Three approaches to
teaching American history were compared,
the chronological, topical, and problem-
solving. The chronological approach, so com-
mon in the schools, is clear to everyone. The
difference between probleths and topics, how-
ever, is not -o easy to discern.

Their list of s,pirs (Quillen & Hanna,
1948, p. 120) incluu the following:

1. What has been the influence of revolu-
tions on social changes?

2. How did meclievil man deal with social
problems similar to those today?

3. What has determined the rise of nation-
alism?

They then list the following as problems
(pp. 135-136) :

What should be the role of the United
States in international affairs?

2. How can we safeguard our civil liberties
during war?

3. 1-i-or can we prevent war in the future
and establish r,eace that will be just for all
nations?

4. How can we more intelligently use our
school environment?

The two lists do not make explicit the cri-
teria by which to decide whether a question
deals with a topic or a problem. In their dis-

cussion of criteria, Quillen and Hanna said:

Characteristics of the pi dblems approach .
There are two essential characterstics of a
problem: (1) it is art area of concern pro-
ducing tensions which can he resolved only by
solution of the problem, and (2) it involves
the choice of a course of action from among
two or more possible solutions. "What role
should the United States play in international
affairs?" becomes a real problem according to
these criteria. This problem has not been
solved; adolescents as well as adults arc vitally
concerned in seeing that the United States
follows the right course of action, and they
feel confused or blocked in not knowing
which course is best (Quillen & Hann:,, 1948,
p. 124).

It is not clear whether Quillen and Hanna
meant that a student can have a problem only
if he has a question no one can answer. Their
statement that a real problem "has no. been
solved" could lie interpreted to mean that
the teacher is as ignorant as the student, but
one cannot be sure that this is the meaning
they intended. Their meaning for the term
concern is also unclear. When they say that
both adolescents and adults arc concerned
whether the United States is following the
right course of action, it is not clear whether
"concerned" means "interested in" or "af-
fected by."

But enough is clear in their discussion to
make it certain that Griffin would define a
problem ditferently than they would. Griffin
would hold that many of the topics listed by
Quillen and Hanna could become problems
without any change in the wording of the
questions. If a student is puzzlzd e,nd con-
cerned over the meaning and truth of a prop-
osition, then, according to Griffin, he has a
problem. The psychological elements of
doubt and concern rather than the content of
a question determine whether the question is
viewed or felt as a problem. Quillen and
Hanna, the chief architects of the Stanford
Social Education Study, may have investi-
gated a refictive theory of conceptual teach-
ing, but it was not the theory developed by
Griffin.
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Griffin's difference from Quillen and
Hanna is seen in a passage from Griffin's
disSertation which indicates a reflective ap-
proach to content that Quillen and Fianna
would insist, by their criteria, was topical:

By way of illustration, let us suppose a
world history classroom in which students
have encountered, during the reading of an
assignment, the statement used in Chapter V
to illustrate the extreme of apparently useless
information: "Alexander crossed the I fellcs-
pont with 3-5,000 men and began the series
of conquests that quickly made him master
of Darius' empire."

In the actual course of events, this state-
ment would be -believed" in the limited sense
of "not doubted," but nobody would be likely
to care much one way or the other about it,
except on the off chance that an examina-
tion question might call for its regurgitation.

.Nevertheless, for what it is worth, the students
have seen the words and arc able after a
fashion to visualize some sort of event not
inconsistent with them, which is about the
"knowledge of events" anynnc ever does get
out of a high school text-book.

Suppose, however, that the teacher raises the
question, "Could that sentence he a misprint?
Surely it doesn't sound -reasonable that 35,000
troops could conquer a land containing many
millions of p`cople."

That much is enough to get the flow of
student hypotheses started. "Nfaybe there
weren't so many people in those days." In-
vestigation will bear this out, but not in
sufficient degree to explain Alexander's con-
quests. "Nla,be his army increased as he went
along." Investigation supports this alsoat
least, a student can readily find out that Alex-
ander trained some 30,000 of his conquered
subjects in Macedonian military techniques,
but again the explanation is quantitatively in-
adequate. "Maybe the people had no weap-
ons." But Macedonian weapons were not par-
ticularly complicated, as the student can easily
discover. Vast numbers of people armed with
only equipment for hunting, farm implements,
clubs, and stones could make a fair showing
against a small army. However, a new ques-
tion could be introduced by -- the teacher,
namely, "Why didn't Darius see to it that
every household contained the simple weapons
of his day?" .. , .

Sooner or later, someone vs-ill discover that
the ordinary inhabitant of an Asiatic empire
.never took part in wars at allthat he ap-
parently cared not at all who ruled over him.
By the time student has. found out why,
and has come to. compare the passive hopeless-.
ness of the natives of Persia with the vigorous
self-defense against Persia carried on by the
Grek cities a cenotry and a half earlier, and
perhaps even to wonder what had enabled
Alexander to conquer those. same Greek cities,
the comparison With the present scene, gill
have become painfully obvious. The state of
affairs in India, in Burma, in Egypt, in Nla.
laya, will have become rcles ant to the idea
under discussion, which is no longer Alex-
ander but rather the proposition, "People who
believe that they have no stake in their
government vs ill not fight to maintain it...
(Griffin, 1912, pp. 179-181).

,We have in this passage an example of
how a class may reflect upon a past event in
an attempt _to explain its occurrence. The
problem of how Alexander was able to con-
quer a vast territory with an army much
smaller than its population. and to do this
with .-Vcry simple and primitive weaponsois
a problem already solved by a good many
people. Ccitainly, many research historians
possess an answer, and no doubt the teacher
in the example also had an answer. The fact
that the problem had been solved-somewhere
by someone does not make it impossible
for students to have the proWern and to seek
and find an answer reflectively.

That Quillen and Hanna did not hold this
conception is indicated by the following com-
ment:

It is obvious that problems which have al-
ready been solved or which have ceased to be
troublesome do not produce a tension, and
therefore are no longer problems. Thus, prob-
lems which arc selected for class consideration
should be contemporary, because a present-day
problem usually presents a genuine issue in
which adolescents have a real interest and vital
concern (Quillen t Hanna, 19-18, p. 125).

Quillen and Hanna seem to adhere to what
has been disparaged as "contemporaneity."
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This concern makes it doubtful that problem-
solving as they conceive it could ever he ap-
plied to the teaching of history. In fact, it is
doubtful that "cot temporancity" could he
applied to the teaching of any school subject.
Certainly, their point of view clashes with the
theory of teaching which 13runcr has attrib-
uted to the new teaching of physics, chemis-
try, biology, and mathematics in the various
experimental curriculUills he il.IS described
(1960). Bruner commented as follows on
these programs and the tc,,rhing that charac-
terizes them:

... intellectual activity anywhere is the same.
whether at the frontier or knowledge or in a
third -grade classroom. What a scientist dries at
his desk" or in his Lihniatory, what a literary
critic does in reading a poem, arc of the s
order as what 2Tlybody the does when he is
engaged in like activitiesif he is to achieve
understanding. 'Ihe difference is in degree, not
in kind. The schoolboy learning physics Lf a
physicist, and it is easier for him to learn
physics hehaying like a physicist than doing
something else. The "something else" usually
involves the task of mastering what came to
be called at Woods I lole a "middle language"
classroom discussions and textbooks that
talk about the conclusions in a field of intel-
lectual inquiry rather than centering upon the
inquiry itself. Approached in that way, high
school physics often looks very little like
physics, social studies are removed from the
issues of life and society as usually discussed.
and school mathematics too often has 1,,st con-
tact with what is at the heart of the sohject,
the idle of order (Bruner, 1960, p. 14).

The Quillen Fianna conception of a prob-
lem makes the problems approach difficult
to apply to teaching school subjects. Their
conception becomes usable only at the frontier
where knowledge is actually in cioilat for
everyone. The fact that each student has his
own frontiers, and th.t these are not always
the same as the frontiers of a disc:plinc. is
overlooked. Perhaps this why Quillen and
Hanna concluded that "all three approaches
to social education... have unique advan-
tages" (p. 139). They agree with the teachers

in the Stanford Study that "no one approach
should be used to thc exclusilm of the other
two" .(p. 139).

Quillen and Hanna held that whether a
teacher should use a problems approach de-
pends somewhat upon his objectives and
taste. It follows that a teacher who "likes"
the chronological approach will be more ef-
fective with it than with any other approach,
regardless of his objectives. Yet they felt that
certain objectives such as skill in critical
thinking, interest in current events, and sensi-
tivity to a wide range of social problems can
best be achieved through We of a problems
approach. Quillen and Hanna suggested
no solution for the reacher who "likes"
chronology but "wants" his students to im-
prove in their thinking plocesses. Whether
Grill-ill's conception of a problem or that of
Quillen and Hanna is "correct" is not the
point at issue. They arc Muffin and an ex-
periment carried through under the leader-
ship of one is not likely to put the other's
theory to a test.

The Stanford Study concluded that the
problems approach, although not clearly su-
perior to the chronological approach, was bet-
ter than the topical approach in fostering
such outcomes as critical thinking, gond
study hahits, work skills, knowledge and
understanding, of the subject, knowledge of
contemporary arlairs, and consistency of atti-
tudes. The significance of this ditTerence is
not clear since the difference between a topic
and problem was never adequately de-
veloped.

In a list of some 5 problems presented by
Quillen and Hanna, all but one are like the
following: \\lint should the United States
do about the international situation? Ilow
can we best secure our democracy within our
country? How. can we provide adequate lei-
sure and recreation for all? All of these deal
with policy questions, or put another way,
all ask the question, V.'hat policy is desirable
to attain a certain end" The single exception
in the total list of 45 is the one that reads:
"How, in earlier times. has our nation pro-
vided for defense against foreign enemies and
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how can we now provi'te for national de-
fense?" (Quillen & Hanna. 194S, p. 135).

It should be noted that this last question
consists of two parts, and that one 01 these
parts is like the other 44 questions. Therefore,
all but one of the listed problems have in
common an orientation to the future and
deal with policies to be chosen to bring about
a desirable state of alTairs. Presumably, each
would require normative analysis should
there be any question over the desirability of
the intended consequences of a policy. None
of the problems on the Quillen-Hanna list
deals directly with problems of definition or
explanation. None is directly concerned
with understanding past events. Presumably,
the policy questions stated in their list .could
not be answered without recourse to defini-
tion of terms, verification of beliefs, clarifica-
tion of valises, and study of history; yet, all
such exercises in logic are mentioned only by
implication. The Quillen-Hanna conception
of a problem is limited to a present-day un-
certainty in choosing pokey; moreover, their
problem must be a policy question that is
puzzling to everyone. Conceivably, a knowl-
edgeable teacher, who knew or thought he
knew the answer to many policy questions,
would be handicapped in his use of a prob-
kms approach.

Quillen and forma :1st, considered a prob-
lcm-solving experience to be incomplete if it
is not followed by some action, a view that
Griffin did not share. They granted, as did
Griffin, that an action need not be overt and
direct, but their distinction between overt
and other kinds of action is not always clear:

There are many complex problems of na-
tional and international scope abotit which
older adolescents are deeply concerned but
about which they can do little in the way of
direct action. Such problems should not be
eliminated for this reason. Action in these
cases can take the form of utiiizing opportuni-
ties to exert sonic influence with reference to
the solution. It moans that every student in
a given group should be increasingly sensitive
to the problem. lie can discuss it NC ith his age-
MUM and adult friends; he can help clarify

the thinking of people who have not studied
it. The group can submit recommendations
and memorandums to senators and represent-
atives in Wa,hington. There arc thus many
ways by which students can apply the con-
clusions which they have drawn, by which
they "can do something about it" even when
the problems they have been considering are
national and international in scope (Quillen
& Hanna, 1948, pp. 125-126).

They then summed up their position by
saying:

Thus, all problems selected for study should
lead to some form of action. When school
and community problems arc studied, the
action may be overt and direct; but when the
problem is a complex one of national or inter-
national scope, the action may take some other
form. The drawing of a conclusion trout a
number of possible solutions plus the "doing
something about it" after the solution is
reached arc features of the problems approach
which distinguish it from both the topical
and chronological approaches (Quillen ss Han-
na, 1948, p. 126).

One point that is clear in all the above is
that "drawing a conclusion" is not enough
for a problem-solving experience to be com-
plete.

Griffin conceived action in much broader
terms. "'Action' here used need not refer
to any large or complex task in process; it
may refer to as simple a matter as attempting
to express oneself clearly in an informal con-
versation" (Griffin, 1942, pp. 171-172). He
included reading and listening as forms of ac-
tion. It is apparent that he would regard
achievement of a sounder basis for a particu-
lar belief as sufficient purpose for problem -
solving. Whatever action took place, whether
it was listening, reading,. speaking, writing,
or lobbying. would be important only in fur-
ther resting a belief. If action of any kind
were followed by other than expected conse-
quences, doubt would iRain be raised as to the
meaning or truth of the beliefs upon which
action had been based. Griffin's objective is
better grounded belief, not with action of
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some kind, no matter how broadly conceived.
The intent of reflect ion, as he saw it, was re-
vealed in his statement, "Anything that
renders belief at all uncertain is a sufficient
occasion for reflection" (Griffin, 19-12, p. 172).

Gross, a leading interpreter of problem-
solving and the Stanford Study, has not corn:.
=rated directly on the question of action, 'il
in his discussion of levels of problem-solving
(Gross, Zcicny, et al., 195S), he expressed a
preference for the kind of problem which
Quillen and Hanna believed can most cosily
result in solutions that include action of a di-
rect or overt kind. In speaking of problems
that arc "personal, school, and community
problems," Gross observed that

Motivation is much more cosily attained where
the students arc so directly involved. "What
arc my/potentialities for my chosen vocation?"
"In/ciihaf ways can see improve human re-
lations in our school?" or "How can our
school contribute more effectively to neii:libur-

/ hood Avctllxing?"these arc eNampies of
problems which are lawrites with pupils in
civics and problems classes. Some leaders in
the problem- solving movement have claimed
that this is the only kind of prohlcm.solsing
that is really effective and deserving of the
title (Gross, Zeleny, et al., 1958, pp. 302-363).

The underlying causes of the American
Revolution, or the effect of materialism upon
moral standards, were labeled by Gross as
adult problems, or unsolvable issues, These
problems are so intellectual that students may
not feel deeply involved in them. They can
have a real sense of involvement in such
problems, but the teacher must strive might-
ily to sec to it that students feel concerned
abOut these "adult problems." If a teacher
fails to do this, the, students' problermsolv-
ing "can become merely another stereotyped
series of lessons to 'get through' (p. 362).
But personal problems, the kind that can be
followed by direct action, arc intrinsically
such that no serious' problem, in motivating
pupils confronts the teacher.

This view of student interest clashes with
the view held by subject-matter specialists
who arc leading current reforms in the cur-

riculums of science and mathematics. Accord -i
to Bruner (19W), students are more inter

csted in ideas of the most theoretical kind
than many educators have assumed. The new
curriculums in science and mathematics are
based on the proposition that a study of ideas
increases students' interest in school and re-
sults in greater retention and transfer of what
ig taught than is the case when science stu-
dents work diligently on such practical prob-
lems as making soap or toothpaste.

It follows, from Bruner's view, that stu-
dents who are bored with a study of school
discipline, eating habits in the cafeteria. or
how to get a job as an airline stewardess,
will come to life quickly when social studies
classes deal with ideas that arc controversial
in their community or are funddmental to an
understanding of a social theory.

There is a sharp conflict, not often ex-
plicitly stated, between subject-matter special-
ists and certain interpreters of roblem-soly-
ing. Gross. and Quillen and Hdrma glossed
over the conflict in holding that problem-
solving should he used as a method of teach-
ing more commonly than it is, but not to the
exclusion of other approaches. Gross, for ex-
ample, after his discussion of three levels of
problem-solving, attributed to Harold Rugg
a conception of problem-solving which com-
bines all three levels into a fourth level that
incorporates the best features of the other
three. Yet, Gross held, even this eclectic con-
ception should not become the only, or even
dominant, method of instruction in the
schools, for many important objectives can
best be achieved b other means. The conflict
is one between the value placed on knowl-
edge by the subject-matter specialist, includ-
ing knowledge of the process of intellectual
inquiry, and the unsound psychology prac-
ticed by certain advocates of problem-soh,-
'trig, including the assumption that pupils
lack genuinely intellectual interests.

The Klght-Mickelson Study

The concerts of some educators with per-
sonal problems and direct action May be con-
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sidered to reflect this nntiintellectualism.
Kight and Mitkelsim (1949), in a study of
problem-solving significantly entitled "Prob-
lem vs. Subject," gave. evidence that -prefer-
ence for action over knowledge does occur in
the problem-solving movetnent. They investi-
gated the differing effects of problem - solving
and subject-centered instruction upon the
learning of factual information, the learning
of rules of action, the ratio of rules of action
learned to facttial information, and the con-
necting of specific facts with their correspond-
ing rules of action (Kight Mickelson,
1949, p. 4). In a most revealing. comment
upon their findings, they recommended that
classroom presentation should make "doing
rather than knowing primary in the presen-
tation" (p. 7).

The fact that this comment is restricted to
methods of teaching does not lessen its im-
port for those who believe that methods of
thinking constitute an important part of all
content. The notion that doing is more im.
portant Than knowing, like the belief that
basic ideas are "caught rather than taught,"
maybe traecd to a certain misinterpretation
of Joh Dewey. who is usually regarded by
all advocates of the problem solving method,
regardless of their internal differences, as
their leader. Yet, in a discussion of learning
as insight, 'I1ayles commented: The state-
ment, We learn to do by doing,' is usually_
credited to John Dewey, though dnuhticss
erroneously. The writer has followed
Desvey's Writings rather carefully and has
never yet discovered such a -statement made
by him" (Bayles, M(-lop. S1).

According to Bayles. this clichi: about a re-
lationship between learning and doing is a
shorthand expression of Desvev's definition
of experience in his Democracy and dney-
lion, and the shorthand has been taken

by people who perhaps have not read the
original statement. Dewey spoke of evperi-
enCe as haying both an active and passive
side. The individual does something (active),
and then undergoes consequences (passive).
If he sees a connection between what he did,
and what he underwentif, in short, he sees

Collset/tICIKCS as COnSC(IllelICCShe has had an
experience. Obviously, the individual is not
always aware of the consequences of his acts,
and "In the degree to which the outcomes
an act) are unknown jto him I, the doing
fails to constitute experience and fails to pro-
mote learning" (Bayles, 1950, p. S2). The in-
dividual learns by doing something. noting
its consequences, and then by modifying his
subsequent doing in the light of those conse-
quences. It should be noted also that doing
is defined in the broad terms that Griffin
brings to his definition of action, Noting re-
lationships between what is done and what
floss's hack as consequence is possible or likely
only as one reflects upon what he is doing. A
more adequate slogan than "we learn to do by
doing" would be that we learn to do by re-
Ileoting upon what we are doing." Certainly,
his appears to be Dewey's meaning, and

those interpreters of problemsolving who
prefer doing to knowing cannot in any ac-
curate sense cite Dewey as their, authority,

Kight and Nliekelson studied 24 teachers
and their 1,415 students in English compo-
sition, English literature, science, and social
studies classes. These teachers taught, in ro-
tation. problem- and subject:centered units.
The design of their study differed radically
from that used by Bayles's students in their
six studies. Kight and Mickelson wanted to
.exclude from their results variations due to
teacher competence, while Bayles wanted to
exclude from kis, results any differences
°inn to a teacher's preference tor one meth-
od over another. Bayles simply assumed that
the experimental and nonexperimental teach-
ers were equally favorable to whatever meth-
od they used, and equally competent.

Ki.f.ht and Mickelson concluded that pupils
learned more factual infOrmation in problem-
centeredunitsa conclusion that Bayles also
reachedhut that the difference, for a num--
ber of the classes, was not great. They also
concluded that problem-solving groups were
markedly superior in helping students learn
rules of action in all four subjectsscience,
literature, composition, and social studies.

The studies by Bayles., Quillen and Hanna,
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and Kight and Mickelson fell short of test-
ing the main prop( :units in Griffin's theory.
Bayles relied too much upon standardized
tests, but in doing so he proved that reflective
method does not hurt a student's achieve-
ment of knowledge of facts. Quillen and
Hanna defined a problem differently than
did Griffin, to the degree that the latter's the-
ory could not have been applied in their study
except by accident. Quillen and Hanna, in
their definition of a problem, emphasized
that problems should deal with questions than
have not yet been solved and should have an
orientation to the future and to values; they
placed much emphasis upon action rather
than grounded belief as an outcome of reflec-
tion. Kight and Mickelson are theoretically
quite close to Griffin in their conception of
what outcomes to expect from reflection- -
the learning of rules of action together with
the data that support these rules.-They reveal
a theoretical weakness, however, in their
view of action . a necessary method by
which to acquire knowledge,

We have not learned. then, from these rep-
resentative empirical studies. very much more
than was known at the time that Griffin
wrote his dissertation. in the meantime, the-
oretical developments, not without empirical
support, have further refined Griffin's theory
and have indicated more precisely. what
would be involved in rigorous testing of

ANALYTIC HISTORY

One refinement in the basic theory of re-
flection is now being made in the field of his--
tory. This development is particularly impor-
tant to a theory of teaching. the social studies
because it is history, more than, any other
school subject, that has dominated the social
studies curriculum. The methodolOgy of his-
tory is now *Lind ergoing something of a revo-
lution, paralleled and supported by develop-
ments in philosophy, semantics. and logic.

The work of David Potter perhaps best ex-
emplifies what is happening to the research
methods of historians. His study, People of
Plenty (1954), is significant on two scores

for its revision of Turner's frontier thesis,
and for its harrowing of research methods
from the behavioral sciences. lie dish et-
guishcd between 'description and explana-
tion as research problems in history, and com-
pared historical research with related and
more precise studies in sociology and anthro
pology.

He pointed out that the national character
of the American people has been discussed by
Henry Steele Comma.ger, Allan Nevins,

NI. Schlesinger, Samuel Eliot Morison,
JamessTruslow Askims, Charles and Mary
Beard, \'ernbn Parrinsoon. Ralph H. Cabriol,
Merle Curti, Albert Bushnell Hart, and
Louis Hacker, to mention only a few. These
names constitute a distinguished roster in
historical scholarship. All have described and
interpreted American national character. One
would expect to find the idea of an American
national character clarified and refined by
their efforts. "Yet the fact is." said Potter,
"that historians have dune very little either to
clarify or to validate this concept which they
employ so freely. The looseness with which
the term 'national character' is used and the
inconsistent /tannings which attach to it are
striking evidence of the lack of adequate
analysis- (p. 8). For most historians, this
term, like many others in' their stock of
intellectual tools, lacks the precision of a
scientific concept: Literary expression and
common sense rather than genuine concepts
of a logical and scientific nature constitute
much of the. content of history. The dif-
ference between Potter and his less scientific
colleagues is a manifestation of that more
general difference discussed by C. P. Snow
(1959) in his study of two. cultures.

Potter believes that behavioral scientists
such as Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict,
Geoffrev Corer, Karen Hornev, and Abram
Kardiner have made signific:mt contribu-
tions to a delineation of American national
character. In contrast, the research of profes-
sional historians appears to be almost totally
empty of meaning. Concluding that the
methodology of the behavioral sciences
would be useful in any study of the past,
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Potter applied that methodology, in the sec-
ond half of his hook, to an appraisal and
study of Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier
thtsis. He concluded that economic abun-
dance, rather than a physical frontier, ac-
counts for much of what American national
character has become, and this factor of abun-
dance continues to shape the character of the
American people to this very day, long after
the disappearance from American geography
of a physical frontier.

Many historians, and not only those who
prefer literature to science, will disagize with
Potter's interpretation of Turner. But his
suggested reforms in historical method can
be appraised «ithout regard to this substan-
tive conclusion. It would appear that Potter's
reconstruction of research method is parallel
to certain developments in psychology and
philosophy. Potter indicated in his study, for
example, a preference for the kind of careful
analysis of concepts illustrated by Bruner and
his co-workers (1956). Potter also distin-
guished between description and explana-
tion, as did I Tempel (1959) and Oppenheim
and Hempel (1953).

The Problem of Explanation

Hempel (1959) has argued the strength of
one kind of explanation--the model used in
the natural sciences. In these sciences an
event is explained when it is sobsumed under
a general lass, or theory. He discussed and
urged the application of this model to histori-
cal events. The failures and mistakes of
Buckle. Marx, and Toy nhee constitute no
argument against use of the model. Their
failures -.imply indicate how drilicult histori-
cal re :arch is. These failures also raise clues -
'ions about the degree to which historians
possess scientific knowledge. Arc-there pre-
cise and meaningful criteria by which to
choose between conflicting interpretations or
explanations?

The Hempel model for an explanation is
triadic and syllogistic. It consists of a general
law or hypothesis which functions as a major
premise in a syllogism. The minor premise

describes what Hempel calls the boundary or
antecedent conditions for the event to be ex-
plained, according to the general law stated
by the major premise. The minor premise
simply states the presence of these boundary
conditions within a certain state of affairs ex-
isting in space and time. The conclusion of
the syllogism, then, is a description of the
event to be explained. It is significant to note
that Hempel's explanation contains a great
deal of what historians would call description,
but the description functions within a logic
of explanation, and any description that is ir-
relevant to any part of the syllogism is omit-
ted. This use of description differs from the
practice of those historians who define expla-
nation merely as more detailed description.

Many historians swill argue against the use
of Hempel's model on the ground-that there
are no discoverable laws in history. Hempel,
for example, in an attempt to explain a given
revolution, would first try to decide what type
of revolution it is. This attempt would take
him into what Bruner would call concept
analysis. Hempel would then try to find out
whether certain social conditions are always
antecedent to the occurrence of revolutions
of a certain type. If no such relationship has
been established by historical research, Ffem-
pel would simply conclude that there is no
scientific explanation for revolutions of that
type. The historians who claim that they have
an explanation even though it is not very
scientific would simply be opening up the
question of whether all knowledge is scien-
tific.

Even though many historians deny that
there ate laws in history, they do not hesitate
to make generalizations, any one of which
may be taken by an unreflective student to be
a law. The application of Hcmpel's model to
the explanations offered by any historian
would help a student to reflect upon the
adequacy of those explanations. If any ex-
planation were to imply a law, or something
like a law, the use of Hempel's model would
make the implication quite explicit. Having
the idea in the open, so to speak, would en-
able a student to determine whether it is
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testable, what it might into n, and, if testable,
rather than merely clever and literary, to in-
quire whether there were grounds for accept-
ing it This procedure, highly reflective as it
is, could not help but ma kc history clearer,
even to the slowest student, and would reveal
in a given case precisely whether a historian
knew what he was talking about.

Students who take this approach tO their
reading and study of history will understand
it better and become less susceptible to the pit-
fall of easy familiarity.

History Textbooks and
Explanation

The pitfall of easy familiarity originates
to a considerable degree in the way textbooks
in history arc manufactured. The conditions
surrounding textbook manufacturing prat:-

.tically guarantee that the textbook content
will be conceptuall!, empty at the same time
that students, particularly the bright ones,
will be ;ed. to helieve that they are learning
great and significant truths.

Over the years a standard content has been
established in American and world history.
An American history texr that fails to men-
tion the Emancipation Proclamation in both
index and body runs the risk of losing cus-
tomers among those who believe the hook to
be seriously incomplete because of this omis-
sion. But a book that is complete must also
be up to date. If it fails to mention the more
recent events, particularly those that have
been admitted to the field of history since
competing texts were pithlished, it will lose
customers among those who want a "new" or
"modern" or "different" book. But a book
that is complete and up-to-date must also he
portable if it is to he used in schools that
make use of a platoon system (in which two
groups of pupils, called platoons, alternate

. in studying the tool subjects and in enga ging
in activities in special rooms) or homework,
both of which require students to carry their
books about. The requirement of portability
places some general limit upon number of.
pages and weight.
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The general requirement, then, of any text-
book writer in the field of liLt,h school history
is to write about more and more within
roughly the same number of pages. Any
modern tendency to make a book attractive
and "teachable" by including charts, tables,
pictures, and end-of-chapter teaching aids
cuts into precious space. The only solution is
for the writer to express himiself in generali-
ties, leaving out all the detail that would give
these generalities meanmg. He proceeds to
violate a "law" laid down by William James
who said that no one sees any further in-
to a generalization than his knowledge of
detail extends.

What does this practice of confronting stu-
dents with other people's generalizations
mean ? How does it make students victims of
the pitfall of easy familiarity ? Enst, it must
he recognized that a writer turns to general-
ities because he can use diem as a kind of
shorthand, a language that. Itch's him to
compress a great deal of information into a
few words. Second, if he understands his own
generalizations, it is hCC:tll,C he possesses the
information upon which they are based.
Third, students won't understand what he is
saying unless they also possess his informa-
tion, and they seldom do. Fourth, they will
he most aware of their ignorance only if the
generalities are cast in technical language, the
most effective of all shorthand. Fifth, history
does not possess a technical language, such as
is found in sociology or economics, but uses
instead the abstractions of popular language.
Because history uses a nontechnical lan-
guage, students may feel -that they are learn-
ing more than they arc, Hence, they become
victims of easy familiarity. The student in an
economics course who is perplexed by the ab-
straction marginal utility nay learn nothing.
The student in history who reads the term
Manifest Destiny may learn nethirtg but be-
lieve that lie has learned somethim,o A little
analysis. which takes time and inf,,rmation,
would help him learn the extent to which
historical content is "true" as against the
extent to which it is merely clever in its lan-
guage and phrasing.
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A knowledge of the kinds of explanatory
sketches presented in text..al materials is
not available in the studies of bias listed by
Willie (1959), perhaps because the distinc-
tion between explanation and description was
not a common one at the time most of ,hose
studies were made. We do not now at this
time the extent to which explanations of-
fered by social studies textbooks arc &scrip-

tive, pseudo. teleological, or incomplete.
Neither have studies been made of the logical
or empirical adequacy of the explanations of-
fered by textual materials, As pointed nut be-
low. Swift (1953) has suggested certain
criteria for the evaluation of any explanation
the presence of lawlike statements, the test-
ability of such statements.. their truth, and
finally, internal Validity, that is. whether the
statement describing or naming the event to
be explained follows logically from the tea-.
sons stated in the major and minor premises.

Onc doctoral study has examined explana-
tions in high school social studies textual ma-
terial. Palmer (1960) studied 27 textbooks in
world and American history to test the hy-
pothesis that "high school history textbooks,
by the explanations nE social change they pr`o-
vide, .contribute significantly to an under-
standing of the process of social change" (p.
137). His conception of an explanation was a
broad one, not limited to Hempel's model or
Swift's criteria. To test his hypothesis, be
asked two questions: What is the nature of
the explanations of social change which ap-
pear ih high school history textbooks? and
Do these explanations give promise of con-
tributing significantly: to the reader's under-
standing of the processes of social change?

Palmer used a nary to judge the adequacy
of the explanations, rather than relying orrm
his own opinion alone. Lie found a high cor-
relation between his and the jury's' opinion.
Only 5 al the 27 hooks, or IS per-cent, were
rated as cootrihuting significantly to the stu-
dents' understanding of the process of social
change. This percentage might well have
been _lower if Palmer had used the rigorously
looical and empirical criteria implicit in
Hempers model. 91 the books in his sample,

41 per cent were rated as contributing little or
nothing to the readers' understanding of so-
cial change; 30 per cent were iudged inack-
qUatC its their treatment of social change.

A study that reveals the theoretical inade-'
quacies of textual material is more useful to
teachers whose purpose is conceptual learning
than are studies of bias in textbooks. A teach-
er of conceptual learning will approach
biased or unbiased material in thc same way;
but the teacher who finds that the material
lacks conceptual content, and emphasizes in-
stead merely, factual offerings, has a problem
that may best be solved by not using that ma-
terial at all except for reference purposes.

The Study and Teaching
of Explanation

Swift (1953, 1959, 1961) has examined
the teaching of explanation as erne aspect of
instruction in critical thinking. His research
suggests the kinds of classroom procedures
in yyhich teachers should be educated if they
are to teach students how to make reflective
tests of the explanations offered by present-
day teaching materials in history. He has
suggested that a historical explanation 'along
HeMpers model may be "a deductive argu-
ment in which the premises have empirical
content" (Swift, 1953. p. 16).

The adequacy of an explanation, according
to Hempers model, would he determined by
a reflective test that included analysis .of
concepts, empirical testing of major and
minor premises, and deduction of conclusions
from logically related premises. The criteria
for an adequate explanation, according to
Swift's interpretation of Hempel's model,
would be: (1) -the. presence of a major prem-
ise th.ii i3 kwlike. testable, ar,d true, (2) the
inclusion of a moot premise, testable and
true, that states the presence of antecedent
conditions, and (3) a description of the event
to he explained.

It may be recalled that G riffin's study re-
ferred to a hypothetical class that sought the
reasons why Alexan'cler was able to conquer
an immense territory with a small army. This
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class hypothesized that a people will not fight
to maintain a government in which they have

A no voice. This generalization can be treated
as a major prdnise in a possible explanation.
It would run as follows:

Major Premise: If a population of a country
has no voice in its government, it will not
fight to defend that government or country
against foreign attack, and a small .army could
conquer such a country even though the.coun-
try's population' :night be quite large.
Minor Premise: At the time that Alexander
invaded Persia with an army of no more than
35,000 troops, the people, of Persia hid little
or no voice in the 'government headed by
Darius.
Conclusion: Alexander conquered Persia with
an army touch .matter than the total popula-
tion of that country.

It will be argued that a tzfICCII ye test of the
major premise, if it is to mean anything,
would require a student to 'learn so .much
more history thpiti he could ever he expected
to learn in four, years of high school that he
would bc-well aids ised not to make or test any
gerxeralizationi at all for fear that he might
begin to believe certain ones without suffi-
cient ground for doing so. This is a calculated
risk that may he much lest dangerous than
the risk taken by those teachers who ,expose
students to written history without requiring
criticism from the student.

Hempel believes, forexampic, that many,of
the explanations in historical writings arc
pseudo, or incomplete. Unless the student re-
ceives help from his teacher in analyzing ex-
planations, he will not be :ibis to judge the
adequacy of these explanations. The danger
that he will reach wrong conclusions seems
greater in a straight, chronological, descrip-
tive course than in one that empic.`tsizes anal-
ysis. In the latter kind of course he may learn
to label as pseudo explanation ans explana;
Lion whose premises are unrest able. These are
The explanations that explain "the achieve-
ments of a person in terms of his 'mission in
history,' his'pr,:clestined fate,' or simiT'ir,
Lions" that are metaphorical rathenhan law-
like in their content and language. Such ex-

planations "convey pictorial and emotional
appeals instead of insight into factual con-
nections" (Hempel, 1959, p, 347). These
pseudo, explanations may he logical in their
connections between premises, but this fact
only makes the-explanation valid, not true.

An incomplete explanation, or, as Hempel
calls it, an .explanation sketch, omits some
part of the triad, usually the major premise.
A typical example would be a passage that
lists and discusses reasons for the occurrence
of an event. In explaining a fire, it may he
said that the barn burned down because
someone dropped a cigarette in the hay. -A
political movement, it is said, gained ad-.
herents because, of widespread racial- preiu-

Jlice. The following passage from a popular
high. school text in American history is a
typical explanation sketch:

"Dining the war, industry had hegun to
spread into the South and West, so there was
increased sentiment for protection in these
agricultural areas."

This appears-to be a ill'AUSibte explanation
for a change in public sentiment toward
tariff's. At least, high school students arc not
likely to be critical of such an explanation tin
less their teacher encourages and helps.thern.
Students who read this "explanation" .and
commit it to.mcmnry may actually feel that
they have learned: but a tranSlatiortof this
passage so that it reads like a syllogism
changes its appearance and may even bring
students to wonder about its-truth.

Major premise: If an agrictiltural region
begins to acquire industries, an initial effect
is an increased public sentiment favorable to
tariffs :which would protect new industries
from foreign competition.
,Minor premise: During World War I new

industries began to develop in southern and
western United States, ts.'o regions tradition-
ally agricultural.

Conclusion: During World War I, the ienti-
ment in favor of protectiye/tariffs increased in
southern and N'estCiii tinire.d States (Metcalf,
1960, 29).

The use of Hempel's model enables us to
look carefully at the major premise, precisely
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defining its key terms, ant: examiniiirem-
pirically its probable truth or falsity. Hegel
calls this process "Filling in" an explanation
sketch. The sketches are clearer as a 'conse-
quence of this "filling in," and the student is
More certain as to whether he has learned the
true antecedents of an event,

Not every sketch needs to be filled in.
Neither Hempel nor Swift inuicates clearly
what criteria he would use in deciding
whether to submit a sketch to thorough anal-
ysis. Swift's only direct contribution on this
point is his comment that

Answers to some why.questioos will neces-
sarily be dealt with at the level of 'common-
sense 'familiarity. If the question arises, Why
did Americans migrate in large numbers to
California in IS-1S-19?, it can be met in the
incomplete form by the answer: Because gold
was .discovered there. The generalization that
people will flock to areas %%hcre minerals ire
newly discovered, or simply that many people
are attracted by prospective riches, is probably.
not a new insighl into social phenomena .for
most students. Here, the process bf detecting
it as an assumption and formulating it as a
generalization is rot worth the time (Swift;
1939, p. 16).

Obviously, teachers will tend to push their
students into a somewhat thorough analysis
of those sketches which ilat heir view Lick va-
lidity or truth. In this way they hope that
their students wilt avoid the learning of error.
But good teachers would not want to limit
analysis to sketches that are wrong, for a stu-
dent can learn lust as much from analysis of
sketches that arc right and, at the same time,
the teacher can avoid giving the impression
that the only purpose of analysis is the de-
struction of belief.,

Griffin proposed that students re-examine
beliefs in the closed areas of American cul-
ture. A: closed area has been defined as "a
segment of culture which traditionally has
been largc:ly closet! to reflective examination,
and within which many superstitions and
rationalizations mliy.be identified.' (Hunt 3:
Metcalf, 1955, p. xi). Stbdents pick up beliefs
unreflectively from all segments of their cul-

ture; the., beliefs arc acquired willy-nilly
very early in life. Beliefs dominant in such
closed areas as sex, social class, religion, pa-
triotism, and economics are most likely to be
fuzzy and invalid because it is in such areas
that-emotions run high. Maximum social in-
sight might be fostered if teachers used the
closed area criterion as a basis for deciding
which explanation sketches to require their
students to fill in. This criterion would then
become the standard for selecting content as
well as for deciding whether to submit an
explanation sketch to analysis.

Hempel has observed that historians some-
times use an- empathetic method of explana-
tion. They ask their students to put them-
selves in the place of a pet:son who partici-
pated in some historical event.

The historian . .. imagines himself in the
place of the persons involved in the events
which he wants to explain; he tries to realize
as completely as possible the circumstances
under which they acted, and the motives
which influenced their' actions; and by this
imaginary self-identification with his heroes,
he arrives at an understanding and thus at an
,adequate explanation of the events with which
he is concerned (Hempel, 1959, p. 352).

This method can be fruitful in generating
explanatory hypotheses, but it does not test
the adequacy of any hypothesis. It is also pos.
sible.to arrive at h!;-potheses Without recourse
to empathy, as in the case of a -sane teacher
who hypothesizes about the behavior of men-
tally disturbed persons: At best, this method
is a device for getting ideas, and it serves this
purpose without putting ideas to a logical or
experimental test.

Another contribution by Swift is his careful
distinction between explanation, on the one
hand, and description, interpretation, and
chronology, on the other. The are useful
categories for a study of teaching. It would be
revealing to know the extent to which
teachers describe or interpret rather than e
plain. To what extent do they use a chron
logical or genetic approach to the process
exPlanation? To what extent do teachers yEly
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upon the psychology of an empathetic ap-
proach rather than the logic of Hempel's
model? To what extent do they use what
Swift has called the teleological explanation?
Thus, how many teachers teach that the Pil-
grims ,earne to America because they desired
religious.freedom, and how do such teachers
"prove" the motives of the Pilgrims? Arc
motives simply attributed, or do the teachers
approach the problem of motive in much the
same way in which a court of law cold ap-
proach it?

In a further study of how the teaching of
explanation may foster development of ea it-
ical thinking in the social studies, Swift
(1959) identified different types of explana-
tion and classified them according to their
logical rigor'. First, he distinguished between
relational and nonrelational, explanations.
Nonrelacional explanations amount to de-
scriptions or interpretations. In a nonrela-
dional explanation a teacher may ask students
to "explain separation of einwers in American
federal government." or "explain the use of a
map scale," or "explain how to '.'ocate a biog-
raphy of Jackson in the :choral library." Swift
comments on these examples:

The expected response in instances like these
is a series of statements cataloging infor
marion, naming certain symbols, describing
characteristics of especially constituted govern.
mental branches, or describing a series of
actions supplemented with particular items of
information (Swift, 1959, p. 14).

The student who "explains" separation of
powers usually names the branches of gov-
ernment, the operations of each, and then de-
scribes the procedures and criteria by which
governmental functions arc divided among
the branches. The teacher may then ask the
student to illustrate the meaning of separa-
tion of powers by tracing a bill through Con-
gress and showing what can happen in case
of a presidential veto or Supreme Court de-
cision which 1,N:did:nes an act of COngress:
Running throughout this conception of ex-
planation is an emphasis upon sheerly de-
scriptive information which places no de.

mands upon the logic of teacher or student.
No doubt most teachers equate explanation
with description, particularly If they define
learning as memorization and.rely upon reci-
tation as the only reliable "method" of teach-
ing. Actually, empirical studies of teachers'
conceptions of explanation have not been
made, sn one can only guess at the number
of them who have a nonrelationthl concep-
tion.

Swift mainly upholds the value of rela-
tional explanation, which he defines. as one
that e4lains an "affair in terms of some
other affair, condition, or situation" (p. 124).
He then classifies relational explanations into
two types, rational. and nonrational. Non-
rational relational ,explanations, although
sometimes logical, arc never both logical and
empirical in their criteria. Anthropomorphic
explanation is one example of a nonrational
relational explanation. A teleological expla-
nation, if it refers to some ultimate purpose,
was classified by Swift as nonrational rela-
tional.

The major part of Swift's study was de-
voted to rational relational types, each of
which satisfies his four criteria for judging
the adequacy of an explanation. Swift iden-
tified and discussed .five types of rational me

lational explanation: (1) the dispositional:-
(2) the psychokgical, (3) the genetic, (4)
the causid,..itea (5) the historical.

Tyne- CI) and (2), dispositional and psy-
chological explanations, refer to some inner
state of the, individual, such as purpose, need;
or tension, but oddly enough Swift did not
classify them as teleblogical. He appeared to
reserve this term for inner states that are said
to express the ultimate purpose of God: na-
tion, or universe. The logic for this distinc-
tion between immediate and ultimate pur-
poses.is not always clear.

Swift gratitecithat teachers who ask appar-
ently teleological questions may have in
mind a concept other than purpose, human
or divine. The teacher who asks, "1"-at
the purpose of the Federal Commuo....,ionS
Commission?" may he trying to_ find out.
whether the class can list the functions given
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to this commission by Congress. When lac
asks about the purposes for dropping an
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, he may have
clear in mind. But some questions of a
teacher do refer to purpose, such as 'What
was Wilson's purpose in going to Europe?"

The latter ques ion, which swift would
classify as an attempt by the teacher to elicit
a rational explanation from is students,
causes one to wonder whether individual
purposes in history arc any more accessible
than so-called ultimate purposes of the uni-
verse. It is possible to learn from a study of
letters and other documents what Wilson's
stated purposes. were for going to Europe,
but everyone knows that stated purposes are
not always the same as motivating purposes.
Some people lie about their purposes; others
do not know their purpOses well enough to
state them; still others do not understand
their purposes well enough to pursue them
with appropriate means. If the policies or he.
}savior of an individual are iaconsistent with
his stated purposes, it does not follow that he
is a liar. Other inferencesore more charitable
and just as reasonable. The reason, for in-
consistency between what people say and
what they do are not ahvays accessible to
empirical investigation. and one may he re-
stricted in his analysis to concluding no more
than whether behavior and stared purpose
arc consistent. Despite this limitation. Swift
would treat all teleological explanations, ex-
cept those which deal with ultimate purposes,
as rational in type. He prefers the terms dir-
positional or psychological to tricologi;a1 for
am' explanation that relics :Tao, some judg-
ment of an individual's inner state or pur-
Pose. The possibility that all such judgments
Make some use of an empathetic method is
never mentioned by Swift.

His rejection of explanations that deal in
ultimate rather than immediate or stated our-
pose is summarized in an incisive discussion
of Manifest Destiny:

At least two kinds of objections have been
raised against teleolooi-al ,explamions of
eventsthe objectioi, they attribute hu-

man characteristics to nonhuman entities, aod
the objection that the terms. h:.-h name the
entelechy or the force are in the last analysis
undefinable with reference to a set of observ-
able characteristics. Concerning undcfmability,
the difficulty can be seen in a claim that
America expanded to the Pacific because it
was her Nfarifest Destiny to do so... thr .x.
pression "Manifest Destiny" is not susceptible
of precise definition to the extent of being
able to assert what is and what is not an in-
stance of it. The actual population movement
is traceable through such sources as land office
records and the Bureau of the Census, and
hence the expression "expansion to the Pacific"
can be defined in terms of density of popula-
tion and coverage of territory. But the term
"Manifest Destiny" as a characteristic of a
nation offers ctheiderable difficulty (Swift,
1959, pp. 57-58).

In Swift's discussion, the only difference
between dispositional and psychological ex-
planations is that the former refers to purpose
at the level of human action while the latter
refers to any inner stare of purpose. belief,
tension, and the like. As long as a purpose is
not claimed to be ultimate, Swift has no trou-
ble with .t. "Why is he driving to the city?
Because be wants to do some shopping." is
offered an example of dispositional expla-
nation. In defining psychological explana-
tion, Swift says that the thing to be explained
is a human action, and. the reason for the
action is some internal condition of the or-
ganismaln psychology the latter is called an

."intervening variable." He then offers the
following as an example of a psychological
explanation:

For example, 'Custer's defeat by the Sioux
on ;he Little Big Horn may be explained in
terms of relationships of numbers of men, of
distance between pis troops and possible rein-
forcements, as well as interras oI lois tempera.
ment and his knowledge about the 'Where-
abouts of the Sioux, i.e., his military
intelligence.... When particular explanations
are offered which enipliasa.: the internal con-
ditions of the actor rather .han the antecedent
conditions of the externa: environment, the
explanation sketch on occasion is described a.
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"psychological" rather than as "physical" or
natural" (Swift, 1959, p. 66)

The problem of formulating dispositional
and psychological explanations as rational
types comes into the open when one casts
eitwer into Hempel's syllogistic form. If one
were to explain art action of Lincoln's by
reference to art inner state, the syllogism
might be:

Major Premise: Lincoln as President of the
United States, in decision situations affecting
national policy on the Civil War issue, fol-
lowed the lint of action he thought wo,i.11d

contribute to the strength and cohesiveness of
the Federal Union.
Minor Premise: Lincoln thought that freeing
the slaves would contribute to the strength
and cohesiveness of the Federal Union.
Conclusion: Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation.

Regardless of whethe'r "strength and co-
hesiveness of the Federal Union" was one of
Lincoln's immediate or ultimate purposes,
how is one to know his innermost desires
A radical behaviorist would say that one
could never know.

In any event, it appears that an explanation
that relics upon obse.wable instead of inner
elements would have more rigor. Griffin. in
his analysis of beliefs, ignores inner, or pri-
vate, states. A person who says that he does
not like Negroes may very well express a
personal belief, but it is the kind of belief thiit
cannot be tested with publicly accessible evi-
dence. Whether a person dislikes Negroes
cannot be established from anything that a
person says or does, for the evidence on how
he feels is .-inside the speaker. Not even his
overt behavior can be taken as evidence one
way or the other because penile who like
Negroes often hebave no differently from
people who dislike Negroes. Only a state-
ment such as "many Negroes, according to
present-day intelligence tests, arc more intel-
ligent than many white persons" qualifies
as a testable belief. It can be tested by refer-
ence to publicly available evidence, and one

need pay no attention to inner belief in order
to confirm or disconfira this kind of asser-
tion:

Swift rejects ..as pseudo explanation the
kind of teleology expressed in the statement
that "the element of purpose may be viewed
as a remote future condition or state of affairs
which in sonic manner is supposed to control
the shape of developments thrOugh extended
periods of time, or it may he viewed as a
process of change influenced by a purposing
agent which is superpersonni rather than
human" (p. 55). He does not include in this
rejection explanations "in which the reason
is a statement about the aims or- objectives of.
a person in a decision-making capacity. . ."
(p. 56). He does not clarify the exact process
by which he would verify the purposes of a
decision,maker. He refers vaguely to docu-
ments, statements, and the like, all of which
suggests that he would take stated purposes
at face Value.

Type (3), as we have seen, consists of
the chronological or genetic type of ex-
planation. The genetic explanation answers a
why question by listing a series of events or
stages, and each itern in the series is said to
lead up to the next item. The relationship of
item to item is at least temporal, and teachers
who ask pupils to "trace" something prob-
ably approach explanation problems with
chronology rather than science or logic as
their major intellectual tool. Unless we can
show that events such as A, B, and C, under
certain conditions, always result in an event
such as ra, we have not explained D, accord-
ing to the Hempel model. Without the pro-
tection of Hempel's model, the genetic
method of explanation may lead into the
post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy. The genet-
ic approach also assumes that the past makes
the present, yet Smith (1935) has proved that
it would be equally reasonable to argue that
the past is a construct of the present,

Type (.1), causal explanations, are offered
by Swift as another example of rational ex-
planation of a relational type. Sitch explana-
tions name certain events as the cause of
other events, and as in genetic explanations,
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the relationship of events may be no more
than temporal. Explanations that list causes
arc logically no different from those that list
reasons. They arc incomplete, and "filling
in" is their most essential need. A causal ex-
planation is typically divided into three parts,
the causes of an event, the event itself, and
the effects of the event. Typically, the
teacher who asks for causal explanations will,
in his treatment of the Civil \Var, require
the student to name at least three causes of
the war, to describe major events in the war,
and then list results of the war.

Swift maintained that an analysis of causal
explanations requiresa- teacher to distinguish,
or help his students to distinguish, between
necessary causes, and causes that are both
necessary and sufficient. It is very doubtful
that most teachers actually do so, since their
education seldom provides them with the
necessary instruction in logic; It appears that
some casting of causal ex0iatiat ion into a sub
sump dve form would help 'a teacher and his
students to draw the distinction between
necessary and sufficient historical explana-
tion.

Type (5), historical explanation, is the last
example considered by Swift. Its chief fea-
ture is the assumption that historical events
are unique and nonrecurring. Emphasis is
upon accounts of the past, without predic-
tions of the future. Prediction, like subsump-
tive explanatiOn, requires events to be classi-
fied, and the assumption that everything is
unique can be interpreted so as to deter one
from classification. Bruner has observed
sagely that classification does not deny the
uniqueness of events (Bruner, ct al., 1956),
and therefore thos, who argue for unique-
ness could succumb-to logic and classification
without giving up uniqueness as a value and
a criterion. No two civil wars arc exactly
alike, and neither are any two-cases of mea-
sles or mumps, but there is intellectual ad-
vantage to grouping wars of a certain kind
and treating them as if they were the same,
despite the differences that make each
unique. In fact, it is not possible to know that
an object is a unique exanyl, of.

cept as we know differences between it and
other objects of the same kind. Certainly,
when a person says that his cat is unique, he
means very little and communicates even less
except as he can clearly indicate the attributes
shared by all cats, pointing out also that his
cat possesses these as well as a few others that
comprise its uniqueness. Those who limit ex-
planations to the historical type generally
search out the uniqueness of events rather
than their generality, and this factor accounts
for much of their style of history teaching.

It is clear not only that Swift prefers rela-
tional explanations to nonrelational, and ra-
tional to nonrational, but also that his four
criteria lead to a further conclusionthat
the subsumptive or scientific explanation,
has more rigor than any other type of
rational relational explanation. Its rigor
places one in a p.osition to determine how
much scientific knowledge a particular his-
torian has and the extent to which he relies
upon opinion or literary expression as a sub-
stitute for knowledge. If there is any flaw in
Swift's reasoning, it is in his willingness to
treat dispositional or psychological explana-
tions as essentially different from those teleo-
logical explanations that assume cosmic in-
tent; this is not a serious flaw, however, as
long as he confines his "knowledge" of
human purpose to the realm of stated pur-
poses and their consistency with what people
do.

Swift's research suggests one direction for
research on teachers, their methods, and ma-
terials. One would expect teachers to differ
in usages and conceptions of explanation, and
that some, but not all, Of the differences
would he related to the context of the teach-
inggrade level, subject matter, ability of
student, community limate, and so on. One
would also expect teachers to be confused as
to differences between description, classifica=
don, interpretation, explanation, and justifi-
cation. Probably their explanations would
lack logical or empirical rigor. But the actual
state of affairs is not known, because these
features of classroom teaching have not been
studsed except in an exploratory sense by-
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Smith (1960). We do not know whether
teachers appraise an explanation by asking
appropriate questions about the meaning of
terms, about generalizations and the assump-
tions they imply, about empirical data related
to testing a generalization, or about the va-
lidity of conclusions in relation to premises.

Regardless of what teachers arc now do-
ing, it is clear from Swift's analysis of expla-
nation as one aspect of criiical thinking that
the training of teachers shookd prepare them
not only to make explanation's but also to
teach students about the general nature of
explanation and the problems that an expia-

.

nation may he expected to solve. Swift sug-
gests that instruction in explanation as a
process should require teaohcrs to raise ques-
tions such as the following:

1. Is this an explanation or. a description?
2. What kind of thing is being explained?
3. What are the word clues that show it is

an explanation?
4. What are the reasons offered in the ex-

planation sketch? .

5. How complete is the explanation? (Swift
1959, p. 130).

Swift's approach to teaching history em-
phasizes use of logic and scientific method;
it does not assume that there is a "logic of his-
tory," nor does, it express any doctrine of
"historical necessity" or '"historical. inevi-
tability." Some philosophers of history
Gcyl and Co llingwoodha ye attributed
authoritarian orientations to any approach
to history that is concerned with making arid
testing lawlike generalizations. Possibly the
same critics would reeard a method of teach-
ing that is largely rational as similarly author-
itarian in its effects, The weakness of these
criticisms seems to be that they identify any
attempt to generalize with it tendency to he
doctrinaire. Actually, Swift's analysis, to
the extent that, it is 3 refinement of those of
Dewey, Griffin,13ayles, and others who have
written on the nature and value of reflective
teaching, strengthens our defenses against
doctrinaire interpretations of any kind, re-
gardless of their source.

THE PROBLEM OF
CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Bruner, Goodnow;. and Austin (1956)
offered a refinement of Gr'fin's conception
of a concept. Griffin seems to define a con-
cept as any idea cast in propositional form
and does not distinguish between a concept
and it generalization. Bruner makes this dis-
tinction when he defines a concept as a cate-
gory or classification. The act of categoriza-
tion renders "discriminably different things
equivalent," or "groups the objects and
events and people around us into classes," so
that one can "respond to them in terms of
their class membership rather than their
uniqueness" (13runcr, Goodnow, & Austin,
1956, p. 1).

Categories are invented, not discovered.
"Science 'and common-sense inquiry alikedo
not discover the ways in which events are
grouped in the world; they invent ways of
grouping" (Brunet, Goocitfow, & Austin,
1956, p. 7). If one decides to group things dif-
ferently in science from the way they have
been grouped in the past, it is because one
expects to be able to make more accurate pre-
dictions as a result of this change in cate-
gories. As soon as one recognizes that cate-
gories are invented lather than discovered,
he no longer falls into the error of trying to
prove that his categories arc true or right.
Definitions are recognized as definitions, and
not treated as propositions.

Bruner and his co.workers further refined
the meaning of a concept by describing the
various types. Most people assume that the
conjunctive typeone defined in terms of
common -elementsis the only kind. The
assertion that "all men are mortal" is con-
junctive, although a conjunctive concept may
have more than (ant: common attribute.
Bruner has learned that the strategies that are
successful for learning conjunctive concepts
will not work as well with other kinds of
concepts.

Another kind of concept is disjunctive; this
kind is defined in terms not of common ele-
ments but of alternative attributes. A strike
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in baseball, for example, may be a pitch that
passes over the plate within a certain zones
or it may be a pitch that the batter swings at
and misses, or it may be a ball hit into foul
territory when the count on the batter in-
cludes fewer than two strikes. If one studies
all instances of a strike in baseball, and if he
assumes conjunctivity, he may not learn the
concept, or he may it incompletely.

The incomplete learning of a concept that
results from taking a conjunctive stance to-
ward a disjunctive concept may be illustrated
by the concept of citizen, This concept may
be viewed as either conjunctive or disjunc-
tive. If a citizen is defined-as a person born
in this country, or as a person who has passed
certain examinations, or whose parents were
born in this country, the concept of citizen is
disjunctive. But if arse defines a citizen as a
person who can vo.e and hold public office,
the concept is conjunctive. Assuming that
this concept is disjunctive would probably
enable us to learn the concept more cons-
plctely than assuming that it is conjunctive.
The scientific tradition in our culture pre-
disposes everyone to assume all concepts to
be conjunctive. If Bruiser is correct in his
analysis, teachers need to be ready to help
students who approach all concepts as if they
were conjunctive.

A third kind of concept is the relational.
This type expresses a certain relationship
among the attributes of a concept. Full em-
ployment, as the economist defines it, is-prob-
ably a relatfonal-concept. It expresses at the
very least a relationship between size of la-
bor force and number of unemployed. But it
also includes length of work week, produc-
tivity per-man-hour, and value of the product.
Since technological change, price tluctua-
tions, and monetary policy affect these fac-
tors, full employment is a dynamic concept
as well as a relational one..A relational con-
cept, to the'extent that it expresses a relation-
ship that isempirical rather than definitional,
amounts to a generalization. Thus the iden-
tity of concept and generalization in Grif-
fin's original theory, as mentioned above !see

-page 961), is once more before us.

Bruner has identified strategies followed
by subjects in a clinical environment as they
pursued the learning of nonverbal concepts.
Strategies vary with type of.concept, cogni-
tive strain, order of presentation, andeothesr
factors.

The significance for teaching of the work
of Bruner and his colleagues is not entirely
clear. There is no do6b: of its significance as a
psychological study, although it suggests only
in broad ways what may be involved in the
analysis of a concept by teachers and students
alike.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This summary of research on teaching con-
cepts and a process of reflective thought its
the social studies suggests that division of
labor among research svorkers may have dis-
advantages. One group of investigators has
worked on building a comprehensive theory
Of social, studies education. This group has
pretty much rejected controlled experimen-
tation as a research tool. It claims, however,
that its theory is not in conflict with well-
established facts. Another group has gathered
and counted facts without weighing their
significance for basic theoretical problenis.
There has been notably little interaction or
communication between the two groups.
Each has worked independently of the other.
Each probably..always will he, unappreciative
of the other's conception of research.
'A few studies have attempted to test the

effectiveness of a problem-solving method of
teaching. The group that carried nut these
studies was not anti- or nontheoretical in its
research interests and conceptions. But their
studies, with the exception of those done
under Bayles. have not shown a sufficient un-
derstanding of.the more comprehensive the-
ory of problem-solving as develop( by
Dewey and Griffin, and as refined and ex-
tended by the related work of Swift and
Bruner. The net result is that the research
findings of this group are largely irrelevant
to an experimental testing of the compre-
hensive theory.
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There are many reasons why the kind of
theory that Griffin has developed has not
been experimentally tested. The most likely
reason is that it will never be a popular theory
among the many interest groups that shape
and influence educational policy. An experi-
ment that tested this theory .might find its
teachers criticized by the community for en-
gaging in seemingly subversive activity. Any
teacher who 'creates student doubt about
domipant community beliefs, no matter how
obvious his commitment to democratic ideals
and reflective process, runs some risk of com-
munity displeasure or misunderstanding.

A second reason is that even our best pre-
pared teachers have not been well trained
In, logic and scientific method. Moreover,
their acquisition of content from coll,ge
courses has seldom been reflective in quality.
It is one of Griffin's claims that a teacher can
best use content reflectively if he acquired it
that way. The tendency of college professors
to use methods other than the method of re-
flection is well established. College courses
arc concerned with dissemination of content
and little concerned with methods of inquiry..

One large question raised by Griffin's the-
ory is whether organized content and meth-
ods of inquiry can be learned in the same
course. It is a question that so for has not been
investigated experimentally by professional
workers in departments of educational re-
search. Griffin's proposition that "the reflec-
tive examination of any proposition tends to
develop skill in the use,of the method" (p.
193), if true, would settle part of the matter.
Students would simply reflect upon their be-
liefs, using organized content as a basis for
reaching conclusions, and this practice of re-
flection would develop their reflective capac-
ity. There would be the question of whether
a student who reflected upon his beliefs
would necessarily learn subject matter as a
logical structure; but thi question could be
answered through experimentation.

There is some doubt, however, as to the
truth of Griffin's proposition. This doubt is
expressed by Griffin in the following state-
ment:

A forMal course in reflective thinking as a be-
ginning point would .bc absurd; but the need
as some point.to pull the process out and look
at it is an implication of the intent so develop
teachers who can promote reflection not only
through habitual ways of handling materials,
but on purpose (Griffin, 1942, p. 214).

For purposes of teacher training, then, it
is'not enough to have teachers take courses in
which content is covered and learned reflec-
tively. Occasionally, the professors who teach
teachers must. stop what they are doing and
have their students make 'a direct, study of
what has been taking place. By implication,
teachers of high school social studies should
do the same thing 'if their students are to
understand and appreciate the connection be-
tween reflective process and the survival of
democratic values.

To say that students must at some point in
a history course, let us say, pause in their
study of history in order to take up a study
of historical method as an example of reflec-
tive thinking suggests that content and re-
flection cannot be learned at one and the
same time, except to the degree that reflec-
tion is learned through practice. To what ex-
tent can reflection be learned through prac-
tice? To what extent can reflection be studied
directly within a course that has other goals,
largely goals in substantive content ? Can stu-
dents who reflect upon their beliefs acqUire
organized content in the sense of coming to
understand the basic structure of an intellec-
tual discipline, and is knowlcil:.-e of the struc-
tures of disciplines a necessary part of general
education? These are some of the unan-
swered questions in Griffin's theory of social
studies teaching which research has so far
neglected to explore.

Research and theory in teaching the social
studies have reached a point where no further
progress is possible without a marriage of
one to the other. So far, the two parties in-
volved have been largely incompatible in
their conceptions of research. Unless the re-
search model and techniques of the profes-
sional research worker in education can be
applied to testing and clarifying some of the
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more comprehensive theories of social studies
educators, the present impasse is bound to
continue.
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view of Research in the`Yeaching of
Social Studies: 1960-1963

by SYLVIA E.

T E.1-1 research reported here and cited in the
,. accompanying bibliography includes pub-

fished and unpublished research from 196o
through 1963, but there are undoubtedly some omis-
sions, particularly in the latter category. Some stud-
ies listed in the bibliography are not discussed in this
review. \Ve have also attempted to limit this review
to those studies that were reasonably rigorous in their
approach. We have generally not included those that
Massialas (75) calk the "I.used-such.and-such-dass-
room-aids-and-1-got-favorable-results" type, Where it
seemed worthwhile, we have referred also to ongo-
ing research, but there has been no attempt to be
comprehensive in this area. The organization of this
review is adapted fruit that used by Gross and Badger
in- their article on-social studies research in the En-
cyclopedia of Edacational Research (47). In a sep-
arate report, now in pi-eparation. Professor Jean Fair
of Wayne State University will review recent research
in social studies teacher education.

HARRISON AND R.013F.RT J. SOLOMON

Cuarticutaisl

Elementary school. The findings of research -on
the interests and abilities of elementary school chil-
dren imply a need to consider, revisions in the ele-
mentary school social studies curriculum. The stud.
ies of McAulay (67, 68) in which he made use of
tape recordings of group discussions of children, and
of LaDue (61) in which he made use of children's
art, writing, oral expression, and reading materials,
indicated that elementary school children's interests
lie in geographic areas from the child's own environ-
ment as well as from areas of the nation, world, and
universe, and lie in current 'problems that dominati
the local, national, and international scene. These
studies, in conjunction with MoAulay's studies on
the contribution of Western TV prograrns tochil-
dren's klundedge and underst-anding of the Western
movement (7r), and on first graders' eschrsion into
German (66). led him to conclude that the present
organization of the social studies Underestimates the
interests and information children have secured from
travel and front the mass media. Greenblatt's analysis
of Subject preferences of elementary school children
in the middle grades (46) finds the social studies in
somewhat of a nebulous position-c-not significantly
more preferred than the least desirable of the sub-
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jects, and yet not significantly less preferred than the
more desired.

Several studies of the social studies abilities of ele-
mentary school children have appeared recently in
the literature. The studies of Cammarota (i9),
Beaubier (1 1), Spodek (t18). and Kaltsounis (55)
would all seem to indicate that elementary school
children from kindergarten to the sixth grade can
understand and work with a great deal,more social
studies content than is presently expected or pro-
vided. In particular, Cammarota found that films
and filmstrips designed for use with the intermediate
grades were more appropriate in the primary grades;
Kaltsounis found that beginning third graders knew
the answers to 37 per -int of the items on a test of
third-grade social studies before they had had in
struction in this subject; Spodek tested the possibil-
ity of beginning a "spiral curriculum," in which the
basic concepts of a subject are .taught, and repeated
in a more complex form with each succeeding grade
level, in the social studies at the kindergarten level,
and concluded that kindergarten children could suc-
cessfully begin to grasp significant concepts in the

With this issue SOCIAL EDUCATION inaugurates a new
service, a review of recent research in the teaching of the
social studies. This initial review covers the preceding
four-year period, from January 5960 through December
5963. Later reviews, which will appear each year in the
May issue, will deal with research reported during the
preceding year.

We are grateful to the Research Committee of the Na-
tional Council for the Social 'Studies for undertaking to
carry on this difficult and time- consuming project. as one
of its continuing responsibilities.

For this initial review, we are especial indebted to
SYLviA E. HARRISON, a Research Assistan! the Test De-
velopment Division of the Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, Ness) JeFsey, and ROBERT J. SOLOMON, .-!sso- .,
ciate Chairman of the NCSS Researi'h Committee ard ETS
'tce President for General Programs, Test Development,

and Statistical Analysis. The other members of the 10.3
Research Committee were: Robert Cooke, Cha'rran,
Ralph Cordier, Howard H. Cummings, Jean Fair, Wil-
liam Fisher, Verna Fancett, Johh Jarolimek, Jonathon
McLendon, Walter Mcl'hie, Evelyn Moore, Franklin Pat- ,

terson, and Edith West.
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fields of history and geography. MeAulay's study.(69)
demonstrated that second graders are able. to use
.maps ,to.,secure information on a removed, unk nown,
ancreontrasting physical environment as well Ira that.
with which they 'arc familiar, and they re ;slo to
make Comparisons and judgments in simple map
i;:ork, and to transfer imagined concrese experience's
to a map situation. Davies (27) and Farrar. 32:;
have also studied-the map. skills and understandings
of elementary school children.

Rogers and Layton (93) studied the ability of first
and third graders to conceptualize based sn sceiel
studies content. The results of the teat witul, they
eleveloped to measure children's ability to
tires illustrating social studies 'concepts intlicated
that one-third of both groups demonstrated to abtl
ity to conceptualize at a ,Inigh level of abstraction. 1,t
was concluded that while r-trany children weieeahle
to formulate abstract social conceptsethere was little .

growtfi, in this ability during the is o-ye.ar period of
social studies instruction (from first to third gs-ade).

McAillay (72), Arnsclorf (e) and Legere :(6ey
all report that students in grades 2.i3; and 4 thi-oup;11
8, respectively. have a greater understanding of or a
'greater ability to understand time relationships 'with.
a"ppropriate instruction than is assumed_ by the ele-
mentary school social studies ciIrric-ultun. in naisicu-
lar:11,1cAulay found that second gr-aciers haVe a clearer
understanding of the past. than they do of -the pres-'

*ent, of the.q-einoved time environment than of the
immediateand personal. That is the, children re
more likely. to know whether Washington or Lincoln
:lived first than to know wIretber- tlit!ir..mother or..
grandrnother was Oldest. Also Davis' study (28) with
intermediate-grade-children indicated that.all of she
experimental classes pr6fited from instruction deal-
ing with concepts of time .,and space. related to geos
graphic time zones.

Carinnarota (18) .discusses, a study by 'David
Easton and Robert Hess' of the Unive.rsitv of Chi-
cago-;,who conclude on the basis of their .research
that:,' (I) children begin to, learn al,out government.
and politics before they,enter school, the formative
years appearing to be those between the ages of rirrec
artd,13:- (2)rchildren's political 'attitudet; idol values:
are firmly established by the tirne they lc'ave
eighth 'grasle; and (3) during high school 'students

'obtain much inform:160n tibotit,governnient. and, poi
itics, but this knowledge has little effect upota
and attitudes previously formed. Rtrstrart anti IsleSs.-

..,,Conclude that- the -processes of attnchm'ent to the
political community _;haul the regime bcoin at'a con:
siderzibly earner-age than one'svould EastOn
and .Hest do not draW implications 'Er orri'.their

' Easton' and Hest arc prcscritiv priparing a volume on this
tad related data to be published sometime in ,964.

inp for the field of education, but.Cztrumarota tlis-
cussi:ts the imolic,Ition of this research for the content
and ofgarti).ation of thse elementary so,cial studies pro-
gram. in partieular she lesesses !for redefinition' of
lear.nings considered applopriatefor various ages and
for consideration of a spiral-type cjurriculurn.

Isst.h, Smith (s t's) and McAulay (7o) have stud-
ied. file irCSellta I l'.)11 'of current events in the sixth
and tnird grades, respectively. IA particular, ISIdAue
lay attempted to exploit the potential of the mats
media--Tesdlo, TV, etc.,--tes help students understand
etistern: natioz:al and inteenational. events.- Not sur-
prisingly, his. ",iutlings indicate that the mass media of
comnutnication, With proper use, can enrichthe so-
cial ,eftdie-; curriculum. Smith's study in which use

etras :made or a weekly "eleineutary news publi-Cationt
revealed that sis.fli eenciers can be directed to reflec-
tive thinking bout urent events, which leads
bins to cos, elude that greater attention should be
giVen current events in the total elementary social
stymies cur.iculum. ,

Foy se. oral years, Senesls' (IDS) has been involved
in an exIsseriment in economic edlicationin hopes of
(1).fincling out how much economic theory children
at the different gTade levtls are able to learn, and (2)
to develop an organic curriculutin in which the. main
concepts of economics are introduced again and
serein in the 'framework of a R-12 curriculum - The
intent .of Sertesh's experiment is to-in'corpofite the
study nf ficonornic relationships into the curricutuna
so thatshe children 'are exposed to the most itripor-
cant relationships in the first g-ratk:. As they move
from grade to graZle they encounter the same. basic
concepts in their entirety though they are presented
in-increasing -complexity and. depth as the student.,
matures. The success of Senesli'.s. work' is partly re
flected in the fact that his first.grade materials, which
include' a record, an ace-emis:it-tying reader.: fornthe .

and- a resource unit for Ore teacher, have
:lust been rind it is planned that materials,
will be pub/ished for the succeeding g-rades, one
grade per scar rip through grade 12.

On the basis of his study to idertkify what can be
provided in the way of economic education in :the
etementary social studies curriculum, and how well
children in ;?,-Ades K-6 can learn selected economic.
concepts and geheralizations, Darrin (26) concluded
that the 'effectiveness of teacljing the topics varied,
directly with igratie level, the hitcher the grade the
more en:(2gi..t...tlie underSzndin\se of economic, con-
cepts.... e .

studies stiggestelhat the content of the eles
studiesscurriculum should be

upgraded. In ,testliag .i8o second graders. &ftigge (78)
.reports ytollowinga cenciencres,-in,their responses:
lack of precision in answers, inahility to keep, two
factors in mind at once, diffictilt,:e in responding to
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athe key word in a question, and bile grasp of time students going to college, and somewhat of the re-
and place concepts. Her over-all findings indicate gion of the country in which they are located%
that many second' graders lack readiness fOr compre- Moreland's study, of pliblic .schonts was con-
hensive study 'of foreign people and places, as well cerneci more with trends than with present practices,
as ad'vanced,content in community stiot. It is sus- (hough the evidence:he cites is qui'esitnilar to that
gusted by Mugge that the discrepancy between 'the of the aforementioped study. I-fe secs the' social 'Stud-
results of her study and previon researciolies in the ies program as still oriented to the moreoraditionallY
type of questions asked of the cii;ldren. organized subject matter courses; the generzil prac-

Rusnak's three-year study (96) was an exploratory rice of curriculum in the social studies as one of
attempt to discover the limitations:on the teaching chnginempliases of 'subject snatte. within the
0: important social studies skills and concepts at the courses rathitr. than in the reorganization di :basic
first grade. Four limitations_ were defined: (i) since coursetiOes; tile broziciening of the/social Stilies'pro-
firlt graders cannot read the social stodics material, gram with a greater variety of elective offerings, par-
great use was made of other materials pictures, eld titularly geop,Taphy and econoniics.
trips, films, etc.; (2) fthe need. for,. simplicity, was Sienters' questionnaire study (it 1, t 12), ,based on
pointed up by the fact .that. first graders could not thereslett.,..4-2s of .100 CaNfornia world history teach
deal' with more than two facts Or activities simultane- ers, found tf)at a majority claimed to attempttio give
ously; (3). the faccOliat activities had to oe divided equal coVerage to every/topic, thOugh. in fact more
into 15-minute periods indicated the need for brevity; time was given to political' and historical concepts
(4) the children depend on 'cld'se guidance Irorn than to social, mititary, and religious concepcs; a ma;
the teacher in order to understand shat they are do- jority favored a chronological rather than a topical
itsg, and vih.y. Adhering to these liniitations. Rusnak -. approach in teaching history.; two-thirds used some
could develop and use advanCed social studies con- fortis of teaching unit: withdectsites and discussions
cepts and. relationships with first graders. In ail as. primary teaching del ices; two-thirds used teacher.
groups, there was *evidence of both increased knosl- constructed Objective tests rod class contribution' to
edge and interest in the social studies. Also, the tins- evaluate stodentsossiiile one-half never used commit-
itations developed, in this first study were founts tee iork acid one -third never considered interest and
equally valid in a secondstudy. cooperation in evaluation; ,1b percent-of the teachers

had no social studies major in college: 56 percent
+Secondary .school: Both .thdetson et iii (5) raioi taught two to four additional courses and had lim-

'Moreland (77) have recently, surveyed social studies ited tips to prepare adequately for the course and
course offerings in the secondary schoeds. The, former for varieduse of materials and techniques. These lat.
survey was designed to investigate the content and ter considerations are 'evidence' to SiemerS of why
organization of the social studies. in grades 7 thrOugh Worhi historYi.s not liked by students, ,Seventv-five
14. The results of a questionnaire, based on responses percent of ..these Same teachers also indicated a desire
from random samples of 388 public, 248 ,1-tornan for national..leadershio in-the preparation of world %I

. Catholic, and 233 independent schools-- svere exam- history courses, of study -and resource .units, and 6i
fined in fermi.,of (I) stibect matter taught iii the pub- percent desired 'IcadershiP in examining the merits
tic schools, classified by -she,. percentage of graduates of tuitional:social studies cbrriculum,.-PoSey.'s esc°-
going, to college, and region;:and.(2) differenCes aoc.I amination of tiie eigisth-gracie social Studies' ctifrieu-
similarities among teaching peactices in t public, lum in Louisiana' (h).. Candy...s examination of- ge-
Roman Catholic, and independent sehools. Thes.:Cm- ography as taught in the California, high; schoOls
clusidris'of the survey:. indicate that the majority b1 (43), aod Thornson'.s exzunioatiOn of twelfth- grade
higii,schools require at .least four semesters of social sOcial, studies in Alabama highs schodls.
studies; organization of curriculum into separate (1.22) are° all curiricultirn. studies which" 'arrive at
courses is far more usual than block programs: the findings similar in oneosstay or .another to Siemers':-
two -most, prevalent , courses threet,x.ypesoof Still its the' forrnative stage is a content. analysis, of
schools are American history and isorid history. but the t'welfthgraie social stta;tiesolferings' in the Iowa
they differ considerably with respect to the teaching . high Si hook by Leland Hott and, Dcsinald Scovel of
of other.-' courses, civics and government receiving- State:,Collegeof loti. It intended that the `findings
greater ernphasis in the 'public schools, ancient.and of the resean`i will serve as.aPoint of dep'arture,foi-
medieval history anti modern' European history.' irf eifectivei'CiirrictiluriT rev is rOn in Iowa.
the independentschools; and religion in the R:ornan In line with .eurricultsm re'vhiion,. Adair (I) ,has
Catholic schools; -more schools a-e tenching more so- Ins aha tested a theory of pretlieting readi-
cial studies courses thari.five years ;Igo; and the va- tuns :for social s/ttrrlies curricUlum changeoCertain
riety of social studies courses offered in the public theOretical forces wirich _augment -or inhibit change
schools is a function of their size, the oroportion of were definer' based on empirical generalizations

. .
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and principles found in the literature. He concludes
tharhis general theory for predicting readiness for
curriculum change is substantiated,

Recent research has prodUced several exploratory
studies and surveys concerning social studies courses
that are not focused on history. Leppert's experimen-
tal high schoOl course in economics (63), Casper's
recommendation of four areas of needed research in
geOgraphic eduCation (20). Nash's proposal. based
on eeestionnaires sent to chairmen of social studies
departments* in universities, colleges, and high
schodls, that abstract s,zcioleeical materials have a
potentially valuable contribution to make to the
achievement of social studies objectives (79), all st.ge
gest beginnings 'of greater concern with the edu-
cationrfl potential of less traditional courses and how
they phould'he taught,

Since its inception in March, 1962, the Anthro-
pology Curriculum Study Project (4) has been
studying two basic problems: identification of
those areas in anthropology from which significant
contributions' to secondary education can be drawn;
2nd (2) development of useful and practical ways of
introducing anthropological concepts into the high

, '56001 classroom. Based on the results of initial proj-
ect activities which indicated that, the conceptual
tools and products of .anthropological research have
legitimate roles to play in secondary education. the
first book, The Emergence of C-juilizatio.n, is pres-
,ently in experimental use in the context of world
history courses.

In hopes of answering a need, for reorientation of
the social studies to provide a "world paint of view,"
the NCSS has helped to conduct a pilot study aimed
at discovering the most effective ways of boilcling in-
ternational understanding (38). By considering all
the educational possibilities at all grade levels in all
phases of the school ptof, am in one school system
(Glens Falls, New York),. the three-year ITWA proj.
ect (Improving the Teaching of World Affairs)
hoped to promote in the -students an increased un-
derstanding, appreciation. and respect for other peo-
ples and cultures, and ei sense of personal and na-
tional responsibility (52).

A most recent approach to currichlum develop-
ment cited by iflott and Sonstegarti .(y1) has been
the examination of students' self-coticepts in relation
to curricular offerings. In attempting to define- and
isolaaethe "social anchorages," that is "ti!esliared
experiences or group -held influences operating at a
given time to.afFect behaVior" that contribute to self-
concept, a projective device, the Twenty Statement

Test, was aalinieistered to Gs above-average junior
high school students. The test required the student
to make 20 respoeses to the question, "Who am l?"
A startling note is that, though these students made
several references to interests in the humanities, no

,response expiessed interest in, concern for, or iden-
tity with social studies exporiences1 The data indi-
cate that not all reference groups and cultural ob-
jects have the same `degree of Mersey for these stu-
dents, that is, there are very few references to patri-
otic and ecological identities, religion. political con-

.. victions, etc. The nference is made that at possibly not
enough is being done to relate curriculum to atti-
tudinal profiles that reflect self-concepts and it is
thought chat the self-concepts as revealed by the
Twenty Statemen, >st could be valuehle'in curricu-
lern Building, tem construction, counseling and
guidance, etc.-,

INsTit

Methods. In "comparing two methods of self-in-
`structien in teaching an eighth -grade social studies
unit, one without teacher supervision and one with
pupil-teacher conferences, with the conventional class
instruction practices, Ingham 153) found that only
with high achiever:. did the self- instruction processes
prove more effectie in. raising achievement. Other-
wise. there was no significant difference among the
three approaches.

Phillips (86) found that a core-like method of in,
struction is no more eifectivein achievement, in de-
veloping' verbal, manipulative, -and computational
interests, and in improving social adjustment than
a non-core-lik.. method ofinstruction, and that a ncin-
core-like used in a -double period was more
productiVe of liberal attitudes than a core-like
method in.junior 'high, social studies class'es,

Baogirman and Pruitt (m), in comparing the s
gains on social studies achievement tests in grades

anc18 as a function of (I) supplemental study for
enrichment, the assiOrnent of homework designed to
encourage exploration in depth of a given areaaand a
creative approach. to study, or (2) supplemental study
for reinforcement, the assignment of homework of a

traditional and routine variety. concluded that ahe
ifwo methOciS Of assigning homework Were equally ef-
fective 0 terms of gains made in achievement tests:-

Schminke.(1b3) reports that there Was nce differ-
ence Atained on a current events test with the use
of two approaches to the utilization of a weekly news
magazine; 'a limited system:Mc approach charac-
terized .ki use of the azine alone and a,,suppy-
mental systematic an aach characterized by the use
of the magazine a 11 related activities. Results
also indichted that, regardless of the Method of in-

,struction, a systematic presentation of current events
can influeric6 the students' use of news media outside
of school.

.

Cristiani's- experimentation (25) into the use of
informal dramatizations in , the sixth-grade social
studies indicated that =students gained on a Social
-Studies Information Test and on a modified Bogar-
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dusSocial Distance Scale, anddemonstrated greater more residents sampled during the tg6o campaign:.
interest and improved attitude toward the social Evaluation of this exploratory game session in the

studies All' as. a function of the use of 'dramatization. form of observations and questionnaires administered
Forster (39) reports that a significantly higher de- to all participants indicated that the major effects of

pee of learning, took 'place as a r.:3tilt of field trips the game lay in the area of changed attitudes and
than occurred as a result of classroom activities: and interests rather than learning of specific factual in-
Skov (i 15) reports that when an elementary school formation. In addition fo other findings of this first
progrant is structured to promote social learning for study, the finding that the game presently is not an
democratic behavior, the quantity of learned factual effective teaching device is to be given special.atte.n-
information seems to exceed normal expectancy as Lion in future experimentation.
judged by standardized test norms, while.also result- ° In a college political, science course in National
ing in many useful social 'earnings forfore democratic Security Policy, Brooks2 has introduced a. to-day se-
bChavior. quente of "war games" to give Students the experi-

Lux (65) in- his comparison of the teaching meth- ence of making decisions under the pressure of time
(xis used by superiorand nonsuperior social studies with incomplete information. One of the two sec-
teachers found that both used the same methods and tions of this course assumed the role's and functions
activities but to different extents, the former making of the chief military and civilian decision makers for
more use of outside readings, oral reports, research the United States, while the other assumed compa-
papers. and a' topical approach, and the latter mak-. .rable roles for the U.S.S.R. in a given problem. Al-
ing more. use of surveys, c,ommunity projects, and a
throrialogical approach.

By following the principle that the sophisticated struction without the use of computers, which are of
techniques Of today's social scientists, can serve the liniited availability to teachers and which require
teaching of the social studies. Colermoin (87, gO). has highly specialized knowledge of programing.
initiated reNCtrch that suggests a -signIficant .new ap-

.

proadt to the methods of social studies instruction. Developyrient_of-c-ritical- thinking and ivork-study
----The use Of game theory, in .conjunction: -with the skills. Although a statement of social studies objec-

ts,chnigstesof simulation, in which a model.'ii used lives that does not include reference to the develop-
to reduce a complex construct to a manageable one, 1,.ent of critical thinking,is rare, the teaching of criti-
has been the basis of Coleman's present research at cat thinking prols to be one of the more difficult
the 3063ticiary level. The research consists of the de- tasks of social studies teacher. Fox 1(41), using a
velopment of games, and the.experimentation and questionnaire. administered to teachers of Problems
testing of the gashes in schools in order to ascertain of Democracy courses, found that the methods for
theft taw. on,individual students' Motivation, on developing the higher levels of critical thinking were
comprehension of-game rates and knowledge of game most difficult for teachers to employ successfully,
content, and on ati,. values of the teenage culture re- while those concerning simple information gathering'
lacing to stitolastie effort. The use of games is an ,at- were least difficult. In addition, nearly to percent of
tempt (s) to ,bring the future into the present ; per the teachers said that they did not have sufficient _

miffing modenti so play roles in a .setting to -wh!ch time to teach the skills of critical thinking. That the
they wobld not be exposed until adulthood, (2) to more experienced teachers found reasoning and logi-
Act .4130±6f3tint eitleiCCi, and (3) to eliminate the - cal skills more difficult to teach than the less experi-
a4chtf ai-the judge. since she game ? themselves an arced teachers was interpreted by Fox as a trend in

.the outcotne deterrnining ones success. teacher education tot ards developing effective teach-
Two general categoriessof'garnes'are planned, sada- en of critical thinking.
eVanI3Mie 43frte3 and VITIO gal scir.titifte discoYer,`,,% but Stichman (12o) has attempted to develop the skills
on one pNrricrola game his been investigated ex- of scientific inquiry in Wmentary ,school children

Its : its explormoty %way, Boacoc/s through the,use of moci91 pictures and verbal "ex-
(s..4) stnidie4 the effects of a Oie$idet1031 campaign petrinentation." The Illinois Studies in Inquiry

Iits design0-4 Colermsn :The students were given Training, of which Suchman is director. has experi-
a me flandbotA and split into teams of "campaign merited_ with she m.eachitt of strategies and tactics of

whoie, /unctions, were to conduct polls, scientific inquiry Co children wiro learn to apply them
stliocate Iona, 3049k ''users its thing sits its' question.and.answer investigations. The objective
trsess timicie what itsoes their cintlidates sliOnlaf '13,/ise of -inquiry training, originally ,designed to supple-

Vaind on and p/ot strategy, The, onipargrs results.
rfsrete refereed fxy ,a complier which- proso the infocro3tion art die "W31. guile' .can be obtained

.

lii731143kCti prprolnor.4 wail Nal, cgn Dw4,1%ora
the acit igat -vrier41 and voting irftenfions of e42,o co4v4doiStisaqti

though Brooks made no rigorous evaluation- of the
"war games," they represent one attempt at game con-
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ment rcience classroom activities, is to make pupils
more independent, systematic, empirical, and induc-
tive in their problem solving, and to give them a
plan of operation that will help them to discover
causal factors of physiCal change through their own
initiative and not through the teacher's explanation
.rid. interpretation. The strategy of inquiry involves

a three-stage plan to guide the students' investiga-
tions: (1) episode analysis involves the identific'ation,
verification, and measurement of the parameter::; (2)
determination of relevance involves the identifica-
tion of conditions necessary and sufficient to produce
the events of the episode;. (3) eduction of relations

ainvolves the formulation and testing of hypdtheies
that express the' relationships among the parameters
of the observed event. Suchman's results indicated
that inquiry training andopportunities to attain new
concepts through inquiry seem to produce increments,..
in the understanding of content as. well as a grasp of
the scientific method and proficiency in its use.

Suchman's earlier work provides the context of
his present research in the transferability of inquiry
training to different problem., areas. In particular.
Suchman intends to measure how effectively sixth-
grade children who have been given inquiry training
can transfer this form of investigation to the search
for new concepts in _the-physical. life sci-

ences.--in the area o(the social sciences, problems of
macro-economics and political science will be the fo-
cus of attention, and films are being made depicting
examples of changing economic and political condi-
tions.

In a similar approach, Arnsdorf (7) attempted to
study the effective-ness of using map-overlays of the
U.S. in an "inquiry-discovery" approach to teaching
map-reading skills and geographic, understanding
with fifth graders. In endeavoring to increase stu--
dent? ability to read and interpret. maps, and to corn,
prehend, the relationships between physical, biotic,
and cultural phenomena. the inquiry-discovery- ap-
proach facilitates the exploration of these .relatiOn-

. ships, through questions and hypotheses. Arnsdorf
concluded on the basis of gains in scores on several
standardized tests that in spite of marked differences
in abilities involved in reading and interpreting
maps, the inquiry - discovery approach with map-over-,
lays did contribute to growth in work-studY skills and
to interest in maps and geography. Connors (22)..
found. a significantly high correlation between the
ability to solve physical geographic problems and geo-
graPhic achievement as measured by standardized'
tests.

A considerable amount of research, McGarry (73),
Rothstein (ofl), Wickman (26), and Waller) ci al
(t25): has invoked defining the 'Optimum conditions
for the teaching of critical thinking.. Cousins (2.3),
Cox (20 .Elstnerc (33), and Massialas (74) have

set their investigations of t..itiCal thinking, against the
background of our contemporary society and the
value decisions demanded of each individual in the
society. The primary' concern of these four -investiga-
tions was the matter of "intelligent choice, how it is
attained, and in what ways the teacher can contribute
to it." In particular, Goxand Nfassialas experimented
with "inquirydirected processes" in teaching U.S.
history and world history. respectively. Each study
involved a control group, a highly structured teacher-
centered class; and an experimental group, a less
structured inquiry-oriented class. The use of stand-
ardized instruments, tapes, and a log of daily activi-
ties (the last of which proved a most v!,:tble source
of insight into teaching and learning) inctn.:oed a
comparable or superior performance -for the sta-
dents in the experimental group compared to, those
in the 'control group. The former learned as many
facts, indicating that the inquiry-centered approach
does not lessen the learning of this kind of material.
The skills of critical thanking, as defined by bias-
sialas in his model of -critical thinking, wereidentifi-
able to a greater extent among the 'students of the
inquiry-oriented situation than among those in the
more structured 'situation.: Finally the former were
lesS teacher- oriented at the end of the t8 -week experi
mom havingreached the point. where they could-
provide themselves with anpropriate.ates. for inquiry,
whereas the lacer remained teacher-oriented through,
out the course oLthe experiment, with the teacher
providing cues for subsequent discussion:

Cousins experimented with an- eighth-grade social
studies class -in .which he i.ntioduced a carefully de-
fined model of critical thinking, the intention being
to review and revise the model in line with the:re-
sults. His teaching rnethodi,and results are similar
to those of Cox and Nlassiaias. On -the basis of his
results, Cousins has proposed a revised rn.9c16.1...of the
development of critical- thinking- that includ. es the
activities of generalization, deduction, problem-solv;
ing, and sensitivity to values, which he holds as an
accurate representation of the intellectual develop-
ment that occurred in his exPeriMental .group. and
would occur in -other eighth-grade social studies
classeS in which similarteaching methods are used.
Elsmere's study was designed to examine the effec-.
tiveness of the problem - solving approach in aiding
students in the actitiiition and retention of. historical
facts and in the acquisition and retention of problem-.
sOlvitig skills. Using methods similar to those of the
previousinvestigations, the experimental group made
statistically significant gains over the. control group
on all measures. Elsmere's particular contribution to
this group Of investigations ..was in the systematic
preparation of objective and subjective tests for use
in comparing educational outcomes.

'Another area of critical thinking has been the ex-
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amination of Initiall thinking in relation to dogma-
tism. Ehrlich and Kemp have used Rokeach's inves-
tigations of open-dosed belief systems as a basis for
their own studies. Rokeach's concept of dogmatism
is that of (z) a relatively dosed cognitive organiza-
tion of beliefs and disbeliefs about reality, (2) or-
ganized around a central set of beliefs about absolute
'...gthority, which in turn (3) provides a framework..
for patterns of intolerance and qualified tolerance
toward others., (95). Those high in dog-matisrn pre-
sernably have closed systems while those low in dog-
matistn presumably base open systems.

Using a'college sociology class, Ehrlich (32) found
an inverse relationship between dogmatism and de-
gree 'of learning. Kemp's findings (56, 57) indicated
that those college freshmen who were low in dogma-
tism as deter:dined by Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale,
were more successful in a test of critical thinking
than those high in dogmatism. The latter had a
higher percentage of errors in those problems which
required the study of several factors.for decision and
the deferring of a conclusion until each factor had
been carefully examined and evaluated. Kemp hy-
pothesizes that the individual high in dogmatism has
difficulty in tolerating ambiguities, and is impelled.
toward a "closure" before full consideration is given
to each piece of evidence. Kemp's second study (58)
compared the improvement in critical thinking of
those low-in7doginatiiin with tfilirg-h, the hypothe-
sis,being that the former would show greater improve-
ment in this area than the latter. The experimental
grtitiPl'eceived special instruction in solving critical-
thinking problems. The findings indicated that
within the control group there was no significant' im-
provement in performance of either those high or low
in dogmatism, wheteas' in the experimental grotip
both the highs and the lows improved..On the basis
of these two studies, Kemp concludes that those class-
room conditions' that are faVorable to improvement
of critical thinking are small permissive or "safe"
groups in which the usual threats are minimized, and
in which the attention given to critical thinking is
accompanied by practice.

The objectives of' the Cornell Project, ,Critical
Thinking Readiness in Grades 1 -1 2 (34) have been:
(t) to answer the readiness question;' namely, what
are students capable of learning regardiing various
aspects of critical thinking, and in what grade; (2) to
develop instruments for the measure of the two as-
pects with which this project is particularly con-
cerned, deduction and assumption-finding; and (3)
to test the various assumptions upon which the study
is based. The emphasis of this current project is less
on how to teach critical thinking, and more on what
and when children can he taught: TO this end, En-
nis and Millman (35, 36) have been responsible for
the construction of five critical thinking tests, two of
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which are general, and free of which are specific to
deduction.

Witt's studies (12e, 13o) investigated -the effective. .

ness of certain techniques of reading instruction on
developing critical thinking, reading skillsgs4nd con-
ceptualization of ,ocial studies content. The studies.
one with an average group, and one with an above
average group of junior high school students, indi-
cated that: (t) specific skills and techniques stressed
in reading; namely, organization through outlining
and drawing conclusions from ,factual materials, re-
late to social studies achievement, and bring about
measureable gains in reading; and (2) the concept ,
approach to the teaching of social-studies, focusing
on the development of such concepts as health,
world interdependence, natural resources, self-gov-
ernment, etc., is adesirable method by which critical
thinking can be, developed.

Scott (1o4) found that a gain in reading achieve-
ment correlated highest with a gain in social studies
and lowest with a gain in science among sixth grad-s'
ers. In' particular, the correlation between reading
achieVement,and social studies achievement was high
for a low ability group and low for a high ability
group which Scott partially attributes to the fact that
the social studies test materials may not have .been
appropriate for the high ability group. In correlating
several measures with current affairs knowledge, Kra-
vitz (6o) found reading achievement and social stud-
ies achievement to have the highest correlations with
the amount of knoWledge seventh and eighth graders
have of current affairs.

Be Othanel Smith feels that ''teaching behavior
itself must be thoroughly understood from a logical,
standpoint as a 'condition for effective work on, the ,

improvement of -critical thinking in the classroom."
To this end, he has made an analytic and descriptive
study of teaching behavior (116) and has arrived at
a' description of the, logical structure of classroom dis-
course, in which he' defines two aspects in the analysis
-of teaching behavior: the tactical 'or logical opera-
tions,'the forms verbal behavior takes as. the teacher
shapes the subject matter in the course of instruction,
and the strategic operations, the larger movements
within which the logical operations are performed.
Smith's study of teaching strategies is still only in the
formatiye stage. On the. other hand. his study of
teaching behavior from a.logical standpoint has en-
abled him to arrive at one major.,nnit of discourse,
the episode, which- can 1:;e. 'char acter i?ed as one-of sev-
eral logical operations, such as definitions, designa-
tion. classification, comparing and contrasting, con-
ditional inferring, explanation, evaluation, and opin
ing. etc. One tentative conclusion of his study is that
differences may exist in the 'extent to which the logi-
cal. operations are employed from teacher to teacher
and area.to area.
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Taba's study (rat), on the other hand, concerns
thought processes and teaching strategiei in elemen-
tary school social studies. The main objectives of the
study are: (3) to examine the development of thought
processes under optimal conditions, i.e., the twin im-
pact of a curriculum and specified teaching methods
explicitly designed to foster production and autono-
mous thought; (2) to develop categories of group-
ing thought processes that can be translated into
teaching strategies; and (3.) to study the cumulative
effect of training for productive thought.

In evaluation, Taba has made use of a multidi-
mensional analysis of taped classroom transactions
which .permits evaluation of the impact of teacher
behavior in terms of its productivity .regarding the
logical quality of student responses,,permits studying
the cumulative impact of certain patterns or combi-
nations of acts, and finally permits the examination
of the effect of teaching strategies in terms of a meas-
urable change inlevels of thinking. Preliminary anal-
ysis of taped classroom discussions has revealed an
enormous influence of teacher behavior on the think-
ing of students; it also seems clear that the level of
thinking attained is influenced not only by the na-
ture of the teacher act just preceding the responses;
but by the whole pattern of transactions.

Teaching of controversial issues. Oliver and
Shaver (8t)` undertook the 'construction of an ex-
perimental curriculum based on the analysis of pub-
lic controversy in which they were concerned with
many of the major issues of education: selection of
curriculum content, development of instructional
methods and materials, clevelopme)nt'of measures and
methods of evaluation. This was preliminary to .a two-
year study in Which they investigated the experimen.
tal eurriculuth, the effectiveness of various teaching
styles, and interactions between teaching styles and
student personalities. Oliver' and Shaver are cori-.
cerned with the areas of pluralism in our society.
ethnic; economic, etc. and the common standards
necessary for the debate of public issues. In light'. of
this position;othey suggest two approaches for the so-
cial studies: (1) exposing students to public .prob-
lems in our society, and (2) reaching students to ana-
lyze such' problems within the framework of Western
political and social values. It is within this framework
that Oliver and Shaver were 'able 40 select specific
materials of instruction. in the form of case studies,
to teach ethical, governmental", and analytic concepts
for, dealing with societal controversy. The units of
the curriculum: include: .:Critical'Thinking..Birth of
the American Republic, Introduction, to the StrIk-
cure and 'Principles of American Covernmentl Ap-

- pIication of Analytic and Political. Concepts Using
Specific Controversial Cases. and such problem units
as School Desegregation, the American Indian, Fair

Competition and Business Monopoly, Organized
Labor, acid the New Deal.

Oliver and Shaver'. major experiment studied the
extent to which this experimental curriculum had a
differential effect on 125 junior high students over a
WO year period. The main results indicated that stu-
dents are capable of learning an abstract analytical
system and can apply it to relatively simple cases
based on political and social issues; sufclents do not
suffer any relative loss of historical knowledge with
the emphasis on contemporary issues; and students
al e inclined to show 'greater interest in public issues
as a function of the curriculum. Oliver and Shaver
considered the extent to which two different teach-
ing styles. recitation and Socratic teaching, are ef-
fective in attaining the objectives of the study. Re-
search into this area indicated that (i) teachers were
able to control their behavior so as to follow either

. the Socratic or recitation model at will, and (2)
groups taught by the two styles behave in similar
ways on all measures of learning administered.

The,finaI aspect of thii study dealt with the extent
to which attributes of personality might be related '-
to the students' ability to do analytiC thinking about
controversial issues.. The major findings served to
point out the importanCe of two factors: the gradient
of transferability of five measures designed by Oliver
and Shaver to assess the degrees to which'a staident
could abstract what he had learned and use it in less.
similar situations; and the interaction between Stu-
dent personality and teaching styles.

Coan's study (23) revealed positive attitudes of
social studies teachers and parents of Kansas high-
school students regarding the inclusion of contro-
versial issues in the' social. studies curriculum. Lun-
strum's research (64) resulted in a set of functional
-specifications to provide a definition of the 'proper
rOleof the soCial-studies teacher in the utilizatibn of
controversial issues: (t) recognition' that the' social
role oftiCatiOn requires the transmission of the
cultural hefitage; (2) frequelit and ,,planned use of
controversial issues in social studies curriculum with

.

emphasis on these aspects now closed to objective in-
quiry; (3) formulation by the community A.0 a policy
governing the.treatment 'of controversial issues; and
(4) freedom of the teachers and community from
the demands of pressure grotips..In regard to the last
point, Selakovich (1o7) has examined the techniques
of certain pressure groups attempting to influence
the teaching of American' history and government.

It is believed by Rogers and Burnes (g2) that
since the Supreme Court decisions on religion in
'the public schools, there has still been a degree of

'informal religious instruction in the classroom. Ex-
aminaiion of a Classroom Problems Test given to a
number of elementary, ,school teachers indicated that
over, 45 percent of the teachers respanilel Wills
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answers that were clearly religious in nature to hy-
pothetical problem situations.

:'caching materials and aids. A number of recent
studies have been concerned with the evaluation of
textbooks. The results of Gill's research (44, 45) in-

" dicate that the use of indefinite time expressions con-
vey different meanings to pupils. Higher grade lev-
els demonstrate a superior grasp of the meaning of
such expressions, which would tend to confirm the
supposition, that a time sense and maturity are
closely related. The use of qualitative terms elicited
a wide range of responses from eighth graders. Gill
interprets these results as indicating the degree to
which textbooks communicate nebulous and errone-
ous information to a large number of students, and
he suggests replacing indefinite terms with precise
expressions, -as well as having teachers develop points
of reference or meaningful boundaries to interpret
these indefinite terms..

Arnsdorf reports (6, 8); on the other hand, that
neither the number, of indefinite space terms or dine
terms correlates with the difficulty or readability of
a, book. In elementary social studies materials, for
every definite time and space term, thereare about
four indefinite time and nine indefinite space terms.
Oddly, the rewriting of basal social studies materials
in order to reduce or eliminate, indefinite expressions
has little effect upon intermediate-grade children's
understanding of social studies materials.

On the basis of his examination of nine sixth-
grade social studies textbooks Alihmas (2) found
the sixth-grade social studies content to be "too
jammed" with names, terms and places that are often,
esoteric for this grade level, and that would not be
too familiar to the average adult. Haffner's data (48)
similarly indicate that fifth- and sixth-grade social
atudiestextbooks contain excessive vocabulary loads

and concept burdens.
Dimitroff's examination of 3o social studies text,

books (29) used in the ,intermediate grades on the
baiis of 15 social studies generalizations judged im-

. portant by scholars, .indicated that the .treatment of
the 15 generalization's is uneven, and is inadequate
in 27 el thetextbooks.

The Anth.ropnlogy Curriculum Study Project has .

initiated two investigations. Sady (tot), in an effort
fo discover how anthropology can contribute to
teaching of secondary school courses in world history,
assessed five world history textbooks in terms of their
scope, the use of anthropological concepts and ,an-
thropological data, and. the stimulation of critical
thinking. It would seem that the majority of the text-
books look at the world narrowly, with little concern
for those times and areas that seem unconnected to
Western civilization; none of the textbooks makes an
attempt to explore culture as an idea beyond defin-
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ing it, while most of the textbooks exhibit ethno-
centrism; inaccurate and inadequate data from the
field of anthropology appear in all textbooks espe-
cially in the making of group identifications; 'most
textbooks are only pat tly successful in stimulating
critical thinking since they fail to achieve a compara-
tive approach to a cross-section of world cultures.
Similarly, Brown .(15) studied and evaluated articles

'if anthropological relevance in four encyclopedias
chosen on the basis of their general adequacy and
availability to high school students. 'One of the ma-
jor drawbacks in all of the encyclopedias is that many
articles are quickly outdated. Other drawbacks were
biases, ethnocentrism, etc., in various articles.

Palmer (83) examined 27 high school history
textbooks in an attempt to determine how social
change is explained in the texts,.='and the degree to
which they contributed to an understanding of social
change. He rated only five books as contributing to
an understanding of the process of social change.
Eleven were judged to contribute little if anything.
Palmer concludes that textbooks are being used
Which, take.e.note of a great many instances of change,
but offer little assistance toward an understanding
of these changes.
. Kennedy (59) recommends, on the basis of his
survey of the treatment of Moslem nations, India,
and' Israel, in United Statesrelementary and junior
high school social studies textbooks, that more atten-
tion be given to the modern aspects, e.g., education,
health, art, literature. etc., of these nations, as op-
posed CC5 the more' quaint."

Wagner and Nixon (124 surveyed the extent to
which basic reference materials in economics are cur-
rently available in high school libraries, arid the fre-
quency witt which they are. used. It was observed
that though over half of the schools in the survey, all
of whiCh were in Illinois, offered courses in econom-
ics, the school libraries Were quite deficient in terms
of basic reference materials in economics. Moreover;
faculty and students failed to make any significant use

the" available materials. It is concluded, therefore,
that these courses provide, students with only 'a lim-
ited contact with*the realities of the operating econ-
omy. .

Experimentation in programed learning in the
social studies appears to have been quite scanty. In
an attempt to write a program to be used by those
students wishing to fill in gaps in their knowledge of
American. Government, Shafer. (I to) constructed a
9o-item program'on "How a Bill Is Passed" for the
use of an' above average eighth-grade class. The re-
sults of the program indicate that social studies con-
tent lends itself to programing, though considerable
experimentation is needed. "Sierles (113) has ap-
proached the teaching of economics to slow learners
through an adaptation of the basic principles of
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graded steps as used in 'programed instruction.
Overbeck's study (82) dealt with the best proce

dures for developing a community story for the third
and fourth grades. Seeking information and sugges-
tions from various sources, she was able to prepare
and write a community story, and to evaluate the
same from written evaluations of students and teach-
ers. Her findings generally indicated that children
were :. terested in the customs and life of different
times, and that use of illustrations, explahation of
words in 'Context, and,development of the concept of
time span were all of importance in helping the chil-
dren to comprehend the subject matter.

Fortress (4o) studied the use of American paint-
ings as "documentary records" in the social Studies
for the middle grades and found them to be effective
in promoting problem solving, and insight into hu-
man relations and into the continuity of human ex-

. perience.
Halsey (49) reports the first stages of an attempt

to develop materials for an eleventhgrade United
States history course designed to make maximum use
of original sources. The units are presently being
given a year's trial in t5 schools.

Job (54) surveyed a griaup of 4g4 entering junior
high students with the Mooney Problem Check List,
a personality test which helps students. to express
personal problems. The junior high school form of
the test yields scores on such variables as health and
"physical development, school, horne and -faritily, boy
and girl relations, etc. On the basis of his survey,
Job was able to develop activities to be included in
a social studies resource unit for the purpose of al.-
leviating the adjustment problems resulting in the
transition from elementary to junior high school.

Activities and projects. Projects are often designed
to provide students; through direct experience, with
a better grasp of public issueethan they would nor-
malty receive in, the classroom. Patterson (85) de-
saibes.a six week summer pilot program for begin-
ning twelfth graders which involved, (s) intensive
study of such "socio-civic" areas as community, race,
culture, -arid war and peace; (2) study of representa-
tive problems of the students' own community based
on data collected by the students; (3) performance
of needed work service in the community; and (4)
planning and management of the summer program.
Blank, et 'al, (13) reports on another action project
in which Hunter College undergraduates plarciled,
.nnducted, and evaluated a study of political activi-

ties in the New. York City community. The main Op-
erations consisted of devising. a questionnaire, act-
ministering it to a properly selected sample of county
committeemen, and coding and analyzing the data
collected. The results of both experiments, as evalu-
ated by the participants,, indicated a greater, interest

and concern with public affairs, as well as a more
solid g-rasy of the issues studied by each grotip.

Attitudes and values. Scovel (toy) devised a ques-
tionnaire'for high school students and adults to sur-
vey their knowledge of civil rights and their attitudes
on related social, economic, and political problems.
The items, in the form of actual and hypothetical
case studies, represented violations of the first six
amendments in the Bill of Rights, and the respond-
ent was asked to agree or disagree with the actions
taken. Results indicated that 39 percent of the stu-
dents and 46 percent of the adults agreed, while 53
percent of the students and 49 percent of the adults
disagreed. (The remainder expressed no opinion.)
Scovel discusses the implications of his findings for
the teacher, since the views expressed by the adults,
most of whom attended college, would seem to rep-
resent a degree of failure in the attainment of certain
educational objectives. Scovel suggests the need for
study of the Bill of Rights with the use of case stud-
ies, and for the creation of a favorable discussion
climate in the classroom. On the basis of their experi-
mentation, Parker and Econopouly (84) also advo-
cate the use of case histories as an aid in -bridging the
gap between the principles in the Bill of Rights and
practices in the local community. Scovel is in the in-
itial stages-of a survey in Iowa schools of instruction
on' political parties, their functions, practices, and
'role in American socieT He will survey, among other
things,.student and adult impressions of politics and
politicians, and political party leaders' attitudes re-
garding .participation of teachers in political party
organizations. .

Willis (t28) did a follow-up study of 51 grkluates
in 1938 of a school committed to a democratic phi-
losophy. The data indicated that those aspects of
democratic behavior which they practiced in high
school were the ones which have carried over most
effectiVely'into adult life. Things they learned about
only verbally do not seem to have had nearly the same
influence on their adult behaVion The author con-
cludes that what is learned cannot be Separated from
how it is learned, and that learning which is purely
verbal is likely to remain so.

A.Vilkey. (127) studied the. changes in student
opinions about government economic policy follow-.
ing.a public-fmance course. He interprets his find
ing-s as evidence that student opinions change as facts
become known. Assrnan" (9) studied the knowledge
and attitudes toward-America of sixteen hundred
German students in, grades 7 through to. Her
results indicate that, most of these children regard
jazz as an American contribution to the civilization
of the vithl.d. At the same time, many mentioned the
air Iift tci Berlin and the Marshall Plan even though
all were too .young to remember them in fact! Most.



of these students are aware of racial problems in the
United States, and of the South as the cotton cen-
ter of America (which Assman. attributes to the Ger-
man translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin).

In an attempt to see at what age level children ap-
pear to become concerned about distant peoples as
well as those in the immediate environment, Rogers
and Long (pi) gave to 15n children in grades 2, 4,
and 6 a "Who Shall We Help?" lest in which each
child.was to choose one of two situations to which to
donate his imaginary $ to.00, (e.g., to homeless citi-
zens of Minnesota after a flood, or to homeless peo-
ple in India after a storm), The test compared local
with national, local with international, and national
with international situations. Results indicated that
second graders showed mild concern for distant peo-
ples in distress, choosing to help them 55 percent of
the time, while fourth and sixth graders demon-
strated overwhelming willingness to help distant
peoples, choosing to help them m percent of the selfevaltration .is, a restraining factor:. the successful
time. , use of self-evaluation -procedures and the urge to try

Frymier (42) examined teachers' estimates of new procedures varies With the subject matter' field,'
adolescents' responses to items of the F-scale, a meal- social science rating somewhat below average when
ure of anti-deutotratic. potential, in an effort to de- compared with ratings in other, fields. The proce-'
termini. how accurarely teachers can predict high lut used by most social science instructors was a
school stUdents' feelings On a variety of issues. The comparatise check on their .efliciency in using one
teachers were able to make reasonable -estimates' of teaching, method versos in using another
the students' responses on half of the -items. but they while the procedute found to be of least value was
incorrectly estimated responses. to the other half. It the open-ended, written evAtration by students. Spol-.
would dills. seem that' experienced teachers du no yar's stint), (.1 to) indiemed' that students who had
better in est unatinohese responses than persons who had a Basic Sikial Science course were able to trans-
have had no teaching experience. On the basis of ler certain social science concepts taught in the course
these results. Frythier poses certain problems-for fur- of the immediate campus culture.
ther study. In a new approach 'to theevalua-tion)of attitudes,

Vincent. Rogers of the University of Minnesota is Cadenhead (17). haS considered the -concept of psy-
presently studying children's conceptions of the sta- chological probability, defined as an individual's
tus of the Negro in American societrby basing them perception. of mathematical probability, in terms of
suggest an occupation for each of: teteslides.of a man public opinion polls and their applicbility in deter-
in a business suit, five of which picture a Negro. and minig policy. An initial research project using.prob-
five of which picture a white. It is hoped to -.deter- lems with definite mathematical answers indicated
mine whether or not, despite the "professional ap that students tend to underestimate high probability
pearance," children still assign stereotyped occupa- events and overestimate low' probability events. The
Lions 16 the Negro-subjects. primary .research developed around the Odministra-
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Government college classes, one of which was given
frequent tests during the course and the other of
which was tested only three times during the semes-
ter. Sewell (ton) has developed an instrument for
the evaluation of attitudes and understandings of
students taking high school economics. The instru-
ment, comprising 2tr items for evaluating liberal-con-
servative attitudes, and 31 items on economic under-
standings, was found to be satisfactory for evaluation
of groups but not individuals.

Simpson (1 14) reports on a survey of the self-eval-
uation procedures of 6o8 'social science instructors
conducted by the inhconunittee on the Improvement
of Instruction' of the American Association of,Col-
leges of Teacher Education. The survey seemed to
indicate that the use of self-evaluation procedures
among social science instructors is widespread; 'there
is a desle to try procedures with which they are uir-
fatniIiar, though of knowledge of how to go about

MEASURF.N1ENT AND EVALUATION ,

The World Survey test was the result of Zobel's
(132) attempt to construct a geography..placernent
test which would, give'an indica-tiohof the geographic
background of -students enrolled in their first college
geographY course. The ,test 'appears to have some
predictive validity fOr success, in college level geog-
raphy courses as Well as concurteot\validity, in that
higher scores are obtained by those who have had
previous college .geography and high school social
science courses.

Selakovich (1°6) found no significance in the. end-
of-course achievement test scores .of two American
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tion of -a list of ten possibilities relating to American
foreign and. doniestic policy (e.g., the outbreak of
World War Ill). to college students. They were in-
structed to give, their estimate, of the probability of
the events occurring within their lifetimes. Caden-
head interprets the results of this test as demonstrat-
ing that there are areas where the public may be ex- ..
pectec.I to sho more or less concern than would be
expected on the basis of their "true" feeling's.

Burr (16) concludes on the basis of his study of
visually presented tests that either silent or audio-
reinforced achievement testing will produce results
Comparable to 'paper -and- pencil testing, for either
traditionally instructed or television. instructed
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groups, and, furthermore, that it utilize-. less time.
Rust, et al, (too) report the 'results of a factor

analysis performed on three tests of critical thinking:
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, A Test
of Critical Thinking by the American. Council on
Education and A Test on Principles of Critical
Thinking. In summary, the tests had low intercor-
relations, and three factors emerged: General Rea-
soning, Logical Discriminating or Application of.
Logical Principles, and Semantics or Verbal Under-
standing. Rust, et al, conclude that grouping items
affects the apparent factor content of a test.

THE EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT

Few studies appear to have been concerned par-
ticularly with teaching social studies to the excep-
tional

In Taba's research-(121) on thought processes and
teaching strategies, she hypothesizes that many slow
learners may be able to achieve a high level of ab-
stract thought, provided, they have the opportunity
to examine a greater, number of concrete instances
than the teaching process now allows. In -particular.
teaching strategies that are scientifically designed for
the development of cognitive skills may make it poi-
sible to develop such skills at a higher level in a
greater number of students than is the case as of the
present time.

The Baltimore County School System's examina-
ticin of the problems of the slow learner (SO re-
suited in the'following recommendations for the edu-
cation of the slow learner in the social studies: (t)
the curriculum should center about the home, school,
and community, and should utilize demonstrations,
films, and trips; (a) throughout the grades the slow-
learning pupil should receive planned social and.cul-
tura! experiences that will equip him to fUnction at

. .

an increasing level of effectiveness within the com-
munity; (3) the use of a single text and short con-
crete units iv,recomrnended; (.1) immediate, excit-
ing, and real are the basic characteristics of appro-
priate instructional material for the slow learner.
Out of this study has come a basic program in world
history for the slow learners (Is I).

One approach in teaching social studies to the slow
learner has been to present material in series of small
discrete steps accompanied by frequent reinforce-
ment.. Hoke 4(5o) and Sierles (11.3). both followed
such a pattern in teaching American history and eco-
nomics, respectively, to slow learners, but neither
conducted any systematic evaluation of their- ap-
proach,

The. Bridge Pioject (31), a study of how to im-
prove the preparation of teachers for teaching in
underprivileged areas, has not been particularly con-
cerned with the. social studies, but it has found the
use of literature concerned with Negro history to be
successful, though there has been no evaluation of
student achievement as a result of such use.

Bidna's study (is) of existing and recommended
programs in the social studies for the academically
talented high school Student was mainly a survey of
various characteristics of such programs. He con--
eluded that there is a need for such programs in the
social studies for academically talented students, and
that existing programs result in a better learning
atmosphere.

Ebeling's effort to prepare.instructional materials
in .the social studies (so) that would challenge the
superior students in a regular fifth-grade classroom
indicated that these students were challenged by the
materials, and that the availability of the materials
functioned as a method of "self- selection"
p.erior,
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SOCIAL. STUDIES

The term social studies as used throughout this
article means, briefly, consonant portions of the social
sciences selected. for learning. Since every phase of
educational activity has its human-relations implica-
tions, certain aspects of social studies are dealt with
in other articles. For example, aspects of education
dealing with citizenship and economic education are
treated undo' TTSUCATION and ECONOMIC

EDUCATION. The reader is also referred to the entries
on SOCIAL STUDIES artd GEOGRAPHY in the previous

edition of the Eli: i.clopedia of Ed aro timid? Resean it
(45, 147). Much of the 'material referred to, there is
not repeated in this article, Those seeking information
on earlier studies should also see the pertinent issues
of the Review of Educational Receah

VcsIcy 12511, p. 391 pioneeted in dr)wing the dis-
tinction between the social studies and the social
sciences, The social .sciences are scholarly and ad-
vanced studies of human relationships, The social
scientist is concerned vs ith experimentation. research.
and discovery to widen the frontiers of knowledge
about mart and his retotions14s with other men and
with his environment. The social studies comprise a
portion of the school curriculum wherein the content:
findings. and methods of the social sciences are
simplified and reorganised for instructional purposes.
Thus, the social studies are those .studies that provide
understandings of. mart's jiving, of the bii.,ic

,needs of man. of the activities which he engages
to meet his needs, and of the institutions he has
developed. Briefly. the social studies are concerned
with man and his relationhip to his social and '.ph!,si-
cal en% ironnienis,
-., Neither the social sciences , nor The social studies
have rigidly set boundaries. They chance and, expand
with altered emphases -in human activities and cul-
tural institutions. In recent years the Library of
Congress- has listed Ihe, following headings wider '
the general classification of sceil sciencesl' anthret-
pology, economics, education, geography. history, law,
political science, regionalism, and sociology.. In 1930
the EnciTiopettiar6j the .Serial Sr :, r c es (226) listed,
11 social and q:{insi-social sciences. In addition tc/
those listed by the Library of Congress; psychology,
criminology. and philosophy, as will as ,religion7are -

sometimes included as social sciences. Often referred
to as separate .social sciences are branches of some
of the older disciplines.stich' as ethnology which has
Sprung foril anthropoldgy, and demography which
has evolved from the application of, statistics to
sociological data. Social scientists even, differ among
themselves .as to the categorization. Sonic .claim his-
tory belongs in the category of humanities, and
geographers primarily interested "in Olyical, gcog
raphy may call themselves natural scientists. Cert
psychologists and anthropologists tlesignate only por-
tions of their areas as social sciences and dema,pd
the use of a prefix such as "cultur,.-.11" or "social"
before the term' psycholoky or anthropohNy. Disci-
plinary .hybridizthion further complidates efforts to
delimit thc field; examples of this are the-emergence,
of historical geography, g'eo-politics, economic geog-
raphy, and industrials geography. -Recent research
practices in which teams of varied social scientists
jotn.together in a study make the designation of
sub-neeas of responsibility within the field :Al the
mote difficult (90, 152).

A similat,.problem of delimitation occurs in the
field of, the social studies. Although courses usually
carry the same 'tides as the parent social sciences.
there is a longer 'history of broad-field. integration

the social st6dies than is' true for the social
sciences. An exception to the use common
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exists in the area of government or civics: these
terms are used almost universally in the lower schools
in place of political science. A further problem in
establishing boundaries for the social studies exists
at elementary-school levels and in some junior high
schools where the social studies are correlated or
fused in units or lessons with subjects completely
outside the field. Current proliferation of the social
studies finds many diversified topics taught. and the
titles of courses are not safe guides to their content.
Civics courses. for example. may provide units on
vocational guidance. driver education, health and
safety. conservation, alcohol and narcotic education,
and economic geography. as well as current events
and the study of government! Newer courses such as
social living. Far Eastern relations. seniors' problems.
freshman orientation, and contemporary problems are
probably further evidence that the two most common
and traditional school offerings in the social area
history and geography no longer serve to explain
fully man and his increasingly complex relationships
in his rapidly changing world, with its constantly
broadening horizons.

A genesis of the social studies i-. found as far hack
as the schools of the grammarian and rhetorician in
ancient Greece and Rome. Conceiving their subject
broadly, they had their students read and orate con-
cerning much of the important social literature of
Greece arid Rome. Thus, under some of the teachers
of grammar, for example, much of v. hat is now
termed ethics, history, politics, and the social studies
was included, as Weil as poetry, grammar, and literary
criticism. Church leaders throughout the Middle
Ages used history as a means of establishing doctrines
of the church among men. Renaissance scholars
urged that history be read as a means of training
for ethical character. Biography has lone been her-
alded as a vivid and concrete source of material for
studying morals and manners of men. As the known
world was expanded by Western man, he became in-
creasingly interested in geography. This was further
promoted by the developments of the commercial
revolution. Dti:ing the period of the rise of nation
states, and then during the Reformation, there was
L'n increased concern over national histories or his-
tories which provided convincing arguments for
various sects. An accompanying great increase in
Bible reading probably further contributed to the
growth of social emphases in the curriculum. At the
same time a Spanish humanist. Vices, urged the study
of history as one of the most important bases for a
liberal euucation. Later educators such as Comenius.
Weise, and Pestalozzi did much to promote the
progress of the social studies in the curriculum, par-
ticularly in the elementary schools. Herbart also
stressed the importance of history in the curriculum
as a prime basis for character development. American
schoolmen studied in Europe and returned to initiate
the Herbartian movement. They also founded the
National Herbartian Society, which became the Na-
tional Society for the Study of Education. It is signifi-
cant that the first two Yearbooks of the Society,
issued in 1902 and 1903, were devoted to the teaching

of history and eeography. Johnson (125:0 gives a
more complete review of these backgrounds.

Courses in the field of the social studies actually
played a minor role in American schools until the
beginning c..f the twentieth century. This was more
the case for elementary than for secondary schools.
Generally, early Europeans in America did not study
geography and history as school :albjects, but. once
the English colonies won their independence, text-
books published abroad were no longer adequate for
new, national, educational needs; and history and
geography, although introduced in pre-Revolutionary
schools and academies, grew in popularity. Both gen-
eral and United Statc. history were included in the
curriculum of the first American high schoolSuc-
cessor to the Latin schools and aciatemies--which
was established in Boston in 1821. Six years later.
Stas,achusetts required the teaching of United States
history in all communities which contained more than
five hundred families. This requirement probalily
marks the first attempt to prescribe courses by legis-
lative edict. a procedure which was to become much
more common. By 186'.. sonic five states required
the teaching of history in either high schools or ele-
mcntary schools, or troth. Materials pertaining to
civil government were introduced at approximately
the same time. Growth was slow, but history gradu-
ally became firmly established in the secondary
schools and the two top grades of the elementary
schools during the last third of the nineteenth ce,t-
tory. Little change in this respect took place to the
elementary grades between 1860 and 1900. The basic
source for details of these developments is Tryon's
1935 volume (248). Cruikshanks' recent ;only of
the history of the evolution of the s cial studies from
1893 is probably the definitive work on the more
recent period (5').

The present social studies programs are an out-
growth of a number of influences. Alilunas (.4) has
traced the social and psychological backgrounds of
the development. Particularly important were the
reports of various national orgahiaations. the first of
which was the Report of the Committee of Ten of
the National Education Association. published in
1893. The Committee's recommendations were de-
voted largely to history as a subject, although they
considered civil government and political economy as
well. A specific program for grade plactment was
designed and the Committee made one a; the earliest
uses of the term social studies. It also made recom-
mendations concerning geography. A more influential
report which set the pattern for high-school history
for more than a generation was made by the Lom-
mince of Seven of the American Historical Associa-
tion in 1899. The next important national report
was m- de by the Committee on. Social Studies of the
Commission on :reorganization of Secondary Educa-
tion, in 1916. Three commonly adopted courses at
the high-school level grew out of this ;sport (a)
the one-year course in European or world history
found prevalently in the tenth year, (b) the new
course called "problems of democracysocial, eco-
nomic, and political." and (c) the full-year course
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in American history. The seventeen-volume report of
the Commission on the Social Studies sponsored by
the American Historical Association appeared be-
tween 1932 and 1941. However. the 1916 report of
the Committee on the Social Studies was a much
more important influence in the determination of the
secondary-school social-studies curriculum (I00, Ch.
V). Recent surveys (7. 128) reseal that the bulk of
American high schools have programs largely ta.flect-
ing the suggestions made approximately forty ;oars
before.

The period from 1920 to 1955 may well be desig-
nated "the age of the social studies" in the schools
of the United States. In 1921 the National Council
for the Social Studies was organized. In 1923 the
twenty-second Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education was devoted to social studies
in the elementary and secondary school. In 1934 the
magazine Historical Outlook changed its title to The
Social Studies. During the came period, in a charac-
teristic development. the Association of History
Teachers of the Middle States was reorganized as
the Middle States Council for the Social Studies. The
1936 Yearbook of the N.E.A. Department of Superin-
tendence was entitled The Social Studies Curriculum.
Thus. in a 20-year period a comparatively new area
of the school curriculum came to be comteoniy
accepted in the schools of the country. This is no. a
typical development in the history of education, but
it reflects the urgent need for these !earnings. There
was opposition to the term social studies. Sonic tradi-
tionalists and those who believed that fundamental
essentials ssotitx4. be lost in this amalgamation termed
the field -social slush." certain historians interpreted
the term to mean "diluted- history, and other critics
feared an indoctrination of socialistic ideas. in spite
of the criticisms, conditions in the nation favored
the acceptance of the social studies. Concerns over
the assimilation of immigrants and the minority
groups, over patriotism. for the inculcation of citizen-
ship. for the common social education of the masses
all stemming from two World Wars and a tragic
economic depressionwere basic motives for the
developments of these years. In the elementary
schools, social-studies lessons and units emerged as
the "heart" of the curriculum.

OI3JECI'IVFS. The aims of the social studies in
general have undergone rather limited research. There
has, however. been considerable inquiry concerning
the aims of the various disciplines within the field;
some of these will be referred to in the later discus-
sion of curricular developments in each area, such
as United States history, world history, and the like.
The lack of researco inio objectives may reflect the
Planner in which social-studies objectives are arrived
at. Seldom the result of any kind of research, they
are generally products of value judgments reflecting
social traditions and forces in this country.

Langston (151) in a study of the ideals of Ameri;
can organizations revealed art amazing extent of
agreement about aims on the part of leaders of i 18

national organizations with an interest in citizenship.
The degree to which these hold implications for the

aims of the social studies is revealed by the headings
used to organize the items: Family Relationships;
Education: Religion: Government: Economic Life;
Racial. Ethnic. and Religious Minorities: Health and
Physical \Veil-being: Social Problem Solving; Per-
sonal Development: Legal Rights: and World Affairs.
He concludes with a list of suggestions for the effec-
tive teaching of the American way. The import of
social forces in determining social-studies aims. and
thus the. social-studies curriculum. has been further
documented by doctor.] studies of the history and
evolution of social-studies curriculums in several of
the states. These induie those by Holland (115),
Jones (127), McLean (166). and Young (272). Fur-
ther evidence of the role of legislative requirements
in estallishing the objectives and proerim of the
social studies in the United States has been thoroughly
summarized by Keesecker (133). He treats the rela-
tionship of laws to curriculum making and lists all
state laws requiring instruction in the social-studies
field and the observation of special days in the public
schools.

An examination of courses of study in the United
States reveals considerable unanimity and a great
overlapping of stated general objectives for most of
the social-studies offenings. Carr and Wesley have
organized one such general list (45. p. 1219). These
commonly accepted aims for the field include:

I. To respect the rights and opinions of others
2. To be skillful in.securing. sifting, evaluating,

organizing, and ptcsenting information
3. To assume social and civic responsibility
4. To act in accord with democratic principles

end values
5. To become a judicious consumer
6. To understand principal economic, social,

and political problems
7. To learn about vocational activities and op-

portunities
8. To understand the interdependence of peoples

and groups
9. To become a happy member of a home

10. To make intelligent adjustment to change
11. To get along with individuals and groups
12. To use basic social-studies skills
13. To exercise critical judgment
14. To understand and promote social progress

There is some evidence that objectives of the social
studies as stated, in spite of changing curricular
offerings, have remained fairly fixed. In 1937 Barnes
(19) included a lather complete survey of studies
related to social-studies objectives in the Eighth Year-
book of the National Council for the Social Studies.
Gross (93). in 1953, found aims very consistent
through the years but shifting in relative order of
importance and Vous reflecting changing emphases of
theorists and textbook writers, as well as of class-
room teachers. He also found objectives quite similar
at various levels, such as state and local, and tritely
uniform for different courses. There is a need for
much greater differentiation and soecificity of stated
aims for the various social-studies courses. Reviews
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of lists of objectives also indicate: the virtue of
concise and explicit statements, a realistically attain-
able number. behavioral statements comprehensible
to the student and possible of evaluation (86). These
aims are emphasized by Michaelis (174), who ana-
lyzed social-studies goals as stated in 44 courses of
study.

A number of contributors have given estimates of
"new viewpoints" in the teaching of the social studies
(190). In a critical. comparative study of whether
social-studies objectives can be accomplished with
textbooks. Samford (218) analyzed such objectives
as were found in current periodical literature, in state
courses of study. in curriculum guides, and in methods
hooks. His data indicate the areas in which fifty
elementary-school and fifty secondary-school social-
studies texts did or did not further the accomplish-
rnent of these aims. Bradfield (28) studied lists of
stated objectives for the social studies in courses of
study and found most aims to he content centered.
a great disparity between stated aims and suggested
learning activities, and a need for much more selec-
tivity.

Reported research of social-science or social-studies
objectives as related to general education has also
been limited. This may reflect a continuing lack of
agreement as to the purposes of general education.
Carter (46) searched for the aims of general educa-
tion for adolescents in building a course of study
in the social studies for Englewood, New, Jersey. In
a study dealing with eighth-grade children. Brooks
(31) attempted to develop an instrument for measur-
ing knowledge of basic social education principles as
they applied to life situations. He found that although
the vast majority of the children possessed the knowl-
edge of basic social education principles described
by the National Council for the Social Studies, no
significant difference in total test scores was shown
for the three groups studied. Johnson (124. Ch. 9)
used a normative method to examine the nature of
general education in the social sciences and the prob-
lems of teaching the social studies. This analysis,
although not directed explicitly to problems at the
elementary-school level, has clear-cut implications for
both elementary- and secondary-school teachers of
social studies. Naftalin (186) effectively summarized
the tasks of the social sciences in general education.

For those dissatisfied with available data and re-
search on the aims of social-studies instruction. much
can be deduced from the many reports and studies
available on the social-studies curriculum or on vari-
ous subject areas within the field. Some of these will
be summarized in a following section. As has been
indicated, objectives can be identified in the analysis
of such diverse sources as social-studies textbooks,
courses of study, methodology textbooks in the teach-
ing of the social studies, state and local requirements,
surveys of curricular offerings, and collections of
unit aims. However, determination of the objectives
really being sought and reached can come only from
careful observation of classes. What 'these instructors
do or do not provide for their students in the way
of learning experiences, in the relative independence

and freedom of each individual classroom, establishes
the functional objectives of the social studies. Those
who see disparity between stated aims and aims seem-
ingly emphasized or attained or omitted in practice
must look first to !he classroom mentor.

CURRICULUM. Second in importance only to the
teacher is the type of curriculum organization. It is

evident. therefore, why a great deal of study has
beial devoted to the social-studies curriculum and its
various elements. Many stirs evs concerning scope and
sequence. the selection of content, types of curricu-
lums, and case situations have been conducted. It
should he noted that often the general studies con-
cerning curriculum, which are not reported in this
article, are in part concerned with the social studies
or hold implications for improving social-studies
programs. The most recent specialized volume con-
cerning problems related to the social - studies curric-
ulum is the Twenty-sixth Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies (75). This useful 1955
publication contains much material based upon recent
research and records attempts at curriculum build-
ing for various levels. from the individual school to
state programs. Although the volume does not help
much with the question of what to teach, it does
reveal the varied steps being taken by those concerned
with this problem. as well as presenting recent cur-
ricular trends and the forces behind them.

Typical of the research in this area has been the
survey of course offerings, requirements, and registra-
tions. Some of these have been comprehensive, such
as the History inquiry of (924. At that time Dawson
(61) reported a number of trends revealed by the
inquiry.. These trends of 35 years aoo give evidence
of the slow rate of change characterizing. in particu-
lar, the secondary social-studies curriculum. Changes
included: the reduction in ancient, medieval, and
English history offerings: a slow increase in the
number of world history courses: the transfer of
American history from the twelfth to the eleventh
grade: a mushrooming in the number of "problems"
courses: the appearance in greater numbers of the
"new civics" in the ninth grade: generally two or
three years of required social studies in high school;
crowing combinations of broad -field or fused social-
studies courses in the junior high years; a growth
in the socialized discussion of current events: and a
decline in formal government courses which were
being absorbed in part by United States history but
more so by the twelfth-grade problems course. A
large-scale survey concerning offerings and registra-
tions in the social studies for Grades VII to XII was
completed by the U. S. Office of Education in 1947
(7). Almost five hundred representative public high
schools made up the sample. Findings confirmed
earlier studies and those of smaller or more restricted
samples (170). Among the many outcomes was evi-
dence of a great increase in the number of students
taking United States history between 1933 and 1947.
During this period. geography enrollments declined.
Most students in Grades IX to XII took less than
three years of social studies, but those in the seventh
and eighth grades tended to schedule two years of
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social studies, one of which was usually United States
history. A more recent analysis of 107 Ittrge urban
school systems conducted by Jones (128) in 1953
showed United States history to be the most com-
monly required course, with civics or government
in second place. He noted a trend toward increasing
the amount of social studies required of high-school
students. A summary of social-studies programs in
53 nations was published by UNESCO in 1953 2511).

Kinsman (143) attempted to find basic methods
of organizing social-studies curriculums and to dis-
cover underlying principles determining scope and
sequence, as well as any representative pattern. He
found the three most commonly advocated types of
organization to be subject-centered, problem-centered.
and experience units of work. He stated some organ-
izing principles for the social studies. but he found
no single representative pattern. Shellhammer and
Browne (229) classified by period and type the major
bases suggested for determining the scope and se-
quence of the social studies at elementary and sec-
ondary levels. The three factors identified as being
most influential in determining scope and sequence
in California are: (a) the state course of study, (h)
legislative enactments. and (c) textbook adoptions.
Plischke (202) also found increasing specific legisla-
tive and statutory control over the curriculum from
1941 to 1950. In his study of the rote of resource
units in curricular reorganization. Klohr (145)
claimed that resource units developed by teachers
were the most significant factor in bringing about
curriculum revision.

Sand (220) attempted to analyze continuity and
sequence in social-studies curriculums. lie found
more provisions for continuity than for sequence,
with sequence organization being most common in
the elementary school. His analysis led him to the
conclusion that the considerable divergence in pat-
terns results from local customs and traditions and
from the personal preferences of the teachers. Brad-
field's thorough analysis of 34 state courses of study
or social-studies bulletins also reveals the primary
need for an efficient sequence. particularly at the
secondary level (28). He claimed two key needs to
be greater agreement as to just what arc the social
studies, and definite standards for selecting, includ-
ing, or rejecting instructional units. McAti lay's anal-
ysis of social-studies curriculums (161) found many
faults with the programs analyzedlack of llexibility.
lack of correlation, lack of pattern, out of date, and
the likeas well as the disturbing fact that almost
one half of the teachers contracted in the various
school systems said that they seldom followed the
prescribed social-studies program. Harap and Mer-
ritt's 1954 survey of curriculum guides led them to
the conclusion that more and more social-studies
courses are being organized in terms of large teach-
ing units, with increasing attempts in the first six
grades to base the program upon the expanding
horizons of the ?earner, and that a greater proportion
of social-studies !earnings arc being incorporated into
"'basic education," "social living," and "core" pro-
grams (104). Cummings' analysis of courses of study

in the social studies led him to identify five trends
in such publications: increased emphasis on new and
varied methods of implementation; the adoption of
research findings: an emphasis upon group processes;
the attempt to meet individualized personal needs;
and increasing attention to improved evaluation (60).
ire contrasts early curriculum guides and those of
more recent years. The former were written by spe-
cialists and experts. and were highly structured, com-
plete, detailed. and directive. Since the thirties,
courses of study have tended to be teacher-made and
oriented: they are suggestive frameworks that arc
guides rather than prescriptions. He indicates mat,
except for a relatively few creative teachers, instruc-
tors have largely failed in their responsibilities under
such conditions, This problem of organization versus
freedom in the social-studies curriculum has not yet
been solved.

Other helpful studies of the social-studies curricu-
lum have been made at the state level (20, )02. 157,
213). In general. these surveys parallel the results
of the broader national studies, They reveal the
strong hand of tradition at the local and individual
school level. Too many inadeauately prepared teachers
are instructing in the social-studies field, increasing
numbers of students are enrolling in social- studies
courses, current events are receiving increasing em-
phasis.'geography is in decline as a separate subject.
and there is a great pressure upon the established
social studies from new areas such as personal adjust-
ment, guidance. driver education. safety and health,
and the like. Especially helpful to persons desiring
to keep up with trends in the social-studies curricu-
lum have been the recurring summary articles of
key literature which have appeared in Soda/ Educa-
tinrr 140, 1671. The series of bulletins published
by the National Council for the Social Studies in
five separate solumes devoted to the segments from
the primary grades to the college are particularly
valuable in revealing the present status of social
studies with detailed descriptions of selected school
programs at each level (3, 123, 144, 249, 265). Rep-
resematise school programs are also presented in
most of the textbooks devoted to the teaching of
the social studies (100, 175, 181, 206, 208, 258).
There is much evidence that the social-studies cur-
riculum has expanded considerably since 1920. Today,
at secondary levels. student time devoted to social-
medics courses is generally exceeded only by that
given English and physical education.

Elementary-School Curriculum Patterns. In recent
years social-studies lessons and units have occupied
positions of central concern in the elementary cur-
riculum. The Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education gives evidence of
the research which has led to this development (188).
Hodgson (113). in his study of trends in the social
studies in the elementary school, underscores the
growth of integration of the social studies with other
subjects in the study of areas or problems of living.
Separate subject divisions, however, remain at most
grade levels in approximately one third of the schools
studied. He also noted a major emphasis in pro-
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visions for the teaching of human relationships. lie
concluded that there was a great need for in-service
education to assist teachers in using the newer
methods as well as in fulfilling their responsibility
in the implementation of integrated types of organ-
ization. Another recent survey of elementary - school
programs was made by Bruns and Frro'cr (36). They
concluded that in spite of minor differences in course
sequence and grade placement of social-studies mate-
rial a definite pattern of offerings seems to he

emerging. The grade placement of each broad area
of learning tends, in large-city school systems, to
center around a single school grade, with only rare
variations of more than one vcar above or below
the central position. Cowan '58) attempted a his-
torical study of sequence in which he traced various
patterns and came out with guiding principles for
the elementary curriculum in the social studies which
are based upon current aspects of child development.
Burress (39) attempted to delineate a desirable pro-
gram of social studies for the middle grades. In
addition to consulting experts and reviewing courses
of study, he analyzed and reviewed forty research
studies of particular significance for the selection of
content in the middle grades. The Willcockson (265)
and Klee (144) volumes in the NCSS curriculum
series mentioned previously are also helpful in their
suggestions for building social studies into elementary
courses of study.

The following emphases are indicated as typical
for social-studies leanings in each of the (list six
grades. In the first three grades, emphasis is generally
upon home and school life in Grade 1. upon commu-
nity helpers in Grade II, and upon an extended
knowledge of the community concept and ways of
meeting basic human needs in Grade III. As the
student grows and his interests develop, attention
moves to new horizons to help him attain an under. -
standing of the specialized, interdependent world of
which he is a part. He studies the persons who serve
him in the local and concentric communities: he
becomes cognizant of the technological age in which
he lives and of the intricate arrangements for the
production and distribution of material goods which
in his society he has known only as finished products.
The elementary-school social-studies curriculum aims
to provide learnings which once came as an integral
part of the experiences of the child in his home and
community in a predominantly agricultural era.
Broadened understanding of other peoples and respect
for their cultures are now also needed. In attempting
to gain such social orientation, the social-studies
experiences are often fused or correlated with those
of other subject areas. Experiences in art, music,
spelling, reading. arithmetic. and science are related
to or built upon the social- studies offering in large
units of work. These units may last a number of
weeks, and often center on topics such as The Farm,
Our Harbor. Carrying the Mail. The Pueblo Indians,
The Oil Fields. People Who Help Clothe Us. Our
Community. Our Neighbors Across the Border, and
the like. At the fourth grade, history and geography
are first introduced as such. The settlement and early

history of the state and region is a typical unit.
Representative culture groups. both in the United
States and in foreign lands, also are studied. At the
fifth grade American history usually is emphasized.
Often the approach is biographical, and attention
centers upon the early periods of our national history.
In this connection, teachers have often been criticized
for teaching more mythology than actual history. At
this grade level the student is introduced to the first
of what is frequently three or four cycles of United
States history that are commonly included in the
curriculum between the fourth and the fourteenth
grades. Great variety is found at Grade VI, but the
program is generally devoted to the consideration of
other regions and countries of the world. Some eco-
nomic understandings and some simple sociological
facts are included by some instructors, but the major
emphasis is upon geography and history.

Secondary- School Curriculum Patterns. At the sec-
ondary level a great variety exists in social-studies
programs at each grade, not only among different
states but even within the same school district. There
is. however, a most frequently offered course or pro-
gram which can he identified at each grade level.
Although Grades VII and VIII are often regarded
as the last two years of elementary education, they
are here considered as the beginning of the secondary
program. In Grade VII courses are devoted primarily
to historical and geographical consideration of other
regions and countries of the world, generally broken
into eastern and western hemispheres, the one selected
depending upon the sixth-grade emphasis. State his-
tory, orientation to junior high school. and European
backgrounds to the coining American history course
are other common courses. In Grade VIII the student
usually is introduced to his second course in Ameri-
can history. There is greater unanimity throughout
the United States on the desirability of this eighth-
grade offering than is true of any other social-studies
course or emphasis at any other grade level. In
Grade IX the social-studies course is commonly en-
titled Civics: as was pointed out above. a great vari.
ety of topics to he, included exists here. ranging from
government to vocations and boy-girl relationships.
Although some teachers still stress the Constitution
of the United States, increasing numbers seem to be
giving more attention to citizenship problems in the
local community. In most schools world history is

the standard course in Grade X. This course is a

condensation of what, until about 1930. was two or
three years of ancient. medieval, and modern history.
World history has not proved popular. and the
number of schools requiring it in recent years has
declined. In the eleventh grade the student usually
studies United States history for the third time. Stu-
dents often react against this course because it differs
little from the eighth -grade offering. However, state
laws and regulations require United States history
in the high schools of all 48 states. The twelfth-grade
social-studies offering includes senior problems or
problems of democracy, government. sociology, world
geography, international affairs, and psychology. Only
a minority of high schools in the United States require
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the student to take a social-studies course in each of
his years in school.

HISTORY. Ancient and general history have been
offered since the late 1700's: American history was
seldom offered before the 1870's. From the time
history was first introduced in the high-school cur-
riculum up to the publication of the Report of the
Committee on Social Studies in 1916, history courses
were largely devoted to political and military history
and to discoveries and explorations. and the presenta-
tion was almost always in chronological and ...apical
form. It was not until after World War I that new
topics and trends were discernible. After 1918 the
amount of time devoted to ancient history was re-
duced, and one -year courses in world history were
offered more frequently. More time ssas devoted to
American history. and more textbooks enlarged the
space devoted to cultural and economic aspects of
history. By 1925 some schools were experimenting
with different types of fusion courses. fly 1930. as
national committees no longer dominated the cur-
riculton, variations increased, and fusion 'or unified
courses increased in frequency. particularly at the
junior high school level. Many of these courses cor-
related history and geography: some attempted cross-
disciplinary fusion. such as e combination of social
studies and English. Most such courses have been
concentrated in the junior I; h sc h oo.I s. where various
aspects of world history usually were taught in Grade
VII and American history in Grade VIII. Since
1920 the two most common history courses to
emerge in the senior high school have been the tenth-
grade world history course and the eleenth-grade
course in United States history. Larger schools often
provide electives in the field of history, such as a
special course on Latin America. Recent world-history
courses tend to cover much more than merely West-
ern European history: nevertheless the course is fre-
quently unpopular. in some areas, enrollment in
world history has decreased, as have the number of
schools requiring students to take the subject (114.
128). Kehoe (134) studied the evolution of the
world-history course. He reveals that, despite attacks
by both historians and teachers, it remains the sec-
ond-ranking social-studies offering, next to United
States history, in the high schools. it is evident that
the greatest problem in connection with this course
is related to the attempt to compress all history
other than that of the United States into a single
one-year general course. Until teachers and authors
of texts are willing to be highly selective or until
the course is expanded into a two-year broad-field
offering. it probably will remain unsatisfactory for
both students and teachers. Engle (77) attempted to
point out one way of solving the problem of continu-
ity and at the same time helping students to move
from the study of one culture to another through
the culture concept approach. One of the most help-
ful volumes available to teachers concerned with
improving the teaching of world history is the Twen-
tieth Yearbook of the National Council for ae Social
Studies (260). The most recent study has been a
survey conducted by a committee of the Illinois

Council for the Social Studies. Over two hundred
high schools in the state were canvassed. and much
valuable information about offerings and instruction
was gathered through a 28-item questionnaire 1120),

It is estimated that approximately 60 percent of
the current high-school enrollments in history are
in American history. It is most commonly a two-
semester course and often includes required govern-
ment units or materials. A major problem has been
a lack of differentiation between it and the offerincs
at the eight:.- and fourteenth-grade levels. During
World War II the course came under much public
scrutiny: criticism reached a peak with the publica-
tion of the results of the New York Times' survey
on April 4. 1943. In an attempt to get at the facts
concerning student knowledge in this area, the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies, the American
Historical Association, and the Mississippi Valley
Historical Association appeinted a committee to in-
vestigate claims about the teaching of American his-
tory. The 1944 report, nrepneed by Wesley 1257).
refuted the charges the, the subject was being
neglected and suggested a minimum program for
each of the cycles. The great interest in this subject
has led to considerable investigation. Brown (34)
studied public criticism of secondary-school history
from 1930 to 1954. He found the dominant criticisms
directed toward teaching materials and textbooks.
Another common criticism was the cherge of the
"debunking" of national heroes and traditions: em-
phasis upon internationalism was also objected to.
Specific groups tended to react to what was or was
not stated about their place or contribution to United
States history. Sknunal (232) and Willis (266) sur-
veyed changes in the American history curriculum
since 1890. They found growing unity in the course
offerings across the nation and increased attention
to social, economic, recent. and international aspects
of our national history. The U. S. ()lice of Education
survey of 1947 revealed many facts about course
registrations and offerings, including the fact that the
course was nearly universally required (7). Gross'
study of the teaching of United States history in one
hundred high schools in California gathered facts
on offerings, aims, methodology. content, teacher
preparation, and suggestions for improving the course
(98). Olmstead (192) also went to a group of
American history teachers to discover the extent to
which they appraised their own programs. He found
a large majority of teachers quite dissatisfied with
many aspects of the procram and identified a number
of interesting suggestions for modification. Devitt
(65) attempted to help delimit the content of the
course by gathering a comprehensive list of basic
concepts to he taught: he submitted 938 concepts to
three separate juries on a national level to validate
the generalizations. Such a list organized in order of
importance can he an aid to those attempting to
build better courses. Another attempt to resolve one
of the issues surrounding the organization and teach-
ing of history courses was made by Jones (129),
who tried to detet mine the views of a group of
famous American historians on these points. She
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found no great agreement among these scholarsthat
is, no common "historian's" point of view. Ihe
opinions of academicians appear to be just as diver-
gent as those of the general public. The Seventeenth
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social
Studies is a basic reference for those interested in
the teaching of American history (245).

GOVERNMENT AND Civics. By 1900 a course in
civil government was widely taught in the secondary
schools, with some 20 percent of all students taking
it. The course was formal and descriptive, with most
of the content devoted to the structure of the national
government but with some attention to state govern-
ment. Cradually, courses in government and civics
changed to present government as a functional
process. with an emphasis upon the local community.
By 1914 the term civics had come into wide use in
describing courses in government. By 1920 the titles
"vocational civics" and "community civics" had be-
come popular: almost one fifth of all high-school
students studied some variety of civics. Content varied
greatly. Community civics tended to be placed in
Grade IX. An advanced civics course, frequently
given in the twelfth grade, emphasized national gov-
ernment. However, much duplication existed. As the
twelfth -grade problems of democracy course grew
in popularity, it tended to draw much of its material
from the area of civics Ac was indicated previously.
the boundary lines of civics courses are still tincleor,
and there has been a great itichnise in the number of
new topics introduced in recent years. Pettersch
(201) traced the history of such courses from 1861
to 1930. Lewenstein (155) has annlyzed ideas about
citizenship education and basic democratic concepts
with special' implication, for courses in government.

GEOGRAmt Y. Until about 19011 geography had oc-
cupied an important place in the school curriculum
as a physical science. In 1909 committees of the
Association of American Geographers and of the
National Education Association strongly criticized the
overemphasis on the physical aspects of geography
and recommended more attention to human responses
to the environment. By 1914 physical geography had
been largely absorbed by the rapidly increasing gen-
eral science courses, and such geography as remained
in the high school was included in commercial geog-
raphy. human geography, or world geography. Geog-
raphy also declined in popularity in the junior high
school. and during the twenties and thirties much of
its content was absorbed into the new ar fusion
courses. Although there was a revival of interest in
geography during and immediately following World
War II (170). geography is no longer of importance
as a separate subject in the senior high schools. Only
5 to 7 percent of all students enrolled in four-
year high schools take this subject (139). Kennamer
studied the evolution of geography in American
schools, including the European backgrounds of geo-
graphic education (138, 139). Brooks (32) reviewed
the offerings of geography in the high-school curricu-
lum during the pact 25 years. as McAula,, (160) did
for the elementary-school geography. An excellent
review of the teaching of geography was recently

prepared for the International Geographic Union by
a commission headed by Searle (223). Wilson (268)
attempted to build an "ideal" junior-high geography
program by securing the opinions of experts and
sampling courses f study. Gross (92) published a
review of research in geographic education for the
National Council of Geography Teachers.

Curricular studies in individual states have been
conducted by Cole and Pontius ISO) in California.
lunge (130) in Michigan, and Miller (179) in
Nebraska. These studies underscore the decline of
geography as a separate subject, the extreme variety
in offerings, and the lack of qualified teachers in this
area. Becker (23) made an intense historical review
of the development of geography in New York City
high schools from 1898 to 1953. Conditions in that
system have tended to parallel developments at the
state and national levels, The Nineteenth Yearbook
of the National Council for the Social Studies sum-
marizes many of the practices to 1948 (148).

Et-marmites. When the original title "political econ-
omy" was in use, economics had little success as a
secondary-school offering although a number of
courses were available. In some states I New York
and Massachusetts) it was required for a time even
as early as 1860. By 1893 less than 5 percent of the
nation's schools surveyed by the Committee of Ten
offered the subject. After 1900 the simpler term
economics grew in popularity, but es en though the
subject increased in frequency of offering student
yin ullinent remained at a low level. Less than
5 percent of all high-school students were en-
rolled in such courses in 1920 and approximately
the same percentage holds for the present. Much of
the early content of economics has been absorbed
into the newer problems-of-democracy courses, and
where separate classes in economies do exist they are
usually electives at the twelfth-grade level. Hunt
(118) analyzed current economic content in the high-
school curriculum and outlined a recommended ap-
proach to the teaching of high-school economics.
He found good reasons for the lack of success of
economics as a high-school subject, as did Moorman
(1821. Recently much research concerning economic
education has been stimulated by the a.::ivities of the
Joint Council on Economic Educations. See ECONOMIC
EnuCATION.

SOCK/LOGY. Sociology as a subject first appeared in
the secondary school in 1911. but it has never
attained an important place in the curriculum. It was
offered in 1928 by some IS percent of the h. h
schools throughout the country but is-as taken by
less than 3- percent of the students. Most of the
content was devoted to such problems as crime and
poverty. population, race. economics. family. and
general social theory. It has been claimed that many
of the courses would have been more properly desig-
nated "social pathology." As in the case of economics.
much of the content has been taken over by the
problems-of-democracy courses. At the present time..
less than 5 percent of secondary students are enrolled
in this subject. In 1950 Sullencer and others (242)
reported a survey of 1100 high schools which showed
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that only 26 percent of them offered sociology as
either a separate course or as part of some other
integrated course, generally at the senior level.

PsmitkoGa Psychology, as such, was first taught
in high schools during the last two decades of the
nineteenth century. During the twenties and thirties
interest grew. but He ll'ant (107). reporting a survey
of 1950, found less than 1 percent of all the high-
school population enrolled in such courses. The
growth of the guidance approach in recent years and
the concern over the personal problems and adjust-
ment of students has led to a slow but continuine
growth in the subject. Engle (78) reported in 1955
that over 8 percent of the high schools now otTer
separate psychology courses. These courses are elec-
tives. usually taken in the twelfth grade and generally
recognized as social-studies offerings.

TsvEtrritGR OE PROM F.NIS COURSE. The Problems
of Democracy cosa-se was recommended in a report
of the ComrniP(ee on Social Studies of the Commis-
sion on Rec.eanization of Secondary Education in
1916. although it had been suggested as early as
1901. By 1910 it was being taught in 28 states under
a variety of titles. It is now almost always offered in
the twelfth grade. It is a broad-field course, drawing
its content mainly from political science. economics.
and sociology_ There is little agreement on what the
problems course should contain: it is extremely broad
in scope and in recent years has taken on more
topics from P,cholons., international affairs, and
current events. Currently more large high schools
require this course than require world history: how-
ever. in the past 20 years the percentage of students
enrolled nationally has declined from 10 percent to
about 6 percent. The course is often organized on
a one-semester basis. Babcock (161, Jennings (122).
and Knapp (146) aurseyed such courses in American
high schools: Jennings included a detailed history of
their evolution.

CURRENT EVENTS. Separate courses in 'current
events or current history have existed sporadically
since before 1900. In 1902, with the publication of
a, specially printed. studern newspaper. Current Events,
popularity of the current-events idea grew. Generally.
however, the current-events content was taught on
certain set days and merely added to the reeular
history and social-studies offerings. American involve-
ment in two World Wars brought much more atten-
tion to current events in the high-school curriculum.
A recent survey by the Civic Education Service.
Washington, D. C.. one of the major publishers of
school newspapers. restated that among the ninny
thousands of 4eachers using its papers the time
devoted to current events was approaching one fourth
of the total time available for social-studies instruc-
tion. In many of these cases, however. current events
remain adjuncts to the typical social-studies offering.
The problem of the integration of current events ink,
the curriculum is a major concern of most social-
studies teachers. Many apptoaches have been used.
but most of them have not proved satisfactory. One
obvious problem is the fragmented approach most
commonly used in handling current events. The ever-
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increasing international contacts of the American
people demand knowledge about the current world
on the part of American youth, and current events
will probably continue to increase in importance as
an aspect of the social studies. The Twenty-first
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social
Studies is a valt .hle reference in this area and con-
tains a chapter devoted to research on the teaching
of contemporary affairs (198), Teachers interested in
the implications of current world affairs for the
social-studies curriculum should also refer to the
Twenty-fifth Yearbook of the National Council for
the Social Studies (8). Gross and Zelercy (100, Ch.
XII) and Ward (255) have attempted to delineate
ways of incorporating consideration of international
affairs into the curriculum.

College Curriculum Patterns. Considerable atten-
tion has been given to college offerings in social
science or the social studies. The National Council
for the Social Studies reported that five different
curricular patterns were evident from the analysis of
150 syllabi for Grades XIII and XIV (249). Other
analyses of college history .and social-studies curricu-
lums have been made by Mikesell (177). Park (196),

.Sanders (221). and Throes' (246). These reveal that.
although history dominates the curriculum, many
schools require very few credits in social science for
graduation. Sanders reported that approximately 20
percent of the teachers colleges had no history re-
quirement whatsoever for graduation. It is also evi-
dent from these studies that the integrated social-
science course as a part of general education has
been growing as a freshman and sophomore require-
ment in many colleges and universities.

Selecting Curricular Content. The problems of
selecting content for the social studies and of organ-
izing a most effective scope and' sequence are complex
and intertwined with many other aspects of the edu-
cational process, Many of the proposals have been
imide.upon philosophical and a priori grounds. Most
of the research in this area shows that a wide variety
of patterns are effective and that probably no single
program or means of arriving at such a program will
ever result from objectise research. The three most
common approaches used consist of: (a) rearranging
and modifying established subject matter. (h) organ-
izing in terms of youth tacks and needs, and (c)
restructuring in 'relation to social_ factors and prob-
lems. Although the latter has been saggested upon
numerous occasions, few school programs have been
so designed. The needs of youth are often considered
and have been carefully explored over the past
twenty years (211). but few curriculums are based
upon them except in part. Explorations, refinements.
and selections from the subject matter have been the
most common sources for organization. as well as of
content. in the social studies. Combinations of two
or more approaches are often used. The recent Cali-
fornia revision was initiated by going to experts in
the social sciences for statements as to the basic
concepts provided by each of the social-science disci-
plines (41). These statements were later modified,
made specific, and provided for in the light of facts
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concerning the growth processes of the learner, the
psychology of learning, and suggestions made by
many hundreds of classroom teachers.

There have been many attempts to determine basic
concepts in the social-studies field. One of the most
recent was sponsored by the Committee on Concepts
and Values of the National Council for the Social
Studies (163). Some of them date hack to the twen-
ties. Billings (24) attempted to determine the most
important generalizations related to the content
the social sciences. He secured the suggestions of
two hundred experts as to outstanding volumes in the
social sciences. A final selection of 28 books was
read and each generalization dealing with human
group life identified, listed, and grouped. Billings
emerged from his refining procedure with 880 basic
social-studies generalizations. lunge (131) used a

similar technique and then attempted to determine
how easily 88 generalization, in geography and world
history could he learned A series of ten related
studies. only five of which have been completed at
this writing. is designed to analyze a basic human
activity (transportation, recreation, governing. etc.)
and attempt to identify social-science generalizations
for possible use in the elementary social-studies cur-
riculum (12, 76, 153, 209. 241). For some of these
areas. this was the first time such an extensive set
of generalizations had been identified and organized.
Such lists may serve as a frame of reference for
planning learning experiences. selecting instructional
materials, developing curriculums. writing texts, and
evaluating bulletins. units. courses of study, and
audio-visual aids. Douglass (68) used somewhat the
same approach in idcw if, .c basic interrelationships
between man and e oral environment for use in the
geogr ,chic strand of the social- studies curricnium.
Tv other such studies have recently been concluded

oston University. one dealing with concepts in
,sited States history (65) and one in relatiot, to

geographic concepts (67).
Examination of such studies leads to the conclusion

that a prime problem facing workers in the field of
the social studies today is the need for agreement
on just what the social studies are to be. Concerted.
correlated efforts at all levels are called for. A related
question concerns the proper degree of local varia-
tion in offerines and requirements. Curriculum im-
provement at the local level may be most effective.
but studies such as Hetzers (112), in which he found
fewer than 40 percent of the graduates of a high
school staying in the locality, raise serious questions
about basing curriculums on purely local demands.
It is still not clear just what the implications are
for the social studies of such phenomena as popula-
tion mobility, the growing uniformity of American
culture, and the general education movement.

PROBLEMS OF INSTRUCTION, Many studies
at both the elementary and secondary level reveal
student dislike for soc. .1-studies courses (48, 105,
194). The major complaints, such as dullness, use-
lessness, excessive memorization of names, dates, and
events. and the like. are not attributable to the con-
tent of the social studies but rather to the ways in

which it is organized and presented. One of the major
challenges is that of developing more effective class-
room procedures. Many of the studies dealing with
teaching methods in general or studies of teaching
method in other curricular areas have some implica-
tions for social-studies instruction, but these have
not been spelled out. A result of reviewing the
research in this area is the rather discouraging realiza-
tion that much that is now being tried in the way of
techniques or advocated as more effective procedure
is not based on research. Also, there is great discrep-
ancy in the results reported in numerous studies, and
in many areas it is impossible to state exactly what
is the most effective approach. This is evidenced by
Adams' survey (2) of a number of controlled experi-
ments contrasting different social-studies classroom
methods carried on during a period of 35 years. In
light of the above problems this section of the article
reports illustrative and more recent studies rather
than attempting to summarize the conflicting evidence
of much of the research.

laIethotte of Instruction. Duffey 169) studied the
prevailing practices of 53S social-studies teachers and
compared them with the techniques recommended
by their college methods instructors and procedures
recommended in the literature. Theory k evidently
only partially "sold" to teachersor perhaps methods
courses are not realistic in what they advise and
emphasize. Duffey found agreement on broad-field
offerings, on integration with other curricular areas.
on the need for a problem-solving emphasis. and on
some aspects of current events: however, he found
disagreement on such items as the use of workbooks,
means for building intercultural understanding, the
handling of controversial issues, and techniques of
evaluation. The methods now favored in the educa-
tion of social-studies teachers may he inferred from
recent college textbooks for special methods courses
in the teaching of the social studies at the elementary
level (775, 176. 181, 193, 206) and at the secondary
level (100, 119, 124, 180. 219). However. Searles
(225), in his survey of college methods courses in
teaching high-school social studies. found instructors
stressing only 5 of some 14 basic methods. Most
commonly emphasized were group discussion, group
reports. unit approaches. use of current periodical
materials, and individual reports. In spite of the
recommendations in the texts, teachers continue large-
scale use of more traditional approaches.

The problem of finding the most effective approach
is empitaired by the findings of DeLong (o3) and
Stovall (240) in social studies, Trailer (247) in
American history, and Vent 1253) in geography. In
terms of attainment of various social-studies aims,
differences among various approaches frequently are
negligible. A teacher may state six aims of equal im-
portance and find that socialized discussion is better
in reaching three of them. while question-and-answer
recitation brings better attainment of the other three.
One suspects that if a teacher is able and particularly
interested in or favorable toward a given method,
it will be most effective for him. It is evident, how-
ever, that the teacher should not use one or two
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methods to the exclusion of all others; a variety of
techniques. each of which fits certain special purposes
or situations, probably will yield the highest returns
in learning. Stovall also indicates that good interper-
sonal relations in the classroom are b sic to success
regardless of the methods of instruction.

LECTURE AND DISCUSSION. Although lecturing at
the lower school level. as well as formalized recita-
tion. has long been under attack. both techniques
continue to be used to a considerable degree by
many teachers. Horn (117, Ch. VIII) has summa-
rized much of the material on these elements of
method. A comparison of more recent research on
lecture versus discussion has been made by Stovall
(239). He found that, in acquiring information, lec-
ture and discussion have been found approximately
equal in effectiveness but discussion helps in the
retention of information. Most experimenters have
found discussion more effective than lecturing or
telling in helping students develop abilities beyond
the acquisition of facts. such as skill in drawing in-
ferences. perceiving relationships. synthesizing, and
applying principles. The nreponderance of evidence
from a great variety o. sources also indicates that
group discussion is distinctly superior to the lecture
in affecting attitudes and behavior. Telling, however.for slow learners or poor readers car be a valuable
technique.

TE SCHER -PUPIL PLANNING.. Teacher-pupil planning
has also been the subject of continuing investigation.
Westerman (261) traced the literature of teacher-- pupil planning in secondary social studies between
1920 and 1956. A general coaslusion is that teacher-
pupil planning has been an increasingly accepted
classroom process. Other conclusions are: the im-
provement of learning. motivation. and meeting stu-
dent needs and interests are predominant reasons
for the use of this approach: students in the social
studies who have so participated share in the plan-
ning of content almost as frequently as in tne plan-
ning of unit procedures; teacher-pupil planning of
content occurs in separate suhiect courses, as well as
in integrated courses: and criticism of this practice
has declined considerably since 1940. Rehage (210)
compared pupil-teacher planned classes with teacher-
directed eighth-grade social-studies courses. The ex-
perimental classes did as well as the traditional classes
in mastering subject matter and showed greater gains
in reasoning power and in understanding problem
situations. as well as in class morale. Bush (40) has
found some evidence that the friendly instructor is
not always the most successful: Johnston (126) found
that so-called autocratic instructors tended to be
either the older instructors or the very inexperienced.
Those instructors more democratic in their classroom
'ractices tended to have mre liberal attitudes and
to be self-confident and more self-sufficient.

ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS. Varied activities to sup-
plement the usual classroom reading. questioning,
and discussion have long been urged. More studies
are needed to prove the virtues claimed for many of
these activities and projects. In 1929 Wilson (267)
compiled an exhaustive classified list of possible

activities for use in the social studies. Price (207)
used this list in an investigation of their merits. He
foutid that overt activities were preferred by slow
pupils and that teachers tend to use in excess the
more traditional and passive approaches. Entin (79)
and Sasman (222) have outlined some of the neces-
sary conditions for getting charged behavior in labo-
ratory-classroom and field experiences. Keinard (135)
found that activities promoted a significantly higher
level of learning and an increased interest in the
study of geography. Cook (52). questioning the vir-
tues of an approach now commonly taken for granted.
found that films provided no significant advantage
o'er other motivational approaches used by teachers
in United States history classes. Duncan (70) found
that field trips and the use of community resources
are effective in promoting learning. but that such
approaches out of context have little value. Just as
with the use of motion pictures on a promiscuous
bask. which is all too common, activities should be
utilized as means and not as ends in themselves.Nearly every tigation has demonstrated the
greater value of supervised class study and activities
in comparison with homework. However. McGill
11641 found no significant differences in results in
the areas he evaluated, and Porter (205; found no
one scheme for the use of study questions to be
clearly superior. Commonly the failure of a specific
activity to attain an expected end is the result of
the teacher's failure to explain and to use the activity
properly.

GROUP PROCESSES. Much of the general research
in group dynamics has implications for the social
studies: several such experiments have been summa-
rized by Jenkins (121). The great interest in recent
years in human relations his spurred social-studies
teachers to attempt to understand better the dynamics
of group relationships in their classes, not only to
effect more satisfactory grotto learning but also to
find better ways for reaching and involving individuals
in their classes. :some of the research has been aimed
at building more effective discussion situations in the
large group, for, as Rickard (212) found, classes
using good group-discussion methods also show a
statistically significant gain in the mastery of factual
content as compared those having little or no
group di.cussion. Anderson ;:,:d Phelps' survey of
discussion techniques used by 110 social-studies
teachers in 15 high schools showed that, although all
teachers used some discussion. they varied greatly in
the types of discussion situations provided and thus
in the number of students involved (11). The dis-
tressing finding here was that in 55 percent of the
classes students had no preparatory instructions or
had little help from the teachers in planning for
their panels or reports. No method can be effective
if instructors take for granted the competency of
their students in necessary techniques. Anderson and
Phelps claim that the lack of speech training on the
part of teachers is a major cause for failure in this
area; among other causes they cite very large classes.
Large classes have led teachers to try various means
of forming small subgroups. Such groupings should
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be used more frequently; research into the size of
groups. (or example. has raised serious doubts about
the quality of total group discussion when it involves
more than 12 or 15 persons (239). Metcalf (171)
concluded that there is evidence that critical thinking
is improved and that there is more consistency in the
concepts developed by students who have the oppor-
tunity to discuss in their classes.

Sociometric approaches have been used to study
the social values of students, for guidance. and for
evaluation in social-studies classes (14, 66, 84, 215).
Zeleny has summarized and indicated the implications
of many of these practices (100. Ch. XIX). Others.
such as Shaftel (228) and Stone (238), have at-
tempted to develop problem stories and role-playing
situations wherein students will develop American
ideals in socio-dramatic situations.

Development of Skills. One of the most complete
sources of information on skill development in the
social studies is the Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies (441. Reports
in this volume parallel the implication of Scott's
findings; namely. skills must be taught (224). Chace
(47) has resiewed a total-school program in social-
studies skill development and includes recommenda-
tions for the development of map skills, the sequence
of skill development, and conditions favorable to
growth in the various skills. She underscores the
importance of individualization of instruction in this
area. A graded list of skills to be developed at the
elementary levels is included in the report. The place
for and teaching of map skills has been discussed by
Edwards (721. Kohn (148); and Wagner (254).
Edwards developed indices for space orientation and
evolved an instrument to measure student orientation.
The National Council for the Social Studies prepared
a pamphlet devoted to the proper introduction of
map and globe concepts at various grade levels (263):

Time concepts have also undergone considerable
exploration. Wesley has a valuable chapter on the
building of understandings in this area (258, Ch.
Freidnian's work (85) has also riven evidence of the
developmental nature of an understandine. of chron-
ology; as with space concepts. time concepts are
often introduced too early and teachers assume a
greater understanding than students actually have.
Spiro (236) has summarized a number of findings
on time-sense. Among his conclusions are: these con-
cepts are built by ,a slow, continuing process related
to student maturation: systematic teaching prior to
age 13. approximately, or to students of mental age
less than 10 will not hasten the development of this
sense; after the seventh grade systematic training in
chronology may he carried on with profit: some
aspects of time sense are dependent upon the growth
of other meanings and relationships in children's
thinking: and instruction is often hindered by mis-
graded materials and by the use of unproved instru-
ments. As a basis for planning dates to he emphasized
in lower school instruction. Pressey (205) examined
names, terms, persons, places. and dates commonly
used but not explained in college texts in 1930. Such
a study might profitably be brought up to date, since

many more students are now continuing on through
college and since most college texts now used in the
social sciences were not included in her 1930 listing.
The teaching of specific dates is generally more satis
factory than the teaching of approximate dates or
centuries. and undoubtedly the knowledge of "key"
dates serves as a set of "mental pegs" of chronology
in many social-studies classes. However, as Herriou
revealed (111). there is practically no agreement
among the teachers concerning which dates arc most
important to emphasize at various grade levels. lie
found, in fact, only one date agreed upon by as
many as 5(1 percent of the high-school teachers of
American history as one for which they should be
responsible; however, that date-1453was one that
had been shown to he both erroneous and unimpor-
tant us it was commonly emphasized in American
history courses! The Wesley Committee Report of
1944 did attempt to delineate a group of suggested
dates to he emphasized in each of the American
history cycles found in the curriculum I 257 ).

Development of Problem-Solving Abilities. In re-
cent years critical thinking and problem -sole ins have
heen emphasized as essential in social-studies learn-
ing. The Seventh and Thirteenth Yearbooks of the
National Council for the Social Studies (9, 741 made
major contributions in this area. as have some of its
more recent publications. especially the 1955 bulletin
edited by Fersh (82). The last chapter of this bulletin
contains; r, rather complete summary of the literature
on the problems approach in. social education up to
that date. Henderson (109) and Russell (2171 have
summarized factors essential in developing critical
thinking. Gross and McDonald (99) review ed a

number of the basic studies completed in the last
twenty years. In one of these earlier studies. Glaser
(91) compared four control classes with four classes
given guidance in the principleS and processes of
problem-solving. After evaluation with instruments
he himself developed, he concluded that the four
experimental classes had made significantly greater
progress in developing critical-thinking ability and
that students' attitudes toward rational problem-
solving procedures can he changed. -He also pointed
up the fact that group problem-solving experiences
are valuable for concomitant reasons; students also
learn essential democratic skills.

Another significant experiment in this area was the
Stanford Social Education Investigation. Most of the
important findings of this five-year study. which in-
volved ten teachers in five school systems. have been
reported in Ethication for Social Competence (208).
The staff attempted to contrast the relative effective-
ness of the chronological. topical, and problems
methods in social-studies classes at the senior high
school level. Although many results, such as improved
skills and attitudes, favored the problems groups.
differences between classes often were very small.
Students in classes with chronologically organized
materials did make the most significant gains in the
amount of information learned and, perhaps surpris-
ingly, in research techniques, These results are not
compatible with certain statements of other investi.
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gators who claim students always learn more facts
as well as varied social-studies skills when using the
problems method, no matter what the course may he.
The investigators 'recommended more trials of the
problems approach but concluded that it was probably
not the most effective form of organization for all
social-studies classes. The Stanford study also indi-
cates the importance of the teacher, no matter what
npproach is used.

A more recent study by Kight and Mickelson (141)
attempted to investigate the related effects of prob-
lem- and subject-centered types of presentation upon
learning facts and learning rules of action. Twenty-
nine teachers taught problem- and subject-centered
units in rotation to 1450 students in English. science.
and social-studies classes. Students learned more fac-
tual information in problem-centered units; however,
differences were not great in a number of cases, and
social-studies groups gained fewer facts than rules
of action as a result of their problem-centered units.
The problem presentation showed marked superiority
in helping students learn rules of action in all areas.
There was a high positive correlation between learn-
ing facts and rules of action by problem - solving, as
compared with a low correlation for the subject-
matter approach units. Nine recommendations for
curriculum organization and instruction were made
by the investigators. Peters (199) used 36 high-
school classes in history, civics, and sociology in

different parts of the United States to determine
whether problem-centered courses using fugitive ma-
terials and teacher-pupil planning were more effective
in developing citizenship competencies than the tra-
ditional secondary-school class organization. He
claimed the experimental classes occasioned fewer
discipline problems. were superior to the control
classes in ability to interpret historical events and
to apply knowledge gained, and shower' a greater
interest in social problems. On the average, the
experimental groups learned as much content as the
'.aditional academic groups. Peters does not include
lull statistical data to support his contentions. Bayles
(22) has reported on six studies with "reflective
teaching" which he directed. All were concerned with
how well members Of classes taught in a problem-
solving manner compared with those taught conven-
tionally with respect to what is covered in typical,
standardized examinations. He reports that without
qualification, even where the conventionally taught
students were coached for the tests, those in the
experimental classes did significantly better. An im-
portant observation from these studies is that teacher
improvement in using problem-solving approaches is
slow. Gains increase considerably after a teacher has
had several years' experience with the method. Studies
in this area to date, however, often show that the
problems approach is not superior to other techniques
in teaching facts; but if the instructor is concerned
with factors beyond the informational, such as the
acquisition of improved insights and critical thinking
competencies and the development of democratic
attitudes, he should consider providing problem-solv-
ing experiences for his students.

Teaching of Controversial issues. Teachers have
been concerned with the handling of controversies
which may arise in class in connection with the study
of problems and current events. Michaelis (172)
found high-school social-studies teachers rating his

as a question of first importance. The National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies has issued an excellent
statement on freedom to teach and freedom to learn
(187). The appropriateness of treating crucial issues
in the social studies has been supported by two
studies which reveal that students favor such classes
(71, 97). Gross (96) gathered a list of "taboo areas"
and outlined steps for handling these successfully.
Hemingway (108) attempted to discover the effect
of social attitudes upon comprehension when students
read controversial materials. Rogers (214) sought
the opinions of high-school social-studies teachers in
two southern cities concerning controversial issues
in the classroom. She concluded that the temperament
of the teacher is the greatest factor in disinclination
to handle such problems and claimed to have found
little evidence of overt-pressure in this direction by
school administrators and the community. beam
(62) queried 313 Virginia high-school social-studies
teachers, administrators, and school board members
on their views concerning the place of controversial
issues in secondar -school history and government
classes. A majority of the respondents agreed to the
inclusion of IS of the 20 controversial issues sug-
gested. The five least acceptable topics included issues
dealing with: (ill the religious affiliation of the Piesi-
dent. (1,1 the use of force in obtaining confessions
from suspected criminals, (c) the merits of socialism,
(d) extending free speech to those who advocate
the forcible overthrow of the government, and (c)
the effects of integration of the races in the public
schools. There were differences in opinion among the
three groups sampled. Only a hare majority favored
teachers' stating their views on current issues. even
when stated as such and supported by reasons. Even
the teachers accepted certain limitations upon their
freedom to teach. The study includes some helpful
recommendations for administrative facilitation of
the handling of controversies in social-studies class-
rooms.

Materials of Instruction. Much of the research on
teaching materials. including audio-visual aids, text-
books, and the like, has important implications for
social-studies instruction. None of these general
studies arc included below. However, representative,
studies centered in the social studies will be cited.

TEXTBOOKS. There has been considerable activity
in analyzing social-studies textbooks and their uses.
The multiple-text and single-text approaches have
been contrasted, as has the use Of pamphlets and
outline books versus the complete single reference
approach (165). Appropriate selections for specific
grade levels have been analyzed and listed (269).
Although American history texts seem to have been
investigated more than any other type, texts for all
grade levels and offerings for many specific courses,
such as world history (30) and tweifth-grade prob-
lems (259), have been examined. Among the topics
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explored are the treatment of the concept of law lost in some of the newer elementary and secondary
(80), foreign affairs (89), atomic energy (162', social-studies books which are supposed to provide
social security (185), aril human relations (234). for these !earnings in addition to the historical,
Peterson (200) found tha readability of social-studies
tests to be unsatisfactory.

Nietz (189) traced the evolution in size of geog-
raphy texts and gave reasons for the marked increase
in size in recent years. He regards present texts as
generally too encyclopedic and superficial. Improve-
ments in texts arc cited by numerous investigators,
such as Landy (150) for the area of geography and
Cooper (54) for American history. Such alterations

Ittde more effecove study aids, proper levels of
readability, more illustrations, improved format, and
ibc like. Most investigators have continued to find
deficiencies and have given numerous suggestions for
further improvements in textb.toki. Moreover. class-
room teachers, the great number of whom remain
single-text users, have made numerous suggestions:
for example. 64 percent of a group of United States
history teachers recently cited specific textual needs
(941. In addition. although publishers and authors
now take much greater care to assure accuracy than
was once the case. appalling errors in connec ion
with material on the Soviet Union. Latin America.
and the Far Fast have been cued (38, 106. 270).
Texts may also come close to error through omis-
sion, faulty emphasis. or misleading context for state-
ments; the use of condescending terms and nicknames
and implication of faults of certain groups or nations
may build prejudice rather than understanding (237).
UNESCO has devoted attention to this problem (149,
250).

Another major problem facing social-studies text-
book users has been that of keeping up to date with
newer social-science developments. findings. and in-
terpretations. Several studies made some time ago
should be repeated now. For example. in 1932 Bly the
127) found a tremendous lag in the incorporation c-5
research findings in the area of history into the text-
books: only five of certain then-accepted views were
reflected in all of the texts she reviewed. Turner's
"frontier thesis" took almost a quarter of a century
to find its way into high-school textbooks. Levine
(154) listed 15 current social problems in 1937 and
then examined United States history texts to find to
what extent they threw light upon these. He claimed
that at that time there was a great need for a twelfth-
grade problems course, since the American history
texts gave more space to wars than to all of the 15

problems combined. More recently, Hanson (103)
has pointed out another continuing failure in social-
studies textsthat of partial explanations and the
failure to generalize. In terms of what is known about
the learning process, such weaknesses in history hooks
pose a serious problem for the instructor. Caputo
143) and Samford (218) have indicted textbooks for
failure to implement the hulk of the typical objectives.

Adequate texts for fused or integrated courses
present a great problem. Many of the faults of the
specialized text are present in excess in texts for
broad-field or correlated courses. Geographic con-
cepts and understandings, for example, are frequently

economic, and social !earnings for which they are
responsible. Some of these problems are evident in
the studies sponsored by the American C'ouncil on
Education in relation to the treatment of Canada
and Latin America United States textbooks (42,
106). Growing American concern over relationships
with the nations of Asia has led to serious study of
the consideration of nations and peoples of that ares
of the world in schoolbooks. A survey of some of
these studies confirms many of the charges listed
above. In addition, this area of the world has been
severely slighted in many of our books. Although
Takari (243) found considerable progress in develop-
ing an objective point of view toward Japan, Wood's:
summary (270) of the treatment of the Far East and
Deodhar's examination (64) of the attention given
to India in United States texts give evidence that in
terms of balance, objectivity. comprehensiveness, and
accuracy, much is still to he desired.

OT/IER Tr ;CLUNG MAL klAt.S. We have long kno' n
that all students do not derive the same meaning
from the same materiala conclusion evident in the
studies reviewed by aliltmas (S) and that where.
common aims do exist they must often be reached
by different means. Individualization, unit teaching,
broad-field and integrated courses, and the problems
approach have all spurred the development and use
of varied teaching materials to supplement and in
some cases supplant the textbook. When instructors
look carefully at their coarse objectives, they arc
generally led to the realization that many of these
aims call for special teaching materials. ;although
many more pror -rly graded reference materiak and
audio-visual aids are lacaoating available., most period-
ical and fugitive literature is not written with school
children in mind. One stud; of available pamphlias
in the area of international relations found them
generally far too difficult for even the average high-
school graduate (1011. Publishers and educational
associations have retognized this problem and as a
result are providing instructors with specially written
booklets for students, such as the Living Democracy
Series of the National Council for the Social Studies
and the booklets on many topics from personal
guidance to foreign policy available through Science
Research Associates and the Oxford Book Company.
Smith (233) examined the development and use of
such materials by elementary teachers. The teachers
reported that such special materials did much to pro-
mote student response an learning and recommended
that these be used regularly to help students develop
the behaviors associated with cocio-civic responsibil-
ity. Kinney and Dresden (14Z) have also found
evidence as to the value of focusing social-studies
!earnings on current problem-centered materials.

Kelly (137) concluded a historical study of the
use of collateral reading from 1900 to 1950 and
reported that although the use of such supplementary
materials has had the continuing oipport of leading
educators and national committees, such materials
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have usually been in short supply and teachers gen-
erally do not provide students with enough time for
their proper use. Wihite (264) made a thorough study
of available social-studies materials and tneir utiliza-
tion in 55 high schooi;. His findings present a bleak
picture which reinforces the observation of clitical
observers that teachers fail to use even the maps and
bulletin boards v.hich are available in their own
schoolrooms. He found that larger schools had a
greater quantity and better quality of reference mate-
rials. that encvelopedias were the only general refer-
ences available in all of the schools, and that other
general references were meager. Although the exist-
ence of a school librarian made for better organiza-
tion and administration of reference materials. the
quality of what was available was generally limited and
the quantin and variety of periodicals inadequate.
Teachers have been wont to blame administrators for
such conditions. but as a group the teachers them-
selves also are at fault. White found that few teachers
requested the purchase of supplementary materials
and few made assignments which called for the use
of varied reference materials. In addition, teachers
tended to be much more satisfied with the quality
and quantity of the materials on hand than was the
investigator. and they had few specific suggestions
for library improvement. Wronski t271) found evi-
dence of some of these some problems in his study
of the use of government publications by social -
studies teachers. Park (195) found teachers' use of
supplementary and audio-visual materials to he quite
unsatisfactory. His observers found most perceptual
experiences gisen only during class discussion and
seldom through such media as globes, field trips.
reCordings, and films and film strips. Of course great
variation in practice existed. but this serves to under-
score the need for proper prescrvice, as well as in-
service. instruction. Teachers miss many opportunities
to use these learning materials or fail to use them
efficiently, and these i.vealsesses arc usually in inverse
proportion to the amount of college training they
have had.

Reading in Relation to the Social Studies. In a field
with as many verbal learnines as occur in the social
studies it should he expected that close relationships
exist between reading skills and achievement in social
studies. Young (2a 11 in 1941 summarized research
on reading in the social studies: experimentation
since that time reveals little that is startlingly differ-
ent. Four studies will be cited as typical of those
being conducted in this area. Again, it should b'
noted that many of tae general studies on reading
hold important implications for improving instruc-
tion in social studies. Aukerman (15) studied the
reading status of good and poor eleventh-grade
American history students in an attempt to determine
whether or not general c.r specific reading abilities
are associated with. achievement in American history.
The good history students were better in general
reading ability than the poor ones; social-studies
achievement and the ability to discover main ideas
in paragraphs were found to be related to general
reading abil:ty. Rudolph (216) found that significant

student gains in social studies in knowledge, compre-
hension. and attitudes resulted when a special pro-
gram of reading instruction was undertaken at tile
eighth -grade level, Brownell (35) investigated :he
intluence of training in reading upon the ability to
think critically in ninth-grade social studies. He con-
cluded that significant gains in more mature types
of interpretation, critical reaction, and reasoning can
he made in a comparatively short time by a properly
designed developmental reading program, and that
secondary-school students of all ability levels can
benefit from such instruction.

Covell (57) tried to characterize good and poor
readers of high-school social-studies materials. Good
readers, as contrasts I with poor ones, had the fol-
lowing characteristics: a broad, specialized, social-
studies vocabulary: accurate understanding of time
and place concepts: good command of metaphorical
language; strength in general vocabulary and sentence
and paragraph comprehension: average or better
intelligence: of middle and upper socioeconomic
class; liberal social views and conservatise economic
beliefs: active roles in school- and community affairs;
good academic grades: and a liking for reading. in
his review of pertinent research Covell concluded
that the following are valid propositions concerning
reading in the social studies. ;cattiness for reading
in the social studies is an iaportant factor in under-
stanetng %hat is read and largely determined by
the experiential background of the reader: ability to
do critical thinking is pin ticularly needed in reading
social - studies materials: some reading difficulties are
related to the nature of the content of the social -
studies material itself: the concept burden forms a
large part of the difficulty of reading social- studies
material: achievement in .ocial studies is directly
related to ability in rcadine social-studies materials
and also to the extent to which such reading is

taught: general reading ability can he analyzed into
certain specific factors, some of which are more
closely related to the ability to read social-studies
materials than are others; and the interpretation of
social-studies materials is affected by certain sub -
jeetive conditions such as attitudes, biases. motiva-
tions. interests, and personal and social adjustment.
Weaknesses in reading ability are a prime cause of
failure in the social studies, and social-studies teachers
need more competency in this area than most of them
display.

There has been much interest in other relationships
between the language arts and the social studies.
Lottick (158) reported favorable results for an ex-
periment that used historical novels in social-studies
classes. as did Gail (87). Although Brown and Brown
(33) extolled the use of biography, a study by Banks
and others (18) casts doubt upon some of the reasons
usually offered for using such literature. Mennes
(169) and '.Vatrous (256) found that students ap-
prove of integrated or correlated courses.

EVALUATION. Many of the studies previously
cited in this article might ssell be included here: Most
of these will not be referred to again; they were arbi-
trarily placed in other sections because it seemed
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more appropriate to review them there. It is fortunate
to be able to report increasing activity in the area
of social-studies evaluation. Such studies have been
overly neglected in the past. However, much more
investigation, less sporadic and more effectively
planned and organized, is needed. It is only through
a full. continuing, valid, and reliable evaluation pro-
gram that teachers can gain an honest appraisal of
current conditions and an adequate basis for im-
proving social-studies curriculums and instruction.

13' -k (25), Outland and Jones (194). and Taylor
(244) have all soug.ht student evaluation of their
social-studies experiences. The student is one impor-
aant source of information frequently overlooked,
particularly in the secondary school, when appraising
and modifying social-studies programs.

Considerable activity has been devoted to assessing
student grasp of social-studies information and con-
cepts. Carman (55) evaluated students' understanding
of social-studies terminology before and after a voting
project and also contrasted the group's knowledge
with that of a former class that had not had such
experience. Bloom (26) conducted one of the many
"past and present" studies comparing student achieve-
ment of an earlier time with that of contemporary
students. Most such studies reveal current educational
approaches to be much more successful than many
critics arc willing to admit.

Indirect evaluation of the effectiveness of social-
studies instruction can he found. For example, studies
of student voting preferences as compared with the
voting attitudes and party loyalties of parents are
useful data for estimating the influence of high-
school social studies in building independent thinking
(273). A lack of such effectiveness has been charged
as the result of tracing the voting record of the
American public over a number of decades (53).
Social-studies programs seem to reveal more success
in developing knowledge and in building skills than
in altering attitudes. Bates (21) concluded that the
school's program is a factor of "some importance"
in the development of understanding, but Cotter
(56) concluded from her study of the teaching of
critical thinking among sixth-graders that the ability
to obtain facts does not guarantee the use of these
facts in effective thinking. Fcrsh (81) found that
the problems approach in the social studies did alter
social beliefs and thinking skills. and Ursula (252)
in her analysis of the effect of geography courses
upon international understanding claimed that geo-
graphi, knowledge influences attitudes. Ojemann and
others (191) report growth in underStanding and
improved attitudes and behaviors resulting from their
experimental units. Somit and others (235), however,
in evaluating the effects of social-studies instruction
in political science at the college level, found no sig-
nificant change in student inclination toward partici-
pation in active politics as a result of their course.
Possibly attitudes are altered more easily in younger
persons, but the evidence is clear that social-studies
teachers cannot assume that a growth in democratic
attitudes or values is an automatic result of implant-
ing knowledge and content.

STUDIES

Much of the evaluation in the area of citizenship
education overlaps that in the field of social studies.
Gates (88), for example, developed seven evaluative
criteria for rating the results of high-school civic
instruction: these went beyond the usual evaluation
of academic achievement. Herrick (110) developed
criteria for evaluating citizenship training techniques
in the high school and developed a rating scale of
370 items covering seven aspects of the program.
Brooks (31), using a statement of characteristics of
a good citizen developed by a committee of the
National Council for the Social Studies, developed
an instrument for measuring ehildren's knowledge
of basic principles of social education and their ability
to apply them. Sica (231) explored student behavior
in Grades VII through XII and collected over (our
thousand usable incidents reported by more than
one thousand students in 12 schools; these incidents
were classified into 12 categories of good and poor
citizenship. The 12 categories with their many sub-
categories might well serve as the basis of an instru-
ment for helping evaluate the effectiveness of social-
studies instruction in any school or classroom.

Abraham's study of the effectiveness of high-school
courses in American history (I) ' specific
classes at given school levels. Other studies, such as
the report of a complete social-studies evaluation
program (188, Ch. 1), focus on 'a single school
system. Social-studies programs have been assessed
at the state level, as in the revealing report of the
Kansas Study of Education for Citizenship (262).
School systems have also attempted to evaluate the
effects of statewide social-studies examinations (13).
Others have examined specific tests, such as the
social-studies test of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board (29. 49 t. Sexatter (227) analyzed 16
standardized geography tests and concluded that these
tend to overemphasize factual recall and do not
adequately consider geographic relationships and
skills. Lindquist and Anderson (156) examined
achievement tests in the social-studies field and came
to the same conclusions. Such tests should go beyond
the mere identification of names, dates, places, and
events. In an attempt to help teachers build their
own tests with greater emphases upon the under-
standing of interrelationships and the application of
information, a series of bulletins devoted to test

items in the areas of American history and govern-
ment. world history, social-studies skills, and the like.
were published by the National Council for the
Social Studies. Two of them have recently been re-
vised (10. 184). In recent years there has been a
considerable improvement in standardized tests, and
many have been developed to measure aspects of
social studies instruction hitherto believed too difficult
or subjective to ascertain. In going beyond the ap-
praisal of changes in symbolic behavior, test-makers
have developed instruments of particular help for
appraising changes in social-emotional adjustment
and in identifying student interests and attitudes. A
list of the most valuable of these tests, as well as
general social-studies attainment and skills tests, is

available (100, Ch. 20).
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More research is needed into the actual evaluation
practices employed by social-studies teachers. Gross
(95) found history teachers in one hundred high
schools claiming to use a variety of evaluative tech.
niqucs. Teacher-made objective tests were the major
instruments employed; class discussion and recitation
and oral reports were used to a greater extent than
essay tests and student nape's and notebooks. Reveal-
ing is the fact that these social-studies instructors
used few group or individual projects as major
instruments of appraisal, and they almost completely
neclected the more subjective and projective ap-
proaches urged by' theorists in recent years. such as
anecdotal records. inventories, student self-evaluation.
sociometry, and the like. Evaluative practices of
teachers reflect their real aims; too few social-studies
instructors accept the broad and varied objectives
commonly stated for their field, and they continue
to evaluate primarily in terms of command of con-
tentthe overwhelming concern of their efforts.
There is also need for a new comprehensive volume
nn evaluation with special reference to the social
studies. Nothing of this sort has appeared since the
1934 publication by Kelley and prey (136).

THE SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER. The teacher
is the key clement in a successful learning situation.
and more research concerning his attitudes. attributes.
training. approaches. and effectiveness in the class-
room is needed. Several of the over-all studies An
the area of teacher education and the evaluation of
teaching performance are applicable to the social-
studies teacher, but a number of investigators have
looked particularly to the social-studies instructor for
some of their answers. NIoreland (183) made an
analysis of the preparation of secondary-school social-
studies teachers in fifty selected institutions of higher
learning. He described many of the details which
characterize these programsthe required courses,
screening devices, the varied student teaching arrange-
ments. major and minor offerings, and the like.
Although there have been changeshistory and phi-
losophy of education have declined considerably as
requirements. newer kinds of activities with boys
and girls arc appearing in the professional sequence
prior to student teaching, and there is an attempt to
build a broader social-science backgrounddevelop-
ments are slow and one finds considerable similarity
between present programs and those of the twenties
(230) and of the thirties (17). Horn (116) gathered
the opinions of Indiana social-studies teachers con-
cerning the fifth year of teacher education. These
teachers favored a combination of professional and
subjent-matter courses and stressed that social-science
departments need to provide more introductory
courses at the graduate level and/or drop current
prerequisites, if they are to enroll more teachers who
desire ,to increase their knowledge of content.

In a national study of the special methods course
in the training of social-studies teachers, Searles
(225) attempted to discover what is taught, how it
is taught, and who teaches it. He found the courses
meeting more of the professional needs of students
than they did the important personal needs which
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can he equally. if not more, important in determining
successful instruction. More restricted studies include
those of Marcus (168), who analyzed the program
in the preparation of prospective teachers of geog-
raphy. and Burdick (37 ), who deseloped a guide for
a special course in college United States history for
prospective high-school history teachers. Eikenberry
(73) reviewed and organized helpful lists of audio-
visual materials for use in social-studies teacher edu-
cation. The most complete, up-to-date source of
information on many of the factors influencing and
characterizing the teacher of the social studies is

the Twenty-third Yearbook of the National Council
for the Social Studies (6), Particularly helpful are
chapters on elementary and secondary teacher-educa-
tion programs and on professional growth.

Katz (132) investigated the political and economic
beliefs of social-studies student teachers in Canada
over a period of three a cars. He found a preponder-
ance of "idealistic views" and "liberal attitudes."
There was more agreement concerning an acceptance
of democratic governmental practices and values than
there was agreement about the desirability of current
economic practices. In the latter area many young
prospective teachers revealed a belief in cooperative
ownership and share- the - profits plans. and more than
half believed in government ownership of the means
of production. One of Katz' conclusions is the need
for frank recognition of the importance of personal
beliefs and emotional attitudes in the training of
teachers and the desirability of having student teach-
ers become aware of the significance of their own
values. He also concludes that student teachers give
esidence of a healthy. critical attitude which will
safeguard them and their students front blind indoc-
trination. Miller (178) examined the backgrounds of
one hundred teachers responsible for teaching courses
including economic content in Iowa high schools.
He found no consistent pattern of economic attitudes;
and though they had adequate ability in some aspects
of economics, they \sere weak in basic concepts and
up-to-date developments and viewpoints. Profession-
ally they revealed greatest weakness in their lack
of preparation in adolescent psychology, guidance.
and evaluation. As might be expected, he found
the majority representing stable middle-class values.
Powell (204) analyzed differences in the character-
istics such as intelligence. cultural achievement, and
personal adjustment of teachers in 17 different subject
fields. He used the records, tests. and interviews of
3473 teaching applicants in Detroit from 1942 to
1948. There were wide ranges within each field, but
social-studies teachers had a "significantly high" rat-
ing on every factor measured except personal adjust-
ment. For some reason or another they were the
most poorly adjusted of any of the 17 groups. What
this might mean is open to considerable conjecture.
Park and Hawkins (197) reviewed research on the
personality of the social - studies teacher which reveals
that the traits most.frequently listed as desirable for
social-studies instructors are about the same as -those
suggested for the profession as a whole. However, in
one respect social-studies instructors have been found
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superior to other teachers; Collings and Dimond
(5!) followed the voting habits of high-school
teachers in ten elections and found the social-studies
teachers voting with greater regularity than their hieh-
school colleagues and with more than twice the
regularity of the general public.

The problem of improving the quality of the social-
studies instructor is a complex one. Undoubtedly one
rer,con for the unpopularity of social- studies offerings
is the large number of instructors without adequate
background and interest in the social sciences who
are teaching social studies. Many studies at the local
and state level reveal far too large a percentage of
instructors with weak minors, or even no minor at
all, attempting to teach the social studies; for example,
in 1952, in Florida. out of 1468 white second:try.
level social-studies teachers only 615 were certified
to teach social studies (159). Also unfortunate is the
frequent assignment of social-studies majors to almost
a full schedule in other course areas.

A reappraisal of the place and role of social studies
in the curriculum is in order in many school systems.
A delimitation of the program followed by careful
planning and cooperation with teachers whose major
curricular efforts are in other subject areas is certainly
in order. As was stated above. DutTey (69) found
that the practices of teachers are frequently at odds
with the theory being taught in reacher preparation
courses. Perhaps the colleges need to take a more
realistic look at what is actually going on in elemen-
tary and secondary schools and so modify programs
and courses for the melioration of social- studies
teachers. For example. several surveys have revealed
inadequate prep.iration in educational sociology for
many social-studies instructors. Although d course
may not help materially in promoting better under-
standing of the community and the social factors
therein, undoubtedly teachers with a rather full
knowledge of the immedede cultural environment
will be able to shape a much more effective program
of social education. In addition, all concerned might
look at, modify, and bring up-to-date for their own
situation studies. such as those made at the elementary
and secondary leyel by .Michaelis (172, 173). which
attempt to find some answers by approaching the
teachers themselves fol the identification of attitudes
and the rating of problems which are of prime import.
This information. combined with that available from
other pertinent research. should help indicate some
of the next steps in improving social-studies programs.

MAY 1958 RICHARD E. GRoss
WILLIAM V. BADGER
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Definition. The term " social studies" indicates a
field composed of such subjects as economics,
°logy. geography, civics. and history. The term paral-
lels the sciences and mathematics. and like them it de-
notes the several subjects into which the field is divid...d.
The social studies constitute that ftcld whose content
deals directly with human relationships. Economics,
for example, deals with man's coorcrative effoas to
make a INing. Geography, though in part within the
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province of the physical sciences, is at least indirectly
a part of the social studies as well because man's physi-
cal environment affects and conditions `.is conduct and
his relationships with his fellows. On the other hand,
arithmetic is not one of the social studies because its
content deals with numbers and with processes and is
only 'incidentally social. All subjects presumably meet
human needs and so have social purposes, but only in
the social studies is the content as well as the purpose
social. h should be carefully noted that the term
social studies refers to a field and not to a subject,
and most emphatically does not refer to a particular
kind of organization. .cior can the term properly be
limited to any scheme or type of fusion or integra-
tion.

For the sake of clarity it is well to distinguish the
social studies from the social sciences. The latter are
those bodies of scholarly materials which deal with
human relationships. They are the products of re-
search, thought, and experience. On the other hand,
the social studies are those portions of the social
sciences which have been selected for instructional
purposes. 'The social sciences possess broad social
utility; the social studies are specifically instructional.
The teacher of the social studies must be a student of
the social sciences, but, fully as important, he must
reorganize them and simplify them for his students.
He must be a curriculum maker.

The term social science is still occasionally misused
to describe the area properly called the serial str.iies,
despite the almost universal acceptance of the latter.
This acceptance stemmed officially from its use by the
Social Studies Committee of the Nati*.sonl Education
Association in 1916 and ;ins been strenetliened, offi-
cially and unofficially, through the organization, in
1921, of the National Council for the Social Studies,
a Department of the National Education Association,
by the use of the term by the American Historical
Association, through the widespread designation of
state organizations as "councils for the social studies,"
and through its employment by almost innumerable
schc )1 systems.

The social studies derive their names and, in gen-
eral, their content from the social sciences. Thus his-
tory, economics, geography, and sociology are terms
which describe subjects which are both social sciences
and social studies, although in each case the latter
are supposed to be simplified and reorganized portions
of the former. In the case of political science the dif-
ference :s .clarified by using such words as "civics,"
"citizenship," and "government" to denote those por-
tions of political science which are used in the cur-
riculum. It is perhaps unfortunate that the different
levels of each subject are not designated by different
words, but the principle is clearly indicated by the
terms "political science" and "civics." An increasing
amount of social-studies material is being appropriated
directly from the community and from the experiences
of pupils, a trend which is highly commendable but
which involves no fundamental change ill or addition
to the content of the social studies.

The social studies most frequently taught in the

schools are geography. history, sociology, ece.nomics,
and civics. Other courses or parts of courses, such as
current events, personality development, getting along
with others, manners and etiquette, business training,
occupations, commercial law. psychology, family re-
lationships, mental hyeiene, school orientation, and
leadership, whose content is in greater or less degree
concerned with human relationships, are often called
social studies and assiened to social-studies teachers.
The line between social content and other kinds of
content cannot be drawn sharply, and the tendency
has been to include, rather than exclude, subjects
which have any definite. social content.

Each of the traditional subjects has appeared in
various forms. Thus Geography has been labeled as
commercial, social, economic, industrial, human, re-
gional, political, and physical. Physical geography
per se, however, makes no claim to being a part of
the social studies. The customary courses in history
arc ancient, medieval, modern, world, American,
national, state, and local. Variations of these, such
as Greek, Roman, recent American, and the like, are
sometimes taught. Such courses as economic history,
Pacific history, Latin American history, current his-
tory, agricultural history, and history of the West are
frequently offered. Sociology has appeared as social
problems, current problems, ani.' rural sociology. Eco-
nomics has been taught under various titles, such as
making a living, everyday economics, and economic
problems. Civics has been labeled community civics,
economic civics, vocational civics, social civics, citizen-
ship, civil government, government, and international
relations. One of the most frequent courses found is
problems of democracy, which combines materials
front sociology, economies, and civics.

Periods in social-studies research. Technically and
logically there could be no research in the field of the
social studies prior to 1916. the date when the term
received its first Cleial sanction and impetus to wide-
spread usage. In the various subjects there were, of
course, numerous studies before that time, as there
have been sine... Arbitrary designation of periods of
research in the social studies tends to imply an over-
simplification of the problem, but there is sufficient
evidence to justify the tentative listing and brief de-
scription of three.

Period I, extending from the 1890's to about 1916,
was characterized by emphasis upon theories, formal
methods, curriculum proposals, statements of general
and somewhat unrealistic objectives, descriptions of
extant curriculums, and feeble attempts at systematic
correlation bordering on fusion. Notable among the
early ventures aimed at crossing subject lines was the
publication of A. W. Dunn's The Community and the
Citizen, in 1907.

Period II, embracing the span of years from about
1916 to about 1933, was characterized by herculean
efforts toward objectivity. Though the worship of
objectivity was evident and widespread in the study
of runny aspects of the social-studies field, conspicuous
during the period were studies concerned with fusion
and unification, attempts to compare methods of
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teaching, the enumeration of objectives, and applica-
tions of objective testing to the social studies.

Period III, since 1933, has been characterized by
increased attention to the social setting, by efforts to
build new curriculums which are more reflective of
society and of the functional needs of students, and by
attempts to measure and evaluate outcomes beyond
the informational. No subject received more atten-
tion during the period of the 1930's than that of

,ornunitt study.
It should be recognized that these periods overlap,

and that not all trends or characteristics were promin-
ent in every part of the period indicated. For ex-
ample, studies of the enumeration type have persisted
since 1933, and curriculum studies have been numerous
in each period. But in spite of the exceptions, the
general outlines of the periods as given above have
some validity.

Current research is concerned with (a) identification
and measurement of intangible outcomes. (h) certain
aspects of social learning and the development of con-
cepts through both direct and nondirect experience, (c)
efficacy of equipment, particularly visual aids, and (d)
development of a great diversity of courses of study,
units, and curriculums. Elements being ienored or
minimized include methods, evolution of the social
studies, and supervision. Neither of these groups of
categories should be reeorded as exhaustive, Further-
more, perhaps somewhat less faith is being attached
to statistical studies, and somew lint more relionce is
being piaced upon jiutements of value. This means,
of course, a diml,antion in reseereh s ;tiCily definesl.
Much current research, in tile strict sense, tends to
focus not word counts, word lists, objective tests, and
other elements which are subject to quantitative
handling.

Evolution of the social-studies subjects.' The evolu-
tion of the social-studies field naturally shows up under
the headings of various subjects, since unification of.
the field is not yet complete.

HISTORY. It is impossible to say w hen history
became a school subject. Scattered referenees cm
ancient and biblical history clearly indicate that the
earliest civilized people appreciated the civic and
reLgious value of history. In Greek and Roman
times hero tales and dramatic episodes were certainly
taught in the schools. During. the athlete Ages the
church introduced the history of its leaders, achieve-
ments, and doctrines into the curricvium of its schools.
By the time of Comenius (IL 16501 history had won a
recognized place in theory, and by 1800 it had won
a large place in practice. While early courses were
cpisodal, personal, and dramatic, they soon tended to
become formal and cataioraic. Weise in the seventeenth
century and Rousseau and ikedosv in the eiehteenth
century advocated the utilization of contemporary
events, the inclusion of social data. and the vitalizing
of the narrative by s iaor oils methods.

In Airier lea hiuor y aained early recognition in the
schools. The first textbook in United States history

' This section s based mainly on Tryon (68). See also
St: :7-57.

appeared in 1787. By 1801 five textbooks in world
histosy, three in American history, and one in ancient
history had been published in the United States. In
1827 Massachusetts required the teaching of American
history in the larger towns, and by 1830 fifteen text-
books in the subject were available. As late as 1860.
however, only a mere fraction of the pupils in elemen-
tary schools were studying history, but four New
England states and Virginia required the teaching of
history at some grade level.

By 1900 history, other than American, was taught
to 38 per cent of the high- school pupils in the United
States; history had also gained a prominent place in
the procrams of elementary schools. Although 33 of
the 44 states prescribed American history, it is doubt-
ful that these requirements truly reflect the actual
situation. The publication in 1899 of the report of
the Committee of Seven of the American Historical
Association marks a landmark in the developm.ird of
history teaching., This report and the almost universal
requirements of colleges quickly forced the high schools
to give more time to history. By 1910 over 90 per
cent of them offered ancient history and 43 per cent
offered English history. About 70 per cent of the
schools required American history. History continued
to receive emphasis in the elementary grades; by 1910
history was taught in grade 8 in .almost every school
in the United States. After the report of the Com-
mittee on Social Studies of the Commission on the Re-
organitation of Secondary Education in 1916 history
began to suffer a definite, though by no means rapid.
diminution in both the elementary- and high-school
grades, This diminution is still going on, accompanied
by a corresponding rise in the attention given to the
other social studies.

While the history textbooks of 1900 were quite
nationalistic, catalogic. and personal, they were sys-
tematic and clear. The traditional episodes, heroes,
and topics were given large space. The elementary
grades began to break away from this routine story,
and by 1920 the trend was also discernible in the
high schools. The lessening emphasis upon history
has tended to bring about sonic chances within the
subject, such as devoting more space to everyday life.
inventions. commerce, agriculture, and especially to
recent occurrences.

Civics AND Govrivesitue-r. The Constitution of the
United States early became a topic for school study.
By 1830 a number of textbooks were on the ma. ket
and several academies offered courses in government.
law. and the Constitution. By the close of the Civil
War "civil government" had become the modal offer-
ing. It is probable th t by 1890 some such course v-as
offered in a sixth of the schools. By 1900 "civics" had
displaced the term "civil government" in about hell of
the schools where the latter had been taught. As late
as 1914, however, only about 16 per cent of the
schools taught either of these subjects. The trend
toward civics became very strone; by 1923 some of its
elements were taught in every grade of many elemen-
tary schools, and about three fourths or the schools
offered a formal course in grade C. Government or
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advanced civics won a large place in the senior high,
school, being offered in every school in many states.
Community civics has enjoyed a wide popularity its

grade 9. Since 1930 it has lost some of its popularity,
but no definite trend in the subjects that replaced it
can he discerned.

The content of early civics and government courses
was concerned chiefly with the study of the structure
of government. While some meager attention was
given to local and state government, the great emphasis
was upon federal government. Books and courses
abounded in lists of officers, salaries, terms, and dis-
tricts. Shortly after 1900 a few textbooks tried to
emphasize the functions rather than the structure of
government. A.13. I.(art's eternal Gorcrnmeni (1903)
and A. W. Dunn's The Community and the Citicen
(WY?) were typical of this trend. The civics and
government texts of the past three decades have
shoo n an increasing trend toward functional processes
and actual community activities. Those for senior
high school tend to stress the work of federal boards,
commissions, and agencies, but they have by no means
eliminated the descriptions of formel structures and
procedures. Though it cannot be demonstrated statis-
tical:;', it is probable that civics and government as
separate courses on the secondary level are becoming,
less frequent, primarily because of the incorporation
of much of the content of these courses into .Arner
scan history, problems of democracy. nod other sub-
jects.

Grosostruy. Modern school geography has passed
throneh three periods of dna:lc-Intent. Before 1800
it was chiefly concerned with maps and charts and
the loeation of land and water forms. it was taught
incidentally as a part of navieation and astronomy.
Comagog, Rouscerei, Pastalozzi, Kriisi, and Ritter
contriboted to the development of geography, which
by Is`eict had changed front a formal study of books
and maps to a science concerned with the earth and
its. inhabitants. The third period may be dated from
about 1900 and is one marked by great emphasis upon
human geography, slthugh its economic and particu-
larly its commercial aspects are by no means neglected.
Thromehout most of its history, geography has been
regarded primarily as a natural science, but to a lim-
ited catent in the secoed period and to an increasing
extent in the third period it has been viewed more and
more as one of the social studies.

By 1820 geography was offered in several American
schools. Borrowing. from Germany, William Wood-
bridge, Arnold Guvot, and Francis Parker did much
to popularize the study of geography in America.
Guyed introduced the "human" clement in his text-
book. published in 1866. and in 1894 A. E. Frye shifted
the emphasis from political to physical geography.
The regional concept was developed by A. P. Brieharn
and C. T. McFarlane in 1916. By that year geog-
raphy was taught in more than 90 per cent of the
schools and in several different grades. NVItile geoe-
raphy has received its fullest and most frequent treat-
ment in the elementary schools, it has manifested itself
in two high- school courses. From 1890 to 1910 physi-

cal geography enjoyed a wide popularity, particularly
in grade 9. After the latter date the emphasis was
shifted to commercial geography. There is now con-
siderable agitation for the introduction of regional or
human geography into the high scbool.

School geography has borne the onus of being a
rather catalocic subject. As late as 1900 the text-
books abounded in lists of cities, rivers, bays, lakes,
mountains, products. industries, and other details.
While contemporary geography is still susceptible to
this arid treatment, it also lends itself to a functional
treatment. Its present emphasis upon man's use of
the earth has tended to lessen the stress placed upon
physical details. Wilde much of its content is physical,
its more significant elements are generally classified
as social.

The study of geography has been stimulated and, in
many cases, redirected as a result of the war. Some
attempts to reintroduce geography into the senior
high school have been recorded. The approach to
geography from a global standpoint, particularly in the
junior high school. has been increasingly popular.
Map study has taken on new significance and impor-
tance. Finally, an intensified realization of the im-
portance of natural resources has focused attention
upon this element in geoeraphie study.

ECONONIICS. The former course name, "political
economy," clearly indicates that economics in the
schools originated as a study of pui,lie welfare. The
affairs of an 'mils ideal were pertinent only if they
assisted the economist to understand the welfare of a
whole people. Under the name "political economy"
the subject was introduced into a few schools as early
ns 1832. Its popularity varied enormously from state
to state, By 1593 only about 5 per cent of the high
schools offered the subject. By 1911 more than a
fourth of the schools offered "economics," the title
which had supplanted the earlier term by 1900. Both
the percentage of 'chetah offering economics and the
number of pupils taking the subject have varied little
in recent years. While there is little evidence to
indicate any increase in the popularity of economies
as a separate subject, there is alotadno reason for
saying that the economic content Of other courses,
such as problems and social issues, is pining increased
attention,

The early courses in political economy were quite
formal and arid. College professors triad to simplify
Adam Smith. Ricardo. and J. S, Mill and succeeded
none too well. The books stressed definitions, logical
structure. and economic lavs. The four formal divi-
sions. production, exchange, distribution, and con-
sumption, were un:formly repeated. After 1900 many
current materials snd concrete examples were written
into the textbooks, and sections on proposed reforms
were included, thus indicating sonic faith in the pos-
sibilities of human control of economic forces.

Newer tests and courses of study in economics are
more personal mai direct. The teaching of economics
has undergone similar changes in character. The eco
nornic problems of the consumer have been em-
phasized particularly; in some schools whole courses
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in consumer economics arc being offered. Very much
in evidence is increasing concern about public policy
and action in economic matters. . To this the introduc-
tion of units dealing with labor and management,
social security, international trade, taxation, inflation,
etc. can attest.

SOCIOLOGY. The first appearance of sociology was
in 1911. It made slow gains, reaching about 25 per
cent of the high schools of the North Central Associa-
tion by 1919 and about 15 per cent of all high schools
in the country. In 1922 only 53.000 students were en-
rolled in the subject, and no appreciable gain has since
°E'en recorded. As in the case of economics, however,
these statistics do not tell the whole story, for many
topics, elements, and ideas from sociology have been
incorporated in such courses as social problems, cur-
rent social issues, and problems of democracy.

The courses in high-school sociology, until very
recently, Were largely concerned with factual surveys
of the criminals, paupers. feebleminded, divorced, un-
employed, and other problems and ills of society. In
other words, the course was one in social pathology,
and the normal functions of social institutions were
scarcely even indicated. As late as 1947 not more
than three or four high-school texts in sociology could
be called sociology as distinguished from social
pathology. As a separate subject in the high schools
sociology has not made an impressive record... It is

possible, however, that rather recent emphasis upon
normal functions will give it renewed appeal.

Plants:Nis or DEMOCRACY. ThiS course. a fusion
of economic, political, and social problems, was recom-
mended in 1916 by the Committee on Social Studies
and rapidly gained popularity. Some deviations
from the original plan of building the course around
problems from economics, government, and sociology
have made their appearance in recent years. These
deviations. variously titled, but often called "modern
problems" or "social living." have attempted to com-
bine social needs with pupil needs and in consequence
include units on the consumer, personal living, family
relationships, and other personal problems. together
with units that are more directly social than indi-
vidual. Courses in problems of democracy and its
variants have never been completely integrated. Such
integration as has been achieved portrays varying
degrees of obvious overlapping among topics (76).

CURRENT Evree-rs. The teaching of current events
has occupied a role of increasing importance in school
instruction during the twentieth century, and the re-
sponsibility therefor has commonly been regarded as
that of the social-studies teacher. Though there are
schools which offer current events as a separate course,
the typical practice is to devote one class period each
week to the study of current affairs.

Oman COURSES. Many schools and school systems
have introduced fused, integrated, or unified courses
designated as "social science" or "social studies."
These courses represent anon-ets to study the social
studies as a field rather than as subjects. In practice
they run the gamut of possible social-studies content,
both central and peripheral, and so display little uni-

fortuity. The name has hidden rather than revealed
the nature of the content.

Finally, there should be noted the various schemes
through which curriculum makers have essayed to pro-
vide patterns of general education, often through a
body of common experiences called a "core." Though
not strictly within the so ial-studies field they are
nevertheless related inasmuch as the curriculums arc
inevitably sketched in a framework of social con-
cepts, processes, or generalizations. Here again there
is little uniformity, though in some instances there is
evidence of common original sources.

Present status. The variety of social-studies offer-
ings makes generalization about the present status of
the field difficult. However, certain features of the
present program are fairly distinct. "Subjects" have
disappeared from the primary grades, In the inter-
mediate grades the topic or unit approach is dominant.
Grade 9 shows an amazing lack of standardization, but
in grades 10, 11, and 12 world history, American his-
tory. and problems of democracy respectively are well
established,

CENTRAL TENDF.NCIES. Perhaps a clearer picture
of the typical offerings in the social studies (including
geography) can be presented in a list of what seem to
he the central tendencies in the various grade., (74: 32;
75: 49-50; 42; 69).

Grades 1-3

Grade 4

Grade S

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade S

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Home, family, school, community, food,
shelter, clothing, protection, Indian life,
life in other lands, holidays, making a
living
Geography, local history and geography,
state history and geography, occupa-
tions, type studies
American history, industries or occupa-
tions, geography of the United States
and of North America
European backgrounds, geography of
Europe, Asia. and Africa
American history, civics, geography of
the United States, social studies
American history, civics, geography,
social studies
Civics, world history, ancient and medi-
eval history
World history, modern history, geog-
raphy, ancient and medieval history
American history, civics, modem his-
tory, economics, geography
Problems of democracy, American his-
tory, economics, sociology, civics

NEW EMPHASES. Turner (69) found, in an analysis
of 1207 courses of study for elementary schools, cer-
tain pronounced trends when courses of study which
were produced during three periods (1917-24, 192_5-
34, and 1935-39) were compared. In the primary
grades less attention was being paid to holidays, hero
statics, general and home geography, and primitive
life. Increasing attention was being devoted to home.
school, family life, community life, food, clothing.
shelter, transportation, and communication. There
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was a tendency to eliminate the study of specific geo-
graphic areas in grade 4 and to markedly reduce such
study in grade 5. Type studies in geography had
largely supplanted the earlier studies of reeions and
countries in grade 4. The time devoted to history was
perceptibly less in the third period. General social-
studies topics, such as communication, transportation,
discoveries and inventions, arts of man, and recreation,
had measurably increased in frequency in the upper
grades.

In the secondary school the depression and the war,
together with a growing concern about the inadequacy
of the social-studies program, have produced a multi-
tude of newcourses, units, and topics, as well as in-
creased emphases in older areas. Among this multi-
tude there are some offerings and emphases which ap-
pear to be sufficiently widespread to be designated as
trends. Most prominent among these are the Pacific
area. the Far East, Russia, Latin America, Canada,
international affairs, social and 'economic planning.
global geography, and community study. To these
may be added greater concern for personal conduct,
more consumer education (q.v.), and widespread
efforts to teach critical thinking (42; 75: 51-551.

Objectives. Objectives in the social studies emerge
from value judgments rather than from research. They
come from an examination of social policies rather
than from objective research. Research, however,
has been concerned with objectives in two significant
was s. It has guided investigations which have col-
lected and classified objectives, and it has stimulated
the analysis of generalized aims into their specific com-
ponent elements. Research efforts of both types have
clarified the thinking of curriculum makers and have
tended to make teaching more purposive. It should
be clearly recognized, however, that research has been
effective only when properly applied, i.e. after and
rot before the fundamental subjective judgments as
to purpose have been made.

Statements of the objectives of social-studies teach-
ing have been long, numerous, and diverse. In addi-
tion to formal statements, objectives have often been
revealed in the content of courses of study, textbooks,
and examinations. From listed objectives research
investigators have summarized what purposes are
claimed: from the latter they have analyzed what pur-
poses are practiced. It should be noted that claimed
objectives have received much more attention than
prceticed objectives, although the hiatus between the
two is a commonplace and the greater significance of
the latter is patent.

Summaries of stated objectives classified historically
have revealed trends in educational philosophy as it
has impinged upon the role claimed for social studies.
Thus a tabulation of the aims of teaching civics dur-
ing the period from 1897 to 1925 shows a decline in
emphasis on understanding the structure of govern-
ment and a corresponding increase on the functions
of government and the training of citizens. Between
1888 and 1927 the aims in teaching history shifted
their focus from information and mental discipline to
citizenship. In the same period there was an increased

emphasis on the "social aims" of American history
and upon the objLetive "to understand the present in
the light of the past." The rise of dictatorships in
Europe brought about an increased emphasis upon
democratic coals as objectives. This changed em-
phasis was especially noticeable in the social studies.

When current lists of objectives have been studied
and classified with a view to discerning patterns of
purpose, the results have been discouraging. Investi-
gators have repeatedly commented on the nebulosity
of phraseology, the prevalence of slogans and stereo-
types, the prodigious number of the statements, and
failure to differentiate among the objectives of differ-
ent courses and different grade levels. When insight
and judgment have been brought to bear upon the
problems of organizing the tabulated lists, the outcome
has often been a relatively logical classification that
has at least potential influence on practice. Lists of
this type have been set up by Harap (26), Swindler
(66), Parker (see 57: 73-93), Beard (9), and Wesley
(75: 85-S8).

Objectives in the social studies have cenerally been
stated as objectives of subjects rather than of the whole
field. In one study or another most of the objectives
of education have been claimed for each of the social-
studies subjects. This uncritical inclusiveness has made
it difficult to distinguish between verbalisms and real-
ity. Each subject should, of course, claim only those
objectives which are naturally and logically achievable
through its study. Similarly, the field of the social
studies should claim only those objectives to which it
alone contributes or to which it contributes more effec-
tively than other fields. Using this principle, one must
conclude that the social studies make only incidental
contributions to such objectives as vocational training,
quantitative thinking, personal health, love of litera-
ture, linguistic efficiency. understanding one's natural
environment, understanding machines, and the like.

Several investigations have attempted to establish
the relative importance of different objectives by tabu-
lating them in order of ft equency of mention or by
submitting lists to competent authorities to rate, but
the results have defied generalization. These efforts
have perhaps had a limited usefulness in particular
situations.

The second type of research dealing with objectives
has been, as noted above, the effort to bridge the gap
between theory and practice by reducing generalized
aims to their specific components. Not content with
such a general statement as "good citizenship" as an
objective of instruction, sonic investigators have at-
tempted to find out just what specific elements consti-
tute good citizenship. Toward this end they have made
quantitative analyses of the activities of adult citizens,
particularly "good" citizens. For example, Bobbitt
reported the opinions of 3000 teachers and listed the
qualities of a good citizen as recommended in 18 books
of essays. Peters collected and analyzed 1000 case
studies of good and poor citizens; Alderman tabulated
civic deficiencies revealed by court records; Mustard
recorded the civic activities normally engaged in by
the families of his pupils (see 54: 151, 154-55).
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Although the largest number of studies in the field
have analyzed the elements in the "citizenship" objec-
tives, other areas have been similarly investigated. For
example, Ilarap kept a check on the retail purchases
of a sample of the general public, and Lorenzen studied
books and magazines for evidence on specific forms of
socially approved behasior (see 5-h 154).

Studies of this type have without doubt been of value
to the investigators who have conducted them and to
courses of study which have resulted directly there-
from, but the findings have not proved to be widely
anplicable. They have failed to provide the profession
with generally acceptable definitive goals for citizen-
ship education. They have nevertheless served to place
a salutary emphasis on the necessity for bringing as-
pirations down to earth and particularly for expressing
them in terms of specific tangible outcomes.

Most investigations which have employed the tech-
nique of activity analysis have dealt not so much with
objectives as with the content of instruction. In this
respect their contril-ution has been to the problem of
selecting subject matter rather than to the determina-
tion of objectives although it is recognized that the two
processes are not sharply distinguishable.

The objectives of social studies have, until the past
two decades, been stated largely in individualistic
terms. More recently there has been a noticeable trend
toward statements in social terms, and since the late
1930's in democratic terms, a somewhat tardy recogni-
tion of the fact that the individual functions in a social
milieu. Following is a condensed list of commonly
accepted objectives of the social-studies field, worded
in terms of pupil purposes. The list is general rather
than specific; condensation makes this unavoidable.
The mixture of individual and social purposes is

obs ious.

1. To respect the rights and opinions of others
2. To he skillful in securing, sifting. evaluating,

organizing, and presenting information
3. To assume social and civic responsibility
4. To act in accord with democratic principles

and values
5. To become a judicious consumer
6. To understand principal economic, social, and

political problems
7. To learn about, vocational activities and oppor-

tunities
S. To understand the interdependence of peoples

and groups
9. To become a happy member of a home

10. To make intelligent adjustment to change
11. To get along with individoals and groups
12. To use basic social-studies skills
13. To exercise critical ;In-lenient
14. To understand and promote social progress

Selecting curricular content and activities. Criteria
for selecting curricular content and activities are var-
ied, overlapping, and confusMg. Many of them are
inapplicable or partly inapplicable principles such as
utility, interests, accuracy, and learnability, while
others involve the application of specific techniques

which give unauthoritative results, such as the use of
textbooks, courses of study, and committee reports.

Despite much talk about adjusting the curriculum to
children's present interests, research enterprises for
the identification of those interests have been rela-
tively scarce. The majority of such studies emphasize
the instability and variability of interests rather than
point to any continuing interests which might guide
the curriculum maker. Some studies, to be sure, have
provided evidence in support of the general principles
that dramatic adventure is high in its appeal to younger
pupils and that matters close to the everyday lives of
pupils of all ages are generally close to their interests.

Pupils' interests in what were conceived by adults
to be needs and problems of youth were investigated
by Doane (17). These needs and problems, organized
in areas most of which were personal, were augmented
by a half dozen subject-matter areas and submitted
to over 2000 pupils in grades 8 to 12 in urban and
rural areas as "courses." Each student checked 5
courses as "most desired" and 5 courses as "least de-
sired." Personal areas, such as vocational choice and
placement, getting along with people, health, and
getting along with the opposite sex, generally were
rated higher than others. The 3 social-studies courses
current problems, history, and governmentranked
fourteenth, sixth, and fifth, respectively, in popularity
with students out of the approximately 20 offerings.

In Part H of Doane's investigation pupils were asked
to check topics they would i:kc to study, the topics
brine some of those which would logically be included
in the courses of Part I. In the tabulation social-studies
topics ranked lower in preference than any personal
topics except religion. Doane points out a greater
tendency on the part of pupils attending schools with
a liberal curriculum to indicate an interest in personal
problems in an inventory such as he used.

The study substantiated the view, widely held, that
the curriculum should move further in the direction
of satisfaction of youth needs and problems of a per-
sonal and personal-social nature. It does not, however,
provide a reliable guide to selection of social-studies
content for at least three reasons: (a) certain of the
areas which were deignated as most desirable by a
considerable fraction of pupils were also designated as
least desirable by another considerable fraction; (b)
in only a few cases did a clear majority indicate an
area as most desirable or least desirable; (c) the low
rank assiened to social-studies areas is probably due in
large part to poor selection and colorless teaching
which have failed to make social problems vital and
interesting.

Learnability is an attribute that is highly relative.
Evidence from the psychology of learning has failed
to provide any clear guidance as to what is learnable
and what is not. The great variation in individual
differences would seem to preclude any valid general-
izations as to the selection of curricular content on any
such basis, although the principle of learnability does
emphasize the need for adjusting curriculum and mate-
rials to classes and to individual pupils. Experience
and limited research have shown that almost any fact
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or idea can be taught at any grade level, but age and
intelligence are important factors conditioning the
degree to which a fact may he learnedor an idea un-
derstood. Pertinent research in this area will be noted
below under "Grade placement."

Accuracy is a desirable characteristic of what is
taught rather than a criterion for selecting what is
taught. The Encyclopedia 01 the Social Sciences, for
example, represents we.material which was as highly ac-
curate as the existing state of knowledge could make
it, but the Encyclopedia would hardly he used as a
guide to the selection of social-studies content. Accu-
racy of curriculunt content is an ideal which few
would decry, yet curriculum makers have devoted
little attention to assuring the accuracy of the materials
they have chosen for social-studies courses. Perhaps
they relied upon the accuracy of the textbook writers,
who have usually been regarded as scholars in the fields
in which they write. That this reliance may have been
misplaced was suggested by Blytlic's study of the errors
and scholarly lags found in textbooks in American
history even when the books were written by historians
(11), and by a more recent study of teaching materials
on Latin America which reported many minor his-
torical errors and errors of ignorance and thouchtless-
ness. as well as other sins of omission and commission
(sec 3).

In comparison with the very limited research which
has been concerned with determining the interest.
learnability, and accuracy of potential curriculum con-
tent, the amount of research directed at the utility of
that content has been very extensive. Utility has been
broadly interpreted to mean both individual and soeial
utility. Thus utility, in one sense, is the converse of
needs.

About 1920, when research workers undertook to
determine the content which would insure it useful
social-studies curriculum. there was nothing new in
their purpose, but there was the genius of innovation
in their method. Borrowing inspiration from the tech-
niques of job analysis, curriculum workers endeavored
to find out obiectively what things should he taught in
social studies by determining what facts, topics, and
ideas were socially useful in adult life.

-Earlier studies, e.e. Whitbeck's in 1910 and Wooters'
in 1914 (see 54: 147), depended on the consensus of
experts for the most important dates and other his-
torical facts. Later investieators under the leadership
of Charters, Bagley, Horn, and their students (see 54:
147-48) read samples of newspaper and periodical
literature and tabulated the frequency of mention of
names. dates, facts, and topics. This procedure was
based on the assumption that school instruction should
equip children for the adult activity of reading current
literature with understanding and the hope that an
analysis of such writings would determine materials
which should be included in the curriculum. When
this technique was criticized on the ground that rela-
tive frequencies of mention would change from time
to time, two variations were introduced: (a) items
were rated for importance on the basis of their per-
sistency over a period of year and (b) writings of

"frontier" thinkers were consulted for clues as to mat-
ters likely to be of continuing and increasing impor-
tance in years to come. Later studies also dealt more
extensively with issues and generalizations than with
detailed facts. In addition to newspapers and periodi-
cals, investigators analyzed poliCeal-party platforms,
books. encyclopedias, poems, cartoons, women's club
programs. motion pictures. and socioeconomic statis-
tics, Wilson and Muriel (83) reported that more than
seventy investigations of this type had appeared before
1938. Three typical studies are described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Washburne and his collaborators (54) undertook in
1922 to determine the "basic facts needed in history
and geography" by making a statistical analysis of all
historical and geographical allusions found in repre-
sentative samplings of 14 periodicals and 4 newspapers
during the years 1905-1922. Typical of the titles used
were: Atlantic. Ladies' home Journal, Literary Digest,
and Chicago Tribune. From these several sources a
total of 81.000 allusions were tabulated.

Each item was rated on 4 counts: (a) the number
of different articles in which it was mentioned, (b) the
gross number of allusions to it, (c) the number of
years between the first and last allusion, and (d) the
sum of the number of periodicals in which it was men-
tioned for each of the 18 years studied. Washburne
believed that the last criterion was the most valid index
of the curricular usefulness of an item.

The final tabulations showed that the most frequent
of all allusions was to "America," which was men-
tioned 5903 times in 1211 articles over a spread cf
18 years for a total of 103 periodical years. England
was second. France third, and New York City fourth.
Athe.rican Indians ranked twenty-fourth. Theodore
Roosevelt ranked twenty-sixth and Abraham Lincoln
was thirty- first.

Billings (10), working under the direction of Harold
Rugg. undertook to determine the most important gen-
eralizations pertaining to the content of the social
sciences. He secured the consensus of two hundred
experts as to which books represented the outstanding
contributions of "frontier thinkers" in the several social
sciences. A final selection of 28 books was read and
every generalization dealing with human group life
was identified and listed. A grouping and refining
procedure resulted in a final list of 880 generalizations
"basic to the social studies." In his published volume
Billings printed these generalizations in full, giving for
each its frequency of appearance and the specific
source or sources in which it was found. A further
analysis of his data led to the identification of each
"concept" included in the 880 generalizations and the
statistical determination of an index of importance for
each of the concepts. Those found "most important"
were thought, trade, price, and geographical environ-
ment.

In a recent study designed to select geographic gen-
eralizations basic to understanding world history, Junge
(32) employed a somewhat different technique from
Billings and added to it an attempt to determine the
learnability of the generalizations selected. An analy-
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sis of a number of books in physical, political, social,
and economic geography resulted in a list of 88 gen-
eralizations. Fifteen prominent geographers rated
these generalizations according to .a four-point scale
of essentiality and desirability. Eighty of the general-
izations were considered essential or desirable by at
least 75 per cent of the geographers. Submission of
this slightly reduced list to a group of high- school.
Geography teachers for an estimate of learnability
eliminated only 6 items. The remaining generaliza-
tions were incorporated into a selected world-history
course by placing two geography units at the beginning
of the course and by interspersing generalizations
throughout the history units at what were considered
appropriate places.

Although research has failed to delineate the out-
lines or substance of a generally useful curriculum in
the social studies, it has in some individual cases
definitely influenced the selection of content. particu-
larly when the research and the construction of the
course of study were directed by the same person. The
junior-high-school textbooks by Harold Rung arc a
case in point. Other textbook writers and curriculum
makers have borrowed from research findings to some
extent, but apparently never in a comprehensive or
systematic way. Perhaps the geography courses have
been influenced most by activity-analysis research, as is
illustrated by the geography curriculum recommended
by the committee of the National Society for the Study
of Education in 1933 (57).

"Wilson's summary of the limited usefulness of the
results of activity analysis points out that it has not re-
vealed the nature and content of a useful curriculum,
that the studies arc semiscientitic. and that it is not pos-
sible to utilize the results of the various investigations

. . in any objectic way in order to produce a satis-
factory or complete blueprint of the desirable course
of study in the social studies." But he also notes that
the studies have made a contribution to curriculum-
making in that the results have ". . . some direct ap-
plication to the selection of content [and that) . . .

their spirit and technic are undoubtedly excellent spurs
to the critical re-examination of curriculum values"
(see 54: 155-56). It is probable that activity analysis
serves equally well or more satisfactorily as a tech-
nique for elimination than as one for selection of con-
tent.

Curriculum makers in recent years have tended to
use social analysis for selecting content, rcaliz.ing that,
like objectives. content cannot be satisfactorily deter-
mined by statistics alone. For example. the Com-
mittee on American History in Schools and Colleges
recommended major themes as follows: for the mid-
dle grades, 'How People Live": for the junior high
school, "The Building of the Nation"; for the senior
high school. "A Democratic Nation in a World Set -
ting "; and for the college, "American Civilization"
(see 72: 74-81.89).

This Committee also recommended "a national fund
of common information," restricted in scope. with the
expectation that each school would add appropriate re-
gional, state, and local content. The minimum con-

tent is a social necessity. A society is built upon
common understandings, and the Committee urged the
acceptance of certain specific content, consisting of (a)
the 4 themes listed above, (b) 34 events with their
appropriate dates, (c) 95 persons, (d) appropriate
skills for American history at the various grade levels,
(e) appropriate topics for each course, and (/) a
specific division of chronological emphasis. The mid-
dle grades are to stress the colonial period, 1492-1783;
the junior high school, the century 1716 to 1876; and
the senior high school, the whole history with em-
phasis upon the period since 1865.

Recent selection of content has been based in part
on the exigencies of the times, particularly since 1941,
and in part on subjective efforts to determine courses
and units which would meet what educators and others
have considered to be the collective demands of pupil
needs, social realities, and democratic values. In a
measure these selections represent attempts to imple-
ment the goals of education outlined by the Educa-
tional Policies Commission in The Purposes of !''ca-
tion in Anrcricun Democracy and in similar statements
by other agencies. They are manifest in rejuvenated
subject courses, in fused courses designated as "social
living" or by some other title, or in various programs
of general education to which the social studies make
the major contribution. On the whole, however, the
result of this travail has been to point out broad areas
rather than specific content.

Recognition of current-events instruction was noted
in the description of the social-stocVes subjects. The
selection of current-events content is a continuing
problem for the teacher. The use of a current-events
periodical by every pupil was shown by one statistical
study to he the "best method," but another study
showed that "newspaper clippings can he just as effec-
tive as a weekly periodical if they are used system-
atically" (scc 45: 203).

Organizing the social-studies curriculum. The prin-
cipal issue in organizing the social-studies curriculum
has been whether to organize in separate courses pat-
terned after the scholarly disciplines of history. geog-
raphy, economics, political science, and sociology or
to create courses which combine elements of two or
more of these disciplines. Other issues have been in-
troduced by those who espouse the combination of sev-
eral subjects, such as history and English, and by others
who advocate the removal of all barriers among sub-
jects. at least for the "core" of the curriculum. Those
who have chosen the alternative of separate subject
organization have been regarded as conservatives. An
increasingly large body of curriculum makers have
challenged traditional practice by insisting that the
historian's history and the economist's economics are
not suited to the needs of the immature learner. and
that for him the most effective arrangement of mate-
rials is one governed by fife problems, centers of in-
terest, or generalized concepts which draw upon sev-
eral or all of the social studies at the same time or
which, to carry the principle a step further, draw at
once upon other fields as well as the social studies.

At the present time a preponderant majority of sec-
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ondary-school social-studies .courses and a somewhat
smaller proportion of elementary-school courses con-
tinue to follow the traditional pattern of separate sub-
jects. In all parts of the United States, however, the
increasing popularity of unification within the social-
studies field is evident, the unification being of varying
degree and variously described as correlated, fused,
unified, and integrated. In some places the integration
principle has been carried to its logical extreme, and
the social studies have lost their identity even as a
field and are merged into the total unified curriculum.
Many schools have stopped at a part-way point in this
approach to the ultimate and have been satisfied with
a degree of fusion of two fields.

Further complexity of organization is introduced
by the existence of an almost innumerable variety of
patterns of arraneement of materials within the sev-
eral courses, whether combined or separate. These
internal patterns are labeled by such terms as the unit
plan, the topical approach, the problem approach. the
biographical approach, the chronological approach,
and case studies.

The relative merits of the several plans have not as
yet been definitely established by oh' m evaluation
of their outcomes, though some efforts in this direction
have been made. Most experimental studies yield
some conflicting and much inconclusive evidence. In
general, research hgs shown that it is possible to alt; in
from combined cosines results which are at least as good
as and in some cases better than those obtained from
separate subject courses when measured in terms of
pupil achievement in learn:ng information and acquir-
ing skills (45: 19, 133). Alexander, e.g. in au experi-
ment with an integrated course in English, American
literature, and United States history, found that stu-
dents studying the integrated course were superior in
informational areas in all three fields when compared
with students who studied the courses separately and
that, judging from observation. they developed greater
interest, broadened their historical -.oncepts, and de-
seloped better habits of thoucht (2). The experimental
studies by Wrightstone. (36: 123f) attempted to evaluate
"intangible outcomes" as well as information acquired,
and his results indicate that pupils pursuing integrated
curriculums excel others in respect to social attitudes
and 'social behavior. It must be recognized. howeVer,
that curriculum organization was not the only variable
in the Wriehtstone studies, for teaching method also
varied between the experimental and control groups.
The same qualification must be made with reference to
Alexander's study. Finally. though their conclusions
are based primarily on subjective judgments, teachers
generally favor newer forms of organization once they
have been tried.

The college follow-up of the Eight Year Study
seems to show that the variety of plans evolved and
followed by the thirty participating schools produced,
in general, more than average growth in intangibles
such as intellectual curiosity, precise thinking, resource-
fulness, etc., and somewhat higher academic achieve-
ment in college (15). These results, of course. do not
point to the superiority of any particular plan, as the

number of schemes among the schools for organizing
(and for teaching) content was legion. In fact, within
some of the schools no consistent pattern was fol-
lowed.

It may be, since organization and methods as well
as many other aspects of the educational process are
almost inextricably linked, that the clear superiority
of any one form of organization alone cannot be
demonstrated.

Although research has contributed little to the solu-
tion of the central problem of the relative merits of the
several plans in terms of outcomes, considerable illu-
mination has been shed by studies devoted to historical
and logical analyses of the movement toward curricu-
lar integration. These studies have shown that the
movement is farther advanced in the United States
than in other countries, that it has been waxing un-
interruptedly for at least three decades. that many of
its characteristic elements can be found in educational
practice and writing of decades and even centuries
ago, that current plans for correlation are less artificial
than those advocated by the Herbartians in the 1890's,
and that many of the values claimed for integrated
courses also apply to subject courses. It is possible
that the MON cmcnt toward integration has so vitalized
and enriched the subjects which have remained or-
ganized separately that they may take a new lease on
life (81).

Grade placement. The problem of determining
what curriculum materials to assign to each school
grade has two aspects: the pros ision for orderly se-
quence of content elements and the assignment of con-
tent to a given grade in terms of the level of the
abilities, interests. and achievements of pupils. The
second of these aspects has attracted nearly all of the
very limited amount of research which has been under-
taken in this area.

The problem of sequence within the program of
studies, sometimes referred to as vertical integration,
has been given considerable attention by curriculum
theorists and committees. They have proposed
schemes for planned repetition and schemes for avoid-
ing repetition: they have insisted on the principles of
grading from the near to the remote and front the re-
mote to the near. But all such proposals have been
made on a priori grounds. Indeed it is doubtful
whether the validity of any plan of vertical articulation
could he Tested by objective research. About all that
research has been able to show in this area has been
the wide variety of patterns of grade placement found
in practice and their divergence from any and all of
the theoretical schemes proposed. Wesley (7-1: 207-12)
suggests, as a possible new approach to the matter of
grading, the following. order of social learning:
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1. Things, places. persons, actions, and qualities
2. Occurrences and events in place
3. Relationships among indi..iduals
4. Relationships between man and nature
5. Occurrences in time
6. Relationships between individuals and groups
7. Personal and social codes, standards, and ideals
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8. Relationships among groups
9. Events in chronology

10. Relationships between society and groups

In 7,ankin's summary of studies bearing upon the
grading of social-studies materials the following three
approaches are noted: (a) child interest, (b) utility to
pupils, and (c) case of learning (54: Ch. 8). The first
two of these have received little attention in the
social-studies field. Only with respect to grading
=aerials in terms of their difficulty or ease of learn-
ing has any considerable research been reported, and
here the concern has been more with skills than with
information.

Pupils' abilities to grasp social concepts and to mas-
ter study skills have been shown to increase quite regu-
larly from grade to grade; it has also been shown that
variations among pupils within grades usually are
greater than variations between grades (34; 7; 8: 25-27,
97). Some research shows merely that children in cer-
tain grades can learn certain materials. There has
been no agreement among investigators as to what per-
centage of achievement on any grade level is most
clearly indicative of proper placement. Using figures
which vary from 50 to 75 per cent and noting unusual
jumps in the learning curve, different students have
offered the following conclusions from research:

Concepts expressing relationships involving 'objects
are easier than concepts expressing relationships in-
volving persons. Such abstract concepts as "patriot-
ism" and "industry" arc quite beyond the capatity of
children in the primary grades. The concept of "zone"
in geography is too difficult for use below the sixth
grade. It is doubtful that the teaching of chronology
or historical periods is effective before the sixth
grade.

The relative difficulty of social-studies reading niate-
rials can be controlled to some extent by reference to
the various word lists which have been developed by
research. In addition to the gencial word lists, several
have been compiled for the special vocabularies of the
social studies. These are combined in the extensive
list prepared by Wesley (33: 502-609).

Pupils can understand historical episodes better than
descriptions and exposition.

Ability to read cartoons increases most markedly
between the aces of twelve and fifteen. suggesting their
desirability as curriculum material on the junior-high
level. The ability to understand time concepts de-
velops most rapidly in grades 5 and 6.

Most pupils in the seventh grade may be expected
to understand all forms of simple graphs, and some in-
vestigators have found that some kinds can he used in
grades considerably below that level (7).

Ability to use geoglaphicul tools, such as maps.
globes, books, and pictures. was studied in grades 4
through 8 by Thorp (see 55: 4Q-0, who prepared a
table suggesting the grade in which each of 28 tool
uses should *ela. introduced.

The social studies offer no clearly discernible order
of difficulty, no logical order of learning, no series of
progressive laws and principles. The obvious variables

are the individual pupils, the class, the content, the
teacher, the equipment, and the method.

Learning in the social studies. Research on the
nature of learning has been abundant and fruitful, and
the general conclusions which have been reached are
reviewed elsewhere in this volume (see CHILD DEVEL-
OPMENT; LEARNING; :MOTIVATION). Only those matters
which pertain distinctively to social learning will be
considered here. In view of the fact that such dis-
tinctive matters are narrowly limited, the space here
giver to research in social learning is far less than
would be demanded by the importance to teaching of
research in learning.

CHARACTER OF SOCIAL LEARNING. Basic to all learn-
ing is experience, and basic to social learning is social
experience. By social experience is meant individual
observation of human relationships and actisities as
well as actual participation in group life. Direct ex-
perience, however, is clearly limited in its possibilities
for acquainting the learner with the wide range of in-
formation about society and for developing insight into
and understanding of social problems and processes
which are essential to effective social competence on
the part of the individual. In order to learn about
society and how to participate in it, the pupil must de-
pend on the experiences of others as well as upon his
own experience. That is, he learns by vicarious ex-
perience, and this process takes place almost exclu-
sively through the medium of language and other
means of commuitication. Thus the .basic factors in
social lealning arc experience and language. The
former involves activities, projects, pupil organizations,
and pupil participation in community life. The latter
involves vocabulary growth, development of concepts
of time, place, and number, and ale problems of
reading.

The two basic media of social learningexperience
and languagemust he employed side by side at all
stages of social education. Empirical evidence scents
to indicate that the lower grades devote major em-
phasis to direct experience while simultaneously fost-
tering skills in the use of language to identify that
experience, and that the secondary school may most
profitably reverse the emphasis by greatly expanding
the vicarious experiences of pupils throueh the use. of
language, which has come to have meaning for them
as it has previously been related to their own experi-
ence. Direct experience should thus play a supple-
mentary but by no means minor role in secondary-
school instruction.

The relative values of direct experience and verbal
learning have been variously studied. The former, in
such forms as realistic constructive activities and field
trips, has been shown generally, but not always, to re-
sult in a more vivid understanding with fewer errone-
ous concepts, but the latter has proved to be much
more economical in time and adaptable to a far greater
range of social learning. In the sttaly of history the
learner must of necessity rely upon other than direct
experience, and many phases of the other social studies
are almost equally dependent upon vicarious experi-
ence, That vicarious experience is heightened and
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more permanent when conveyed by such media as
pictures and models, which are closer to reality than
words, has been effectively demonstrated. The specific
evidence on this last point w ill be considered below
under ''Equipment."

EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTRUCTION. Evidence as ID
the degree to which social-studies instruction has been
effective in producing social learning is conflictng,
conclusions of investicators naturally being affected
by premises as to what the outcomes should be. That
there is some growth in know ledge and facts which
must be ascribed essentially to instruction is a rather
general conclusion (72: 12; 1; 80: Cia. 2); whether this
growth is what it should be is a moot point. Outside
the area of information Wilson (80: 60), for example,
found skill abilities to be inadequately developed, a
condition due more probably to lack of instruction
than to inadequacies of instruction. Abraham (1)
found no evidence that social studies instruction in
graces 11 and 12 had produced growth in social un-
derstanding or in logical ransoning.

Maucker (41) attempted to measure the effective-
ness of instruction in Iowa Class "B" high schools by
administering tests of understanding of society and of
basic social concists to some 3000 pupils. He found,
as have other investivators, gradual growth in under-
standing from grade to grade, with tremendous over-
lapping between grades. Arbitrary dividing lines be-
tween poor, fair, and good levels of understanding
indicated that only 15.9 per cent of twelfth-grade
pupils had " 't high degree of understand-
ing . . . ." of the ideas and coacepts measured by the
test and that the program of instruction ". . . . fails
utterly to attain reasonably acceptable results with at
least one third'of the students graduated front these
schools- (41: 229-34). Maucker concludes that teach-
ers tend to assume a degree of understanding that many
students do not possess and that instruction resting on
such an insecure foundation had resulted in memoriza-
tion. verbalization, memorizing facts in isolation, and
the forming of vague and erroneous conceptions of
social agencies and processes.

That desirable attitudes should be outcomes of
social-studies instruction is universally agreed; that
such 'attitudes would develop out of learning facts,
from moralizing, or from abstract treatment of atti-
tudes and values has been widely assumed. But learn-
ing facts does not necessarily produce attitudinal
changes, moralizing may influence in a direction at
variance with that intended, and abstract consideration
of desirable attitudes is a weak reed. There is ample
evidence of undesirable attitudes, rejuclice, bias. and
the like among children and that these characteristics
arise from a saricty of sources, tend to be stereotyped,
are often highly illogical, and arc specific rather than
general. Recent research on attitudes in the social-
studies area has dealt mainly with two aspects: (a)
the measurement of attitudes and (fa) means of influ-
encing attitudes. In most instances measuring instru-
ments have consisted of published tests, such as those
by Remmers, Thurstone Wesley, and Wrightstone.
Several efforts to expand and improve measuring in-

struments have been made. For example, Dyer (18)
secured a number of unprompted responses from
101 ninth-grade pupils by means of a standardized
questionnaire, submitted the responses to a group of
adult judges who ranked them according to the amount
of prejudice which appeared to be exhibited in each
response, and constructed a scale therefrom which he
reported to be serviceabh as a measure of prejudice.

Experimenters have shown that attitudes may be in-
fluenced by moving pictures; through radio presenta-
tions, of which one investigator reported dramatization
to be most effective; through discussion of controver-
sial issues; and by practice in cooperation. The atti-
tudes of teachers have an effect on the attitudes of
their pupils (40). There is quite general agreement,
though most of it rests on a subjective basis, that di-
rect experience is one of the most potent means of
changing attitudes (see 46: Chs. 6 and 7). Brown (12)
reports a Bureau for Intercultural Education study in-
volving students of elesen high schools in and around
New York City. The personal interview and direct
contact were used in this study. Though Brown notes
that his evaluation is subjective, he is convinced that
the approach ". . . . has great merits in educating the
student toward a true understanding of himself, his
neighbors, and his nation, and toward attitudes that
are in the best sense of the word democratic" (12: 90).
See also ATTITUDES.

SOCIAL LEARNING TIIPOUGII DIRECT EXPERIENCE.
Although educators have long recognized the impor-
tance of the experiential basis of learning. it was for-
manly assumed that sufflaient experience would be ac-
quired by children in their everyday life, leaving to
the school only the task of interpreting pupil experi-
ence by identifying and expanding it through verbal
instruction. Under the influence of such nineteenth-
century pioneers as Pestalozzi, Froebel, and .Parker
and the majority of influential leaders in the twentieth
century, emphasis has been placed upon the impor-
tance of the school's responsibility for providing
pupils with deliberately planned direct experience as
an integral part of instruction. In social-studies teach=
ing this has meant the adoption of such out-of-school
practices as field trips, clean-up weeks, and community
surveys, and participation in community activities, such
as traffic control, Red Cross drives, and even local
government. Under the same aegis many pupil activi-
ties within the school, such as student government,
citizenship clubs, and lifelike project work of all sorts,
have been encouraged as means of providing the social
experience considered basic to social education.

Despite a voluminous literature in the field of experi-
ential learning and its widespread effects upon actual
practice, there is a notable lack of direct research con-
cerning its value in terms of social learning. The out-
standing contribution to fundamental thinking as to
social learning through direct experience is the critical
analysis by Horn (30: 393-440), based only slightly
upon objective research but replete with evidence from
experience and judgment and filled with practical sug-
gestions. Horn clearly shows the unique values to be
gained from objects, exhibits, museums, excursions,
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and constructive activities. In connection with the
latter he analres prevalent practices (utilizing in part
the evidence from an unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion by Marion Anderson, who investigated construc-
tion activities in the social studies, 1880-1930) and re-
jects those which arc deficient in authenticity, which
type he claims to be most frequently used. He stresses
the values of constructing working models and carry-
ing out actual processes and of the "direct participation
in the solution of community problems." His funda-
mental dicta as to use are (a) that constructive activ-
ities have real but limited usefulness and so should
supplement but not supplant other modes of instruc-
tion and (b) that "each activity should contribute di-
rectly to the understanding of some important aspect
or process of social life" (30: 417).

The use of the community has long been hailed as
an effective means of giving the pupil the direct experi-
ence on which he can build a framework of generaliza-
tions and concepts as well as a means of equipping
him with information of social utility. In the late
1930's this area became the focus of greatly increased
emphasis, with social-studies teachers in large num-
bers reorganizing their curriculums and adapting their
methods accordingly. A considerable body of litera-
lure has developed, most notable of which is the 1938
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social
Studies (53). This volume, however--eindeed, the litera-
ture in generalis almost completely devoid of re-
search materials but is filled with descriptions of prac-
tices, with testimonials, and with exhortations. Much
of the recent advocacy of the use of the community
has stemmed from the conviction that the community
provides a rich field for the study of cultural matters
and the reduction of cultural conflicts. But despite the
importance being attached to community study in
theory, studies have shown that its potential is being
realized only in part (54: 157; SO: 41-49)-

Basic to intelligent utilization of community re-
sources is research of the survey type to reveal just
what those resources are. Sometimes such investiga-
tions arc made in advance of use by teachersfor ex-
ample, that by Moser for Cumberland, Wisconsin (see
75: 416-20)---and sometimes they are art activity of
pupilsfor example, those done in Greeley, Colorado,
under the direction of Michener (see 53: 144-63).

Field trips or excursions are one of the most widely
used specific techniques for community study. They
are used much more extensively in Europe than-in the
United States and more in geography than in the
other social studies. It was found in 1937 that 39 per
cent of a representative sample of social-studies
teachers in New York State high schools used field
trips in their instruction (80). The few experiments
which have dealt with the catcomes of field trips and
excursions generally attest to their value in the infor-
mational area; fewer studies have been concerned with
other outcomes. Clark (16), in a study which involved
taking 335 sixth-grade children to an art gallery, a
newspaper office, a telephone exchange, ante on a train
trip, found significant gains in information in every
instance but the first. A more elaborate and extensive
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project whicla involved taking 46 members of the
senior class at Lincoln School to the Tennessee Valley
Region is reported by Fraser (22). Fraser noted, in
addition to gains in information, changes in attitudes
regarding unlimited individual initiative in farming.
gains in ability to generalize regarding Land manage-
ment and porter production, and some gains in the
ability to apply information and principles, as well as
other growth. Wesley (7S: 420-22) and Clark (16:
18-19), as well as others, eisist on careful planning
and careful execution of the excursion and indicate
steps which the teacher should take to make the excur-
sion successful. Precautions must be taken to assure
the safety of pupils on trips, and the legal responsibili-
ties of teachers and schools should be clearly deter-
mined in advance. See SCHOOL LAW.

LEARNING THROUGH LANGUAGE. Despite an in-
creased utilization of direct experience, by far the
greater part of all social learning in the schools takes
place through the medium of language. Whether by
reading the printed page or by listening to the spoken
word, the pupil's approach to social learning through
language involves the same fundamental problem.
Success in social studies is closely related to verbal
ability. Language makes possible an almost unlimited
range and depth for learning, but as actually used in
most school situations it has exhibited serious inade-
quacies as a means of achieving complete and accurate
understanding of social realities. "The memorization
of empty words and the complacent. possession of
flagrant misconceptions and vague ideas appear to be
more nearly the rule than the exception" (30: 151).
The besetting sin of social-studies instruction is
verbalism.

The reasons for the deficiencies of language as a
means of social learning have been studied extensively',
especially with respect to reading. They seem to be
principally the following: (a) Words are symbols of
reality and inevitably convey different connotations to
the reader or hearer from those intended by the user.
The difference is minimized when the writer or speaker
is an artist in the use of words and when the reader
or hearer has a large reservoir of correct associations
between words and the realities for which they stand.
(b) Among children the failure of words to convey
adequate meanings is accentuated by reason of their
limited background of experience. (c) Faulty use of
words in the schoolroom as well as in the home and
on the playground develops wrong associations between
words and realities for many children. (d) Very often
the social ideas which words attempt to convey are in-
herently too difficult to be comprehended by prospec-
tive learners. (e) Language has sometimes failed as a
medium of instruction not because of any inherent
quality but because it has been poorly adapted to the
requirements of the learner. Specifically, it has too
often dealt with abstractions with too little attention
to descriptions of concrete details. An expanded list
of difficulties relating specifically to reading in geog-
raphy is provided by Wallace (70).

All of the inadequacies of language are revealed
sharply in studies of reading as related to understand-
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kg the social studies. These studies indicate, among
other things, that improvement in reading ability
usually produces greater social-studies achievement;
that satisfactory levels of special reading ability, such
as skimming and critical reading, are not always asso-
ciated with satisfactory levels of general reading
ability; that the conversation-story form should be
more extensively used; that inability to comprehend
social-studies materials is due to a complexity and
multiplicity of factors; that mere simplification cf
words does not necessarily simplify ideas; that inade-
quate experiential backgrounds are a handicap to com-
prehension; and that proficiency in use of the social-
studies language should be sought rather than profi-
ciency in reading atone (38). In addition to the diffi-
culties noted above there are certain difficulties pertain-
ing to the reading process itself . See RcAotsc---M.

Vocabulary is important both as an element in read-
ing ability and as a medium for the development and
retention of social concepts. Each of the social
studies has a distinctive vocabulary, including many
common words with special meanings. Various word
lists for separate fields and combinations of them have
been compiled by Stephenson. Eubanks, Ware. Pressev,
and others. Social concepts themselves are generally
expressed by single words. A helpful classification of
social concepts and a list of the 719 social (excluding
time. geographical. and locational) concepts which
occur in the first 2000 words of the Thornlike -Lorge
word lists have been prepared by Wesley (74: 291-96).
The importance of know ing the basic vocabulary of
the social studies has been amply demonstrated, e.g.
by Pressey, who found a correlation of .79 between
scores on tests of social teims and reading comprehen-
sion involving those terms and a correlation of .67 be-
tween the former test and pupils' marks in history
(33: 159-60).

Several studies of the vocabulary burden of text-
books, usually on the basis of word counts and com-
parisons with the Thorndike lists, report that authors
use terms which impede understanding because of
difficulty (88: 20-21). In general, these studies show
that a large number of "difficult" terms are used in
texts and that a very large fraction of the difficult
terms are used but once. Comprehension is further
handicapped by a plethora of names and dates (see
Infra, "Textbooks"). Reported attempts to lessen
vocabulary difficulty have taken two forms, both of
which, it was ciaimcd, met with success: (a) the "ad-
justment" of materials, which involved the substitution
of less difficult words and phrases or descriptions for
more difficult words, and (b) the amplification of mate-
rials. Wilson (84) found that an article originally 300
words in length was comprehended better by children
in intermediate grades when expanded to 600 words
and then to 1200 words; that amplification was most
helpful with regard to concepts further removed from
experience; and that amplification did not facilitate
understanding of all concepts.

The factors that contribute to vocabulary growth
are not as clearly identifiable as the outcomes which
mutt from it. A remarkable constancy of the growth

curve according to age and grade status is typical. al-
though Prcssey found evidence to suggest a much
greater rate of growth between grades 4 and S than be-
tween grades 9 and 12, which she attributed to direct
instruction in the elementary school and lack of it in
the high school. Most other studies have borne out
the eeneral principle that direct instruction is the sine-
est way to secure vocabulary growth. A grade-growth
study of the meaniecs of zeographical terms, carried
out by Eskridge (see 88: 220), indicated the following
means of growth of understanding: (a) through an
increase in the number of different kinds of meanings,
(b) through an increase in general information, (c)
through a substitution of basic for -ssociated meanings,
(d) through the development of comprehensive mean-
ings, and (e) through the reduction of errors due to
confusion of terms having similar soonds, confusion
of positions, application of old meanings to new situa-
tions. and other causes.

Tal.ing course work in the social studies bears sur-
prisingly little relationship to growth in the technical
vocabulary of the social studies. This fact is indicated
by the findings in the New York Regents' Inquiry (80:
94): it was even more clearly demonstrated in an un-

.published investigation by Marra, who found the corre-
lation hetween the social-studies vocabularies of college
sophomores and the amounts of courses which they
had had in grades 9 to 14 varied for different groups
from .12 to .33. The same study found a correlation
of .70 1,,:tween scores on the social-studies vocabulary
test and a general-intelligence test, thus corroborating
other evidence as to the high degree cf identity be-
tween these two factors. Out-of-school experience is
another factor commonly found to bear a significant
relationship to comprehension of social terms.

TINtE CONCEPTS. Important to the understanding
of society is a sense of time, a special kind of concept.
Such an understanding has long been an assumed ob-
jective of instruction in history, but the prevalence of
erroneous and inadequate time concepts among adults
raises doubts as to the success of the instruction. Yet
the importance of a sense of time is attested by the
occurrence of 118 time-words in the first 2500 words
of the Thorndike word list (75: 266-67).

A sense of time seem; to develop somewhat in-
dependently of school instruction, though instruction
and intelligence are both factors which may speed up
normal growth in this area. Primary children display
an almost complete lack of chronological sense; in
fact studies indicate that teaching historical periods
and chronology is, for most pupils, a waste of time
before the sixth or seventh grade and that the study
of history in the intermediate grades does not neces-
sarily facilitate the understanding of time (23, 34, 58,
73). This does not preclude, of course, the teaching
of time as opposed to chronology; there are many time
concepts which arc not chronological which children
can learn in the early grades (74: 299).

Research in the development of time concepts has
resulted in certain fairly welt established guideposts:
(a) Children at any grade level can develop concepts
of time, but maturation is important and must be con-
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sidcrect carefully when instructicm is to be undertaken.
(b) Thereis little if any use in teaching chronology
before the child is about la years old. (c) The use of
lime lines and time charts before junior high school is
largely a fruitless effort. (d) Students must be given
specific instruction designed to improve understanding
of time concepts and practice in the use of these con-
cepts if 'hey are to improve measurably, and this in-
struction must provide active use of time expressions.
(e) Exact dates and other specific references to time
are superior to general time references in terms of
economy of learning and total grasp of chronology.
(f) The memorizing of specific date-event relation-
ships and associations without relating dates to one
another is almost universally condemned (23; 58; 74:
299-303; 78).

PLACE CONCEPTS. Social-studies instruction is con-
cerned with teaching both a generalized sense of place
relationships and a store of knowledge of specific place
locations. Geography bears the chief burden of such
instruction although it is shared by the other social
studies, notably history. Wesley (74: 304) found 121
words of locational and geographic character in the
first 2000 words of the Thotndike-Lorne lists. Prevey
(60) found that entering college students needca !o
know 115 geographical names in American history and
88 in European history.

Knowledge of geographic terms has been shown to
correlate significantly with out-of-school experience.
Pupils' actual knowledge in this area has been shown
to be sharply deficient, one study showing clearly that
pupils actually knew much less than their teachers
thought they did. The war, perhaps better than any
research project might have done, showed the gaps in
Americans' knowledge about specific places. Many of
children's erroneous concepts regarding place seem to
result from poor ability at map reeding. Suggestions
pursuant to these findings hase pointed toward more
direct instruction in map-reading skills and a greater -
utilization of the globe. The evidence, too. seems to
point to the use of definite rather than indefinite terms
with reference to dicta ace and location.

Wesley (74: 305) suggest~ that teaching involving con-
cepts of the sphericity of the earth, such as longitude
and latitude, is a waste of time before grade 6 or grade
7. That they may he satisfactorily and successfully
taught in grade 7 is reported by Forsyth (20), who de-
veloped a series of eight lessons designed to teach
scale and network to students on the junior -high level.
She reported increased ability to read maps as a re-
sult of the special instruction and that the technique
could be used equally well in grades 7, 8, or 9.

QUANTITATIVE THINKING. Clear reading and think-
ing about social matters demands that one be able to
deal with concepts of numher. Howeve. school
pupils, collegh students, ard adults Fence ally have been
found notably ill equipped to translate such general
quantitative terms as "mans" and 'very few" into
numbers that are at all reasonable for the context used;
and conversely, they cannot relate specific quantitative
measures into anything meaningful in terms of their
experience (30: 189-91).

Research has been emphatic in showing deficiencies
in existent quantitative thinking and the slow growth
of this ability; it has also shown the very real demands
made by textbooks and by situations in adult life for
careful quantitative thinking,. Scott (63), for example.
found in a study of texts used in middle grades that
the concept of rank was used from 176 to 1249 times
in 4 geography texts and from 6 to 166 times in 6
social-studies texts. Concepts of range and average,
though used less often, nevertheless appeared fre-
quently enough to necessitate clear understanding of
these concepts. But pupils in grades 6 and 8 who were
tested on their understanding of these concepts as well
as others, and on their ability to use them, experienced
much difficulty. Although most pupils were able to
rank a simple table and to select highest and lowest
ranks from an unranked table, their performance rela-
tive to the other concepts was spotty and displayed
vagueness and uncertainty. Although some of the Con-
cepts were probably too difficult for the grade level
of the pupils, the results nevertheless indicated inade-
quate learning in an important area of understanding.
However, despite the revelations of deficiencies no
experiments have yet been reported which reveal the
materials and procedures which should he used to de-
velop the ability to think quantitatively, other than
that the use of definite terms is more effective than the
use of those which are indefinite.

CRITICAL THINKING. The attention which was
directed in the ;030's to education against propagansla
has more recently been focused on a related matter,
critical thinking. The Thirteenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies (52) was de-
voted entirely to this area and approached the question
essentially from the point of view of problem soking
through pertinent materials. Although it contains
many sugaestions and descriptions of practice. it orlers
little objective evidence as to the efficacy of procedures
described.

Perhaps the best summary of research on teaching
critical thinking is provided by Glaser (24), who directs
attention to the "amount and quality of transfer" as
an important characteristic of the "ability In think
critically." This transfer occurs through the function-
ing of "attitudes" (dispositions, work habits, and the
like) which Glaser considers aspects of the ability to
think critically. "The aspect of critical thinking which
appears most susceptible to general improvement is
the attitude of being disposed to consider in a thought-
ful way the problems and subjects that come within
the range of one's experience. An attitude of wanting
evidence for beliefs is most subject to general transfer.'
(24: 75).

Adequate pertinent knowledge and facts are pre-
requisites for critical thinking, and the process invokes
the functioning of methods of logical inquiry and rea-
soning. Thus the components of the ability to think
critically include certain of the abilities which have
been designated as study skills of the type fur which
Morse and McCune (43) have developed selected test
items.

A social-studies teacher's success in contributing to
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the development of ability to think critically' depends
upon the method of instruction. He must provide ex-
perience in critical thinking. but in addition he must
engender pertinent knowledge and facts and make
clear the "processes. of reasoning and guiding prin-
ciples" (24: 71). Even more important, he must be
effective in stimulating and guiding the development of
essential attitudes.

Methods it; the social studies. Research dealing
with classroom methods in the social studies moy be
considered under four headings; (a) descriptions of
past methods, (b) descriptions of current practice, (c)
evaluations of patterns of method, and (d) analyses
of specific elements of method.

HISTORY Or METHOD. Social-studies teachers have
shown themselves to be remarkably unconcerned with
the :)story of their own profession. This is the more
surprising in view of the usual claims of history
teachers of the values of knowing the past in order
to know the present. Studies in the history of methods
have been much fewer than studies in the history of
the curriculum, although it should be said that some
of the latter, cited above, have cast incidental light on
methods. Of the former type of studies the most
directly helpful are the articles by Russell (62), which
deal with history teaching in New York State from
1830 to 1850. and the Fifth Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies. The II i.storical Ap-
proach to Methods of revelling the Social Studies (48).

Such evidence as is availalle yields an at-ray of in-
teresting, detailed facts and a few significant general-
izations. One learns, for example. that many of the
supposedly recent emphases. such as wide reading and
pupil activity, arc not so wholly new as is commonly
believed. The lag of practice behind theory is a con-
stant phenomenon. The dominance of the textbook
and the question-and-answer recitation have been
noted for at least a century, although these phases of
method have declined slightly in relative importance
in the twentieth century with the increased use of more
flexible methods. The use of constructive activities in
elementary social studies seems to have increased in
the 1870's and 1880's and then declined. to he revised
again in the 19:10's. The source method in history
came into wide use in the 1890's and subsequently
declined.

CiltRENT PRACTICES. Conducting a recitation based
on pupils' previous reading of a textbook assignment
appears to be the most commonly employed method
at all levels between the primary grades and the col-
lege. Group activities characterize the primary grades
and the lecture method dominates college instruction.
Few teachers use the textbook recitation exclusively,
but most of them use it more than any other method.
Next in popularity are informal discussions led by the
teacher, socialized recitations led by pupils, and "super-
vised" study. Group activity is fairly common in the
elementary grades but is rarely found in secondary
schools. It is impossible to be at all precise in estimat-
ing relative frequencies of the use of particular methods
because of the loose use of terminology in this field
and the partially conflicting evidence of different in-

vcstigations, but it is certain that the faithful use of
such pattern methods as the Dalton plan, the contract
plan, and the Morrison plan is exceedingly rare.
Reference to three of the more important studies will
indicate some of the evidence on which the preceding
generalizations have beLn based.

After direct classroom observation of 250 represen-
tative Middle Western social-studies classes in grades
7 and 8 in 1933-34. Feany (19) reported that an ob-
server "would probably sec a part of the period de-
voted to supervised study," but the major purpose of
the typical class period would be to ascertain the
degree of pupil mastery of textbook information.
"There would be extensive questioning by the teacher
or preparation for discussion by the teacher, such as
an overview. . . The class would in most cases be
organized and dealt with as a whole."

In a questionnaire study of 384 representative social-
studies teachers in New York State in 1937 Wilson
(80) found that nearly all had used recitation, informal
discussion, and directed study at some time or other
and that the first two methods were most favored. In
terms of total classroom time the teachers reported
that 12 per cent was spent in making the assignment,
45 per cent in recitation, 23 per cent in directed study,
11 per cent in testing, and 10 per cent in other activ-
ities. Junior-high-school teachers devoted consider-
ably less time than senior-high-school teachers to reci-
tation and more to directed study and other activities.
Wilson reported that his direct observation in 200 class-
rooms emphasized more than the statistics the high
frequency of teachers' use of "relatively formal recita-
tion."

"Superior" teachers of the social studies use the
textbook recitation much less than teachers generally,
according to results of a questionnaire survey of 1764
superior teachers in 1936-37 (55). In reply to a five-
option check list of methods only 11.6 per cent re-
ported use of the "textbook recitation." Of the ele-
mentary teachers included in the survey. 31.8 per cent
used group activities. On all levels a decided prefer-
ence (57.2 per cent) for group activities was expressed
in response to the query: "What technique would you
prefer to use if conditions permitted?" In reply to the
same question only 1.5 per cent expressed preference
for the textbook recitation.

Trends in classroom procedure in the social studies
have been moving in the same direction as methodo-
logical trends generally. That the extent of change
in practice is considerably less than that indicated by
the writing ahota methods is demonstrated by compar-
ing such descriptive surveys as are included in the
paragrephs above with reviews of the literature, such
as those of liodgkins (29) and Phillips (see 45: Ch. 3).
The conclusions of the latter investigator, cautiously
based on both practice and the literature, may be
taken as an accurate statement of trends at the time:
"Methods . . . tin the social studies] bear witness
to a widespread interest in such devices as large unit
procedures, newer concepts of mastery and mastery
techniques, laboratory procedures and individual work.
and varying degrees of socialization in place of the
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more formal recitation techniques" (45: 631. Though
there are no more recent comparable surveys of
method in the social studies it is highly probable that
Phillips' summary, with infinitesimal changes, would
provide a satisfactory account of the situation today.

EVALUATION OF PATTERNS OF METHOD. Educational
theorists and practitioners have filled educational litera-
ture with a host of labels and slogans concerning
methods. The terminology has become exceedingly
confusing, and teachers, other than the original inno-
vators, have taken to using the words without always
comprehending the basic realities. (See METHODS OF
TEACHING.) In view of this confusion an initial task
of the careful investigator has been to identify the
essence and scope of each of the several proposed
schemes of methodology. A useful contribution to
the clarification of thinking on this problem is pro-
vided by Wesley (75), a ho has compiled two lists of
methods, one a classification of 56 methods under
eleven rubrics according to the basis of classification
(p. 451-52), the other identifying the "focal point" of
each of fourteen methods, as follows (p. 455):

METHOD

Topical
Unit
Textbook
Question and

answer
Lecture
Contract
Block
Laboratory
Problem
Project
Directed study
Socialized
Developmental
Source

POINT OF EMPHASIS

Synthesized content
Understanding of significant units
Content
C.trification and drill

Authoritative presentation
Differentiated achievement
Differentiated assignment
Achievement through equipaient
Experience in solving problems
Experimental learning
Facilitation of learning
Social cooperation
Pupil growth
Development of critical faculties

In practice each of the above methods partakes of
many aspects other than its point of emphasis. Many
of its specific elements will also be found as parts of
other methods with differing distinctive emphases. This
fact, plus the extremely variable usage in terminology
among different teachers and writers. makes it inordi-
nately difficult to identify precisely just what is meant
by any one method, and it thus becomes even more
difficult to compare one method with another. Never-
theless, the attempts to make such comparisons by
theoretical analyses, by reviews of the literature, and
by more or less "controlled" classroom experimenta-
tion have been very numerous. Evidence provided by
this research is of essentially the same nature for spe-
cial methods in the social studies as for general
methods (see METHODS or TEACHING); it thus needs
only brief attention here.

After reviewing experimental studies up to 1937
Hodgkins (29: 9) concluded that the total evidence was
inconclusive. Many differences were small and rot
consistent. Furthermore, where differences might
seem large enough to he statistically significant in

favor of one method or another, allowance must gen-
erally be made for inadequate control of potent non-
experimental factors (see EXPERIMENT) and for fail-
ure to measure some important desired o_licornes.
Other analysts (36; 45: Chs. 1, 3) have reached essen-
tially the same conclusions regarding the experimental
results in this area.

Though it appears that no single one of the widely
advocated "newer methods" can be shown demon-
strably to be more effective than "traditional methods."
it must be recognized that the former have been found
to he at least equally effective with the tatter in terms
of commonly measured 1-esults. In term, of attitudes,
abilities, and actions, pupils who ha:.1 been taught by
the newer methods were found to be definitely superior
in the principal studies to date which have attempted
careful objective measurement of these outcomes
those by \Vrightstone (86, 87).

Furthermore, a chance to "newer methods." as they
arc generally conceived, usually involves much' more
than a change in "method" itself; with the new methods
are usually associated more carefully forint"- :ed ob-
jectives, more vital and interesting contenh greater
use of aids to learning, greater attention to concept
development, and other matters. In short, the use of
"newer methods" ordinarily reflects a considerable
change in the point of view of the teacher. There is
perhaps no reason to suppose that, should a teacher
inject the philosophy and elements of newer methods
into traditional methods. the latter would not also be-
come more satisfactory in the realms of both tangible
and intangible outcomes. This is not, of course, to d.s-
parage newer methods, which, with all that is usually
associated with them, appear to offer greater prob-
ability of achieving the aims of the social studies.

F.tESIENTS OF MLTHOD. Method of teaching be-
comes more effectively subject to experimentation w hen
considered in terms of its particular component ele-
ments than when treated as an entity. Thus some very
substantial contributions to good teaching procedure
have been made by researchers who have studied the
values to he pined and techniques to be used in telling
or lecturing. questioning, directing study, and directing
pupil activity. Other elements of method might be
enumerated, but most of the research findings pertinent
to them are reviewed elsewhere in this article. par-
ticularly in the sections on "Learning in the social
studies" and "Equipment."

Telling or lecturing. Late years have brought a
shift in practice awa; from oral instruction in social
studies because of changing opinion as to the proper
role of the teacher and evidence from the psychology
of learning ("the active nature of the learning process"
and other theses). To interpret the latter, however,
to mean that lecturing or telling can never be "active"
is to pervert the evidence. The evidence on oral in-
struction, much of which is from experimentation on
the college lehel or from subjects other than the social
studies, has been reviewed by Horn (30: 300-26). The
outstanding. conclusion is that teacher telling, or the
"lecture method," probably has considerably more we-
fulness in elementary- and secondary-school social
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studies than is commonly beFeved. Some of the
spec;iic findings suggest the foIlo,ving: (a) ability to
learn from spoken words exhibits a high decree of
correlation with ability to learn from printed wards,
both forms of learning being dependent essentially on
competence in understanding language; (b) "students
probably learn more from excellent and less from poor
lectures than from reading" (30: 314); (c) oral teach-
ing is more effective than pupil reading below the
sixth or seventh grade, but if indulged in excessively
it will retard growth in reading ability; (d) in the sec-
ondary school the lecture has some distinctive advan-
tages and should be used on occasion, but the evidence
is not conclusive as to just what are ar occasions upon
which this means of instruction should be used.

A study by Spencer (65) revealed that retention after
oral presentation benefitted from a recognition test
given immediately after the presentation, and that,
compared with visual presentation, oral presentation
plus immediate testing brought a slower rate of forget-
ting for inferior pupils.

Questioning. Criticisms of the question-and-answer
recitation have been legion in recent years, but in most
eases criticism has been directed more tie.linst its
abuse: than against the essence of th technique itself.
The potential value of questioning for promoting pupil
learning and retention has been demonstrated by re-
search. However, it is equally evident from research
that these potentialities are rar-.ly realized. Question-
ing may be utilized etfectively to develr a pupil interest,
thought processes, and understanding, to establish a
vital rapport between pupil and teacher, and to test
pupti achievements: in actual practice the last-named
purpose I.dominates. Questioning fails to result in
maximum effectiveness because of the overuse of
questions as mere testing devices, the infrequent use
of emotions to stimulate and guide learning, the super-
ficial kind of questions asked, the excessive rapidity of
questioning. and the maldistribution of questions by
directing them at the most ready talkers rather than
the pupils most needing stimulation and guidance.
Questioning may be the most potent instrument for
combating superficial verbalism, but in practice it
tends to encourage it. The most adequate treatment
of the problem zf questioning with reference to the
social studies is that by Horn (30: 336-57).

Directing study. Success in the social studies is
dependent to a considerable degree upon ability to
study. One investigator reported a higher correlation
between achievement and this ability than between
achievement and either intelligence or time spent
(45: 95). Others have found deficient study techniques
to be a significant cause of failure. Despite these
facts many teachers still leave study to the whims and
habits of pupils to be pursued outside of school hours,
although a marked trend of the past several decades
has been the increase of time devoted to directed study
in the classroom.

Since about 1925 teachers have increasingly used
printed workbooks as aids for pupils in their study of
the social studies. The antecedents of the workbook
were the study outline, the map book, and the note-

book. The factors which contributed to the almost
phenomenal rise of the workbook in the late 1920's
and early 1930's arc said by Tryon to have been: the
supervised-study movement, increased emphasis upon
individualization of instruction, and the attack upon
the traditional recitation (68). The extent of the move-
ment is shown by questionnaire studies of frequency
of Ilse (out of 245 schools surveyed in 1930, 103 used
workbooks in history and 80 in geography) and by a
count of the number pub:ished (over 200 in social
studies other than geography during the period 1927-
37). Apparently fewer new publications of this kind
appeared each successive year after about 1935, but
no recent evidence as to the extent of their use is
available.

Social-studies workbooks have been classified as to
kind and content by Wesley (75) and Tryon (68). Both
writers have commented on the wide variations in
quality of workbooks. Tryon examined 161 different
volumes and found that the principal and predominant
sespil exercise required was filling in blanks.

The value of class study as compared with home
study has been demonstrated in nearly all investiga-
tions of the problem. The evidence here is more
eenvincing than on almost any other conclusion from
experimental comparisons of method. Pupils of in-
ferior and average ability have usually been found to
profit more from "supervised" study than have abler
pupils. However, the specific techniques of most value
for supervised study have not been so clearly deline-
ated. See DIRECTING STUDY.

With respect to the organization of time for class
study many specific proposals toe: been made. Their
relative effectivenese apparently depends upon a great
variety of other fadtors. such as the length of the class
period, the amount and arrangement cf equipment,
and the type of assignment used. When flexible,
large-unit assignments are utilized, class study for
several entire class periods in succession seems to
attain its maximum effectiveness. When class study
is alternated with recitation, a divided period with
study during the first half and recitation during the
second has been shown to be superior in the field of
the social studies to divided period with a recitation-
study sequence.

With respect to specific techniques for teaching how
to stsaly, there is little agreement from either opinion
or research. Most frequently recommended is the
use of study-guide questions and exercises which fol-
low closely specific reading material. Porter (59),
however, in a recent study which involved ow. 1000
eighth-grade pupils and five different schemes for the
use and placement of study questions, reported that no
one of the plans produced significant results which were
superior to those achieved through a single purposeful
reading.

The value of workbooks as instructional aids re-
mains uncertain despite several investigations. While
a majority of the loosely controlled experiments involv-
ing workbooks seem to indicate that superior achieve-
ment results from their use, other similar studies have
yielded inconclusive results. Collected opinions on the
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value of workbooks in the social studies have been
contradictory, although most of them are generally
favorable. As between printed workbooks and
teacher-made work sheets, a sharp controversy has
raged, with the preponderance of opinion favoring
work sheets.

Directing pupil nctivity. Evidence from the field of
educational psychology emphasizing the "active nature
of the learning process" has affected the method of
teaching the social studies nriekedly. It has strength-
ened the cause of the project method, the socialized
recitation, and others of the newer "patterns of
method," but its more widespread influence has been
in the extension of the idea that all pupil learning
derives from pupil acCivity. In accord with this con-
cept the teacher's responsibility becomes the selection,
stimulation or assignment, and direction of specific
activities in which pupils eneage as a means to the
ends of knowledge, understanding, and skill.

The term "activity" has acquired two meanings. In
the broader sense it embraces every act through which
the pupil learns. In a narrower sense it refers only to
overt act:: and processes. The latter usage of the term
has the longer history, indicating an aspect of instnic-
lion long associated with good social-studies in.:ruc-
tion and sanctioned by a succession of educational
authorities. To be sure, the so-called "constructive
activities," used to supplement social-studies instruc-
tion, have not always enriched it, as the study by
Anderson (30: 414f) shows.

In the broader sense of the term reading, writing,
and listening are all considered activities as much as
talking, acting, and making things. In 1929 Wilson
(82) compiled an exhaustive classified list of activities
for learning the social studies. Using a revision of the
Wilson list, Price (61) conducted an extensive investi-
gation to determine the merits of the several specific
activities ant, types of actin ivies. He found overt
activities more favored by dull pupils than by bright-
pupils, and he noted that teachers use to excess, in
terms of pupil preference, such "passive activities" as
listening and reading.

Equipment. Since the beginning of the present cen-
tury increasing emphasis has been placcu Jn the utiliza-
tion of physical equipment to 3 id in social-studies in-
struction. This trend has unquestionably been affected
by such factors as transient enthusiasms, fads, and
producers salesmanship. Educational research, how-
ever, has also played a significant role in pointing out
the need for equipment and in showine ds effective-
ness in the improvement of instruction (see 82: 154).

Research has usually been focused on one item of
equipment at a time. A few investigations have em-
braced either the whole field or at least large portions
of it. Many of the more comprehensive studies have
been concerned with the collection and utilization of
a wide assortment of teachine aids under the name of
the 'social-studies laboratory." An influential study in
this group was that of Baldwin (6). which reported an
extensive survey of social-stud:es equipment available
in grades 910 12 in a number of representative schools.
lie found a high degree of uniformity of equipment for

the several social subjects and thus came to the con-
clusion that all equipment for these subjects should be
assembled in a single departmental laboratory. He
recommended a number of specific item- of equipment
for each subject and each grade level. Numerous
writers have described their social-studies laboratories
and the "laboratory method," but their enthusiasms
have lacked objective substantiation.

A review of the numerous studies which have ap-
pra;sed objectively the value of tangible teaching aids
in the social studies is impressive for the high per-
centage of positive findings revealed. An increased
use of equipment in teaching the social studies usually
results in increased social learning by pupils.

Tun TEXTBOOK. Textbooks in the social studies
have changed in recent years in response to research in
the curriculum and in social learning as well as re-
search dealing directly with the textbooks themselves.
Thus textbooks are increasingly organized on filsion
and unit bases and may legitimately claim to place
more stress on functional materials and less on detailed
1.: Is than the texts of a generation ago. They also
tend to include more concrete content, especially in
the lower grades, better maps and pictures, ane much
more reading matter. Both style and vocabulary of
textbooks have been better adapted to pupils' abilities
as a result of research in grade placement, as have
also type size and format.

Despite these improvements in textbooks research
has demonstrated that most books are still too difficult
for the majority of pupils in the grades for which the
books are intended, that maps and pictures are inade-
quate and frequently are not well integrated with the
written material, and that too little is included in the
way of concrete example. These criticisms of text-
books apply more aptly to those for the secondary level
than to those for the elementary grades, but even on
the latter level many of them appear to be too difficult.
The criticisms apply more generally to hooks in history
than to those in geography, though not universally.

Scholarly accuracy has also increased, though one
thorough investigation found serious lags betv..cen the
first announcement of a new discovery or viewpoint
in American history.and its incorporation in American-
history textbooks. Stereotypes of peoples in other
nations occur in too great frequency. It has been
found, too, that textbooks in social and economic
problems do not change sufficiently rapidly to reflect
social and economic chances.

The size of textbooks has increased markedly in
recent years. American-history books for senior high
schools have doubled in length since 1910. Eight
economics texts published in the 1920's were found
to average 447 pages in length, whereas four books
published in the late 1930's averaged 5S9 pages. Re-
cent books in all five history courses commonly taught
in the secondary schools have averaged over SOO pages.
These increases in size correspond favorably with re-
search recommendations as to the superior merits of
extensive reading, the paucity of library resources, and
the expansion of the curriculum, and have met with
the approval of teachers.
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The number of pictures, maps. charts, and graphs
in textbooks has increased even more rapidly than the
size of the books. The median number of pictures in
six recently published American-history texts, for
example, was 251. Geography texts continue to lead
the field, however, with respect to the number of such
visual aids.

Authors of social-studies texts continue to be pre-
dominantly college teachers of subject matter. A study
made in 1940 showed that of 24 authors of social-
studies textbooks 38 were college professors of aca-
demic subjects, 22 were secondary-school teachers, 5
were college professors of education, and 19 were
school administrators and others. The tendency
toward multiple authorship has been especially notice-
able in recent texts (75: 377).

The increase in size of textbooks, although generally
approved, has meant in some cases an increase in the
number of topics treated rather than a fuller treatment
of prevailing topics. This characteristic has been
shown to limit seriously the effectiveness of a text and
is generally condemned. The need for simplification
of texts is evident in the results of numerous studies
of vocabulary, dates, names, and style. Research has
shown that textbook vocabulary burdens are often too
great for intended grade levels, that too many technical
terms are introduced, that too many difficult words
and technical ternis arc used only once or very few
times, that dates and names occur in unreasonable
profusion, and that there is entirely too little agree-
ment among authors as to dates and names of impor-
tance, a condition which the Report of the Committee
on American History in Schools and Colleges (7Z)
attempted to meliorate by suggesting minimum lists
of dates and names. The studies have shown a need
for simplification, and in some cases they have shown
that such simplification is possible and effective in
terms of pupil learning.

The selection of. textbooks is typically in the hands
of school administrators, although teachers are playing
an increasing role. A summary of the evidence on
selecting textbooks in the social studies (44: 60-74)
yielded the recommendations that (a) comprehensive,
objective criteria should be determined in advance, (h)
a small number of books should be tentatively chosen
after examination, and (c) final selection should be
made only after classroom tryouts.

THE SOCIAL-STUDIES LIBRARY AND THE READING
PROGRAM. The importance of a rich and plentiful
supply of books other than the textbook has long been
recognized in connection with social-studies instruc-
tion. Several lines of evidence from research con-
verge to give sanction to this emphasis. Furthermore.
research has repeatedly shown that existing supplies of
books were inadequate.. When secondary-school
teachers in New York State were asked by Wilson to
indicate their most pressing needs for the improvement
of instruction, the reply which outranked all others
was "more books" (80).

In practice, teachers' use of "collateral" or "supple-
mentary" readings has lagged far behind t'e recom-
mendations of educators and the findings of research.

With special reference to social-studies library books
Horn wrote in 1937: "There are today very few
schools, either elementary or secondary, that have
'equipment to meet the standards set up forty years
ago." The lag is due not only to the lack of books
but also to teachers' fanure to use available books.
To a limited extent, however, wider reading is on the
increase in the social studies, a trend paralleling the
decline of dependence on a single textbook.

Prevailing practices with regard to the reading pro-
gram in social studies have been surveyed in a number
of investigations. They agree in reporting that a
majority, but considerably less than all, of social-
studies teachers make systematic use of readings in
books other than the textbook. Greatest use, and, ac-.
cording to Swindler, "most efficient use," is made in
schools of medium size (see 45: 163). Kimmel found
that in New York State the lowest quantities of read-
ing per pupil were to be found in schools with enroll-
ments of under 150 and over 2500 (35),

Purposas claimed for collateral reading have been
variously collected and analyzed. Although the ac-
quisition of information is the common aim, the high
ranks given to the development of interest (especially
-in connection with bicgmphy and historical fiction)
and abilities (use of library, basic references, and the
historical method) are notable.

The value of wide reading as compared with little
or no reading has been fairly well established. Most
sinnificant findings in this respect are those of Good
and others in which extensive reading was found to be
more effective generally than intensive reading even
when the unit of time was equal for both methods
(30: Ch. 5). The relative values of different types of
reading; are much in need of further investigation.

Methods employed in the reading program must be
guided largely by teacher judgment and experience, for
experimental esidence is slight and inconclusive as to
its management. Two general principles commonly
emphasized, though supported only indirectly by re-
search, deal with the need for (a) effective motivation
of the reading assignment and (b) careful adjustment
of quantity, kind, and difficulty of readings to indi-
vidual differences. Carefully prepared collections such
as that of Carpenter (14) are helpful to teachers in this
respect.

Research on the problems of assigning and check-
ing readings has been confined to descriptive and
statistical surveys of prevailing practice. Norton,
Kimnicl, and others have found that teachers (a)
more often make reading assignments by topics than
by specified pages, (b) most frequently try to arouse
interest in reading books by reading excerpts or giving
résumés or annotations and by making constant refer-
ence to the book, (c) have pupils give oral reports
more frequently than written reports, and (d) com-
monly use reading cards as well as oral and written
reports to check pupils' readings and less commonly
use individual conferences and formal examinations
for this purpose (see 45: 140-42; 35).

Characteristics of books for the social-studies li-
brary and the bases for selecting them have been given
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considerable attention, and the results of research in
this direction have been commonly expressed in specific
bibliographies of reading references. Such bibliog-
raphies arc numerous and vary greatly as to kind and
merit. The book lists included in social-studies text-
books have been shown to be characteristically of poor
quality although some texts contain the best lists to be
found anywhere. There is no agreement among
authors of textbooks or compile;s of separate lists as
to what particular books should be included. Among
the most important earlier bibliographies of books
for the social-studies library were those of the 1921
committee headed by Bill (28), the 1924 committee
headed by Foster (21), and the lists by Swindler (66).
In special areas are the list of historical fiction by
Logasa (38); biography by Wilson and Wilson (79),
Ireland (31), and Logasa (37); American history for
slow learners by Carpenter (14); American regions by
Logasa (39); and geography by Branorn (57: Ch. 26).

MAPS. The map is of almost indispensable value to
the teacher of social studies. Maps have long been
used extensively in geography, and their use in history
and the other social studies is on the increase. !store
and better snaps appear in newer textbooks. hfost of
the experiments dealing with maps and globes and
their use have been carried on in connection with the
study of geography. Om of these studies have come
a number of conclusions or findings (sec 20; S7; 74:
246-48; 75: 351-59b

1. Children make numerous errors in trying to
read maps.

2. The reading of maps must be taught spccifi,:ally
and concretely,

3..Pupils can be taught to read maps with r. fair
degree of accuracy.

4. Without guidance pupils do not know whether
the wont or the dot indicates the location of a city
on the map.

5. The use of a scale of miles, the directions. the
reading of latitudes and longitudes, the direction of
river flow, and the key symbols for locating a place on
a map all require specific in;titiction.

6. The use of outline maps is an effective aid to
learning.

7. Real maps and hypothetical mops both have
teaching values.

S. Children do not require a knowledee of direc-
tions until they study geography.

9. Such terms as zone, latitude. and longitude re-
quire specific teaching.

10. Numerous studies prove that igitotance of com-
mon geographic facts-is widespread.

11. All geographic errors common to pupils are
also common among teachers.

12. Many students have not mastered. the simplest
descriptive ideas to be gained from a map by the time
they enter junior high school.

13. Teachers should not take for granted pupils'
ability to read maps.

14. It is doubtful that teaching ditlicult concepts
relating to sphericity of Oa earth is productive before
grades 6 or 7.

STUDIES

CHARTS AND GRAPHS. The use of graphic repre-
sentation of social data has increased significantly in
adult reading materials in recent years, ?aiming to the
need for increased school instruction in the use of
graphs and charts. The growth in the number of
charts and graphs in textbooks is a reflection of this
need. Though investigations have failed to point
clearly to the value of charts and graphs as learning
devices, there can he no doubt as to the social utility
of knowing how to use such devices. According to
Horn (30: 388) evidence indicates that the effectiveness
of instruction may be increased by employing graphical
representation, provided students have learned to read
charts and graphs.

Several studies, taken together, seem to indicate
that graphical interpretation can be taught at any
glade level, depending, of course, upon the degree of
difficulty of the type of representation. For example,
it has been shown that unit pictographs and develop-
mental picture charts can be used in the first grade.
Those graphs whose use and interpretation require
arithmetic skills and concepts should not, obviously,
be introduced before the skills and concepts are ac-
quired (sec 7).

PICTURES, The use of pictures of all kinds has been
shown to increase interest, under:oanding, and reten-
tion. The need for carefui selection and classroom
use of pictures is emphasized. however, by studies re-
vealing pupils' miscs,ticeptions gained from pictures
and the ineffectiveness of their random. use. Pictures
in textbooks have been found to vary greatly in nom-
ber, quality, caption a.:d textual
matter. Several studies agree in sAying that popils
must be taught to reA '.s:ttres. Others claim that
the toil possibilities and No.entia:;:ics or textbook pic-
ture, hase not bei.ri real, teach:is assume
picture tending ability on the part of their pupils and
that iapiis v. ill autoir..tic::ly ir,:cgrate st ritten and
pietori.:1 material. lu nil i re.; et. picture% in LIC.4.11;-
lailly hooks are better thin tho,e in other texts. but
tit: intuited iniprovemenl in teeen*. hooks in the entire
so::ilstadies field is noticeable. In general the value
ot pietares as aids to 1,-;:rnig has been shown to vary
inversely with age. intelligence. and reading ability.
Colored pictures scan to he superior to black and
white pictures. at leust in the te..zhing of third-grade
geoprapIty.

1 he relative merits of diticreat kinds of pictures
'have not been adequately studied. It is probable. And
some research indicates. that the textbook illustration,
the loose print, the op.intie projection, the lantern
slide. the still film, the silent motion picture, and the
sound motion picture each has its distinctive advan-
tage for specific purposes. For this reason it is rather
specious to attempt to compare one kind with another
as to general value. "1 has experimental comparisons
between lantern slides and moving pictures, between
sound and silent motion picturo, and between sound
films and film strips have yielded conflicting evidence.
Horn (30: 369-70) has suited that "the trend of opinion
now seems to be that the results obtained from still
pictures approximate those from motion pictures except
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where movement or a sequence of events is to be por-
trayed."

Research in the field of motion pictures in the social-
studies field seems to indicate that they (a) contribute
to accuracy and meaningfulness of pupils' concepts,
(b) stimulate the imagination, (c) are l'articularly
helpful in informational areas to pupils of low ability
and in the area of atmosphere to pupils of superior
ability, (d) contribute to retention, (e) help to in-
crease and maintain interest, (f) cause pupils to par-
ticipate more frequently in discussions, (g) interfere
with learning time concepts and chronology, (h) make
their greatest contributions where people are con-
cerned and in the areas of causal, economic, and social
relationships, (i) are more effective if the class has
been prepared for the showing of the film, and (j) tend
to be more effective when they arc shown more than
once and are adequately discussed (30: 373-75; 85).
A number of films for American history and problems
courses have been evaluated by Hartley (27). See also
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS.

RECORDINGS. Though many claims for the use of
recordings have been made, little experimentation has
been reported in the social-studies field to prove or
disprove the assertions. An extremely limited amount
of evidence, not enough to support any broad general-
izations, indicates that estimates of the effectiveness
of recording, with respect to some outcomes,. may
have been optimistic.

RADIO. The use of the radio in the social-studies
classroom has certain advantages: it brings experiences
from the outside world which could never otherwise
have been provided; it develops interest and attention:
it permits listening to "spot" news under teacher control
and direction; it is useful in influencing attitudes, par-
ticularly because of its dramatizing possibilities. On
the other hand, the radio should be used advisedly. It
tends to dull the higher mental processes and make
listeners less critical. It should be viewed as a sup-
plementing, not as a supplanting, device. It is subject
to many of the same limitations as other forms of
oral presentation. Finally, it appears that if the same
information in printed form is equally well arranged
and adapted to pupils who are to make use of it, the
radio should not be used (30: 327-34; 77). See also
RADR) EDUCATION.

Evaluation and measurement. Evaluation includes
the entire process through which teachers attempt to
appraise pupil achievement and pupil growth. Meas-
urement is a more limited process through sshich one
secures objective data such as scores. Evaluation is
an inclusive term which embraces all kinds of objective
measures and subjective appraisals.

General surveys of social-studies testing may be
classified into two groups: those which arc primarily
historical and descriptive and those which are evalu-
ative and analytical. Studies of the former type have
furnished an abundance of specific information, of
which only part can be mentioned here.

The chief means of measurement in social studies
for generations were oral quizzing during the recita-
tion period and essays written in response to stated

questions. The first published objective tests in the
social studies appeared in history and geography be-
tween 1914 and 1920. Literally scores of new tests
appeared in the 1920's. After 1930 fewer new tests
were published; an increasing use was made of new
editions of established series of tests, such as the Iowa
Every Pupil Tests and the Cooperative Tests, and of
general achievement tests which contained sections on
the sociarstudies. Between 1936 and 1939 a valuable
aid to teachers in the form of four Bulletins contain-
ing collections of test items in the fields of American
history, world history, economies, and government was
made available by the National Council for the Social
Studies (4). For the most part the items in the several
tests and these Bulletins deal with informational and/or
skill outcomes. Recently some attention has been
given to the "measurement of understanding," a not-
too-ss ell-defined term which has been used to cover
both tangibles and intangibles (see 56: Ch. 5).

Social-studies teachers were slow to adopt objective
testing. Wilson (80: 173) reported in 1938 that only
half of a number of social-studies teachers who were
queried favored objective tests; one third preferred
essay tests and the remainder liked a combination of
the two. The most common types of objective test
items which haVe been found in teacher -made tests
have been completion, short- answer, and true-false.

Serious inadequacies in testing practices in the social
studies have repeatedly been revealed by surveys.
Essay-type examinations have been shown to lack
reliability under customary conditions. (See also
Exssi [NATIONS.) Objective examinations, on the other
hand, although characteristically possessing a higher
decree of reliability than essay examinations, have
often been found lacking with respect to validity. This
deficiency, though more common in teacher-made
tests, li:as also been found to exist with respect to some
publi- lied tests. Most serious deficiencies are: (a)
faulty item constructiou which permits testees to select
the correct response on the basis of grammatical con-
sistency, verbal association, or other irrelevant clues;
(b) too little use of the multiple-choice form, which
has been shown to be the most generally useful in.
social studies; (c) encouragement of mcmoriter learn-
ing of isolated facts; (d) the narrow range of outcomes
tested, often consisting of emphasis on factual informa-
tion at the expense of insights, understandings, and
attitudes.

But research has made a positive contribution to
testing in social studies; it has demonstrated how many
of the common faults may he corrected. Essay
examinations can be improved by dear and definite
phrasing of questions, by establishing specific criteria
for judging answers, by restricting the outcomes to be
measured by each question, and by concealing the
name of the test writer from the test reader until a
mark has been determined. Objective tests may be
improved by close attention to careful construction,
such as avoiding verbal .and grammatical clues, provid-
ing clear directions, arranging items in order of diffi-
culty, and the like: by applying statistical procedures
for item analysis and test revision; and by phrasing
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items to avoid textbook language and memoriter re-
sponses. See TESTS, Act' ;EVE NI ENT.

The movement for the measurement of noninforma-
tional or "intangible" outcomes of instruction in the
social studies, which has played a major part in test-
ing research since the late 1930's, originated in research
findings which showed that usual testing practices were
confined to a very limited number of objectives of
the social studies. This very obvious deficiency led
research workers to undertake the study and develop-
ment of appropriate instruments of measurement and
of other devices for evaluation of instruction. The
areas of evaluation and measurement of intangible
and partly tangible outcomes in the social studies to
which attention has been given fall into five categories,
several of which are partially overlapping: attitudes,
study skills, critical thinking, interests, and behavior.
In each of these areas nt least several evaluating de-
vices (not all cf which are restricted to the socinl
studies) have been published, and many others have
been constructed and utilized by researchers for special
purposes and experiments.

The development of attitude scales had an origin
independent of the social-studies field. Social-studies
teachers as a whole have been slow to make use of the
good instruments available, such as the Wrightstone
Scale of Chic Beliefs. the Remmers Master Attitudes
Scale for the Measurement of Attitude Toward any
Social Institution. and the Eight-Year Study Scale of
Beliefs. See Armunrs.

Much progress has been made in the measurement of
study skills. Sign:fie:hit contril,utions include the Iona
Every Pupil Tests of Basic Study Skills, Wrightstone's
Cooperative Test of Social Studies Abilities, the exten-
sive collections of selected items prepared by Morse
and McCune (43). and a number of the tests developed
in the Eight-Year Study (rce 641: These instruments
have demonstrated the possibility of measuring ob-
jectively such elusive factors as the ability to use
books, to interpret maps. graphs, and pictures, to
understand generalizations, to make associations, to
apply principles, to acquire data, to make discrimina-
tions, to evaluate sources, and other abilities. Meas-
ures of the ability to think critically, in a large sense
a composite of a number of the abilities noted above,
are represented by Wrightstone's Test of Critical
Thinking in the Social Studies. the Watson-Glaser Test
of Critical Thinking, and similar instruments, e.g.
those developed at Cornell University and those used
in the Eight-Year Study.

Attempts to appr:sise the area of interest have taken
the forms of interest inventories and check lists and
interviews. Behavior has generally been evaluated
through the interpretation of rating scales, anecdotal
records, and other recorded observation of conduct.
(Ste, re evaluation and measurement in social studies
50; 51; 52; 56; 64: 75: 551-89).

Teachers should recognize that different tests which
they may use in social-studies classes measure different
functions. The usual custom of accepting a single
rating as an appraisal of pupil achievement is open to
serious criticism; it ignores other aspects of the achieve-

ment and growth of the individual pupil. The assign-
ment of a rating for each of several factors is recom-
mended, the recommendation being based on evidence
as to the correlations which obtain among different
types of tests. For example, tests of information, and
particularly vocabulary tests, have been found to be
closely related to general intelligence and general read-
ing ability. Attitude tests typically give low positive
correlations with both intelligence and information
tests. The fact that low correlations have been found
'-stween reliable tests of the essay and objective types
suggests that they are measuring essentially different
factors.

The social-studies teacher. In this discussion the
"social-studies teacher" will be considered to he one
who devotes all or most of her time to the social-
studies field; this definition automatically eliminates
elementary-school teachers as they are teachers of all
fields. Social-studies teachers, so defined, until the
last two decades, were teachers who had been trained
in history primarily, with minors in other social
sciences or other fields. A few had majors in one or
another of the other social sciences. But more re-
cently many institutions have established social-studies
or "broad fields" majors, usually requiring some degree
of concentration in one subject (often history) and a
pattern of supporting courses in several of the other
social sciences. Typical requirements are 24 semester
hours in history and 20 hours distributed among eco-
nomics, political science, sociology- geography, or any
two or three of these subjects. Such plans represent
appreciable advances over the older concentration pat-
terns, at least from the standpoint of the preparation
of a teacher who is increasingly being required to take
note of the whole social-studies field in her teaching.

The training of social-studies teachers is complicated
by the problem of teaching combinations. It has been
reported that two thirds of all social- studies teachers
have some assignment outside the fieldusually Eng-
lish, but every conceivable combination has been
recorded. Howeverand certainly from the stand-
point of the social studiesa more serious aspect of
the teaching-combination problem is the very frequent
assignment of teachers whose primary training is in
other fields to social-studies instruction. There ap-
peals to be a widespread belief that anyone who can
read can teach social studies, a condition which prob-
ably contributes in no small measure to the prevalence
of verbalistic and unsatisfactory learning in social
studies.

The large number of social-studies teachers who
pursue or have pursued graduate work indicates a ris-
ing standard in the field. However, graduate-school
practice of closing advanced courses to nonsocial-
studies majors because of the lack of prerequisites
tends to drive many teachers into more education
courses and into the specialization of their under-
graduate work. Graduate schools thus tend to prevent
many social-studies teachers from securing a broad
training on the higher level and from correcting de-
ficiencies which handicap their teaching. There is
some slight trend, however, toward permitting gradu-
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ate students to major in a "broad field" similar to that
of their undergraduate work. The need for individu-
alizing the graduate-study programs of social-studies
teachers has been demonstrated by Kerbow (49: Ch. 3).

There is evidence of a certain amount of in-service
growth of social-studies teachers, but this growth is
not at all even. In New York State Wilson (80:
Ch. 7) found that 36 per cent of a group of social-
studies leachers were eneaged in some kind of experi-
ment; that nearly 17 per cent had written for publica-
tion; that a third had traveled widely in the United
States; and that a fifth had been to Europe. On the
other hand, Wilson also found that nearly one quarter
did not read a daily newspaper, that social-studies
teachers rarely belong to civic organizations or partici-
pate in public affairs. that they often write theses ont-
side their field, and that many read few professional or
critical magazines. Hawkinson (see 75: 27) found that
fewer than one half of a large group of teachers read
even one professional book a year. The increasing
professional consciousness of large numbers of
teachers, however, is evidenced by the increasing
membership of such national organizations as the
National Council for the Social Studies and the
National Council of Geography Teachers and by the
rapidly multiplying local organizations. as is shown by
the investigation made by 0a.eley in 1939 (53: Ch. 8).
By 1946 at least half of the states boasted .state
councils for the social studies. and there were in addi-
tion several regional councils and an indeterminate
number of local groups.

Some studies of the omits of good teachers of social
studies have been made. although such traits cannot
he clearly distinguished from traits of good teachers
in general. A study of student-teacher relationships
by Bush (13) indicated that the most effective relation-
ships existed when the teacher was well adjusted to
her job; when she had keen insight into and an objec-
tive attitude toward students and student behavior;
when she possessed a favorable attitude toward coun-
seling. a fair and sympathetic point of view, an ade-
quate grasp of the subject, the ability to make the class
seem valuable and to explain and assist, and a likable
personality; when she had purposes. social beliefs,
and interests similar to those of her students and a
belief that her students were well adjusted academic-
ally; and where the students had abilities and achieve-
ment in accordance with their potentialities.

A valuable summary of studies of the traits of good
teachers of the social studies, which concludes with a
self-rating scale derived from the findings. has been
made by Michener (9: Ch. 1). See also TEACHER
ELH:CATION-V. CHRRICULAJNI.

Needed research. When one summarizes what is
definitely known. in the teaching of the social studies,
he is impressed by the paucity of convincing conclu-
sions. They seem to be so few, so tentative, and so
limited as to leave the whole field wide open for the
repetition of Isrevious studies and the indefinite expan-
sion into other areas, topics, and problems. The fol-
lowing paragraphs are intended merely to direct atten-
tion to some of the more urgent needs of research.

The history of textbooks, equipment, and methods
needs to be expanded. Studies of the influence of the
report of the Committee of Seven or of any other
report would be useful contributions. Surveys of con-
temporary offerings seem to meet an appreciative re,
sponse. Although their value is not very enduring
they are soon absorb, t into a larger picturethey
furnish temporary guidance and help to define the di-
rection of developments,

Research can never determine objectives, but syn-
theses of opinions, analyses of social trends and pur-
poses, and descriptions and classifications of educa-
tional purposes can be significant and influential.
Frequent inquiries into the state of opinion need to be
made, and the adjustment of educational to social ob-
jectives is a never-ending task, Further research in
the selection of curricular content can be directed
toward making general principles, such as utility,
lenrnability, and accuracy, specifically workable,
toward the repetition of extant techniques, and toward
the discovery of new techniques. Future research
might well be directed toward the discovery of more
inclusive, workable, and acceptable techniques, toward
harmonizing objectives and curriculum content, and
toward selecting materials which clearly reflect the

-needs of the community in which they are to be used.
Perhaps the most fruitful results will come from
numerous attempts to apply available principles and
techniques to local situations.

Further research in curricular organization of the
social studies might well be directed toward the evalu-
ation of existing forms as well as toward evolving new
ones. Materials organiaed such a mariner as to
meet the approval of scholars, teachers, and curricu-
lum' makers might be tried out, measured, and con-
trasted with other forms. Determining the relative
merits of a unit and a topic might not lead to con-
clusive results, but it would at least be more convinc-
ing than mere arguments. Additional research in
grade placement might well be focused upon the ar-
rangement of sequential materials and the application
of them to a few selected pupils throughout a period
of years. upon further work in the difficulties of words
and skills, and upon a closer study of the stages of
child development. The discovery of special tastes,
interests. and abilities oilers some hope of a negative
as well as a positive nature.. While no definitive re-
sults in terms of the grade assignment of materials
can be expected, it should he possible to locate some
elements, if not topics and problems, in terms of the
primary and intermediate grades and the junior and
senior high schools,

In the social studies there are many aspects of the
problem of learning which are in need of further re-
search, and many of them have the appeal of specificity
and tangibility of returns. Further analyses of the re-
lation of both first-hand and vicarious experience to
learning and of the function of language in social
learning at the several grade levels should be fruitful,
and such special elements as time, place, vocabulary,
and study tools, such as maps, graphs, tables, etc.; need
further illumination. The relative effectiveness of
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group and individual experiences is not completely
understood.

Research has demonstrated the complexity of
method and the futility of comparing various pattern
methods. However, the effects of equipment and the
value of devices can probably be ascertained quite
definitely, and such elements as questioning. rules for
studying, pupil reports, etc. can probably be segre-
gated and evaluated. The problems of the social-
studies library and reading lists for particular courses
should receive recurring attention.

The most needed research in social-studies testing
is that which would deal with attitudes and other out-
comes not satisfactorily measured by conventional
paper-and-pencil tests. The measurement of conduct,
such as choosing radio programs, reading books, and
participating in community activities, should receive
more attention, for conduct is a measure of the effects
of teachinct and as such it deserves the attention of
test makers.

Research relating to current events, community
study, and propaganda is inadequate. The funda-
mental value of knowing current events remains to
be demonstrated. The parts which the teacher and
the pupil should play in community study need clarifi-
cation. The development of methods to offset propa-
ganda has not yet reached a satisfactory stage.

EDWIN R. CARI:t
&CAR B. WESLLY
WILBUR F. MurtRA, 1941 Edition
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SOCIAL STUDIES. '1 he term -social sttid
i used in this article to indicate those areas
of the school ctlrtiwlunt whose content deals
directly with human relationships.' Economies.
for example, deals with man's coiperative plans
for making a On the otherhand, at ith.
metic i5 1101 one of the sotial similes because
its content deals with numbers and processes
and is only incidentally Nodal. All subjects
prestuttably meet Inman oceds and so Rase
social purposes, but only in the social studies is
the content as well as the purpose SM,i.11.

For the sake of clarity it is well to distinguish
the social studies from the social sciences. The
latter arc those bodies of scholaily materials
which deal with human relationships. 'Utley
are the products of research, tlioieflit, and ex
perience. On the other hand, the social studies
arc chase portions of the social sciences which
have been selected for instructional purposes.
The teacher of the social studies must he a
student of the social sciences, hut, fully as im-
portant. lie must reorganize and simplify them
for his students. In other Avoids, he must be
a curriculum maker.

The social studies derive their names and. in
general. their content from the social sciences.
Thus history, cconotnics, geography, and so
ciology are terms used to designate subjects
which arc both social sciences and social stitches
although the latter are supposed to he simpli
tied and reorganized portions of the former.
In the case of political science the dilfertence is
clarified by using such words as "civics," "citi

tenship," and "government" to ticsiTiate those
portions of political science ninth ate ttsctl in
the curriculum. It is pethaps unfortunate that
the different levels of each subject ate not,
designated by dillerent words, but the plinciple
is clearly indicated by the terms "political sci
ence" and " civics."

It should be carefully noted that the term
social studies refers to a field and not to a sub.
jcct, and most emphatically it dues nut refer to
a particular kind of organization. 'l ite term
cannot properly be limited to airs scheme or
type of fusion or integration. Neither should
the terns be i',.(1 in the singular. Confusion
is certain to lollow the use ul the tem) social
nutlY, for when thus used it loses its significance
as designating a field and becomes uu innocuous
phrase which can properly. although vaguely,
be applied to botany, atitIttnetic, or any other
study.

The social studies must ft equently taught in
the schools are geograph), history. sociology,
economics, and cities. Other courses, such as
current carts. nelson:114y cletclopment, man.
nets. occupations, business training, continua-.
dal law, etc., me sometimes calitil sotial stud.
ies and are often assigned to the social.stticlies
teachers. -Illy line between social content and
other kinds of content cannot he thawit sharply,
and the tentleticy has been to include, rather
than exclude, subjects which hate any definite
social content.

Each of the traditional subjects liar appeared
in various for its. Thus geography has been
labeled as commerc..11. social, economic,
Ili:IL human. rcginnal, political, and physical.
I'ItssicaI geography, Inovever. ritaLes no claim
to being a pats of the social studies. The
customary courses in history arc ancient, me.

I. world, arid American. Varia-
nuns of these, such as Creek. Roman, recent
American, etc., ate sometimes taught. and state
and local history has made quite a T1 eXtell sive
place for itself in both the elementary and high.
school grades. Stich courses as economic his.
tory, Pacific history, Latin American history,
current history, agricultural history. and his.
tory of (Ile West have occasionally heen offered.
Sociology has appeared as social problems, cur
rent problems, and rural sociology. Economics
has appeared under various titles. such as mak-
ing a lit lag. everyday economics, and economic
problems. Civics has been labeled as commu
%sy civics, economic civics, vocational civics. so-
cial civics, citizenship, civil government. govern.
ment, and international relations. One of the
most frequent courses found is problems of
democracy, which combines materials from soci
°logy, economics, and civics.
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Research In the social studies. Logically
there could be no research in the field of the
social studies prior to 19113 when the phrase
received its first official sanction and its nturnen.
tutu toward widespread tis.:ge, 'I here have
been. of course, numerous studies iii the var-
ious subjects both before and after that date.
'ibe designation and description of periods of
research tend to imply an otersiniplification.ol
the problem, but them is SuiriCient Cs ltiviste to
justify the tentatise listing of duce.

Period 1, extending from the 1890's to around
1916, *was characterized by emphasis upon the
ones. formal multi tirrictiltm) proposals.
statements of general and somewhat unrealistic
objectives, and descriptions of extant currier'
hums.

Period IL from about 1916 to about 1)33,
was charactelizril by herculean ell iris unr,nd
objectivity. Research was concerned milt
dozens of technitpls hit I lie selection of r ti
liCt111)111 content. yaried horns of cirri it-ilium
organization, textbooks. courses ill study. history
and status of the corritolum comp:trans e
methods, objectif I. tests, equipment. supyrvi
:ion, scabtdary studies. teacher preparation.
and problems of learning.

Period 1U, since 19:13. has been characterind
by an ilicreasing emphasis upon the social sct
sing, social rather than individual objectiy es.
testing utitcmnes 1)4.'01111 11111101111.11inii. and Con.

.tiottal study of curriculum organiz,ition.
It should Ire terognitcd that else peliods

overlap, and not all trends are prominent In
every part of the period inclitaleil. For es
ample. ntanv studies of the enumeration t.pc
persisted after 1933, and coiliculum studies
have been numerous in each petiod. Its spite
of these exceptions the general outlines of the
periods as given abuts have some yalitlity

The problems studied arc not trasilv
lied, but probably a third of rep rted studies
deal with the history and status of the s-aritnis
social-studies subjects. with objet dyes. and will)
the selection of curriculum content. Resew., It
in the social studies has followed the trends and
patterns of research hi the whole held of edit.
cation- Many investigators merely used the so-
cial studies as a field in which its employ the
techniques and principles which were devel-
oped in education.

Current research is paying lets attention to
(n) methods, (b) techniques and devices, (r)
textbooks, and (d) the history of the social stud-
ies in the curriculum. Greater stress is being
placed upon (a) the social setting. (b) charac-
teristics of pupils. (r) attempts to measure in-
tangible outcomes. and (d) the opinions of both
pupils and teachers. Less faith is being at-

cached to statistical studies, and more reliance
is 'icing placed upon judgments of 'Values.
This means, of (Quist:, a diminution in reseuich
strictly defined. Cut rent, as well as past, re-
scattlt tend, o focus upon peripheral rather
than fundantelital problems.

Development of the social :tidies as school
sobjects.t (history. it is impossible to say
when history became a school subject. Scat
teted references front ancient and biblical his-
tory clearly indicate that the earliest civilized
people appreciated the chic and religious value
of hiswiy. In Greek and Roman times hero
tales and dramatic episodes were certainly
imight in the m hools. Doling the Middle Ages
the chinch intioduced the history 01 its leaders,
achievements, and doctrines into the i urrieultnn
of their schools. by the time of Cummins fit
16)0) history had Will a recognized place in
dicory, and by MO it bad woo a Loge plate.
in practice. AVitile early. courses welt episodal.
personal. and dramatic, they soon tended 141
come lomat and citalo..!,ic. Weise in the seven
teettill censure and P.(411.61%114 ;11141 11,4,4114W in
the ei;411trentli criuuit atlyocartil tic uttlizatiou
of conteniporaty mews, the inclusion of social
data, and the vitalizing of the imitative by
s igorous 1114:1114,ds,

it.: \ :itutica history gainal catty It.-ogifition
in the schools. '1 Itc. first testimolf in United
States bigot) appealed in 17S,7. Its Itifll five
textbooks in V. it Id hit,t0V., thIct' in ..Int:Ticall
lti,.tory, and one in ;indent liktoiy lid been

in the 111fitd St:tte. Iii IS27 Massa-
chusetts requited the leaching of Arne' icto
tor y in the la.gr towns, :mil by 1S:10 fifteen
textbooks it the subjet I serve ;111.114k.

late as Isa;(1, howl:yet, toils a mere liarrion of
the pupils in elementary school, were ttocl,ing
history, but four Nell England mates and N'ir.
ginia sciptirt1 the teatliiiio of history at smite
grade les el.

Ity 1900 history, oilier than Antericao. was
taught to ns per cent of the high-school pupils
in the United States: history had also gained a
prominent plates in the plop,ron% of r lnicouiy
schools. Aliliongli SY, of the 41 states prescribed
American history, it is doubtful that these
requiremeirts truly reflect the actual situation.
The publication in 1899 of the report of the
Committee of Seven of the .1tnerican Histori-
cal Atsociatinn marks a lanclmaik in the de.
velopment of history teaching. This report
and the almost universal requirements of col
le4.7,es quickly forced the high schools to give
more time to history. fly 19I0 over 90 per
cent of them offered ancient history: and 13
per cent offered English hictol v.. ;;bout 70

1 Thiel section is based mainly on Tryon (35).
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per cent of the schools required American his.
tory. History continued to receive emphasis
in the elementary grades; by 1910 history was
taught its grade 8 in almost es cry school in the
United States. After the report of the Com-
mittee on Social Studies of the Commission
on the Reorganization of Secondary Education
in 19I6 history began to suffer a definite,
though by no means rapid. diminution in both
rite elementary and highschool grades. This
diminution is still going on, accompanied by a
'corresponding rise in the attention given to the
other social studies.

IVhile the history textbooks of 1900 were
quite nationalistic, catalogic, and personal, they
were systematic and clear. The traditional
episodes, heroes, and topics were given large
space. The elementary grades began to bunk
away from this routine story, and by 1920 this
trend was also discernible in the high schools.
The lessening emphasis upon history has tended
to bring about some changes within the subjet t.
such as more space clesotecl to escryclay life,
inventions, commerce, agriculture. and eve
cially upon recent occurrences.

Civics and government, The Constitution
of the United States early became a topic for
school study. By ISJO a number of textbooks
were on the mat ket and se% cral academics ol.
fermi comses in government. law, anti the Cott.
stitution. By the close of the Civil War "Cis il
government" had become the model °tiering,
By 1890 it is probable that sonic such course
was offered in a sixth of the schools. By 1900
"civics" had displaced the term "cif it govern
merit" in about half the schools where the lat
ter had been taught. As late as 1911, howeser.
only about 16 per cent of the schools taught
either of these subjec ts. The tend tow.nii
civics beeatnc very strong; by 1923 some of its
elements were taught in escry grade of mans
elementary schools, and about three fourths ol
the schools offered a formal course in grade 8.
Government or advanced civics won a large
place in the senior high school, being offered
in every school in many states. Community
civics has enjoyed a wide popularity in grade
3. Since 1930 it has lost some of its popularity.
but no definite trend its the subjects that re
place it can yet be discerned.

The content of early civics and government
courses was chiefly concerned with the study of
the structure of government. While some
meager attention was given to local and state
government, the great emphasis was upon fed.
eral government. Books and courses abounded
in lists of officers, salaries, terms, and districts.
Shortly after 1900 a few textbooks tried to em
phasize the functions rather than the structure

of government. A. B. Hart's Actual Govern-
utent (1903) and A. NV. Duntt's The Comma.
pity and the Citizen (1007) were typical of this
newer trend, "rite cis.us and government texts
of the last twenty years have shown an increas
ing trend toward functional p' reesses and ac-
tual community actis hies. Those fur senior
high school tend to stress the war k federal
boards, commissions, and agencies, but they
have by no intans eliminated the descriptions
of formal structures and procedures.

Cleoginithy, Geography had an early devel
opment as a pure science and as an aid to nai
gallon and exploration. Modern school geog
raphy has passed through three periods of de.
velopment. Before 1800 it seas chiefly con-
cerned with timps and chat is and the location
of land and water ((snits. ft was taught inci-
dentally as a part of oat ig3 Lion and astronomy.
Commits, Rousseau, Pestaloiti, Kriisi, and Rim
ter conti andel! to the development of geug
raptly, which by 1$00 had changed from a
formal study of hooks and maps to a science
contented with the earth and its inhabitants.
The third pet iod limy be dated from about 1900
and is one marked by great emphasis upon
human getsoraphy although its economic and
paniculatly its commercial aspects are by no
means neglected. Throughout most of its his.
I.-try geography has been regarded primarily as
a itatural stacnce, but to a limited c\tent in the
second period and to an increasing extent in
the third period it has been siewed more and
more as one rif the social studies.

Ily geography was offered in several
American schools. Botrowitio front Germany,
William Woodbridge, Arnold Guyot, and Fran.
cis Parker did much to popttiatize the study of
geography in America. Gityot introduced the
"human" element in his textbook, published in
186t3, and in 1891 A. K Frye shifted the empha
its from political to physical geography. The
regional concept was developed by A. P. Brig.
ham and C. T. NIcFarlatte in 1916. Ilv that
year geography was taught in more that' 90 per
cent of the schools and in several different
grades. While geography has received its full.
est rich moo ficriuent treatment in the elemen-
tary schools, it has manifested itself in two
highschool courses. From IS90 to 1910 physical
geography enjoyed a wide populatity, particu.
larly in grade 9. After the latter date the
emphasis ssas shifted to commercial geography.
There is now considerable agitation (or the
introduction of regional or human gertraphy
into the highs school.

School geography has borne the onus of being
a rather catalogic subject. As late as 1900 the
textbooks abounded in lists of cities, rivers,
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Jays, lakes, mountains, products, industries. and
other details. Chile contemporary geography
is still susceptible to this arid treatment, it
also lends itself to a functitmal treat II lent.
Its present emphasis upon man's use of the
earth has tended to lessen the stress placed
upor physical details. While much of its con-
tent is physical, its more significant elements
are generally t'assified as social.

Economics. The former course name, "pc>.
litical economy," Clearly indicates that eco-
nomics in the schools originated as a study of
public 'welfare. The affairs of alt individual
were pertinent only if they assisted the motto
mist to understand the welfate of a whole peo.
ple. tinder the name "political economy" the
subject was introduced into a lw schools as
early as 1832. Its popularity varied emit toutols
front state to state. By 1893 only about 5 pet
cent of the high schools °Octet! the subjto
By 190 the word "economics" had gentialls
replaced the older terns. By 1911 mine than a
fourth of the ghouls olletecl econontio,. high
the percentage of silt °Hinle, ecutoonits
and the number of pupils taking the su:,io
Ione intreased olds slightly in resent tc.tts.
While there is 11(111.: (1. if ICIRC to indt( AR. dm
increase in the popularity of e«moillics as a

sepatate subjct. there is abundant reason fear
saying that the economic emitceo of other
courses, such as problems and social issues. is
gaining increased attention.

The early courses in political eLonotity
quite lot mat and :Hid. (Vice. potfessors Dos'
to simplify Adam Smith, Itiondo. and 1. S.

Itfill and succeeded none too well. The hooks
stressed definitions, logical structure, and eco
notnic lases. The foto formal disisimis were
uniformly repeated. After 1900 many ctnatan
materials and citric? etc instances were written
into the textbooks, and sections on proposed
reforms were included. thus indicating some
faith ht the possibilities of human control of
economic forces.

S°0.010g5'. Soei°107\* is the latest arrival
among the social studies. Its first appear ante
was its 1911. It made slow gains. reaching;
about 25 per cent of the high schools of the
North Central Association by 1919 and about
15 per cent of those of the entire country.
In 1922 only 5:3.000 students were enrolled in
the subject, and no appreciable gain has since
been made. As in the case of economics. how.
ever, these statistics do not tell the who's steno
for many topics. elements, and ideas ft om so.
ciology have been incorporated its sods courses
as social problems. nn rent social issues. and
problems of democracy.

The courses in high-school sociology, until

very recently, were largely concerned with fac
tual surveys of the criminals. paupers. kettle
minded, divorced, unemployed. aad other ptub.
lems and ills of society. lit other words, the
course was one in social pathology. and the
normal functions of social institutions were
scarcely even indicated. As a separate subject
its the high schools sociology has not made an
impressive record. It is possible, however, that
the recent emphasis upon normal functions
will give it renewed appeal.

Other courses. Other courses which allelic
be regarded as belonging to the social studies.
such as pat and town:cad:11 law. cur-
rent events, and vatiations of phases of the
other social studies. are frequently offered.
None of these has gained wider ;it ceptance than
problems of democracy. This course, a fusion
of economic, political, and social problems. 1V7IS
I CCIA11111C111.1Cd in 1!.116 by die Committee on
Social Studies and rapidly gained wide popu-
larity. Six states :mole it a required coots:.
and it has persisted its spite of its unenthusiastic
treatment by teachers. The title indicates ohs
it less taken otter moth I of the content formtois
cotoht in economics, ,43VC1 Mot rlt.:and SO( 10102 V.

VaIitnIS 1111100w /.41 ,.d,
grated, or unified courses dcignaied as "social
scOmce" or "stoial AucEos." These unrest:thee
terms have been used to indicate that cite classes
were ooing to study It fold lather than a sob.
jeer. In actual piactite thus hiss had no utti
furor content. The name l,:'s hidden otther
than revealed the I13Ittre of the content.

Present status. Pelham a clearer picture of
the typical oflerines in the social studies can
he presented Iry listing what seem to be the
central tendencies in each grade (3S: 136).
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Grade I

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

cnniouttlity, holidays, Indians,
civic virtues

leolidass, primitive
life, civic virtues
1USIOriCal stories. primitive life.
geography. Woe,' aphies
Early American history. state or
local history, geography
Early American history, later
American history, geography,
cities
Recent American history, Euro-
pean backgrounds of American
history, geography
Early American history, geogra-
phy, civics
Recent American history, Ameri-
can history, civics
Civics, ancient and medieval his.
tory
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Grade 10 World history. modern history
Grade II American history, economics, so

vial problems
Grade 12 American history, problems of

democracy. economics, sociology,
Atnerican government

Objectives, The objectives of social-studies
instruction cannot be determined by research.
They are explssions of judgment as to values
and so emerge from philosophy rather than
from research. Research has. nevertheless. been
concerned with objectives in two significant
ivays. It has guided investigations which have
collected and classified objectives, and it liars

stimulated the reduction of generalized aims to
their specific component elements. Resean .11

efforts of both types have Clarified the thinking
of curriculum makers_ and tended to make
teaching none purposive. it should be _dme ly
recognized, howeter. that research has been ef-
(cense only when applied in its proper role, i.e.
after and not before the floulamental subjec
tine jO(17,11CIllS as to purpose have been Made.

Statements Of the ol.jcctivei of socialstudies
teaching hate been long, numerou:, and th-
verse. In addition to dies,. formal statements
objectiycs have often been tett:alert in the actual
content k:f courses of studs., textbooks, and
aminations. Front listed objectises research in
estigators Ita1-e: summarized what purposes arc
elaimcd: hoot the Later they has e analyzed
what purposes :Ire practiced. It 1 Imithl be
!toted that I./aimed objectives have ref eised
much more attention than practiced objectives
although the hiatus between the two is a com
monplace and the greater significance of the
latter is prem.

Summaries of stated objectives clafsified
torically have revealed trends in educational
philosophy as it has impinged upon the role
claimed for social studies. Thus a tahniation
of the aims of teaching risks during the period
1897 to 1925 shows a decline in emphask net
understanding the structure of government and
a corresponding ..,:rease nit the functions of
government and the ,raining of citizens. Be-
tween IftS8 and 1927 th,: tints in tenrhing Amer
ican history shifted their focus front mental
discipline to citizenship. In the same period
there was an increased emphasis on the "social
aims" of American history and upon tl:e specific
objective "to understand the present in the
light of the past."

When current lists of objectives have been
studied and classified with a view to discern-
ing patterns of purpose, the results have heel'
most discouraging. Investigators in this area
have repeatedly commented on the nebulosity

of the verbiage, the prevalence of slogans and
stereotypes, the prodigious number of the state.
mein% and the failure to differentiate among
the objectives of ditielent courses and different
grade locale. \Viten iosight and judgment
have been Inought to bear upon the pioblents
of organizing the tabulated Lists. the outcome
has often been a relatively logical classification
that has been at least potentially influential on
practice. Lists of this is pc have been set up by
Ilarap (10), Swindler (33), Parker (see 28: 73-
93), Beard (4), and NVesley 170-72). In
general they have suggested the classification
of objectis es tinder suds headings as: (n) knowl-
edge arid understanding: (it) skills, abilities.
and habits: (r) ideals and attitudes.

Several insestigations have attempted to es
tablish the relative importance of different olr
jectives he tabulating them in order of fre
fluency of mention or by submitting lists to
competent authorities to rate. Init the results
has C 1)Cetli sn ilICOO5iStellt that it is illIpOssi IOC
to generalize about them. *1 hese elfotts have
perhaps had a linliteil tisef IleS in particular
situations.

The second ;spa of research siding with ob
jectises has been. as noted :hose. the frott to
bridge the gap between the.tos arid practice by
leflut Mg gent ralicerl aims to their specific coin
lament elements. '1-fie re :arch technititte here
empleteed 11,1; heels actinic; :ma's sis. Not con-
tent stint stall a general statement as "good
citizenship" as an objective of inottiction, some
iltscstigators !rase attempted ro find out just
vhat specific elements constitute good cititen
ship. Towattl this end they base made (plan.
titative atialsses of the activities of adult citi
lens. particularly "good" citizens. For ex-
ample, Bobbin reported the opinions of three
thousand teachers, and listed the qualities of
a good citizen as TCCMOTTICIlditt in eighteen
books of ssaes. Peters collet teal and analsred
one thousand case studies of good and poor
citizens: Merman tabulated cl.ic deficiencies
revealed by court records: and .Nfustard re-
corded the cisic activities normally enraged in
by die families of his pupils (sec 26: 151. 154-
55).

Although the largest number of studies in
this field hate analyzed eh,: elements in the
"citizenship" objective, other areas have been
sintilady investigated. For example. Ifarap
kept a check on the retail purchases of a sant-
plc of the general public. and Lorenzen stud-
ied books and magazines !or evidence as to spe.
cific forms of socially approved behavior (see
26: 154).

Studies of this type have without doubt been
of definite value to the investigators who have
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conducted them and to courses of study which
base resulted directly therefrom, but the find-
ings hate not proved to be widely applicable.
They have (ailed to provide the profession with
generally acceptable definitive goals (or citizen-
ship education, They have nevertheless served
to place a salutary emphasis on the necessity for
bringing aspirations down to earth and par,
titularly for expressing them in terms of specific
tangible outcomes.

Within recent years considerable stress has
been placed upon correct behavior as an objec-
tive in the social studies. If listening to good
radio programs, reading good books. Maintain
ing suspended judgment. mainfesting, an inter
est in civic affairs are wildly objeetices, it
might seem feasilde to Weak th,on into a great
number of specific acts and teach them (Fleetly.
Such reseatch as has appeared on this theory
has been linable to distinguish between gen-
eral qualities or attitudes and specific arts.
Then too it seems that conduct is the 111,ISIIre
of teat hing success. the standaol of achieve
merit. rather than the ohjectite. More xten-
hitt. Specific. and tliable research will have
to he done on this aspect before the possibilities
of this approach ate fully yeah/ed.

Most investigations which ft:ece employed the
technique of :tensity attaksis !lase dealt not so
much with objectives as with the content of
instruction. In this respect their contribution
has been to the problem of selet tine subject
matter rather titan the determination of ob-
jectises although it is recognized that tile two
processes are not clearly distinenishable.

Selection of curriculum content. In con-
structing a curriculum the crucial
step, after determining objectives. is the selec-
tion of materials of MAI uction. For the pur-
pose of selecting those specific materials and
activities which will prove efle'etive in achieving
the educational objectives, various criteria Itase
been proposed. Chief :mime these pupil
interests or needs, learnabilitv. accuracy, and
utility. In the application of these criteria re-
search procedures hate been waited to a

limited extent only, but sonic notable efforts to
utilize client more fully have been made.

Despite much talk about adjusting the cur-
riculum to children's present interests, research
enterprises (or the identification of those in
terests have been scarce indeed. Such studies
as have been reported emphasize the instability
and variability of interests rather than point
to any continuing interests which miglit guide
the curriculum maker. Some studies, to he
sure, have provided evidence in support of the
general principles that dramatic adventure is
high in its appeal to younger pupils and that

matters close to the everyday Uses of pupils
of all ages are generally found to be close
to their interests, but interest as a criterion of
selection remains in the realm of theory and
good intentions.

Learnability is an attribute that is highly rela-
tive. Evidence from the ps,chology of learn-
ing has failed to provide any clear guidance as
to what is learnable and what is tint. The great
variation in individual differences would scent
to preclude any valid generali/ations as to the
selection of curricular content on any such basis
although the principle of learnabilit does ctn
phasize the need for adjusting methods to in-
diviclual pupils. Experience has shown that
almost any fact or idea can be taught at any
grade level, but nee and intelligence are im
portant (actors conditioning the degree to which
a fact may be learned or an idea outlet-stood.
Pettineut reseatclt its this area will be noted
below under "Grade placement."

Accuracy of ecurktilum tomcat is an ideal
that few would decry. yet curriculum makers
hate devoted little attention to assuring the
,irruracy of the materials they have chosen (or
sokial,stUdit!S courses. Pethaps they have relied
upon the accuracy of the textbook writers, who
hate usually becti regarded as scholars in the
fields in which they write. That this reliance
may have been misplaced is suggested by
Blythe's study of the arms and scholarly lags
found in texthotd,s its American history even
when those hooks were written by historians
(6). That the accuracy of socialtudies con-
tent caught iu the Wil()Oli will increase as stand
ards for teacher education arc raised is the hope
expressed in many quarters.

In comparison with the very limited research
which has been concerned with determining.the
interest, learnability, and accuracy of potential
curriculum crottent, the amount of research
directed at the utility, of that content has been
truly prodigious. lit this area the enormous
volume may be ascribed to (a) the inherent
importance of utility as a criterion, (b) the
widespread educational- reform movements of
the twentieth century which have demanded
more "functionality" in the school program.
and (r) the tangibility of "utility" as it is com-
monly interpreted.

About 1920 when research workers undertook
to determine the content which would insure a
useful socialstuclies curriculum, there was noth-
ing new in their purpose, but there was the
genius of innovation in their method. Borrow-
ing inspiration from the techniques of job
analysis, curriculum workers endeavored to find
out objectively what things should be taught
in social studies by determining what facts,
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topics, and ideas were socially useful its adult
life.

The first studies, e.g. hitbeck's in 1910
(sec 26: 117), depended on the consensus of
expert opinion for the most important facts
and historical dates. Later investigators under
the leadership of Charters, B Horn, and
their students (see 26: 117.1C,) read samples of
newspaper and periodical literature and tabu-
lated the frequency of mention of names. dates,
facts, and topics. Their assumption was that
school instruction should equip children for the
adult activity of reading current literature with
understanding, and their hope was that an
analysis of that literature would determine the
materials which should be included in the
curriculum. When this technique was criticized
on the grounds that relatisc frequencies of
mention would thane from time to time, two
variations were introduced: (a) items were rated
for importance on the basis of their persistency
over a period of years and (b) writings of
"frontier thinkers" were consulted for clues as
to matters like's to be of continuing and in-
creasing importance in scars to mine. Later
studies also dealt more largely csith issues and
generalizations than si ith detailed fat is. Others
also studied, in addition to necs simpers and
periodicals, political.party platforms. books, en-
cyclopedias, poems, cartoons. women's club pro-
grants, motion pictures, and socioeconomic
statistics.

The number of independent investigations
of this type has been sery huge. Wilstin and
Nfurra (44) report that more than ,events
appeared before I 0.iti. Generalizations cocer
ing the extensise :itsd diverse findings of these
studies are rendeted vii wally impossible be-
cause of the specific nature of the data and
the variability of terminology and bases of
classification. The nature of the outcomes of
such studies may perhaps best be illustrated by
reference to two apical investigations. one by
Washbutne, representing the earlier approach
which dealt with specific facts found in news-
papers and periodicals (26) anti one by Billings
which dealt with generalizations found in hooks
by frontier thinkets (5).

Washburne and his collaborators in 1922
undertook to determine the "basic facts needed
in history and geography" by making a statis-
tical analysis of all historical and geographical
allusions found in representative samplings of
fourteen periodicals and four newspapers dur-
ing the years 1905-1922. Typical of the titles
used were: the At/antic, the Ladies' flame
Journal, the Literary Digest, and the Chicago
Tribune. From these a total of 81,000 allu-
sions were tabulated.

Each item was rated on four counts: (a) the
gross number of allusions to it, (1) the number
of different articles in wine. it seas mentioned.
(c) the number of years between the rust and
last allusion, and (d) the sum of the number
of periodicals its which it was mentioned for
each of the eighteen years studied. Washburne
helloed that the last criterion was the most
valid index of the curricular usefulness of an
it CM.

The final tabulations showed that the most
frequent of all allusions was to "America,"
which was mentioned 5903 times in 1211 articles
over a spread of IS sears for a total of 103
periodical ',tan. Lis:eland. was second, France
third, and New Volk City fourth. American
Indians ranked twenty-fourth, wills 81.1 allu
sions in 210 articles user a spread of 18 years
for a total of 75 periodical years. Theodore
Roosevelt ranked twenty-sixth with 71 period-
ical years, and Abraham Lincoln was thirty-first
with 72 periodical years.

Billings (5), workitie under the direction of
llauntl Riteg. uncicr:ook to determine the most
important generalizations pertaining to the
content of the social sciences. lie secured the
0.111sell SIAS of opinion of two hundred experts as

to which books represented the outstanding
contributions of "homier thinkers" in the see--
eral social sciences. As a result he selected
twenty eight books in the fields of geography,
economics, sociology. emu:rune:IL t idiots!, law,
and anthropology. Each of these books was
car efully read and esery generalization dealing
with human group life was identified and listed.
The more (hall 1600 statements so secured were
then combined. grouped. and variously refined
until a list of SSO generalizations "basic to the
social studies" tens secured. Its his published
solo:Ike Billings printed these gcneralizations in
full, gising for each its frequency of appear-
mice and the specific source or sources wherein
it was found. A further analysis of his data
led to the identification of each "concept" in
chided in the SSO generalizations and the
statistical determination of an index of itn
portance for each of the concepts. Those
found "most important" were: thought, trade,
price, and geographical environment.

Although research studies have failed to de.
lineate the outlines nr substance of a generally
useful curriculum in the social studies. they
have in some indisidual cases definitely influ-
enced the selection of content, particularly
when the research and the construction of the
course of study were directed by the same
pet son. Thus the content of the junior-high-
school textbooks by Harold Rugg was de-
termined in part by the findings of a series of
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objective oudies designed for the purpose: and
a course c.r study for economic geography in
New York City was built upon an activity-
analysis study. Other textbook writers and cur-
riculum make: have borrowed from research
findings to some extent, but apparently never
in a comprehensive or systematic way. Perhaps
geography courses have been influenced most by
activity-analysis reseatch as is illustrated in the
geography curriculum recommended by the
contmittee of the National Society for the Study
of Education which reported in 1933 (26).

The limited usefulness of three decades of
effort in this field WAS well stilton:tithed In
Wilson in the 1936 Yearbook of the Department
of Superintendence: "Activityemaltsis, as it 11;14

been applied to the social studies. has not suc
ceeded in revealing the nature and ((smolt of a
useful curriculum. The studies reported ate
scmiscientific in character, consisting ptimaril%
of the objective tabulation of subjective clam.
. It is not possible to .nthesize the results
of the Vat OttS intestigations. . . its any ob-
jective way in older to produce a satisfactory
or complete blueprint of the desirable course
of study in the social studies. The intestita .
tions ale complexly different as to specific pur
pose, as to point of s iew, as to technic, as so
scope, and as to results. Nesertheless, they
constitute a distinct contribution to curriculons-
making Not only hate dull ,earths some
direct application to the selection of content
for the course of study, but their spirit and
technic arc undoubtedly excellent spurs to the
critical reexamination of curriculum values"
(sec 26: 1:6-56).

Organization of content. During the past
two decades curriculum mal.ers its the social
studies have been acutely concerned with the
problem of otgattizing materials [or school its
sttuction. Violent and prolonged coma).
vcrsies have raged, numerous then! ies hate been
proposed, and unevaluated experimentation
has abounded in every quarter, but little genii.
ine research has as et been focused upon the
problem of organizing content.

The principal issue has been whether to or-
ganize curriculums in separate courses pat-
terned after the scholarly disciplines of history.
geography, government, economics. and sociol-
ogy or to create courses which combine de
aunts of two or more of these disciplines.
Those who have chosen Use alternative of teach-
ing the social studies as separate subjects have
been regarded as conservatives. An increas-
ingly large body of reformers have challenged
traditional practice by insisting that the his-
torian's history and the economist's economics
are not suited to the needs of the immature
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learner for whom the most effective arrange-
ment of materials is said to be one governed by
life problems. centers of interest. or generalized
concepts which draw upon several or all of
the social subjects at the sauce time.

At the present time a vet y preponderant
majority of secondae-sc hoot social-studies
courses and a somewhat smaller proportion of
elementary-school courses continue to follow the
traditional pattern of separate subjects. In all
parts of the United States, however. arresting in.
novations characterized by ()ilk:litre degrees of
combination of the traditional subjects and de-
scribed as correlated, (toed. unshed. and Itoe
grated are to he found. Its some places the in-
tegration principle has been c :mita! to its logical
extreme, and the social studies lose their iden-
tity even as a field and ate uteteed as a part of a
total unified rursiculom. Flusher complexity is
introduced by the existence of an infinite varlets
of patterns for the internal moon:molt of ma-
terials within the set et al cousses. whether coin
bitted or separate. These specific internal pat-
terns are labeled by such terms as the unit
plan, the topical approach. the biogtaphical ap
woad'. the chronologit al appithich, and case
studies.

The relative merits of the smeral plans have
not as yet bees% definitely stahlished by oh .
jective maluation of their outcome, although
a few efforts itt this direction have been
made. Most experimental studies reported
yield some conliocting and much inconclusive
ceidence. lit general. research has shown that
it is possible to attain hunt combined courses
results which ate at least as good as those
obtained from sepal itc-subject courses when
measured in mons of pupils' achimetnent its
learning inform:ohm and acquising skills (21:
19, 133). The ter ent experimental studies of
Wrightstone (45: I2Sf) fate attempted to
evaluate "intangible outcomes" as well as in-
formation acquired, and the results have shown
that pupils pursuing integrated curriculums
excel others in respect to social attitudes and
social behavior. It most be tecognized, how-
ever, that corvitnIstm organization was not the
only variable in the Wrightstone studies, for
teaching method also differed between the ex-
perimental and control groups.

Although research has contributed little to
the solution of the central problem of the
sdative merits of the several plans in teems of
Ins [conies, considerable illumination has been
shed by studies devoted to historical and logical
analyses of the movement toward curricular
integration. These studies have shown that the
movement is farther advanced in the United
States than in other countries, that it has been
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waxing uninterruptedly for a, least two decades,
that many of its characteristic elements can he
found in education.,1 practice and wilting of de-
cadet or esen centuries ago. that current plans
for correlation ate less artificial than those
advocated by the lierbartians in the 1890's.
and that many of the values claimed for inte-
grated courses also apply to subject courses. In
fact, it is possible that the movement toward
integration has so vitalized and enriched the
subjects which hate remained organired scpa.
rately that they may take on a new lease on
life (42).

Grade placement. The problem of deco-min
ing chat curriculum materials to assign to
each school grade has two aspects: the pro-
vision for orderly sequence of content elements
and the assignment of content to a giseit grade
its terms-of the level of the abilities. interests,
and achieselliQUILS rtt ptIpl is. The set 0111.1 ul
these aspects has attracted nearly all of the
very limited amount of research whi(11 has been
undertaken in this area.

The problem ol sequence %titbit.' the program
of studies, sometimes also referred to ac tertical
integration, has bet is e,itett considerable atten
tion by curriculum theorists and committees.
They hate proposed schemes for planned relic,
tints!' and schemes for avoiding all repciiiion:
they have insisted on the principle of grading
from the near to the remote and from the re.
mote to the near. But all such pi/pos.11s base
been on a fuiori grounds. Indeed it is doubt
ful whether the talirlity ul any plan of 'vertical
articulation could Ge tested by objectite re.

search. About all that rese.lich has been aide
to show in this area has been the wide variety
of patterns of grade placement found in prac-
tice and their divergence from any and all of
the theoretical schemes proposed, Such re-
seareh in the field of ,geography. suphtlemented
by general research tilt pupil growth and aigli
mends front opinion, has accounted for the
shift from a two (tele to a one-cycle plan in
glades 4 to 8 (28).

r.etermination of grade placement in terms
of the characteristics of the learners has been
proposed as a problem seriously demanding
scientific investigation. but research thus far
actually cotnplcted in this area has been meager.
In a Yearbook article is" Rankin (26: Ch. 8),
which is the most thorough summary yet made
of studies bearing upon the ,grading of social
studies curriculum materials, the following three
approaches are noted: (a) child interest, (b)
utility to pupils, and (c) case of learning. The
first two of these are said to have received
practically no attention whatsoever in the so-
cial-studies field although pertinent research in

science, spelling, and health education are
cited. Only with tespect to grading materials
in terms of their difficulty or case of learning
has any considerable research keen reported,
and hoe the cuticetit has been more largely
%skit skills than with information.

Pupils' abilities to grasp social concepts and
to master study skills hat e been shown quite
naturally to increase regularly with gracle
(e.g. 16). But there has been no agleentent
among investigators as to what percentage of
achievement on any grade peso is most clearly
indicative of proper placement. Using, figures
which vary front 50 to 75 per cent and noting
unusual jumps in the learning curve. different
students have offered the following conclusions
front research:

Concepts expressing relationships involting
objects ate easier than concepts expressing re-
lationships involving pet vols. Such abstract
concepts as "pattiotism" and "industry" arc
quite beyond the capacity of (hildiets in the
primary grades. The concept of "tone" in
geography is too difficult for use below the
sixth grade.

The relative I (V of social-studies reading
materials can be controlled to venue extent by
reference to the v.irions worth lions tititit have
1,cun des eloped be test:arch. In addition to
the general word hits, set eral hasc been com-
piled for the Tv( it socabularies of the social
studies. These arc combined in die extensive
list prepared by 1.4:sley (+cc IS: 502-609).

Pupils can (owlet-stand historical episodes
better than descriptions and expositions. See
ASO READINti.

Ability to interpret cartoons increases most
markedly between the age of welt c and fifteen,
suggesting their clesit ability as curriculum ma-
unial on the juniorhighschool lesel.

Most pupils in the seventh grade may be ex-
petted to understand all forms of simple graphs.
and some may be ti et1 below that let el. Circle
graphs are most easily understood; line graphs
are most difficult.

Ability to use geographical tools, such as
maps, globes, books, and pictures. seas studied
in grades .1 through S by Thorp (see 27: 49-1).
As a result, she peparccl a table suggesting the
grade in which each of 28 tool uses should
be introduced.

The social studies offer no cleatly discernible
order of difficulty, no logical order of learning,
no series of progressive laws and principles.
The obvious variables are the intlisiclual pupil,
the class, the content, the teacher, and the
method. In view of these difficulties it is not
surprising that so few tangible conclusions with
respect to grading are available, and the out-
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look for future achievement is not very en-
couraging.

Social learning. The knowledge of Ismw pu-
pils learn, obstacles in the way of learning, and
factors that facilitate learning are matters of
the greatest concern to teachers. The obliga-
tion to study the problem of learning has been
particularly obsious in recent years because
the evidence as to the nature of the learning
process emphasizes the role of the teacher as a
director of learning rather than as an im-
parter of information.

Research on the nature of learning has
been abundant and fruitful, and the general
conclusions which have been reached are re-
viewed elsewhere in this volume. (Sec CHILD
DEVELOPNIENT; LEAKNING; MO El VA. I ION.) 0111 le

those matters which pertain distincrisely to
social learning will be here considered. In
view of the fact that such di (tint matters are
narrowly limited, the space here given to 1c-
search in social learning is far less than would
be demanded by the importance to teaching of
rescatch in learning.

Basic to all learning is experience, and basic
to social learning is social experience. By social
experience is meant itulisitlual observation of
human relationships and activities as well as
actual participation in group life. Ditect ex
perience, hosveser, is clearly limited in its pos-
sibilities for acquainting the learner with the
wide range of information about society and [or
developing insight into and understanding of
social problems and processes which arc essen-
tial to effective social competence on the part
of the individual. In order to learn about
society and how to participate in it. the pupil
-must depend on the experiences of others as
well as 'Ilion his own experience. That is.
he learns by vicarious experience, which process
takes place almost exclusively through the me-
dium of language. Thus the basic factors in
social !earning arc experience and language.
Tate former involves activities, projects. pupil
organizations, and pupil participation in com-
munity life. The latter involves vocabulary
growth, development of concepts of time, place,
and number, and the problems of reading.

The two basic media of social learningex-
perience, and languagemust be employed side
by side at all stages of social education. Em-
pirical evidence seems to recommend that the
lower grades devote major emphasis to direct
experience while simultaneously fostering skills
in the use of language to identify that experi-
ence and that the secondary school may most
profitably reverse the emphasis by greatly ex-
panding the vicarious experience of pupils
through the use of language, which has come to

have meaning for them as it has previously been
related to their own experience. Direct experi
ence should thus play a supplementary but by
no means minor role in secondary-school in-
struction.

The relative values of direct experience and
verbal learning have been variously studied.
-f he former, in such forms as realistic construc-
tive activities and field trips. has been shown
generally, but not always, to result in a more
sisid understanding with fewer erroneous con-
cepts, but the latter has proved to be much
more economical in time and adaptable to a
far greater range of social learning. In the
study of history the learner insist of necessity
rely upon other means than direct experience,
and many phases of the other social studies arc
almost equally dependent upon vicarious ex-
perience. That vicarious experience is more
accurate and lasting when cons cyed by media.
such as pictures and models, which are closer
to reality than words, has been effectively
demonstrated. The specific evidence on this
last point will be considered below under
"Equiptnent."

Social learning through direct experience.
Although educators have long recognized the
importance of the experiential basis of learning,
it was ((miserly assumed that sufficient experi-
ence would be acquired by children in their
everyday life, leaving to the sclionl only the
task of inteipreting pupils' experience by
identifying and expanding it through verbal in-
struction. Under ihe influence of such nine-
teenthcenttity pioneers as Pestalozzi, Froebel,
and Parker and the majority of influential
leaders in the twentieth century., emphasis has
been placed upon the importance of the school's
responsibility for providing pupils with de-
liberately planned direct experience as an in-
tegral part of instruction. In social-studies
teacWng this has meant the adoption of such
out-ofschool practices as field trips, clean-up
weeks, community surveys. and participation
in community activities, such as traffic control,
Red Cross drives, and even local government.
Under the same aegis many pupil activities
within the school, such as student government.
citizenship clubs, and lifelike project work
of all sorts, have been encouraged as means
of providing the social experience considered
basic to social education.

Despite a voluminous literature in the field
of experiential learning and its widespread
effects upon actual practice, there is a notable
lack of direct research concerning its value in
terms of social learning. The outstanding con-
tribution to fundamental thinking as to social
learning through direct experience is the critical
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analysis by Horn (13: 593410), based only
slightly upon objective research but replete
with evidence from experience and judgment
and filled with practical suggestions. Horn
dearly shows the unique values to be gained
from objects, exhibits, museums, excursions, and
*constructive activities. In connection with the
latter he analyzes prevalent practices (utilizing
in part the evidence from an unpublished
doctoral dissertation by Marion Anderson, who
investigated constructive activities in the social
studies, 1880-1930) and rejects those which are
deficient in authenticity, which type he claims
to be most frequent in use. He stresses the
values of constructing ssotking, models and
carrying out actual processes and of the direct
participation in the solution of community
problems." His fundamental dicta as to use
are (a) that constructive activities have real but
limited usefulness and so should supple -menu
but not supplant other modes of insti uction
and (L) that "each activity should contribute
directly to the widerstantling of sonic important
aspect or process of social life: that is, it should
be strictly subordinate to the important con
cepts that make up the curriculum in the social
studies" (13: 417).

Social learning through language. Despite
all increased utilization of direct everience. by
far the greater part of all social learning in
the schoolsmakes place through the medium of
language. Whether by reading the printed
page or by listening to the spoken word, the
pupil's approach to social learning through
language involves the same fundamental prob-
lem. Language makes possible an almost un-
limited range and depth for learning, but, as
actually used in most school situations, it has
exhibited serious inadequacies as a means of
achieving complete and accurate understanding
of social realities. "The memorization of
empty words and the complacent possession of
flagrant misconceptions and vague ideas appear
to be more nearly the rule than the exception"
(13: 151).

The reasons for the deficiencies of language
as a means of social learning have been studied
extensively, especially with respect to reading.
They seem to be principally the following: (a)
Words are symbols of reality and inevitably
convey different connotations to the reader or
hearer from those intended by the user. The
difference is minimized when the writer or
speaker is an artist in the use of words and
when the reader or hearer has a large reservoir
of correct associations between words and the
realities for which they stand. (b) Among chit.
dren the failure of words to convey adequate
meanings is accentuated by reason of their

limited background of experience. (c) Faulty
use of words in the schoolroom as well as in the
home and on the playground develops wrong
associations between %voids and realities for
many (kitchen. (d) Very often the social ideas
which words attempt to convey are inherently
too difficult to be comprehended by prospective
learners. (e) Language has sometimes failed as
a medium of instruction not because of any
inherent quality but because in its use it has
been poorly adapted to the requirements of
the learner. Specifically it has too often dealt
with abstractions with too little attention to
descriptions of concrete details.

All of the inadequacies of language are re-
vealed sharply in studies of reading as related
to undustanding the social studies. In addi-
tion, there are certain difficulties pertaining to
the reading process itself (see READING).
Furthermore. intik idual dilfeiences in reading
ability are extremely great. In any one school
grade the difference in reading ability between
the best and the pout est pupil is typically
greater than the difference between the average
reading ability of pupils in grades front four
to eight years apart.

Vocabulary is important both as an clement
in reading ability and as a medium for the
development and retention of social concepts.
Each of the sociatudis subjects has a dis-
tinctive vocabulary, including many common
words with special meanings. The number of
words peculiarly characteristic of history has
been shown to be much smaller than that for
each of the other fields. So-called history %void
lists usually consist largely of terms from the
other social sciences (37). Various word lists
for separate fields and combinations of them
have been compiled by Stephenson, Eubanks.
Ware, Pressey, and others, and a composite of
these lists made by Wesley, containing about
500 words with indices of utility and difficulty.
is reproduced as Appendix II in the volume by
Kelley and I:icy (15).

The importance of knowing the basic vo-
cabulary of the social studies has been amply
demonstrated in several ins efligations. Presscy,
for example, found a coefficient of correlation
of .79 between scores on a test of social terms
and a test of reading comprehension involving
those terms and a coefficient of .67 between
the former test and pupils' marks in history
(15: 159.60). Another study found that knowl-
edge of sociatudies tennis has a higher pre-
dictive power in high-school American history
than either an intelligence test or a general
reading test.

The factors that contribute to vocabulary
growth arc not as clearly identifiable as the
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outcomes which result fror. it. A remarkable
constancy of the growth curve according to age
and grade status is typical although Pressey
found evidence to suggest a much greater rate
of growth between grades 4 and 8 than between
grades 9 and 12. which she attributed to direct
instruction in the elementary grades and the
lack of it in high school. Other studies hasc
borne out the general principle that direct
instruction is the surest way to secure vocabulary
growth. Newbuin, however, found no differ-
ence in the effectiveness of vocabulary drill on
words found in the history lesson and on words
related to but not selected from the assigned
readings (see 21: 5658).

Taking course work in the social studies
bears surprisingly little relationship to growth
in the technical vocabulary of the social stud-
ies. This fact is indicated by the appioxiinateh
equal degrees of growth found by Wilson in
New York State for school grades in whith
nearly all pupils were enrolled in socialstudies
courses as compated with those grades in which
few pupils were enrolled (41: 94). It was even
more clearly demonstrated in an unpublished
investigation by Nfurra, in which the coefficients
of correlation between the social-science sotatm
laries of college sophomores and the amounts
of course work which they had had in wades
9 to 14 varied for different groups from .12 to
.35. The same study found a correlation of .70
between scores on the socialscience vocabulary
test and a general intelligence test, thus cor-
roborating other evidence as to the high degree
of identity between these two factors.

Our-of-school experience is another factor
commonly found to bear a significant relation-
ship to comprehension of social terms. being
found in one study of geographic terms to out-
rank even the intelligence factor.

Specia! aspects of social learning. Time.
Important to the understanding of society is a
sense of time. Such an understanding has long
been assumed as an objective of history instruc-
tion, but the results have not been encouraging
in the light of the prevalence of erroneous
and inadequate time concepts among adults.

A sense of time seems to develop rather in-
dependently of direct school instruction as an
individual grows older although definite teach.
ing of chronology and general intelligence are
both factors that may speed up normal growth
in this area. The almost utter lack of chrono-
logical sense by primary children has been
shown (16). College students clearly possess
more accurate conceptions of time than do high -
school pupils (38: 403-10). The more ad
wanted students exhibited more expansive
views of both the past and the future.

Of the 2500 most frequent words in Thorn-
dike's list the 119 words which convey time
concepts have been listed and classified by
Wesley (38: 404-05). Of these 43 were identi-
fied as definite time concepts and 76 as in-
definite time concepts; 12 definite time con-
cepts were among the 500 most frequent swords
in Thorndike's list.

Exact dates and other specific references to
time are definitely superior to approximate
dates and other general time references in terms
of economy of learning and total grasp of
chronology (38: 405; 16). The memorizing of
specific date-event associations without relating
dates to one another and to a total time pattern
is almost universally condemned and deservedly
so in view of the evidence as to the rapid
forgetting of such (earnings and their failure to
contribute to a general sense of time. The use
of time lines and time charts is widely and
strongly recommended, but their values have
yet to be appraised by research.

Place. Social-studies insuuction is concerned
with teaching both a generalized sense of place
relationships and store of knowledge crj. spe-
cific place locations. Geography bears the chief
burden of such instruction although it is
shared by the other social studies, notably
history.

Wesley found only 7 words desCriptive of
location and 13 specific place names in the
first 2500 words of Thorndike's word list (38:
413-15). Pressey found that entering-college
students needed to know 115 geographical
names in American history and SS in European
history (30). Indeec/ the so-called special so-
cabularies of geography, noted earlier in this
section, all contain researth evidence on the
needs for learning about place.

Knowledge of geographic terms has been
shown to correlate significantly with out-of-
school experience. Pupils' actual knowledge in
this area has been shown to be sharply deficient.
one study showing clearly that pupils actually
knew much less titan their teachers thought
they did. Many of children's erroneous concep-
tions regarding place seem to result fyln poor
ability at map reading. Suggestions pursuant
to these findings have pointed toward more
direct instruction in map-reading skills and a
greater utilization of the globe.

thinking. Clear thinking about
social mattes s demands that one be able to
deal with concepts of number as well as of time
and place. Iloever. school pupils. college stu-
dents, and adults generally !vase been found
notably ill equipped to translate such general
quantitatite terms as "heavy." "many." and
"very few" into numbers that are at all reason-
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able for the context used; and, conversely, they
Cannot relate specific quantitative measures into
anything meaningful in terms of their experi-
ence (13: 180-91).

Although research has been emphatic in
showing deficiencies in existent quantitative
thinking and in the slow growth of this ability,
it has also shown the very real demands made
by textbooks and by situations in adult hie for
careful quantitative thinking. Nes erthelesi. no
experiments have as yet been reported which
reveal the instructional materials and ...dote
dures which should be employed in engender-
ing the ability to think quantitatisel

Method of teaching. Research studies deal
ing with classroom methods in the social studies
may be considered- under four headings: (a)
descriptions of past methods: (ti) descriptions of
present methods; (c) appraisals of the outcomes
and comparatise values of certain fixed liattct
Of method; (d) analyses of specific elements of
method.

History of method. Social-studies teachers
have shown thenoels es to be remarkably rut
concerned with the history of their own pro-
fession. This is the more surprising in view of
the usual claims of history teachers to the
values of knowing the past in .order to know
the present. Sonlies in the history of methods
have been much fewer than studies in the his.
tory of the curricultim althotteh it should be
acknowledged that some of the latter. cited
above. have cast ins idental light on methods.
Of 'the former type of studies the most direttls
helpful arc the articles by Russell (32). which
deal with history teaching in New Yotk State
from 1830 to 1830, and the Fifth Yeaibook of
the National Council for the Social Studies,
The Historical Approach to Methods of Tenth
ing the Social Sltulies (23).

Such evidence as is available yields an array
of interesting, detailed facts and a few signifi
cant generalizations. One learns, for example.
that many of the soppuseilly recent emphases.
such as wide reading and pupil activity are
not so wholly new as is commonly belies ed.
The lag of practice behind them y is a constant
phenomenon. The dominance of the texthook
and the question-and-answer recitation has been
noted for at least the last CCIILI1T' although
these phases of method have declined slightls
in relative importance in the twentieth (coolly
with the increased use of more flexible methods.
The use of constructive activities in elementary
social studies seems to have increased in the
1870's and 1830's and then declined, to be re-
vived again in the 1920's. The source method
in history came into wide use in the 1890's and
subsequently declined.

Current practices. Conducting a recitation
based on pupils' previous reading of a textbook
assignment appears to be the most commonly
employed method of social-studies t &achers at all
levels between the college and the primary
grades. The lecture method dominates college
instruction and group activities characterize the
primary grades. Few teachers use the textbook
recitation exclusively, but most of them use it
more titan any other. Next in popularity are
informal discussions led by the teacher, social-
ized recitations led by pupils, and supervised
study. Group activity is fairly comment in the
elementary grades but is rarely found its sec-
ondary schools. It is impossible to be at all
precise in estimating relative frequencies of the
use of particular methods because of the loose
use of terminology in this field and the par.
tially conflicting evidence of different investiga-
tions, but it is certain that the faithful use of
such pattern methods as the Dalton plan, the
contract plan, and the !slorrison plan is ex-
ceedingly rare. Reference to three of the more
important studies will indicate some of the evi-
dence on which the preceding generalizations
have been based.

After direct classroom observation of 250
reptesentative Middle Western axial -studies
classes in grades 7 and 3 in 1933.31 Fealty (7)
reported "the activities one would be likely to
see upon stepping into a social-studies class" as
follows: "The objectise of the modal [i.e.
typical] lesson would he the determination of
the degree to which pupils have mastered facts
in the textbook. . . . One would probably see
a part of the period desoted to supervised
study. There 'would be extensive questioning
by the teacher or preparation for discussion by
the teacher. such as an cc erview. . . . The class
would in most cases be organized and dealt
with as a whole."

In a questionnaire study of 384 representa-
tive social-studies teachers in New York State
in 1937 Wilson (41) found that nearly all bad
used recitation, informal discussion, and di.
retied study at some time or other and that the
first two methods Were firik/ favored. in terms
of total classroom time the teachers reported
that 12 per cent was spent in making the as-
signment, 45 per cent in recitation. 23 per cent
in supervised study. II per cent in testing. and
10 per cent in other activities. junior-high-
school teachers devoted considerably 1CM rime
than senior-high-school teachers to recitation
and more to supervised study and other activi-
ties. Wilson reported that his direct observa.
don in 200 classroom visits emphasized more
than the statistics the high frequency of teach-
ers' use of "relatively formal recitation."
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"Superior" teachers of the social studies use
the textbook recitation much less than teachers
generally according to results of a questionnaire
survey of 1764 superior teachers in 1936-37 (27).
In reply to a rive-choice check list of methods
11.6 per cent reported use of the "textbook
recitation," 53.7 per tent used the "socialized
recitation," 10.7 per cent used "individirs1 ac-
tivities," 19.7 per cent used ''group activities,"
and 23.7 per cent used various combinations ot:
these. Of the elementary teachers included in
the study, 31.3 per cent used group activities.
On all levels a decided preference (57.2 per
cent) for group activities was expressed in re-
sponse to the query: "What technique would
you prefer to use if conditions permitted?" In
reply to this same question only 1.5 per cent
expressed preference for the textbook recita-
tion.

Trench in classroom procedure in the social
studies have been ;nosing in the sante direction
as methodological trends generally. That the
extent of change in practice is co --..lerably less
than that indicated by the writing about meth-
ods is dcrrw,t.strated by comparing such descrip-
tive survess as are included in the above para.
graphs with reviests of the literature, such as
those of Hodgkins (12) and Phillips (sec 21:
Ch. 3). The conclusions of the latter investi;
gator, catitioudy based on both practice and the
literature, may be taken as an accurate state-
ment of current trends: "lethods . . . [in the
social studies] bear witness to a widespread in-
(crest in such devices as large unit procedures.
newer concepts of mastery and mastery tech-
niques, laboratory procedures and individual
work, and carving degrees of socialization in
place of the more formal recitation techniques.
In general the trend scents to be in tine direr.
tion of greater opportunity for pupil initiative
and activity, socialization in classroom proce-
dures, and richer and fuller concepts of mastery
and standards of performance" (p. 63).

Evaluation of patterns of method. Educa-
tional philosophers and practitioners have filled
twentieth-century educational literature with a
host of labels and slogans concerning methods.
The terminology has become exceedingly con
fusing, and teachers. other than the original
innovators, have taken to using the words with.
out always comprehending the basic realities.
(See METHODS OF TEACHING.) In view of this
confusion an initial task of the careful investi-
gator has been to identify the essence and scope
of each of the several proposed schemes of
methodology. A useful contribution to the
clarification of thinking on this problem is
provided by Wesley (38), who has compiled
two lists of methods, one a classification of 56

methods under eleven rubrics according to the
basis of classification (p. 473-74), the other
identifying the "focal point" of earls. of four.
cen methods, as follows (p..177):

METHOD POINT OF EMPHASIS

Topical
Unit

Textbook
Question and answer
Lecture
Contract
Block
Laboratory

Problem

Project
Directed study
Socialized
Developmental
Source

Synthesized content
Understanding of signifi-

cant units
Content
Clarification and drill
Authoritative presentation
Differentiated achievement
Differentiated assignment
Achiescmcnt through

equipment
Experience in solving prob-

lems
Experimental learning
Facilitation of learning
Social corperation
Pupil growth
Deselopnient of critical

faculties

In practice each of the above methods par-
takes of many aspects other than its point of
emphasis. Many of its specific elements will
also be found as a part of other methods with
differing distinctive emphases. This fact, plus
the extremely satiable usage in terminology
among different teachers tout writers, makes it
inordinately difficult to identify precisely just
what is meant by ativ one method. and it thus
becomes even more difficult to compare one
method with another. Nevertheless, the at
tempts to make such comparisons by theoretical
analyses, by reviews of the literature, and by
more or less "controlled" classroom experi
mentarion have beers very numerous. Evi-
dence provided by this research is of essentially
the same nature for special methods in the
social studies as for ,gencral methods (sec
NiETHODS OF TEACHING): it thus Heeds only brief
attention in this place.

In summary of the evidence Hodgkins has
written: "On the whole, experimental studies
in comparative teaching methods have been
rather inconclusive thus far. Even where dif-
ferences might seem large enough to be statis-
tically significant in favor of one method or
another, allowance roust generally be made for
complicating factors, such as imperfectly
equated pupil groups, differences in the skill
and enthusiasm with which different methods
are .nandletl. and inability to test some of the
important outcomes. Experiments or groups of
experiments involving enough pupils and
enough variety of conditions to warrant con-
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elusions of broad and general applicability arc
rareand necessarily rarer in the social studies
than in some other fields in which objective
testing is more readily able to cater the desired
outcomes" (12: 9).

The inconclusiseness of experimental results
in this area is further attested by the conclu-
sions of Kimmel (18), Phillips (see 21: Ch. 3),
and Davey and Hill (sec 21: Ch. 1), each of
whom made a direct analysis of the evidence,
much of which is contained in unpublished
theses. Although one is compelled to agree
that no single one of the widely advocated
"newer methods" can be shown demonstrably
to be more effective than the "traditional meth
ods," it must also be recognized that the former
have been found to be at least equally effective
with the latter in terms of commonly measured
results, In terms of attitudes, abilities, and ar
lions, pupils who had been taught by the
newer methods were found to be definitely
superior in the only studies to elate which have
attempted careful objective measurement of
these outcomesthose Isv lerightstone (45, 46).
The perfection of techniques for measurioe, the
less tangible outcomes of socialstudies instoic
lion will no doubt permit a more competent
appraisal, but that situation is still in the future.
In the meantime the burden of proof as to the
desirability of a teacher's using any particular
method lies with those who would have him
change from whatever his judgment and experi,
ence lead him to follow.

Special mention should be made of the TC.
search on comparative methods in geography.
Most definite results have follosved the isola.
tion and evaluation of such specific procedures
as the effect of work sheets, lesson guides. ques-
tions, and workbooks (28). While the differ-
ences in favor of the experimental procedure
were usually positive, they were by no means
overwhelming. One must recognize that such
elements as the type of exercises used. the qual-
ity of instruction, the degree of control of the
experimental factors, and other variables are
bound to affect the result. In addition to the
specific results these studies have tended to pro
mote trends toward wider reading, the more
frequent use of sources, and the making of
_ld trips. Other studies seem to show positive

results in favor of wide reading at the close of
the unit, in favor of utilizing museums, the
use of maps, pictures, and other supplementary
materials (28).

Perhaps the most nearly conclusive of all the
evidence concerning the comparative value of
methods is that which points to the desirability
of a variety of methods as distinguished from
the exclusive use of any one method, but even

this generalization is not incontrovertible and
is not to be taken as a rule of practice for
every teacher.

Elements of method. Method of teaching
becomes more ellectisely subject to experimen-
tal analysis when considered in terms of its par-
ticular component elements than when treated
as an inclusive entity. Thus some very sub-
stantial contributions to good teaching proce
dure have been made by research students who
have studied the values to be gained and tech-
niques to be used in (a) telling or lecturing,
(b) questioning. (c) directing study, and (d)
directing pupil activity. Although it. is recog
nized that many other "elements of medlar
might be enumerated, inustof the research find.
ings pertinent to them ate reviewed either else.
where in this article, particularly in the sections
on "Social learning" and "Equipment" or in
other articles in this volume.

Telling or lecturing. Teachers tend to talk
less in wat:ialstudies classrooms than fcrtncrly.
This shift in practice reflects the weight. of
authoritative opinion on the matters of the
proper role of the teacher and of oral instruc.
tion, and this opinion in turn invokes the
sanction of research findings.. The evidence
usually cited, however, is taken from the psy-
chology of learning ("tile active nature of the
beat ning process" and related theses) and bears
only indirectly on the fundamental question of
the validity of lecturing for specific purposes.
Some critics have pointed out that the dictum
that teachers should not lecture is an erroneous
application of the evidence and have insisted
that listening to an oral presentation may be
just as "active" and just as efficacious for
learning as reading the printed page. Un.
fortunately little experimentation has dealt di-
rectly with the values of teacher telling as an
clement of method. A considerable proportion
of the research on this problem has been con
cerned with college teaching on the one hand
and with subjects other than the social studies
on the other. The full range of this evidence
is well reviewed by Horn (13: 300-2G). The
outstanding conclusion is that teacher telling.
or the "lecture method," probably has con-
siderably more usefulness in elementary and
secondary-school social studies than is commonly
assumed, Some of the specific findings suggest
the following: (a) ability to learn front spoken
words exhibits a high degree of correlation
with ability to learn from printed words, both
forms of learning being dependent essentially
on competence in understanding language; (b)
"students probably learn more from excellent
and less from poor lectures than from reading"
(13: 314): (c) oral teaching is more effective
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than pupil reading below the sixth or seventh
grade, but if indulged in excessively it will
retard growth in reading ability; (d) in the sec
ondary schools the lecture has souse distinctise
advantages and should be used on OLC:ISiUll, but
the evidence is not conclusive as to just what
arc the occasions upon which this meatis ul
instruction should be used.

Questioning. As in the case of talking, the
social-studies teacher is asking fewer questions
than formerly, and the reasons for this trend
are similar. The questionandanswer recita-
tion, the dominant classroom procedure in
social-studies instruction for generations, has
been severely attacked in recent years, but the
attack has been largely on the basis of indirect
evidence and a priori judgment. As in the
case of the lecture method, criticisms have been
more against its abuses than against the essence
of the technique itself, and the direct evidence
on the issue has been slight. Despite the dis-
repute of class questioning the practice still pi e-
vails as the typical procedure in the great
majority of social-studies classrooms. (See' p.
1112.)

The potential value of questioning for pro.
moting pupil learning and retention has been
amply demonstrated by research. But it is
equally evident from research that these po.
tentialitics arc rarely realized. Questioning
may be utilized effectively to develop pupil
interest, thought processes, and understanding.
to establish a vital rapport between teacher and
pupil, and to test pupils' achievements; but in
practice the last named purpose predominates.
Questioning (ails to result in maximum effec-
tiveness because of the overuse of questions as
mere testing devices, the infrequent use of ques-
tions to stimulate and guide learning. the super-
ficial kind of questions asked, the excessive
rapidity of questioning, and the maldistribution
of questions by directing them at the ready
talkers rather than at the pupils most needing
their stimulation and guidance. Questioning
may be the most potent instrument for com-
bating superficial verbalism, but in practice it
tends to encourage it.

Most of the research on questioning has
dealt with its use in .s11 fields of instruction.
The most adequate treatment of the problem
with reference to the social studies is that by
Horn (13: 336.57).

Directing study. Success in the social studies
is dependent to a considerable degree upon
ability to study. One investigator reported a
higher correlation between achievement and
this ability than between achievement and
either intelligence or time spent. (Scc 21: 93.)
Others have found deficient study techniques to

be a significant cause of failure. Despite these
facts most teachers still lean c study to the whims
and habits of pupils to be pursued outside of
school hours although a marked trend of the
past two decades has been the great increase
of time devoted to directed study in the
classroom. See also DIRECTING STUDY,

The value of class study as compared with
home study has been amply demo tnsuated in
nearly all investigations of the problem. The
evidence here is more convincing than on al
most any other conclusion front experimental
comparisons of method. flowerer, the spedfic
techniques of most value for supervised study
have not been so clearly indicated.

With respect to the organization of time for
class study many specific proposals have been
made. Their relative effectiseness apparently
depends upon is great variety of other factors,
such as the length of the class period, the
amount and arrangement of equipment. and
the type of assignment used. When flexible,
large-unit assignments are utilized, class study
for set etad entire class periods in succession
seems to attain its maximum effectiveness.
1. hen class study is alternated with recitation,
a divided period with study during the first
half and recitation during the second has been
shown to be superior in the field of ihe social
studies to a divided period with a recitation
study sequence.

With respect to specific techniques for t
ing how to study, there is little agreement irons
either opinion or research. Most frequently
recommended is the use of surly-gitide questions
and exercises which follow closely specific read-
ing material. As between printed workbooks
and teacher-made work sheets. a sharp contro-
versy has raged, with experimental evidence
conflicting but the preponderance of opinion
favoring work sheets. The necessity for teach-
ing reading and the best means for doing it
have been discussed above.

Pupils of inferior and average ability have
usually been found to profit more front super-
vised study than have abler pupils.

Directing pupil activity. Esidence from the
field of educational psychology emphasizing the
"active nature of the learning process" has
affected the tncthod of teaching the social stud-
ies markedly. It has strengthened the cause of
the project method, the socialized recitation,
and others of the newer "patterns of method:.
but its more widespread influence hat been in
the extension of the idea that all pupil learning
derives from pupil activity. In accord with this
concept the teacher's responsibility becomes the
selection, assignment, and direction of specific
activities in which pupils engage as a means to
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the ends of knowledge, understanding, and
skill.

The term "activity" has acquired two mean.
fags. In the broader sense it embraces every
act by which the pupil learns, In a narrower
sense it refers only to overt acts and processes.
The latter usage of the term has the longer
history. indicating an aspect of instruction long
associated with good social-studies instruction
and sanctioned by a succession of educational
theories. To be sure, these socalled "construc-
tive activities," used to suppletnent social -
studies instruction, have not always enriched it
as is shown in the study by Anderson (13:
41-111).

In the broader sense of the term reading,
writing, and listening are all considered as
activities as well as talking. acting, and snaking
things. In 1929 Wilson compeed an exhaustive
classified list of activities for, learning the social
studies (43). Using a revision of the lVilson
list, Price conducted an extensi,c investigation
to determine the merits of the several specific
activities and types of activities (31). Ile
found overt actinides more favored by dull
pupils than by bright pupils, and he noted
that teachers use to excess, in terms of pupil
preference, such "passive actit itics" as listening
and reading.

Equipment. Since the beginning of the prey
ent century an increasing emphasis has been
plated upon the utilization of 1111).,11;11 Clillill
MCIlt to aid in social.studies instruction. This
trend has unquestionably been alfected by such
factors as transient enthusiasms, fails, and pro.
ducers' salesmanship. Educational research,
however, has also pined a significant role in
pointing out the need for equipment and in
showing its effectiveness in the improvement
of instruction (43: 15.1).

Research has usually been focused on one
item of equipment at a thne although a fete
investigations have embraced either the whole
field or at least large portions of it Many of
the more comprehensive studies have been fon
cerned with the collection and utilization of
a wide assortment of tangible teaching aids
under the name of "the sociastudics labora-
tory." An influential study in this group is
that of Baldwin (3), which reported an exten
sive survey of social - studies equipment avail-
able in grades 9 to 12 in a number or repre-
sentative schools. Ile found a high degree of
uniformity of equipment for the several social
subjects and thus came to the conclusion that
all equipment for these subjects should be as
sembled in a single departmental laboratory.
He recommended a number of specific items for
each subject and each grade level. Numerous

writers have described their sociatudies labora-
tories and the "laboratory method," but their
enthusiasms have lacked objectite evaluation.

A review of the numerous studies which have
appraised objectively the value of this or that
tangible teaching aid in the social studies is
impressive for the high percentage of positive
findings revealed. An increased the of equip
meat in teaching the social studies usually re-
sults its increased social learning by pupils.

Practice in pursuance of this general prin-
ciple is conditioned by the limited budgets
under which most schools operate. Although
it cannot be stressed too strongly that social.
studies teachers and administrators have an ob-
ligation to see that appropriations for social-
studies books, maps, and other equipment be
greatly increased, it must nevertheless be recog-
nized that few schools have the funds for all
that is educationally desirable. In this situa-
tion choices have to be made among competing
alternatives; and the problem becomes one of
getting most pupil learning per unit out of
money spent. To guide in making these ex-
penditures wisely, further research is greatly
needed in evaluating teaching aids in terms of
both educational value and cost.

The text',00k, Tv\tixx>ks in all: social stud-
ies have changed in recent years in response to
research in the curtictslmn and in social learn-
ing as well as that dealing directly with the
textbooks themselves. Thus teml,00ks arc in
creasingly organized on fusion and unit bases
and may legitimately claim to place fess stress
upon detailed facts and more open functional
materials than the texts of a generation ago.
They also tend to include more concrete con-
tent, especially in the lower grades, better maps
anti pictures, and much more reading matter.
Both style and vocabulary of textbooks have
been better adapted to pupils' abilities as a
result of research in grade placement, as have
also type sire and lot mat. Recent textbooks in
geography have shifted their illustrations from
static, isolated scenes to those which reveal
processes in their natural setting. There has
been an increase its the size of pictures and
in the number of maps.

Despite these improvements in textbooks re-
cent research has demonstrated that most books
are still too difficult for the majority of pupils
on the grade levels Inc which they are intended,
that maps and pictures are inadequate, and that
too little is included by way of concrete ex-
ample. These criticisms apply more seriously to
the secondary school than to the elementary
school and to books itt history than to hooks in
geography.

The recent improvement in textbooks is
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further emphasized by a number of resealch
studies on nineteenth-eel-tuns textbooks, which
were found to be typically small. unattractive,
difficult manuals. The content of older text-
books tended to be more abstract, more formal,
more filled with factual details. mote devoted to
the structure of government and political and
military histtny, and to give less attention to
recent history and contemporary problems.
Scholarly accuracy has been shown to have in.
creased in the inure recent textbooks although
one thorough investigation found typical lags
of five to twent).fise years between the first
announcement of a new discos-cry or viewpoint
in historical scholarship and its incorporation in
American history texts.

The size of textbooks has increased mnrkedly
in recent scars. American history books for
senior high schools base doubled in length situ c
!RIO. Eight economics books published in the
1920's were found to aver nee 117 ones., wherein
seven economics books published in the I930's
aseraged 356 pages. Recent hooks in all foe
history courses commonly taught in the second-
ary schools have averaged titer 800 -pages
whereas the averages for book, in other courses
are still snider 700 pages. These increases in
size have corresponded comtnentlably with re-
search findings as to the superior merits of
extensive reading. the paucity of library re-
sources, and the expansion of the curri(ulunt,
and they !lase met unit the aoponal of teach

The number of pictures. maps, and graphs in
textbooks has increased even Min C r.tpitlls t II:117

the size of the books. The largest number of
such visual aids is found in geography books.
with history books next, and hooks for other
courses lagging far behind.

Author: of social-studies hooks continue as
always to be predominantly college teachers of
subject matter. Some evidence sugges in-
creased authorship roles for classroom teachers
and college professors of education. A studs
made in 1936 shows that of 86 authors of social-
studies textbooks. 69 per cent were college pro-
fessors of subjects, 16 per cent were secondary
teachers, 12 per cent were college professors of
education, and 2 per cent were school adminis-
trators. The tendency toward multiple author-
ship has been especially noticeable in recent
text: (38: 287).

The increase in size of textbooks, although
generally approved, has meant in some cases nil
increase in the number of top -s treated rather
than a fuller treatment of the prevailing topics.
This characteristic has been shown to limit
seriously the effectiveness of a text and is gen.
erally condemned. Numerous studies of the

vocabulary, names, dates, and style of social-
studies textbooks base pointed uniformly to
the need for simplification, and some of these
have shown that such simplification is both
possible and elfectise in terms of pupil learn-
ing.

Several bibliographies of textbooks in the
social studies have been compiled, the most
recent and inclusive being that by Mums and
others (20). This list contained 147 books, in.
tended to represent esery sod-I-studies textbook
published in the Visited States with a copyright
date between January !, 1932, and March 1,
1939. Of the 117 books 172 were for ele-
mentary schools, 115 for junior high schools,
and 160 for senior high schools.

The selection of textbooks is typically in the
hands of school administratous although teach-
ers are playing an increasing role. A summary
of the evidence on selecting textbooks in the
social studies by Vickery (20: 60-7.1) yielded the
recommendations that (a) comprehensive, ob-
jective criteria should be determined in ad-
vance, (b) a small number of books should be
tentatively chosen after examination, and (c)
final selection should be macle only after class.
room tryotits.

The use of textbooks is almost universal
among social-studies teachers. Numerous ir-
sestigations have demonstrated this fact ,:on-
elusively although some of them scent to indi.
cate that the practice of stiller:le; to a single
textbook is diminishing slightly ih recent years.
The. prevalence of the so-called "textbook
method" and its pos- ibilities for effectiveness
hate been noted above in the section on
"Methods of teaching."

The social-studies library and collateral
reading. The importance of a rich and plenti-
ful supply of books oilier than the textbook has
long been recognized in connection with social.
studies instruction. Several lines of evidence
from research converge to give sanction to this
emphasis. Moreover, the existing supplies of
books have been shown repeatedly to be in-
adequate. When secondary-school teachers of
social studies in the State of New York were
asked by Wilson to indicate their ni.:st press-
ing needs for the improvement of social-studies
instruction, the reply which outranked all
others was "more books" (41).

Historically the use of readings outside .he
textbook seems to have come into prominence
during the last third of the nineteenth century.
Incidents in its early emergence were: the
advocacy of clue "laboratory method" by Mary
Sheldon Barnes tinder the influence of the
Oswego movement; the reaction of educational
leaders against the prevalence of verbalistic
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and memoriter learning and the consequent
advocacy of the topical method, and the source
method in the 18SO's: the recommendations
for collateral reading in connection with his.
tory which appeared in the reports of the
Committee of Ten and the Committee of Seven
in the 1S90's; and the appearance (probably
first in the IS90's) of "lists of readings" in
social-studies textbooks. In practice teachers'
use of "collateral" or "supplementary" readings
has lagged far behind the recommendations of
educators and the findings of research, With
special reference to sociaktudies library books
Horn wrote its 1937: "There ate today very
few schools, either elementary or secondary.
that have equipment to meet the standards set
up forty years ago." The lag is doe not only
to the lack of books, however, but also to
teachers' failure to use available hooks. To a
limited extent, however, wider reading is on
the increase in social studies, a trend parallel-
ing the decline of dependence on a single
textbook.

Prevailing practices with regard to the read-
ing program in social studies have been sur-
eyed in a number of investigations. They
agree in reporting that a majority, but con-
siderably less than all, of socintudies teachers
make systematic use of readings in books other
than the textbook. Greatest use, and according
to Swindler, "most efficient use," is made by
schools of medium size (see 21: 1133). Kimmel
found in New York State that the lowest quan-
tifies of reading per pupil were to be found in
schools with enrollments of under 150 and
over 2500 (17). The number %,f r;p;v., vc:Icl in
a year by each pupil has vat led enormously:
the averages reported in several surveys ranged
from 150 to 3500 pages.

Purposes claimed for collateral reading have
been variously collected and analyzed. Al-
though the acquisition of information is the
most common aim, the high ranks given to
the development of interest (especially in con-
nection with biography and historical fiction)
and abilities (e.g. use of library and basic refer-
ences and the historical method) are notable.
. The value of wide reading as compared with

little or no reading has been fairly IsmIl estab
lashed by research. Most significant findings in
this area arc those of Good and others in which
extensive reading was fount to be generally
more effective than intensive reading even
when the unit of time was equal for both
methods (13: Ch. 5). The relative values of
different types of readings arc seriously in need
of further investigation.

Methods employed in the management of the
reading program must continue to be guided

by teacher judgment and expediency, for ex
perirnental evidence is slight and inconclusive
in this area Two general principles commonly
emphasized, although supported only indirectly
by research evidence, deal with the need for
(a) effective motivation of the reading assign-
ment and (b) careful adjustment of quantity,
kind, and difficulty of readings to individual
differences.

In addition to getting an adequate supply
of hooks, teachers are confronted with the
problems of how to assign readings and bow
to check the results. Research has thrown
little light on just how these problems arc to be
solved. Such help as there is consists of de.
scriptive and statistical survtos of prevailing
practices. Norton, Kimmel, and others have
found that teachers (a) more often make read.
hug assignments by topics than by specified
pages, (b) most frequently try to arouse interest
in reading books by reading excerpts or giving
nisuniti.s or annotations and by tusking con-
stant reference to the book, (r) have pupils
give oral reports more frequently than written
reports, and (d) commonly use reading cards
as well as oral and written reports to check
pupils' reading and less commonly use inch.
victual conferences and formal. examinations for
this purpose (sec 21: 1.1012; 17).

The characteristics of books fur the social.
studies library and the bases for selecting them
hate been given considerable attention. The
results of research in this direction have been
commonly expressed in specific bibliographies
of reading references. Such bibliographies arc
numerous and vary greatly as to kind and
merit. The book lists included in socialstudies
textbooks have been shown to he characteristi-
cally of surprisingly poor quality although some
texts contain the best lists to be found any-
here. Miele is no agreement among authors

of textbooks or compilers of separate lists as to
what particular books should be included.
Among the most important bibliographies of
books for the social-studies library are those of
the 1921 committee headed by Hill (11), the
1921 committee headed by Foster (8), and the
lists by Swindler (33). In special areas are the
list of historical fiction by Logasa (19), biog-
raphy. by Wilson and Wilson (40) and Ireland
(14), and reference books by Wesley and sfurra
(39), and geography books by Branom (28:
Ch. 26).

Workbooks. Since about 1923 teachers have
increasingly utilized printed workbooks as aids.
for pupils in their study of the social studies.
lite antecedents of the workbook were the
siody outline, the map book, and the note-
book. The factors which contributed to the
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almost phenomenal rise of the workbook in the
late 1920's and early 1930's are said by Tryon
to have been: the supervised may movement,
increased emphasis upon individualization of
instruction, and the attack upon the traditional
recitation (35). The extent of the movement
is shown by questionnaire studies of teachers'
frequency of using them (out of 2.15 schools
surveyed in 1930, 103 used workbooks in his-
tory and 80 in geography) and by a count of
the number published (over 200 in social
studies other than geography during the period
1927.1937). Apparently fewer new publications
in this field appeared each successive year after
about 1935, but whether or not they have de-
clined in use has not been determined.

Social-studies workbooks have been classified
as to kind and content by Wesley (38: 31G-l8)
and Tryon (35). Both writers have commented
on the wide variations in quality of particular
workbooks. Trson examined 161 diflerent std.
umes and found that the predominant pupil
exercise required was filling in blanks.

The value of workbooks as instructional aids
tentains uncertain despite several iu%estigations.
la'hile a majority of the loosely controlled ex-
periments involsing workbooks have seemed Co
indicate that superior achievement results ft out
their use, other snnilar studies have yielded
inconclusive results. Collet:net opinions as to
the value of workbooks in the social studies
have been contradictory although IpOSt of them
are generally favorable.

Naps. Maps arc of distinctive and almost
indispensable value to the teacher of social
studies. They have long been sited extensively
in geography, and their use in history and the
other social studies appears to be on the in-
crease. More and better maps appear in the
newer textbooks. In several surveys of social-
studies equipment globes, wall wraps, and
atlases have been found to be seriously lacking.

Naturally enough most of the experiments
dealing with the use of maps. globes, and direc-
tions have been carried on in connection with
the study of geography. A number of findings
or conclusions can be stated:

1. Children make numerous errors in teying
to read maps.

2. The reading of maps must be taught
specifically and concretely.

3. Pupils can be taught to read maps with a
fair degree of adequacy.

4. Without guidance pupils do not know
whether the word or the dot indicates the loca-
don of a city on the map.

5. The use of a scale of miles, the directions,
the reading of latitudes and longitudes, the

direction of river flow, and the key symbols for
locating a place on a map all require specific
instruction.

6. The use of outline maps is an effective aid
to learning.

7. Real maps and hypothetical snaps both
have teaching values,

8. Children do not acquire a knowledge of
directions until they study geography.

9. Such terms as zone, latitude, and longitude
require specific teaching.

10, Numerous studies prove that ignorance
of common geographic facts is widespread.

11. All geographic errors common to pupils
are also common among teachers.

12. The incidental teaching of geographic
touts is a failure (28).

Charts and graphs. The use of graphic
representation of social data has increased sig-
nificantly in adult reading nenetials in recent
years, thus pointing to the need for increased
school instruction its the use of charts and
graphs. Although investigations has e failed to
point clearly to the %aloe of charts and graphs
its learning devices. the reason may lie in the
inability of pupils to :slaver the technical skills
necessary for using them, and these can be no
doubt as to the social utility of knowing how
to utilize such &sites. Horn has der hued that
"when students are taught to read graphs as
they should be, there is reason to beliese that
these aids will add materially to the eflectise-
ness of instruction" (13: 333).

Pictures. The use of pictures of all kinds
has been shown to increase interest, under-
standing. and retention, The need for careful
selection and classroom use of pictures is ern,
phasized. however, by studies resealing pupils`
misconceptions gained from pictures and the
ineffectiveness ut their random use. Pictures in
textbooks have been found to vary greatly in
number. quality, captions, and articulation with
textual matter. Several studies agree in saying
that pupils must be taught to rend pictures.
In most respects pictures in geography books
are better than those its other texts; and their
marked improvement in recent books in all
social-studies fields is notable. In general the
value of pictures as aids to learning has been
shown to vary inversely with age, intelligence,
and reading ability. Colored pictures have
been shown to be superior to blackandavhite
pictures in third grade geography.

'The relative merits of i rcnt kinds of pic-
tures have been inadequately studied. It is
probable that the textbook illustration, the
loose prim, the opaque projection, the lantern
slide, the still film, the silent motion picture.
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and the sound motion picture each has its dis.
tinctive advantage [or specific purposes. For
this reason it is rather beside the point to
attempt to compare one kin., with another as
to general value. Thus experimental compari-
sons between lantern slides and moving pictures
have yielded conflicting es idence. Ilona (13:
369.70) has stated that ''the trend of opinion
now scents to be that the results obtained front
still pictures approximate those hams motion
pictures except where mosement or a sequence
of events is to be portra)cd." See also VISUAL
EDUCATION.

The phonograph. Phonograph records can
be used to advantage in the socialtudies class.
room for giving pupils a skid acquaintance
with songs and instrulltental music character.
istic of other times and other places. They
may also be used to reproduce the voices of
famous persons. Research studies have as yet,
however, contributed little to guide teachers in
their use of this aid. Among the more practical
helps asailable are the lists and indexes of
phonograph records. classified according to
their historical or geographical Nies ance.

The radio. Of the few investigations vs Inch
pertain distinctively to the social studies, per.
haps the most significant arc those which have
established that news Inoadcasts listened to in
the classroom under teacher direction are su.
perior in terms of infoimation and interest in
current events to boils class use of }stinted
materials and pupils' listening to broadcasts at
home (sec 21: 200). Ste also RADIO Euuc.v.
TION.

Specimens and models. specimen. being
a reality, is thought to have great teaching
value, and a faithful model is close to the
specimen in reality. Some ulies tend to show
the superiority of these aids over pictures.

Measurement and evaluation. General sur-
veys of social-studies testing may be classified
into two groups: those which are primarily
historical and descriptive and those. which arc
analytical and evaluative. Studies of the former
type have furnished an abundance of specific
information, of which only a few of the more
significant items can be mentioned. The chief
means of measurement in social studies for
generations have been oral quizzing during the
recitation period and essays written in response
to stated questions.

The use of objective measurements in the
social studies lagged behind other fields. The
first published objective tests in the social
studies were those in history and geography
which appeared between 1911 and 1920. The
number was greatly increased with the appear.
ance of hundreds of new tests in the 1920's.

Fewer new tests were published after 1930, for
an increasing use was made of new editions of
established series of tests, such as the Iowa
EveryPtipil Tests and the Cooperative Tests.
Between 1936 and 1939 a notable aid was
rendered socialsuidies teachers die publica.
tion of four Bulletins of the National Council
for the Social Studies containing "reservoirs" of
validated test items by Anderson and Lindquist
(1). These items, in the fields of American
history, world history, economics, and govern.
mem, arc frequently incorporated into class-
room tests. Teachers lagged is decade or more
behind the publication of tests in adopting
objective techniques for their own tests. A
survey repotted in 1930 that objective tests
were used more frequently by social studies
teachers than either essay tests or essay-objective
combinations. Wilson's survey of social studies
in New York State reported in 1058 (41) that
hid( of the secondary teachers preferred objec-
tive tests, a thitd preferred essay examinations,
and a sixth preferred a combination of the
two forms. The same study reported that 11
per cent of class time on both junior- and
seniorhighschool levels was devoted to testing.
The most consomit pc.'S of objeCtketest items
found its teather-m.tde tests have been com-
pletion, shott-answer, and true-false.

Anal acid and evalintise surveys have re-
peatedly resealed selions inadequacies its test.
ing practices in the social studies. Traditional
essay-type examinations hate been convincingly
shown to lack reliability under cmanmary con-
ditions. (Sec also EXAMINATIONS.) NewI.ypC
objective examinations. while characteristically
possessing a much higher degree of objectivity
and lather more ieliability than essay examina-
tions, hate been often found subject to serious
deficiencies with respect to validity. These de.
ficicncies have been found to exist with respect
to most published tots and to an even greater
degree with respect to teachermade tests. Most
serious deficiencies are: (a) faulty item construc-
tion permitting testes: to select the correct
response on the basis of glaminatical consist-
ency, verbal association, or other irrelevant
clues; (b) too little use of the multiple-choice
form, shown W, research to be the most gener.
ally useful its he social studies; (c) encourage-
ment of mcmoriter learning of isolated' facts;
(d) the narrow range of outcomes testedem.
Oasis on factual information at the expense of
insights, abilities, appreciations, and attitudes.

Offsetting to some extent these findings as
to prevalent deficiencies arc other positive
experiments demonstrating how the faults may.
be overcome. it has been shown that essay
examinations can be notably improved by using
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more care in phrasing clear and definite quo-
lions, by establishing specific criteria fur judg
ing answers, by restricting the outcomes
intended to be measure(' by each question, and
by concealing the name of the test writer front
the test reader until after a mark has been
determined. Objective tests have also been
shown to be subject to improvement by obscrv.
ing the numerous specific technical toles that
should govern their consnuction (such as avoid-
mice of verbal and grammatical clues, the need
for clear-cut directions, the arrangement of
items in order of difficulty, and so forth), by
applying statistical techniques for item analysis
and test recision, and by phrasing items so as
to avoid textbook language and other stereo.
types and to demand insight or application of
information by the totes:. (See Tcsrs,
ActirEvEstENT.) Most significant of all recent
developments for the improvement of social.
studies testing has been the extension of the
range of outcomes measured by the desising of
numerous new instruments for measuring the
so-called "intangibles." (See EVALUATios.)

The movement for the measurement of non-
informational, or "intangible." outcomes of
social-studies instruction. which dominated
testing research in the late 19:;0's, had its origin
in the research findings which demonstrated
that usual testing practices were confined to a
very limited number of the accepted ohjerdses
of the social studies. When it was shown that
teachers were claiming for their instruction the
development of character, attitudes, appresia.
tions, skills, anti abilities but were unable to
make any appraisal of their success in these
directions, research workers undertook to de-
velop appropriate instruments of measurement.
The development of attitude scales had an
origin independent of the social-studies field,
and teachers of social studies have been very
slow to make use of the many good instruments
of this type available to them. (See ATTI,
TruEs.) Most progress vsithin the social studies
has been in the field of measuring skills. A
pioneer contribution was the set of tests tie.
veloped in Rochester, New York, under the
direction of Alice Gibbons, published in 1929
(9). The several editions of the Iowa Every.
Pupil Tests of Basic Study Skills, NVrightstone's
Co-operative Test of Social-Studies bilities,
and the Clark Exercises in the. Use of Historical
Evidence represent significant subsequent de.
velopments., These instruments have demon.

I The results of extensive research in rievelopin;
measures of sncial studies hate just become avail.
able in MORSI, %re., and McCuNr, GEoRcr.
Selected Items for Testing Study Skills. National
Council for the Social Studies. Bulletin No. 15.
1410. 72 p.

stratcd the possibility of measuring objectively
such elusive factors as ability to use books, to
interpret maps, graphs, and pictures, to under.
stand generalisations, to make associations, and
to think c itically. Less success
partied efforts to test character traits and appre.
ciations. Very significant attempts are currently
being made to measure pupils' actual social
behavior.

Teachers should be aware that different tests
which they use in social-studies classes measure
different functions. The usual custom of as-
signing a single rating as an appraisal of pupil
achiet einem is open to serious criticism, for it
conceals significant variations in the achieve.
men( profile of any individual pupil. The
assignment of a rating for each of several factors
is recommended. These suggestions are based
on research es id MCC as to the correlations
which obtain among different types of tests.
Thus tests of information, and particularly
voceshulaty tests, have been found to be closely
related to general intelligence and to general
reading ability. Attitude tests typically yield
low positive correlations with both intelligence
anti information tests. The fact that low
correlations hose been found between reliable
tests of the essay and objective types suggests
that they arc measuring essentially different
factors.

Other aspects of social - studies instruction.
Current events. The teaching of current events
hat occupied a tole of increasing importance
in school instruction in the twentieth century.
Such teaching is very largely accepted as a
responsibility 'he social studies teacher. It
is typically treated as a part of regular social-
studies courses, being designated as a separate
subject in only about one fourth of the ele-
mentary schools and a considerably smaller
fraction of the secondary schools. Whether or
not it is offered as a separate course, the modal
practice is to des ote one class period per week
to direct instruction in current affairs.

Current-events instruction has been shown to
result in increased knowledge about current
affairs, but there is ho evielence as to hose
effectively, if at all, it contributes to the other..
thaminformational outcomes which are claimed
for it. Knowledge of contemporary affairs has
been shown to exhibit a positive correlation
with basic civic information when intelligence
is held constant, and similar relationships have
been . found between such knowledge and
achievement on history examinations, liberal
social attitudes. sin of community, and sex
(boys consistently excelling girls). The amount
of course -work background in social studies,
independent of direct instruction in current
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events, has been found to bear a negligible
relationship to achievement on current-events
tests.

Accepting current-events information as the
sole aim and criterion, some studies have shown
the superiority of direct and systematic study
of contemporary affairs over the incidental
study of such matters in connection with a
prescribed course. This usually means the set-
ting aside of a definite period for study. The
use of a current-events periodical by every
pupil was shown by one statistical study to be
the "best method," but another study showed
that "newspaper clippings can be just as elfec.
tive as a weekly periodical if they are used
systematically." (See 21: 203.)

The deficiencies of teachers as well as of
school children in accurate knowledge of the
contemporary world have been demonstrated
in a number of sutveys. Lick of interest its
current problems and a slight amount of read
ing about them its newspapers and periodicals
have also been revealed as typical character.
istics of pupils not receiving systematic instruc-
tion.

Current-events instruction has thus far been
proved efficacious only in affecting pupils'
knowledge about current affairs, an outcome
not unisersally sanctioned as an important goal
of socialtudies instruction. After a review of
research in this area :Murra has written: "There
is an to-gent need for imensise and exhatistise
investigation of the outcomes of cut-rentevents
instruction upon such traits as social and chic
attitude;. ability to discriminate, actual undi-
rected reading habits, civic 1,ehavion and tin-
derstatuling of basic social concepts and general-
izations." (Sec 21: 202.)

Community study. Teaching pupils about
the commuttity in which they lice has long
been an clement of good social studies instruc-
tion. for the dual purpose of equipping them
with information of a high degree of social
utility and utilizing familiar social data to make
generalized concepts more meaningful. In the
late 1930's this area became the focus of greatly
itscreased emphasis, with social-studies teachers
in large numbers reorganizing their curriculums
and adapting their methods to provide for it.
A considerable body of literature developed,
the most notable being the 1938 Yearbook of
the National Council for the Social Studies
(25). This volume. however, as well as the
rest of the literature. is almost completely de-
void of research appraisals. Greatly needed ex-
perimental investigations yet remain to be
made.

Community analysis was declared to be one
of sixteen important "neglected areas" in the

social-studies curriculum by the commission
which prepared the 1936 Yearbook of the De.
pat tment of Superintemlence (26: 157). A
select but sizable group of 1761 "superior"
social-studies teachers, when quelled on the
matter, concurred with the judgment of the
commission by rating this topic among the
five areas most needing additional emphasis
(27). It was regarded as "adequately taught"
by only 17.9 per cent of the elementary teach-
ers, 32 per cent of the junior-high-school teach-
ers, and 25.4 per cent of the senior-high-school
teachers.

Basic to intelligent utilization of cotruntinity
resources is research of the survey type reveal.
ing just what those resources are. Sometimes
such investigations are ntade its advance of us"
by teachers, for example, that by Moser for
Cumberland, Wisconsin (38: 4:16-0) and some-
times they are an actisity of school pupils, for
example, rho done in Greeley, Colorado.
under the clitection of Michetter (see 25: 144-
63).

Field trips or excursions are one of the most
widely used specific techniques for community
study. They are used much more extensisely
in Europe than in the United States and more
in geography chats in the other social studies.
It was found in 1937 that 30 per cent of a
tepiesentatise sample of socialstudies teachers
in New York State high schools used field trips
its their instruction (41). Precautions must be
taken to assure safety of pupils on trips and
the legal responsibilities of teachers and schools
should be clearly determined its advance. (Sec
Smoot. Lame) No objective studies have dealt
directly with the outcomes of community study,
but subjectise judgments have been notably
tmanimotts in declaring its salve, and some
indirect evidence has been interpreted as favor.
ing it. With regard to field trips in particular
f forn has written; "There is some very sub-
stantial evidence . . which indicates that the
values claimed for excursions or field trips have
not been exaggerated" (13: 410).

That pupils' knowledge of their local com-
munity is seriously deficient and that secondary-
school instruction contribUtes very slightly to
its growth were among the outstanding conclu-
sions of Wilson's survey of social studies in
New York State (41).

Education against propaganda. The nature.
extent, and influence of propaganda have it
ceived widespread attention. Most of these
studies are beyond the scope of this article, but
much of the content of propaganda centers in
the social-studies field and so deserves brief
consideration here.

The effect of propaganda, increases with
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repetition. Both Laskcr and Biddle found that
prejudices resulting (coin propaganda increased
with age (sec 22: 115.1(i). 'Teo approaches to
education against propaganda have been tiled.
The first may be designated as defense by the
acquisition of traits. This approach invokes
the development of such qualities as caution,
skepticism, and a questioning attitude. The
second approach is that which deals directly
with propaganda techniques. The second has
received more attention, but the studies by
Biddle (22) and Osborn (29) seem to lead to
the rather obvious conclusions that propaganda
techniques used in a particular topic or prob
lent can be identified, analyzed, and minimized,
but that this process is nut easily or certainly
transferred to the propaganda techniques in
another topic or problem. In other words, the
ability to detect propaganda seems to rest upon
one's knowledge of the topic rather than upon
the identification of the techniques.

Teachers scent to be :maze of the need for
training their students to detect propaganda.
but they arc not very clear as to the issues
involved or as to the method to be used. For
example, Price found that only 11 per cent of
a group of teachers utilized the obvious method
of making compatisons and contrasts between
two articles on the same subject (sec 22: 12S).
Propaganda seems to he regarded as a new
manifestation, calling for recognition of a
few. tricks. Few teachers seem to recognize the
value of the historical or any other critical
method in attacking current propaganda.

The social-studies teacher. The social-studies
teacher is not always listed as such. While the
elementary teacher is a social tudies teacher, he
is also a teacher of English. arithmetic, and sci
ence. If the term "social.studies teacher" is
reserved for those who give thei: full or major
time to the field, it will apply primarir y to
those in junior aml seithm high schools. Ex-
cluding the elementary teachers, the number of
socialstudies teachers in the United States is
about 30,000. One third of this number are
men; 8.1 per cent of them lime college degrees;
one third have taken at least one year of
graduate work; one half are limier thirty-one
years of age. A survey of 15.000 social-studies
teachers showed that the median years of ex-
perience were S.1. ranging from 4 years in small
schools to nearly 11 in large cities. Two thirds
of the teachers surveyed had taught in two or
more school sstems and two fifths had taught
in three or more systems (2: Ch. 3).

Social studies teachers until fairly recently
received their training primarily in history. A
much smaller number took majors in sociology
or political science. 1Vithin the last decade,

however, many institutions have established
social-studies majors. These requite some de
gree of concentration in one subject, such as
history, and supporting courses in two or three
other social sciences. For examples, typical
requirements arc 2.1 semester hours in history
and 20 hours divided among economics, sod.
ology, political science, or geography, or any
two or three of these four subjects. Thcrc
seems to be little difference between teachers
colleges and liberal arts colleges with respect
to the requirements in history and the other
social studies.

The problem of teaching combinations con
plicates the training of socinktudies teachers.
Two thirds of all social - studies teachers have
some assignment outside the field, being called
on most frequently to teach English, but in-
stances of esery possible combination could be
cited. While socialtutlics teachers teach out-
side their field, such activity in no wise equals
in extent and frequency the invasion of the
field by teachers who were trained in other
subjects. Twenty per cent of all teachers with
minors have one in the social studies. The
lack of definitive standards in the held and the
widespread notion that majors in physical edu
cation. music. art. or any other subject are
qualified to teach the social studies go far to
perpetuate low standards and vague results.

The large number of sociaLstudies teachers
who have put sued graduate work indicates a
rising standard in the field. The practice of
graduate schools in closing advanced courses
to teachers because of the lack of pi eiequisites
lends to drise ihent into more education courses
and into the .specialitation of their under.
graduate work. Graduate schools thus tend. to
prevent the social-studies teacher from securing
a wide training on the higher les-el. The need
fee individualizing the graduatrestudy programs
of socialstudies teachers in view of their varied
backgrounds of training has been demonstrated
by Kerbow (24: Ch. 3).

While there is little quantitative evidence of
the in-service growth of sociastudies teachers.
there are several factors which indicate such
growth. In New York State Wilson (41: Ch. 7)
found that 36 per cent of a group of social-
studies teachers were engaged in some kind of
experiment: that 76 per cent read a daily
newspaper: that nearly 17 per cent have written
for publication: that a third had traveled widely
in the United States; and that a fifth had been
to Europe. On the other hand, Wilson found
that social-studies teachers seldom belong to
civic organizations or participate in public
affairs; that they often write theses outside
their field; and that many of them read few
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professional or critical magazines. On a na
tional scale the increasing professional eon
sciousncss of sociastudies teat he's is indicated
by the milked growth of membeiship in the
National Council for the Social Studies and
the National Council of Geography 'feathers.
Even larger numbers of teachers are reached by
the rapid!) multiplying iescal organizations, as
IS shown by the investigation made in 1939 by
Oagley (see 25: Ch. 8).

Sonic research studies of the traits, of good
teachers of social studies have been made al-
though they cannot be clearly distinguished
from studies of good teaching. A %Astable
summary of these studies. which concludes with
a self-rating scale derived from their findings.
has been made he Michener (sec 24: Ch. 1).

See also Tietetuat Euees.ttoxVI. CuRRieu.
LUNT.

Needed research. When one summatires
what is definitely known in the teaching of the
social studies, lie is impressed by the paucity
of convincing conclusions. 'They scent to be so
few, so tentatise, and so limited as to leave the
whole field wide open for the repetition of
previous studies and the indefinite expansion
into other was, topics, and plisblems. The
following paragraphs. ate intended merely to
direct attention to some of the 11101C urgent
needs of research.

The histmy Of textbooks, conjoin-mt, and
methods needs to he expanded. Studies of the
influence of the report of the Committee of
Seven or of any other reputt would be useful
connibutirms to recent developments. Starves,
of contemprwity offerings seem to nicer an
appreciative response. Although their value is
not very enduringthey are soon absorbed into
a larger picturethey furnish temporary guid
ante and help to define the direction of de-
velopments.

Research can never dm:tinkle objectives. but
synthesis of opinions, analyses of social trends
and purposes, and descriptions and ulassifiea
lions of educational purposes can be significant
and influential. Frequent inquiries into die
state of opinion need to be made, and the
adjustment of educational to social objectises
is a never-ending task. Further research in
the selection of curricular content can be di.
meted toward making general principles, such
as utility, learnability, and accuracy, specifically
workable, toward the repetition of extant tech-
niques, and toward the discovery of new tech-
niques. Future research might well be directed
toward the discovery of more inclusive, work.
able, and acceptable techniques, toward har-
monizing objectives and curriculum content,
and toward selecting materials which clearly

reflect the needs of the community in istich
they are to he used. Perhaps the most ft oitful
results will conic front numerous attempts to
apply asailable principles and technicpres to
local situations.

Further research in curricular organization
of the social studies might well be directed to.
ward the es aluation of existing forms as well
as toward evolving new ones. Materials organ-
ized in such a manner as to meet the approval
of scholars, teachers, 'and curriculum makers
might be tried out, raeasurecl, and contrasted
with other forms. Determining the relative
merits of a unit and a topic might not lead to
conclusive results. but it would at least be more
convincing titan mere arguments. Addicirmal
research in grade placement might well be
focused upon the arrangement of sequential
materials*, the application of them to a fete
selected pupil; throughout a period of years,
upon (scriber work its the difficulties of words
and skills, and upon a closer study of the stages
of child development. The discovery of special
tastes. imerestc, and abilities oilers some hope
of a negative as well as a positive nature.
While no dcfinitive results in terms of the grade
assignment of materials can be expected, it
should be possible to locate some elements, if
not topics and problems. in terms of the pri-
mary and intermediate grades and the junior
:mil senior high schools.

In the social studies there are many aspects
of the problem of learning which arc itt need
of furtherresearch, and mane of them !lase the
.tpocal of specificity and tangibility of returns.
Further analsses of the relation of experience
to learning, the hictots of language. the impor-
tactic of firsthand expetinces. and such special
elements as time. place. vocabulary. and study
Inc;!. , such as maps, graphs. tables. etc., need
further illumination. The relative effectiveness
of group and individual experiences is not
completely understood.

Research has demonstrated the complexity
of method and the futility of comparing various
methods. However. the effects of equipment
and the value of des ices can probably be ascer-
tained quite definitely, and such elements as
(11.105(10111:11g. rules for suldsing. pupil reports,
etc. can probably be segregated and evaluated.
The problems of the socia stodies library and
reading lists for particular courses should re-
ceive recurring attention.

The most needed research in social-studies
testing is that which would deal with attitudes
and other outcomes not satisfactorily measured
by conventional paperandpencil tests. The
distinction between measuring and evaluating
deserves clarification. The measurement of
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conduct, such as choosing radio' programs, read-
ing books, and p: ipating in community tic-
til it tri, S11(111111 rt2t..,iVe MOM attention. for
conduct is a measure of the effects of teaching,
and as such it deserves the attention of test
makers.

Research relating to current events. com
numity stitch', and propagmula is inadequate.
The fundatnental value of knowing current
events rear:Mrs to be demonstrated. The parts
whkh the reacher and the pupil should play
in community stticly need cirtfication. The
development of methods to offset propaganda
has not )et reached a satisfactory stage.

NOSE. This article is the contribution of
three individuals. Murra (lest:loped the organ-
ization and mote the major portion of tire
article. He also compiled the bibliography.
Wesley contributed the introductory niatetial,
the sections GO the development and status of
the social studies, the sorialstudies readier, and
needed research. Zink furnished c:..tensive data
on geography.

IVII.BUR F. Muscrt.s.

EDO R 11. IVESCEY
NO12,111 F. ZINK

11113LIOGRAVEIY

Nort. Seven of the titles Fitted below purport
to include toorpletreirrric of
for all or for a cornidetahle frortion of the field of
tear/title the soo.11 studies. "Fhe most compatt
etucice arcourat i< diat he Wikon and Murta (44).
The Eighth reantamli of the National Council for
the Social Studies (21) contains aIrstracts of about
110 studies and annotate/1 bilrliograr:thieq for twice
that number more, classified under he following
headings, club a summers for call: the unit and
unit method, ohjectives, method of teaching. rli
rated study, collateral residing. correlation, sisual
aids, current cseuts, and tests.

Teachinc the Serial Studies (38) is a
useful guide both (or its eNten.rile nnotarcil Iiih.
liogiaphicri and its Appel:ilk A. which cites 'ith
source reference.; 3S specific "Tentative results
of educational research in the social studies."
Horn's Arf-f h,,tts of Inutructinn iu the ';nrial Startles
(13) is based leis largely tin research findings with
respect to :4)11;11 learrtinq. method of teadrin, and
Ofillipment, pith citations. of sonnet scactercrl pro.
finely in footnotes. The bibliography and sum-
maries %stitch comprise the bulletin by Itodgkiris
(12) contain much that is research along with
notch of a or-uricsearch nature.

Research tilt the social-crurties curriculum, espe-
cially with ;TTCC% to selection and grade place-
ment, is stirmitazized in she Fourteenth Yearbook
of the Mc:pawl:nit of Superintendence (26) In
the field of geography teaching 52 research studies
are classified and summarized by Zink in the Thir

11.seconet Yearlsool: of the National Society kir the
Sriult of F.thication (28: Ch. 28).

In the tollowing biblioglaphi the authors hale
iccl) die or possible "pith

out neglecting to ghe the reader an opportunity
or trace nearly es cry statement of tact to its source.
Tire policy hoc been to list the oricorial vItil'CC !Ot-
to.; it rust not ectteralk acccssihlc atni an abstract
star cometticuth! :nrailahle in 3 FCC011tlary Wort:.

jc, c111,tjtb the omission of !mulct 011s
original stitches and the frc9ttcut reference to such
solurtres as Horn (13) and the Ei.qhtla Yearbook
(21).

1..1Novir.ns, II. R., and 1.INKIllsr, E. F. Se.
leered Test lions in ..dincikan History: Selected
Test 111'711i in 11.01111 Ilintru: Selected Tent Items
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I. Br c..'s. The Nature of the Social .36.
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&tamer. 1931. 236 p.

5. hut uen:c, Nt rt.. ;I Determilintion of Generali-
zations Basic 111 the Soria! Studies +mirk-Jaunt.
wal,i(k and Vint.. 1929. 219 p.

6. 1St 111F', 1121 NF T. 'The Trn. (hooks and the
New niscolt.tics. Firiplizocc aunt Viewl'oi nit in

nithiricrit outlook 23: 395.
rit2: 1932.

7. Fr 1', J. 't Stoves of Iiitr tit:Urinal
l'iartite, and frptipment 1:r.erl in Olnerreil Lessons
In the Social soulies in roar les SIN, SCVCII, and
1.i,..;111. in Selected Cities of the Middle, West." J
Ed Iles 36: 31,s :al: 1937.

Fostig, It. (I., and 01111'RC, "nooks for His-
torical Readtort in Schools." flistaticul Outlook
15: 306.13: 1921.

9. Grrum\s, ter N. Tots in the Soria/ Studies.
Natitinn, Council for the Sottal Studies. Purifica-
tion No. 3. 1929, 111 p,

In. llsR.vr, )1rNtn.'. -The Ohjettirec of the So-
cial Sunlit.% in the Elcurent..ry Grade.: The Present
Situation." J Ed Method 6: 53 60; 1926.

11. flirt., 11, C., and Orrtrirs. "standardizing
1 iltrary 1Votk and i.ihrary Equipment for History
in Seconders Schools." II 29: in) 50: 1921,

12. Hoocauxs, G. W. .-I Guide lo Newer Meth-
ods in Tear/zing Iirc Soc/,7i SI National
Council for the Social StktAlics, Vol1Ictin NO, 7.
19.37. 75 p.

13. IfoRN. F.R.V.FCT. Afcthorfs of !mom-lion in
Ihr Social Studies. Scribner. 1937. 523 p.

14. IRrrAso. NotcsiA 0. ffistorirril ftiographiel
for Junior and Senior nigh Srhools, Uniersitics,
and Coheres: flifdiography. Philadelphia: Mc-
Kinley Publishing Co., 1933.

IS. Kri.t.ri, T. I_ and KiZtY, A. C. Teas and
Measurements in the Social Sciences. Scribner,
1931. 633 p.
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16. KELT MARY C. "Time Expressions Com-
prehended by Children of the Elementary School."
El Sch J 522:28, 607-18: 1923.

17. KINIALLL. IV. C. The Management of the
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The Social Studies Educator

CHARLOTTE ENGELBOURG

If fundamental and long-term improve-
ment in school social studieD instruction
is to be brought about, weaknesses and
deficiences must first be overcome in the
training or social studies teachers, the
leadership of social studies educators in
the schools: and research in social stud-
ies education. In each of these tasks, the
role of the social studies educator is cen-
tral, and aliy profound change in social
studies instruction depends upon in-
creasing the effectiveness of social stud-
ies educators as a group. The general
purpose of this investigation was to de-
termine what steps to take in order to
bring about this improvement.

The study as a whole had three
phases: (1) to conduct a survey that
wculd provide accurate descriptive in-
formation on doctoral programs in social
studies education and t,e employment

Mrs. Engletrourg teaches American history at
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Vol. XXI Number 4 Wir.4.. 1970

of successful candidates; (2) by compar-
ing the survey findings with a model pro-
gram developed by the investigate. to
make value judgments on the conditions
revealed by the survey; (3) to find the
reas-ns behind the differences discov-
ered between the model and the actual
practices, and thereby identify areas :7.1

need of reform.
The model program evolved after a

study of the literature of graduate edu-
caton in general and of doctoral pro-
grams in education; no source dealt spe-
cifically with the social studies educator,
although two doctoral dissertations were
relevant.' Data were collected by a ques-
tionnaL.2 sent to '.proximately sixteen
hundred individuals at the college level
who had been identified by the National

1. Brodbclt, Samuel. "Existing P. turns
Projected Trends in Social Studie.:z Teacher Edu-
cation as Seen by Professors Engaged in the
Field." Columbus: Ohio State University, 1961.
(Unpublished); McPhic, Walter E,,an. "Factors in
the Use and Value of Dissertations in Social
Studies Education, 1911-!997." Sca......1rd, Calif.:
StarCord University, 19,9. (Unpublished)

,,VM
Reprinted with permission of the authcr and theolailaidimmom
frib "INIMINNITIMINIAIM Air rawIIMENIMIII:
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Council for the Social Studies as having
responsibility for social studies edu-
cation. Response was received from
slightly over ,calf this population, 210
of whom held the doctorate and identi-
fied themselves as social studies educa-
tors. Throughout this report the term
"social studies educator" refers to the
-rio practicing social studies educators
who had received their doctorates. For
the purposes of this study, a social stud-
ies educator is defined as a person whose
professional activity has been largely
concerned with the training of social
studies teachers, the improvement of
school social studies programs, social
studies education research, and/or creat-
ing and operating advanced degree pro-
grams in social studies education.

This study suffers from the same-lim-
itations that apply to all mail question-
naire surveysthe question of whether
or not tl-lere was a meeting of minds and
the fact that time information (i.e., age
of respondent, age at which he received
the doctorate, etc.) is ..ot correlated with
such other data as the number of pub-
lished works.

Underlying the model doctoral pro-
gram proposed in the investigation was
an analysis of such enduring issues as
specialization versus breadth, and re-
sea-ch versus teaching and practice. Also,
policies and practices in other disciplines
and professions were examined for their
relevance to the situation in social stud-
ies education.

As a result of this analysis, a model
was formulated composed of sixteen asser-
tions, each of which dealt with a prac-
tice of significance in determining the
effectiveness of social studies educators.
The picture of a model doctoral program
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in social studies education emerges: five
to twenty resident, full-time candidates
are actively engaged in various levels of
the program. Course work, seminars,
and independent study form a planned,
sequential pattern of about three years'
duration, and the candidates expect to
complete the program in about four or
five years. This will be possible because
they will be carefully selected and finan-
cial aid will be available to facilitate
steady, uninterrupted study. Although
the focus is social studies education, the
sequence of study is also designed so
that the candidate can broaden his
knowledge, since the program provides
some opportunity for continued work in
the social sciences. The overall emphasis
is research; and the dissertation, which
is especially useful in developing the
necessary skills, should result in at least
one publishable article.

The feasibility of this ambitious pro-
gram is due in large measure to the high
level of demonstrated ability of the stu-
dents selected for admission; the aca-
demic standards are at least equivalent
to those in the graduate school of arts
and sciences.

The sixteen assertions forming the
model have been divided into two cate-
gories, the first of which comprises six
stat2ments whose common quality is

that the respondents greatly exceeded the
standard that the model proposed for the
profession. The model required a mini-
mum of two or three years' teaching ex-
perience before admission to a doctoral
program, and 97 percent of the social
studies educators had it. However, there
is room for concern because 73 percent
had excessive teaching experiencemore
than five years.



The inodel had two statements regard-
ing the study of the social sciences. The
first called for each social studies edu-
cator to study one particular social sci-
ence discipline a minimum of two years as
a graduate student in the field of his un-
dergraduate social science major. This re-
quirement for dew% in a social science was
met by bo percent of the social studies ed-
ucators, although one-fifth didn't pursue
their social science majors beyond the un-
dergraduate level. The other requirement
was that a social studies educator should
seek breadth by studying three years or
more in the social sciences other than the
major; no stipulation was made as to the
level of the courses. Ninety percent had
three years or more in one or several of
the social sciences other than the major
concentration.

The model maintained that two years
ought to be the minimum full-time resi-
dence (work taken on campus during the
regular academic year in contrast to
evening, Saturday, and summer study).
It was also held that the total elapsed
time in calendar years between starting
graduate work toward a doctorate and
receiving the degree should be no more
than five years. An encouraging number
of social studies educators met these
standards. Half had at least two years
of full-time residence, and the fraction
jumps to almost three-fourths when you
add the 22 percent who claimed one year
of full-time residence. Note, however,
that nearly one out of four had no such
full-time study at all, and that slightly
over one out of four took over five years
to complete their work.

An authoritative study dealing with
graduate education revealed that for
1957 recipients of doctorates in educa-
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tion the elapsed time between the be-
ginning of graduate work towards the
doctorate and the awarding of the de-
gree was slightly over fi"e years.2 This in-
vestigator's finding was that almost
three-fourths of the responding social
studies educators received the degree in
five years or less.

Why are the standards not met to a
greater extent than these statistics indi-
cate? The respondents who failed to fin-
ish doctoral work (excluding graduate
work toward a master's degree) in five
years responded as in a single voice: in-
adequate financial support. Given the
visibility of the financial problem and
the fact that government agencies and
private foundations are increasing their
Support, one might expect resourceful so-
cial studies educators to make impor-
tant headway in gaining financial as-
sistance for outstanding candidates. It
must be added, however, that support
should not be expected for weak pro-
grams or mediocre candidates.

The last item of the model met by
the respondents is in the nature of a self-
fulfilling prediction. Since the question-
naires were sent to those on a NCSS list,
it is not surprising that 90 percent of
the respondents were members of this
organization. In addition, one-third
were members of one or more of the
seven major social science organizations
(usually the American Historical Asso-
ciation) and were also affiliated with
other educational groups.

Sonic standards were satisfied by a
bare majority of social studies educators,
or by none. The model maintained that

2. Berelson, Bernard. Graduate Education in
the United States. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1960. p. 253.
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candidates should be selected on the ba-
sis of academic promise. Thirty percent
of the social studies educators in this
survey had been graduated cum laude,
magna cum laude, or summa cum laude.

However, there are various indications
that social studies educators are not of
the same academic caliber as those in
other related disciplines. Over half of
them had attended undergraduate insti-
tutions that were not selective as com-
pared with about one-quarter of thei his-
torians studied by another investigator.3
Similarly, one study constructed an aca-
demic performance index (cumulative
grade-point average weighted by the
quality of the institution) and ranked
those undergraduates expressing a pref-
erence for a particular graduate field.
Ranked by percentage in the top fifth
of the academic performance index were
29 percent in history and 14 percent in
education; and in the bottom half, 35
percent in history and 47 percent in edu-
cation.' Another study draws a curve
from the scores of college graduates ma-
joring in education to the scores of
graduate students in education. This
curve slopes down, indicating a less-than-
average amount of selection for graduate
students in education.'

3. The selectivity ranking is adapted from
Cass, James, and I3irnbaum, Max. Comparative
Guide to American Colleges. New York: Harper,
1964. Perkins, Dexter, ranks undergraduate in-
stitutions according to the number of Ph.D.'s in
history received by their ;graduates from 1936 to
1956. The r.dacation of historians in the United
States. New York: McGraw-1(W, 1962. p. 43.

4. Davis, James A. Great Aspirations: The
Graduate School Plans of America's Colic:0 Sen-
iors, Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., I96.;. p.
145.

5. Commission on Human Resources and Ad-
vanced Training. Amciett's Resources of Spe-
f:ialized 'Talent: A Cut tint Appraisal and a Look
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Anyone familiar with the literature
on the purposes of graduate education is
aware that the controversy between
teaching and research has been the cat-
cial issue of the graduate school through-
out the twentieth century. The position
in this investigation is that research
orientation is crucial to the future of the
social studies education enterprise. One
central purpose of doctoral training,
therefore, is to instill the research atti-
tude and to impart the skills necessary
to carry out effective inquiry. To be "lit-
erate" in statistics is mandatory; yet,
slightly over half of this population had
less than one graduate year in statistics!
The fact that stands out most starkly is
that almost one-third had no such study
at all.

The model maintained that the doc-
toral dissertation should be of such a na-
ture and quality as to provide the basis
for a book, part of a bock, or an article.
Only about two-fifths of the successful
candidates in social studies education
have a dissertation-based publication
to their credit. There are reasons why
not every dissertation can result in
a published paper, and certainly the in-
tent of this requirement is not to ac-
celerate the publication explosion. On
the other hand, the fact that a large num-
ber of doctoral recipients can investigate
a topic and then not have the findings
communicated to the profession through
publication speaks poorly of the investi-
gations themselves.

It was asserted in the model that each
student take a one-year graduate course
or seminar dealing with the psychologi-

Ahead. (Report prepared by Dad Weil Ie, direc-
tor.) New York: Harper, 1954. p. 195.



cal foundations of education and anoth-
er one with the sociological foundations.
Actual practices fell short; one-half had
done no advanced work in the psycho-
logical area, and only 4i percent had
met or exceeded the standard set in the
mcdel for advanced work in the socio-
logical foundations.

The model contained the assertion
that a year's course or seminar dealing
with a critical review of the research
and the current issues in social studies
education ought to be an integral part
of a doctoral program in social studies
education. Such study had not been done
by 56 percent of the social studies edu-
cators. It is probable that the chief rea-
son for this is that usually there are too
few candida-tes engaged in a social stud-
ies education doctoral program to war-
rant such a course. An examination of
institutions granting doctorates in social
studies education between 1934 and
196z reveals that fewer than one-fourth
of these institutions granted most of the
degrees. In a span of almost thrity years,
more than three out of four doctoral-
granting institutions granted fewer than
ten degrees to social studies educators.'

There are many arguments to support
the need for a minimum number of stu-
dents. Advanced graduate work cannot
be conducted in a vacuum. The stimula-
tion, criticism, and ideas of others who
have like interests and who are working
on similar problems are an invaluable
part of graduate study. There are impor-
tant values in the informal day-to-day
interaction between doctoral students in
a given field.

6. McPhie, Walter E. Dissertations in Social
Studies Education: A Comprehensive Guide.
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Two items dealt with aspects of the
doctoral program itself. One asserted that
each candidate should gain experience
as an assistant in a course dealing with
curriculum and instruction in social stud-
ies; the other held that there should be
required supervision of practice teachers.
The survey showed that 41 percent of
practicing social studies educators had
been graders, assistants, or teachers, and
that 51 percent had experience supervis-
ing practice teachers, although not neces-
sarily in social studies. These figures can
be contrasted with a 1958 survey of
Ph.D.'s in history, two-thirds of whom
were independent teachers, leaders of
discussion sections, or assistants in
grading papers, while working toward
their Ph.D.'

The remaining statements had to do
with postdoctoral activities. Foremost
among these was the Contention that a
social studies educator should be per-
suaded by training and provision in his
work load to conduct scholarly investi-
gations on problems and issues in social
studies education and to report his re-
sults in suitable journals. In fact, only
one out of five practicing social studies
educators devote as much as one-fourth
of their professional time to research;
in contrast, historians spend 22 percent
of their time in research and writing.'
Still, 40 percent of the social studies
educators have published six articles or
more. The last item suggested that so-
cial studies educators should contribute

Washington, D.C.: National Council for the So-
cial Studies, 1964.

7. Perkins, op. cit., p. 5/.
8. Cutter, Allan M. An Assessment of Qual-

ity in Graduate Education. Washington, D.C.:
American Council on Education, 1966. p. 38.
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to the improvement of school social
studies instruction by serving from time
to time as consultants. Ninety-four per-
cent of this population spent To per-
cent or less of their time on consulting,
and 83 percent spent io percent or less
on curriculum work.

There are certain aspects of doctoral
training in social studies education on
which substantial agreement exists and
that would lend themselves to quick
adoption by the profession as standards.
Certain other proposals are beyond gen-

eral attainment until adequate financial
support for the soc...al studies education
enterprise is obtained and there is a firm
resolve to establish and maintain un-
compromisingly high standards.

If these issues can be resolved, if cer-
tain problems are confronted, and if a
start is made in establishing standards,
the colleges and universities of America
will be on their way to producing the
kind of leaders so sorely needed to bring
about fundamental and long-term im-
provements in social studies instruction.
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EXPERINIENTAL CIASSROOM STI DIES OF TEA(:IIER TRAINING, TEACHING BEHAVIOR,
AND STI DENT CIBEVEMENT

Paper presented at the 1970 meeting of the National Council for the Social Studies

Barak Rosenshine
University of Illinois at Urbana

Many educators involved in the pre-service and in-service education of teachers are currently training
teachers to increase their use of certain behaviors and decrease their use of other behaviors. The number of
behavioral skills which educators have selected for the training of teachers is staggering. In some programs,
upwards of 1,000 skills have been identified; training programs have been developed, and methods of evaluating
teacher at tainment of these objectives have been devised.

In the 1960's we learned that teachers can be trained to exhibit specific behaviors in the classroom or to
elicit sped fied student behaviors. But many educators now wonder whether this training of teachers results in
enhanced growth of students. To answer the question. experimental studies must be conducted and reviewed.
But only certain types of experimental studies are appropriate: those in which (at some teachers were trained
to teach a class of students in a certain manner, I b) observational measures were obtained to verify that
teachers behaved as intended, and (c) end-of-experiment measures were obtained (such as achievement scores).

Most of the experimental studies in social studies or education in general lack these characteristics. Most
of the studies arc (a) controlled laboratory-type experiments conducted in a setting which seems dissimilar to
that of a school, (b) classroom-based studies in which only the experimenter gave the instruction to the class,
or (c) large-scale curriculum studies in which observational data on classroom behavior were not obtained. No
criticism is intended of any of the above three designs. However, such studies can only yield interesting
hypotheses which appear worth of future tests in a teacher training situation: they cannot be taken by
themselves as evidence of the validity of these behaviors for the training of teachers and the improvement of
student achierenicnt.

This review contains all the studies I could find in which teachers were trained, their classroom behavior
was observed, and measures of student achievement were obtained. The review is limited to studies in which
student achievement was measured. Other outcome variables such as student persistency in a task, ability to
create a new product, or improved attitudes toward school or subject area are not included here because
experimental studies in these areas have seldom been conducted, and because each of these outcomes merits a
separate review.

The few studies which were found have been organized and will be described under four topics:
eopitive behaviors, affective behaviors, student participation, and enthusiasm. The reader should be cautioned
that another reviewer might have organized, even interpreted, these studies differently. The reader might also
note that many variables of interest apparently have not been studied. Such variables include many of the
cognitive arid affective behaviors which are described in numerous observational systems, student classroom
activities, student out-of-class activities, and teacher motivational techniques.

Teacher Cognitive Behavior

S x studies were found in which teachers were trained to use specified cognitive behaviors such as the
asking of questions which require increased coenitive processing to answer.

Seventh and Eighth Grade Economies. (MO) conducted an experiment to compare the effects of
"responsive teaching'' and "direct teachine. Seventh and eighth grade students were randomly assigned to
one of eight g- .)ups. and these students received ten 30-minute lessons on American economics. The four
experienced teachers were expected to teach one set of lessons in a direct manner and another set of lessons in
an indirect manner. Following the instruction, all students took two achievement tests developed by the
investigator. One-test was designed to measure mastery of facts. the other. mastery of hivher understandins.

Coding of the instructional behavior of teachers and students was done by combining scores on a variety
of behaviors to form one set of judgments fur each lesson, Although there was a clear distinction in the
teaching behavior in the two situations, "ft seems clear that teaching behavior as specified in the Responsive

Reprinted with the permission of the author. Critiques and additional studies are urgently solicited.
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Treatment was not satisfactorily presented." On the average, teachers were faithful to the responsive method
63 percent of the time, compared to 94 percent of the time for the direct method. It is difficult to decide on
the level of student responses during the lesson. According to Miller, responsive teaching "was accompanied by
pupil comments...which were at higher levels of understanding." According to the table, there appears to be
little difference between the two treatments in student comments at the two highest levels of understanding.
Despite these discrepancies, Miller concluded that student understanding during the lesson was higher during
the responsive instruction.

The results on the end-of-instruction test showed no significant differences and no discernible trend
between the two groups on the test which focused on mastery of facts, or on the test of higher understanding,
(!t should be noted that on a test of student attitudes toward the lessons, the responses were significantly
more favorable for the lessons taught in a responsive manner.)

High School Social Studies. Millet( (1969) conducted an experimental study designed to train teachers in
"translation tactics." Translation behaviors, generally, were questions about the meanings of different words in
the contest in which they were used. The 39 first -year high school intern teachers were assigned to one of four
training conditions, the most powerful condition being a combination of oral instruction by the investigator
plus videotape demonstration of teacher translating behaviors, and the least powerful condition being no
training in translation tactics. All teachers then taught the same special materials during a single class period,
and administered the criterion test on the meaning of various terms in the material at the end of the class
period. The test was developed by the investigator to measure the specific results of this instruction.

There were two types of results. First, the training procedures appeared to be successful because the
trained teachers used significantly more translation tactics, :did their students gave significantly more
translating responses during the period than untrained teachers. Furthermore, the most powerful training
treatment appeared to induce the strongest translating responses during the instructional period.

The second result was the lack of significant differences among the classrooms on the translation test
administered following the instruction. There was no trend favoring any of the four groups.

Fifth Grade Social Studies. Rogers and Davis (1970) provided ten student teachers with ten hours of
instruction on the use of varying cognitive levels of classroom questions. These teachers were taught to use
questions in the seven categories of questions developed by Sanders (1966). The ten student teachers in the
control group did not receive this special instruction. Following the training, all 20 student teachers taught a
four-day unit on the West Indies to fifth grade classes. The daily lessons were 30-45 minutes in length. On the
fifth day, all students took an achievement test constructed by the investigators, which contained items that
university judges agreed represented all seven levels of questions.

Again, there were two types of results. First, the training appeared to be successful. The trained teachers
asked significantly more questions requiring translation, interpretation, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. Second, there were no significant differences between the two groups of teachers on their students'
achievement test scores (although the scores for students taught by the untrained teachers were slightly
higher).

One of the puzzling findings is that the students of the untrained teachers did significantly better on the
test questions on the ability to analyze information. Yet, during the period of observation (30 minutes), not a
single control teacher was recorded as asking a question requiring analysis, whereas eight of the trained
teachers asked a mean of two analysis questions. It is possible, however, that the-significant difference on the
analysis questions was obtained by chance.

Seventh Grade Social Studies (Transportation). Hutchinson (1967) employed a design in which teacher
training (and student training) took place after the first instructional unit was completed. In this study, four
teachers first taught the same unit on transportation and communication for 15 one-hour periods to seventh
grade students. Following this instructional unit, both the teachers and a second group of students received
four days of in-service training designed to acquaint the teachers and students with group methods,
brainstorming, and concepts such as ideational fluency, originality, and planning elaboration. The teachers
then taught the same materials a second time to these students.

The teacher behavior and student behavior were different during these two instructional sessions. In the
second instructional time, the students gave fewer responses labeled "routine" and "cognitive memory," and
more responses labeled "productive thinking." ,

Both before and after the instructional period, all groups of students were given a standardized test in
creative thinking and an achievement test on the subject matter. Thettnerimental group had significant gains
over the control group on four of the ten measures of creativity; the control group 4id not make superior gains
on any of the creativity tests. On the achievement test, which was written by the investigator, the
experimental group made greater gains, but the results were not quite significant at the .05 level.

The experiment is difficult to interpret. Certain aspects, such as allowing the teachers to teach first in
their natural style and then providing the training, have a great deal of appeal. However, we don't know-what
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happens when teachers teach the same unit twice without training. The act of teaching a unit a second time
may have beneficial results in itself. The use of standardized tests of creativity seems to have the same flaws
which many attribute to the use of standardized tests of achievement; that is, the tests may not be related to
what was taught in the classroom. Finally, in this experiment, it is difficult to gauge the effects of allowing the
students to participate in the in-service training. This training, apparently, was given to the experimental
students after they took the pre-test. Thus the effects of the in-service training and the effects of the
instructional procedures are confounded.

Reading in Grades Two Through Six. Davidson (1967, 1968) conducted a study focused on critical
reading skills. Twenty teachers were selected from twenty schools, four at each grade level from grade Two
through grade Six. Two teachers in each grade were randomly placed into the control group; the other two
were in the experimental group, In September, all twenty teachers made a tape recording of a class discussion
based on material read by the children. Teachers in the experimental group were provided with printed
information about the investigator's system of interaction analysis, and met with the investigator to discuss
their tape recording; no meeting was provided for the control teachers, Both groups then made a second tape
recording of another class discussion in December.

In the December analysts, the experimental group was using significantly more "critical thinking
responses" and significantly fewer "non-productive responses" compared to the control group. Compared to
the September recordings, seven of the ten experimental teachers showed significant changes in behavior in
December; only one of the control teachers showed such a change.

Although the focus of Davidson's study was Li itiLat thinking. for an unknown reason he did not develop
or administer any test in critical thinking. Rather, reading tests in the Stanford Achievement Test series were
administered to all students. None of the diftcrences between the groups was significant.

Reading in Grades One through Six. An experimental study in critical reading skills (Wolf 1967) appears
to be similar to the studies of teacher questions in the social studies. Two experimental and two control
teachers were selected from each grade level from One through Six. The experimental teachers were trained in
a Critical Reading Workshop during a summer.

Twelve instructional units were developed, six for the experimental teachers and six different ones for
the control teachers. These experimental lessons were taught during the academic year. All students completed
achievement tests on general reading (,California Achievement Tests) and on critical thinking in the fall and
again in the spring. The critical thinking tests were developed by the research team.

There were differences between the experimental and control teachers in the types of questions they
asked. Cverall, control teachers asked significantly more questions classified as related to specific facts,
interpreting, and applying; experimental teachers asked significantly more questions classified as clarifying,
analyzing, and evaluating. If tile "cognitive level" of such questions can be quantified, both groups asked both
higher level and lower level questions. but the experimental teachers asked slightly higher level questions.
Student responses followed the pattern set by their teacher.

At every grade level, the students in the experimental classes did better than the students in the control
classes on the total critical thinking test. However, when the test was divided into its three sections -- Logic,
General, and Literaturethe only consistent and significant differences between students in the two groups was
on the Logic section. Instruction in logical analysis was one of the distinctive features of the special lessons
prepared for the experimental group; three of their six instructional units were on ways of working with
informational and persuasive materials. The units for the control group "used a wide variety of children's
books to enrich the various areas of the curriculum." No significant differences were obtained on the
California Achievement Tests in reading, although at each grade level the unadjusted score favored the
experimental group.

This study is distinct from the others because one of the objectives was the development of cognitive
skills, and the instruction focused upon development of this skill. The emphasis in this study, in contrast to
the others, was upon using the special materials, rather than on using particular techniques. Under such
conditions, it is interesting that different patterns of questions were used in the two situations. When this
study is compared to those by l\Idlet and by Rogers and Davis, we note that in this study there was no clear
distinction between the two groups in use of high level versus low level cognitive questions. Rather, both
..,Toups used both high level and low level questions. The distinctions were in the ripe of question used. For
example, the control teachers asked more questions requiring interpretation and application, whereas the
experimental teachers asked significantly more questions requiring analysis and evaluation.

Summary of Six Experimental Studies on Cognitive Interactions

I have summarized six studies in which teachers were trained to modify the type of co'iitive
interactions which occurred in a classroom discussion, and results were obtained both on instructional
behavior and on student cognitive achievement.
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The most important conclusion is that six is a very small number of seadies compared to the hundreds of
workshops and teacher training programs designed to modify the cogritive instructional interactions of
teachers. Hopefully, there are ,nany studies which 1 misset., so, I would appreciate learning about them.
There are, of course, studier similar to these, Ft.' not similar eneugh to qualify as tests of teacher training.
There are studies in which the natural behaviors teachers have been correlated with measures of student
achievement. But such naturalistic sti.dies can only Novi& hypo hese.; fur experimental studies e the type I
have desc,ibed. There are also studio in which the experimenter hiutrht one class by some form of inquiry
metho,4 and the other class was taught by another teacher, but again, such studies only provide hypotheses for
teacher training studies. There is aeo the series of studies funded L, ider Project Social Studies, ',aut 1 nave not
seen any which include reports on classroom instructional behav ior. The excellent report on the Taba
Curriculum Project, for example, indicates that the experimental classes were indeed different )mi the
control classes,. but the report does not provide data on these differences. In the review of research in the most
recent of these studies (Rogers and Davis 1970), no additional studies were cited. It is imperative that
investigators conduct more studies on the effects of training teachers in the use of cognitive behaviors.

A second conclusion is that not all these studies are clear tests of the effects of training_ teachers to
increase the cognitive level 21- classroom interactions. In the study by Millet, the 30-minute instructional
period may have been too short; in the study by Miller, the teachers were unable to present an appropriate
display of "responsive teaching:" in the study by Hutchinson, cognitive achievement was not a clear focus of
the experiment; in die study by Davidson, critical thinking was taught to the teachers, but critical thinking by
the students was not measured: in the study by Wolf. the teachers who taught critical thinking used different
materials from the teachers in the control group: in the study by Rogers and Davis, students in classes in which
no analysis questions were asked did better on analysis post-test questions than students who were asked such
questions.

Although there are research design difficulties in all of these studies, the purpose of this paper is not to
question the validity of the experiments. Rather. 1 applaud these investigators for conducting the studies. But
with all the time and money being spent on teacher training, why are so few studies being conducted on the
effects of such training upon students'?

A third conclusion is that in all studies there was abundant evidence that the training procedures did
modify the classroom behavior in the direction desired by the experimenter. Training of teachers, it appears, is
not a difficult task. Further, whenever student classroom behavior was measured, it fit the desired model. If
teacher training and student classroom behavior were both generally successful, it is disconcerting to learn that
in five of the six studies there was no significant difference on the student achievement measure, particularly
when, in all cases but one, the investigators themselves developed the achievemL nt tests. In the four studies
which dealt with social studies matedals. all showed significant differences in the classroom behavior of the
experimental and control groups; none showed significant differences on achievement tests which the
investigators developed themselves.

The final and most puzzling conclusion is that I do not know how to interpret these studies. The results
are out of joint, 0 cursed spite that ever man was born to set it right.

Teacher Affective Behavior

Four experimental studies were found in which the focus was on the type of affective interaction
between the teacher and student, that is, the teacher's use of praise, student ideas, giving of directions, and
criticism. Again, the only studies selected are those in which teachers were trained, and objective data were
obtained on both affective behavior and student achievement.

History in Grade 7. In an experiment conducted in Norway, Rian (1969) comparti the effects of
indirect and direct teaching. Three student teachers each taught a OO-mina.,2 lesson two ways, in an indirect
and direct manner. During 45 minutes of a discussion of the events leading up to the Nazi invasion of Norway
and Denmark, under the indirect condition, there was much use of praise, student ideas, and broad,
unstructured questions, and little use of lecture or directives. The opposite proportions occurred in the direct
condition. In both conditions there was little use of criticism. During the last fifteen minutes, devoted to
repetition and sammary, direct teaching occurred under both conditions. Analysis of teacher behavior in both
parts of the lesson and under the two conditions showed that these experimental conditions were satisfied. In
addition, under the indirect condition, there was more student initilted talk and student directed talk.

At the end of the instruction, students were tziven tests on achievement and on satisfaction, which were
developed by the investigator. There was no significant difference between the two groups on either test, nor
was there a ,y trend favoring either method. Furthermore, there was no evidence of differential effectiveness
of teachers.
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Geo-history in 9. Gunnbin (1968) studied the effects of training teachers in Flanders' (1965)
Interaction Analysis. On the ,,as,s of initial observations, he selected 10 student teacher. whose natural
teaching style was predominately direct. The five teachers randomly assigned 16 the experimental group
received six hours of instruction in IA: the ,:ontrol eroup received no instruction. All ten teachers were h'ien
observed as they taught a sv:acial unit on India to the 9th grade social studie, class' owns to which they were
assigned. The lessons extended for 10 class periods. Both the instructional material and the achievement tests
were developed by the invtn tigator.

There were significant differences in the classroom behavior of the two groups. The experimental
teachers were recorded as using.signiticantly more extended indire rrtlucnce and as being more supportive in
responding to student comments; the students in these classrooms hi., ..igniticantl, more student talk and
ei ior. if their own The experimental teachers had a mean Lid rat, of 4.3: the control teacile-.< had a
mean i/d ratio of 1.8. Because an ratio of 1.00 or above is usually considered a >ren Of indirectness, the
experiment is not a clear test direct versus indne..t teaching. It may he mote accurate Je,crihe the
experimental group as a very indirect group, and the control group as an indirect (or not particularly ditect)
group of teachers. But there is no question that, as a result of training, the groups differed in their
instructional style.

All students toe k a pre-test and a post-test on the material. There were no significant differences between
the two groups on wis test, nor was there evidence of a trend favoring either group. lhowever, tin oarns
regarding student attitudes to,tards the instruction and the teacher, the students gave significantly higher
ratings to the indirect teachers.

History in Grade 5 tri an e.s:tremely welTdesigned study, flerman and others (19(19) contrasted the
effects of direct and indirect le:kiting. Eighteen Sib grade teachers were selected, all of whom had taught in
their current school for at least The teachers were matched according to the ratios, and divided
into two groups. Each group taught two six-week social studies units Pone on early explorers. the other on
colonization); one unit was taught a teacher-centered manlier, and the other unit in a student-centered
manner. For this study. teacher-centered activities v;ere those in which the teacher set the goals, there was
little verbal participation by the group and mucA he the teacher, and the teacher made most of the decisions.
Student-centered activities were those in which the group set its goals, verbal participation by the group was
encouraged, group evaluation was promoied, and the teacher shared decision making with the group.

The matching of teachers, the assigning of teachers to teach two units, the reversal of teaching methods
between the two units. and the use of OSCAR to code teacher adherence to method provided an excellent test
of the hypothesis.

On the a litevement tests developed by the investigators for this project, there we s no significant
difference heme an the two groups for either unit. The mean scores favored teacher :entered instruction in one
unit, and student-centered instruction in the other.

Mathematics in Grades I Through 5. Carline (1969, 1970) attempted to modify fourteen teacher
behaviors which could be categorized using the Flanders' Interaction Analysis System. The in-service program
was fourteen lion' s lone 1 wenty-three teachers or grades on through five, MR were all in the same school,
w-re the experimental teachers. Twenty comparable teachers in a comparable school in she same .)chool
district were the control teachers.

The in-service program was successful in modifying five of the fourteen selected behaviors. Ott none of
these behaviors was ibefe a significant difference between the two groups before the in-service program be,tan:
there were significant differences on five he' .tviors at the end of the school year. Most of the attcemts to
increase affective responses were successful: none of the attempts to decrease negative teacher resilJi secs was
success tit I.

The appropriate Stanford Achievement Test in arithmetic was administered to the students of all
teachers in the experimental and control groups at die beginning and the cod of the school year. No significant
difference nor any apparent trend was found at either pond in time.

To the extent that it is possible to compare the teachers in this sample wit'o those in other samples, the
teachers in both schools appear to he more direct Man usual. Both groups bq.in with low ird ratios: .63 for
the experimental and .52 for the control group. At the end of the year the experimental teachers had a mean
i/c1 ratio of 1.08, a ratio which is not a strong indicator of indirectness. Thus, the training did not appear to he
effective enough to show a comparison between an indirect and a ..erect group of teachers. Rather, both
groups of teachers tended to be L:,ect as measured by the IA system.

Summary of Four Studies out Affective Interactions

Again, it should be :lined that only fonr studies are included in die above review, and four studies are
too few to permit -my generalization. Yet, the four studies do cover a rather wide range of circumstances: they
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were conducted in different countries, with experienced and inexperienced teachers, using regular and special
units, and regular and special tests. (One might wish to add the study by Miller (1966) as a fifth study
because affective interactions were also a part of that study.)

The results of these four studies are most consistent. In all cases the teachers differed in their behavior
and provided behaviors which were close to the instructional model. In all four cases (or live) there was no
difference on the achievement measures, and no trend in either direction.

Perhaps affective interactions are not as important in enhancing achievement as has been claimed.
Perhaps the significant results which have been obtained in correlational studies are masking more important
behaviors, which were not part of the training program.

Student Participation

Student participation was explicitly manipulated in two studies described below. The origins of a
preference for student participation among educators is difficult to determine, but the existence of such a
preference can be derived from the descriptive studies of teaching in which the investigators make negative
comments on the high percentage of time spent in teach talk.

Science in Grade 7. Hughes (1969) wanted to determine whether the pattern of asking questions had any
effect upon achievement. He prepared a set of three forty-minute lessons on a science topic and learned them
word-perfect. The questions had been tried out so that the student responses were predictable.

Three experimental treatments were used: (a) in the random treatment, questions were addressed to all
students in a randomly determined sequence; (b) in the systematic treatment, questions were asked in a
systematic fashion, beginning with the students in one corner and progressing through all students in regular
order until the opposite corner of the class was reached; (c) in the self-selection treatment, only students
raising their hands were asked to respond.

Class mean post-test scores on a 180'item test were adjusted for initial knowledge and aptitude. The
differences among the three treatments were not statistically significant at the .05 level.

This experiment was developed to validate the finds obtained in an earlier correlational study. In that
study (Wright and Nuthall 1970) there was a correlation of .54 between student achievement and the number
of times the teacher redirected a question to another student. Hughes reasoned that in the study by Wright and
Nuthall, teacher redirection was serving to arouse and maintain the attention of the students; therefore he
devised this experiment in which three forms of using questions to arouse the attention of students were
exhibited. None of the forms was found to be superior to the other, even though one would expect that in the
systematic treatment students would quickly learn the game and stop paying attention.

Science in Grade 5. Church (1970) also prepared a highly structured set of three lessons on elementary
electricity which were scripted and memorized by the experimenter. Three treatments were used, each in three
classes in which participation was varied: (a) in the standard presentation, consisting of three 50-minute
lessons, questions were distributed at random around the class with tire students of average ability being asked
12 to 14 questions; (b) in the low participation treatment all conditions were the same as the standard
presentation, except that students with high ability were also asked questions so that the average students were
randomly selected to answer no more than six questions across the three lessons; (c) in the high participation
treatment, all students were asked to write their answers to most of the questions.

Following the three lessons and a week-end delay, the 60-item post-test was given. Post-test scores were
adjusted for pre -test scores. Class mean scores within each treatment and across the three treatments were
almost identical. Thus, the participation pattern in highly structured lessons appeared to have no differential
effect.

Summary on Student Participation

The assumed importance of student participation pervades teaching mythology. Descriptive studies of
classroom instruction frequently include criticism of the lack of time devoted to student participation.
Unfortunately, these assumptions have seldom been tested in either correlational or experimental classroom
studies. To date, neither correlational studies (see Rosenshine 1970) nor experimental studies have provided
much support for assumptions of the value of student participation. Yet, the myth remains. The success of
Sesame Street must be a paradox to those who believe that student participation is all important.
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Teacher Enthusiasm

Although the experina.:i d studies presented above have produced discouraging results, one set of
studies does provide hope. o.en though they are flawed in design. Three experimental studies were found in
which the enthusiasm of the teacher was varied.

Social Studies in Grade 6 and 7 11.utin I 19631 provided no teacher training whatsoever. Instead, he
asked 20 teachers to teach two lessons lasting less than one class period, one on ancient Egypt. and one on
ancient Route. The teacher was asked to present one lesson in such a manner as to convey the impression that
he was indifferent about the ideas. illustrative materials. and content of the lesson, and to present the other
lesson in an enthusiastic manner. Following each lesson. the students took a 102 question, multiple choice
test. All four possible orders for presentation of the twolessons were used.

The class mean for the lesson taught with apparent enthusiasm, whether that lesson was presented first
or seconds whether the topic was Rome or Egypt, was higher for 19 of the 20 classes, the results were
statistically significant in I fl classes.

Education in Undergraduate Psychology. Mayberry (1969) became interested in Mastin's study, but
worried that it might have been contaminated by the teachers covering more of the relevant material in the
enthusiastic condition. Therefore. he prepared a lecture on Interaction Analysis which was read by his
experimenter, with enthusiasm in one ease. with indifference in the other. The results obtained in 16 college
undergraduate classrooms again significantly favored the lessons presented with enthusiasm.

Education in College. ('oats and Smidchens (1%6) performed an experiment similar to Mayberry's
except that the investigators presented the lectures, and no teachers were trained. Each investigator presented
identical lectures on Interaction Analysis. The dynamic presentation was delivered from memory,
accompanied by vocal inflection, animation, and eye contact; the static presentation was read from a
manuscript, with no gestures or eye contact and a minimum of vocal inflection. The results were significantly
superior in the dynamic condition.

Summary on Enthusiasm

Although these three experimental studies appear encouraging. they are flawed and incomplete. In all
three studies, one condition may he grossly unrepresentative of typical instruction. Teachers may not typically
have enthusiasm while they teach. but it is doubtful if many show indifference, read only from a manuscript,
or read in a monotone. Such conditions appear particularly inapplicable to public school instruction.
hopefully, in future studies the investigators can provide one condition in which the instruction is presented in
a normal manner. Then we can compare the effects of enthusiastic or indifferent teaching with normal
instruction.

Process and Product

In many of our activities in teacher training, we have assumed that certain processes will yield certain
products. These processes have included the asking of questions at a higher cOgnitive level, encouragement of
student decision making, providing greater affect in the classroom, and increasing student participation. The
products are student achievement in the classroom. Unfortunately, the belief that increased use of these
processes will lead to improved product measures has nut, as yet, been supported by the research: training
teachers to use these. processes has not resulted in measurable improvement in student achievement.

These non-significant results lead to a number of tentative conclusions. Perhaps we have focused on the
wrong processes. Perhaps the sorts of behavior we value when we observe a classroom are not the most
important prwesses. Perhaps we should begin to look in a systematic, objective, empirical manner for the
more relevant processes which are critical. It is possible. of course, that these studies are incorrect: we tnight
also entertain the possibility that some of our assumptions are wrong. But any discussion of our assumptions
does not seem productive as lung as we lack empirical research, and the major conclusion of this review is that
of the hundreds of research studies completed every year, an insignificant number have beef, experimental
studies of the type described above. As long as we lack such research we shall be bound to my ths and
superstitions which are interesting subject matter for, our methods courses, but which have little relevance for
the real world.
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